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FOREWORD

Africa is one continent that lies almost entirely within the tropics. It is, therefore,
only fitting that an International Tropical Meteorology Conference be held on the African
soil. Unlike other past experiences on Tropical Meteorology, this Conference encompasses
areas that would generally be considered distinct from Tropical Meteorology. It is becoming increasingly obvious, however, that it is hard to compartmentalize Atmospheric
Science, or any other discipline for that matter. At our request. the American Programme Committee kindly agreed to include topics like Agroclimatology, Cloud Physics
and Weather Modification. These topics are important to us in East Africa in terms of
past and present research activities and their relevance to our natural resources.
The response to the "call for papers" has been overwhelming and we have received more papers than could physically be presented at the Conference. Many, therefore, have had to be presented by title only.
It is well known that our present knowledge of the dynamics and energetics of the
tropical atmosphere is in no way comparable to what we know about the extra tropical
atmosphere. This makes it difficult to study completely atmospheric general circulation.
The papers to be read on the Role of the Tropics in the General Circulation strive to
fill this gap. Our major obligation as meteorological services is the application of the
science of meteorology to problems of economic development and the exploitation of
natural resources and the research scientists' role is to help make it easier to achieve
this with more precision and accuracy by the provision of better techniques and scientific tools. We are encouraged to see a number of numerical prediction models suggested
by some authors for the tropics. This would suggest that we are making progress.

We in East Africa have had in the past and at present weather modification activities like rain stimulation and hail suppression. We are sure we shall benefit greatly
from review papers in this area.
Many people have participated in the arrangements for this meeting and we would
like to express our sincere thanks to them. We must especially thank the American
Programme Committee and American Meteorological Society headquarters personnel for
the cooperation they gave us in attending to the many Conference details.

S. Tewungwa
Chairman
Steering Committee, African Programme
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AUTOMATION OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AND SERVICES
John M. Beukers
Beukers Laboratories, Inc., Bohemia, N. Y.
&

Sidney Teweles
National Weather Service, Silver Spring, Md.

navigational aids and retransmits these back t o
a base station where the balloon positi on and
incremental movement can be computed and dis played. Since the balloon position is determined
at the balloon location, windfinding accuracy is
independent of range from the base station,
assuming adequate telemetry is maintained. In
other words, wind vector accurac y at the beginning of a flight is the same as at the end.

INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, a number of significant
technological advances have made extensive automation of meteorological observations and data
processing feasible. The most generally applicable of these advances is the mini-computer.
Even where all the necessary components of
completely automated systems have not yet been
developed, this low cost, high capacity machine
with fast cycle time has enabled equipment
designers to produce semi-automated systems
which provide many of the benefits of full automation.

The retransmission concept is shown diagramati cally in Figure 1. Three long range transmitting
stations are depicted radiating signals which are
intercepted by the balloon borne radio receiver.
These signals are amplified and applied to the
403 MHz transmitter along with meteorologi cal
data. At the base station, which may be either
shipborne or land based, navigational signals
are processed to provide balloon position and
track. Signals containing meteorological data
are also processed to derive atmospheric met eorological parameters of pressure, temperature and humidity.

This paper is divided into two sections. The
first describes a recently developed system for
the automation of upper air observations. This
system introduces the concept of signal retransmission for the determination of upper air wind
speed and direction.
The second section describes recent progress
toward the automation of field operations in a
national weather service by employing high
speed communications to carry data between
computers located at stations in a national network.
I.

UPPER AIR OBSERVATIONS

A.

BALLOON TRACKING CONCEPT
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The current technique of tracking weather balloons hy radio is to utilize tracking antennas.
These may be radar (send and receive with
passive airborne reflector), radio theodolite
(receiving Eiish and active radiosonde transmitter), or radio theodolite plus ranging (ranging to give higher accuracy at lower elevation
angles of the tracking dish). In each case wind
speed and direction are determined by changes
in the azimuth and vertical elevation angles of
the tracking antenna. Accuracy of such systems
degrades with distance of the radiosonde from
base station antenna.
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TRACKING SIG NA L C

Signal Retransmission C oncept for
Wind Vector Determination

It will be noted that wind vector data ar e entirely
dependent upon the reception of long range navigational signals at the balloon location. Accuracy
of wind measurement is therefore dependent upon
how well these navigational signals can b e received and the stability of the signals over the
propagation path from transmitter to balloon

The new concept utilizes a receiver installed in
the radiosonde that picks up existing long range
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location. For this reason it is necessary to consider the availability, stability and reliability of
these transmissions.

8.

Many signals in the Very Low Frequency (VLF)
and Low Frequency (LF) spectrum may be utilized. These include the international Omega
system, the Soviet VLF navigation system, the
international time dissemination network transmitters, and the Loran-C and Decca low frequency navigation systems. Wind vector accuracy varies according to which signals are employed, Loran-C giving the highest accuracy.
For this reason it is considered essential that
ground equipment be capable of processing all of
these signals with a simple operational met.hod
of selection. The mini-computer permits us to
do this.

These component parts are illustrated in Figure
2. Details of the sensors are shown in Figures
3 and 4.

When the signal retransmission concept is employed for synoptic purposes it is important that
suitable signals are selected. Although history
shows the reliability of these transmissions to
be high and transmitter down time exceedingly
small, it is nevertheless prudent to consider redundancy so that should a transmission stop, an
alternative station can be employed. Again the
mini-computer permits us to do this. By designing the ground equipment hardware to be nonspecific in regard to signals retransmitted,
selection may be made by software routines.
This permits virtually instantaneous change from
one set of tracking signals to another and avoids
the possibility of aborted flights.
B.

Water activated battery and polyethylene
bag individually packed in a sealed container

Figure 2.

( t

Automet 1220 Series Radiosonde

)

RADIOSONDES

A new series of radiosondes has been introduced
which incorporates circuits necessary to receive
and retransmit the tracking signals. In addition
these new sondes feature rapid solid state commutation of meteorological sensors and a method
whereby ground equipment may be automatically
synchronized to the commutation cycle. The
radiosondes contain a computer calibrated aneroid
and may be supplied with pre-calibrated temperature and humidity sensors which avoid the need
for baseline calibration. The radiosonde consists
of the following parts.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

CAR.BON ELEMENT
HYGRISTOR
(HUMIDITY)

Figure 3.

7.

(TEMPERATURE)

Radiosonde Sensors

To avoid pre-flight calibration, sensors are
calibrated at time of manufacture to stringent
specifications. Sensor characteristics governed
by these specifications are contained in computer software programs. Accuracy of the met eorological parameters obtained in an automatic
sounding therefore depends upon consistency of
manufacture and quality control and subsequent
shelf life.

Humidity duct work and hygristor
Thermistor arm and thermistor
Aneroid and baroswitch together with
punch tape and eye readable hard copy
calibration
Meteorological data oscillator to convert
sensor resistance into frequency
Solid state clock for commutation of
pressure, temperature and humidity
together with high accuracy solid state

The hygristors are pre - calibrated at 33% relative
humidity at 25° C. They are individually cut in
to ±1 % relative humidity at a specific resistance.
Once this resistance has been determined, relative humidity vs. resistance follow a prescribed
ratio characteristic according to specification.
Immediately after calibration the hygristors are
packed in a hermetically sealed container together with a small pac kage of desi ccant, where
they will maintain their calibr a tion for long
periods of time. Storage should be below 50° C .

switche~

6.

ROD THERMISTOR

Tracking signal receiver and preconditioner together with antenna
500 milliwatt-1 watt 403 MHz transmitter
and associated FM modulator
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Pre-calibrated sensors and extended shelf life
make it possible to carry out an automatic sounding at any time avoiding the need for radiosonde
preflight calibration.

The thermistors have a nominal resistance of
14, OOO Ohms at +30° C and this is considered the
lock-in resistance and temperature. Each temperature then has a corresponding thermistor
resistance which is expressed as a ratio to the
lock-in resistance. Thermistors are manufactured to this ratio curve to within ±. 5° C. A
pre-calibrated sensor will have the specific
resistance at +30° C which is printed on a piece
of paper and shipped with the thermistor in a
vial. There is 100% inspection on each of these
thermistors to determine that the thermistor fits
the required characteristic at -60° C to ±. 1° C.
The calibrated resistance resolution at +30° C
corresponds to a temperature accuracy of ±. 05° C.
Variations less than ±. 1° C characterize the shelf
life of the thermistor.

Figure 4.

C.

Meteorological parameters and tracking signals
are radiated from the radiosonde at 403 MHz.
This transmission is received on either an omnidirectional or corner reflector antenna mounted
on the roof of the building housing the ground
equipment. The 403 MHz transmission is fed via
coaxial cable to a 403 MHz receiver located in
the right hand rack of the equipment shown in
Figure 6. The receiver detects and separates
the tracking signals and the meteorological
information. The tracking signals are applied to
the signal mainframe located at the top of the left
hand rack. The signal mainframe contains a
number of signal amplifiers selected by the
choice of tracking signals to be employed for
wind speed and direction determination. After
suitable amplification, the tracking signals are
applied to the meteorological processing circuits
within the mini-computer located in the center of
the middle rack.
Signals employed for tracking usually travel
large distances before arriving at either the
ground station or the radiosonde. Propagation of
these signals over these distances is influenced
by the sun, for example night and day, and ground
conditions (sea or land). For these reasons it is
necessary .to make the ground processing equipment capable of recognizing any irregularities
and compensate for them. This is done by processing the tracking signals received at the
ground installation to determine routine corrections for application to the information retransmitted from the radiosonde. A local tracking
signal antenna located on the ground installation
building receives tracking signals and applies
them to signal amplifiers also located in the sig- .
nal mainframe. Both meteorological and tracking
signals are processed in the mini-computer and
applied through digital to analog converters to
two analog strip chart recorders. The strip
chart recorder located in the center rack provides a trace of the radiosonde track vs. time.
The analog strip chart recorder at the bottom of
the right hand rack provides a readout of pressure,
temperature and humidity to enable an operator
to determine meteorological parameters at these
and the mandatory levels.

Aneroid Baroswitch

Each aneroid capsule and baroswitch assembly
is calibrated in a computer controlled pressure
chamber. Each contact on the baroswitch is
calibrated to within ±1 mb and it has been found
that this calibration lasts indefinitely. Figure 5
illustrates the punched tape and eye readable
copy of the aneroid calibration.
BAROSWITCH PRESSURE CALIBRATION CHART
SOU~DINti

RELEASE TIME.GM !
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Two magnetic tape transports are shown on the
left in Figure 6. Because the system shown is
heavily software oriented, the computation section of the mini-computer requires 24 to 28K of
memory. The magnetic tape transports serve
the following functions.

BAROSWITCH SERIAL NUMBER
CALIBRATION
DATA

Figure 5.

GROUND RECEIVING AND PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT

1.

Aneroid Calibration Chart & Section
of Hard Copy
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To load both tracking and meteorological
programs into core Eitorage.

Figure 6.

Signal Receiving, Processing & Display Equipment

2.

To provide scratch tape storage during
data processing.

3.

To provide the means for logging both
meteorological and wind vector information.

4.

To provide a convenient and readily accessible means for loading diagnostic programs
for system check-out.

D.

TYPICAL SYSTEM OPERATION

There are generally two types of installation,
shipborne and fixed location.
In the shipboard installation the tracking signals
to be employed may not always be the same.
Therefore the operator selects those signal
amplifiers for the signals to be tracked and
selects the file number on magnetic tape for the
appropriate software.

The complete system is under control of the
operator from a teletype. This includes program load and the selection of diagnostics. The
operator may directly interact with the meteorological computation through this teletype. The
aneroid baroswitch calibration tape shown in
Figure 5 is entered into the mini-computer
through the paper tape reader associated with
the teletype.

If the system has not been used for a period of
time, the operator may elect to perform certain
diagnostic routines to determine correct system
operation. The operator then calls for the minicomputer to display signal condition of those
transmissions to be tracked to check that the
numbers displayed are within prescribed limits.

The operator may now prepare the radiosonde
for flight and inflate a balloon. The hygristor
can is opened and both hygristor and thermistor
are placed into their respective positions at the
top of the radiosonde. The battery can is opened
and the battery immersed in water for a couple
of minutes. It is then placed in a polyethylene
bag and introduced into the battery compartment
of the radiosonde. The sonde is attached to the
balloon train with parachute and the tracking signal antenna attached to the string between sonde
and parachute. The baroswitch arm is lowered
and detent wheel adjusted for station pressure.
The operator returns to the receiving equipment,
tunes in the radiosonde, checks for presence of
telemetry and synchronization of meteorological
information. At this time the sonde is ready for
launch.

The equipment is provided with an automatic
start feature so that a balloon radiosonde launch
can be made by a single operator.
Software programs for the equipment include
those necessary to determine wind vector from
the retransmitted tracking signals, meteorological programs to establish meteorological parameters corresponding to the frequencies telemetered from the radiosonde, and other meteorological programs to reduce data to the coded
forms required by the synoptic networks.
When the equipment is employed for data logging,
provision is made in the software for the operator
to interact with the magnetic tape so that relevant header information can precede data from
the radiosonde ascent. This header information
contains such items as sonde serial number,
pre-calibrated sensor resistance, the day, time,
tracking signals employed, and so on. The
header and meteorological information are formatted on 9 track IBM compatible magnetic tape .

The equipment is switched for remote automatic
start and the operator proceeds back to the balloon launch position. At the instant of launching
the radiosonde, the remote launch button is de-
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Analog Recording of Automet Flight

pressed, which has the effect of starting the
ground equipment. The operator has no more to
do until sufficient data from the flight is displayed
on the meteorclogical recorder to permit meteorological analysis.

AFOS system has several distinct phases which
may be implemented in stages depending on the
structure of the organization it serves and the
availability of resources for its realization
(URS Data Services Co., 1971).

During this time wind information is being typed
out and also stored in the Navaid/meteorological
analyzer. Both meteorological and wind data are
passed to the data logging magnetic tape transport.

The NWS has almost completed a reorganization
of its field forecast offices. At present, there
are 50 such Weather Service Forecast Offices
(WSFOs), each serving its own geographical
area, which in most instances is conterminous
with one of the United States. In addition to the
many observation sites within each WSFO area,
there are one or more Weather Service Offices
(WSOs) which process and disseminate locally
the products emanating from the WSFO. Most
of these WSFO products are based on guidance
material provided by the National Meteorological
Center (NMC), the National Hurricane Center,
and the National Severe Storms Forecast Center.
When complete, the AFOS system will serve
all of these units.

After approximately 30 minutes into the flight,
the operator reads off data from the analog presentation for both significant and mandatory levels
and feeds these into the Navaid/meteorological
analyzer. When this is done, he calls for the
appropriate program, which transforms the meteorological information into a code suitable for
transmission into the synoptic network.
Under normal operating conditions an operator
will be able to complete the meteorological data
reduction a few minutes after balloon burst.
II.

AUTOMATION OF FIELD OPERATIONS
AND SERVICES

A.

GENERAL COMMENTS

B.

THE AFOS STAGE A

In Stage A of the AFOS system, the WSFOs will
be linked to each other and to the three national
centers by a 2400-bit-per-second, full-duplex
National Digital Circuit (NDC). The NDC will
carry messages in both directions around the
circuit with high reliability because of quality
control procedures that insure the integrity of
each message as it is relayed point-to-point.
Each message will be repeated, if necessary,
until it has been received intact at its
destination. This means each message will be
retained in the computer at the sending station
until the receiving station confirms that perfect
transmission has been accomplished. If the
receiving station wants the messa.ge, it is
routed to the disk used for local storage. The
message is also transmitted to the next station
in the c ircuit. The process is continued until

The mini- computer, with its high ratio of
processing capability vs. cost, is the principal
factor making possible a new concept of
automating the activities of a national weather
service. Other factors are high- speed landline
communications, the cathode ray tube (CRT)
display with keyboard control, and a number of
ingenious peripheral devices to serve the
computer.
In our U.S. National Weather Se rvice (NWS),
we refer to this new concept as the Automation
of Field Operations and Services (AFOS). The
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stations) is also eliminated. Of course, a
certain amount of hard copy may still be desired
for posting or for distribution to clients of the
office. Material may be called up for inspection
on a display and then transferred to hard copy.
Another means of dissemination in the future is
cable television (CATV). With its many channels
into the homes of subscribers, CATV can afford
to dedicate one to weather information including
an automated display of the current weather
observation along with various types of fore casts.

the message meets itself coming from the other
direction; at this time the message is purged
from the circuit.
The kinds of material sent through the voicegrade lines of the NDC include not only the
usual observation and analysis codes and other
alphanumerical messages, but also weather
charts, radar echo displays, and satellite
derived products. Selected transmissions can
be stored by the computer for prescribed
periods. The executive program of the
computer makes the decisions regarding the
functions of forwarding, storing, processing,
monitoring, and updating of data within the
system.

Rapid response to changing conditions is an
essential element of AFOS. Incoming observations are constantly checked against the forecasts
for the corresponding times and places. When
discrepancies of prescribed amounts are detected,
the fore caster is alerted so that he can revise
the current forecasts. This monitoring system
also alerts the forecaster instantly when certain
critical values are reported. The values leading
to the issuance of warnings might include very
strong radar echoes, large amounts of
precipitation, rising river stages, strong winds,
or bail.

Besides transmitting conventional meteorological observations and forecast products, the
NDC can serve as a medium for exchanging
batches of data from computer to computer.
The data may be exchanged in the form of
matrices of data at grid points or at the stations
in a network.
The forecaster will work at a console containing
four CRT-type displays along with the necessary
keyboard and other controls for their operation.
While he is making use of standard formats
stored in the comp:uter to assist him in
composing his forecast on one display, he can
recall any of a long list of auxiliary data lists,
plotted charts, or analyzed maps on the other
displays. At his fingertips, he thus has access
to all of the information now found in stacks of
teletype reports and posted charts. He can
request the latest temperature,s, ceilings, or
other weather elements at stations on a variety
of map sections. At will, he can request recent
changes in temperature or pressure to be
displayed. He may call up any product received
from the NMC computer. Any CRT display can
be used for forecast composition. On command,
the standard format for, let us say, the aviation
terminal forecast will be displayed. Blanks
will appear where the predicted values for
ceiling, visibility, winds aloft, etc., are to be
entered. By moving a cursor that appears as
a flashing point in the display to a blank space,
the forecaster is enabled to enter the
appropriate value in that space. If a particular
weather factor, like cloud or fog, will not be
pre sent during the fore cast period, an
appropriate command will eliminate that part
of the format. When checking procedures have
verified that all necessary entries have been
made, the forecaster will issue the command
for dissemination of the message on designated
circuits.

Many of these reports might be gathered by the
computer through automatic interrogation of
remote instruments. The same sort of automatic callup would be used for immediate dissemination of the resulting warning to large numbers
of telephone subscribers. A network of very
high frequency (VHF) radio stations can be used
to broadcast messages to limited areas. By use
of the geostationary satellite as a relay station,
both the interrogation of automatic meteorological
observation stations (AMOS s) and the dissemination of messages can be accomplished over a
huge area of the earth's surface without recourse
to hard-wire communication.
C.

THE AFOS STAGE B

While Stage A implements the AFOS system in
the state centers (WSFOs) and connects them
with national and regional data processing
centers, Stage B (Synoptic Systems Corp., 197 3)
implements the system in each local service
office (WSO), connecting it on the one hand with
its WSFO and, on the other, with nearby observation sites and with clients for the WSO
services. Observations from sites within the
assigned area of the WSO will be collected at
some combination of synoptic map times and
hourly or special time intervals. The WSO
computer will relay the data it collects to the
WSFO where entry on the NDC will occur.
Where desired, these reports can be reproduced
on hard copy for local posting.
In contrast to the present communications setup
whereby field office workers must filter out
needed information from the general traffic
carried on te letype lines, each computer will be
programmed to accept only those materials
required for local storage. Routinely prepared

It is estimated this system will save 2 5 percent

of the forecaster's time now spent in routine
activities such as paper tearing and posting, or
leafing through the stacks of posted reports.
Furthermore, the work of a communicator
(actually performed by the forecaster at most
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Whe n the actual test phase begins, the most
imp ortant aspect will be the human factor. We
must find out how the activities of the forecaster
a n d ob s erver are affected by the fundamental
c hanges in their way of accomplishing their
w ork. We will also be evaluating the economics
of the system to update our estimates of future
c os ts and possible savings over current
o perations. As the test proceeds, we will
pe rfe ct the specifications according to which the
futur e A FOS system will be constructed, and we
will deve lop the procedures for future operational
pr act i ce .

forecasts and descriptive material will be
forwarded automatically to users by l oc al
teletype loops. The weather service s pecia l i st
at the WSO will be able to monitor all of these
items on his keyboard display. When desired,
he can adjust the wording of incoming messages
to special local conditions or last minute
weather developments before releasing the
script to the local broadcast stations, telephone
recordings, or other local users . The WSO
specialist can also call up a variety of basic or
processed data to help acquaint himself with
details of the current weather situation. For
example, he can view digitized echo patterns
from nearby radar stations. The patte rn s for
all these stations may be consolidated into a
single pattern for a large area . S inc e the
patterns are expressed in terms of precipitation
rates, they may also be integrate d to give an
indication of rainfall accumulated over a
specified time interval.

E.

The n eed for fast response by observing facilities
and fo r data in computer- compatible form is
st imulating the development and deployment of
automate d observing facilities. Another stimulating fa ctor is a continuing reduction in the ratio
betw ee n the cost of electronic components and the
expense of employing human observers.

The local computer is flexible enough to be
employed for such additional purposes as
reduction of the radiosonde observation, preparation of local climatological statistics, and
housekeeping chores such as preparation of
work schedules, leave records, and station
finances. Additional processing units, tape
drives, and memory banks can be added if
these multiple functions exhaust the capacity of
the basic mini- computer system.

D.

A UTOMATION OF OBSERVING FACILITIES

The first section of this paper dealt with
automation of upper-air observations. For
s u r face observations, automatic meteorological
observing stations (AMOSs) are now being
manufactured. In the United States, the AMOSIII- 70 (Hexter and Waters, 1968) and its later
model the AMOS-III-73 are being constructed
to accommodate up to 13 modules. Each module
c onsists of a sensor and transducer connected to
a n appropriate electronic circuit board in the
ce ntral processing unit of the AMOS. The
p rocessing unit multiplexes the signals from
the se modules, sets up a message in prescribed
for mat, and transmits the message on teletype
lines upon command from a so-called stunt box.
T h e AMOS-III series is limited to operation at
s ites with ample power for its components,
liv ing-quarters environment for its processor,
a nd a standard teletype line for its output.

GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE AFOS
SYSTEM

From the standpoint of the user of meteorological
services, the AFOS system promises many
advantages. The WSO will be able to react
rapidly to changing circumstances since any
unusual incoming information will be monitore d
by the computer through comparison with a se t
of prearranged critical values.

A Remote AMOS (RAMOS) (Reynolds and Lovkay,
1 972) has been developed for use in isolated and
hostile environments. Special low-power sensors,
l ong-life power supplies, and rugged housing
ha ve been designed for the RAMOS field unit.
T h e observations from one or more field units
can be transmitted to a RAMOS central station
by te le phone line or else by radio, perhaps
thr ou gh satellite relay. The ubiquitous minicompute r i s planned as the processing unit of the
RAMOS ce ntral. It will have the function of
interrogating its family of field units, reducing
the data, coding and transmitting the observation,
and recording the information for archival
purposes.

The private user will have access to the AFOS
information bank through request/reply outlets .
If he is an aviator, he might request certain
observations or terminal and route fore casts
along an air route he expects to fly. Other us ers
could make other types of requests; for example,
probability of rainfall, forest fire potential, air
pollution and stagnation values, etc.
At present in the United States, AFOS is in the
experimental stage. We a r e now as s emb ling
the basic components into model test fac ilities .
Initially, we will test out the WSF O and NDC
automation concepts. This will be follow ed by
testing of the Stage B parts of t he p rogram
including the collection of data fr om d i git ized
radar stations, surface and uppe r - a ir s t a ti ons,
and hydrologic observation site s . The most
difficult task is the writing of c omputer pr ograms
to handle every situation.

The basic group of s e n s ors for the AMOS family
will measu re t empe rature, dewpoint, pressure,
wind speed and d irection, and amount of
precipit ation. Var i ou s other e lements are also
relatively eas ily dete rmiried by automatic means;
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for example, peak wind, water temperature,
river level, etc. The automation of subjectively
determined elements such as sky condition,
ceiling height, prevailing visibility and type of
precipitation has produced difficult -problems
testing the ingenuity of engineers. However,
where a human observer is present at the AMOS
site, he can add the subjective elements by
operating the digit-switches of a manual input
device and enter remarks by means of
perforated paper tape.

status of component developments by means
of occasional progress reports, specifications
for manufacture, and reports on test and
evaluation of prototype systems.
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SUMMARY
The automated systems described here in some
instancep replace men by doing their work for
them. In other cases, the equipment assists
them by bringing in information faster and more
reliably or by performing routine drudgery,
leaving the workers free to exercise their skills
at a higher level. As ,a result, the forecaster
may be able to render new services and his
forecast verification seores should improve.
A seldom appreciated side-benefit of automation
is a substantial reduction in operational errors
and delays of all kinds. Sometimes, the
justification for an automated system is its
ability to work day and night in an isolated and.
hostile environment where hardship pay and
support services are extremely costly. An
additional justification in recent years has been
a demand for better forecasting of severe
mesoscale weather. The requirements of a
mesoscale network for a great many closely
spaced stations capable of rapid response can
only be met by automated sensing systems.
Nevertheless, automation is generally expected
to pay for itself by savings from reductions in
manpower and from replacement of less
efficient systems.

10. Pierce, Palmer, Watt, Woodward, 1966:
Omega - A World-Wide Navigational System.
Pickard & Burns No. 8863.
11. Swanson, 1971: Omega.
Navig. Vol. 18, #2.

In the short space available here, we are unable
to de scribe in detail all of the components of
each automated system. In fact, the final
details of some units remain to be settled.
Eventually, the complete systems will be
manufactured for general distribution.
Meanwhile, interested parties may follow the

Jour. Inst. of

12. Taylor, 1970: Determination of the
Accuracy of a LO-CATE Loran-C Windfinding System in Trials at Sharwell, Fife
Shire. University of Southampton, England.
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SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS IN THE TROPICS
Sigmund Fritz
National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA
Suitland, Maryland U.S.A.
1.

INTRODUCTION

sensors which help to determine whether
bright clouds extend to high levels.

Systems which produce clouds
can be detected from satellite observations of reflected solar radiation, and of
emitted infrared radiation.
Among such
systems are tropical disturbances ranging
in intensity from weak waves to major
hurricanes (typhoons, cyclones).

3.

From a geostationary satellite
it is possible to "photograph" an area of
the earth at frequent intervals, and to
measure the cloud displacements (Hubert
and Whitney, 1971).
Fig. 2 shows cloud
motion directions for low clouds and for
high clouds. Low clouds are judged to be
at a height of about 1 km; the high clouds
are usually cirrus clouds and are estimated to be at a height of about 9 km.

Smaller scale phenomena s u ch
as convective type clouds, can also be
easily detected.
For tropical disturbances and hurricanes, techniques have been
developed to estimate the maximum wind
speed near the center of the disturbance
(Hubert and Timchalk, 1969, Dvorak, 1973) .

4.

Other quantitative measurements involve cloud displacements as estimates of wind velocity.
Temperature
changes can sometimes be observed in the
tropics, especially in the stratosphere.
2.

WIND VECTORS

CLOUD PICTURES

Cloud pictures are now available in both visible or infra-red radiation.
These pictures can be obtained by
direct readout (APT) from satellites, such
as NOAA 2.
A cyclone (hurricane) observed
in visible radiation is shown in Fig. 1.
It developed from a storm near Northern
Madagascar (Fig. l(a)) to a cyclone (hurricane) and then moved into the African Coast
near 13S.
The intensity of the storm in
Fig. l(b) was estimated to be 84 knots.
Bright areas of cumulonimbi with little
wind shear appear over central Africa.
Current NOAA satellites carry infra-red
Fig. 1. Three days of disturbance between Madagascar and the African Coast
as viewed by Satellite ESSA 9. (a) Nov.18,
(b) Nov. 19, (c) Nov. 20, 1969.
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AIR TEMPERATURE

With aid of infra-red measurements in the 15 µm C02 band, vertical temperature profiles are now derived (Fritz,
et al. 1972). However, it may be difficult to achieve sufficient accuracy to
measure small changes.
The larger changes
in the tropical stratosphere can be
measured.
A tropical temperature decrease, associated with a polar warming is

shown in Fig. 3.
The radiance change is
almost equal to the temperature change in
0 c;
therefore , Fig. 3 shows the temperature change of the stratosphere averaged
over a deep layer.
5.

6.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

In Figure 2, the subsatellite
point was on the equ a.tor near longitude
50°W. In a few years, additional geostationary satellites are planned for other
parts of the world (JOC, 1973) so that
wind vectors should become available
regularly throughout the tropics whereever clouds appear.
Also, the possibility
exists that infra-red radiation measurements from geostationary and from polar
orbiting satellites may aid in estimating
the height of clouds from which cloud
motions are measured.
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Fig. 3.
Changes in radiance, at 669 cm-1,
from Dec. 3, 1969 to Jan. 2, 1970. Observations from SIRS-A on Nimbus 3.
(Fritz and Soules, 1972)

Fig. 2. Wind direction arrows obtained
from cloud motions.
NASA's ATS-3.
(Courtesy T. Fujita)
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COMPATIBILITY OF RAW INS AND SATELLI TE WIN DS

Le s t er F. Hub ert
NOAA, National Environment a l Sa t ellit e Service
Washingt on , D. C.

1.

INTRODUCTION

We have now had six years' experience
in estimating winds by tracking c louds with pictures
from geosynchronous satellites. Meteorologists a s k
"How accurate are satellit e winds?" We have been
trying to answer that question for some time now
and two ideas have evolved:
Accuracy is a complex quantity that
cannot be specified by a simple statistic such as
+X mps. Moreover, we are asking the wrong question! Wrong because it is present ly impossible
to answer, for there exists no "ground truth" on
which to base measurement of accuracy.

On the other hand, investigators of
individua l convective disturbances require those
s hort - period observations to measure circulation
at cloud scale -- at that scale the ten-second
observation is "accurate." Were they given only
the longer-term-averag ed observation they would
have lost accuracy by an amount that the synopti c
analyst had gained accuracy. Accuracy of wind
observations from any source therefore can be
assessed only by a careful cons ideration of scale
of observations and scal e of the circulation for
which it is to be used. Clearl y, a statistic of
x mps, by itself, does not express accuracy.

Compatibility of data types is presently a more appropriate concern than accuracy -more appropriate because lack of compatibility
represents the upper limit of accuracy of analyse s
made from combined data.
I believe it is important for forecasters and researchers to think of wind observations in terms of these ideas. Each observation
system responds to air motion in its own way. It
is my purpose to show that these ideas are important because they concern this variable response.
I will explain fir s t why accuracy cannot be
simply expressed and why requiring an accuracy
figure is asking the wrong question. Then in my
remaining time I will report on an experiment to
measure the compatibility of rawins and satellite
winds.
2.

perfectly accurate observations might deviate
from the larger scal e flow by 1 80° in direction
and many knots in speed. Two or three adjacent
ob s ervations so perturbed might easily be
analyzed as a wave--producing an error perhaps
an order of magnitude greater than the specified
2 mps over many grid points. So, in order to
maximize accuracy, we average balloon displacements over much longer time intervals and smooth
them furth er with analysis.

In considering characteristics of
observing systems, first we mus t distinguish between what I shall call mechanical accuracy
(e.g. the accuracy of determining the pos ition of
a balloon in three dimensional space) and scale.
Arguments about satellit e winds frequently ari se
because we failed to make such distinction.
The mechanical part of sateliite
wind observation is measuring the displacement
of sel ect ed targets -- the second part concerns
the degree to which that cloud displacement repr es ents air flow at a gi ven scale. Research and
deve lopment has quit e properly been preoccup i ed
with the first part. Remarkabl e progress has
been made . Using sophisticated equipment and
complex computer programs, it is now possible
under ideal conditions to measure displacement
of well-defined targets down to the limit determined by the resolving capability of the system.
But from my earlier remarks, you recognize that
wind i s not, thereby, determined to that
accuracy.

ACCURACY OF WIND OBSERVATIONS

Why cannot accuracy be simply
specified? In the GATE and FGGE documents we
see requirements of +2 mps. But thi s number has
meaning only in context of the scale of the
pattern it is meant to represent. A given set
of data has different accuracies for each different scal e. Let me illustrate.
Consider the analysis for a numerical prediction experiment, based on a grid
interval of 2° l atitude-longitude. Suppos e the
area is covered with data at intervals of 500 to
1000 kilometers specified to be accurate to +2
mps. We expect to produce analysis at grid points at least +2 mps. But suppose those data
were derived from balloon positions read at tensecond intervals. Near vigorous convection

My purpose here is to discuss the
problem of wind determination and to avoid insof ar as pos sible, considerin g the mechanical
pr ocedure of measuring c loud displacement.
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Characteristics of Satellit e Wind s

cated that l ow c loud vectors correspond well to
wind at 850 mb. Ob j ective direct analyses of
850 mb r awins and low cloud vectors were made for
a 5-day sequence f or this experiment. Several
ana l yses f or s everal different combinations of
data we r e made f or each day .*

Wind, temperature , etc. ar e analyzed
on quasi-horizontal pressure surfac es . Balloon,
aircraft and rocket data are collected and r educed in a form conveni ent to that use . Sat ellite winds are different in that they rare l y
r epresent flow at a s ingle leve l -- they repr e sent motion of a layer. Many cloud layers ar e
mixed by convective overturning througho ut a
strata in which vertical shear exists. It woul d
appear that cloud motion must be affected by
vigor of the mixing, depth of the mixed layer ,
and magnitude and direction of shear. Therefore
an inseparable aspect of scale in satellite wind s
involves the three-dimensional features of thick
atmospheric strata. Rawin observations are different. Balloons rising through a 600 meter
layer in two minutes do not respond to the same
scale of layer motion as do clouds which intergrate the effect of vertical and horizontal
motions within, say, a two-kilometer layer over
periods upward of an hour. In effect, each
system is measuring different characteristics of
the flow. Notwithstanding those differences,
data must be combined. The user needs to know
to what degree they represent circul ation at the
scale of his interest.

Objective analysis procedures are
sens itive t o factors such as boundary conditions,
data d en~ity and data distribution. That is, the
fina l analy sis depends not only upon the circulation pattern sampled by the observat~ons -- it
a lso dep ends on where dnd how those observations
are introduced into the analysis. A simple
example:
An analysis "first guess" might misl ocate a trough. Say the forecast (first
gue ss) moved the trough too slowly. If by
chance no observations were obtained for that region, the mislocated trough could be retained in
t he final analysis. And if the actual trough
position were detected by observations, a second
t r ough would be introduced.
To avoid diluting the experimental
r esults with this type of error satellite winds
and rawins were selected such that the number
and distribution of data were the same for each
set of observation within the experimental area
s hown on Figure 1. The experimental area 1 ext ending from equator to 32°s, from 134°w to
1 760E, was chosen because it contains 21 rawin
stations of which at least 17 reported each day.
A large number of satellite winds were also
available so it was possible to discard many
s atellite measurements, retaining 17 to 20 satellite winds of each type to match both the density
and distribution of rawin data -- with a single
exception. One type of satellite data was sparse
south of 2oos on the first of the 5 days, consequently this study examined the four-day sequence
shown in Figure 2.

In addition to scale differences,
both types of data contain some error -- neither
can be regarded as the "true wind" so it is not
possible to derive a basic "ground truth" from
which to measure accuracy. Hence, compatibility
rather than accuracy is the first question we
should examine.
3. AN ANALYSIS EXPERIMENT TO EXAMINE
COMPATIBILITY
Rationale for this experiment was
the following: The principal use of satellite
winds is for synoptic analysis in which they
are combined with balloon soundings. Our
earlier comparisons of individual cloud vectors
and rawins (Hubert & Whitney, 1971; Hubert &
Timchalk, 1972) showed significant deviations.
But such statistics do not represent synoptic
scale differences. Rather, deviations between
individual soundings and individual cloud vectors
include both synoptic scale differences and differences due to contrast between the small scale
(balloon) and large scale (cloud) motion added
to errors inherent in both systems, time differences, etc. Our experiment seeks to measure
deviations between measurements of the synoptic
scale. Specifically we asked,

First a base analysis was made for
the entire area shown in Figure l using all
850 mb rawins and all satellite winds (of all
three types). Next, all analyzed values within
the experimental region were deleted. The experimental area was then reanalyzed with each
different set of data, e.g. rawins only; type one
s atell ite winds only etc., using the large-area
base analysis for boundary values. This procedure eliminated variations between analyses due
to differences of boundaries, of data density and
of data distribution. Final products were
vectors at gridpoints spaced 2° latitude-longitude fields of vorticity and divergence and a
vari~ty of vector deviation statistics. Analysis
differences are due mostly to two effects:

• Does an objective analysis of rawin
observations yield vectors at grid points different from an analysis of cloud vectors?

• r eal differences on a small synoptic
s cale of circulation of the low cloud layer and
the thin layer (600 m) centered on 850 mb and,

• Is there a systematic difference
between these vectors so that deviations could
be minimized by adding a constant adjustment
vector to one set of data?
• What is the best way of combining
these t wo types of data -- different weighting
of vector fields, different weighting of vorticity fields, etc.?

i':satellite winds derived by three different
methods were analyzed, both in combination and
separately. Time does not permit discussion of
this aspect of the experiment, nor does it affect
the results reported here.

Earli er work referenced above indi-
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• the combined error of rawin and satellit e measurement s , coupled with capability of the
analys i s procedure to smooth and fit "noisy " data. ( Design of the anal ys i s procedure is critical for
too much smoothing neglects real informati on while too little smoothing produces unrea list i c [for this
scal e ] pockets of acce l eration, vorticity and divergence.)
llOW
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' ALL DAT A' STREAMLINES FOR 850 mb....:OQ GMT, 13 AUG '72
(LOCATION OF RAWIN STNS IN EXPERl"1ENTAL AREA)

Figure 1. Streamline analysis over area of
base analysis for fir s t day of sequence. Experimental area lies ins ide broken-line outline

Figure 2 . Streamline analyses for experimental
area for las t four days of sequence

By oceanic s tandards the experimental area was well-covered with observations, nevertheless
some portions lay 1000 km from rawin data. Such regions , together with the areas near the periphery of
the experimental area, were not affected by data differences . The "first guess" tends to be retained in
data-sparse region s and near the periphery, analyses were controlled by the fixed boundary conditions .
For that reason, deviations between analyses were computed only at interior points in data-dense regions.
This procedure tends to maximize deviations between analys es , rendering our s tatistics sensitive to the
effects we sought to s tudy.
Discussion of Results
Deviation s tatistics lis ted in Table l provide some answers to the questions posed earlier
in Section 3. To interpret these results we must keep in mind that errors introduced by the 11 mechanical
part" of wind measurement introduces a few knots of "noise ." The refore deviations l ess than this "noise "
cannot be regarded as differences in the wind observations.
One such source of "noise" is resolution of the system used for deriving cloud di sp lacement.
Displacements are derived to the nearest picture element, viz to the nearest 3 to 4 n.mi. in this r egion.
For 46 minute intervals this is equivalent to 4 kt. It can be s hown that thi s impli es "resolution
noise" will be 2 to 4 kts in half the cases.
TABLE l.
Date

DEVIATIONS BETWEEN ANALYSES OF 850 MB RAWINS AND TYPE

Mean deviations (kts) between wind field analyses

sv

t

RMS(6 'V

I,.,

SATELLITE WINDS

RMS of deviations (sec-lx10 5 ) between
magnitude of vorticity
Expected''"'• from 6V

Observed

6u

6v

ifDirection

8/14/72

-4.l

0.2

37°

G.5

7. 2

.84

. 60

8/15

-2.7

0.2

-60

5 .9

6 .7

. 78

. 56

8/16

-0. 9

-0. 9

-11°

6.0

8 .4

.97

. 63

8/17

0.4

-2.2

_70

5.3

6 .7

.78

. 60

-1. 8

-0.7

30

5.9

7.3

.85

.60

Four-Day
Means

*
,..,.,
t

Three types of satellite winds were derived but only one t ype is used here .
See text for exp lanation of "expect ed" and "observed" vorticity deviations.
6"¥ is mean vector magnitude computed from individual vector deviations.
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Table 1 lists both components of the
daily mean vector deviations and mean magnitude
of vector differences. Root mean square (RMS)
of vector magnitude is also shown. Because
vector magnitude deviations are substantially
greater than the 2 to 4 kt "noise" discussed
above, we must conclude that these data sets
yield real differences at this synoptic scale
they are inconsistent to that degree.

Analyses were performed on each set
of data separately as already described and in
addition on all data combined. Time and space
does not permit displaying and discussing those
charts, but there was no difficulty in seeing that
the combined data produce superior time continuity
of "reasonable" patterns. Figure 2 shows the
four-day sequence. These analyses fit all data
within about 5 kt RMS.

Both the daily averages and the fourday averages of components are small, therefore
there is no evidence from this experiment of a
systematic deviation between these analyses.
Hence, deviations would not be reduced by adding
a constant adjustment vector to satellite winds.

Superiority of the combined data
analysis stems, in part, from the larger number
of data. Because the satellite data were more
numerous, the effect was to give them greater
weight than rawins. Some argument can be made
that this is proper -- that indeed satellite winds
should be assigned greater weight in areas where
both rawins and satellite winds are available.
This is suggested by the following evidence that
there is more small scale variability in rawins
than in satellite winds.

A measurement of compatibility is
useful to modelers who combine all sources of
data to arrive at a best estimate of the circulation pattern for the following reason. If we
assume that the actual circulation of the low
troposphere lies somewhere between the analysis
produced by rawins and that produced by satellite winds, we should not expect our analysis to
be more accurate than, say half of the deviation
between those analyses, say, 3 to 4 kts. It is
encouraging to note that this is approximately
the magnitude of the threshold "noise." Therefore these data sources may be compatible, at
the synoptic scale, at least to the limit of
"mechanical" accuracy.

Vector deviations were computed between each set of data and its analysis. Deviations between a given set of data and the vectors
analyzed (for the same location) measures the
degree of smoothing performed to achieve a
synoptic-scale analysis. Four-day means of these
deviations between data and analyses were:
Vector Magnitude
Mean
RMS

Space derivatives (vorticity and
divergence) are important variables for
numerical models. Therefore vorticity deviations are another measure of differences between
analyses. Two columns of root-mean-square vorticity deviations appear in Table 1. It can be
shown that vorticity deviations are proportional
to vector deviations if (and only if) the vector
deviations (at gridpoints involved in vorticity
computations) are uncorrelated. Column 6 lists
RMS of vorticity deviations "expected" on basis
of assuming those neighboring vector deviations
to be uncorrelated. The "observed" deviations,
Column 8, were computed by subtracting vorticity
values, point by point from the fields derived
from the individual daily analyses. Deviations
were computed only in regions of vorticity maxima
and minima so as to be consistent with the
selection of gridpoints which maximized vector
deviations.

Rawins

3.4 kts

3.9

Satellite Winds

2.7

3.0

Greater small scale variability requires greater
smoothing. If the analysis procedure produced
the "proper" smoothing, we see that satellite
winds contain less small scale "noise" and therefore are better representation of synoptic scale
circulation.
4.

SUMMARY

Separate analyses of rawins and
satellite winds deviated 7 kt RMS. This degree
of incompatibility might be caused largely by a
3 to 4 kt error in each data source. Where all
data are combined, analyses (Figs. 1 and 2) fit
all data within 5 kt RMS. Apparently such deviations at neighboring grid points are correlated
because individually-computed vorticity values
are smaller than expected from the wind deviations, providing evidence that rawins and satellite winds are more compatible than suggested by
their vector deviations.

The fact that the "observed" vorticity deviations are systematically smaller than
the "expected" deviations suggests that contrary
to assumption the vector deviations are correlated. If so, it is a favorable characteristic.
It suggests that insofar as vorticity and divergence are concerned, rawins and satellite winds
are more compatible than was indicated by the
vector differences.
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How might rawin and satellite winds
be combined for a "best" analysis? In the
absence of an actual "ground truth" we can
appeal only to the concepts of reasonable patterns and good time continuity. This cannot
provide any definitive results, but until we
realize the fruits of projects such as GATE and
FGGE, there is no better basis for judging
whether a given analysis is "good."
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1971: Wind Estimation from Geostationary
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observation network of the present, with

SOME ASP E CTS OF

its attendant expenditures in personnel,

SURFACE OLSERVA'l'IONS IN TU I:; r.i'ROPICS

instruments and materials, should be

by

9~aluated

Herbert Riehl
Freie

Universit~t

very critically. There will be

variab le local and regional wishes,

Berlin

especially for maintainin0 certain
climatologies. But a large question
At the present time the distance between

remains how far such a network is needed

earth and moon is discussed in meters or

to support calculations on weather

less; satellite sensors can locate cloud

systems lead ing to their prediction.

systems with an accuracy of 100's meters;

Gross correlations between surface

radar observations are advancing toward

O}.J servations and the state of v:eather

the long-cherished goal of providing
area-averaged indices of precipitation

have senerally ~roved disappointing.
~hus, low surface pressure is often

and the distribution of precipitation

thought to be an inj icator of heavy

intensity. In sharp contrast with these

precipitation, and this is certainly

technological advances and further

true in tropical
oft e n · ~ o

ref inerients projected for the coming

ston ~ s.

~ ut

only too

we find precipitation areas of

years, the standard surface observation,

cor«Lparable intensity near the in£ lection

once regarded as highly progressive,

point betweeu high and low pressure. In

now appears largely obsolete, especially
for tropical regions. Both the accuracy

sono e areas, for instance Venezuela,
pressure and rainfall are positively
correl a ted -- a very low

and the representativeness of these

b rin~s

observations are inadequate in the

b aro~eter

clear skies. Clearly, one sh6uld

majority of cases though, of course, not

raise the questions: 1 .) are surface

always and not for all purposes. Direct

o b servations really necessary either at

measurement of such basic quantities as

present or in the future for

temperature, humidity and precipitation

descriptions of weather processes, such

has never passeu beyonu certain

as interface interaction, anti 2.)

thresholds of accuracy ana their

what extent can direct observation be

to

variation across the tropics may show

circumvented by calculation.

national boundaries, hence discontinuity
of instruments used, rather than true

In the following, the calculation of

climatic gradients. Problems of pressure

certain

reduction to sea level introduce severe

surface data will be

dyn~nical

processes using
considere~.

limitations of the value of pressure
observations over land not only in the
tropics but also in many locations in

Surf ace Pressure Gradient over Sea

higher latitudes. The highly localized
wind, cloud and precipitation regimes

In all dynamical computations the

in many parts of the tropics, as well as

pressure force is known to be a major,

the difficulties with cloud observations

often the largest, factor; knowledge of

made from the ground and with cloud

the pressure gradient (Vp)

codes, are well known.

is also

required for determining the generation
of kinetic energy. Even assuming a

We may conclude that the indefinite

network of perfect observations Vp may

continuation of the global surf ace

be affected by the stage of the
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to the 24-hour values, measured in terms

semi-diurnal pressure variation if the
instantaneous pressure

fie~d

of standard deviation from the moving

is used.

avera~res,

The semi-diurnal wave has variable

24-hour

latitudinal and longitudinal c0111ponents;

15 percent of the average value of Vp

is . 05 r.tb/100 km or

it is different over land than over · sea,

for the whole period. Th is variation must

and there are effects of the synoptic

be ascribe0 to synoptic influences on t he

weather situation on its amplitude.

semi-diurnal wave or other factors, such
as the limit of o b servational accuracy.

As an examp le, the variation of the

Since we are dealing with research

pressure gradient with the semi-diurnal

vessels on a research expedition, we

wave was computed for the triangular ship

should presume the latter factor to be as

array of the Atlantic Trade experiment

small as possible. Clearly, i t follows

carrieJ out in February 1969. Three

from Fig. 1 that tropical surf ace 1n.aps

research vessels formed an equilateral

should not be used on an instantaneous

triangle with siue of about 7'JO km. At

basis even if a mean seni-diurnal wave

the end of the project the pressure

is subtracted. Rather, averages should

reatlings of the three ships were

be

compareu anu then adjusted by placing

two cycles. Such averages would have

the ships next to each other in the

a reasonable relation to forecasts

middle of the ocean.

forrne~

for at least one, but preferably,

several Jays aheaJ over large areas,
where the 12-hour time lag that is

For present purposes it was decided to

introduced would not be felt. For a mean

make a comparison between pressure

pressure gradient of 1.3 mb/500 km as

averaged over half a cycle with that

<luring the

averaged over two cycles, i.e. 24 hours.

of individual pressure readings must be

For the half cycle observations

f0.3 mb when the gradient is determined

cornbineci as fallows:
b)

-06 t 09

d)

-18 t

21

z;
z.

c)

a)

-12 t

15

we~e

A7~X

experiment, the accuracy

00 t 03 Z;

over distances of 500 kn1 and an error

z;

of one-third is acceptable.

In view of the longituae

of the triangle each of the combinations
'langential Equation of Motion

a-ci contains one reading at an
inflection point and one reading at

The time sequence of the vector Vp

an extreme point. Table 1 gives

for ATEX, computed over 2 cycles, is

direction and magnitude of Vp for each

depicted in Fig.2. On the whole

of these four periods for the two

continuity is reasonable. At first Vp

weeks of the ATEX experiment. It is

was from slightly east of north. The

seen that a small systematic variation

angle between wind and isobars was large,

of the pressure gradient does exist

wind speed and computed surf ace stress

even after the imposed averaging over

were high. Later, the pressure gradient

6 hours. but this variation is swamped

shifted c;unterclockwise for some days.

by other factors when all individual
values are viewed in time section (Fig.1).

Since wind direction remained almost
constant, the angle of cross-isobar

In tqis diagrmn average magnitudes of

flow was decreased, and also the

Vp for the double cycle are also shown,

component of pressure force along the

revealing a well marked and quite

wind direction (op/as), the wind speed

orderly synoptic evolution. The

itself and the computed surface stress.

"turbulence" of the 6-hour compared
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Superimposed on this broad

~Jcture

of the 6-hr deviations and the rms error

were

smaller clay-to-day fluctuations which

in B is near 7 degrees. Such an error

must be

in angle corresponds to an error of

presume~

to be related to

suvordinate synoptic features unless we

0.2 rnb when applied to the mean value

suppose them to be beyond maximum

of 'ii'p

=

1.8 mb/500 km. Given an average

observational capability. If so, there

of ap/as

might be quite serious misinformation.

that pressure must be read to an

The component equation of motion

accuracy near 0.1 mb, if the error in

parallel to the surf ace wind is

ap/as is to be held to 1/3. Such

0.75 mb/500 km, it follows

=

accuracy is hardly attainable on a
p

where

p

dV
dt

routine basis.

(1)

-'ii'p sin B t Fs

is air density, <lV/dt the

Temperature Gradient along the Isobars

individual acceleration of the surface
wind, Fsthe frictional force and B the

One of the most important parameters of

angle between surface win6 and isobars.

the low troposphere is the height 11 of

Usually, the left side represents a

the boundary layer, here defined as the

small difference between large terms

first level where the directions of wind

and it can normally be neglected in

anJ isobars becoLle parallel. If the

calculating for longer periods. On the
daily basis, however, an error

Of

direction of the isobars remains constant

°

10
in B will introduce a large fictitious

with height, the wind normally must turn
clockwise 20-30 degrees in order to

acceleration since -'ii'p sin B may be

attain the direction of the isobars. In

changed by 50 per cent completely

this case

throwing equation 1 out of balance.

iI

may be very hic;h in the deep

tracies, or non-existent. Eowever, if
there is a temperature gradient along

Fig.3 shows the time sequence for 6-hr

the isobars, in the sense that warmin<J

values of 'ii'p sin B or ap/as corresponding

is observed in the direction of the

to the total pressure gradient in Fig.1.

geostrophic wind, then the pressure

It is readily seen that the fluctuations

field will turn countercloc kw ise with

are much larger. For 24-hr values the

height possibly resulting in much lower

relative variability for 'ii'p is

heights for H. All expedition data of

14 percent which, from inspection of

recent years have found such

Fig.1, may be accepted as the real
synoptic

chang~.

counterclockwise turning with :i":agn i tuue

For 'ii'p sin B the

comparable to the clockwise turninc:; of

variability is 23 per cent. The

wind direction, i.e. about 1J /k~ .

0

increment 1-:-tust come from the

'..lhe ref ore it becor.1es vital to be able to

irregularities in a seen in Fig.2, with

uescribe the baroclinic structure of the

rms value near 2 degrees. Considering

low troposphere for estimating the

the 6-hr deviations frrnn the 24-hr

height of the boundary layer and

means, the relative variabilities for

probably also for many other

purpose~.

'ii'p are 15 percent and for 'ii'p sin B
29 percent. If variations in the

~he

magnitude of 'ii'p an6 of B are

thermal advection in the low levels,

proportional to aT/as, the tempe rature

uncorrelateu, then the variability of

sraCient along the streamlines, is

sin B contributes approximately

usually larJe in the trades.

25 percent to the variability

~~e

temperature gradient along the
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,3eostrophi c \l i ne, h oweve r, is a s r.tall

boundary layer cannot be approached by

qu c::.ntit y cve:;n in t he traues anc.i clepenus

entirely d ifferent methods, it may be

sens i tivel:l on t he s 1:1a ll an<;le betv:een

raost fruitful to attempt calculation in

i sobars a.nu. isot hen .• s. For t he suiJcloU <.. <

terms of the relation of Vp to VT 0

la yer,

gradient of oceanic surface temperature,

anc~

usua ll y t he la ye r up to

1 , 000 -1, :200

l :l ,

i.tay }Je

to re presen t

u s e~

of th e la ye r

the

if given with sufficient accuracy by

the surf ace s; rad i ent

~) ccause

,

t he g rad ient

satellite observations.

the atiaosphere

is i n ec1u.ilil.ffiUi ,i wit h the un(1erl y in g
ocean surf a ce, i.e. the lap se rates of

Conclusion

t eL;l-'era tu.r e anJ r:·toisture are nearly
iuen tical at p oints about
,\S

50 ~..I

kn apart.

Even the observations of research

i n tile case of p r essu re, care mus t

expeditions over sea yield an acceptab le

be taken to average the tei »pe ra ture

time sequence of a basic dynamical

over u t

quantity such as Vp only marginally after

least 12,

24 h ours

p r efe ra~l y

(i. e. t he '' 'ean of eight 3-liourly

averaging over 2 cycles of the

ooservations) . Furt he r, in viev.r o f the

semi-diurnal pressure wave near

very slila ll angles, virtual temperature

latitude 10°. Components of Vp and

lJe used; t he lctoisture f

mu~:>t

may

uete r n~ i ne

iel~

alone

low-level baroclinity at times may be
in error even by sign. Nothing has been

t he low-level baroclini ty.

said here of routine surf ace pressure
observations over sea by ships or about

F i y.4 s h o ws the ve ctor -VTv coraputed
tiaily for the 14 days of the ATEX

the formidable problems encountered in

expeuit io n and its approxi u ate march.

using island and continental pressure

0 ay-to-clay fluctuations were much

readings in the tropics. In the author's

greater than in F i <J. 2; a s nwoth curve

opinion progress in daily forecasting

could 0e obtained only by leading it

will only be readily achieved in most

near the mi dpoint b etween successive

parts of the tropics,

~ays.

Comparing Fig.2 an0 4, both vector

events like hurricanes and strong

f ielcls turned roughly in the same sense.
~he

magn itud e of VT

r~ n ained

continental fronts) , if the pressure

almost

field can be generated by means other

constant throughout the period.
~ J evertheless,

(excepting major

than direct observation. Possibly,

the ter'lperature grallient

readings at selected stations on small

along the isobars became very small

atolls and other representative

duri ng the second half of the

locations can be included as calibration

experiment as the angle between the

values when averaged over 2 semi-diurnal

vectors approached zero (Table 2) •

cycles.

In view of the limits in determining
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ship observations are also considered.
Assuming the computation of the
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ATEX FEBRUARY

Fig.1

19611

ATEX

Magnitude of Vp for 6-hr
(vertical) and 24-hr (dashed
horizontal) averages. Time
in GMT. For each day the
vertical lines are for the
following periods;
a -- 00-03 GMT; b -- 06-09;
c -- 12-15; d -- 18-21.
Local time lags GMT by about
2~ hours.

Fig.3

FEBRUARY 1969

Same as Fig.1 for the partial
gradient of pressure along the
surf ace wind direction.

N
N

•9

-VTv
ATEX

Vp

FEBRUARY 1969

ATEX
FEBRUARY 1969

Fig.2

Fig.4

The synoptic course of Vp,
averaged for 24 hours,
during ATEX. Dashed lines
gives sraoothed approximation
of the motion of the vector
for the two weeks.
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Same as Fig.2 for the gradient
of virtual temperature at ship's
deck level.

Table 1
Average Semi-diurnal Variation of
Qp during the ATEX Experiment
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*Local time lags GMT by about 2-1/2 hours
**Deviation from north in degrees, positive toward east.
Table 2.
Daily Means of the Indicated Parameters measured during
February 1969, and 14-day Averages
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The angle IX. is measured clockwise from N.
In the right-hand column, the coordinate !..
denotes distance along p = const. positive
westward.
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INTRODUCTION

The Zambian Second National Development Plan (1972-76) calls for an increase in the
number of professional (Meteorological Department)
climatological stations from 26 to 43, and an increase in the voluntary stations from 30 to 200
to cover the National area of 740,000 km 2 • Since,
when completed, this network will still fall below the standard of the recommend minimum of 1
station per 1000 km 2 (WMO, 1960), it is essential
that considerable care is taken in the selection
of the location of these stations.

(b)
(c)
(d)

of the element,
systematic measurement errors,
random measurement errors, and
random errors due to the distances between
measuring points and points to be estimated.

Since in areas of generally flat topography the systematic spatial variations are adequately sampled if the method of optimum interpolation is used, it is only necessary to design in
order to fulfill requirements covering (c) and (d).

The method used in the redesign is
that outlined in WMO Technical Note 111 (Gandin,
1970), which is based on the method of optimum
interpolation of errors between stations. The
advantages of the method are that it is possible
to produce maps of actual errors, to select specific design criteria, and to choose the locations of the stations according to practical considerations.
2.

NETWORK

In ordinary sampling, it is assumed that
the data are uncorrelated. In the case of meteorological spatial data this is not true, as values
from nearby stations are correlated, the strength
of the correlation depending inversely on the distance between the stations. The basis of the method is thus that the estimate of the random error
at any ungauged point increases as the distance
between the ungauged point and any adjacent measuring station increases.

THEORY

If the value of the meteorological element for any given time interval (year, month,
day) at any point in space and time i is denoted
Xi, then its deviation from the time mean Xi can
be denoted

The purpose of a climatological station network is twofold. Firstly, it is to measure climatic elements at specific points for
specific or general purposes, e.g. at airfields
or hydroelectric stations, and secondly, it is
to enable a sufficiently spatially distributed
data set of the various elements to be collected,
so that it is possible to estimate to within specific statistical limits, values of the elements
at any point over the country.

x!

1,

x.1, - x.1,

The variance is thus

m.

1,

The true spatial distribution of the
climatological elements may be explained on the
basis of topography of the region, specifically
by latitude, longitude, altitude, and the immediately surrounding terrain. However, in measuring this spatial distribution there is measurement error, which may be systematic, and thus
correctable, and random, which must be dealt with
by statistical means. In estimating values at
non-measuring points, there is additional random
error of estimation.

(x!). 2
1, '

The structural function b(x., x.), or
more simply b •• is defined as
1,
J
1,J

b ..
1,J

[x! - x~] 2

(1)

J

1,

where i and j represent different positions in
space and the covariance function m .. as
1,J

m ••

(2)

1,J

In general network design, therefore,
it is necessary to consider
(a)

These functions are connected by

m.+m.-2m ..

systematic spatial and altitudinal variations

1,

21
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1,J

(3)

Dividing by variances more nearly fulfills the ai=:1mmptions of homogeneity and isotropy,
hence

~

B ••
1,J

ti -x;r
m.1,

]J ••
1,J

1,J

_1_

m.1,

m.

(5)

For a network S and

form matrices,

µ

m. +
1,

dE

1,J

µij

dE

ap:,]

i----

l-k-1---i-k

0

.]

m.1,

the value of

xk'

pi , Pj

XI

m.

;_1

k

J

xk

x1,~

+ pJ.

x'k

xJ~

J

21.l 'k

J .

P·J

)Jjk+µ ij
µj+nj+µ ij

(8)

]

opt

-

(9)

l+n+lJ(l)

IE

is given from
(10)

3.

CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

The Data

The climatological network is redesigned
using daily maximum, minimum and mean temperatures.
A separate network has already been designed for
measuring rainfall (Cislerova and Hutchinson, 1973)
relative humidity is closely associated with daily
temperatures, pressure is the least variable of
all elements in Zambia, while surface wind is of
lesser practical interest, except for aeronautical
purposes. Thus only evaporation of the important
meteorological elements is not adequately considered. This is because of the limited amount of
data. A programme has now been started of installing pans in all professional stations, which will
enable a similar analysis to be performed for evaporation in the future.

The true values of x] and x~ are
not known, but only the values subject t~ certain
errors, i.e.

x~

• • -

1,J

op

mk

are weights to be determined.

and

1,

The calculation of the error is hence
not difficult as all required values are derived
ultim&tely from the field of variance, plotted
from the existing stations, and from the standardised covariance function, i.e. the correlation
coefficient ~ distance relationship.
It is
also convenient to construct the graphs of E
~
distance, enabling the error /E to be dete~fned
directly from bne map (the variance field) and one
graph (the E t function).

is

P1,·

1,

E

I

x~

J

J

and the standard error

_,

_1_

x~

1,J

2]J2 (l/2)

J

x'.

J

Assuming 1J .=µ .=]J k=l. O (i.e. at zero distance) and
taking the iliid~oint of the line IJ as the point
where the maximum errors occur, i.e. IK=JK=l/2,
then

In the standardised form, let

where

2p . ( l.1 .+n .) - 2p · l.1

1,

p.1,

i I j

K

1,

1,J

from which

The second type of error, due to the
distances between the ungauged point and the measuring stations can be determined most simply by
considering a point K, lying on a straight line
joining two measuring stations, I and J, i.e.

1,

J

and

E

x~

1,

0

1,

function to zero distance.

I

J

2p . (µ.+n.J - 2p .µ .. - 2µ .k
1,

1,

0 2 can therefore be determined by extrapolating

the

J

m.1,

ap-:

02

b . . + 20 2 , when

and

J

To determine values of p. , p . such
that E t
is a minimum, the first -i deri~atives
with re~~ect to p . , p . are taken and equated
to zero in the usu11 wa~.

Two types of error (c) and (d) (see
above) contribute to the random errors at any
ungauged point. The random error (0 2 ) at the measuring points cannot be measured directly, but
must be estimated by the extrapolation of the
standardised covariance function (curve of µ
against distance between stations) to zero distance. Thus the measured variance of the elements at the measuring station, taking certain
assumptions, is too high by an amount 0 2 • Thus
1,

+ p~ (µ .+n .) + µk2 + 2p .p .µ .•

1,

02

n.1,

where

J

µ being the correlation coefficient.

m~

1,

- 2Pi1Jik - 2Pj1Jjk

x~

1,

2 - 2µij

R ••

thus

1,

J

x~

and

p~(µ .+n.J

(4)

m.

+ 0.
J

Hence the relative error, or in strict
nomenclature, the standardised standard error of
the estimate of
will be

xk

The data used for the analysis consists
of the daily maximum, minimum and mean tempera~

which simplifies according to certain assumptions
to
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DA.ILY MEAN
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tures for five months, January, April, July, October and December for the three years 1967-69.
For illustrative purposes, however, in this pape r ,
daily mean temperatures only are discussed.

3.2

Variances

The spatial distribution of the variances of daily mean temperatures throughout the year
(figure 1) varies in re sponse to the general climatic regime. During the wet season (October/November to March/April), the generally high humidity, high soil moisture and greater cloud coverage
reduces both the diurnal and the day-to-day temperature variation, resulting in ge nerally low
variance levels throughout Zambia . The lower values calculated for the northern part of the country are indicative of the generally more intense
activity of the Intertropical Convergence Zone in
these areas. During the dry season, on the other
hand, the clearer skies, drier atmosphere and drier soil allow greater diurnal and day-to-day temperature variations, resulting in higher variances,
The maximum calculated variances occur in July, in
an area to the west of Lusaka, the soil in which
areas is sandvelt - sands of low heat retaining
properties.

3.3

Standardised Covariance and Relative
Error Functions

The standardised covariance function
(the correlation coefficient ~ distance relationship) demonstrates the strength of the spatial
correlation, i.e. the non-independence of the
data. A steep curve with values of µ near 1.0
at zero distance, such as that for January, indicates a strong spatial correlation, while a flatter curve, with low values of µ at zero distance, such as that for July, shows a tendency towards data dependence unconnected with the geographical distribution.
If this flatter curve shows
low µ values throughout, then the data show independence, an<l normal sampling methods may be
used. The Gandin method, of course, works best
with the first type of curve.
The Relative Error functions (E;pt ~
distance relationship) have the characteristics
of the mirror image of the µ curves. Thus the
July curve is flat, with high Eopt values at
zero distance.
In thi s case the change in Eopt
on the map with distance from a station is small,
so that the spatial variation of /P is f.'"Ow~rned
by variance field.
In January, however, the change in Eopt with distance from a station is quite
marked so that the location of stations, rather
than the variance field, governs the distribution
of IE.
Figure 2 shows the seasonal variation
in the two functions. During the wet season, the
standardised covariance function falls away steeply from relatively slightly higher values at zero
distance, while during the dry season, the curves
are flatter.
It is interesting to note, however,
that the values of µ for zero distance are quite
closely bunched throughout the year. For the Eopt
curves, the seasonal variation is, if anything
more marked, particularly at zero distance, The

500
KILOMETRES
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close similarity between the curves for January
and December confirms that there is a smooth seasonal variation in the functions.
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Actual Errors of the Existing Network

For the location of the additional professional stations it is convenient to use maps
of actual errors. These are made up from the maps
of variance and the Eopt function according to
equation (10). The method of this part of the
redesign is to construct the fields of actual
errors and hence identify areas of high error,
which therefore indicate the positions of the
new stations.

OCTOBER
EXIST ING

However, not only must new stations be
set up according to general climatological principles, but additional new stations must be set
up for particular purposes, such as at airfields,
or at future hydrogeneration sites. There is the
further complication that it may not be possible,
due to practical considerations, to site manned
stations at the most suitable locations. Consieration is therefore being given to the installation of unmanned automatic climate stations.
The subsequent analysis is therefore
based on the assumption that 12 new stations will
be added to the general network, 5 will be installed for special purposes, and 4 automatic stations
will eventually be set up.
Figure 3 gives, for demonstration purposes, the existing errors, and the proposed network errors.
In the case of April, the Eopt function governs the error field, and it may be seen
that the positioning of the 12 additional stations
reduces locally the errors.
(The 5 special and
4 automatic stations have not been included here).
In October, since it is the variance field which
governs the error distribution, the additional
stations have apparently little effect.
In the
latter case, however, as the additional stations
can be used in a small independent sample taken
round any point of interest, the additional station data are still useful.
Of the three months
not illustrated, the errors for January and December are similar in distribution to those of April,
and the July errors are similar to those for October.

500
K!LOMETRES

Figure 4 shows the situation for a criterion of ±0,75°C for all five months.
Even with
the 12 additional stations there are large areas
which are inadequately gauged. These areas are
generally very sparsely populated with no nucleated settlement of sufficient size to support a
manned station.
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3. 5

Max i mum Admiss i ble Distanc e s between
Sta tions

For the secondary network of voluntary
s tations wh ich involves a large number of stations
wi th l ocations out o f the c ontrol o f the Meteororo l ogical Department, maps of maximum (admissible)
dist a nces (between stations) i s most useful . Before mapping these distances, howev e r, it is necessary to establish a design criter ion, i.e . to
set limits for the allowable error. This is not
a free choice, since the original d a ta restrict
the choice of criterion . Thus, for example, it
would not be possible to choose an error criteri on of ±0.5°C, since in most cases the station
error is in excess of this. But if a high value,
say ±2 ° C is chosen, then in most cases the station spacing would be so wide that the systematic variation would not be adequately measured.
Figure 5 shows the maximum distances
for criteria of l°C and 0.75°C.
In all cases,
the shape of the maximum distance field is similar to that of variance, but the values differ.
If a criterion of l°C were chosen, then it is
clear that a sparse network would be quite adequate for the wet season, but that most of Zambia
would be insufficiently gauged during the dry season.
In fact an error of over ±2 ° C would be necessary to acconnnodate the wet season, but this
would not be an acceptable standard in practical
terms for daily data.
If monthly data only were
to be considered (and this seems to be more likely for voluntary stations), then this ±2°C error
would automatically reduce to abou t ±0.4°C. Choosing a criterion of ±0.75°C would be qui t e acceptable for the wet season, giving a minimum spacing of 50 kilometres, but even greater a reas of
Zambia would be i nsufficiently gauged during the
dry season.
A reasonable target to accept would
therefore seem to be ±0.75°C for the wet season
and ±l.5°C for the dry - these fi g ures g iving
approximately a constant station density throughout the year.
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CONCLUSION

The Gandin method, when combined with
a consideration of the practical aspects of installing and maintaining a climatological network,
is extremely suitable to the design of climatological networks in tropical areas. The freedom
allowed in the choice of criteria, and in the
choice of station location is very valuable in
areas of sparse population or difficult natural
conditions; and the adoption of a two tier s y stem enables the plan to be implemented as and when
finances and other circumstances permit.
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SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL OZONE VARIATIONS OVER EQUATORIAL REGIONS
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l.

INTRODUCTION

which arrives at the satellite comes from above
100 mb (Fritz, 1970). This is a good frequency
at which to observe and compare ozone variations,
because it is centered in a region of the stratosphere between 20 and 50 mb in which a large percentage of the total ozone is concentrated.

Ozone is an important atmospheric
trace constituent. The depletion of solar
radiation between approximate~y 2000 and 3000 A
is the result of strong absorption by ozone in
the ultraviolet wavelengths . The energy
absorbed in this process is the prime source of
thermal energy in the stratosphere. Because of
this, ozone plays an important role in the
large-scale motions of the atmosphere. As a
result, there is an ever-increasing interest in
global total ozone measurements. The paucity
of total ozone measuring stations over vast
areas of the land and oceanic regions of the
tropics has hindered any complete understanding
of the role stratospheric ozone plays in the
general circulation processes of the atmosphere
in equatorial regions. With total ozone sensors
on earth-orbiting satellites the ozone over the
entire earth is remotely measured daily. The
results of some of the analyses of total ozone
fluctuations measured from a satellite are
discussed in this paper.
2.
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Figure l. Time-longitude graph of the total
ozone at 600S for May 1969. Total ozone values
are in m.atm.cm . The Wand C symbols repres ent
regions of warm and cold stratospheric temperatu~es according to Fritz (1970).
The straight
lines represent the average tilt in time with
longitude of the respective ozone waves.
Upon examination of Figure l several
features are readily apparent . Both maxima and
minima of ozone progress steadily to the east.
Fritz describes the maxima and minima of radiance
values as waves. This seems to be appropriate
here as well. These ozone waves move in the same
direction as the radiance waves described by
Fritz (1970). Fritz's low (high) radiance values
correspond to low (high) stratospheric temperatures. His locations of high and low stratospheric temperatures are indicated by Wand C,
respectively, in Figure l. Note that warm
stratospheric temperatures correspond rather well
with high concentrations of ozone . Low ozone
values seem to agree with cold stratospheric
t8mperatures. This correspondence has been shown

THE LONGITUDINAL PROGRESSION OF
STRATOSPHERIC OZONE WAVES

Figure i shows a time-longitude
distribution of total ozone for 60°S. Th~s
latitude was selected so that comparisons could
be made with radiance values that were computed
for the first two-thirds of May 1969 by
Fritz (1970).
Fritz's computation were for a wavenumber of 669.3 cm-1. At this wavenumber he
was measuring the radiance value of the high
stratosphere. Ninety per cent of the flux
27

grid. The best data of the l ongi tud inal distribution of total ozone f r om surface stati ons i n
the past hav e been at the mi d- latitudes . There
have been very little equa t ori al data i n t he
past .

from earli er balloon- bo r ne ozo nesonde packages
(Craig, 1965; Lovill and Miller, 1968) .
The l igh t l i ne s in Fi gur e 1 , slo ping
to the right wit h ti me, are i ndic ations of the
rate of eas twa r d mo vement of the ozone waves.
Each line has a number associated wi t h it . The
variabili ty of the lo ngitud inal progression of
the se wa ves is qu ite l arge , ran gin g from 3.8
(#5) to 13.3 (#4) degree l ong i t ude day-1, with
an av erage movement of 7 degrees lo ngitude day-1.
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Figures 2, 3, and 4 rep r esent time l ong i tu de variation s of t ota l ozo ne at 20°s, the
Equator, and 20°N , respect i ve ly . These figu r es
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Figure 4.

Same as Figure 2, except 2QON.

Two facts are quite evident. The
intensity of the waves, as seen from the contouring interval , increases as one goes away from the
equatorial regions toward higher latitudes. Also
in the equatorial region (Figu r es 2 - 4) there is
not a strong eastward progression of waves. Any
eastward progression at best, is only weak and
sometimes is even replaced by westward movement.
Fi gure 2. Time - lo ng itude variations of total
ozone (m. atm· cm ) Ju ne 1969 at 2oos .

3.

Satellite measu r ed ozone waves have
been observed near the Equator which reflect
stratospheric heating . Longitudinal progression
rates and gradients of the total ozone are seen
to be a function of latitude.

ar e pr esen t ed i n order to ind i cate the rapid
eastwar d movemen t of dynami cally active ozone
max ima and mi ni ma in th e wi nt er hemisphere (see
Figure l) and th e rat her s low movement of these
centers nea r th e equator (F i gures 2, 3, and 4).
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Fi gure 3.

Same as Fi gu r e 2, except Equator.

The da ta in Figures 2, 3 , and 4 for
June 1969 represent the anal ys i s of l on gi tudinal
variations of total ozone on a f ine day- by-day
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AN INTERCOMPARISON OF EQUATORIAL AND POLAR MULTI-WAVELENGTH
ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL DEPTHS AND SKY RADIANCE

Glenn E. Shaw
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

1.

INTRODUCTION

ing in accordance with Rayleigh's law, the complete solution to the equation of transfer,
accounting for all orders of scattering, is known
and has been evaluated for various combinations
of parameters and compiled into tables (Coulson,
Dave, Sekera, 1960). By treating the aerosol
effects as a perturbation to an equivalent
Rayleigh atmosphere, one can devise methods of
solution to the equation of transfer which are
valid to a high degree of approximation for the
case of clear, low turbidity atmospheres.

In this paper we report on optical observations of multi-wavelength atmospheric transmission and the distribution of sky radiance for
clear periods at a sub-polar location in interior
Alaska and at an equatorial site in Northern
Kenya. Numerical estimates of the total columnar
overburden of aerosol size distribution have been
derived from the optical data.
Aerosols interact strongly with the atmospheric radiation field in both the visible and
the infrared and therefore affect the net radiation budget of the earth-atmosphere system.
Mitchell (1971), among others, has demonstrated
that the presence of particulate material contained in the atmosphere can lead to a net
heating or cooling depending upon the composition, size and height distribution of the
aerosols, and local factors such as ground
albedo and sensible-to-total solar heating ratio.

The perturbation technique has been described
in detail by Deirmendjian (1970). Briefly, it
involves the separation of the equation of transfer by writing the scattering phase function as
the sum of a Rayleigh scattering phase function
and a perturbation phase function. Calling the
Rayleigh phase function, PR( e, h), and the
corresponding aerosol phase function, PM(8, h) it
can be shown that,
B

where P(8, h) represents the scattering phase
function for a volume of turbid air for unpolarized light and BscM and SscR are the aerosol (Mie)
and Rayleigh (molecular) scattering extinction
coefficients respectively;£= SM/(BR +SM).

The observations discussed in the present
paper were made in an attempt to derive preliminary baseline information about the size
distribution and mass loading of atmospheric
aerosols at remote non-urban locales. The
original intent was to make measurements in
interior Alaska; however, the opportunity arose
for the author to carry out additional observations from a location in Northern Kenya in
conjunction with the 1973 solar eclipse expedition.
2.
2.1

(h)

P(e h) = p (e h) + scM
. [PM(8,h)-PR( 8 ,h)]
6scR(h)+SscM(h)
'
R ,

When considering possible effects of the
aerosols on climate, the background aerosols
residing over remote non-urban areas are most
relevant, and in this regard there is evidence
indicating that the residual concentration may
be slowly increasing with time (Cobb and Wells,
1970).

When the scattering phase function defined
by equation 1 is introduced into the equation of
radiative transfer for a pure scattering atmosphere, it may be expressed as the sum of two
equations written separately for a Rayleigh
intensity component, IR(A, TT' µ, µ , ~), and a
0
perturbation component ID(A, TT' µ, µ , ~ ).Where
0

A is the wavelength of the radiation, TT is the
total (FByleigh plus Mie) optical depth, µ 0 and
represent the cosine of the zenith angles of

µ

NOTES ON THE THEORY

the sun and the direction of view, and ~ is the
azimuth of the vertical plane containing the
direction of view with respect to the solar
vertical plane. Each of the aforementioned
equations may be solved individually and the
resultent solutions added to obtain the net
radiation field,

Evaluation of aerosol scattering function

It is well known that the atmospheric
aerosols interact strongly with the visible
radiation field. This interaction can be employed
as a useful tool with which one may delineate
certain features of the aerosol parameters, such
as the size spectrum and columnar mass loading.
Since the optical turbidities are generally
low, we treat the effect of the aerosols as a
perturbation on the Rayleigh scattering mechanism. In the special case of an atmosphere scatter-

The solution to the Rayleigh component, IR,
for the case of pure scattering (zero absorption)
and accounting for all orders of scattering can
be obtained from the tables by Coulson et al.
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(1960). The perturbation equation which remains
contains integral expressions that involve highorder scattering between aerosols and aerosols
and molecules.

flux, F(TT, µ 0 ), and employing the Lambert-Beer
law of extinction . . Operationally this is done by
least-square fitting observations of F made over
a range of solar elevation angles (Shaw, Reagan,
Herman, 1973).

If one considers only very clear atmospheres
with Mie optical depths Tµ<< 1, one can just-

In this study we obtained preliminary
estimates of the aerosol size distribution and
loading by comparing experimental data with
pre-calculated curves for assumed aerosol distribution functions. For this purpose scattering
phase functions were calculated using Mie theory
for a Junge power-law size distribution of the
form,

ifiab le ignore the complicating integral terms
and consider a first-order approximate solution.
If this is done, the resultant differential
equation accounts for primary scattering by
the virtual phase function expressed by the
second term on the right side of equation 1.
Since effects caused by multiple scattering by
aerosols are most predominant at relatively large
scattering angles, the approximate first order
solution will be most valid for relatively small
angular distances from the sun, in the aureole
regime .

r

where ~(r, h) dr represents the number density of
spherical particulates having radii between the
limits r and r + dr. The exponent, v, is typically
in the range 2 < v < 4, and C is a constant which
depends upon the concentration.

The solution to the first order approximation for the perturbation term, Id, neglecting
the integral terms, can be expressed (Deirmendjian,
1970), as,
PD( cp )F e-TT/µ
0

ID

3.

4nµ

In general the integral term in equation 3 cannot be evaluated in a closed form because the
turbidity term f(T), which is dependent upon
the size distribution at height h, normally
varies in a complex manner with height. There
are, however, various useful approximations
which can be employed to allow equation 3 to be
evaluated analytically. One such approximation
is to consider a homogeneous atmosphere, where
the actual distribution of aerosols is replaced
by a virtual distribution with constant optical
mixing ratio. This is done by taking the term
f(T) to be constant~ independent of optical
depth . In this case the integral in equation 3
can be evaluated; the result is,
fo(TT)
ID(T,µ,µo)
4n
(PM-PR)Foµo

I

-TT/µo
e

I

-e
µo -µ

Assuming the shape of the size distribution
to be independent of height, with only the number
density varying, one may write the aerosol size
distribution function, ~(r, h), in separated form
as ~(r, h) = R(r) F(h). Under this assumption,
one may derive a relationship between the ratio
of aerosol mass loading (y) to aerosol optical
depth (T ) and the form of the size distribution.
µ

Figure one illustrates results of calculations
made with the Mie theory which shows the ratio
y/T as a function of wavelength. The curves in
Figure 1 were calculated for minimum and maximum
cutoff radii of 0.04 and 10.0 microns diameter,
an index of refraction equal to 1.54, and particu3
late mass density of 1.0 gm/cm .
0.70
6

-TT/µ

I

N
I

4.

Equation 4 represents the sought solution to the
perturbation radiation field.

~
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equation 2 from the observations of diffuse sky
intensity, I(TT, µ, µ ) made in absolute units.
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be determined as a function of scattering angle,
8, provided that ID is known.
In practice, the

The Rayleigh intensity term, IR(TT, µ, µ

ZI

O'l

Assuming the approximations are met, it can
be seen by inspecting equation 4 that the form
of the aerosol scattering function, PM(8), can

is

obtained from the tables of Coulson et al (1960).
2.2

c
-(v+l)

~(r, h) =

Figure 7: Aerosol mass loading per unit of
optical depth (y/T ) as a function of
wavelength. Jungeµp ower-law size distribution.

Multi-spectral atmospheric transmission

In order to impliment the technique to derive the phase function, one must be able to
specify the numerical value of total (Mie plus
Rayleigh) optical depth at the time of observation. This is done by observing the magnitude
of the ground-based direct component of solar

It can be seen that one may obtain information about the nature of the aerosol size distribution (value of v ) by noting the dependency
of the aerosol optical depth with wavelength.
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3.
3.1

OBSERVATIONS

Loiyengalani is in an arid zone with moisture
index of approximately 55 (National Atlas of Kenya,
1970). The surrounding terrain is barren except
for scattered patches of bushed grassland. The
ground albedo was measured to be approximately
0.25 in the mid-visible; however, half this value
was used in the calculations for the Rayleigh
atmosphere to account for the lake.

Instrumentation

A photometer system employing a solid state
silicon photodetector and feedback-controlled
amplification was used for making sky radiance
measurements. Multiple narrow wavelength regions
were selected by placing evaporated thin-film
interference filters into the optical path. An
external collimator defined a circular field of
view equal to 4 x 10- 5 streradians. Special

4.

RESULTS

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the
measured (solid lines) sky radiance in the solar
vertical at a wavelength of 500 nm during the
period July 25, 1973 at Ester Dorne, Alaska. The
total measured optical depth was 0.365 .

care was taken in the design of this collimator
to insure that scattered light was kept to a
minimum.
With the photometer mentioned above, it was
possible to measure sky radiance to an accuracy
of approximately 0.5 percent provided that the
angular distance from the sun remained greater
than four degrees. For smaller angular distances,
significant amounts of diffracted light from the
direct solar radiation entered into the instrument's field. In order to extend the measurements of sky radiance to the important small
scattering angle region, a special photometer
designed in a manner similar to a solar coronograph to minimize diffracted light, was employed.
With this instrument, sky radiance was measured
to within one degree of the solar limb.
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viewing a Lambertian screen that was illuminated
by a standard quartz iodine lamp. Careful
calibration of all instruments was done on a
periodic basis to insure against possible
changes in sensitivity and, in addition,
several standard lamps were periodically intercompared.
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Figure 2: Sky intensity in solar vertical.
Solid-observations; dashed-molecular
atmosphere with zero aerosol loading;
dotted-equivalent Rayleigh atmosphere with
' = 'obs'

Observation sites

Experimental measurements of sky radiance
and atmospheric transmission were made at
Alaska and at Northern Kenya. The Alaska site
was located on the summit of Ester Dome
(latitude 64° 5l'N, longitude 147° 50'W,
elevation 715 meters msl) approximately 12 km
west of the University of Alaska's campus.
Generally, observations were carried out only
during times when the circulation had a
westerly component so that urban effluents would
be carried downstream away from the observatory and at times when the sky was totally devoid
of clouds. Ground albedo during summer was
estimated photometrically to be about 0.1 in the
mid-visible. During winter when the ground is
covered with snow, a higher value, extimated at
0.4 was used in the calculations for the Rayleigh
atmospheres.

Shown as a dashed line in Figure 2 is a curve
calculated for a pure molecular atmosphere containing zero aerosol loading. As can be seen, the
effect of the aerosols, even during extremely
clear periods, is to cause a substantial
brightening of the sky especially near the sun.
The dotted line represent the sky radiance which
would result for an atmosphere obeying the
Rayleigh scattering mechanism with optical depth
equal to the total observed optical depth. The
perturbation term, Id, (see equation 3) is the
difference between the observed radiance (solid
curves) and the equivalent Rayleigh (dotted
curve) atmosphere.
Figure 3 illustrates the scattering phase
function, PM(8), corresponding to the data in
Figure 2, (and also for two other days) derived
by the method outlined in section 2, also shown
in Figure 3 are phase functions calculated for
aerosols distributed with a Junge distribution .
P(~) for July 25, 1973 fits reasonably closely to
a calculated function for a Junge power-law size
distribution with exponent equal to about 4 . 0 .
The fit is not perfect however, and the deviations
probably arise because the actual size distrib u-

The equatorial data were derived from a site
located at Loiyengalani, Kenya (latitude 2° 45'N,
longitude 36° 42'E, elevation 370 meters, msl)
located on the southeastern shores of Lake
Rudolph. This site was the location of the U. S.
National Science Foundation 1973 solar eclipse
expedition, and it was during the author's
participation in this expedition that the East
Africa data were acquired.
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tion does not follow exactly a power law form, or
the assumed index of refraction may have been in
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was estimated to be greater than 200 km since
Mt. McKinley (distance 340 km) was easily visible
with high contrast. Even for this exceedingly
clear period, the effects of atmospheric aerosols
are quite apparent. The dashed line in Figure 4
is the equivalent Rayleigh atmosphere calculated
for T = T obs in the solar almucantor. The
sensitivity of the sky brightness in the aureole
to even slight aerosol loading is very apparent
in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Aerosol scattering phase function for
three observation periods. Light lines
refer to calculations made for a powerZaw distribution.

In Figure 5 the sky radiance at Loiyengalani,
Kenya is illustrated for the period June 15, 1973.
The aerosol optical depth, Tµ' for the above

error. It is also possible that some of the
small deviations arise from the use of the firstorder perturbation theory as an approximation to
the exact theory of radiative transfer in a
turbid atmosphere. In any event, the power law
exponent deduced from the phase function is in
reasonable quantitative agreement with that
derived from the variation of optical depth with
wavelength. Using the curves shown in Figure 1
for July 25, 1973, one may deduce that the total
aerosol mass loading in a vertical column above
the observer is of the order of 0.03 grams per
2
-4 times the
m , or roughly a factor of 4 x 10
total columnar atmospheric air mass.

period was 0.171 at 500 nm. These relatively
large values were observed regularily during our
stay at this site.
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During the observation of July 25, 1973
(illustrated in the two preceeding Figures), the
horizontal visibility was approximately 25 km.
At this time a general haze was visible over the
area, especially as seen from above. This haze
apparently resulted from the influx of smoke
from wildfires which had been burning for the
preceeding several days in Eastern Siberia.
A check of the synoptic maps verified that the
low level circulation had been in the proper
direction.
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Figure 4 illustrates sky radiance in the
solar vertical and solar almucantor for an
extremely clear period in central Alaska during
August 20, 1973. The aerosol optical depth was
0.006 for the wavelength regions 500 nm.
Visually the sky quality was excellent with no
indication of striations. Horizontal visibility

Figure 5: Sky intensity in solar vertical plane.
Dotted-pure molecular atmosphere; dashedequivalent Rayleigh atmosphere.
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Table one lists daily values of aerosol
optical depth for clear days in June at the
Loiyengalani location. As can be seen, the
optical depth in the red (700 nm) is generally
larger than that in the green (SOO nm). This
anamolous atmospheric transmission is most
probably due to the fact that the Africa aerosols
are predominantly in the larger size range (> 1
micron diameter) . This is supportive of the
hypothesis that the aerosols result from
windblown dust.

was always surrounded by a large bright aureole,
and at sunset and sunrise the solar disk would
sometimes be almost invisible when the sun's
lower limb was at or near the horizon. Although
the optical depth was consistently large, the
horizontal visibility was generally good, with
topographic features some 100 km distant often
showing quite clearly. From this we conclude
that the aerosols were mixed throughout a large
vertical extent. Using Koschmeiders formula, it
was estimated that the aerosol scale height was
of the order of 2 or 3 kilometers; the corresponding values in Alaska are typically about 1 km.

TABLE 1
Values of aerosol optical depth at Loiyengalani,
Kenya at wavelengths of 500 nm (Gn), and 700 nm
(Rd).
DATE TM(Gn)
(1973)
6-13
6-14
6-15
6-16
6-17
6-18
6-19

0.36
0.35
0.15
0.11
0.15
0.15
0.15

TM(Rd)

0.17
0.175
0.195
0.19
0.20

DATE TM(Gn)
(1973)
6-20
6-22
6-24
6-25
6-27
6-30

0.225
0.15
0.17
0.095
0.040
0.29

The high turbidities in Africa probably
originate from local dust being mixed into the
air by high winds that often prevail in the area.
The form of the aerosol scattering phase function
and the wavelength dependency of the optical
depth support this hypothesis. In the tropical
regions convection is effective in carrying the
dust to great heights where it can then presumably
be transported over large distances. It is
somewhat unlikely that the observed aerosol
loading eminated from the Sahara since the
prevailing circulation is southeasterly at the
time of the observation period (Medrud, 1973).
It is, however, possible that a portion of the
dust could have originated from the Somali
Republic to the East.

TM(Rd)

0.25
0.20
0.22
0.16
0.095
0.17

Aerosol scattering phase functions derived
for the dates shown in Figures 4 and 5 are
illustrated in Figure 3. _ The mass loading is
2
estimated to be 0.025 g m .
5.
5.1

5.3

The aerosol properties derived from the
optical studies of sky radiance and atmospheric
transmission show considerable regional differences. Aerosols loading over northern Kenya
almost certainly results from surface dust mixed
to great heights by convection. It is conceivable that the smallest particles may enter
into the Hadley cells and diffuse into the
stratosphere where the meridional transport
could carry them over wide latitude ranges.

DISCUSSION
Subpolar aerosols

There are differences in both the aerosol
mass loading and aerosol size distribution as
observed from interior Alaska and at Northern
Kenya. At times during periods of clear weather
in Alaska, the aerosol optical depth is very
small; values of Tµ less than 0.01 have been

The sub-arctic aerosols undergo considerable
variation both in terms of total mass loading
and in the form of the size distribution. It
has been possible to identify forest fire smoke
transported over distances of hundreds of
kilometers. Studies of sky radiance are
continuing to correlate aerosol properties with
airmass origin in an attempt to learn more about
the origin and transport mechanisms of the
atmospheric aerosols.

observed on several occasions.
Even though there are times when the atmospheric turbidity in Alaska is small, there
are other times when it is relatively high.
The optical depth in Alaska is often higher in
the spring months than in the summer, possibly
due to ice crystals in the atmosphere.
On occasion, individual episodes of high
turbidity occur that can be identified with
specific ge~eration processes. An example is the
Siberian forest fire smoke occurance during
July 25, 1973. At other times relatively large
particulates result from surface dust mixed
into the atmosphere during periods of high
surface winds. Other possible sources of
aerosols in Alaska are ice crystals from open
leads in the ice pack, and aerosols resulting
from turpines from coniferous forests, and
possibly aerosols transported in from distant
urban locations.
5.2

Conclusions

6.
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1.

was made by Charney & Eliassen (1963).
In
general, iL a conditionally unstable but unsaturated atmosphere where surface air is
sufficiently warm and moist, cumulus convection is initiated when surface air is lifted to
a level (usually 0(1 km)) where the surface air
becomes unstably buoyant.
Charney and Eliassen
assumed, therefore, that cumulus heating would
be proportional to large scale low level convergence. They investigated whether hurricanetype disturbances might be found where the heating produced by low level convergence might force
the motion which produces the low level convergence. The resulting instability was called
conditional instability of the second kind (CISK).
In Charney and Eliassen's calculation the low
level convergence was due to frictional convergence in the surface Ekman layer.
Charney (1971)
applied the same model to a theory of the ITCZ.
In both instances success was limited and
questionable.

INTRODUCTION

Th e re are a number of observed
aspects of tropical meteorology to which the
present paper addresses itself:
a) The differences in power spectra for zonal
and meridional velocity. The former has its
major peaks at long periods (15-50 days) while
the latter tends to peak at periods of 3-7 days.
b) The existence of tropical waves.
Easterly
waves with five day periods and zonal wavelengths of 1000-4000 km are frequently observed,
yet there are no free atmospheric oscillations
which are confined to the tropics--at least in
the absence of conditional instability.
c) The development of hurricanes. Severe
tropical storms appear to occasionally develop
from the above me ntioned easterly waves.

In the present paper I shall explore
the consequences of CISK where low level convergence is provided by internal waves excited
by cumulus heating.
I shall designate this as
wave-CISK.
The process was first discussed by
Yamasaki (1969) and Hayashi (1970).
A detailed
discussion of most of the present results is
given in Lindzen (1974), although some newer
results are referred to here.
In the next
section, some salient features of wave-CISK are
described.

d) The existence of cloud dusters.
The above
disturbances are generally manifest in the
distribution of cumulonimbus clouds. However,
the clouds are additionally organized into
clusters whose scale is 0(200 km).
e) The prominence of a Hadley circulation with
the associated equatorial trough zone or intertropical convergence zones. Recent work with
Mr. E. Schneider has revealed certain
problematic aspects of this last item.
Namely,
that latent heat release in cumulus towers will
not force a Hadley circulation without strong
upper tropospheric friction, and also for any
current cumulus parameterizati~n, the frictional
boundary layer convergence associated with a
thermally forced Hadley circulation will be
insufficient to force the needed cumulus heating.
Briefly, this suggests that a steady,
symmetric Hadley circulation may be impossible.

2.

REVIEW OF WAVE-CISK

If one has an oscillatory thermal forcing of the form
1
J = j(z,y)eik(x-ct)
then internal waves with a spectrum of meridional wave numbers, n, will be excited whose
vertical wavenumbers will be determined by k, c,
and n.
Such internal waves will, even in the
absence of friction, produce low level convergence. Following earlier studies I assume that
low level convergence will give rise to cumulus
heating while divergence will not produce compar1 k = dimensional west-east wavenumber,
x = distance toward the east
c = westerly (eastward) phasespeed
t
time
z = altitude
y
distance from the equator

The above, by no mean, exhausts
tropical tropospheric phenomena.
Nor do I
claim to have a definitive explanation for a l l
of the:m.
The pioneering papers of Riehl &
Malkus (1958, and many others) demonstrated
the importance of cumulonimbus towers to tropical meteorology.
The first theoretical
attempt to account for the collective interaction of latent heat release in cumulonimbus
towers and large scale meteorological phenomena
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In general, the problem in wave-CISK
is to find that vertical wave structure for
which the w(zb) produced by the oscillatory
part of J is exactly that w(zb) which produces
J. In general, the relevant parameters in the
problem are a zb, zc, zt as well as the vertical
wavenumber, A. While A, in general, is complex
due to instability, the value corresponding to
maximum instability corresponds to a real wavelength of 2 - 4 times zc. Since zc ~ 1.2 km,
vertical wavelengths of 2.4 - 4.8 km are implied .
The most unstable solution will be neutrally
stable when az ~ 0(1), and unstable for larger
values. Accor8ing to most observations azb is

able cooling. More specifically, if zb is the
height of the mixed surface layer, zc is the
height at which surface air becomes positively
buoyant (normally associated with cumulonimbus
cloud base), and z is the height at which surface air ceases totbe positively buoyant (associated with the tops of cumulonimbus towers),
then I parameterize cloud heating by

J ...

considerably larger than this. However, for a
variety of reasons (Lagrangian inefficiency of
low level convergence in actually bringing air
from below zb to zc, inhomogeneities in "CISKability", frictional effects) one may expect that
we have underestimated the value of azb for
neutrality. Moreover, in the case of instability,
we expect that the mean heating associated with
a wave will in fact act to reduce instability.
It is, therefore, assumed that the most unstable
waves will be very nearly neutral. In tidal
parlance (viz Chapman & Lindzen, 1970) the
existence of neutral solutions with vertical
wavelengths ~ 3 km implies an equivalent depth
of ~ 10 m. In the absence of wave-CISK the only
equivalent depth for free atmospheric oscillations is~ 10 km. It, therefore, appears that
a major effect of CISK is to produce a second
equivalent depth of ~ 10 m. However the likelihood that the mean heating associated with waveCISK plays a role in maintaining wave-CISK
neutrality (and, as we shall see, in maintaining the Hadley circulation) suggests that waveCISK is subject to some overall amplitude constraint--in contrast to truly linear wave
problems. Our inability to evaluate finite amplitude effects is a significant shortcoming of the
present work.

Equ (2) represents the heating that would result
from compensating downdrafts to a constant cloud
mass flow

a being a measure of entrainment.
Now, if

_A(

)

ik(x-ct)

w ( zb ) - w z ,y e

then at a fixed t (for example), w(zb,x) and
J(x) are shown in fig. 1. We see that
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Figure l. The cumulus heating, Q, associated
with an oscillatory vertical velocity at
zb' w(zb).
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J e ik(x-ct) +

(4

0

Once we have an equivalent depth for
the atmosphere, the nature of the resulting
oscillations is determined by solving Laplace's
Tidal Equation for the shape and dispersive
properties of the normal modes. This is an
extremely cumbersoillt!task (Longuet - Higgens,
1967) and since we are interested in equatorial
phenomena, it will suffice to replace the
spherical geometry with an equatorial S-plane
(Matsuno, 1966, Lindzen, 1967, Lindzen & Matsuno ,
196° ) . C·r· CI · equatorial S-plane, for each choice
of zonal wavenumber, s, or dimensional zonal
wavenumber k = s , there exist an infinite
a
number of meridional eigenfunctions (for w, op,
1> , oT) given by

What we see from (4) is that, in the absence of
a mean positive w(zb), an oscillatory
w(zb) will give rise to an oscillatory J and
a mean J, the latter being a consequence
of the fact that there are no negative clouds.
However, had there been a sufficiently large
mean positive w(zb), then
J

J e ik(x-ct)

and there would be no mean

2

a

(4a

0

J.

entrainment factor
heat capacity of air at constant
pressure
(z)= basic density distribution
vertical velocity
= basic temperature distribution
=
o1.c,fl,rrb) l\NC~ ..\ \ (ol.T.,+~) / ..o.,c::e)

c =

p0
w
T
J

0
0

ct~

4

NORMAL MODES; EQUATORIAL WAVES,
HURRICANES, CLOUD CLUSTERS AND THE
ITCZ'S.
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Note that
is the distance from the equator
scaled by the quantity ( ~~)¥4.
The
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solutions given byAare oscillatory within a
distance~ = ± (2n + l)'~:i. and decay beyond
this distance.
In the absence of wave-CISK,
the atmosphere's only equivalent depth is
1
h rv 10 km for which( ~\ ~ rv 3730 km.
4 )22 }
Thus the atmosphere "normally" has no equatorial
modes! However, for h rv 10 m, ( ~""c..' "\'I+
~n..a

rv

IO
ZON AL WAVUJUMBEA

)

Figure ~ .
1;av e period as a function of zonal
wavenumb e r for yarious wave types under conditions of neutra stab1 1 ity
Due to the confinement of CISK to the tropics,
the n=-1 and n=O modes should be most prominent,
at least for smaller values of s. Moreover,
the phase speeds for n=-1, and n=O modes are
> 10 m/s for s < 9 so that these waves will not
be profoundly doppler shifted. Thus these waves'
periods as indicated in fig. 2 should be close
to those observed. Now the Kelvin wave affects
only the u field whi l e, at the equ~tor, the
n=O mode affects only the v field~ Away
from the equator the n=O mode comparably effects
the u and v fields . Looking at figure 2 we see
that for n=-1 (i.e., Kelvin wave) the periods
for the first few modes are rv 47 days, 25 days,
17 days, ... These long periods appear prominently in observed u - spectra (Wallace, 1971),
and are absent in observed v - spectra. The
n=O modes far ro~all s have periods between 3
and 7 days, and, indeed, these periods are
prominent in observed v - spectra. In addition,
there exists an n=O mode with a finite period
(rv 4 . 8 days) for which s=O.
Since such a mode
is almost totally unaffected by mean zonal winds,
and since it is the lowest mode, it might be
expected to be especially prominent. Evidence
of such a mode in cloud brightness data has
been given by Wallace (1971).

663 km, and for small values of n the normal
modes are indeed confined to the tropics.
Since
CISK is confined to the tropics we do not
ex pect that modes with large n will be sustained by wave-CISK. The frequencies of normal
modes are given by the following relations
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The n=-1 mode is often referred to as a Kelvin
wave and is always westerly; the n=o westerly
wave is a gravity wave while the n=O easterly
wave is a mixed gravity-Rosaby wave.
For
n > 1 the three roots of (6d) correspond to
easterly and westerly gravity waves for which
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The above suggests strongly that waveCISK accounts for the observed tropical spectra.
If this is so then there is an interesting
additional implication.
Calculations being
carried out with Mr. Lloyd Shapiro on the role of
viscosity (and conductivity) show that if above
the mixed layer (i.e. z > zb) the eddy viscosity

(7i.,

The periods of the normal modes for various
n's as functions of s are shown in fig.2.

q

1 +

!wfgh

1 -

~w fgh

is> 10 4 cm 2 /sec then for periods~ 10 days waveCISK is significantly diminished and modifi e d.
The existence of long period Kelvin waves therefor implies that the eddy viscosity in the free
atmosphere must be
0 (10 3 cm 2 /sec) (i.e., is
virtually laminar).

<

a = radius of earth
H
nth Hermite polynomial
w wave frequency = - kc
\. =

6

y/<~2 )"4-

u = perturbation westerly velocity
perturb a tion southerly velocity

v

rt = earthsrotation rate
op= pressure perturbation
qi = geopotential perturbation
c- oT= temperature perturbation
" i3 = 2r2 /a
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hand, if the wind above zc is different one
will expect different and possibly larger scale
vertical structure in the bulk of the atmosphere.
It is these waves in the easterlies which are
frequently believed to develop into hurricanes.
The present analysis suggests how this may
occur. We see from fig. 3 that as u
(the mean
zonal velocity) gets smaller, the sc~le of
resonantly forced waves also diminishes. Assuming the energy per wave to remain approximately
constant, then the vorticity and gradients will
increase as the scale decreases until nonlinear
effects, including boundary layer pumping due
to the wave's relative vorticity, become importan. These effects will presumably lead to the
development of hurricane-like vortices sustained
by frictional rather than wave-CISK.

It should be noted that the above
discussion does not show any special modes corresponding to observed 3 - 7 day easterly waves.
However, our discussion has ignored longitudinal
variations in "CISKability." Such inhomogeneities result from land-sea variations as
well as variations in sea surf ace temperature.
The interaction of the 3 - 7 day n=O waves with
these inhomogeneities will give rise to
secondary forcing of disturbances with periods
of 3 - 7 days and all the wavenumbers associated
with the inhomogeneities.
Should some of these
disturbances also be normal modes then there
will be resonant forcing and an enhanced - response
may be expected.
Now the periods shown in fig.2
are for a stationary basic state.
In the case
of a basic zonal flow, the periods shown in fig.2
would be those measured by an observer moving
with the fluid.
Thus for a disturbance with a
4.8 day period (that of the n=O, s=O mode)
observed at the ground, the period of observed
moving with the fluid will be

Returning to fig. 2 we see that among
the possible wave-CISK modes are gravity waves
whose periods diminish as wavenumber increases,
and which for sufficiently large wavenumbers
satisfy
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Thus, if the atmosphere is neutral with respect
to long period waves, it will, during the upward phase of the long period oscillations,be
unstable with respect to short period gravity
waves.
It is shown in Lindzen (1974) that the
instability of the short period waves increases
as their period decreases.
However, a logical
limit to this behavior must occur when the wave
time scale (i.e. period /2TI) becomes of the
order of the lifetime of a cumulus cloud ~ 1 hr.
From equ (9) we see that this occurs for a
horizontal wavelength of 400 km, half of which
is the approximate scale of a cloud cluster.
Thus, the present analysis suggests that long
period wave-CISK modes are unstable with respect
to cloud cluster scale disturbances.

i
~

l

\ i
\'n~o,

±Jg;;'

where for h ~ 10 m,
Jgb' ~ lOm/ s. At high
wavenumbers, the time scales are sufficiently
short so that the fields presented by the
longer period low wavenumber waves appear
approximately steady. Now recall from section
2 that the measure of instability is the quantity
a zb, and from equ. 4 that the wave heating
amplitude is given by J 0 b_when there is no mean
w(zb). When, however there is a sufficient
mean w(zb)' then the wave heating amplitude
rises to J 0 which is equivalent to doubling azb.

There will usually be some zonal wavenumber (at
least for Rossby type waves) for which the
period given by (8) corresponds to a resonant
solution. This scale for various wave types
is shown in fig. 3.

1. ,.~. /
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westerly
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F:i.gure 3.
The wavenumber, s, at w. .i::: h vat ious
waves have a period of ~ 4.8 days as observed
at the ground, as a function of mean zonal flow.

We turn next to the problems associated
with the Hadley circulation: namely, the inability of cumulus heating to force a sufficient
Hadley circulation without strong upper tropospheric friction, and the inability of the
resulting circulation to provide sufficient low
level convergence to maintain the cumulus convection.
The former problem will probably be settled by the inclusion of upper level friction
due to the cumulonimbus towers themselves.
The
latter problem appears to be soluble by considering the mean heating associated with wave-CISK
disturbances (viz section 2). That is to say,
CISK waves act to pump latent heat upwards in
the mean.
If CISKability were uniform in
latitude (at least within the tropics) then
maximum mean heating would occur at the

Note that for a typical tropical zonal fl-0w
of - 3 m/s the wavelength of the resonant~'Waves
is 0(1000 - 3000 lan)--consistent with observations.
Several problems arise in connection
with these resonantly forced waves. Most
notably, if the mean zon2.l flow has vertical shear
shear, at what height is (8) evaluated.
Insofar as the low level wave convergence depends
primarily on the wave structure below cloud base,
it seems intuitively likely that it is the mean
wind between zb & zc which is relevent (i.e.,
between 'V • 4 km and ~ 1. 2 km).
On the other

''w=

2n/4.8 days
u 0 = basic zonal flow
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be necessary to undertake nonlinear finite
amplitude calculations.

latitude(s) where the superposition of all CISKwaves has maximum amplitude for the oscillation
in w(zb) .
If n=O modes were dominant, this
would imply maximum cumulus heating at ~ = ± 1
or y = ± 663 km.
These are, in fact, close to
the average positions of ITCZ's.
However, the
presence of modes for which nfO implies that
at any given time and longitude the position of
the ITCZ will be equatorward or poleward of this
position. Non-uniformities in "CISKability"
will also affect this position. Thus, if at
some longitudes CISKability only existed north
of the equator, only the ITCZ nearf= + 1 would
be observed.
It should be noted that if the
latitude of the ITCZ varies with longitude, the
resulting mean Hadley circulation will not be
purely meridional, but will also have a zonal
component--as has been observed by
Krishnamurty, et al (1973).

The waves described in section 2 are
characterized by a vertical wavelength of 3 km
which implies a high degree of vertical structure. While such structures were clearly observed in the Line Islands expedition (Madden &
Zipser, 1971), there is some question as to
whether they are generally present in the tropics.
Without anticipating the resolution of this
question, it should be noted that even in terms
of the present work, we expect tropical fields to
consist in the superposition of large-scale,
highly structured wave-CISK modes, highly structured cluster scale waves, resonantly forced
waves which due to doppler effects may lack
detailed structure, and mean circulations which
will vary smoothly with altitude.
Until the
relative amplitude of all these constituents is
determined it will be difficult to specify the
degree to which individual tropical soundings
will be structured.

Finally, a few remarks will be made on
stratospheric waves. As mentioned earlier, the
interaction of large scale wave-CISK modes with
inhomogeneities in CISKability leads to
secondary wave forcing.
Holton (1972) has shown
that this can account for observed stratospheric waves.
It should be noted that these
stratospheric waves are not resonantly forced;
the resonant modes tend -;a-have extremely small
amplitudes in the stratosphere (Lindzen, 1974)

4.

Finally, it should be mentioned that
the present study ignores the possibility of
waves generated by either barotropic or baroclinic instability.
Both have been suggested as
locally important in various regions of the
tropics(Yanai, 1968, Burpee, 1972). However, it
should be pointed out that results from general
circulation models indicate that latent heat is
the primary source for tropical disturbances
(Hayashi, 1974). Furthermore, disturbances
excited by wave-CISK in one region can propagate
into other regions where clear cut correlations
between wave activity and rainfall will not be
found.

SHORTCOMINGS OF PRESENT THEORY

The present theory, despite some promising results, is subject to a number of shortcomings .
I shall review some of these--though
in no special order.
The effects of eddy viscosity and conductivity have been neglected in most of the
above mentioned calculations. However, work
already cited in section 3 shows that our present results would not be significantly modified by eddy transports in the mixed surface
layer. Eddy viscosities in excess of 10 4 cm 2 /
sec above z = zb would significantly affect our
results, but there are reasons for believing
that the true coefficients are, in fact, smaller.
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l.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of cumulus convection and
the large-scale environment is a central
problem of the current research. Differe n t approaches (Kuo, 1965; Ooyama, 1971;
Arakawa, Schubert, 1973) give insight
into the mechanisms (detrainment, cloudinduced subsidence) , by which cumulus
convection modifies the large-scale
moisture and temperature fields. These
mechanisms of interaction depend on the
cloud model (or the cloud ensemble model
as a spectral representation of different
clouds) incorporated into the parameterization theory. Arakawa & Schubert
(1973) assume the cloud ensemble to be
composed of one-dimensional steady state
plumes of different sizes with entrainment at the lateral boundaries of the
cloud and final detrainment. Ooyama
(1971) assumes the cloud ensemble to be
represented by one-dimensional entraining
and detraining bubbles of different
sizes. The mechanisms by which cumulus
convection modifies the dynamics of the
large-scale system has been introduced
to the parameterization theory by
(Fraedrich, 1973 b). In the following, a
one-dimensional transient cloud model
and its spectral representation within
a cloud group is developed based on the
conservative quantities (I) of a moist
adiabatic process: moist static energy
(H) and Ertel's Wirbelinvariante (W).
The large-scale temperature, moisture
and vorticity equations are derived
wh i ch include the related apparent
s ources due to the ensemble of transient
clouds.
2.

0: Entrainment Ei; I =I
R

0: Detrainment Di; I =I
R

cloud mass flux
cloud area
cloud variable, conserved
under moist adiabatic
processes.
The entrainment (detrainment) appears as:
(a) horizontal expansion of the rising
cloud, (b) as vertical divergence of the
cloud mass flux or (c)
as a combination
of both. Accordingly, two different cloud
models can be used depending on the interpretation of the entrainment (detrainment)
processes;
(a) the transient cloud model described
in the following,
(b) the steady state cloud model.
The time history of an individual transient cloud can be described by a growth
and decay phase. During the growing period
the transient cloud is produced by a vertically constant mass flux which entrains
environmental properties by lateral expansion until the cloud has grown to its
final depth. This can be interpreted by a
sequence of bubbles which rise one after
another. They stack themselves vertically
above a given cloud base and mix with the
neighbouring environment until the cloud
column has reached its final depth or the
state of maturity. During the decaying
phase there is no vertical motion within
the cloud but lateral mixing of the cloud
column into the large-scale environment
leads to an erosion of the cloud. The
growing period of the transient cloud is
the time Llti (half life time) of growth
from cloud base to top. It can be concluded from cloud observations (Cruz, 1973,

THE CLOUD MODEL

The budget of the conserved quantity
for a n individual cloud is given by

(I)
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The constant f
is height independent
and the same for all transient clouds.
This leads to the following physically
plausible consequences: a) the area of
an individual cloud increases with
height as the density decreases, b) the
larger the maximum cloud area the longer
the life time of a cloud, c) the entrainment factor is linearly related to
the cloud mass flux at cloud base, such
that a larger cloud mass flux leads to a
smaller entrainment factor and a deeper
cumulus cloud; i.e. the cloud mass flux
at cloud base only defines the entrainment factor, the vertical depth of the
cloud and consequently its area and life
time. These results need to be proven by
models on cumulus dynamics.

Fig. 9) that the decaying state has the
same duration showing that the cumulus
clouds have a nearly symmetrical time
history.
The growing period of the transient cloud
can be described by
(2)

mass flux at cloud base.
Integration of (2) over 1sl leads to an
entrainment equation similar t o the entrainment equation of a steady state
plume, which defines the properties of
the mature cloud.

dCZI ci

(3)

=

A( T

e

The thermodynamical and hydrological
processes inside the transient cloud can
be formulated for I=H, because the moist
static energy

_I .).
Cl

The entrainment factor

H = cp T +

(6)

t\= ~~ ._1_

( 4)

~t.i

mr.:i

is approximately conserved under moist
adiabatic processes:

S~ ::d:.J~·dt; maximum area of a mature cloud
is ve~tically constant and has to be
interpreted according to the physical
processes of a transient cloud. Ei =~6i_/llit
is the cloud mass production expressed
by a cloud area growth. This can be
justified by the mass balance equation
obtained from (2) with the invariants
Ic=l, Ie=O; i.e. cloudmass (sequence
of bubbles)

If one assumes the water vapour q · inside
the cloud to remain at saturationc~evel,
the relation between H ·and the moisture
field inside the cloudcq ·is given by
(Arakawa, Schubert, 1973f~

rising from cloud base zb to

top zt during the half life time

6t

is interpreted as a cloud area expansion
combined with lateral inclusion of the
properties of the near-by environment
at a rate of the cloud mass production.
Because of the nearly synunetric time
histories the detrainment during the decaying phase is given by Dt. := ~ sJ 6t i.
Consequently the entrainment (inclusion)
of the environmental properties into the
cloud is given by le.6i/o.tJie, the detrainment of cloud properties by D~ Ici
2-~t is the total life time of a transient cloud. Detrainmen t and entrainment
are completely determined by the entrainment factor ~
and the cloud mass flux
l'nc:.bi at cloud base, which may be taken
as an average over the growing period.
Observations of a large number of tropical clouds show a linear correlation
of maximum cloud area G'\. at a given
height and the half life time ~t.~
(Cruz, 1973, Fig. 8) supporting the
assumption
(5)

e..

T

b~

oz
+ L9
J

=

q~

saturation mixing ratio as a function
of temperature and pressure,
H~
saturation moist static energy of the
efivironment,

t=h. h*
et>

'aT '

Thus the height dependent condensation
rate inside a cloud can be determined
from consideration of the water (or potential heat S=c T+gz) balance:
p

(8)

C; =- i'Ylc;

t ~!ci

+ /\ ( Cjc; - qe) J •

After the water vapour is condensed to
form cloud drops, a conversion of small
cloud droplets to larger raindrops
(rainout R) starts. The balance of water
substance le thus yields

s = cons.t.

l
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The last term of
by (7).

C.= rn .
I

+ ~.

C.1

3.

The boundary condition at cloud base can
be taken as 1 =O.
c
The total condensation rate of a transient cloud:
Zt

Lt

f

CC : cl. d:z = mci. ( qcbi - 'let) +

tnci

zb

f

i\(z)

A (cie-qc}ch

( 12)

zb

Mc2)

=

[Tu (A) dA =~
I.

can be interpreted as the difference of
moisture convergence and water vapour
storage within the cloud. The total rainfall rate is

is the sum over all clouds which at
least rise up to the height z. The function A(Z)
is given by the definition of
cloud top. 1°n(c\)ci,\
is the mass flux
of a sub-ensemble of all clouds within
the range (1' 1 A+d.~) of the entrainment
factor. Dn((\)
is the distribution
function of the mass flux of clouds.

Lt

RR: fl<;dz = c. c + mc:i ( ec:b; - ec.t)

The total cloud mass production (entrainment) at a given instant of time
(\l-r)

The cloud top can be defined as the level
where the cloud loses its bouancy: H . =He*"

,,

SPECTRUM REPRESENTATION OF THE
CLOUD ENSEMBLE

The properties of a single cloud are
uniquely characterized by the entrainment factor, the mass flux and the
boundary conditions at cloud base. The
cloud ensemble can be assumed to be composed of a spectrum of clouds with different values of the entrainment factor,
the related mass flux at cloud base, the
area, and the life time according to (5).
The total mass flux of all clouds within
the cloud ensemble (Arakawa, Schubert,
19 7 3)

: a constant probably depending on the
wind shear.

1

can be simplified

After the transient cloud reached maturity, its properties q , 1 , S , H , W
are laterally mixed (d~tratnedc) iRto c
the large-scale environment.

with the assumption that the raindrops
once formed fall immediately out of the
cloud. The conversation rate can be parameterized by (Arakawa, Schubert, 1973)

c

(11)

.

Similar relations can be derived for the
potential heat S and the moist static
energy H=S+L·q.

E: z
t:.. ':
l
(. .

(13)

hlz)

8 =JA. Jin(n)cl<\

accumulative frequency of cloud tops.
is equal to the mass detrainment
n~2D<.
if the individual clouds of the
cloud ensemble are in an equilibrium,i.e.
there are as many clouds of the same ~
produced as dissipated. If this is not the
case, we obtain an imbalance in the mass
continuity equation of the cloud ensemble:
i"HZ.)

E

The dynamical cloud parameters are obtained substituting I=W because "Ertel's
Wirbelinvariante"
(9)

W ':

(~+[ )

J

'

• ·-1 oH
~ C>z

is approximately conserved under moist
adiabatic processes. This gives

E - D = 'd (lt.
~ s<; +

( 14)

(lo)

S:::
C

LS· :
·

Cl.

(,

total cloud area.

The production
properties is

let

Separation of W into H and · (
f)
and substitution of (7) leads to an
equation for the distribution of the
absolute vorticity inside the transient
cloud:

(15)

4=

E-._ Ie

(entrainment)

= EI e

of cloud

.

l.

The detrainment
perties is

( 11)
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(erosion)

of cloud pro-

eq. (19) may be rewritten as a largescale equation:

I c ;:; H-c 1

•

f roo>(~) I
u

c

d.~

.

Thus the problem of defining the cloud
ensemble reduces to the determination of
the cloud mass distribution function 1mtM.

(22)
Substitution of I=H,W into (22) and
their separation into potential heat and
moisture and absolute vorticity, respectively, leads to the following largescale equations:

MODIFICATION OF THE LARGE-SCALE
ENVIRONMENT

A large-scale horizontal unit area can
be divided into an area which is cloudfree: ( /'f - Ere ) and covered by clouds
S-c•
The cloud area defined in
section 2 is thus transformed to a fractional cloud area. The large-scale averages over the horizontal unit area
(mass flux ~vv , conservative quantity I)
can therefore be defined as the area
weighted sum of the averages over the
cloud ensemble (subscript: c) and over the
large-scale cloud-free environment
(subscript~ e) .

e._
(18)

\.v,.

~

dZ

Assuming all clouds to be the same, i.e.
to have the same entrainment factor,
which represents the preferred mode of
convection within the unit area, the
large-scale equation (21) can be simplified by substituting eqs. (3), (5), (12)

A.(2)

4.

M 'dI
c

with
( 1 7)

+

(21)

LL

(16)
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Hc 'dS
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c
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+

·
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The evaporation of liquid water content
of the clouds, which occurs during the
erosion process has been included in the
thermodynamic equations, which yield the
same form as the system of equations from
Arakawa, Schubert (1973), except for the
different interpretation of the cloud
properties due to the transient cloud
model. Additionally the vorticity equation can be introduced to the modelling
of the interaction between large and
cumulus scale. To close the parameterization scheme a boundary layer model to
define the cloud parameters at cloud
base has to be introduced and a theory
to determine the cloud mass flux and the
related entrainment factor in dependence
of the large-scale parameters.

He - He

T =(-1-E>c)Iet-~Tc

The budget of I
in the cloud-free environment whicheis assumed to be horizontally homogeneous (Arakawa, Schubert,
1973; Fraedrich, 1973 a) is obtained by

The right hand side is derived from the
horizontal area integration \Y•€WT over
the environment. The left hand side defines the time change (storage) and
flux convergence in the environment.
Additionally it is assumed that the half
life time ~t is significantly smaller
than the time scale of large-scale
changes. Substituting eqs. (14), (18)
and using the approximations
(2o)
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IN'l'RODUC'r ION

We shall give here only a few
information on the model itself, the description
of which has been presented for publication in
the Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences. We
shall mainly present one example of simulation
using meteorological conditions typical of the
undisturbed trade wind layer over the ocean.
We shall show how the model, starting from
horizontally cloudless initial conditions,
creates a cloud layer and reproduces most of the
phenomena occuring in the real world. we shall
examine features of the individual clouds as well
as the global influence of the cloud layer in
the exchanges between the ocean and the free
atmosphere.

The purpose of this paper is to show
how numerical simulation can help to a better
understanding of the behaviour of the tropical
boundary layer under quiet conditions.
In our model the thermodynamics
equations are solved on a rectangular grid
network in order to represent most of the
physical phenomena occurini:; in a parallelepiped
of the real atmosphere, high enough to include
the boundary layer. Insofar as what happens
in tnis volume is a representative sample of
wnat nappens in a larger horizontal domain, we
are able to explicitely reproduce many features
of tne turbulent interaction between the ground
and the free atmospnere, under given large
scale conditions.

2.

MAIN FEATURES OF THE MODEL

Let us first summarize the main
characteristics of the model.

'i'ne domain cnosen, a two kilometer
cuoe with a 50 meter grid interval, is a
comprorruse due to tne limitations of the
corn1iuter : on one hand the grid size should be
small enough to allow for a realistic parameteri zation of tne suogrid eddies, and then,
be at least in tne inertial subrange of the
turbulence associated with the planetary
boundary layer, the exchanges at the subgri d
scale wnici1 nave to be parameterized should
also represent a small fraction of the total
excnanges. On the other hand, the domain should
be large enough to include most of the significant
eddies and high enougi:1 compared to the height of
tne boundary layer; this limits the treatment
to cases of large scale homogeneous meteorological fields and of well defined boundary
layer height.

The basic set of equations, derived
from Navier Stokes, is solved on a 42x42x42
points array, using Reynolds averaging over grid
volumes. Besides the components of velocity,
the main variables are the potential temperature
and the specific contents of water vapor and
cloud droplets, each of them being computed
through its own conservation equation. An
anelastic approximation is used for the density
which is then a prescribed function of height,
except for the buoyancy terms. The pressure
is divided into a given large scale field and
a fluctuating term solved through its Poisson
equation.
For the local variables, the resolution of the Poisson equation by fast Fourier
transforms requires cyclic lateral boundary
conditions. No flux is e.llowed at the upper
bou.'1dary and the fluxes at the lower bou..'1dary
are obtained through a stability dependent
parameterization of a surface layer.

This study has been initiated by
Dr. J. Deardorff's work on the clear air
boundary layer (Deardorff, 1972). 'i'he mathematical frame has not been changed but most of
tne pnysical processes occuring in a real case
nave been added. : tr1e model includes a water
cycle with cloud formation, takes into account
infra.red radiative cooling in clear and cloudy
conditions ana the influence of large scale
vertical motions and horizontal gradients. A
new turbulence parameterization has also been
cnosen to allow for realistic subgrid scale
exchanges for any
thermal stratification.

To take into account effects of mean
subsidence and latitudinal gradients, which are
particularly important for the long term
equilibrium of the tropical atmosphere, a large
scale field defined through its gradient at
every level is superimposed on the local variables. Only its mean effect can be considered
in the computations but it allows for example
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3.

a coherent introduction of a mean vertical motion
and of a variation of the geostrophic wind with
neight.

CHOICE OF A CASE STUDY

One case study is defined by the
conditions on the variables at the boundaries
and a few external parameters, characteristic of
the large scale field. Those being set, the
model should reach a given steady state independent of the initial conditions. However, with
the present resolution, the computing time by a
CDC 7600 is about six times longer than the model
time, which limits a simulation to a few hours of
the real atmosphere. Whereas adjustment times
for the turbulent characteristics in the boundary
layer are inferior to the hour, they are of the
order of a day for tne mean profiles of the
variables, initial conditions have then to be
chos~n ~ear the steady state.
Starting from
realistic values allows us to find out to what
extent they realize an equilibrium and which are
the tendencies near this equilibriwn.

'l 'he main object of the model is to
explicitely represent the turbulent movements
for the scales resolved by the grid. Although
the subgrid fluxes are supposed to be comparatively small, tneir pararneterization remains one
of the most crucial problems mainly to allow a
realistic energy cascade towards short wavelengtns. One of the shortcomings of the eddy
diffusion approximation, generally used in this
~ype of problem, is its non dependence with
thermal stratification whicn leads to unrealistically large downward fluxes in stable layers
and then to their fast destabilization. A crude
closure of tne second order moment equations
nas been wor~ed out :1ere, wi t:1 special concern
on tne influence of thermal stability. All the
second order moments are derived from tne
cnaracteristics of the resolved field and fro~
an assumed subgriu scale turbulent energy-,
computed itself through a diagnostic equation
(Deardorff, ~ommeria, 1972). As a result, the
fluxes of momentwn and water are down the
gradients of tne corresponding quantities but
strongly depend on stability parameters like
tne Ric11ardson number; however, the heat flux
equation contains a countergradient term wnich
allows excnanges of heat against the potential
temperature gradient in certain cases.

We limited our interest to cases of
inversion capped convectively unstable boundary
layers; they offer the advantages of a wide
range of thermal stability from the bottom to
the top, a well defined lid to the upper development of turbulence and a frequent occurence in
the atmosphere. Tne study presented here was
made with an undisturbed trade wind layer over
the ocean, where the homogeneity and the steadyness of the large scale fields are most suitable
to our type of treatment.

Dynanrics is coupled here with two
additional physical processes, condensation
and radiative cooling.

.
A few conditions have to be set up :
the latitude, the temperature of the ocean and
its roughness length which have been chosen
respectively equal to 15°N, 300°K and .5 mm
the humidity at the ocean surface equals its '
saturation value and the large scale pressure
gradient is in geostrophic equilibrium with the
initial velocity profile. For computational
efficiency, the model is moving with the mean
velocity of the flow.

Condensation occurs as soon as saturation is reached at a given grid point, the
neat anu water sources are computed through a
saturation adjustment. Liquid water, considered
as consisting of cloud droplets, is carried
along in the fluid without precipitation and
its weignt is ~aken into account in the buoyancy
term.

The initial conditions, ~loudless and
horizontally homogeneous, have been selected in
agreement with the main features observed in
tropical experiments, such as Anegada, BOM~X
A'~EX and the measurements by J. Simpson. A '
m:xed layer over the ocean, homogeneous in potential te~perature and relative humidity, extends
to a height of 525 meters. From 525 to 1425
meters, it is surmounted by a moist adiabatic
layer which is going to become the cloud layer
and where most of the condensation processes wilJ .
occur. The whole is capped by a 500 meter deep
inve:sion which is important in the model to damp
vertical movements before they reach the top.

As far as radiative effects are concerned, only infrared absorption and emission by
water vapor and cloud droplets are taken into
c~nsideration.
Fluxes are computed in a simplified way suggested by 0asamori (1972), clouds
being considered as grey absorbants and lateral
effects being neglected. The resulting cooling
in clear air is of the order of 2 degrees per
day; it can go up as high as four degrees per
~ou: at.the top of an opaque cloud, is negligible
inside it and small or slightly negative underneath. Altnougn radiative cooling is not
important in the development of individual ~lauds
its magnitude becomes comparable to the other
'
heat sources for the global evolution of the
boundary layer.

Figure 1 compares the initial potential
temperature profile with observations. A one
degree difference has been chosen between the
temperature at the ocean surface and in the mixed
layer. This small value, currently observed,
shows that most energy exchanges will indeed
take the form of latent instead of sensible heat.
The moisture profile (figure 2) shows
the strong drop in specific humidity from the
saturation value at the surface to a constant
value in the mixed layer. Relative humidity
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Experimental data come from Augstein (1972),
Charnock et al. (1956), Holland et al. (1973),
Malkus ( 1958).
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Abbreviations used in the figures : u,v,w are
the components of velocity; e and 8v are the
potential and virtual potential temperature;
q and qi are the water vapor and liquid water
specific contents; z is the height and p the
pressure.
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decreases from 93% to 88% throughout the cloud
layer and drops sharply above the inversion.
Although we accentuated some features to get
clearer results, our initial profiles of
temperature and humidity are very similar to
what has been observed during ATEX. The transition layers do not figure on purpose in the
initial conditions as they will appear by themselves during the simulation.

v

Uur initial velocity profile (fig.3)
is only zonal, with a constant vertical gradient
of -1.8 10-3 s- 1
The turning with height and
the oraking effect of the boundary layer, which
leads to a wind maximum inside the cloud layer,
will si milarly appeb r ~u ring t he si mulation.

u

Tne large scale field has been chosen
to be realistic and in accordance with some
coherence requirements in the model. The latitudinal temperature gradient of 2 10-3 deg/km
southward corresponds to a thermal wind equilibrium with the vertical variation of the initial
velocity; the gradient of specific humidity,
2 10-6 /km southward, is equal to the corresponding gradient of the saturation value. The
mean divergence, 3 10-6, realizes an equilibrium
in the global oudget of water in order to arrive
at a steady state containing some clouds but no
precipitation; the corresponding subsidence
is equal to .67 cm/s at the top of the model;
we suppose that the only contribution to the
divergence comes from a variation of the zonal
component of velocity.

4.

Figure 5 b - Vertical cross section. These two
figures show isolines of the different fields
where horizontal average has been removed,
except for the field deno~e~ atot' Solid an~
dotted lines represent pos~t~ve
and negat~ve
deviations from the mean and the thick line is
the zero line. Intervals between isolines are
denoted INT in MKS units.

FEATURES OF THE CLOUDS

At time 0, the model starts from
horizontally homogeneous fields except for a
small random disturbance applied at the lowest
level on the temperature. It grows by convective instability until, after about fifteen
minutes, some ascending plumes get to the top
of the mixed layer. The inhomogeneities
concentrate there, where the vertical gradients
start being important, until condensation occurs
at a few points; clouds develop then slowly
throughout the moist adiabatic layer. It takes
about one hour for the model to get to a statistically steady state in relation to the turbulent
characteristics.

- . condensation e:ffrct

-- advrction
-

tolol

/,,,,...--

,__

"

The number of grid points being
limited as well as the horizontal extension of
the domain, numerous transitory irregularities
remain around the average state; they can be
seen for example in the variations in cloud
formations with a pseudo cycle of the order of
20 minutes. For averages over significantly
longer periods, the irregularities are smoothed
out and variations in the mean profiles can be
seen clearly.

--500
r o le of

change

of

qL

Figure 6 - Evolution of the mean profile of
liquid water specific content.

The run we discuss here covers a
period of 4 hours; as an example of results
concerning the cloud features, we took a sample
at time 3.71. Figure 4 represents an horizontal
cross section near cloud base, at the altitude
of 770 meters. Most variations for all the
variables are concentrated in one third of the
domain. A strong correlation between the two
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fields of moisture and vertical velocity appears
clearly. The main cloud represents the core of
a moist area characterized by strong ascending
motion in the cloud and a limited downdraft
area around it. The potential temperature is
lower than average, except at a few points near
the center where warming by condensation can
exceed diabatic cooling. Similar features are
visible in a vertical cross section (fig.5) where
two clouds are forming witn a relatively warm
core and two others, cooler, are decaying and
evaporating in the upper part of the layer; a
region of strong subsidence and diabatic warming
appears between the clouds. It is interesting
to observe the local circulation created by the
cloud on the right, characterized by the convergence divergence pattern of the zonal component
of velocity. The potential temperature field
where horizontal average has not been removed,
shows formation of gravity waves due to cloud
penetration in the stable layer.
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The following graphs correspond to
quantities averaged over 50 time steps, that is
about 4 minutes; although they are related to
a small arbitrary period, they present steady
features which would still be apparent in more
general statistics.

Figure 7 - Physical conditions inside clouds.
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The lower part of the layer, from 600
to 1000 meters, is a cloud formation region with
increase of liquid water by condensation,
balanced by advection towards higher levels
(fig.6). On tne contrary, the upper part receives liquid water by advection, only partially
compensated here by evaporation; the cloudiness
is in atemporary increasing phase, which explains
the slight unbalance in the total budget of
cloud droplets.
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The cloudiness,of the order of 6%,
corresponds mostly to small cumulus without
much vertical extension (fig.7); only a few of
them reach tne top of the moistadiabatic layer.
Liquid water content increases from the bottom
to a value of .3 g/kg at the top of the formation region; the layer of positive buoyancy
and increasing vertical velocity is higher and
extends up to 1200 meters. However, averages
being taken over a number of points decreasing
witn height, this indicates only that higher
clouds correspond to larger vertical velocities
at levels where the smaller ones have already
disappeared. An interesting parameter is the
vertical velocity at cloud oase which,in the
model, remains between .7 and .9 m/s in most
cases.
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Figure 8 - Temperature differencesbetween clouds
and the surrounding.
for the whole horizontal slabs. Except
for potential temperature, they are important near
cloud base, decreasing regularly with height as
cloudy areas become smaller and as evaporation
counteracts the buoyancy of moist ascending towers.

As mentioned before, potential temperature (fig.8) is, in the average, lower inside
the clouds than outside, due to strong diabatic
cooling; this difference decreases from .2 to
.05 degrees going up the cloud formation region
and increases again at nigher levels with the
contribution of evaporation. 'l 'he virtual potential temperature difference snows a parallel
evolution but with a slightly positive value;
tnis allows positive buoyancy, even if the
weignt of cloud droplets is included.

A perspective view of the cloud formation
(fig.10) exhibits ma...ny features similar to the
real atmosphere; note for example the number of
small cumuli at the top
the mixed layer and the
few developing towers tilted by the wind shear.

Correlations between liquid water
content and other variables (fig.9) are computed
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Figure 9 - Correlations with the liquid water
content.
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EVOLUTION OF TH1 WHOLE BOUNDARY LAYER

Figure 12 - Fluxes of the different quantities
with respect to ground value.

we cnose here a few statistical
results, taken in the same conditions as above,
which help understand the influence of the cloud
layer in the interaction between the ocean and
the free atmosphere.

The upper cloud layer is characterized by advecti ve warming, evaporation and radiational
cooling, which results in a slight net cooling.
In the stable layer, the influence of subsidence
becomes preponderant and produces a net warming.

Figure 11 gathers the information
concerning the evolution of the potential temperature field. In the mixed layer, a radiative
cooling of 2 degrees per day balances advective
heati~g.
In the cloud formation region, a
strong diabatic cooling compensates latent heat
release and the global evolution is almost
entirely due to the radiational effect. The
cooling rate can go up to 3.5 degrees per day.

The global effect is then a deepening of
the mixed layer and a strengthening of the stable
region. Transition layers are forming at the
two levels of discontinuity in the thermal
stability. By increasing the lapse rates, this
evolution helps the subsidence to eventually
compensate the convective deepening.
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The influence of the cloud layer in
the exchanges between the ocean and the free
atmosphere is best illustrated in figure 12.
The virtual heat flux in tne mixed layer is
similar to a case of dry convection, decreasing
regularly from the surface to a slightly
negative value (-.1 to -.2 times ground value)
at cloud base, corresponding to the first
transition layer. Condensation then creates
a strong positive flux which decreases again
slowly throughout the cloud layer to a second
negative value, i.e. a second transition layer
at the trade wind inversion. On the contrary,
tne flux of water vapor is governed by the cloud
layer circulation,increasing from the surface to
the cloud base and decreasing to a slightly
negative value in the second transition layer.
This leads to a slow drying of the mixed layer
which will increase evaporation and eventually
lead to an equilibrium. The momentum flux,
although more irregular than the others, decreases from tne ground to the middle of the cloud
layer, leading to the velocity profile
mentioned in figure 3.

6.
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the features observed in a cloucJ unuisturbed
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own local circulations, the deepening of the
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This type of work should be associated with experimental data in order to set
up the initial and external conditions and to
verify the hypothesis concerning mainly
turbulence, surface layer parameterization and
physical processes in the clouds. Some results
can be compared with observations, for example
vertical flux measurements by airplane at various
scales and levels. 'l'he model gives tnen quantitative explanations of other observed features,
as well as data for unobservable variables.
'l'he GA'l'E experiment will hopefully be a good
opportunity for such an interaction between
modeling and field experience.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

THE VERTICAL GRID

We describe some aspects of the simulati on of
the tropical climatology as well as exa mine
tropical transients generated by the NCAR global
circulation model . This model uses the conventional hydro-thermodynamical equations appropriate to the eart h' s atmosphere. The basic assumption in t h e model is that the atmosphere is
h ydrostatic.
The model includes such physical
processes as solar and infrared radiation, boundary transfer of momentum, sensible heat and
moisture and a hydrolo g ical cycle. A brief description of the model is given in Section 2.
Since tropical convection and precipitat i on processes are so important in the tropics, Section
3 describes some of the different methods presently under experimentation. Sections 4 and 5
show some aspects of climate simulation now possible with the NCAR model. To determine if the
tropics generated by the model are realistic
with respect to observed tropical disturbances,
we have looked carefully at a few examples and
give a synoptic discussion of these features in
Section 6.
2.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
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Because the NCAR global circulation model (GCM)
has been described in detail in a series of
publications, we refer here only to the version
used in these experiments. The general references are Kasahara and Washington (1967, 1971)
and Washington and Kasahara (1970).
Explicit
model details can be found in Oliger et al.
(1970) and Washington (1973).
---

Fig . 1

Vertica l structure of the basic mod e l.

the relative humidity and vertical ve l ocit y
fields.
Surface temperature is computed ove r
all non-ocean regions by a surfac e ene r g y bal ance relationship involving diurnall y va r y ing
solar and infrared radiation, eva po ration and
sensible heat flux into the atmospher e and soil.

The horizontal resolution is 2.5° in latitude
and longitude over the entire g lobe with six 3-km
vertical layers extending t he top of this model
to 18 km. Fig. 1 shows the vertical placement
of model para~eters, with a t y pical re g ion
blocked by orography.
The quantities computed
at the dashed lines are vertically inte g r a ted;
u and v are westward and northwa rd components of
horizontal wind, q is the specific humi d ity, T
temperature, p density and Q rate c f specific
heating/cooling per unit mass.
Pressure p and
vertical velocity w are computed at the intersections o f the integrated layers as indicated
in Fig. 1.
The physical processes are absorption of incoming solar radiation within the
atmosphere, cooling/heating due to infrared
radiation, heating due to latent heat release,
vertical and horizontal transports of subgridscale momentum and sensible heat and moisture.
The cloudiness at 3 and 9 km is computed from

One aspect contrasting t hi s wo r k fro m prev i ous studies with the NCAR mod e ls i s chat we use
hi g h horizontal resolution (2.5° in lat i t ud e and
lon g itude) and include predictio n 3q u a tion e f or
sn ow cover and soil moisture. We wi l l n o t dis cuss here snow or soil moist ~ re; ~ e r fe r t ~e
reader to Washington (1973) f o r det a il s of t he
method.
To indicate some effec ~ s of i nc re ased
horizontal resolution on seve r al 2 i mu la ti o ns, we
refer only to an earlier c ompari 8 c n s tudy o f the
10°, 5° and 2. 5° versions o f the NC.'\ R GCM b y
We llc k et a 1. ( 197 1) .
3.

METHODS OF CUMULUS PARAMETERI ZATI W

Since convective laten t hea t release is
especially important in the tro p ics, we discuss
in detail the two methods tested. As is we ll
known, the release of latent heat takes place
principally on scales of the order of cumulus

1
The National Center for Atmospheric Research is
sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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clouds, whe r eas t he mode ls used for forecasting
a n d simulating th e climate use grid scales of
t he order of h undreds of kilometers.
The method
of relatin g the cumulus-scale features to the
lar 0a er scale is termed cumulus parameterization.
One widely used cumulus paramterization method
is convective adjustment.
Simply stated, the
NCAR method readjusts unstable lapse rates to
either the moist or dry adiabatic lapse rate
depending on the sign of the vertical motion.
Al so, in this method we assume that the total
energy within the vertical sounding remains
unchanged.
This has the effect of transporting
sensible and released latent heat vertically
wi thout changing the potential and internal
energy within the entire column.
Therefore, the
read j usted sounding will be warmer in the upper
trop o sphere and colder in the lower troposphere
t ha n the initial unstable sounding.
The two
ma in shortcomings of this method are that it
does not allow for conditional instability within the lower tropical troposphere and that the
latent heat release is solely dependent on
supersaturation produced by the large-scale
flow.

The c umulus transport is treated similarl y
to the heatin g rate.
The rate of moisture
traCTsport by cumulus clouds is

i{Qgl

We assume that all moisture for the cumulus
heating and moisture transport comes from the
bottom layer of the model.
In addition to the
convective heating rate, we allow for stable
cond e nsation heating whenever the model generates relative humidities in excess of 95%. From
experi me ntation, the origina 1 scheme proposed by
Kuo seems to underestimate the precipitation in
the tropics. We have tried to remedy this shortcoming by making~ equal to 1 if the lower layers
become supersaturated. Another change having a
large effect on the simulation is to increase
the vertical ed d y diffusion K to values of the
order of 10 7 c gs whe never the lower layers
become supersaturated.
The increased K has the
beneficial effect of drying out the lower layers
by increasing moisture transport as well as
increasing transports of momentum and sensible
heat in regions of active condensation .

The second method of cumulus parameterization preliminarily tested in this paper was
developed by Kuo (1965) and later modified by
Krishnamurti and Maxim (1971). M. Kanamitsu,
a student visitor from Florida State University,
adapted this method to the NCAR general circulation mod e l.
The heating rate due to cumulus
convection in the Kuo scheme is
aC (T -T)
p a

4.

SIMULATION OF ZONAL TRO PICAL CLIMATOLOGY

General circulation models have been used
for a number of years for simulation of atmospheric mean states. Generally, these simulations are for a mean January or July. We show
in the following figures for January the latitude-height distributions of zonally averaged
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where Qc is the heating rate per unit mass,~ is
a paramete r related to the area covered by cumulus convection, 6T the lifetime of convection
(a ssumed to be 30 minutes), C the specific heat
at constant pressure, Ta the Eemperature along a
moist adiabat and T the environmental temperature. ~ is defined as
a

(5)

dt

where I is the net convergence of moisture in an
air column extending from the cloud base zb to
t he cloud top zc, i.e.,
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The va riab les in (3) are density p, spec i fic
humidity q, h orizontal wind vector \V , vertical
velocity w; subscripts c and b refer to the top
and bottom of the cloud, respectively.
In the
present formulation in the NCAR model, we a s sume
that the first two terms on the ri g ht of (3) are
negligible compared to the third.
The denominator of (2) is the amount of energy needed to
saturate the entire g ri.d scale. For our model,
S t akes the form
S =

~T
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where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure anc L is the latent he a t of condens a tion.
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Computed (a) and observed (b) mean zonal
wind speed for January; values are m/ sec.
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meridional wind speed for January;
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Fig. 4 Computed (a) and observed (b) mea n
vertical motion for Januar y ; val ues a re
cm/sec.

zonal wind component u, meridional wind component v, vertical wind component w. In Fig.
2, we compare the u of the computed with observed from Crutcher (1961) for the northern hemisphere and van Loon et al. (1971) for the
southern hemisphere.~ simulation produces
the two westerly maxima in the mid-latitudes,
but does not extend easterlies to high-enough
levels in the tropics. We have shown with a
stratospheric version of the NCAR model that
the closing of the jet is possible if the top
of the model is moved from 18 km to 36 km
(Kasahara et al., 1973). Also, we tend to have
weak westerlies in the mid-tropical troposphere
rather than weak easterlies. It is difficult to
determine the exact cause of this discrepancy
because an examination of the momentum budget
yields a delicate balance between large compensating terms.
One possible cause is that we
are underestimating the transports of easterly
momentum by convection in the mid-tropical troposphere.

(1969). The vertical component of wind is shown
in Fig. 4 with observed from Vincent (1969).
Even though there is more detail in the computed
result, the same general pattern of ascending
motion south of the equator and descent norch
of the equator is evident.
5.

COMPARISON OF PRECIPITATION R.Li.TES

Fig. 5 compares observed precipitation rates
from Moller
(1951) with the computed averaged
over 90 days for the convective adjustment
experiment. The general pattern of precipitation agrees quite well with the observations.
We note especially the relative ly dry z ones off
the west coast of South America, Afri c a a nd
Australia and that the maximum in the wes t e rn
equatorial Pacific, Atlantic and other oce an
areas agrees quite well with observa tions . The
desert re g ions, in particula r, over Af ric a and
Australia seem to show up quite we 11 in the computed results. Since the precipitation rat e is
highly variable from one y ear to a nother , it
would be difficult to expect the numbers to
coincide exactly. Although we did not show the
precipitation rates for other cumulus parameter i za tions, the g reatest diff e rence seems to
appear over the tropical land areas.

Comparison of the meridional component
appears in Fig. 3. Since this is a January
experiment, we have the upward branch of the
Hadley circulation displaced south of the equator.
The mean meridional circulation is such
that the low-level flow is from the northern to
the southern hemispheres a nd vice versa at 12 km.
For our observed source, we used Kidson et al.
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PRECIPITATION (DECEMBER -FEBRUARY)
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Computed (top) and observed (bottom)
precipitation for 90 days during winter;
contours are mm.
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SIMULATION OF REGIONAL CLIMATOLOGY

Fi g . 6 Streamlines at 1.5 km (bottom) and 10.5 km
(top) for Day 77 in a July simulation.

Fig. 6 shows the streamline pattern of the
low- and high-level flow in the model for a
typical July day in a simulation using the KuoKrishnamurti convective parameterization. Fig.
7 illustrates the average July conditions at
850 and 300 mb, prepared by H. van de Boogaard,
(private communication), for comparison.
The
model successfull y simulates the flow over India
and Southeast Asia. In fact, even the weak
troug h in the eastern part of India is apparent.
The flow into China curves to the north, westward of the observed position.
South of the
equator the flow is predominately southerly
which is not in a g reement with observed. Off the
coast of East Africa, the strong cross-equatorial
flow is found in the computed with strong curvature to westerlies near India.

AVERAGE

The basic pattern of westerlies and easterlies
separated by a ridge axis at 10.5 km is well
simulated, but the easterly flow does not extend
as far south as it should in the calculation.
The e x act reason for this discrepancy is not
known; howe ver, we suspect it is related to an
insufficient precipitation over Africa.

AVERAGE

STREAMLINES

STREAMLINES

JULY

JULY

300 MB

850 MB

H. VAN de BOOGAARD

H VAN de BOOGAARD

The Jul y simulation using the convective
a djustment routine produced similar results with
t h e f o llowing e x ceptions:
(a) the easterl y
flow a t hi g h levels was weaker and confined to a
n a rrower region ; (b) the southern hemisphere
low- level flow wa s more e a sterly than that found
in the Kuo- Kris hnamurti sche me.
An y r ea listi c simula tion o f the tropic a l
cl i ma tolo gy s hould, of course , include the
l a r ge r-sc a l e t ra nsie nts pre sen t in the observed
flow . F i g s . 8 a nd 9 a re s ome examp l e s of

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~s
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S t r eamlines of ave r a ge J u l y f low patte r n s
at 850 mb (bo tt om) and 3 00 mb ( to p ) .
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Fig. 9

Streamlines of the flow at 1.5 km (bottom) and 13.5 km (top) for Day 84 of a
January simulation. Vertical motion at
3 km is depicted on the bottom panel
with a contour of 1 cm/sec; center
values are cm/sec.
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146 1

Same as Fig. 8 for Day 8 6.
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THE

LOW-LEVEL CROSS-EQUATORIAL AIR CURRENT
INDIAN OCEAN DURING THE NORTHERN

OF THE
SUMMER

WESTERN

J. Find later*

United Kingdom Meteorological Office

1.

INTRODUCTION

analyses of mean monthly airflow to be made for
the 3000 ft (1 km) level, and the pattern for
July is illustrated in Fig. 1.

During the years 1964-1967 it became
evident that low-level jet streams from a
southerly direction existed over the flat arid
lands in the eastern part of equatorial Kenya.
These jet streams were usually centred at the
5000 ft (1.5 km) level and attained speeds of
50-100 kt on many occasions.

The flow pattern in Fig. 1 clearly
defines the zone of maximum mean monthly wind
speed at 3000 ft (1 km) and it is within the
hatched area that low level jet streams are
commonly observed, orientated along the direction of the major streamline, and moving along it.

Subsequent investigation of these
phenomena revealed that they were component parts
of a major air current over the area. This paper
summarizes the investigations which have been
carried out to date and draws attention to some
important features of the flow.
2.

LOW LEVEL JET STREAMS

The low level jet streams which were
discovered over Kenya, Findlater (1966, 1967)
were traced also over pref erred areas of the
Indian Ocean distant from land. These jet
streams were analysed on a daily basis as
elements of high-speed flow some 450 n.m. in
length (along the flow), 150 n.m. wide and about
0.5 n.m. in depth. Vertical and lateral shears
were strong. The cores which attained speeds of
up to 100 kt were usually between 3000 ft (1 km)
and 7000 ft ( 2 km ) above mean sea level.
These phenomena were noticed to occur between
April and October, but were most frequent in the
period from June to August.
Further analyses, Findlater (1969a),
demonstrated that the high-speed flows occurred
always in the same geographical areas, over the
ocean as well as over eastern Africa, and were
elements of a major air current which persistently flowed on the western edge of the great
monsoon wind system of the Indian Ocean.
3.

THE

~iAJOR

Figure 1.

Monthly mean airflow at 3,000 ft (1 km) in July.

----.

Major streamline, axis of maximum flow.
l110tachs, at 5 kt intervals.
Axis of minimum wind.

LOW-LEVEL AIR CURRENT

Some features of the major low-level
air current were located by using pilot balloon
data from the many past and present upper wind
stations in the area; these data allowed new

The topography of eastern Africa
obviously exerts a considerable control on the
major current, with the core standing off some
120 n.m. from the edge of the high ground at the
same level. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that the high-speed elements are first noticed
over the small islands to the north and east of
Mauritius and they may originate from outbreaks
of cold air moving around the eastern ends of the

* At present on secondment to the East African
Meteorological Department.
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calculate the mass of air flowing through the
section and it is deduced, Findlater (1969b),
that this current transports 7.68 x 10 12 metric
tonnes of air per day across the equator.
Comparing this value with that of Rao (1964) who
calculated a total cross-equatorial transport in
the lower troposphere of 16.20 x 10 12 metric
tonnes of air per day, for the whole equatorial
circle, it appears that the low-level current
near eastern Africa accounts for about half of
the total cross-equatorial transport in the
lower troposphere. Therefore the low level
current is a major component in interhemispheric
exchange and in the general circulation of the
atmosphere.

sub-tropical anticyclones of the southern hemisphere. On some occasions elements of high speed
flow are found to move north along the Mozambique
Channel to join the cross-equatorial flow.
The area where the core of the current
comes inland over equatorial eastern Africa as
a southerly wind is of especial interest, and
Fig. 2 shows the mean meridional component of the
wind for the month of July. In Fig. 2 positive
values indicate flow from the south and zonal
components are negligibly small.
:::
UO!)

4.2
~

Using all available upper wind data
from past and present upper wind stations a new
analysis has been made of the mean flow in each
month of the year for the levels of 3000 ft
(1 km), 5000 ft (1.5 km), 7000 ft (2 km) and
10,000 ft (3 km). These analyses define the
development from month to month of the major
current, its topography, and the areas affected
by it. The analyses have been published,
Findlater (197la), and Fig. 1 is a highlysimplified version of one of the maps, but it
should be noted that the current exists in all
months of the year although in the northern
winter it is weak and does not protrude north of
the equator, affecting only areas to the east of
Madagascar.
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By May, however, a narrow zone of
higher speeds penetrates across the Kenya coast
and coincides with the month of heaviest rainfall
there, at a time when the heaviest rainfall inland
has moved to the north, (c.f. Fig. 33 of Thompson
(1965) and Fig. 9a of Findlater (1971a)). From
May onwards the current develops rapidly to the
form shown in Fig. 1, a form which it retains
until September. When fully developed during the
months of the northern sununer the current is
persistent and varies little from day to day,
except for speed fluctuations. Near the core the
wind constancy is almost 95. Several minor
branches split off from the main stream and flow
into the interior of Africa, in particular where
there are breaks in the high plateaux. By October
the current begins to retract into the southern
hemisphere and becomes markedly weaker.
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Although the analysis of Fig. 2 was
based mainly on pilot balloon data, flights by
a research aircraft, Findlater (1972), have
confirmed the basic pattern and allowed calculations of divergence, vertical velocity and wind
circulation to be made, in addition to determining
the temperature, moisture content and cloud
distribution around the core .
Thus it may be noted that the flow of
the Indian monsoon at low level is arranged into
a high-speed flow with a well-defined core in the
western periphery of the wind circulation. Over
the oceanic equator low-level winds are generally
light with minimal cross-equatorial flow. In an
earlier analysis Crowe (1951) drew attention to
the very light winds at the ocean surface in the
e,.quatorial zone.
4.

SOME FEATURES OF THE MAJOR CURRENT

4.1

Interhemispheric exchange

There is some evidence from satellite
cloud photographs that eddies develop to the
eastern side of the axis of maximum flow on a
few occasions. However, to the west of this
axis only one eddy has been identified to date,
but this is a semi-permanent feature tied to the
topography near Cape Guardafui in Somalia. This
feature has been analysed using rather old
surface and upper wind data from the area,
Findlater (1971b).
4.3

Influence on the rainfall of western
India

For selected months the flow at the
core of the current, where it crosses the equator

The analysis of Fig. 2 has been used to
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over eastern Africa, has been monitored and
pulsations in the strength of the flow have been
found to correspond closely with fluctuations in
the rainfall of western peninsular India, with
a time lag of a few days, Findlater (1969a).
4.4

RE F E RE NCE S
Crow~,

Long range transport of airborne
material

Findlater, J. 1966: Cross-equatorial jet streams
at low level over Kenya. Met. Mag.
London, Vol. 95, pp 353-364

Peirson et al (1970), Rangarajan et al
(1970) and Gopalakrishnan et al (1972) have
demonstrated that fresh radio-active debris from
nuclear explosions in the south Pacific Ocean
can, after circulating in the southern hemisphere
westerlies, be brought rapidly across the equator
by the current described here to reach the west
coast of India at Bombay (19 deg.N, 73 deg.E)
only 15-18 days after the explosions at Mururoa
(22 deg.S, 140 deg.W). Further experiments to
verify the importance of the major current in the
interhemispheric transport of airborne material
are being made.
4.5

Findlater, J. 1967: Some further evidence of
cross-equatorial jet streams at lowlevel over Kenya. Met. Mag. London,
Vol. 96, pp 216-219
Findlater, J. 1969a: A major low~level air
current near the Indian Ocean during
the northern summer. Quart. J. Roy.
Meteor. Soc. London, Vol.95, pp 362-380
Findlater, J. 1969b: Interhemispheric transport
of air in the lower troposphere over
the western Indian Ocean. Quart. J.Roy.
Meteor. Soc. London, Vol.95, pp 400-403

Influence on ocean currents

The Somali Current which flows to the
north along the coast of eastern Africa during
the northern summer is an example of a western
boundary current. An area of particular
interest is that near 9 deg. N where the axis of
the major air current comes off the land to flow
across the Arabian Sea. It is at that position
where marked upwelling of cold water takes place
off the Somali coast and where the Somali Current
ceases to hug the coast and turns out to sea.
This area merits further study on the air-sea
interactions.
5.

P.R. 1951: The trade wind circulation of
the world. Trans. Pap. Inst. Br. Geogr.
1949, London, No.15, pp 39-56

Findlater, J. 197la: Mean monthly airflow at low
levels over the western Indian Ocean.
Geophys. Mem. No.115, H.M.S.O. London
Findlater, J. 1971b: The strange winds of Ras
Asir. Met. Mag. London, Vol. 100,
pp 46-54
Findlater, J. 1972: Aerial explorations of the
low-level cross-equatorial current over
eastern Africa. Quart. J. Roy Meteor.
Soc. London, Vol.93, pp 274-289

CONCLUSIONS

Gopalakrishnan, S. and Rangarajan, C. 1972: The
role of the Indian monsoons in the
interhemispheric transport of radioactive debris from nuclear tests.
J. Geophys. Res. Vol.77, pp 1012-1016

The low-level air current described
briefly in this paper is of major importance in
that it connects large synoptic systems in both
hemispheres.

Peirson, D.H., Cambray, R.S., and Hawson, C.L.
1970: Transfer of nuclear debris from
southern to northern troposphere during
1968. J. Geophys. Res. Vol. 75,
pp 1760-1765

A special feature of the flow is that
it is organized into a relatively-narrow highspeed transequatorial current in the western
periphery of the monsoon regime. The flow is
strongest where the current is blocked or guided
by high ground and is weakest in the vicinity of
the oceanic equator. The identification of the
axis of maximum flow at a topographically-locked
position overland may allow the vigour of this
monsoon current to be monitored and related to
events downstream, e.g. rainfall over western
India.

Rangarajan, C., Gopalakrishnan, S., and Vohra,
K.G., 1970: Interhemispheric mixing of
fallout debris in the monsoon regions.
J. Geophys. Res. Vol.75, pp 1753-1759
Rao, Y.P. 1964: Interhemispheric circulation.
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The low level jet streams which form
the component parts of the major current have
been located over both land and ocean areas but
their origin is not yet clear.

Thompson, B.W. 1965: The climate of Africa.
Oxford University Press.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE ARABIAN SEA SUMMER MONSOON

KSHUDIRAM SAHA
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona-5, India.
and surface currents in the western Indian ocean
during period May through August (Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut, Hamburg, 1960). It shows,
for example, that the 27°C isotherm which lies
near a longitude of about 55°E along latitude
10°N during June advances to almost the west coast
of India during August.

INTRODUCTION

1.

Physical processes leading to upwelling
along the coast of Somalia during the northern
summer are not clearly understood, but there is
some evidence to suggest that the conunencement of
upwelling may coincide with the arrival of the
south equatorial current at the Somali basin towards end May or early June. Before the arrival
of the south equatorial current, the sea surface
temperature at the Somali basin is around 29°C but
after its arrival and after upwelling has proceeded for sometime, the surface temperature drops to
very low values. For example, near Ras Mabber
( 9°N, 51° E), the surface temperature recorded during Aug-Sept 1964 was below 14°C (Warren, Stommel
and Swallow, 1966). There is support for such
reports of low temperatures from satellite radiation data as well (Warnecke et al, 1971).

In the present paper, it is proposed to
study mainly the possible feed-back effects of
the advection of cold water in the Arabian sea
upon the atmosphere, arising out of transformations of airmasses as they move over changing
patterns of sea surface temperature. The meteorological phenomena that will receive particular
attention are : (i) formation of low-level jet
and wind maxima; (ii) strengthening of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) over northeastern
Arabian sea and fonnation of a secondary convergence zone over southeastern Arabian sea; (iii)
changing patterns of cloud distributions and formation of two broad bands of clouds over eastern
Arabian sea; and (iv) rainfall discontinuities
along the west coast of India between July and
August.

There is also evidence to suggest that the
south equatorial current that washes the shores
of Somalia and Arabia and flows over the Arabian
sea as the combined Somali-Southwestmonsoon current serves to advect the upwelled cold water over
the Arabian sea during period May through September. With continued advection, the pattern of
sea surface temperature changes, with the isotherms
in the central Arabian sea gradually shifting
eastward (Saha, 1970a). Fig.l shows the distributions of mean monthly sea surface temperature
Fig.1 : Mean surface
r---W-o-tor_T_om_p_or-ot-ur-o:TMA-:-:r?u-r-fo_co_C-ur-ro-n,-,- - Water temper a tu re
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2.

Basically, there appear to be two major
airmasses which enter into the circulation of the
Arabian sea summer monsoon, one a hot, dry airmass
of continental origin which enters the Arabian sea
from a direction between West and south and the
other a cool, moist airmass of maritime origin
which after crossing the equator in the extreme
Western Indian ocean enters the Arabian sea from
the south (Findlater, 1969a; Saha, 1970b). Owing
to interactions with the sea surface, both the
airmasses get transformed in the lower layers as
they move over the Arabian sea. In either case,
although the interactions are highly complex, an
approximate representation of temperature and
specific humidity at a height Z after time t may
be given by the well-known diffusion equatmons

~~= ~~:~~:s s:~~~~i!;

May through August.
The dominant surface
currents shown are :
AGg Equatorial
Countercurrent
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AIRMASS TRANSFORMATIONS OVER THE
ARABIAN SEA

current
The arrows have the
following meanings :
Steadiness :
--7 Highly steady;

uT

~:::::

kH o-z--T
'i'~-i.-

()
I

~Moderately

steady;
-- --unsteady.
Velocity :
~ ~ to -1 ~/h;
___. 1 to l~ S /h;
__.,.. 2 S"'/h and above
Area with temperatures
less than 27°C is
stippled.

where T and q denote temperature and specific humidity respectively as functions of height Z and
time t, and KH and Kn the co-efficients of eddy
diffusivity of heat and water vapour respectively
as functions of Z and t.
Taylor 0915) (See also, Brunt (1944) )
solves equation (1) for a simple case in which a
warm, continental airmass after moving over land
with a uniform surface temperature To enters a
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cool sea with uniform surface temperature T1 ,
assuming a constant co-efficient of eddy diffusivity of heat. He derives the following expression for temperature T(Z,t) at height Z after
time t;
~

TCz,-0= T.-p: +tr;--r.){1-j.

r:~~.y.}

Fig.2 : Schematic diagram showing the rer-~~~~~~~~~~~~-- 1ati ve dispositions
of the hot, dry conti1
nental airmass, modified <cooled and humidified) continental
airmass, and cool, humid maritime airmass
! in a vertical section
through point lS°N,
60°E and normal to the
so•
·- ...._~~~~~~~~~~~~__Jcoastline of Arabia,
during the Southwest
monsoon.
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Using Eqn.(3), Taylor shows that the
height Z to which the effect of surface change of
temperature (T1 - T0 ) extends in time t is given
by the approximate relation, z2
4 KHt• Taylor
also solves Eqn.(l) in the case in which the
change of surface temperature is not sudden but
occurs at a finite rate after leaving the coast,
but the solution differs only slightly from Eqn.
(3) and the relation, z2 = 4 KHt, is considered
good enough for this case as well.

=

Lack of adequate upper-air observations
prevents the boundary between the modified continental airmass and the maritime airmass over the
Arabian sea to be accurately delineated. However,
on the basis of some scanty observations which
were available during the period of the International Indian Ocean Expedition (1963-65), a tentative boundary at 850 mb between the two airmasses during June-July, 1963 is shown in Fig.3. It
may be remarked that the warm, dry continental
airmass flowing from the west and lying to the
north of the boundary, though considerably cooled
and humidified at surface and in the lower layers,
may retain some of the characteristics of the
source region. This is suggested by high vslues
of the radon content of the air, reported by
Rama (1968).
Fig.3 : A tentative
boundary (indicated
by double line) at
·~~-~·o·~-'+
" ~·----..--'i~~·~~--~---r---'T------i • . 850 mb between warm,
~---J
"'"'
continental airmass
r
and cool, maritime
,c; _
airmass over the

The problem of airmass transformation
over the Arabian sea during the northern summer,
however, appears to be much more complex than the
simple case referred to above. Here, the complexity arises largely on account of the following :
(a)
the sea surface temperature over the
Arabian sea is far from being uniform with distance
from the coast. Also, owing to movement of cold
water from west to east across central Arabian sea,
the surface temperature is continually evolving
with time. However, the general distribution during the peak monsoon month of July is a relatively
cold sea west of longitude about 60°E and a wann
sea east of this longitude.

,"t

(b)
the co-efficient of eddy diffusivity
varies with thermal stability and height. Over
the western Arabian sea where the surface air gets
rapidly cooled, air is very stable and the value
of K is likely to be low. However, over the eastern Arabian sea where the cooled surface air gets
warmed again, there is continual destabilisation
of the lower atmosphere and the value of K is
likely to be high.
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early July, 1963.
At each plotted station, the upper
1 . figure gives the
0
1
~·-;~_,_'-~·-~--------'~
! air temperature (°C)
and the lower humidity-mixing- ratio
(gm/kg).
,0

A reasonable theory of airmass transformation over the Arabian sea should, therefore,
take into account a distribution of sea surface
temperature which is constantly changing and
evolving with time and a co-efficient of eddy
diffusivity of heat, momentum and water vapour,
which is functionally dependent upon height and
stability and also distance from the shore.

3.
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THE LOW-LEVEL JET AND WIND MAXIMA

Observational evidence of a low-level
jet with maximum windspeed at a height of about
1.0 km a.s.l. over the western and central Arabian sea is of considerable interest (Bunker,
1965, Findlater, 1969b). Findlater showed that
the low-level jet or wind maximum over the Arabian sea fonned part of a major interhemispheric
aircurrent in the western Indian ocean during
the northern summer.

Available observations suggest that the
depth of the modified continental airmass which
moves over the northwestern part of the Arabian
sea varies only a little with distance from the
shore over the western Arabian sea where the
surf ace is cold and airmass stable but increases
rapidly over the south-eastern Arabian sea where
the surf ace temperatures are comparatively high.
A strong low-level temperature inversion which
exists over the north-western part of the sea is
found to be weak and elevated over the southeastern part (Bunker, 1965). A schematic diagram
showing the relative dispositions of the different airmasses over the Arabian sea in a vertical
section through point 15°N, 60°E and approximately normal to the coastline of Arabia during the
southwest monsoon is presented in Fig.2.

In a paper presented at the International symposium on the Indian ocean held at Cochin
(India) in January, 1971, Saha and Suryanarayana
(1972) noted that the path of the low-level highspeed aircurrent over the western Indian ocean
during the northern summer was more or less coincident with the axis of the minimum sea surface
temperature which runs from a point near the nor th coast of Malagasy to Coastal Somalia near the
equator and then along the coast of Somalia to a
northeasterly direction over the Arabian sea.
Fig.4 gives a sketch showing the approximate path
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of the low-level high-speed aircurrent in relation
to the axis of the minimum sea surface temperature
during the northern summer.

"l"
!' . . . . . . .
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t···. .
Fig. L+ : Sketch showing
the approximate path of
the low-level high-speed
aircurrent in relation
to the axis of the minimum sea surface temperature in the Arabian sea
during the SW monsoon.
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Fig. 6 : Distribution
of surface air temperature, barometric
pressure, and wind
speed alone a line
passing through the
point 10°N, 55°E and
approximately normal
to the Arabian coastline during August,
1963, as deduced from
Fig. 5.

01slonce lrom shor~ (IOQ s o f kms )

Fig. 6 shows that for a horizontal
temperature gradient of about 5°C/100 Km between
distances 250 Km and 400 Km from shore, the observed horizontal pressure gradient is found to
be about 1.25 mb/100 Km. Assuming geostrophic
approximation and a value of 1.20 x 10-3 gm/c.c.
for air density and 3.10 x 10-5 sec-1 for the
Coriolis parameter appropriate for a mean latitude of about 12.S0 N, the geostrophic wind corresponding to the above-mentioned pressure gradient
works out to be about 33 m.p.s. or 66 Knots. As
against this computed speed which is likely to be
attained above the layer of surf ace friction, the
observed maximum value of the windspeed at surface is about 40 Knots (see Fig. 5).

!
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The thesis advanced in the present paper
is that the observed low-level high-speed aircurrent over the '·lestern Indian ocean may occur
along the boundary between the cold ocean current
and its adjacent wann ocean because of the steep
horizontal pressure gradient that develops locally
across such a boundary in response to large temperature differences. A speed maximum occurs somewhat above the sea surface on account of the
variation of the wind with height caused by the
joint effects of surface £fiction and the thennal
wind (Sheppard and Omar, 1952).

4.

(a)

Detailed synoptic observations of temperature, pressure and wind at surface and in the
upper air over western and central Arabian sea
required to test the above-mentioned thesis are
at present not available. However, during August
1963, as part of the IIOE, the research vessel
Atlantis II took daily meteorological observatidns
including upper-air Temps observations during its
cruise over the Arabian sea. A composite chart
showing the surface observations taken by Atlantis II along with mean values of the parameters
over neighbouring land areas during August 1963
is presented in Fig.5.

STRENGTHENING OF THE ITCZ ~D FORMATION
OF A SECONDARY CONVERGENCE ZONE
Strengthening of the ITCZ over northeastern
Arabian sea.

It is now well-established (Sawyer,
1947; Thompson, 1965) that the intertropical convergence zone associated with the continental
heat low over Asia and Africa during the northern
summer lies along a sloping surf ace of discontinuity separating the warm, continental airmass
with easterly flow to the north from the cool,
maritime airmass with westerly flow to the south
and that the belt of cloudiness and precipitation
associated with the ITCZ is situated a few degrees
of latitude equatorward of the surface position
of the trough of the heat low. Sawyer who studied
the ITCZ over northwestern India found in a specific case during August, 1945 that while the
surface position of the ITCZ lay along a mean
latitude of about 28°N, the associated belt of
cloudiness and precipitation lay between Karachi
(25°N, 67°E) and Poona (18.5°N, 73.8°E). Observations show that the ITCZ over northeastern
Arabian sea is rather weak and inactive during
June, but becomes strong and active during July
and August when cold water advected by the soutbwestmonsoon ocean current advances towards India.

Fig.5 : Surface map,
August, 1963, using
conventional plotting
symbols. Continuous
lines are isobars (mb).
L denotes low pressure
and H high pressure.
Long arrows at some
stations give the winds
at 900 m level.

Since the intensity of the ITCZ is,
inter alia, dependent upon the horizontal marid ional gradients of temperature and wind across
the sloping surface of discontinuity, it appears
likely that an increase in the gradient of temperature caused by increased cooling of the atmospheric boundary layer over the Arabian sea through
its ef feet upon the gradient of wind would lead
to increased positive relative vorticity and, hence,
strengthening of the ITCZ over northeastern Arabian
sea. A stronger north- sout.h horizontal temperature.gradient across the ITCZ may result from a
net cooling of the lower troposphericairmass lying to the south of the zone over the northeastern Arabian sea as a result of its complex

Fi g .6 which gives the distribution of
air temperature, barometric pressure , and the wind
speed at surface along a line passing through
point 10°N, 55°E and approximately normal to the
coastline of Arabia during August, 1963, as
deduced from Fig • .5, appears to bring out clearly
the relationship of the jet with surface temperature and pressure gradients. It should be emphasised that it is the local steep horizontal gradient of pressure across the boundary of the cold
ocean current and not the pressure gradient between the cold sea and the neighbouring hot land,
that is dire ctly responsible for the observed jet.
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interactions with the underlying cold sea surface.
During June, cold water advection in the Arabian
sea is confined to its western part and may have
little feed-back effect upon the atmospheric temperatures over northeastern Arabian sea. However,
during the following two months when cold water
extends over a large part of the Arabian sea, its
feed-back effect upon the atmosphere in lowering
its temperatures may be considerable.

about 10°N. The existence of a belt of strong
westerlies in the altitude range of 1.5 to 3.0 Km
a.s.1. over extreme southern India has been shown
by Joseph and Raman (1966). Thus although a
horizontal anticyclonic wind shear may exist at
low levels over southeastern Arabian sea, an
appreciable cyclonic wind shear and positive relative vorticity characteristic of a zone of convergence may develop in the upper layers of the
lower troposphere over the area. However, since
the horizontal temperature gradient across the
zone is likely to be small, the convergence zone
is generally weak.

Reliable meteorological observations
over the Arabian sea to test the above hypothesis
are practically non-existent. However, upper air
data in the form of monthly long-tenn averages at
stations lying near a vertical section along 73°~
meridian which passes near the west coast of India
have recently been presented by Ramage and Raman
(1972) and are also available from the records of
the India Meteorological Department. Table I,
taken from the latter source, gives the value of
the differences of temperature and zonal wind
components between Jodhpur (26° 18'N, 73° Ol'E)
and Bombay (19° 07'N, 72° 51 1 E) at surface, 850,
700, 500 and 300 mb during period May through
October. If the data presented in Table I are
any indication of conditions over northeastern
Arabian sea, they do seem to suggest that the
horizontal meridional gradients of temperature
and zonal wind component especially at mid-tropospheric levels of 700 and 500 mb are distinctly
stronger during July and August than during June
or any of the other months. While interpreting
the data presented in Table I, the effects of the
equatorward slope of the surface of discontinuity
must be borne in mind. The seasonal changes of
temperature must also be considered. Inspite of
the cooling over the northeastern Arabian sea,
the horizontal temperature gradient upto 850 mb
decreases since the air temperature over the land
decreases more from June to July and August than
the sea temperature. For eXample, Jodhpur air
temperature drops 3.5°C while the air temperature
over the sea drops only 1° to 2°C. It appears
likely that the local intensification of the
ITCZ at mid-tropospheric levels over the northeastern Arabian sea in the manner suggested leads
to the genesis of a mid-tropospheric cyclone
described by Miller and Keshavamurty (1965).
(b)

Fig.7: Schematic diagram showing the locations
of the intertropical convergence zone over northeastern Arabian sea and a secondary convergence
zone over southeastern Arabian sea in a vertical
meridional section near the west coast of India.
Approximate relative positions of cold surface
water (hatched area), airmasses and wind systems
are indicated.
Fig.7 gives a schematic diagram showing the locations of the ITCZ over the northeastern Arabian sea and a secondary convergence zone
over the southeastern Arabian sea, in relation to
a wedge of cold water and a dome of cold airmass
over Central Arabian sea, in a vertical meridional section near the west coast of India.
5.

CompleX ocean-atmosphere interaction
leading to conditions favourable for cloud-free
and cloudy regions over the Arabian sea during
the northern summer has been qualitatively discussed by Saha (1971). In general, the western
Arabian sea (west of about 60°E) where the ocean
surface is cold is clear of clouds. Clouds develop over the eastern Arabian sea which is comparatively warm. However, the distribution and
structure of clouds that develop over the eastern
Arabian sea vary from month to month. These
characteristic variations are well depicted in
Fig.8(a)-(d) which show the relative cloud cover
during May through August, 1967-70, based on
photographic signals from meteorological sate1 li tes, as presented in a global atlas by Miller
and Feddes (1971).

Formation of a secondary convergence
zone over southeastern Arabian sea

An important effect of the lowering of
air temperature over a wide belt of latitudes in
the Central Arabian sea, say between 10°N and
16°N, is strengthening of the westerly winds with
height up to mid-tropospheric levels due to thermal wind effect over the southeastern Arabian sea
and adjoining southern Indian peninsula south of
Table

CHANGING PATTERNS OF CLOUD DISTRIBUTION AND FORMATION OF CLOUD BANDS

I

Differences of temperature (°C) and zonal wind component (metres/sec) between Jodhpur and
Bombay (Jodhpur-Bombay) at surface, 850, 700 and 500 mb during period May through October.
/).T is temperature difference; ~u is difference of zonal wind component.
850 mb
700 mb
500 mb
300 mb
Sprface
AT
AT
Au
Au
.Llu
LlT
.6T
Ar
.Au
Au
May
June
July
August
September
October

+ 5.6
+ 5.9
+ 4.8
+ 3.2

+ 3.1
+ 0.8

- o. 70
- 0 97
- 2.90
- 2. 77
- 1. 71
1.61

+ 4.0
+ 6.3
+ 4.9

+ 4.1
+ 3.6
0

+ 3.61

-

1.39
7. 50
5.94
- 2.03
+ 3.54

-

+
+
+
+
+

-

0.3
2.7
2.9
2.4
1.1
1.1

+ 4.06

-

2.60
9.46
6. 32
2.86
+ 4. 57
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- 2.3

- o.s

+ 1.1
+ o.6
0

- 2.1

+ 7.62
+ 0.51

-

3.80
- 2.23
+ o. 72
+ 6.55

- 2.0
0.7
2.6
1.6
o.6
- 1.6

+
+
+
+

+ 12. 62
+ 8.81
+ 3.57
+ 4.35
+ 8.05
+ 15.10

Fig.8

(a.)

(c)

(0

(cl)

Maps showing the relative cloud cover during May through August 1967-70 b
d
h t
h·
'
, ase on
.
P o ograp ic signa 1 s from meteorological satellites, as presented in a global atlas
by Hiller and Feddes (1971) : (a) May; (b) June; (c) July; and (d) August.

Fig. 8 shows that during May, there is
very little clouding over the Arabian sea although
the sea surface is quite warm with temperatures
ranging from 29°C to 31°C. During June, Hhen
intense upwelling has set in along the coasts of
Somalia and Arabia and cold uater is being advected by the SW monsoon current towards India,
the western Arabian sea is clear of clouds but
there is considerable amount of clouding over the
eastern Arabian sea which continues to be warm.
During July, cold water is advected further towards India and the advection is clearly shown
by the cloud-free region in the middle Arabian
sea in the photograph for this month in Fig.8(c).
A prominent cloud band appears over the northeastero part of the Arabian sea along latitude
about 20°N during this month. Also, as the cold
water cuts through the heart of the Arabian sea,
one can see evidence of a second convergence zone
appearing over the southeastern Arabian sea. The
above processes are enhanced during Au~ust when
the cold water advection registers its '~ maximum
eastward advance (Fig.8(d) ) • Two broad bands of
clouds appear over the eastern Arabian sea, the
mean position of the northern band continuing to
be along latitude about 20° N as mentioned earlier
while that of the southern band being along latitude about 10°N. Both the cloud bands weaken or
disappear during September when water temnera-·
tures in eastern Arabian sea be gin rising. except
in a narrow coastal belt near Y.erala where some
local upwelling occurs.

6.

RAINFALL DISCONTINUITIES ALONG
THE WEST COAST OF INDIA

Measurements of precipitation over
oceanic areas are generally scarce. Even IIOE
records are deficient in this respect and we have
few authentic measurements of precipitation over
the Arabian sea. We have, of course, the island
stations at Minicoy and Adminidivi and a number
of recording stations along the west coast of
India. Ananthakrishnan and Pathan (1971) who
studied the space-time distribution of pentad
rainfall at different stations along the west
coast of India as well as at Arabian sea Islands
find that sometime about the middle of August
there is a spectacular decrease in the amount of
pentad rainfall at a number of stations. Mooley
(1971) adopting the criterion of quartiles for
defining marked climatological discontinuity, e.g.
lower quartile of rainfall distribution for a
month being more than the upper quartile of rain=
fall distribution for the next month, finds marked
rainfall discontinuity, i.eo, decrease from July
to August at Vengurla, Mangalore and Cochin on the
west coast in the latitude belt 10°-16°N. No such
marked discontinuity was found at Bombay in the
north and Trivandrum and Minicoy in the south.
Aminidivi at 11°N appeared to be an exception in
that it did not show any marked discontinuity.
Since cold water by its interaction with air inhibits cloud growth and precipitation and since such
water advected by the southwest monsoon current
makes its farthest eastward advance towards the
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west coast of India during August, it appears
likely that there should be rainfall discontinuity
of the kind observed between July and August at
stations approached by cold water, i.e., those
lying between latitudes about 10° N and 16°N along
the west coast. A possible physical relationship
between the observed variation in the west coast
rainfall between July and August and the advection
of cold water across Central Arabian sea towards
India was suggested earlier by Saha ( 1970a).

7.

Miller, D.E. and Feddes, R.G., 1971, Global atlas
of relative cloud cover, 1967-70, based on
photographic signals from meteorological sate1 li tes. A joint production of U.S. Deptt of
Commerce and U.S.A.F., Washington, D.C.
Miller, F.R. snd Keshavamurthy, R.~. 1965, The
Arabian sea summer monsoon. Proc.Sym.Met.
Results of the I.I.O.E., Bombay, July 22-26
(Ed : Dr. P.R. Pisharoty).
Mooley, D.A., 1971, Ph.D. Dissertation entitled
11
Some aspects of southeast Asian summer monsoon
rainfall" submitted to University of Poona and
personal communication.

CONCLUSION

The hypothesis that is advanced in the
present paper is that formation of a number of
atmospheric phenomena such as low-level high-speed
aircurrents, double convergence zones and associated cloud bands and rainfall discontinuity in
the Arabian sea during the northern summer may
arise as feed-back effects of the sea with complex distributions of surface temperature upon the
overlying atmosphere. Advection of a broad wedge
of cold water from the coastal basins of Somalia
and Arabia towards India by the SW monsoon current
during June through August may play a dominant role
in this interaction. However, the tentative
character of the ideas advanced and conclusions
drawn in the present paper in the absence of detailed meteorological and oceanographic observations must be emphasised. It may be hoped that the
proposed monsoon experiment (MONEX) over the Arabian sea to be conducted as part of the First
GARP Global Experiment during 1977 will throw
further light on the problem.
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1. I

INTRODUCTION

This equation has frequently been derived but has only rarely been t es ted with equatorial observations. Jerlov (1953) for example
annlied it to the Pacific Equato ri al Counterc~~rent; H. Lettau (1956) c ~r roborate d the existence of high altitude westerlies with the equatorial temperature field , and B. Lettau (1973)
used it to define the eauatorward boundary of
surface westerlies.
It is immediately obvious from the
above equation that the zonal component o f the
equatorial wind depends upon the si gn and magnitude of P"(y), pos itive values corresponding to
easterlies and negative values to westerlies.
The meridional comnonent depends upon the sign
and ma~nitude of dP' /~x, with positive values
corresponding to southerly and negative values to
northerly winds. Sin ce the wind components depend
only on the snatial vari a tion of the pressure
gradient, a unique correspondence between streamlines and the nressure nattern should not be ex~ected, however with an assumed zero mean pressure g radient be~ween, say, 1 0 N and 10 S, an
equatorial trough i~nlies easterlies , an equato rial ridge imnlies westerlies, a westward intensifying trough imnlies meridional confluence,
while an eastward intensifying trou~h implies
meridional difluence .
These results corres:nond very closely
both to a direct ~eostronhic analysis of the
hynothesized pressure distribution and to the
emnirical models of the equatorial wind field
obtained by Johnson (1965), however since the
~athematical analysis allows an arbitrary choice
of the mean p ressure gradient, these narticular
nressure cist ributions are only spec i fic examples
cf families of :i;ressure distributions which are
solutions to the above enuation.

The relationship between surface
wind vectors and pressure ~radients in the equatorial atmosphere has historically been rele gated to a position of secondary imnortance in the
field of tropical meteorology, seemingly because
th~ close association between the equatorial
trough and the confluence of northern and southern hemispheric trades did not seriously conflict with an equatorial limit to the geostrophic wind equation, with both the pressure gra dient and the coriolis para.meter g oing to zero.
Ex c eptions to this geostrophic rule had always
ex ist ed in the equatorial Indian Ocean where a
re~ion of westerly surface winds can be found
through the year, and in the ext reme eastern
equatorial Atlantic and Pacific Oceans where
surface westerlies exist on a seasonal basis,
but, while a number of exnlanations have been
nut forth for the existence of westerlies,
these generally treat the westerly regime as
an anomalous and isolated circulation nattern,
rather than an integral part of the eauatorial
circulat ion.
It c an be shown however that an
equatorial balance of energy densit ies, derived
from the equations of horizontal ~otion, can be
used to re late the thermodynamically generated
eauatorial trough to the kinemat ic equatorial
wind field, and that the establishment of
easterly or westerly surface winds is a p re dic table consequence of the position and intensity
of pressure troughs in the near-equatorial
region (c.f. B. Lettau, 1973).

2.

EQUATIONS OF EQUATORIAL FLOW

The equations for horizontal steadystate flow in an inviscid hydrostatic atmos~here
may be differentiated with resnect to latitude
and simplified to nroduce the vector eouation

3.

SCEEHATIC PRESSURE

?ATTER~·'.S

3 .1
A n~~oer of nossible latitudinal
nressu re d istributi ons der ive d from an equatorially centered region of nositive values of
P"(v), and indicatin[! the range of possible dis tri~utions are nresented in Figure 1. ~te latitudinal snre2_d of eouatorial easterlies is shown
as the shc=,ded area of the ~" variation at the
ton of tte firrure between the lirits Land L'.
The nattern is assllI"le d to be eouatorially centerecL T:vnical values :'or L anc L I' based on

where C( is the specific volume, P' ( y) is the
latitudinal nressure g radien t, the prime indicatinrr differentiation with respect to latitude,
@ is the latitudinal variation of the coriolis
narameter, and ~ is a horizontal equatorial
wind vector analogous to the geostronhic wind
vector. The units of the equation are those of
sp~cific energy density.
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?L

L

0

L'

Since the confluence of trade winds
of both hemisphe res in a broad band of easterlies
does not seem to reouire an eauatorial trough
cente re d precisely on the equator, it appears, on
emnirical g rounds, that the eouatorial easterlies
g e~erated by the latitudinal P"(y) distribution
supnress the geostroph ic westerlies and allow a
11
limited amount of latitudinal wandering 11 by the
equatorial trough.
A second related effect o~ tr.e equatorial easterlies is to shift the boundary
between easterly and westerly surface winds into
the hen is phe re with lower surface pressures whenever the uressure gradient is continuous across
the equator. This is anparent from an inspection
of urofil es a. and g. , however, although such a
kinemat ic confivuration is possible, it is not
observed in the seasonal variation of the
nres sure pattern in the equatorial repion.

2L'

p'' ( :v)

b.
P ' (y)

c..
f.

a.
c.
e.
f!. .

a.
b.
P ( :V)

3.2

c.
d.

A second r~~ily of latitudinal pressure distributions, analogous to those of Figure
1, may be produced with an equatorially centered
region of negative values of P"(y), corresponding
to a band of eouatorial westerlies (c.f. Fi gure
2). The equatorially syrmnetric case now renresents an equatorial ridge with geostrophic westerlies on each flank, but again the eouatorial

e.
f.
fr.

Figure 1.
Eouato rially centered re r i on of nositive P " (y) (top); associated variation o f P' (;r)
with selected reference values a. through g.
( mi dd le); latitudinal nressure distributions
cor res ponding to the ranve of re ference values
(botto~). Regions of geostronhic easterlies arP
staded.

p"(y)

b.
P' (y) d.
f.

analyses of the ~eographical extent of
equatorial surface westerlies, are 5 ~and 5 o .
The ?'(y) vari~ti o n riven in the
~iddle of the figure is obtained by integratin u
the P"(:v) distr itution over v. (Th~ r .ositive v
d irection has been taken to ihe left.) The un~
wa rd zero crossing of P" (y) a.t L' therefore corresnonds to the most negativ e (le a st nositive) ;e~ional value of F 1 {y) and the downward
zero crossing at L corresnonds t o th e least
nepative (rno~t nositive) ;egional value of
F '(v). The seve~ reference levels ( a . through
g . ).nroduce l a titudinal nressure distributions
rangin g from negative throuphout the entire
nea; -e ouatorial region (a.) to nositive throug h out th~ en tire region (g.). These a re given in
the lower part of the fi g ure with regions of
12;eost ro phic easterlies shown as shade d .
An inspection of the figure shows
that only in the case of an eouatorially cen tered trough can a strictly gcostroph ic e xnlanation be su sta ined. The nove~ent of the trough
axis away from the equator, whether the result
of an actual disn lacement of a s;rnmetric trough
or the existence of a non - zero mean pressure
g radient over the equatorial rerion, nroduces
a limited region of westerlies eauatorward of
t h e axis and a discontinuous chan ge in the sipn
o f the zonal wind comnonent at the eouator.

a.
c.
e.
r;.

~ r evious

a.
b.
c.
F(y)

d.
e.
f .
p-,.

Fi g ure 2 .
EQuatorially centered region of nega tive ?' ' (y) (ton): associated variation of P'(y)
with selected reference values a. through r;.
(middle) : latitudinal uressure distributions
corresuonding to the ran ge of referenc e values
(botto~) . Regions of geostronhic westerlies are
shaded.
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wind component mainta~ns the surface wind directions if the ridge is displaced from the equator.
Such a configuration is in fact observed in the
mean January pressure distribution between 80 E
and 100 E, where a ri dge between 2 S and 4 S
separates two pressure minima at 5 N and 9 S.
The effect of the equatorial west erlies in displacing the boundary between westerly
and easterly wind components into the hemisphere
with higher surface pressure if the pressure
gradient is continuous across the equator, may
be confirmed empirically. Such a situation occurs
in the equatorial Indian Ocean during both the
northern anC. southern hemisPhere summers. At
these times continent al heating produces the
greatest excursions of the equatorial trough into
the summer hemisphere, implying ge ostrophic westerlies in the sur.rrner hemisphere, and easterlies
in the winter hemisphere. The observed boundary
between these comnonents is however not found at
the equator, but rather between 2 N and 4 N in
January, and between 1 S and 2 S in July, coinciding with a zero value of P"(v) (c.f. B. Lettau,

1973).

East Longitude

40

50

60

70

80

'

3 .3
It was indicated in Section 2 that a
northward directed equatorial wind component was
the result of a pos itive value of ~P' /Ox, which
in turn implies a latitudinal pressure gradient
which becomes more negative (less positive)
westward. While r.ieridional wind components in
the vicinity of the eouator are normally small,
and the motion is generally zonal, such a
snatial surface pressure distribut ion becomes
established in the western equatorial Indian
Ocean in June, at the time of the establishment
of the summer monsoon. The westward intensifying
negative pressure gradients, best developed in
July, are shown in Figure 3, together with a
schematic model of the eouatorial drift uattern
(Johnson, 1965), and the ~regional pattern of isolines of P'(y) with arrows giving a qualitative
indication of the magni tude of k x vhP' which is
proportional to the eouatorial wind vector.
The corresnondence between the observations and the two sets of derived wind fields
is auite good. The equatorial veering of the
wind vectors is clearly apparent in both se ts,
as is the asymptotic approach to the geostrophic
wind field at latitudes ~reater than 10 N and
10 S. The equatorial wind field moreover reproduces the observed maximUTI alonv. the Somali coast
(Ramage, 1968 ), and the relatively li ~ ht eouatorial winds eastward of about 60 E.

4.

East Loni:ritude
Fig~re 3 . Mean July sea level pressure distri bution (after Weickmann, 1963) (ton); schematic
:r10del of the equatorial orift (niddle) :. isolines
of P' (y) in mb/eOO km for July (bottom). The
arro'\\'S in the bottom diagram indicc:~te the direction 2nd ouali tati ve na.1mi tude of k x hp' .

THE EQUATOR I AL TROUGH I N THE PACIFIC
AND THE ESTABLIShlfiENT OF SURFACE
WESTERLIES

The equatorial trough in the Pacific
Ocean and its westward extension into the Indian
Ocean provides the classic examules of the
'·oceanic" trough with little annual variation in
position, and the "continental"trouri;h with a
lar~e annual variation in position (c.f. Riehl,
1954). The transition from one to the other also
corresponds to a transition in the kinematics of
the wind fiel d from a confluence line to the
east, to a chain of cyclonic vortices to the west.

The latitudinal surface pressure profiles for
this r ep, ion are shown in Fi.o.:ure 4 for J a nuary
when th e locus of maxinum. surface tempe rature
lies across northern Australia. This thermal
eouator corresnonds to the southern boun da ry of
the el"!_uatorial re g ion of surface westerlies and
annears to be a ~e ostronhic effect. The northern
bo~ndary of the westerlies coincides with a line
of mini~um latitudinal nressure g rnd ient which
n2rks the noleward extent of the equatorial
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rer:ion of nei:rntive P''(y). The surface westerlies
become ninched out at about 180, where non-nep.ative values of P"(y) extend across the entire .
e~uato rial region, and the eouatorial trough has
moved to within ten der,rees of the eouator. The
fact that equatorial westerlies do not occur
when the eauatorial trough lies less than some
threshold value from the eouator leads to the
hypothesis t:r.at an excursion of at least five
degrees will allow geostronl: ic westerlies to
become established on the eouatorward side of
the trough, and that this is a necessary first
sten in the establishment of an eQuatorial
r egion of surface westerlies.
Since the climatological scale excursions of the equatorial trough in the western
Pacific and Indian Ocean greatly exceed the
threshold value nostulated above, the sufficiency of the five to ten degree movement cannot be
de~ons trated directly. Such movements do however
occur on shorter time scales and over li~ited
~eo~raph ical regions.
As an example, Krueger and Gray
(1969) have pointed out that the formation of a
closed 1005 mb isobar, centered at 12 S, 170 W,
produced a lower than normal easterly wind component at Canton Island ( 3 S, 172 W) during
January 1966. Their accompanying surface nressure
map shows that this latitudinal position of the
eouatorial trough is limited to the region between 160 W and 180 longitude, and that the northern lirr.it of the equatorial westerlies should
'be exnected very close to the latitude of Can. ton Island.
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Fi~ure 4. Latitudinal surface nressure profiles
between 20 N and 20 S at indicated longitudes in
the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The dashed line
renresents the equatorial trou~h. It is shown as
heavy when the trough consists of a chain of
cyclonic vortices and li!!ht when the trough
corresponds to a confluence zone. ~he dotted line
renres~nts tl--1e locus of minimum P' (y) va.lues.
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for computation of dynamic parameters. Wallace
(1971) estimated the eddy kinetic energy production with the cospectrum of vertical motion and
temperature for the period of a season. Nitta
(1970, 1972) computed the eddy kinetic energy
production in terms of the eddy conversion of
energy, the divergence of potential energy flux
and the release of the mean zonal component of
kinetic energy. These studies were conducted
with upper-air data in the tropical western Pac i fic, and indicate that the tropical waves depend
on eddy conversion of available potential energy
that is generated by the heat of condensation as
the major source of supply to eddy kinetic energy.
These works ci lso indicate the desirability of further energetics analysis in the t heoretical interpretation of the origin of those waves.

INTRODUCTION

The diagnostic studies of the tropical
circulation during the past decade have been focused on the investigation of large-scale wave
disturbances. The extensive studies have resulted not only in the systematic diagnosis of various wave types, but also in a major thrust in
the study of the tropical atmosphere in relation
to other processes and phenomena of various
scales and intensity. The efforts have been reviewed by l"lallace (1969) and Yanai (1971), both
the major contributors in this development.
As a natural consequence of advancement in the knowledge of tropical waves, the energetics analysis of tropical disturbances has
become a desired step of the study. Theoretically the kinetic energy of tropical disturbances
can be maintained independently or collectively
from three different origins, categorically including the supply of kinetic energy by lateral
forcing, the supply of kinetic energy by barotropic instability, and the conversion of kinetic energy from available potential energy.
Studies in this regard have been mainly conducted
by numerical experiments. However, in addition
to basic differences in the formulation of various numerical models, the convection and condensation schemes in the models are also expected
to play important roles in determining the internal energy flow of the model atmospheres. Thus
the controversies advanced by separate numerical
experiments (e.g., Manabe and Smagorinsky, 1967;
Manabeet al., 1970; Mak, 1969; Yamasaki, 1969)
concerning the energy source of the tropical wave
disturbance must be examined against the energetics analysis of the real data.

The canprehensive energetics study of
the tropical circulation is most desirable not only to settle the arguments on tropical waves but
also to relate the disturbances of different
scales to the system of the general circulation.
Because of the poor coverage of upper-air observations in the tropics the only way to approach
comprehensiveness will be to amass knowledge of
observational studies such as those mentioned above in a systematic way. The research project
which is participated in by the author has been
engaged in a systematic observational study of
the kinetic energy balance of the circulation systems in the general circulation. Because of a
natural interest from the energy balance viewpoint
and also as a pre-GATE study of energetics, we
are in the process of the systematic analysis of
kinetic energy balance with the special upper-air
observations over the Marshall Islands area during
periods of nuclear test explosions in 1956 and
1958.

Despite understandable technical difficulties in handling the observational data and
constructing optimum numerical analysis schemes
in the limited regions of the tropics, a number
of pioneering works in the tropical energy transformation have recently become available. Rao
(1970) computed the eddy energy conversion for a
period of 5 map times relying on the map analysis

The reasons for our use of Marshall
Islands data are three fold. First, so far the
majority of the studies of tropical disturbances
have been reported over the western Pacific, many
with the same 1956 and 1958 Marshall Islands data.
Thus our energy balance analysis will have parallel diagnosis of the wave spectra. Second, this
upper-air network has enough reporting upper-air
stations at individual observational times, and
our newly developed optimization scheme for the
estimate of kinematic vertical velocity (Kung,
1972, 1973) can be applied with certain modification. This means there is an availability of the
field of kinematic vertical velocity and other
derived parameters over the network area through
the depth of the atmosphere with a high degree of
confidence, which are essential for energetics

* Research supported by the Atmospheric Sciences
Section, National Science Foundation, NSF
Grant GA-15952.
**Contribution from the Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Journal Series Number
6832.
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s t udy. Th ird , the size an d location of the upperair network make it an idea l counterpart to the
GATE study .

175''E

For the purpose of sensitive energetics computations the upper - air data need careful
editing. As the 1956 data are still in the process of re- editing, only the results computed with
the 1958 data are presented in this paper. Special problems are involved in the energetics computation with tropical networ k data. The specific comp uta tio n scheme involved in our initi al
an alysis of t he Marshall Islands data is outlined.
For a discussion of tropical wave disturbance,
the disturbance integrals of the kinetic energy
source terms are presented . Then the general
kinetic energy balance in t he area, of which the
distu r bance integrals are the partial components,
is presented and discussed.
2.

,,o

UPPER-AIR NETWORK DATA AND ANALYSIS
GRIDS

Fig u r e 1 .
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Figure 2 is an arbitrary example of
the computed fields of the kinematic vertica l velocity in terms of w-profiles at sounding stations
and analysis grids for 0000 and 1200 GMT, June 22,
1958. It is noted that none of the forced conditions are applied at the top of the atmosphere to
assure convergence. Yet the uniformly converging
nature of the profiles is recognized and the quality of the vertical motion field shall warrant their
further use in the energetics study. It s hall be
noted that the vertical motion field computed in
this way is essentially the large-scale ki nematic
vertical motion which is required by the largescale divergence of the atmospheric flow in the

equation t akes the form of

'V ·V +

~TAPA ~

//

//

Recently we proposed an optimized computation s cheme of w for use of the energetics
study (Kun g, 1972, 1973). The scheme has been designed unde r t he veri fied presumption that the
vertic al profi l e of w should converge to a near
zero va l ue at the top of the atmosphere without
being so required when a sensitive balance between
the analysis scheme and the data disposition is
achieved. Thus a range of optimization in computi ng the divergence 'V •V is provided in the computation scheme to suit uncontrolled wide varieties
of da ta dispos ition in the observation networ k.
To deal with the Marshall Islands data, the optimi zed computation scheme is modified to inclu de 24
degrees of optimization in computing the di vergence
'V ·V on the basis of a permuted use of observed wind
data at the stations and interpolated wind data at
the grids. In short, up to 24 w-profiles are computed at each grid and then the best converging
profile is selected as the w-profile at the grid.
This particular computation scheme is documented
and discussed by Merritt (1973).

The kinema ti c esti mate of t he vertical p-veloc ity w is impor t an t in th e ob j ective
dia gnosis of ene rgy var i ables si nce it i s based
on no assumptions about t he nature of the atmospheric circulation exce pt the hydrostatic relat i onsh i p. With the s t anda r d not atio ns for the
hemispheric polar coord in ate sys tem, the vertica l
p- velocity is

= _sl_Q

CJ

- - - - L - - - - - ' - - - - - -- ' - - - - -- - '

FIELDS OF KINEMATIC VERTICAL VELOCITY
AND OTHER PARAMETE RS

w

///

.

~
,_____JKAP_l~G-~-',;RAG!

Upper-air obse rvations are available
tw ;ce a day at 12 upper- air stations duri ng the
period of March to July in 1958 as shown in Figure l. Wi nd, temperature and geo potential
he i ght are available at isobaric surfaces of
1000, 850, 700, 600 , 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150,
100 , 50 and 25 mb at 0000 and 1200 GMT observation
t imes. The effor t made in data editing i s detai led by Merritt (1973) . With the upper-a i r ob se rvat i ons as the original input data, t he ki nema t ic vertical velocity field and fields of observed pa rameters and computed meteorologi cal
parameters are either computed or interpolated at
t he gr id points as speci f ied i n ~igure 1 as the
intermed i ate i nput da ta fo r computatio n of energy
va ri able s . The octagon defi ned by t he outer grid
po in t s of t he area as s hown in Figure 1 is the
area ov er wh i ch t he energy variabl es at gr id
poin t s are i ntegra ted to obtain the ene rg y budget
of th e reg i on .
3.

/

CAROLIN E ISLAND'>

(2)

The w at a pa r ticula r pressu r e leve l may be obt ained by vertically integrat i ng t he contin uity
equati on provided th e w values ~t the lower levels
have been obta i ned. For the s ca le we are analyzing, we may spec i fy w = 0 at the surface to begin the integration.
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area .
150' E

155'E

160' E

165°E

170' E

hemispherical coordinate system (see Kung, 1966).
For the sake of simplicity the notat i on of vertical integrals will be omitted, but all the variables are to be understood to be th integral values for atmospheric mass between pr essure layer
Pl' and P2 · Further, the area mean of a dumny variabl 2 q may be defined as

175 ' E
25°N

,-----,-------,..--------,-----~--~

0

· 20'N

[q] =

*s

(4)

qdA

A

Thus Equation (3) may be rewritten with these simplifications as

[ ~ ~] = - [17· Vk] - [ 3 ~~] - [V· 17<Ji ] - [E].

(5 )

IO'N

ak/ci t is the local time change of the
kinetic energy. -17 ·Vk and -3w k/ap are respectively horizontal and the vertical flux convergence of
kinetic energy which are subsequently to be referred to as transports. -V· v<Ji is the source term of
the kinetic energy balance which represents the
generation by the cross-isobaric flow of the atmosphere. While this term represents the supply
of kinetic energy from the reservoir of the available potential energy, it can be negative for a
limited region of the atmosphere. If the numerical value of -V· 17<P is negative it means the adiabatic destruction of kinetic energy back to the
reservoir of the available potential energy. E
is the sink term of the ki net ic energy balance.
Conceptually and conveniently this is often regarded as the frictional dissipation. However,
when E is treated as the residual term in the observational study such as this, the tenn only represents the kinetic energy sink from the scale
with which the observation is made. Since all
residual effects over all scales are contained in
this term, usually a careful examination of the
nature of the data and computation scheme is
needed in interpreting this term.

o'

. _ __ _ __L.__ _ ____J__

_ ____L_ _ _ _L___ ____J

5°5

Distribution of w p r ofi l es over t he
Marsha l l Islands area , J un e 22, 1 958 .
( Solid line f or 0000 GMT and dotted
lin e for 1 200 GMT ).

Figure 2 .

The vertical motion fields are thus
computed for each grid at each isobaric surface of
upper-air observations at each twice-a-day observation time from Mnrch 23 to July 29, 1958. The
observed meteorological parameters are interpolated at the corresponding position and time with
the polynomial surface approximations that are
consistent with the optimized computation of 17 ·V.
Other parameters that are needed for the computation of energy variables are also derived at those
corresponding times and grids.

4.

The source term -V· 17<P may be expressed
as
-V · 17 qi = -17 • Vqi

The kinetic energy equation integrated
over the upper-air network area A as defined in
Figure l between the pressure layer p1 and p2 can
be vJri tten as
ak

( P2 (

l

1

gA

J

l_A

J at dAdp
A

P1

2

~ p ~ -3 ~~ dAdp
P1

A

p

l
- gA

~

g

l
- gA

r 2 ~A

~

P2
P1

~

q*

17 · VkdAdp
A

EdAdp

(6)

= q - [q].

(7)

If we take the perturbation quantities in the source
terms and integrate over the area A between pressure levels P1 and p 2 , we obtain the perturbation
or eddy integral of the source terms

V· 17<ji dAdp
::

Clw<jl
Tp - wa .

-wa is the release of available potential energy
and -v·V~ and - Clw<Jl / Cl p may be regarded as the redistribution terms. The three terms on the right hand
side of Equation (6) should describe the conversion
process for generating kinetic energy. With the
definition of the area mean in Equation (4), we can
define the perturbation or eddy quantity of a dummy variable q from the area mean value as

KINETIC ENERGY EQUATION ArlD ENERGY

VARIABLES

gA

-

)A

-; f
g

(3)

2

Pi

(

JA

V*· V<ji*dAdp

P1

where notations for physical quantity and mathematical operations are those of the standard polar

11 • V* <P*dAdp
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(
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-
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mb

w*a*dAdp.
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( 8)

A
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With the same simplification of notations as ap plied to Equation (3), Equation (6) may be rewritten as

150

200 -

250

[V*· V~ *] = - [ v ·V* ~ *] - [ aw*p*]
ap - [ w*a*] .

(9)

300
,/

1

With the length scale defined by the upper-air
network and analysis grids as shown in Figure 1,
the terms in Equation (9) are expected to describe
the process of kinetic energy conversion within
the large-scale wave disturbances in the area .
-[V*· v~*] may be regarded as the eddy generation
of kinetic energy. The redistribution terms
-[ v ·V* ~ *] and -[ aw* ~ */ a p] are respectively the
horizontal and vertical eddy transport while
-[ w*a*] is the eddy conversion.
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Computations of energy variables are
performed separately for 0000 and 1200 GMT observational times. All energy variables presented
in this paper are time mean values during the available data period. Occasional days of poor
data coverage during the period are eliminated
from the computation. Time mean values of 0000
and 1200 GMT observation times are further averaged to obtain the general time mean values of
energy variables during the period.
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5.

ENERGY CONVERSION IN LARGE-SCALE WAVE
DISTURBANCES

Fi gure 3 .

The eddy conversion of the available
potential energy to kinetic energy in the area,
-[ w*a*], is shown in Figure 3 for levels from 1000
to 100 mb for the average of 0000 and 1200 GMT
observations. The vertical profile of -[w*a*] is
compared with similar profiles obtained by Nitta
(1970, 1972) and Wallace (1971). It is important
to note here that both Nitta s and Wallace's conversion profiles were obtained by integrating the
cospectra of the vertical motion and temperature
in a time series over limited single regions in
the Marshall Islands area while our profile is obtained in the space-time domain as the contribution by space eddies observed in the area. Nitta
defined an area in the Marshall Islands upper-air
network for computation of vertical motion and cospectrum between vertical motion and temperature
for 1956 observations (Nitta 1970) and 1958 observations (Nitta, 1972) and the cospectra was integrated over the period range from l to 20 days.
Wallace's cospectrum was obtained for the KwajaleinEniwetok-Ponape triangle area for the period from
July to October, 1967, and the cospectrum was integrated over the period range from 3.64 to 8 days.

/

100 mb

Eddy conve r s i on fr om t he a vai l ab l e pot enti a l e nergy to kine tic ener gy .

domain analysis and in their time spectrum analyses.
Often the energetics analysis in the context of
the general circulation study is carried out in the
framework of space-time domain. The agreement
shown in Figure 3 seems to indicate that the space
resolution used in this energetics study is adequate to study the energy transformations in largescale wave disturbances which are usually observed
by time spectra.

1

Computation of the cross-isobaric generation term is particularly difficult in the tropics because horizontal variation of the isobaric
height pattern is not as significant as that in
the middle latitudes and the estimate of the gradient of geopotential is difficult. For the estimate of -[V*· V~*], two alternative computations
were performed in lieu of the direct comp11tation.
One is to estimate the right hand side of Equation
(9) and to obtain their suITTTiation, and another is
to estimate the right hand side of the following
expression for their summation:
-[V*· V~ *]

Figure 3 shows close agreement between
our conversion profiles and the profiles obtained
by Nitta and Wallace in the upper troposphere where
the major contribution of the eddy conversion is
accounted for, particularly in consideration of
the basic difference in analysis schemes and inevitable differences in the computational handling
of the data. The agreement between our profile
and their profiles which are independently obtained may be viewed as the basic consistency of
space and time scales as employed in our space-time

=-

[ V ·V* ~ *]

+ [ ~ *V ·V*].

(10)

A near exact agreement has been obtained by use of
Equations (9) and (10), probably indicating the reliability of the computation schemes employed . In
Table l, the eddy generation, eddy conversion, and
horizontal and vertical eddy energy fluxes ar e listed for the average of 0000 and 1200 GMT observation time. Vertical profiles of those parameters
are also illustrated separately for 0000 and 1200
GMT in Figure 4. The presented values of -[V*· v~ *]
75
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Figure 4.

Source terms of eddy kinetic energy in wave disturbances.
GM T and dotted line for 12 00 GMT.)

Table l.

Pressure layer
(mb)

(Solid line for 0000

Kinetic energy sources in wave di~turbances over the Marshall
Islands area in units of watts m- within specified layers.
(March 23 - July 29, 1958: 0000 and 1200 GMT)
-[V*·V<ji*]

-[w*a*]

-[ v·V*qi*]

100-200
200-300
300-400
400-500
500-600
600-700
700-850
850-1000

0.08
-0. 10
-0. 12
-0.05
-0.01
0.04
0.13
0. 19

0.01
0. 13
0.13
0.07
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.02

-0.05
-0.22
-0. 16
-:- 0.05
-0. 01
0.03
0.08
0.07

Total
100-1000

0. 16

0.42

-0.31
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-[aw*<P*/ap]
0. 12
-0.01
-0.09
-0.07
-0.02
-0.00
0.01
0.09

0.04 .

~re those computed
-[aw*~*/ap] values

with Equation (10), and
are obtained indirectly as the
residual from Equations (9) and (10).

kinetic energy of which the eddy kinetic energy is
only a component. While the eddy energy variables
describe the transformation processes in the wave
disturbance, the energy variables in the general
balance equation depict the total transformations
which are contributed both from "eddy" and "basic"
currents. The contribution from the basic current
is expected to be very large in the tropics and
the manner of contribution is not necessarily the
same as that of the eddy. Second, the kinetic energy balance is the local balance over the Marshall
Islands area, and a strong local effect is expected on some energy variables.

The vertical profiles of eddy conversion -[w*a*] presented in Figures 3 and 4 and
Table 1 show two maxima of conversion: primary
conversion maximum in the upper tropospheric layer between 400 and 200 mb and the secondary maximum in the lower tropospheric layer centered at
the 850 mb level. A good qualitative agreement
between this vertical profile and the results obtained by Manabe et al. (1970) in their numerical
experiment may be observed. Although the eddy
energy is defined with respect to the zonal mean
in their numerical experiment rather than the perturbation from the area mean in our study, the
comparison shall be valid from consideration of
the scale resolution and data area. The uppertropospheric maximum of -[w*a*] in this study agrees well with Nitta's (1970, 1972) and Wallace's
( 1971) power spectrum analyses. However, they do
not observe the conversion in the lower troposphere.
The descrepancy might be attributed to the difference in the domains of the analyses as well as in
techniques employed.

The source term of the kinetic energy
balance, the cross-isobaric generation -[V·V~] is
computed in two ways:

-[V· v~] = -[ V ·V ~] - [ 3 w~J - [ wa]
ap
-[V· V~]

-[ V ·V ~]

+ [ ~v ·V]

(12)

The computations of -[V·v ~] by both Equations (11)
and (12), as shown in Figure 5, yield comparable
vertical profiles in consideration of the departure of approaches in actual computation and of
the fact that no smoothing of any computed parameter is involved in deriving energy variables. The
computed profiles of -[V· v~] show an interesting
feature in relation to the vertical profile of zonal wind component [u]. As shown in Figure (5),
the easterly part of the circulation has a strong
source of kinetic energy in terms of the crossisobaric generation while the westerly part of the
circulation above that shows a large adiabatic destruction of kinetic energy. If we consider the
easterly part only, the generation profile shows a
small positive in the planetary boundary layer, a
negative in the 850-700 mb layer, gradual increase
to the maximum in the 500-400 mb layer, and then a
decrease to the boundary between the easterly and
westerly regions. The adiabatic destruction of
the kinetic energy in the westerly aloft is an interesting phenomena. As seen in Figure 6 all of
the three components to yield -[V·v ~ ] have large
numerical values, which obviously is a local phenomenon. -[ wa] is very large since, as shown in
Figure 5, a persistent general upward motion prevails in the area. -[ V ·V ~] is a very large value
locally though it is expected to diminish in magnitude when the area involved becomes large. Obviously the Marshall Islands area convert a large
amount of energy and export most of it at the higher levels as indicated by -[ aw~ / a p] and -[ V ·V ~ ] in
the upper troposphere. However, we have no way to
confirm at present if the resulting generation of
kinetic energy in the easterly current and destruction in westerly aloft is a local phenomenon with
analysis of a single area or the general feature
of the tropics. It will be interesting here to note
Kung's (1971) finding that in the lower latitudes
the meridional component of motion generates the
kinetic energy while the zonal component destroy
the kinetic energy adiabatically .

The vertical eddy flux term
shows convergence in the lower boundary from the 1000 to 850 mb layer, and in the
upper tropospheric layer between the 250 and 100
mb level, with the divergence in the mid-troposphere between them. Though an illustration is omitted here, the direction of vertical eddy transport -[w*~ *] is downward below the 400 mb level
and upward above that level with the maximum downward transport at the 850 mb level and maximum upward transport at the 250 mb level. The horizontal eddy flux term -[v·V*~*] shows an export of
eddy potential energy outside the area above the
600 mb level and an import in the lower troposphere below that level. As a result of the conversion processes, the eddy kinetic energy generation -[V*·V~*] shows the generation maxima in
the lower boundary and upper troposphere between
the 200 and 100 mb, and then the destruction of
kinetic energy in the mid-troposphere between
500 and 200 mb.
-[aw*~*/ap]

By integrating those eddy variables
from 1000 to 100 mb, we obtain 0.42 watts m-2 for
-[w*a*], -0.31 watts m-2 for -[V·V*~*], and 0. 16
watts m-2 for -[V*·v~*]. It is interesting to
note that about 2/3 of the converted energy is
exported outside and only about 1/3 of the converted energy is used to generate the kinetic energy
to support the wave disturbances in the area. The
eddy conversion and generation values are also one
order of magnitude smaller than the comparable values in the middle latitudes (see Eddy 1965) where
the eddy components play the major role in driving
the system of the circulation.
6.

=

(11)

KINETIC ENERGY BALANCE IN THE
MARSHALL ISLANDS AREA

The kinetic energy balance as presented
in Table 2 indicates that the balance is determined
mainly by the source term -[V· v~ ] and sink term [E]
The values of -[V· v~ ] in Table 2 are the average
obtained by two different methods with Equations
(9) and (10). The time change and both horizontal
and vertical transports are negligibly small in

In evaluating the kinetic energy balance of the atmosphere over the Marshall Islands
area with the balance equation as expressed with
Equation (3) or (5), two points ought to be recognized in its computation and interpretation.
First, the balance evaluated is for the total
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component [ u ]; and vertical ve l ocity [w].

Table 2.

Kinetic energy balance over the Marshall Islands area in units of
watts m-2 within specified layers. (March 23 - July 29, 1958:
0000 and 1200 GMT)

[E]

Pressure layer
(mb)

[a k/ at ]

-[V· v~ ]

-[v·Vk]

100-200
200-300
300-400
400-500
500-600
600-700
700-850
850-1000

-0.00
-0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.00

-28.49
-13. 86
17.44
23.22
18 . 21
5.20
-2.21
0.48

-0.20
-0. 18
-0.02
-0.02
-0.01
0.02
0.09
0. 14

0.05
0.03
0.03
0.01
-0.01
-0.04
-0.02
-0.08

-28.64
-14.01
17.44
23.21
18. 19
5. 18
-2. 14
0.54

Total
100-1000

0. 01

19.99

- 0. 18

-0.03

19. 77

comparison with the source term; thus the sink
term [E] which is obtained as the residual of the
balance requirement follows the pattern of -[V· v~ ].
As discussed in Section 4, [E] includes all residual effects over all spectrum ranges. While [E]
shall be re garded as the net energy cascading
which is eventually linked with the frictional or
viscous dissipation, it must be emphasized that it
is the net energy input into various smaller scales.
Thus to link the sink [E] with the eventual frictional dissipation the vertical transport of kinetic energy by the smaller scale vertical motion

-[ awk/ ap]

must be computed, and this necessity is obvious
from the existence of large negative [E] values in
the westerly aloft at this scale.
7.

DIURNAL VARIATION OF SOURCE TERMS

A significant diurnal variation of energy parameters, particularly that of the crossisobaric generation, in the middle latitudes was
reported by Kung (1967). Because of the supposedly
strong effect of the diurnal cycle of the incident
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solar radiation in the tropics, the diurnal variation of kinetic energy source terms in this study
may be worth special attention.
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very active in energy conversion. On the other
hand, at 0000 GMT in the middle of the night, the
-[V·v ~ ] term indicates strong destruction of kinetic energy above the 400 mb level. The vertical
motion [w] at 100 mb at 0000 GMT approaches 0, and
the upper troposphere becomes very inactive in energy conversion as evidenced in a small -[wa] value. However, the export of the potential energy
in the upper troposphere is even more significant
at this time than in the day time, resulting in a
strong adiabatic destruction of kinetic energy.

The diurnal variation of energy source
terms in terms of the 0000 and 1200 GMT observation time values are presented in Figure 4 for the
wave disturbances, and in Figure 6 for the general
flow (i.e . , energy parameter without partitioning).
As shown in Figure 6, there is a significant diurnal variation of -[V· v~ ] i n the general
flow. At 1200 GMT in the middle of the day, the
generation -[V· v~ ] is strongly positive, and this
is endorsed by strong conversion -[ wa] and less
transport -[ v ·V ~ ]. As seen in Figure 5 the still
significant vertical motion [w] at the level of
100 mb at 1200 GMT makes the upper troposphere

In constrast with the strong diurnal
variation shown in the source terms of the general
flow, it is interesting to note that the di urnal
variation of the source tenns in wave disturbances
as shown in Figure 4 is not so distinc+ . Some di urnal variation in those variables can been seen,
79

but the difference between the 0000 and 1200 GMT
curves is not as striking as those in the general
flow. In other words, the energetics of the wave
disturbances does not seem to be affected by the
diurnal cycle of heating as much as the general
flow is affected.
8.
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REMARKS

This paper reports the initial energetics analysis with the 1958 Marshall Islands upperair data. The refinement of the analysis scheme
and re-editing of 1956 data are under way at present. The extended analysis also will include the
kinetic energy balance in the wave disturbances,
the latitudinal variation of energy variables, examination of energy variables in the time-space
domain, etc.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

world, while westward propagating disturbances
with periodicities of about 4-5 days tend to
dominate other parts, particularly the Western
Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean (Frank, 1970;
Wallace and Chang, 1969; Carlson, 1969; Martin
and Suomi, 1971; and Burpee, 1972). The long
term mean state of the atmosphere represents a
background level upon which the disturbances
(eddies) mentioned above are superimposed. In
this paper kinematic and energy parameters representative of the mean state for the period and
region described above are explored in an attempt
to determine whether the region is dominated by
quiescent or disturbed conditions. It is hoped
that the results, although preliminary, will enhance our knowledge of atmospheric circulations in
the northern sector of the upcoming GATE.

It has long been recognized that certain
types of circulation systems exist which are peculiar to the tropics. However, only in the last
thirty years with the advent of an increased
weather observing network, high speed electronic
computers, and the meteorological satellite, has
it become possible to explore some of the earlier concepts about tropical meteorology and to
extend these notions to examine the role of the
tropics in the general circulation. Further, in
the past decade the role of the tropics in the
general circulation has received widespread
attention by several atmospheric scientists owing
largely to both the technological advances given
above and increased interest stimulated by formation of the Global Atmospheric Research Program
(GARP) in 1966 and the GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment (GATE) in 1970. Excellent commentaries on the role of the tropics in the general
circulation are given by Riehl (1950, 1969),
Kidson et. al. (1969), Johnson (1970a), Newell
et. al. (1970, 1972), Atkinson (1971), and
Garstang (1972).
The purpose of the present paper is to
examine the mean state of the atmosphere, with
emphasis on certain energy parameters, during
June-July-August over the extended Atlantic
Ocean region between latitudes 15N and 20N and
longitudes 0 and lOOW. This region extends from
Central America to the western bulge of Africa
and was selected for three reasons. First, it
comprises a portion of the A-scale network in the
upcoming GATE. Second, during the period of
investigation this region contains a variety of
convective disturbances ranging from westward
propagating waves to hurricanes. One of the aims
of the GATE is to examine the interactions
between these larger A-scale circulations and the
general circulation. Third, the most extensive
data coverage across the Atlantic Ocean occurs
between latitudes 15N and 20N (see Figure 1).
Because of the latter reason no attempt was made
to extend the analyses and subsequent energy
computations beyond the stated latitude limits,
even though the GATE A-scale region does extend
beyond these limits.
The general circulation of one region in the
tropics may be considerably different from that
in another region (Newell et. al., 1972). For
example, the northern hemisphere summer circulation pattern is dominated by the quasi-permanent Indian Monsoon Circulation in one part of the

Figure 1. Data distributi-on indicated by dots.
For details see Newell et . al. (1972).
2.

AVAILABLE POTENTIAL £NBR(Y EQUATIONS
For the most part the kjnematic relationships
and parameters discussed in this paper, such as
horizontal and vertical mot:ions, horizontal
divergence, and the vertical component of relative
vorticity, are well known. The relationships
among energy parameters, however, are much more
difficult to understand and deserve a more detailed presentation, particularly since the emphasis
of the paper is in this direction. In this context, although many of the results of the study
depend on an understanding of the concept of
available potential energy, it is not the intent
of the paper to present a detailed review of this
concept. Rather the discussion focuses on its
application to the energy state of the mean
atmosphere of a limited region . For discussions
of the concept of available potential energy the
reader is referred to papers by Margules (1903),
Lorenz (1955a,b; 1967), Dutton and Johnson (1967),
Anthes and Johnson (1968), Smith (1969), Johnson
(1970b), El-Sayed (1973) , and Vincent and Chang
(1973) .
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In general it is possible to describe the
instantaneous value of any variable at a given
location as a function of its long term mean
state (time mean) and its departure from that
mean state; hence, for examplet
x = x + x'
(1)
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Applying the approach of Lorenz (1955b,
1967) and Smith (1969), the available potential
energy of the mean state of a limited region can
be written in x, y, p coordinates as:
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The variable, p , is a reference pressure within the limited f~gion . Discussions of possible
physical interpretations of A
and A b are
given by Johnson (1970b) and ~ncent ~d Chang
(197 3).
Following the same procedure as that used
to derive (8), the budget equation for Ams is:

(7)
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On the right side of (8), bo t h integrals
are identically zero, since both T and N are
independent of time. Applying (l)~ (2), m(3),
(4) and the condition,
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where the overbar represents a time average.
The inequality of N and N represents one of the
major differences b~tween the energetics of the
mean state and the time-averaged energetics.
Based on (5) , the rate of change of available
potential energy of the mean state of a limited
region ~j,_·
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N is the efficiency factor (as defined by
L~renz, 1955b ; Dutton and Johnson, 1967) of the
mean state and specifies where on an isentropic
surface heating or cooling can most efficiently
create or destroy available potential energy.
The quantity p is the global reference pressure,
defined as therglobally averaged pressure on an
isentropic surface; its method of calculation in
the present paper is described by Newell et.al.
(1970). Note that the efficiency factor of the
mean state differs from the time average of the
efficiency factor which is given by:
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Equation (8) represents the contribution of
a limited region to the mean state available
potential energy of the globe, since the efficiency factor is calculated from global data.
To investigate the mean state available potential energy of a limited region itself, it is
convenient to partition (5) into baroclinic
and barotropic components (Anthes and Johnson,
1968; Smith and Horn, 1969; Johnson, 1970b;
Vincent and Chang, 1973). Mathematically, this
is accomplished by defining the baroclinic and
barotropic components, respectively, as:
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where the subscript, m, and the prime denote the
mean state and departure respectively. In this
notation the n£an state of the product of two
variables is:
(xy) = x y + (x'y')
(2)
m
mm
m
From (1) and (2) it follows that the First
Law of Thermodynamics and the Equation of Continuity in isobaric coordinates for the mean
state are: aT
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1969) , (7) becomes :

dt
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appear in Newell et.al. (1972). Data sources
also are given in that publication. For the
present paper grid point values were extracted
every 20 degrees of longitude from 0 to lOOW at
latitudes 20N and 15N and at pressure levels
1000 mb, 700 mb, 500 mb, 400 mb, 300 mb, 200 mb,
150 mb and 100 mb.
From the time- averaged values, um' vm, and
T , the mean state of several quantities
w~s computed for the limited region bounded
horizontally by latitudes 20N and 15N, longitudes
0 and lOOW, and vertically by 1000 mb and 100 mb.
Horizontal divergence and the vertical component
of relative vorticity were calculated from gradients of u and v • It was necessary to extend
the data n~twork fo obtain these calculations.
Values of vertical motion, w , were computed by
the kinemetic me thod us ing (W) and an adjustment
technique described by C.hang (197 3).
In addition to the kinematic parame ters
noted above, several ene rgy parameters were also
computed from the basic data set. Vertical cr oss
sections of em were constructed alo~g 20N and
15N between 0 and lOOW. Values of p . at each
grid point, were derived from these Etoss
sectional analyses. Subsequently, values of Nms
were computed from (11). Values of the global
reference pressures, p , and, subsequently,
global efficiency fact5rs, N , for June-JulyAugust were derived using th~ technique descdbed
by Newell et.al. (1970), and the data given in
Newell et. al. (1972). Values of N were then
computed from (12). From the effic~ncy factor
dis-tributions of N
and N b, and the temperature,
5
T , it was possibl~ to con$ute A
and A b from
m(9) and (10).
ms
m
One of the most difficult variables to
assess is diabatic heating. In the present study
no attempt was made to estimate the contribution
due to sensible heat exchange with the Earth's
surface, a component which normally only affects
the planetary boundary layer (lowest 1-2 km).
Net radiation values were extracted from the
vertical cross sections presented by Katayama
(1967). Columnar values of latent heat release
were based on a precipitation analysis using the
climatological data given in Haurwitz and Austin
(1944) for the month of July for 32 stations in
the vicinity of the limited region. The vertical
profiles of latent heating were derived using the
ratios for vertical distribution given by
Vincent (1969). The radiational and latent heat
components were added to give Q and multiplied
m
by N s and Nmb to yield the baroclinic and
barofropic components of the generation of
available potential energy of the mean state.
In addition to the energy parameters discussed above, two other parameters which are
related to energy processes were computed and
analyzed. The first of these is a variable
defined as T * which was computed at each grid
point by subf racting the spatially - averaged
temperature, taken over the six longitudinal
grid points in the limited region for a particular pressure surface along a given latitude
circle, from each of the six grid point values.
In this way it was possible to enunciate relatively warm and cold air in the region. The
second parameter was equivalent potential temperature, 9 • The vertical distribution of e is
proportion~! to the vertical distribution ofe
moist static energy (c T + gz + Lq). Vertical
cross sections, along PzoN, of most of the

Likewise the budget equation for Amb can be
written as:
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Equations (13) and (14) are the available
poten tial energy equations for the mean state of
the atmosphere in a limited region. The first
term on the right side of (13) represents the
generation of available potential energy within
the limited region by the mean heating field.
The second and third terms represent the conversion from available potential energy within the
region to other forms of energy by the mean and
disturbed motions, respectively. These terms
have been referred to as A-conversion by Smith
(1969). Terms four and five represent the influence of the mean state boundary transports,
horizontally and vertically, on A • The sixth
and seventh terms represent the i~luence of the
disturbed state boundary transport of sensible
heat, horizontally and vertically, on Ams. The
last term in (13) represents the effect of
changes in the mean reference state due to the
advection of air with different properties
across the boundaries of the region. Vincent
and Chang (1973) of fer a physical explanation of
this term for moving systems.
Equation (14) contains terms, with the
exception of the missing A-conversion terms,
which have analogous meanings to the terms in
(13). The only difference between the physical
interpretation of the terms in the two equations
is that the terms in (14), except for the last
term, represent contributions due to barotropic
processes.
In the present paper it was possible to
obtain results only for the terms in (13) and
(14) which do not contain time departure variables, since climatological data were used.
Furthermore, no attempt was made to calculate
the vertical flux divergence due to mean vertical
motions since this contribution is probably
small and vertically-integrated (columnar)
values would be zero. Thus, only terms one, two
and four on the right side of (13) and terms one
and two on the right side of (14) were computed.
Results of these terms are discussed in Section
4 of the paper.
3.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
The basic data from which all other
quantities were derived (except those dependent
on diabatic heating) were the west-east wind
component, u, the south-north wind component, v,
and the temperature, T. Long term mean values
of these variables for the period June-JulyAugust we·re extracted from the original maps,
subjectively analyzed by the author, which
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parameters discussed in this section are illustrated and discussed in the next section.

terminates between 20N and 15N. Figs. 2 and 3
also illustrate the dominance of low level northeast trade winds except near 60W.
Figure 4 indicates that the mean state of
the tropical Atlantic at 20N is dominated by
anticyclonic (negative) relative vorticity. The
only significant cyclonic vorticity occurs in the
lower troposphere over Africa. The region is
also characterized by horizontal convergence
except over Africa and in the lower troposphere
in the western half of the region. At 60W the
pattern of divergence in the lower troposphere
is in general agreement with that given by
Holland and Rasmusson (1973) using BOMEX data
for a 5-day undisturbed period in June, 1969.
The cross section of vertical motion given in
Fig. 5 shows a two-cell pattern between 0 and
lOOW, but most of the region is occupied by
sinking motion. Although not shown clearly in
the analysis, maximum downward motion at 60W
occurs between 850 mb and 700 mb, a result also
obtained by Holland and Rasmusson.
A cross section of the kinetic energy of
the me.an state, 1/2 (u 2 + v 2 ), , is illustrated
in Fig. 6. Although tWis isman energy quantity,
it is based on kinematic variables and appropriately offers an opportunity to make the transition from a discussion of kinematic parameters
to that of available potential energy. Figure 6
shows that the level of tropospheric maximum
kinetic energy becomes lower proceding westward
across the Atlantic. Minimum values of kinetic
energy occur in the upper troposphere mainly near
300 mb.
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4.2

Available potential energy
Verti~al cross sections along 20N of T*m
N
N
Q , and the integrands of generation of
a~~flaW~; p~tential energy by baroclinic and
barotropic components are given in Figs. 7-12.
Figure 7 shows that the warmest temperature
anomalies occur over Africa which is not too
surprising since the grid point at 0° longitude
is influenced not only by the Sahara Desert, but
also by large scale subsidence (see Fig. 5). The
coolest temperatures occur in the vicinity of
60W. Figure 8 shows an example of the distribution of N , the efficiency factor based on
data only w~~hin the limited region. It is
evident that east of about 30W, positive
efficiency factors dominate, whereas west of this
longitude, negative efficiency factors prevail.
By comparison, values of N b' which represent the
difference between the glo~al efficiency factor
and N
are positive everywhere except in the
ms' portions of the region (Fig. 9 ) •
uppermost
Values of N , are maximum in the lower troposphere whiT~ values of N
are maximum in the
'
.
upper troposphere.
Cross mssections of the integrands of the baroclinic and barotropic components of available potential energy (Arns ~~ Amb)
are not shown since their patterns are similar
to those of N
and N b with magnitudes modified
only by tempe~ture. m
If the temperature anomalies presented in
Fig. 7 were due only to diabatic heating effects,
then it might be expected that generation of
available potential energy by the baroclinic
component would be positive nearly everywhere.
However, as is indicated in Figures 10 and 11
this is not the case. A cross section of
diabatic heating, comprised only of net radiation
and latent heat release is given in Fig. 10.
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Figure 3. v along 20N for June-August in units
of mete~s per second.
4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

Kinematic parameters
Vertical cross sections of um' vm' and wm
along 20N are given in Figs. 2, 3 and 5. Vertical profiles of divergence and vorticity of the
mean state are presented along 20N at lOOW, 60W,
20W and O in Fig. 4. Values at 80W were approximately equal to the average of the values at
lOOW and 60W. Data were insufficient at 40W to
construct accurate profiles. Figure 2 shows
that winds below the 300 mb level have an
easterly component, but that a westerly component exists in the upper troposphere. The
vertical extent of the westerly component is
greatest at about SOW. In the upper portion of
the diagram the winds are easterly again at all
longitudes. East of 0° longitude, over Africa,
the winds become easterly at all levels (Newell
et.al., 1972). In the region occupied by
westerlies, Fig. 3 shows clear evidence that the
upper tropospheric Mid-Atlantic Trough is a
climatological feature at 20N during the summer
season, with the trough line occurring at about
70W. Analyses of um and v at 15N failed to
show evidence of the TrougW suggesting that
climatologically its southward extension
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Figure 4. Vertical profiles of horizontal unadjusted divergence (solid line) and vorticity (dashed
line) at different longitudes along 20N for June-August in units of 10-6 sec-1.
Many of the large negative values near the surface of the Earth would undoubtedly be offset by
boundary layer heating due to sensible heat
transfer from the Earth's surface to the atmosphere (see, for example, Garstang, 1967).
Maximum heating takes place near 600 mb because
of the predominance of latent heat release,
while maximum cooling occurs near 350 mb where
net radiative cooling prevails. It is worthy to
note that the ratios for determining the vertical
distribution of latent heat release (Vincent,
1969) were obtained as general circulation
estimates for different latitude belts, and
depended partly on mean vertical motion profiles.
On a global basis, at 20N in June-July-August,
maximum latent heating was estimated to occur at
550 mb, partly influenced by the Indian Summer
Monsoon circulation. It is possible that the
global ratios at 20N are not applicable to the
Atlantic region, however, maximum upward
velocities in the present study do occur near
550 mb. Other more sophisticated techniques of
computing latent heat release are currently
available (e.g. Krishnamurti and Moxim, 1971)
and provide alternate methods of calculation.

occurs in the upper troposphere in the western
portion of the area analyzed. Generation of
available potential energy by the barotropic
component shows a completely different pattern
(Fig. 12). In general, values are 1arger than
those given by the baroclinic component. Generation is a maximum near 600 mb in the western
sector where large values of the efficiency
factor, N , occur concommitantly with maximum
diabatic gigating. Destruction generally takes
place in the upper troposphere, except over
Africa and in the lower and middle troposphere
east of about 40W. Maximum destruction occurs in
conjunction with maximum diabatic cooling at 20W,
just off the western coast of Africa . The
results of mass-integrated values of generation,
in addition to other energy budget terms are
discussed below.
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Another quantity of considerable interest in
the context of tropical processes is equivalent
potential temperature (9 ) because of its relation to moist static ener~, to the problem of
convective adjustment in cumulus modeling and
latent heat release schemes, and to the heat
balance in the equatorial trough zone (e.g.
Riehl and Malkus, 1959; Kuo, 1965; Krishnamurti
and Moxim, 1971). The vertical distributfon of
9 is similar to that of moist static energy. If
tfie air is stable with regards to moist adiabatic
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Figure 5. Adjusted w along 20N for June-August
in units of micr~ars sec- 1 •
Figure 11 shows that the generation of
available potential energy by the baroclinic
component generally is negative, indicating
destruction. The main region of generation
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processes, e will decrease with height. Figure
13 implies tfiat the air is extremely unstable at
0° longitude (over African desert) between the
surface and 700 mb, whereas, it is extremely
stable at 20W (over cool waters just west of
Africa) in the surface -850 mb layer. Except in
the lowest layer at 20W, conditional instability
appears to dominate the region up to about 500

region. The contributions by each of these
terms to their energy budgets are given in Table
1. The boundary transports given in Table 1 are
only for the horizontal contributions as noted by
subscript, H. Because w is assumed to vanish at
the surface and at 100 mb, vertical integrals of
all vertical boundary transports vanish. Other
contributions to the available potential energy
budget given in (15), (16) and (17) are P ,
mb.
which represents the last term in (13) ana (14),
4.3 Energy budget terms
and E , E , and E which represent the remaining
3
Equations (13), (14) and (8) can be written
2
1
terms in ~13), (lq) and (8), respectively. Note
in the following symbolic notation:
that E , E and E involve primed quantities and,
1
2
3
thus, represent net time departure terms which
can result from disturbances or eddies superim0 (15)
posed on the mean state. Also given in Table 1
are values of Km' the kinetic energy of the mean
state, and BH(Km)' the mean state horizontal
(16)
boundary transport contribution to Km.
One of the most significant results of the
study is the fact that the role of disturbances
cA
is almost as important as the role of the mean
(17)
~ = G(A ) + C(A ) + B(A ) + E = 0
3
at
m
ms
m
state in available potential energy transfer
processes. Considering (17), E can be evalu3
In (15), (16) and (17), G,C, and B repreated as the residual quantity required to
sent the influence of the mean state on generbalance the equation. Using the vertically ination, conversion and boundary transport processtegrated quantities in Table 1, the residual
es on the available potential energy budget of
calculation yields a value of -107.1 watts m- 2
the mean state of the atmosphere in the limited
for E which is comparable in magnitude to values
3
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Table 1.
Computed Energy Budget Terms for the Limited
Region (15N-20N, 0-lOOW) for June-July-August.
Contents in units of 10 5 joules m- 2 , others in units
2•
of watts

m

p(mb)

A
ms

Amb

G(A )
ms

G(Amb)

BH(Ams)

1000-850
850-700
700-500
500-400
400-300
300-200
200-150
150-100

25.5
21.0
-50.0
-59.0
25.0
52.0
-23.5
-19.5

1641
1530
2034
999
727
359
21
-150

-0.3
-0.0
0.2
-0.1
-0.l
-0.4
0.1
0.1

-4.0
1.9
7.4
1.6
-0.5
-0.3
0.1
0.4

-2.1
36.5
52.4
2.3
-19.7
-22.8
1.6
0.1

71.8
18.9
2.4
28.4
43.5
47.2
2.2
-9.6

1000-100

-28.5

7161

-0.5

6.4

48.6

204.8

of C(A ) and B(A ). Note that gains in available pgi@ential enWrgy of the mean state can be
attributed almost entirely to mean state transport into the region; whereas, losses occur due
to a conversion of available potential energy to
other forms of energy by the mean state and to
the roles of disturbed motions either through
in situ conversion and/or boundary transport of
sensible heat. The generation of available
potential energy is small compared to other
terms in (17); however, the individual contributions due to net radiation and latent heat
release are considerably larger. Generation at
the rate of 37.9 watts m- 2 occurs due to latent
heating, while destruction attributed to net
radiative cooling is 32.0 watts m- 2 •
Table 1 also offers a comparison between
the baroclinic and barotropic components of
certain terms in the available potential budget
of the mean state, and it shows that contributions by the barotropic component are much
greater. When the available potential energy
equation for a limited region is partitioned
into component form, the Pr term in (15) and
(16) is introduced. As stated earlier this
term represents the effect of changes in the
mean reference state due to advection of air
with different properties across the boundaries
of the region. This term might be assumed to be
small since it is a composite of fluctuations
of many different atmospheric states, which
should approach an equilibrium state over the
long time period averaged in the present study.
If values of this term are small then the
residuals in (15) .11.Ild (16) are E1 and E , the
2
net time departure terms. In this case t~ere
would be an increase of about 100 watts m 2 in
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BH(Km)

9.3
25.1
-37.2
-32.9
-38.2
-44.3
-23.5
-10.5

0.9
1.8
2.8
1.0
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.8

0.1
0.2
0.1

0.1
0.2
0.1

-152.2

8.6

0.8
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is difficult to make a meaningful comparison of the results of this study with those
by other investigators because only the mean
state of the atmosphere is presently considered.
Furthermore, most past studies of available
potential energy have dealt either with global or
hemispheric regions (e.g., Oort, 1964; Dutton and
Johnson, 1967; Newell et. al., 1970; El-Sayed,
1973) or with limited regions of considerably
smaller horizontal extent which contain active
cyclonic disturbances (e.g., Anthes and Johnson,
1968). Although a comparison between the present results and others is virtually impossible
and perhaps not even appropriate, some worthwhile findings have been obtained which suggest
the need for further study.
One of the objectives of the study has been
to attempt to determine whether the tropical
North Atlantic (15N-20N) is dominated energetically by quiescent or disturbed conditions
during June-July-August. The investigation was
prompted, in part, by the fact that many tropical
cyclones are known to have their origin or growth
in this region, which is just north of the ITCZ
(e.g. Frank, 1969, 1970; Agee, 1972). Although
it was not possible to compute the influence of
disturbed motions in maintaining the complete
available potential energy in the region, the
results do imply that processes associated with
disturbed conditions are almost as important as
those associated with the mean state contributions
in maintaining the available potential energy of
the mean state. From an energetics viewpoint this
signifies the importance of upcoming GATE measurements in the A-scale and B-scale arrays.

..---.~~:::::.

I

~

K

C(Ams)

the baroclinic component and a decrease of about
200 watts m- 2 in the barotropic component of
available potential energy of the mean state due
to energy conversions and/or boundary transports
of sensible heat associated with disturbed
motions. For the baroclinic component, the
gain of available potential energy due to disturbed motions would be complimented by mean
state import across the boundaries; these two
factors essentially would supply the required
available potential energy for conversion to
other forms of energy since the generation term
is negligible. For the barotropic component, the
loss of available potential energy due to disturbed motions would be nearly off set by mean
state transport into the region since again the
generation term is negligible. Note that there
is no conversion term for the barotropic
component.

100~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::::::0-=--~~----,

....ioo
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Figure 13. Vertical profiles of 9 at
different longttudes along 20N for JuneAugust.
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Circulation of the Atmosphere, G.A. Corby, Ed.,
Roy. Meteor. Soc., London, 113-136.

Whether or not the A-scale network will
provide sufficient data coverage (spatially)
to determine, more specifically, the role which
disturbances play in the energy budget of the
tropical Atlantic is, as yet, an unresolved
question, one which the results of the present
study suggests as deserving of further attention.

_ _ , 1970b: The available potential energy of
storms. J. Atmos. Sci., 27, 727-741.
Katayama, A., 1967: On the radiation budget of
the troposphere over the Northern Hemisphere, II and III. J. Met. Soc. Japan, 45,
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ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION ANOMALIES AND LEVEL
FLUCTUATIONS OF LAKE TITICACA (SOUTH AMERICA)
Albrecht Kessler
Meteorologisches Institut der Universitat
Freiburg, Deutschland
Lake Titicaca is situated in the peruvian-bolivian Andes, between 15° and 17°
south latitude. With an area of 8100 km2 and
an altitude of J812 m it is the highest large
lake of the world. Since 1912 measurements of
the water level are practiced. The annual
fluctuations with an amplitude of about 50 cm
are superimposed by long-time alterations of
about 5 m of height. The disadvantages of these
alterations are the occasional flooding of fertile coastal areas. By great expenses harbour
structures anrl sea routes must be adapted to
the actual lake-level, therefore, there are
great interests in the exploration of the
causes of these fluctuations and the development of forecasting methods.

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

As the evaluations of the upper-air
wind data of the western part of South America show (cp. the cross section of january and
july Fig. 2) tropical easterlies reach the Titicar.a Basin during the rainy season from november to april. During the drought from may
to september/october the area is influenced
by the SE-Pacific anticyclone. Westerly wind
prevails all over the troposphere. The axis
of the subtropical jet stream shifts northerly to a latitude of about 20° to 25° south
(position in winter time at about J0° to 35°
south).

1970

Fig. 1. Anniui.l maximum levels of lake Tit icaca and annual means of sunspot numbers.
There were temporary close interrelations between sunspot numbers and level
fluctuations of lake Titicaca (cp. Fig. 1)
comparable to those of lake Victoria in Africa. As for lake Victoria, however, high sea
levels correlated with ~reat sunspot numbers,
with lake Titicaca it WAS just the opposite.
From there one could soon conclude, that - if
at all - a causative connexion between the two
phenomenons could only exist indirectly, by
the general circulation. Examinations of the
water budget of lake Titicaca (Kessler 1972)
showed, that the level fluctuations are due
mainly to fluctuations of precipitation and
that fluctuRtions of evaporation are of subordinate significance only. So the level
fluctuations of lake Titicaca can be regarded as a good indicator for the fluctuations
of precipitation in this area.

Fig. 2. Mean cross-section of the zonal
wind above the west of South America,
with the peak line of the Andes. Zonal
component of the resultant wind in m/s,
positive values denote eastward flow.
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In order to clarify the connexion between circulation anomalies and fluctuations of
precipitation, the monthly mean values of the
zonal wind-component at 500 mb above Antofagasta were examined from may 1958 to april
1967 in connection with the level fluctuations
of lake Titicaca. As Fig. 3 shows, great components of westerly wind resulted when the water level decreased and small ones when the
water level increased, with exception of may
and june. In other words: during the increase
of the zone of the westerlies and its displacement to the north, a deficit of precipitation amount occured, and the same vice
versa.
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Mean monthly zonal components of the
resultant wind at 500mb above ANTOFAGASTA
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Fig. 4. Levels of lake Titicaca and zonal
wind at 500 mb above Antofagasta.
+
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Thus graph Z(t) represents the cumulative summation of the deviations of the
zonal component from the mean long-time annual course. In graph 4, too, the alterations
for the periods from july to january in each
case are indicated by arrows.
C;:J Average of the years 1958-1967

-

~ Average of the years with great

When comparing two pairs of arrows
from graphs 3 and 4 a simple rule results,
which can be analized for a forecast: When
the sum of the deviations of the zonal windcomponent at 500 mb above Antofagasta had
been smaller than + 4m/s in the time from
july to january, the sea level of lake Titicaca sunk in the following time from november to march, relating to the average course
of the level. Other relations mav he easy
read from Fig. 4. Obvjously the following movement of the lake-level (resp. the abundance of precipitation) announces itself in advance, during the drought and the transition
period, by the characteristics of atmospheric
circulation.

falling off of the lake level
ascent

Fig. 3. Mean monthly zonal components of
the resultant wind at 500 mb above Antofagasta.

The continuous development in every
single month from 1958 to 1967 is shown in
Fig. 4. Graph 1 describes the actual course of
the water level. Graph 3 shows the course of
the water level without the annual periodic
fluctuation (graph 2). From this terraced graph
follows, that the great deviations, as well positive as negative ones, always occur in the
time from november to march, i.e. during the
rainy season (cp. the arrows). Now a close
coherence results between graphs 3 and 4, of
which the last shows the alteration of the
atmospheric circulation. Graph 4 was calculated from the equation:
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average monthly zonal components at
500 mb (1958-1q67) above Antofagasta ,
(1)
(13) etc.
(cp. Fig. J).
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zonal components of each month in the
same period.
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11-fE STRUCTURE OF WEAK TROPICAL WAVES AS DEDUCED FROM HIGH RESOLUTION
SATELLITE DATA AND GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE CLOUD MOTION OBSERVATIONS

Robert W. Fett, Roland E. Nagle, and Walter F. Mitchell
Environmental Prediction Research Facility
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California

1.

INTRODUCTION

As daily views of the tropics became commonplace during the latter part of the 1960's it
was noted that a northward bulge of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) appeared to be
associated with the earliest stages of weak
tropical waves. Frank (1969) proposed a model
based on these observations placing a trough
axis bisecting the bulging area, defined by a
cloud pattern, which he ref erred to as the
"inverted V." The model Frank described is
shown in Figure 1. As indicated in the referenced article, this model gives a weather distribution at variance with Riehl's classical
easterly wave model (Riehl 1954). According to
Riehl, wave motion without change of shape
should result in major cloudiness being restricted to one side or another of the wave axis
depending on the speed of the basic easterly
current relative to the speed of movement of the
wave. The normal pattern observed is wave
movement slower than the basic easterly current.
This should result in major convergence and
cloudiness to the east of the wave axis and not

Figure 2. A high resolution view of a tropical
wave on October 8, 19?1 at 1849 GMT. This view
acquired from a military system has a resolution
of approximately 1/3 n mi.

:
15 °N

~
50°W

40°W

30°W

Figure 1. A schematic prosed by N. Frank showing the r~lationship between the lower troposperic flow and the inverted V cloud pattern.

Figure 3. A high resolution view of a tropical
wave on October 3, 19?1 at 1603 GMT. This view
acquired from a military system has a resolution
of approximately 1/3 n. mi.
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symetrically distributed west and east as shown
by Frank. This paper re-examines the concept of
the inverted V cloud pattern proposed by Frank in
the light of some new evidence and more detailed
analysis of some of the original examples.

near 12.SN and SS.SW would suggest a trough axis
or center of vorticity in this area rather than
near SOW as suggested by the inverted V cloud
model. Figure S, the Miami 700 mb analysis for
July 11, 1967, 1200 GMT, (approximately 7 hours
prior to the picture presented as Figure 4)
shows winds packing along the Lesser Antilles
as the trough axis approached these stations.
By 0000 GMT on July 12, 1967, the 700 mb analysis
(Figure 6) indicates that a wind shift had occurred at Barbados (13.3N, S9.SW) and a wave axis is

(

2.

HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURES OF "INVERTED V' s"

Recently acquired high resolution data show
details of tropical wave structure which would
have been difficult to detect in earlier satellite views. Figure 2 shows a weak tropical wave
in the eastern Pacific on October 8, 1971. Many
of the delicate lines which define a center of
vorticity near 14N, 168W are undetected in satellite views of lesser resolution. The cloud pattern shown in this picture corresponds well with
Frank's inverted V model except that the trough
axis or wind shift line would be anticipated near
the longitude bisecting the area of maximum relative vorticity (indicated by the arrow in Figure
2), rather than the inverted V pattern S degrees
of longitude to the east. Figure 3 shows
another example of th:is ]flenomenon in a more
advanced state of development, in a picture taken
on October 3, 1971. Note the very intense convection evident near the center of maximum relative vorticity defined by the intricate cloud
lines curving northward south of the vortex area.
Again the bisector of the inverted V cloud pattern would be an illogical choice for trough
axis placement.
3.

--+

A RE-EXAMINATION OF SOME EARLY ESSA-S
INVERTED V EXAMPLES

0''--.'f---

Figure 5. 700 mb data and analysis for 1200 GMT,
July 11, 1967, derived from charts prepared by
the Tropical Analysis Center, Miami, Florida.
Plotted digital data show 700 mb height in meters
(first digit omitted) and key designator for
wind direction.

Figure 4 is an ESSA-S view of an inverted V
cloud pattern used as an example in Frank's original article. The similarity of this pattern to
the high resolution views of Figures 2 and 3
should be noted. If this similarity is more than
the
clonic swirl centered

.............,..

,,,

A'""""'""

. . . . . . ·y

. ........... 700 MB
JULY 1967 - - + - - -0000 GMT

---+----0°·-~-12
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Figure 6. 700 mb data and analysis for 0000 GMT,
July 12, 1967, derived from charts prepared by
the Tropical Analysis Center, Miami, Florida.
Plotted digital data show 700 mb height in meters
(first digit omitted) and key designator for
wind direc tion.

Figure
over the
on the afternoon of July 11, 1967. The striped
line indicates trough cixis suggested by Fett.
The dashed line indicates trough cixis suggested
by the inverted V cloud model.
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indicated near 62W. A time-section for this
station (Figure 7) verifies that a pronounced
wave passed Barbados between July 11, 1967 at
1200 GMT, and July 12, 1967 at 0000 GMT.
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Figure 9. A model describing the cloudiness
distribution associated with the formative stages
of tropical cyclone developrient. The model
applies to formative tropical cyclones of the
Northern Hemisphere embedded in easterly flow.
In ~tages A, B and C, the typical gradient wind
streamline pattern is superimposed over the
shaded TIROS observed cloudy areas. In Stage D,
the typical 200 mb streamline pattern is shown.
presented as Figure 8 confirm this interpretation
From these data it would be difficult to place a
trough axis near SS-SSW (dashed line in Figure 8)
as the inverted V cloud model would imply.
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Figure 7. A time-section for Barbados, W. Indies,
during the period July 10-14, 1967 (Data for July
13, 1967, 0000 GMT, are from the nearby island
of Guadeloupe)
Yet, according to the inverted V cloud model
applied to the satellite picture for July 12,
1967 at 1940 GMT (Figure 8), the trough would
just be approaching the station at that time with
the major cloudy area to the west of the trouQh.
It is of interest to note that the disturbance
at this time precisely fits the Stage A category
proposed by Fett (1966) (Figure 9). According to
the Stage A model, the wave axis should be in the
open area extending N-S along the western portion of the cloud boundary. 700 mb data (Figure
10) approximately 7 hours prior to the picture

---+---0°·------+-12

700 MB

I

JULY 196 7- - -

1200 GMT

Figure 10. 700 mb data and analysis for 1200 GMT,
July 12, 1967, derived from charts prepared by
the Tropical Analysis Center, Miami, Florida.
Plotted digital data show 700 mb height in meters
(first digit omitted) and key designator for
wind direction.

Figure 8. ESSA-5 data over the tropical Atlantic
on the afternoon of July 12, 1967. The striped
line indicates trough a.xis suggested by Fett.
The dashed line indicates trough a.xis suggested
by the inverted V cloud model.
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4.

AN OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF AN INVERTED V
CLOUD PATIERN

The availability of geosynchronous satellite
data over the tropics provides an unequalled
opportunity to study the dynamics of weak tropical waves. With pictures taken approximately
every 25 minutes it is possible to animate the
entire sequence in "movie" fashion and from the
movie determine the trajectory of cloud elements
during any given interval of time. Poteat (1972)
has shown that the motions of low level and cirnis
level clouds, as measured from the geosynchronous
film sequences'· are highly correlated to conventionally observed winds in the tropics at 2-3000
ft and at the 200 mb level. Thus, for the first
time in meteorological history, we have a means
of filling data-sparse areas not only with cloudiness estimates but with reliable estimates of the
field of motion.

Figure 12. Cloud motion vectors and streamline
analysis derived from a ''movie loop" analysis
of ATS-3 pictures received on August 20, 19?2.

A sample of 23 inverted V cloud pattern cases
have been selected for such analysis. These will
form the basis for a detailed report on the
structure and development of tropical waves to be
presented at a later date. For the purpose of
this preliminary report, an example of one of
these systems observed by ATS-3 on August 20, 1972
is shown in Figure 11. According to the inverted
V cloud model, a wave axis would be anticipated
near 37W. Consistent with our previous discussions, a location about 4 or 5 degrees to the
west would be pref erred. Figure 12 shows the
cloud motion vectors and infe.rred wind field
derived from the ATS movie. These vectors and
the streamline analysis show a cyclonic center
west of the inverted V axis near 13N and 41W;
contrary to the expectation of finding a trough
~outh of the inverted
V apex we find an
anticyclone!

··:·. L:•. .:. ·.-.

. .. .. · :·.. . :.:-

;:~~:--' .. I'·

This case is quite similar to the other
inverted V cases under analysis at this time.
An objective analysis program based on a 2-degree
mesh interval developed by Endlich and Mancuso,
and re-written and modified for the Control Data
6600 computer by Roland E. Nagle, was applied to
the ATS winds extracted for the August 20, 1972
case. Figures 13 through 16 show the results of
this analysis which may prove representative of
the structure of many weak tropical waves. The
analysis reveals westerly wind components south

Figure 13. "U" component analysis of cloud
vectors extracted for the August 20, 19?2
inverted V example. The dotted lines indicate
east hlind isotachs. The dashed line indicates
hlest hlind isotachs. The zero component isotach
is drahln as a solid line.

Figure 14. A "V" component analysis of cloud
vectors extracted for the August 20, 19?2 inverted V example. The dotted lines indicate north
hlind isotachs. The dashed lines indicate south
hlind isotachs. The zero V component isotach is
dravn as a solid line.

Figure 11. An ATS-3 (Applications Technology
Satellite) viehl of an inverted V cloud pattern
in the Atlantic on August 20, 19?2 at 1?19 GMT.
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of the apex of the inverted V (Figure 13); strong
southerly flow in the same area, with northerly
flow on all sides (Figure 14). The effect of this
motion produces convergence in the NE quadrant of
the disturbance, and divergence in the western
quadrants and south of the inverted V apex
(Figure 15). A center of vorticity is well
defined on the west side of the wave (Figure 16) .
5.

motion of a constant absolute vorticity trajectory. This movement resulted in a northward
bulge in cloudiness of the ITCZ and intensified
convection in the western portion of this bulge.
The end result of the cross equatorial flow was
the formation of an equatorial anticyclone within
the region of the cloud-free bulging area. But,
isn't this almost precisely descriptive of what
we have found in our analysis of the inverted V?
Not stressed in Fujita's article was the frequent occurrence of tropical vortices in the area
of the vorticity maximum west of the axis of the
inverted V. In the majority of the cases examined in our study it was found that the existence of a vorticity maximum north of the ITCZ
preceded development of the equatorial anticyclone. Figure 17 combines attributes of the
Fujita model melded with the development of a
tropical cyclone. The first stage is identical

A PROPOSED MODEL OF TROPICAL CYCLONE DEVELOPASSOCIATED WITH DISTURBANCES ALONG
THE ITCZ

~iENT

~cz~~ UN~i~~~R~ED

EQU AT O R

----------------?\-----~\--- --~------------------- I~~!~::~;~~;L
ST AG E I I
MOVEM EN T

Figure 15. A divergence ana,lysis for the August
20, 1972 i nverted V example. Dotted lines indicate convergent areas. Das~~ line~ 1 indicate
divergent areas (units of 10
se~
), The
contour of zero di vergence is drawn as a solid
line.

OR

NON - DEV E LOP I NG
AL T ERNATIV E

PATTERNS OF TROPICAL
CYCLONE DEVELOPMENT
Figure 1?,
Fett (1968)
development
patterns in
the ITCZ.

An adaptation of models suggested by
and Fujita et al (1969) showing
of cloud patterns and streamline
conjunction with developments along

to that of the earlier referenced studies of Fett
(1968) and Fujita (1969). In Stage II the development or movement of a cyclonic relative vorticity maximum to a position north of the ITCZ is
indicated. Such a development can either occur
in situ, as frequently happens in the Western
Pacific, or can come about as a result of the
movement of a migratory low-pressure area into
such a position. This typically happens in the
Atlantic where frequently intense circulations
move off the coast of Africa and immediately
interact with the ITCZ. In Stage III Southern
Hemispheric air is drawn across the equator as a
result of low pressure to the north creating the
typical appearance of an inverted V cloud pattern and, in some instances, creating the
equatorial anticyclone. As Fujita and co-authors
have shown, the clear area of the inverted V is
characteri zed by either divergence or very small

Figure 16. An ana,ly~is of the f ie l d of r elativ e
v orticity (units 10- sea·· 1 ) for the August 20,
1972 inv erted V examp le . Dott ed lines i ndicate
areas of negative or anti cyc l onic vorticity.
Da shed l ines indicate areas of posi tive or
cyclonic vor ticity . The so l id l ine indicates
zero vorticity .
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convergence but mostly by anti cyc lonic rel ative
vorticity.
Stage IV is an adaption of Fujita's "Mixing
Stage" wh ere Northern Hemispheric air mov es south
of the cut-off anticyclone and joins in'pushing"
t he disturbed area. From this point on either of
two alternative s occur depending on the presence
of other favorable conditons. Either the disturbance intensifies or it decays with a return to
undisturbed intertropical conditions. A typical
case of intensification is shown in Figure 8.
This configuration corresponds to the Stage A
category in the model depiction of Figure 9.
Further intensification, if it occurred, would be
expected to follow according to the progressive
categories of this model depiction.
6.

CONCLUSION

Some important details concerning the
structure of weak tropical waves has been revealed by this study. The inverted V cloud pattern
seems to be an important feature of weak tropical
waves in both the Atlantic and the Pacific. However, the model should be modified to incorporate
a vorticity center west of this pattern and the
position of trough axis should be shifted to
correspond with this center. The model development shown in the schematics of Figures 17 and 9
(in order of progressive intensification) appears
to be quite well established. Lacking at this
point is a more detailed 3-dimensional analysis
showing vertical structure and quantitative
analyses showing changes in structure under conditions of progressive intensification. Further
research effort at the Environmental Prediction
Research Facility is presently underway devoted
to an investigation of these aspects of tropical
cyclone development.
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MEAN CHARACTERISTICS AND VARIABILITY IN SATELLITE OBSERVED MESO-SCALE
TROPICAL CLOUD CLUSTERS AND CLEAR AREAS

William M. Gray, Colorado State University, USA
and
Eberhard Ruprecht, University of Bonn, FRG

1.

INTRODUCTION
used in compositing the cloud cluster information.
OOZ and 12Z data was made compatible by assuming
the weather systems moved westward at the rate of
6°/day. This movement speed was verified by the
satellite cloud data. The weather systems were
divided into three groups:

The simultaneous availability of daily
satellite data and the technical advances associated with the storing of rawinsonde data on
magnetic tape has made possible the analysis of
vast amounts of upper-air data.
It is now possible to make composite rawinsonde averages with
respect to individual weather systems, such as
cloud clusters, clear regions, variable cloud
areas, etc. This type of data stratification is
likely to teach us a great deal about variations
in meteorological parameters between different
classes of weather systems.
Climatological and
mean sounding data has traditionally not been
averaged with respect to individual weather systems.
The Jordan (1958) mean tropical sounding
is a well-quoted example of the usual type of
upper-air mean sounding. This study and the previous work of Williams and Gray (1973) attempt a
new approach, the averaging of rawinsonde information with respect to selective weather and clear
region conditions. Previous satellite and previous conventional upper-air studies were typically done without the satellite-conventional data
comparison.
It is important that we perform
upper-air data analysis for the average conditions
associated with different classes of weather systems.
It is also important that we obtain information on the typical variation of parameters
within the individual weather systems. To what
degree are meteorological parameters different in
the tropical cloud cluster and clear areas? What
are the typical inner cluster and inner clear region parameter variations? How do observations
vary withjn CJIL individual tropical storm? To answer these questions the authors have performed
extensive rawinsonde data composite analyses of
satellite observed cloud clusters and clear areas
in the tropical Western Pacific and West Indies.
These are the only oceanic tropical regions with
adequate coverage of rawinsonde sations .

1) ~ 4° wide cloud cluster
2) cluster environment or variable cloud
region defined as the area from 2°60 around the cluster center
3) clear regions with no cloudiness as
seen from the satellite.
Region (2) is the transition between the cloud
cluster and clear area; it is partly covered with
cloudiness.
By integrating the upper air data with
respect to many weather systems, a large data
sample with respect to each system was obtained.
The sample includes approximately 550 cloud cluster
and variable cloud regions and about 220 clear
areas in the Western Pacific and nearly 540 cloud
cluster and variable cloud regions and about 210
clear areas in the West Indies network. In addition, upper air data surrounding 4 years of typhoons
was also composited. The data sample included
over 10,000 individual rawinsonde reports. This
study concentrates most on the information of the
Western Pacific. The weather system centers of the
Western Pacific are all taken in the latitude
range of 5° to 18°N.
In the West Indies all systems are taken in the latitude range of 18 to 28° N.
A distinct latitude difference in the two regions
is present.

2.

Figures 1 and 2 show the locations of
the rawinsonde stations which were used in the
data composites. The period of analysis cov~rs
the two summer seasons of 1967-1968. The methods
of compositing, and a discussion of the data
limitations, inaccuracies , etc., have been made
in an earlier report by Williams and Gray (op.cit.).
The reader is referred to this report for more
information. Figure 3 shows the scheme which was
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TROPOSPHERIC VERTICAL CIRCULATION

The large magaitude of the vertical recycling of air in the tropical troposphere has begun to be generally accepted. Papers by Gray (1972a,
1972b), Lopez (1972a, 1972b), Yanai et al. (1973)
and others have directly calculated the magnitude
of this up and down vertical circulation from simultaneous mass, moisture, and energy balances.
Zipser (1969), Ooyama (1972), Rodenhuis (1972), and
Arakawa and Schubert (1973) have also generally
concurred in such an assessment.
It has been shown
that in the tropical atmosphere and more particularly
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UPPER AIR SOUNDINGS)

Figure 3. Illustration of compositing scheme and
rectangular grid centered on cloud cluster.
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WEST
UPPER

3) Required local down-dry circulation
with maximum value of about 350mb/
day at 950mb. Circulations 2) ~nd 3)
are mutually balancing and are required
to explain the cluster precipitation.

INDIES
AIR

NETWORK

4) Probable extra down-moist circulation as results with saturated downdrafts with rain. Maximum values assumed in the lower troposphere of
about 200mb/day. This estimate is
quite subjective.

...•

5) Probable extra moist or saturated
updraf t to balance the moist downdraf ts of 4).

Figure 2.

6) Probable extra up-dry motion from

meso or synoptic scale forced vertical motion as must be present to produce layered clouds.

the cumulus convective atmosphere a very large
extra up-and-down 'local' or sub-synoptic vertical
motion is occurring. The magnitude of this 'local'
circulation can be as much as 10-20 times greater
than the vertical motion measured from the synoptic scale flow patterns. This typically unresolved and mass compensating sub-synoptic upand-down vertical circulation has been specified
for the 4° wide tropical cloud cluster. Figure
4 portrays Cray's (1972a) estimate of what the
real up and down mass recycling within the typical
cloud cluster is. Seven classes of vertical circulation are shown, four moist and three dry.
These seven classes of vertical circulations are:

7) Probable extra additional down-dry
motion to balance the forced up-dry
motion of 6).
This large cloud cluster vertical circulation comes out as a required consequence of the
necessity of making simultaneous cloud cluster
mass, moisture, and energy balances given the physical characteristics of the individual cumulus
and cumulonimbi elements. Of course most of the
cluster vertical motion is not purely saturated or
purely adiabatic. Often the down saturated and
down dry circulation occur together. The types of
vertical motion described by 3), 4), and 7) can be
mixed and result in a downward motion which is
neither adiabatic nor saturated. The explicit distinctions between saturated and adiabatic motion is
made only for clarity of presentation.

1) Mean upward motion as determined from
the average cluster convergence.
This has a maximum. value of ~ 180mb/
day at 350mb. It has be e n assumed
that the mean circulation goes upmoist (i.e., saturated).
Similar
profiles have been determined by Yanai
et al. (1973) and Reed and Recker
(1971).

A smaller but none-the-less significant
sub-synoptic vertical recycling is also required
for the variable cloud regions. The satellite observed clear regions also have a wide range of subsidence velocity.

2) Required extra up-moist or saturated
circulation with maximum value of about 350mb/day at 950mb.
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Figure 4. Estimated complete vertical motion pattern of the cluster region. Numbered individual vertical
motion components are discussed in the text. The moist or saturated motion has been shaded.

Most of this vertical recycling of mass
is believed to be accomplished in association with
the cumulus convective processes which are typically
concentrated in meso-scale lines or bands (Kuettner,
1959, 1971). One would expect cumulus induced
moisture, temperature, and momentum variations to
also be concentrated and organized. These regions
of concentrated high water vapor and momentum
might exist along or near selective areas of subsidence drying and warming. From a large sample
of rawinsonde data within the tropics one might
expect to encounter local regions of low relative
humidity associated with strong subsidence and
also local areas of strong upward vertical motion
where relative humidities are quite high.

3.

OBSERVATIONAL FINDINGS

All rawinsonde data was composited relative to the individual weather system centers at
both OOZ and 12Z. Weather systems were composited
at three time periods closest to the satellite observed picture times.
In the Western Pacific this
consisted of data at 12Z (~ 22 local) the day before, OOZ (~ 10 local) and 12Z (~ 22 local) the
day of the satellite picture. Satellite pictures
were taken at ~ OSZ ( ~ 15 local). The 3 periods
of upper air data come 17 and 5 hours before picture time and 7 hours after picture time. The
first and third periods were at night.
In the
West Indies the pictures were taken at 202 (~15
local) and the r~winsonde's at 12Z (~ 07 local)
the day of the picture and ooz c~ 19 local) and
12Z ( ~ 07 local) the day after the picture. The
West Indies data thus came 8 hours before and 4
a nd 16 hours after picture time. As discussed
earlier the weather systems were assumed to move
westward at a velocity of 6° longitude/day. The
station locations relative to the picture data
were adjusted accordingly.

s ystem parameter averages, mean deviations of each

par~meter within each weather system were also ob-

tained. The following figures and paragraphs discuss the relative humidity, temperature, and zonal
wind mean and deviati on values for each weather
system.
The variability of the parameters will be
shown in the form of the mean deviation.
By assuming a normal distribution of parameter deviations, the mean deviation encompasses ~ 56% of the
total data sample ( ~ 0.8 of the standard deviation).
This means that ~ 44% of the observations have
variations which are larger than the mean deviation.
In all cases excep t for high mean relative
humidity the deviations were approximately normally
distributed.
3.1

Humidity Characteristics

Figures 5 and 6 show the mean nightime
relative humidity and the mean deviations of relative humidity for the Western Pacific cloud clusters and clear areas, respectively. The average
nightime relative humidity for the cloud cluster
is very high. At 400 mb it averages no less than
72 %. Above 750 mb these mean cluster humidities
are 30 % larger than those quoted by Jordan (1958)
for the mean summertime West Indies. For the West
Pacific cloud cluster the Jordan mean sounding is
much too low. For the West Indies, however, it
agrees well with our cluster results, and is too
high for the clear regions.
The cloud cluster boundary layer shows
a nearly cons tant relative humidity of 87 % which
indicates a large boundary layer mixing. Between
750 and 550 mb relative humidit y increases. Many
measurements indicate saturation. The mean deviations increase with height being about ±. 5 % in the
boundary layer and±. 10-15 % at the middle levels.
About a quarter of a ll observations are greater
than~ 90% at all levels.
Between 850 and 500 mb
about a quarter of all observations are less than
65 %. The lines farthest to the right and left
portray the average of the three highest and three
lowest relative humidities. Figure 5 demonstrates
that nearly a quarter of all cluster middle level
relative humidities are between 30 and 65 %. Thus,
a large number of very dry soundings are present

Parameter averages were accomplished for
each weather system and time period in each of the
two compositing regions. Daytime hygristor errors
due to radiational overheating present e d inaccurate
mean day time moisture measurements. Other parameters could be accurately measured at both night
and day.
In addition to the individual weather
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disturban c es and their surrounding environments.
We have discussed the humidity variability in the
interior of the cluster and clear regions. The
question now arises: How large are these and other
parameter variations within eac h weather system
compared with the mean difference of parameters
between systems? Figure 7 compares the mean weather system differences with the inner weather
system d eviations for temperature, relative humidity and zonal wind. The heavy solid lines compare the cloud cluster and its surrounding 2 to 6°
latitude radius environment. The thin solid,
thin dashed lines, and the open circle lines show
the mean deviations within the cloud cluster,
clear area, and cluster environment regions, respectively.
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It was unexpected that the temperature
variations within each weather system (~ + 1°C)
would be 1 to 10 times larger than the me~n temperature differences between systems c~ + o.2°c)
a n d be constant with height- See the left side of
Fig . 7.

Figure 5. Mean relative humidity and its variation for the summer cloud clusters over the Western Pacific south of 18°N.
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Except in the upper troposphere the inner weather system variations of zonal wind
(~
Sm/sec) are also much larger than the mean
zonal wind difference between systems c~ + 1-2
m/se c ) - See the right side of Fig. 7.
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The inner system relative humidity deviations are also larger than the mean differences
be twe en systems except in the case of the middle
level cluster minus clear region values . As seen
i n the middle drawing of Fig. 7, the inner weather
system relative humidity variations are typically
2-5 time s larger than the mean relative humidity
difference between the cluster and the cluster
environment.
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Figure 6. Mean relative humidity and its variation for the summer clear areas over the Western
Pacific south of 18°N.

A four year composite of about 600 May
to December rawinsonde regorts around typhoons in
rad~ a l b a nds of 0-2°, 2-4 , 4-6° and 6-8° latitude
distan c e show similar relative humidity variations
as measured in the other weather systems. Figure
8 demonstrates that the individual radial bands
have mean relative humidity differences of only
0-5%.
In contrast, the inner radial band relative
humidity deviations average about
5-10% in the
lower levels and up to 15-25 % in middle levels.
It was quite unexpected that the inner radial band
typhoon relative humidity deviations would be so
much larger than the relative humidity variations
from inside to outside of the cyclone. A number
of middle level inner typhoon (outside the eye
region) relative humiditles were as low as 25-30
percent.

within the cluster.
Figure 6 shows that the same large variations in r elative humidity can also be found in
the clear regions. There is little difference in
boundary layer relative humidity between the cluster and the clear region. Higher up larger dif ferences are found. At 700 mb and 400 mb the
cluster minus clear region differences are about
20 and 40%, respectively. The humidity variability
in the cluster and clear areas is about the same.
Such large humidity variations were not expected.
The high clear area humidities may be due to cloud
existence at sounding time which was not detected
by the satellite pictures, and/or to the pres ence
of small cloud s als o not detected by the satellite.
Advection of moist air from cluster or cluster enviornment regions ma y also help to explain a number of these higher clear area humidities.
3.2

Typhoon Humidity Variations

±

The results as shown in the last two
figures g ive a definite answer to the previous
questions. The variability of parameters within
certain tropical weather systems are usually much
larger than the differences between these systems.
Mean gradients in the meso-scale domain in the
tropics far exceed the synoptic scale gradients.
The implications of this for future tropical modeling is discussed in a later section.

Parameter Differences between Weath e r
Systems vs. Interior Parameter Variability

It is generally accepted that meteorological parameters can undergo large variations in
the tropics. These variations are, however, usually assumed to apply to differences between the
ITCZ and the trade wind zones or between tropical

3.4

Processes Responsible for Parameter Deviations

These large parameter deviations are believed to be produced as a result of the large
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Figure 7. Differences between the Western Pacific weather system averag~s and the mean deviations for
each weather system of temperature, relative humidity and zonal wind. 6T = Temperature difference between the clear area and cloud cluster average (reverse for RH and u).
6T(cluster) =Temperature difference between the environment and cloud cluster average (reverse for RH and u).
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Ruprecht, et al. (1973) and a few others. The
data from this study gives clear evidence of downdrafts.
It appears that our cloud cluster soundings can be separated into four classes:
Type 1 - Soundings which are dry and
warm at all levels below 400mb.

6

E

"'o

Type 2 - Soundings which are moist and
cool at all levels below 400mb.

w
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Type 3 - Soundings which are cool at all
levels below 400mb but moist
below 600mb and dry above.
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Type 4 - Downdraft subsidence associated
with cumulus.
Sometimes soundings cannot be separated into these
four types. Nevertheless, the point is made that
within individual classes of weather systems, a
wide variety of temperature and humidity values
can be found. These inner weather system temperature and humidity variations are larger than previously ~xpected. Of what significance are they
for future synoptic scale tropical analysis and
forecasting?

25

RELATIVE HUMID ITY ( % )

Figure 8. Differences between the relative humidit6 averages of the radial bands (0-2°, 2-4°,
4-6 and 6-8°) around the Western Pacific tropical storms and the mean deviations of the relative
humidity for each band. 6RH 1 = Relative humidity
difference between the averages of the 0-2° and
0
0
6-8 bagd. 6RH 2 = Same as 6RH 1 only for the 2-4
and 6-8 bang. 6RH = Same as 6RH 1 only for the
3
0
4-6 and 6-8 band.

4.

DISCUSSION

At individual places and times in the
tropical atmosphere the troposphere is in a highly
variable state. Individual site observations are
not representative of the mean or synop.tic state of
the atmosphere. Of what value then are individual
site rawinsonde data for defining the broad scale
flow features?

vertical mass recycling which is occurring within
the tropical troposphere. The frequent development of downdrafts associated with cumulus convection is felt to be the primary genesis mechanism of the vertical recycling. To date, direct
observational evidence of the downdraft has been
rare except for the studies of Zipser (1969)
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4.1

Implication for Tropical Analysis

research has been sponsored by the NOAA National
Environmental Satellite Center at Suitland, Md.

The information of this paper leads one
to the view that the typical tropical rawinsonde
measurements are often unrepresentative of the synoptic-scale environment in which they are embedded.
Individual rawinsondes cannot well distinguish between a tropical cloud cluster, its environment,
or a tropical clear region.
It appears that a
realistic synoptic analysis in the tropics requires
a much higher rawinsonde density than has been
envisaged for future tropical analyses. To treat
the cumulus induced variations such that they give
a representative synoptic analysis, it may be
necessary to develop measuring systems with sensors which can integrate meteorological parameters
over distances and time of ~ lOOkm ~ 3hrs. It is
not known at this time how such measurements might
be accomplished.
Perhaps future developments in
satellite, radar, and radio sensing systems will
allow such area-time parameter integrations to be
taken. The rawinsonde instrument employed on a
300-500 km grid at 12 or 6 hour time intervals is
clearly incapable of such an analysis.
4.2
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APPENDIX
Instrument and Data Processing Errors
Undoubtedly there are some individual
rawinsonde reports which incorrectly portrayed
the layer conditions through which the ins trument package penetrated. Some data processing
errors may also be present.
Some of the inner
weather system variability may be due to thes e
errors. The number and magnitude of these p o ssible inaccuracies is not felt to be large, however. We feel that they can explain only a small
fraction of the inner cluster and inner cl e ar r e gion variability which is shown. Disregarding
for the moment unrepresentative day time moi s tur e
readings it is inconceivable that average errors
in the relative humidities, temperature, a n d wind
speed could be larger than ~ + 5 percent,
~ ± 0.3°C, or ~ ± 1-2 m/sec. -The average inner
cloud cluster, cloud cluster environment, and
inner clear region variability was considerabl y
larger, however. The average variability o f parameters in the typhoon is also large. We we re
careful to take inner weather system deviations
only from similar night or daytime observa tion s .
We must conclude that most of the inne r region
parameter variability is, indeed, phy sically
realistic.
In determining mean relative h umidities, only nightime soundings were used.
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VARIA1'ICH OF TEE ZOIIAL Af:D l 1ERID CirAL C.IHCULA.1 IOU 11'! THE TF:.OHBPHEHE
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1.

nwnber of Indi&r:: stations for periods r an&,;ing
fr orn. 5 to 1 5 years . The 00 Z observa+,ion co r responds to morning tine and 1 2 Z observatiun to
evening time over I ndic::.n longitudes.

INTHODUCT IOlf

l .1
The diurnal cycle of heat:J:g and cooling gives rise to a correspor-dir.c.; cycle of wind
variations in the lower layers of the atmosphere
of wh i ch land and sea breeze at coastal stat i ons
and ~-::atabatic wind flows over hilly and mountainous tern-; in are welJ.- known manifesta :,ions
t h at have b een extensively stu.died . The veri,ical
turbulent exchanges of neat and ffl0f,£r:tun in the
planete:'r·y boundary layer anc, the conseq_uer:t wind
vari_at i ons in this layer have also been widely
investigated . In recent ye2.J), roc~cet w~_nd dai,2.
have revealed tb.at l a :q;e di::.nial oscil1ation:::; of
wind occur in the upper stratos:ohere &nd the
mesosphere above 30 km (Reed et a l., 1 969 ).
These variaticns 2,re fou.r:.d to be in excellent
agreer:~ent wHh the thern:ally driven tidal U-,eory
Qf Lindzen. ( Lindzen, 1 967; Chapnan and Lfadzen ,
1 97(! ) .

2.

The mear. monthly r a win da"~2 CJf the
fol l owin;'.; 1 Li st8.tions for the per i c·d upto the
end of 1 965 have been mo.de use of in the presen·c,
sl:,udy .

;,·
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0
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1.2
The natur e of the ditJ.r1;21l v2riotions
of wind in the 101rer stre. ~.osphere one~ in the
tropospt,ere above the p]_anetary bounda:cy laJer
is not wel1 Lmder;:;tood despite the large volume
of observoticna1 ciat.a that exist for this pa:r·t
of atmospher'e . The small araplitudec of the
diurr:al chanc;es 2+, these l eve l s are often ;::asked
by the much larr;er fluctua+,ions arisinz fror,1
synoptic and meso- scole fea-T.:,ures . Ne v erthe1ess ,
a nueber of recent studies have show·r: tha-':., the1'e
exist syste!.:CD.tic diurriaJ. w~.nd VEJ.:ciotieiris th:cuughout the t r ()posy::LeJ"e and l ower stratosntere .
(J ohnson, 1 955 ; Finc;eT , Ha:'.Tis and TevreJ.es ,
1 965; Herring and Bor den , 1 962 ; Wc.lla c e and
Ha r t r anft , 1 969 ). Ma ~~ing us e of the six- 1-:.oL'rl y
rawin ob serva·;, :I_ cns at a few sta.+, i ons over tl-,e
centr2l USA for J ul y 1 95'3 , Herring and Bor den
cor,1p uted the ave:c-c.~e w2.r.d oscilla". i ons a-::,
se l e c ted l evels upto 2.S km . Besides the osci l lat i ons cent r e d around 0 . 6 km in the planetary
b oundc:.r·y layer , the~' found. ar1pli tucle r,~&x:i.Lm near
about 5 km and 1 2 lrn1 . Wc:.lla ce and 1:a:i:tn;;·1ft
e x aninec1 the ;re an c.orthly (C0-1 2 ) Z i-rino d~_ff0 r
ences f r or,1 the surf ace to 30 kr:i f or 1 C5 r a win
stat i ons most l y over ·L:,he western henicphere .
The study sbowed tha -~ at polJ.1' la+:.Hudes the
f l ow was directed f r or.;. the day- t:iHe to t:r,e n i c;ht
time heri".i.sphe:::·e in accordar1 se with U .ndzer, 1 s
t i dal theory . At midd l e and lo»r l atitudes the
dit.cnw.l w.i.nd va:cia :·, i cns we:..,e no1·e cor;')lex '.;ith
st r ong deperic'.er:ce on topo::_;re:~ l h:· c.r·o J.2nd- seo
contr asts . The hodogr2.r:h,s of (C0-1 : :> )z wir.cl
d iffe rences at selected sto.·:_.ions sl,01.red fea" .u.res
which coulO. be inte1 ·pre:+,ed as eviO.ence for the
verticctl flux of ener:;y fror;~ the p l anet':c11-:,1
boundary l ayer .
1. z;
paper is

DATA AND AJTAI.YSIS
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Bom~Je.~r
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Cc lcu-C;c.c:.

(CAL)
(GHT)
(JDF)
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J odhp~ir

(MDS)
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Nac;pm'
( ~TGP)
Few Delh i (DIE )
P or t Blair (PF:L)
(SPJ: )

Sr Ln~~ar

Trivandrum (TiN )
Visakc.patnarn (VSK)

The loco.+,ions of these stations which lie '::let1reen
latitL~des ·S and 35° l'T and l on::;i·i:,ude 72 ° and 93 °E
are sirnwn in Fi:; .1. The standBrd l eve1s fo r
wh:'.cl:- _r;ies.r. morith l y wind do.-'_.a fo:;_~ i:,lle t 10 s·c,andm ·d
hoL'.TS of observa +,ion a1'e a v c:.ilable et1'e :- S ur face ,
0 . 3 , O. e, 0 . 9 , 1.0 , 1. 5, 2 .1, 3 . 0 , 3 . G, 4 . 5 , .S . S.,
6 . o , 7. 2, s.c, 1 0 . s , 1 2 . c , 1 4 .1, 1 c . 2, 1 ~ . c , 21. 0
c.nd 2~, .o ~-::m as l.
I n ~en2ral , i:,hc;re is a r~1p:LC,
decrease in ·i:,he number of obse rvc:. ;·, ions a '~ove 1 c~·cm
and in so~:.e cacss even a':lc.ve 1 4 le.:: . These l:irdtati : ms l1ave to be 'Jorne in rc1ind w~o_ile interp1·etinc;
the resuL.s . Neverthe1es E; the s ~udy has oe e:r.
extend e d to the nca:~ir,1m1 hei.s;h~s to wtich mor.th l y
mean winds h:::.ve oeen '.101 ·~ ed ou·i:, for the respective s c.a t i ons .
0

1

3.

1

RESF LTS

3 .1
As is ue J_l kno1rm , the u:i.:rd circElation
over Ind ic::~ and 2dj oinin
aJ:eas e)d1i )i·i:,s p 1·c·l' 0Lmced mo:rsoonc:.J . fea ::.·.lres . C onsec1t.::.co ·, ·U~r , it 1,Jc:ts
concideJ,ed de~ir2,')le ·i:,o e: :a·~ine the seas:inaJ.
chaw;es iYJ. the -[iu_r n.nl wi:rd vo.ri:J "~i011s a~ aJJ i:,he
sta ·:·,ion3 by stud~rin.z the da'.a l":onth-v~_se . Al so ,
as will be seen prese-iUy , the consi.si:,en C'y of
the d:~ L<.:n 1 :il win ::i o ,s c ::..lLt·:·, ~~on 'l :, dj_f _~. ;i-tc:: L, le-irelc.;
is v 2I;/ well broL'.;h·~ c·u·L:, in -~his "'_anT 1 sr .
1

1

3.2
As can be seen fro'.'-c Fic; .1, f ive of the
rm,Jirc sta ~.ions - BodJ2y , Tri vandrt1r1 , Ma dras ,
Visa~~apa:_.nam and CaJcL1.-C;l:,a l ie alone; tl-1e Indian
c::inst; Pert Blo.ir is an islsnd st2 ·'.ion . The
rer.~o.inir. g stations lie in c.hc; in ;-,E, :,·ior of the
country . Thes-.: f acts have c.n in·1pur-tant bearing

The scucly TepuJ:'t,e d in the present
en the 00 anci 1 2 Z rau~x; d..J. t.1 ofQ

~)nsed
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of about 2 to 2.5 m/sec. As at the oth er stations, the summer p attern of diur~al chance s is
more organised than t h e winter pattern.

on the diurnal wind variations at these sta t i ons.

(a)

(12-00)z vector wind differences

3.6
At New Delhi which is a .typical inland
stat ion a"IN8..y from coasta l inflnences, there is a
sy s tematic diurnal wind variation which is very
pronounced in the sUIIL~e r months. There is a pr0nounced aftern oon strengthening of the easter::..
lies upto about 1 to 1.5 km and enhancement of
the westerlies between 2 a nd 4 km. Between 4 and
9 km the diurnal wind vector is from t h e northwe st. At 12 km i t is from HE/E while aloft it is
from svs. There appears to be a distinct streng.,
th ening of the diurnal oscillation in the lower
stratosphere.

3.3
Figs.2(a), (b), (c), (d) represent the
(12-00)Z wind vector as a function of height for
each month for four typical stations:Bombay,
Madras, Cc.lcutt a and New Delhi. Ex:amina ti on of
these figures shows systematic diurnal variations
of wind a t all levels. Pronounced s easonal tre nds
can also be noticed. The inflnence of land-sea
contras t is very cle ar at the coastal sta ":.ions,
par·ticL1lar1y in the lower levels. Similar
features are a lso shrn.m. by the othe r stations
whose data aJ·e not rep'.V"o-duced.
3.4
It is interes t ing to co~pa re the nature
of the diurnal ch an s es noticed at Madras and
Bombay whicb lie on the east and west coast s of
India. S.ea breeze is a regular feature at both
these stations. It blows from the west at Bombay
and from the east at Madras and this feature is
strikingly brought out by the low level wind
changes. On account of clouding and rainfall and
the resulting reduction in land-sea contrasts of
temperature, the s ea-breeze effect is least at
Bombay in the monsoon months June to September
while it is most pronounced in the remaining
months. Exactly the opposit e hebaviour is
noticed at Madras where the rainy season is
during the post-monsoon months Oct ober to December. The sea-breeze influence extends upto 1.5
km above which the return circulation can be seen
upto about 4 km. A different regime prevails
between 4 arid 8 krn. Generally speaking the
diurnal wind vector is from NW/NNW over Madras
and fror.1 E/SE over Bombay. Tu the upper troposphere above 9 km the diurnal wind vector is from
ENE/ESE over Bombay, the speed increasing with
height. Over Madr2.s the diurnal wind vector is
generally from W/SW. The pattern is more co.rnplex
and less or ganised in the winter months .

(b)

3. 7
The levels at which the z rnal (E/W) and
me ridional (N/S) components of the wind streng\
then in the afternoon at the four station3 are
depicted pictorially in Figs. 3(a), (b), (c), (d)
Notice the afternoon strengthening of the easterlies over Bombay above 8 km from .April to October
From June to October westerlies strengthen in the
afternoon upto about 7 km. At Madras the westerli es generally strengthen in the afternoon from
2 km almost throughout the troposphere in the
monsoon months and upto about 10 km in the other
months. Between 2 and 9 km the northerly comp0nent increases in the afternoon in all the
months while aloft the southerlies strengthen.
At Calcutta the z mal westerlies and the meridional northe1·lies strengthen in the afternoon
in the middle and upper troposphere during the
greater part of the year. At Delhi westerlies
be g in to strengthen near about 4 km from March
with progressive extension of the enhance..rnent
up to 11 km in July and August. Above 1 2 km the
easteril::y circulation is stronger in the afternoon
d uring suITL~ er while the westerlies strengthen
during winter months. The meridional circulation
s 1' ows e nhanced norther·1ies between 4 a nd 9 km and
stronger southerlies a loft particularly in the
sl.1Il1I'ler months.

3 .5
Calcutta also shows the coastal influence ma1·lcedly i n the summer months. .At low
levels below 1.5 km a wind component from S/3E
builds up in the afternoon. Above 2 km the
northwester lies strengthen in the afternoon.
Fr·om June to September the diurnal wind vector in
the upper troposphere is no~esterly with speeds
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the vector turns cloclcwise except between 5 .4
and 9 km.

3. 8
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the low
level diurnal wind vector at coastal stations
stows organised backing/veering month after mon.t.h.
This is illustr&.ted by Fig .4 in which the sea3 onal rotation of the (12-00)Z wind vector at 0.6
km ove r .A,h_medabad and at 1.5 km over Madras is
depicted. Although .A.lunedabad is an inland
stati on , its location is such that it comes under
the influence of diurnal changes resulting from
land-se a contrasts due to its proximity to the
Arabian sea. A remarJcable seasonal rotation of
the (12-00)Z wind vector occurs at this station
in the planetary bounday lay,~~, _ Starting from
Janl.1.ary the wind vect or turns ;.c5:oclcwise till
August ; thereafter the vector turns clockwise
till De cember. A similar behaviour can be seen
at Madras where the 1.5 km diurna l wind vector
rotates clockwise from January to June and counter-clockwise from July to December .
(d)

.

4.

DISCUSSION

4.1
There have been a nl.Illlber of studies
in the past relating to sea-breeze a t certain
coastal stations in India and also at some inland
stations where the influence of sea-breeze i s
felt. Some studies have also been made relating
to diurnal changes of wind in the lower troposphere over India on the basis of pibal data
(Parthasa.rathy and Narayanan, 1954). The present
study clearly brings out that there exists a
thermally driven tidal wind oscillation throughout the troposphere and the lower stratosphere
over the Indian area, which is considerably
influenced by land-sea contrasts and topographica 1 features. Seas anal variat ions in t he diurnal
wind oscillation a::·e also evident.
4.2
The hodographs of the (12-00)Z wind
vector show both clockwise and anti-clockwise
rotation with height depending upon seas on and
location of the station. In some c ases the sense
of rota t ion changes from the lower to the upper
troposphere. Wdllace and Hartranft have atte~pt
ed t o interpret their findings re la ting to the
observed turning with height of the 12-hourly
-rind vector differen ces, on the basis of Lindzen 1s tidal theory. The theory shows that two
types of waves can be excited in the atmosphere
by the forcing due to the diurnal heating cy cle,
the vertically propagating mode and the 'trapped 1
mode. The forrc.er mode in which energy is transported upwards from below is asso ciated with
clockwise rotation of the tidal wind vector in
the northern hemisphere; no such turning is ass0cia ted with the trapped mode in which there is
no vertical propagation of ene rgy. Wdllace and

Hodographs of (12-00)Z wi.Dd vector

3.9
Figs.5(a), (b) show the hodographs of
the (12-00)Z wind vector for Bombay and Madras
for the month of March. At Boe.bay the h~dograph
shows counter-clockwise rotation of the vector
from the surface to 3.6 km and clockwise rotation
from 4.E to 16o2 km. At Madras the r otation is
counter-clockwise from the surface to 4 .5 km and
clockwi se a loft.

1

3 .10
Similar hodographs for July for Madras,
Calcutta and New Delhi are shown in Figs.6(a),
(b), (c). At Madras the vector r otates clockwise
from the surface to 4 .5 km and c ounter- clockwise
aloft. At Calc t~tta ~he rotation is counter~
clo'c kwise tnrough.(lµtthe troposphere while at Delhi
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Hartranft found that above 200 mb (12 1an) the
hodographs of all sta t ions south of 45° N which
they excJD.ined showed clockwise turning of the
tidal wind vector indicating upward pr opagation
of energy fr om the troposphere. Such a behaviour
is not noticed at a ll stations over the Indian
area examined by us. Notice f or instance the
hodogr aphs of Ca lcutt a and Madras for July which
show counter-clockwise r otat i on , while the r otation is clockwise at Delhi - vide Figs . 6 (a), (b),
(c). The f a cts when examined in detail appear
to be complicated and no simple generalisation
can be made for the Indian area.
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4 .3
The diurnal wind oscillations at tropical stations have presumbly a close bearing on
the diurnal varia tion in weather and r ainfa ll
which is a well known feature at low latitudes.
The amplitudes of the diurnal oscillat i on in the
z onal and me ridi ona l components of the wind in
th e trop osphe re vary within about + 3 m/ sec. Thi s
is rather compa rable with the stre-;:;gth of the
mean meridional wind which i s ~enera lly an order
of magnitude smaller than the z ona l wind.
Obviously the patterns of convergence , dive r gence
and vertical moti on th ro ughout the troposphere
and lower stratosphe re undergo s diurnal variation. This appears to be t he re ason f or the
diurna l variati on in r ainfall . In h is studies
on the generat i on of k inetic ener gy in the
a tmosphere, Kung (1 967 , 1 971) noticed systematic
d~ffe rences between 00 and 12 z over the area of
USA. The diurna l wind variations in the atmos~· ::e re are intimately linked ~,,,ith the r esp onse
of the atmosphere to the space-time variati ons
of diabat ic heating and c ooling produced by the
diurna l cycle. Detailed considerations of this
may have to be eventually incorporated in
nume rical weather predict ion models.
Our thanks are due to the. Deputy Dire c ~ _:c
Ger.era.l of Observatories (Climatol ogy and
Geophys ics) f or makin; ava ilable the mean r;ionthly
rawin data made use of in this study.
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MODEL OF MERIDIONAL CIRCULATION IN THE EQUATORIAL REGION"

G. C. ASNANI

Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona-5, India.

1.

INTRODUCTION

the equator, then frictional stress would cause
the upwelling in the ocean and hence create relative coolness of sea surface temperatures.
Bjerknes (1969) finds support from this principle
for postulating the Walker circulation in the
equatorial pacific region.

It is now well accepted as a fact of
observation that out in the mid-ocea.!!_~ far away
from continental land orography, eguator is a
region of scant cloudiness, that small islands
located close to the equator in mid-oceans
experience semi-arid climate rather than continuous rain as was once believed. To account for
such cloud-free region, we have different explanations. Fletcher (1945) postulated 2 equatorial
cells in the meridional plane, one cell in each
hemisphere, with the limb of descending motion
over the equator and the limb of ascending motion
in juxta-position with the Hadley cell of each
hemisphere. The present author (1967, 1968)
pointed out a theoretical difficulty in accepting
this 2-cell hypothesis and advanced the idea of
one equatorial cell in place of two in the
meridional plane. It was based on the idea that
on a large global scale, vertical component of
absolute vorticity may be considered to be
positive in the northern hemisphere, negative in
the southern hemisphere and zero at the equator;
in particular, relative vorticity would be zero
at the equator. Charney (1968) has also concluded, from other considerations of theory,
that ITCZ which would be a zone of positive
relative vorticity in the northern hemisphere and
of negative relative vorticity in the southern
hemisphere cannot eXist right at the equator but
should be located some 10 to 15 degrees of
latitude away from the equator.

3.
The exact nature of vertical motion in
the atmosphere near the equator will become
clearer through additional research with theoretical models and with observations. At present,
it is gratifying to find that the old concept of
two Hadley cells meeting near the equator and
giving lot of rain there is being gradually given
up.

At the same time, it needs to be emphasised that the Hadley cell of the southern hemisphere extending into the northern hemisphere or
Hadley cell of northern hemisphere crossing into
the southern hemisphere is equally difficult to
accept, as this picture also implies that there
is vertical upward motion on both sides of the
equator. Inside such a Hadley cell extending
from one hemisphere into the other, one will have
to visualise a sub-cell with downward motion in
the vicinity of the equator if the picture is to
be regarded as consistent with observations.

4.
On the same principle of vorticity and
continuity equations through which eXistence of
an equatorial cell was derived (Asnani 1967, 1968),
it can be easily shown that i f there be crossequatorial flow of water inside an ocean under the
free surface of water, then a vertical cell would
be set up inside the water, with rising motion in

On the basis of observations, Bjerknes
( 1969) has shown that along a la.titude circle,
there are regions of relatively cool and warm sea
surfaces; air would ascend over warm surface and
descend over cold surface and a Walker circulation would be set up in the zonal vertical plane
over the equator. The dry equatorial belt is also
the region of relatively cold sea surface tempera-

that hemisphere in which the water in the upper
layers approaches the equator and descending
motion in the other hemisphere. Therefore, water
crossing the equator in the upper layers of the

tures and hence may be considered as located in
the sector of descending limb of the Walker cell.

ocean will always be one coming from the lower
depths of the ocean and as such may be ~elatively
cold. Even though it would start sinking after
~sing the equator, yet it would take some time
before it loses its relative coolness. Hence
relative coolness of equatorial waters in midoceans may be partly due to inter-hemispheric
water eXchanges in a deep oceanic layer.

From the observations of Line Islands
Experiment, Bunker (1971) favoured the present
author's hypothesis of one equatorial celi in the
meridional plane separating the two Hadley cells
of the two hemispheres.
2.
It would be nice if we could have a
unified theory to explain the relatively cold sea
surface temperatures over the equator in midoceans. If the surface wind be easterly along

s.

For establishing that this is a cause
for some coolness of equatorial waters, one needs
additional observations and further analysis of
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available observations in the equatorial waters
with the help of oceanographers. It has been
shown (Rowntree 1972) that equatorial sea surface
temperatures can significantly affect even extratropical systems (Bjerknes 1969). There is all
the more reason why water and air circulation
near the equator should receive greater attention.
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"ANNUAL CYCLE OF DIABATIC HEATING IN THE
INDIAN REGION 11
G.C. ASNANI AND S.K. MISF-IRA
Indien Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona- S, India.

1•

July and October, the actual observed mean zonal
winds and also the zonal winds computed as above,
along lon8i tude 77~2°E between S0 N and 35°N. For
this computation, diabatic heating was considered
to be having a quarter wave-lensth in 'r-direction
from S0 N to S0°N and zonal sylil!'.letry in ;x.-directian.

INTRODUCTION

We studied the instantaneous influence
of diabatic heating in an analytical linearised
quasi-geostrophic model, assuming two types of
diabatic heating
Type

d.°( =
o(t

I

~1:.-, (E.Po )YSin. ~'!Sih (-<"t - ~) •. ·
L
r
I Bo

By and large, the zonal winds in the
upper troposphere are simulated pretty well; e.g.
the model is able to reproduce westerly jet stream
over north India during winter (January) and
easterly jet stream over south India during summer
(July). The model somewhat underestimates the
strength of the westerly jet stream during winter
but it gives its position correctly. The summer
jet stream is reproduced correctly in position as
well as in strength and also in respect of its
evolution and decay in course of the year. This
extremely simple and almost crude model is able to
reproduce some of the major features better than
one would ordinarily expect without undertaking
actual computation of this type. One is tempted
to believe that major diabatic heating functions
have been more or less correctly postulated as in
equations (1), (2) and (3). The details of this
model will be published elsewhere. Part summe.ry
of the work appears in Apri 1 1973 progress report
of Garp Working Group on Numerical F;xperimentation
(Canada).

Cl)

Type I I
•• •

( 2)

Type I heating is most intense at the ground, decreasing monotonically to zero at the top of the
atmosphere. Type II heating is maximum in the
middle atmosphere, parabolically decreasing to
zero at the top and also at the bottom of the
atmosphere. -<.. expressed in degrees is the phase
difference between the two types of heating.
Y is a constant and j l represents period of
one year. At the lm-7er boundary, Ekman- type5
friction inflow and outfloi.~ paremeterised by
Charney and Eliassen ( 1949) were considered. At
the top of frictional layer, rertical velocity
CU was taken to be CU=- /<- "V cp
Zonal symmetry
was assumed.

2.
If we accept these heating functions as
nearly correct or at least qualitatively correct,
then it follows that the diabatic heating cycle
has minimum amplitude in the near-equatorial
regions where heating conditions are of a quasisteady nature. Heating amplitude is largest in
the middle latitudes. Further, at any latitude,
amplitude of type I I heating is about 2.5 times
as large as that of type I heating. Type II
heating lags behind type I heating by a quarter
period, i.€. three months. Total sensible heat
CJ' received by the atmosphere through type II
heating is maximum near summer solstice and
minimum near winter solstice.

After analysing separately the influence
of diabatic heating of types I and IT and of low
level friction of varying magnitudes, we adopted

i= 1.0, o<...= 90°,

t

r

= 0 on Sth January;

Q~

~

Qlf

q, =

= o.6 x 10

8

cm.sec.,

(= 0 at S N; L= 20000
0

1.0 x 10-6

deg. sec

2.5 x 10-6

deg. sec

-1

km
( 3)

-1

3.
By which physical process does the whole
·troposphere gain heat during sununer and lose heat
during winter? There are f_o11_1Z..2_~ssibl~o_ces_~~s:
molecular conduction, radiation, wet convection
and dry convection.

and worked out the annual cycle of response in
terms of geopotential height and zonal wind.
We then computed the resultant zonal
wind as composed of the computed periodic zonal
wind anc1 the observed steo_dy state annual mean
zonal wind al;-;-g-Indian longitude 77'Jf>E.
No
explanation is offered in this paper for the
observed annual mee.n zonal wind. It is assumed
as given. Periodic zonal wind arises from annual
cycle of diabatic heating .

Molecular conduction is known to be
inaf fective for large scale heat exchanges in the
atmosphere.
Radiation plays an important role in the
heat bala;c~"ft:he earth-atmosphe re system as a
whole but by itself, it cannot account for summer
heating of the troposphere. Unaided by other

Fi gure s l(a,b,c,d) and 2(a,b,c,c) show,
for four representative months of January, April,
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Fig.2 : Vertical cross section of computed
zonal wind (meters sec-1) along 77~ 0 E between
5°N and 35°N , for the month of (a) January ,
(b) April, (c) Ju l y, and (d) October .

Fig. 1 :
Vertical cross section of observed
zonal wind (meters sec-1) along 77~ 0 E between
5°N and 35°tl, for the man th of (a) January,
(b) April, (c) July, and (d) October.
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processes, it would lead to a net coolin3 of the
troposphere even during summer (London 1957;
Manabe and Moller 1961; Manabe et al 1965), cooling would be less in summer than in winter.

9°C/Krn in the afternoons. Taking an unfavourable
case of 6.S°C/Km as environmental lapse rate, it
follows that for every 1 km ascent of the hot
bubble, the disparity of temperature between the
bubble and the environment decreases by only
3.5°C. An initial disparity of 21°C near the
ground would take the bubble to a height of 6 km
before it stops accelerating upwards. Further,
during summer afternoons, the lapse rates over
vast land masses are nearly dry adiabatic from
ground to about 3 km height. Such environment
is even more favourable for pushing the hot
bubbles deep into the middle and upper troposphere. When we consider the total heat amounts
which are required to be injected into the middle
and upper troposphere to satisfy equations (1),
(2) and (3), this process of dry convection
appears to be not entirely unacceptable. Elevated
rocky soils on clear cloudless days would be good
breeding places for such penetrating dry convection. \~hat is emphasised here is that sensible
heat supply to the a!=.!1!<?.E£here by dry....!:_o_Jl~ectio--;
frora earth-air interface may not be con~idered as
confined only to the lower tropospheE~~-e.:.
trating dry conve~tion on surrnner afterno?__:is may
also be contributing significantly to the warming

Wet convection is certainly an important
process in the general warming of the middle and
upper troposphere in maintaining the annual mean
state and also in the annual cycle of diabatic
heating. However, the authors feel that if this
wet convection were a dominating factor in the
annual cycle of heating, then most probably, the
amplitude of the heating would have been largest
in the lower latitudes where the bulk of latent
heat in the atmosphere is released. If, however,
the diabatic heating cycle given by equations (1)
and (2) is to be trusted, the amplitude of diabatic heating cycle is smallest in the low latitudes
and largest in the middle latitudes. It is therefore difficult to attribute diabatic heatings of
types I and II as largely due to wet convection.
The authors feel that dry convection
is also an important process in the diabatic
heatin~ cycle of the troposphere.
In literature,
dry convection has come to be looked upon chiefly
as an agent for sensible heat exchange between
the earth and the shallow boundary layer of the
atmosphere; its influence is supposed to practically disappear by 700 mb level (Smagorinsky 1953;
Newell et al 1969; etc.). This impression has
been created by the particular process of
parameterisation of dry convection which is in
vogue for general circulation studies. In such
studies, day and night contrast is generally not
present. Solar radiational energy is supposed
to reach the earth-air interface continuously
round the clock and it is continuously disposed
of through small scale turbulent diffusion of
sensible heat and through water evaporation,
allowing only weak temperature lapse rates to
build up near the earth-air interface. This
method no doubt gives realistic total heat budget
for a period of 24 hours as a whole. But in this
method of parameterisation, we miss an important
feature which is present in the real atmosphere,

up

o_! the rest of the troposphere during summer •.

4.
i)
Difficulties in direct determination
of diabatic heating are well-known. An indirect
method is to assume a diabatic heating function
and to see how far it yields realistic results
when compared with actual observations of easily
measurable effects. This device is adopted for
estimating annual diabatic heating cycle for the
Indian region. The effect is measured in the
form of pressure and zonal wind oscillation
derived through analytical linearised quasigeostrophic model,
ii)
The annual oscillation in pressure and
wind is reproduced so well, particularly the
westerly jet stream in winter and easterly jet
stream in summer, the.t one is tempted to believe
that major diabatic heating functions have been
correctly postul~ted,

During summer afternoons, large land
mass like the Asian land mass gets very much
heated up, which heating is absent during night.
In the afternoons, in large regions, the ground
temperature become s higher than the stevenson
screen temperature at 4 ft above the ground by
even as much as 20°C. The hot bubbles created
in the vicinity of such hot ground seem to be
capable of injecting heat into the entire
troposphere. In type I, maximum heating is in
the lowest atmosphere, corresponding to 10-6 deg.
sec-1 or 0.0864 deg. day-1; in type II, maximum
heating is in the middle atmosphere corresponding
to 0.216 deg. day-1. It is quite conceivable,
al though quanti tave theory remains to be worked
out, that very hot bubbles rising during day
over huge land masses are injecting not a negligible part of this heat into the middle and upper
troposphere on a large scale.

iii)
If these diabatic heating functions
are correct, then it appears that dry convecfion
which is customarily regarded as agent of sensible
heat exchange only in the lower troposphere must
be playing a significant role also in injecting
heat into the middle and upper troposphere.
iv)
It is suggested that sensible heat
exchange on summer afternoon1' needs special
attention for parameterisation of diabatic heat
processes.
v)
Summer heating in the middle and upper
troposphere results from combination of

If there were no mixing with the environment, then a hot bubble rising dry adiabatically
would get cooled at the rate of about 10°C/Km.
The temperature of its environment decreases by
about 6.S°C/Km and sometimes even by as much as

a)

reduced cooling by radiation
durinu; surmaer than in winter.

b)

penetrating dry convection during
afternoons.
penetrating wet convection when
sufficient moisture is available.

c)
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1.

progre,,mme for the study of the southwest monsoon.

IlJTRODHCHGN

1.4
After the IIOE period there has been
inquiry and speculation as to the manner in which
the depth of the moist air is built up in the
monsoon current on appr·oaching the Indian subcontinent. It has been suggested that the western ghats which acts as a barrier to the air-flow
is prir1~arily responsible for the vertical build.
up of moisture as the air streaI'.l approaches the
west coast of India (Desai 196~). Another view
that has been put forth is that the large-scale
convergence which occurs in association with the
monsoon trough in the lower and middle troposphere is the primary mechanism for the vertical
build up of moisture and clouds (Colon, 1964;
Sikka and Mathur, 1965). There is also a general
impression that the monsoon air over India has a
high moisture content upto about 5 km in the peak
monsoon months of July and August irrespective of
the fluctuations in the activity of the mohsoon.

1.1
As is well lmown, the southwest monsoon
season from June to September accounts for the
greater part of the annual rainfall over large
parts of India and southeast Asia. While the
transition from the winter to the suracer circulation gets established towards the end of May, the
date of onset of the monsoon rains over the west
coast of India is somewhat variable from. year to
year. The onset and advance of the monsoon rains
occurs genere lly in associati0n with s;>rnoptic
scale disturbances in the southeast Arabian sea
or in the Bay of Bengal. This may be~trough of
low pres ;:;ure, a low pressure area or a depression.
1.2
EVen after the monsoon rains have set
in over the entire country by the beginning of
July, the activity of the rainfall undergoes
considerable space-time fluctuations under the
influ.ence of synoptic scale systems of different
scales. Among these are the monsoon trough,
monsoon depressions, surface and upper air lows,
upper air troughs and ridges, etc. Although the
monsoon trough over north India is a permanent
feature of the southwest monsoon season, its
location, orientation and intensity undergo considerable fluctuations with corresponding effects
on the distribution of rainfall over the country.
The depressions that form at the head of the Bay
of Bengal and travel west-northwestwards across
the central parts of the country are major rainproducing systems which cause copious rainfall
along their tracks in the south and southwest
sectors. East-ward moving troughs in the westerlies of mid-latitudes can have a considerable
influence on the monsoon activity over India
leading to what is lmovm as "break monsoon"
conditions when the monsoon trough shifts northwards to the foot -hills of the Himalayas leading
to large decrease of rainfall over the plains of
India.

1.5
In this context a factual study of the
space-time variations of the vertical distribution of temperature and moisture over India dm~:L'1b
the southwest monsoon months in relation to synoptic scale systems that control the convective
activity and rainfall distribution is of interest
and importance. The recent introduction of
~proved radiosonde instruments furnishing reJ.iaQ~e humidity data upto 200 mb for the first time
at the aerological stations in India and the new
facts brought to light by the soundings have
provided the motivation for this study. Such
data did not exist during the IIOE period.

2.

BRIEF REVIEW OF MONSOON ACTIVITY DURING
JUJX ~D AUGUST 1970

2.1
The present study is based on the
monsoon activity during July and August 1970.
An overall picture of the monsoon activity over
India is obtained by expressing the actual rainfall recorded at a networ}:: of representative
stations distributed over the country as a percentage of the normal rainfall for these stations.
About 200 such stations have been selected and
Fig.1 gives a graphical presentation of the ratio
actual/normal as percentage day by day for the
months of July and August 1970. The main fact
that is high-lighted by the diagram is that generalJ.y speaking the rainfall activity over the
country was below normal for the greater part of
July while it was above normal for the greater
part of August. Under the influence of two
depressions from the Bay of Bengal during 1-4
July and 8-12 July respectively, there was good
rainfall activity over the country. The first
depression took the usual course moving westnorthwe stwzrds across north India upto longitude

1.3
Reconnaissance flights and drop-sonde
ascents over the Arabian sea by the aircraft of
U.S .PJ3search Flight Facility during the IIOE
period revealed for the first time that during
the southwest monsoon season the depth of moist
air over the greater part of the Arabian sea is
only of the order of 1 or 2 km above which there
if often an inversion with dry air aloft. It was
also noticed that on approaching the west coast
of India the depth of moist air increases with
vertical cloud build up, convective activity and
rainfall. The small depth of the moist air over
the greater part of the Arabian sea has also been
confirmed by the large number of radiosonde
ascents made over the Arabian sea during June anc
July 1973 from the oceanographic ships of the
USSR in connection with the Indo-US3R joint
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there wos a break in the r adiosonde data at
Bombay from 25 July due to failure of the ground
equipr11 ent . Nevertheless, it is quite evident
that even in the path of the main monsoon stream
over Bombay and Nagpur there occur large variations of d ew point depression above 2.5 to 3 km
level even during the peak monsoon month of July
depending upon synoptic situations. By and large,
it appea rs that the depth of moisture in the
monsoon cw.·rent does not exceed about 2 .5 to 3 km
and that convergence associated with synoptic
scale sys t ems including the monsoon trough is
responsible for the development of c onvect ive
activity leadj.ng to vertical transport of moisture in the ~onsoon field. This view is illustrated by the case studies for July and August
1970 presented in the next section.

DAILY RAINFALL: JULY-AUGUST 1970
ACTUAL/NORMAL: PERCENT

200

FIG

I

BOMBAY
Mb

JULY1970

80

E. However, the second depres sion did not
move beyond longit ude 85c E probably because an
uppe r air trough in the nid-latitude westerlies
began affecting the extreme northwestern parts
of India. Under its influence the monso::m
trout:;h progressively shifted northwards leading
to break-2onsoon conditions. Th ere wns a large
decrease of rainfall over the plains of India Ja
well-known feature associated with such situations. Notice the very low rainfall activity in
Fig .1 around 15 July. This state of a ffairs
continued with sol!'..e fluctuations till 19 July
when under the influence of another low pressure
area from the Bay of Benc;al there was a brief
reviva l of rcdn f a ll over the eastern parts. However, the major revival occurred only by the
beginnint; of Au;;ust after which the1·e was in
general good rainfall a ctivity till the end of
month under the infl uence of various synoptic
scale systen1s including depressions.
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2.2
In Fig s. 2(a), (b), (c) are shown the
isopleths of dew poin·~ depression from the surface to 400 mb for the month of July at three
typj ca.l stations - Bombay, Nagpur and New Delhi.
Bombay on the west coast and Nagpur in the centre
of India lie in the path of the westerly monso on
current to th e south of the mons oon tr ough.
Delhi over northwest India is close to the axis
of the m6ns oon trough or slightly to the north
of it.
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2 .3
The striking fact that stands out on an
inspection of these dia gr c.ns is the large fluctuations in the dew-poir.t depre ssion above 750- 700
mb with comparatively much less variations at the
lower levels over Brn11bay and Nagpur. At Delhi
the f2-uctuations e.rn large even at the lowest
levels. Notice that the brief spell of decreased
rain ~all activity a 1·ound 5 July (F:i g .1) is reflected by desi t::ation of the air in the 1011er and
middle troposphere at 2. ll the three s tat ions.
W:i.th the onset of break- ir..onsoon conditions afte:::'
11 July, extrene l;y dry cor,diticns prevc::.iled a bove
750 mb level at Bo.mba~r and. Na:;ptff and practically
at all J.evels over DeJh i, l'.l ore esper:ially above
800 mb level. At Nagpur the hunidi ty in the
middle tr opos phere :i.nc:;.'eased for a brie:' spell
around 21 July but aGain decreased after two or
th:cee days. .At DeJ.bi dry coEd:itions prevailed
akost till the end of the month. U'1.fortuna·:.ely
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3.

CASE STUD:rES OF TYPICAL SYNOPTIC
SITUATIONS

(a)

From active to break-rr..onsoon conditions : 9 to 16 July 1970

3.1
A depression fo~ed in the north Bay
of Bengal on 6 July and d~ended by the next day.
It crossed the Oris sa coast on 8 July, we.s.kened
and lay over the Bihar plateau on the norning of
the next day. In Fig. 3 (a) is shown the rainfall
distribution recorded at the observatory stations for 2L.b hours ending at 03 z of 9 July.
Fig .3(b) and (c) show the strean. line charts for
0. 9 km ssl (friction layer) and 500 mb level.
Notice the three cycloni~ vortices on the 0. 9 km
chart and the r ainfall concentrations associated
with them. Sti·ong monsoon conditions with good
rainfall prevailed on the west-coast of India.
3 .2
The depression weakened by 10 Jnly and
merged with the seasonal monsoon trough by next
morning. The rainfall distribution for the 24
hour period ending at 03 z of 11 July is shown
in Fig. 4.
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3.3
A westerly upper air trough began
affecting northwest India from 12 Jnly and the
axis of the rr..onsoon trough began moving towards
the foot-hills of the Himalayas. At the sarG.e
time l ow level pressure gr2.dients steepened over
northwest India to the north of Bombay. These
developments her2.lcied break-r.;.on soon conditions.
Fig .5 (a), (b), (c) show the ra.infe.11 distribution and circulation features on the morning
of 13 July. Notice the contrast between these
diagrams and the corresponding fi;ures for 9
July. Westerlies prevail a ll over the country
at 0.9 km level with speeds reaching 40/45 ~mots
ove r northwest India where usually the winds are
southeasterly at this level. The low level
shear vorticity is anticyclonic over northwest
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and central India. RP.ir:.fall is now confined
practically to the east of l ongitude 80°E with
some falls also on the west coast. The further
devel opnent is illustrated by the rEtinfall chart
of 16 July in Fig .6.
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3 .4
The sequence of chan _-es in the upper
air ter.ipe r ature and hur:1icU·i:.y accm1paryin.z the
developr-,ents described above is illustre.t ed by
the tephigraes of Bombay ancl. Nagpur for 9, 11, 13
and le July shown in Fig . 7 (a) and (b ). Starting
with high mois ture content upto 500 mb over
Bombay on 9 July, the dew-point curve sh ows desiccation ai:J ove 750 mb level which progressively
increas es ancl. deepens up to 1C July. At the same
time the dry bulb ter:pere.t ure curve sh ·. )'.TS is )thermal conditions or even inversions ne ~, r 750 and
500 nb levels. The tephigrm:is for 13 and 1 6 July
are typical of conditions tl1at one encou.'1.·i~ers at
1.3or.1b a~; on sev erc.l OC''.asions dnrin~ t he monsoon
seas on when the rc-1infr11 o.ctivi ty in <tnd, o. round
Bor.1bay is s;·,a ll. At Na.:;pur desica t ion appea rs
~o be settin; in fror.1 the ll i :)rnr lev e ls and
extendin:; doi,,".llwcrds upt o 700 mb.
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Active monsoon situation on 10 August
1970

experiences pa ss ing s1Dwers almost daily during
the southwest monsoon season. Such showers are
essentially from clouds whose tops do not exceed
3 km (warm r ain ).

We hav e chosen this date to illustra te
a situation of well-distributed r ainfall over the
entire country with no pronounced single synopt ic
system such as a depression on the sea-level
chart. Fie . 8 (a), (b), ( c) show the rainfall
distribution ancl circulat i on charts for 0.9 1an
and 500 mb l evels . Notice that the l ow l evel
v or ticity is cy clonic over the entire country
with several v ort ic es embedded in the monsoon
tr ough . On this date the pressure departures
were positive over the entire country. The
tephigrams on this day showed high moistur e content upt o about 300 mb at most of the radiosonde
stat ions.
(c)

4 .3
OVer east India the dry t ype of tephigrams is of r e.re occurrence. Thi s is beacuse the
cyclonic vorticity associated with the persistent
l owe r tropospheric monsoon t r ough and orogr aphic
f eature s leau to vertical build up of moisture and
frequent r:-1.infall activit y ove r t hese parts .
Ove r the northwestern parts of India
4 .4
r ainf a l l occurs mostly under the inf1uence of
t r an sient disturbances within the monsoon trough
like the monsoon depress ion s and monsoon lows or
the migratorytroughs in the mid-latitude westerlies. Consequent ly, the depth of moisture i s
usually shallow except on occasions of gooG r ainfall under th e influence of such systems.

Monsoon depres sion on 20 August 1 970

A depression that fo:rrred in the north
Bay of Benga l cr ossed the east coast near l at itude 19°N on 18 August . Moving we stnorth-westwards and weakenin.c ·, it lay nea r l at itude 22°N
and longitude 77 °Ewas a low pressure area on the
morning of 20 .A,ugust . At the same time another
low pressure area lay over Guj a r at. Under the
c ombined influence of these two systems there was
a strong concentration of :rainfall over the be lt
between 25°and 17°N and west of 80 E. There was
also good :rain f a ll on the west coast. Figs .9(a),
(b), (c) illustrate the s it uat i on . The noteworthy feature is th e lack of rainfa ll over north
India and also over the interi or of the south
peninsula. In Fig .10 (a), (b), (c) are shown the
teph i gr an s of three stations - Bombay, Nagp u:r
and .AhI'ledabe,d which are in the rain belt. In
Fig .10 (d), (e), (f) are shown the tephigrw,1s of
Banga l ore , Luclm ow and Gauhati which a:::-e in the
non-rainy parts. The contrast between the two
sets is s t rik in g , illus t r at ing that areas of rainfall are associate d with deep moist air column
while the moist l ayer i s shallow over non-rainy
area 0 .

4.

4.5
Over Guj arat and ag~oinin g areas, depressions from the Bay of Benga l and the mid- t r opospheric cyclonic systems that develop over northeast Arabian sea, a r e the main rain-producing
systems. Ahmedabad which is a typical radiosonde
sta tion over t h is area shows extreme ly dry conditions above 1 or 2 km with p r onounced inversions
on several days during the monsoon season.
4 .E
Nagpur in the central parts of the
country comes under the influence of the Inonsoon
trough a s well as of depress i ons and l ows . The
frequency of lows and depre ss i ons decreas es r apidly to the wes t of Nagpur. The dr-y -type of tephigr a.Ern are le ss frequent over Nai:;pur than at plac es
like DeTh i or Hod.hpnr- but more frequent than at
places like Calcutta and Gauhat i.
4. 7
It is reno_ar}ca ble that although the so uth
Indian peninsu.la is in the ma in monsoon current,
stations lik e Minicoy (i sland stat i on ), Trivandru:m
(c oa sta l station ) and Bangalc.re (interior stat ion)
show extremely dry condition s above 2.5 to 3 km
on sev er a 1 occa s ions dur ing the peak monsoon
months of July and Aug ust. The depth of moist air
increa ses wh enev e r there i s good r a infall which
again shows the i mportan ce of rain-producing
systems for the vertical transport of moist ur-e to
highe r l evels. This feature is ill ustrated in
'Fig .11 which shows is opleths of dew point depression over Trivandrum during July 1 973 . Notice th0

DISCUSSION

4 .1
The cas e studies pre sented in the
preced ing s ection o ring out that it i s 0 n ot cor-rect to pictu.re the monsoon f i e ld as one j..tnif ormly
high moisture c ontent upto 5 or 6 kns over the
I ndian area. Cons i de r ab l e spa c e- t i me variat ions
occur in the humidity f i eld above the first 2 or
3 km. 'In fact i t is more correct to regard the
monsoon current as having high moisture con ten t
only up to about 7.C:.O mb. Upwa r d t r ansport of
moist ure a b{l!Ve t h is l evel takes place only in
association 1vith t.i.k; conv ergenc e a nd vertical
motion pr od uced by synopt ic scale sy st e~·-_ s of
various dimens ions.
4 .2
Large te:»",pora l va ria tions in h uJi'.:Ld:i_ty
are sb own by the tephigr a.I:rn of Bombay and. other
stations on the west coa st of India above 750 mb
le vel. As a r:iatter of fact the tephigrams of
Bombay durin g the southwest monsoon can be divided. into two broad typ e s - dry type &nd wet type.
The dry type i s a corrm1on occurn:mce except dur i ng
persistent spells of g ood rain::=:'a ll in and a rollld
Bombay. (Ananthalcrishnan and Keshavar:mrty, 1 971 ).
EVen under the dry typ e conditi ons , Bombay

FIG . I I
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gence and res ulting ascendin~ motion over rainy
areas transports the mo i st air from. the lowe r
l ayers ps eudo-adiabatically to higher l ev els so
that the atmosphe re is nearly saturated and the
ascent curve approxirr.ates to the sa ture.tion adiabat upt o high levels. Over d ry areas slow subsidence in the rr..iddle and upper t r oposphere leads
to d esi ccated c onditions and the convective
instability over nuch areas carmot lead to
wea ther developments.

dryness of the air above 2 • .5 1an on sev eraJ day s.
While the depth of moist air is only about 1 to
1.5 km ove r the Arab i an sea i t is abm.:.t 2 .5 km
near the we s t ceast of India .
4.6
So f ar we have discus E:ed t h e vertical
transport of moisture in the monsoon field produced by convergence associated with synoptic
sca le systems. Con:pec s at ing descending motion
t akes place outside such a r eas leading to
desiccated conditions. This is illustrated by
Fig .10 in which it is noticed that even at
stati ons like Gauhat i and Luclm ow the a tmosphere
is extrerr..ely dry. Such conditions can be noticed
on several days by an inspection of the tephigra.ms of the different aerological stat ions. In
general the desiccation is. strikingly noticed in
the rr..iddle and upper troposphere as large dew
point depressions at these levels.

Our thanks are due to t he D3puty Director
Gen er2 l of Observa t-.:l ries (Forecast ing ) and Deput y
Direct or Gener a l of Observat ories (Climatology
and Geophysics) for making available the data.
made use of in this study.
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CLOUD CLUSTERS IN THE INDIAN OCEAN AREA
D.F.• SIKKA AND B.M.MISRA

Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona-5, India.
1.

INTRODUCTION

equatorial waves.
The north Indian ocean, to which area we

The digitisation of the cloud data by
nephanalysis or by their brightness patterns and
subsequent spectrum analysis have been used recently in documenting information over the data•
sparse oceanic areas. The studies have been mainly confined to the Pacific area and are reported
in the papers by Sikdar et al (1972), Murakami and
Ho (1972a, 1972b), Young and Sikdar (1973). The
last mentioned paper presents a filtered view of
the Pacific data.

will specially attach ourselves in this paper,

gets very heavily clouded in sunnner season on the
influence of the southwest monsoon. The Indonesian area, with its complicated orography raises
a highly convective regime and the stationary
seasonal influence masks the area completely. The
monsoon clusters are very large (at times even
about 2000-3000 km in east-west extent) and are
associated with the convergence zone of the lower
tropospheric monsoon trough. This particular
synoptic situation raises a question - whether
there is any organisation in the summer cloudiness
in the north Indian ocean and what are their preferred time and space scales. Also there is the
question that how far the equatorial waves are
traceable in the monsoon regime. In the present
paper, we wish to discuss these points in some
detail.

The bulk behaviour of the clouds in the
Pacific area and subsequently for the whole tropical belt was demonstrated in time composed diagrams
of actually observed pictures. These photographs
showed that, in the summer season, a typical cloud
cluster in the north Pacific could be tracked for
several days migrating westward. From Wallace
(1970)'s composition it is clear that these migrations could be tracked from the west Africa to the
East Asia, but in the Asian region between 30°E to
130°E, the picture was irregular. The north Pacific received further attention later in studies of
Reed (1970). He showed that the westward migration of the cloud clusters is associated with a
preferred space scale of 5,()00 km and time scale
of 5 days. After this, Pacific region has received considerable attention in detailed analysis.
The data lengths used vary from three months
(Wallace and Chang 1972) to four years (Murakami
and Ho, 1972b). Examination of southern Hemispheric data is also done in papers of Sikdar et al
(1972) and Murakami and Ho (1972a,b).

Some studies on the monsoon cloudiness
is already done by several meteorologists. Important papers have been contributed by Sadler (1965),
Srinivasan (1968), Sikka (1971) etc. The characteristic spells of active and weak monsoon and
northward migration of the equatorial trough zone
are well documented from the satellite photographs.
Sikka and Dixit (1973) give a good account of the
patterns in the monsoon cloudiness.
2.

CLOUD DATA

In this study, the digitisation of the
cloud information has been done by visual inspection. The 5° latitude longitude blocks from the
satellite brightness mosaics have been estimated
in octas. In following this procedure, a uniform
dark shade over the oceanic region has been considered as the zero of the scale and a uniformly
bright and unbroken patch covering the entire
block has been digitised as the highest in this
scale (eight). Isolated areas of dull patches are
not taken into consideration while a uniform dull
block has been estimated as 2 in this scale. This
procedure may have a maximum subjective bias of
one on an individual count, however this is expected to occur randomly and to get smoothed out when
averaged over large number of values.

The spectral studies on the Pacific data
show that the cloudiness in this area has got marked periodicities in the range of 16-25 days, 7-10
days and 4-5 days. Major longitudinal variation
of activity is seen in the southern hemisphere.
The transient activity occurring on the equatorial
zone is dominated by toe short period maximum,
while the longer periods are dominant away from
the equator. Cross spectral studies show that the
propagating cloud systems are more identifiable in
the low frequency in the southern hemisphere and
at higher frequencies in the northern hemisphere.
The cloudiness region that is symmetric across the
equator appears to move eastward while the antisymmetric cloudiness pattern has got a westward
propagation. From cross spectral studies, Wallace
and Chang (1972) refer to two preferred modes of
cloudiness in the tropics (i) Rossby waves - phase
speeds ranging from 5°-10° longitude per day, move
westward and (ii) Kelvin~like waves move eastward
at 5°-10° per day in the equatorial belt only. No
wave length scales have been fixed for the long
period cloudiness which occurs mostly in the higher
latitude belts. Reed and Recker (1971) have associated the former type of organisation to the
familiar easterly waves. In a recent paper, Conover (1973) shows that the weather over the Vietnam
area is rele.ted to these westward propagating

In the present study, we confine ourselves to the time sequence such mbtained from the
satellite pictures for the period April to November
for two years 1968 and 1969. The area covered is
between 50°E to 100°E and equator to 20°No This
region can b~ conveniently divided into two major
blocks - one in the Arabian sea (50°-75°E) and the
other in the Bay of Bengal (80°-100°E), separated
by the Indian landmass between 75°-80°E and 10°200N. In the equatorial belts (0°-5°N, 5°-10°N)
we have included the 75°-80°E block in the time
sequenceo Since climatologically the western
Arabian sea (50°-60°E) is a cloud free zone, this
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particular area is not included for the numerical
computations done in our study. The mean cloudiness referred to in the subsequent sections, hence,
will correspond to an average over 60°-80°E for the
Arabian sea and 80°-!00°E for the Bay of Bengal,
excluding the blocks, which are mostly covered by
land. In this way the cloudiness made use of in
this study will represent the cloud information
over the oceanic areas only. In a subsequent study
we propose to cover the land areas as well as the
cloudiness over the corresponding belts of south
Indian ocean.
3.

LONGITUDE-TIME DIAGRAMS

Fig,! gives the longitude-time (x-t)
diagram for the period July 4th to September 7th
for different zonal belts. The years 1968 and
1969 are marked as 'a' and 'b' respectively. In
this figure isolines have been shown only for the
cloud amounts ~vhich exceed four octas for the
blocks. Isolines for six and eight are also shown
where the system is much active. These plots do
not show any systematic migration of a cloud system. There are clusters which are either quasistationary, or show extension to the west on some
occasions, or to the east on some other occasions.
These extensions however are not simultaneous over
the different belts, whereas the quasi-stationary
cloud clusters could occur simultaneously. A
significant feature noticed in the low latitude

0°-5~

5°-10°

belts during 1968 is that the active spell occurred in July which lasted for about a month. This
was thereafter followed by a quiscent period in
August. In contrast to the lower latitudes, the
belt 15-20°N shows more or less uniform clouding
during the entire fifty day period east of 70°E.
In the year 1969, the active spell in the lower
latitude has occurred about a month later in comparison to the year 1968. Thus the active dates
in 1968 more or less correspond to the period of
quiscent activity in 1969. The latter remarks
however do not hold good for the Bay of Bengal in
the belt 10-15°N which shows considerable activity
in July 1969. Again the active period in the belts
0-5°N and 5-10°N during August 1969 is associated
with lower activity in 10-15°N belt in the Bay of
Bengal. The belt 15-20°N does not show any qualitative difference with respect to the same period
in 1968.
Thus a visual inspection of the x-t
diagrams shows us that the cloud activity in the
belts between equator to 15°N over the peak monsoon
months in the north Indian ocean has a persistent
long period in contrast to corresponding belts in
the north Pacific or north Atlantic Oceans. Such
a behaviour is more pronounced in the Arabian sea
than in the Bay of Bengal. The northern most belt
i.E. 15-20°N remains active throughout the peak
monsoon months of July and August.
0

10° - 15°

0

0-5N

0

0

5 -.10

0

0

I 0- 15

0

0

15- 20 N

Jui

9

FIG.l(b)

FIG.l(o)
4.

MJ::AN CLOUDINESS IN THE ARABIAN SEA AND

of Bengal (marked B). As we have already said the
mean for A is obte.ined by averaging over 60°-80°E.
and for B is obtained over 80°-100°E, excluding
the land mass where it occurs. In the table l(b)
we have further averaged these values over the
latitude rcnge. The table is prepared both for
the Arabian sea and Bay of Bengal for the two

BAY 0 1. ' BENGAL IN rHE MONSOON SEASON.
Table 1( a) shows the mee.n monthly cloudiness for each of the zonal belts 0°-5°N, 5°-10°N,
10°-15°N and 15°-20°N for the two years 1968 and
1969 over the Arabian sea (marked as A) and Bay
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Table 1

(a)

Mean cloudiness on different months

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::x~;r:i:::12§§:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i~~i:~:::12~~:::::::::::::::::
oo - 5°N 50 - 10°N 10° - 15°N 15° - 20°N
oo - 5°N 50 - 10°N 10° - 15°N 15° - 2C°N

Zonal
belts

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------B
A
B
A
A
B
A
A
B
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

.8
l .L;.

1.6
4.o
3.2
2.0
1.8
1.2

1.8
1.9
1.8
2.3
2.6
2.2
2 .o
1.6

.a
.9
3.0
4.8
2.6
2.4
1.0
1.5

1.2
1.8
2.5
2.7
2.3
2.4
1.5
1.2

.7
1.3
3.0
3.2
2.4
3.1
1.2
1.1

.3
.3

2 .o
4 • .5
1.9
2.1
• l.;

.6

.o

.3
.8
3.3
3.7
3.7
2.6
1.6
1.1

.2
1.1
4.8
3.4
1.9
• l;.

.3

.8

1.0

.s

• l;.

1.2
1. 7
1.3
3.7
1.2

l.e

1.4
.7
1.2
2.3
.7
1.4
1.5

1.9
1.7
2.0
2.9
1.9
2 .o
2.4

l.E
1.1

2 .o
2.2
3.2
3.5
2.1
2.7

Table 1 (b)
Average in

zonal

1.0
1.4
2.7
3.0
2.7
2.6
1.6
1.2

.o
.o

3.l;

2 .o
3 .o

3.7
1.l!.
1.6

3.S
1.9
.1.:.
.6

2.s

.2
1.5
3.3
5.1
3.7
3.5
1.8
1. s

Seasonal averages in zonal belts

belts
1969

------------------------------------------------A
A
B
B
.5
.7
1.9
4.5
2.8
2.1
.9
.9

.2
1.6
2.2

Ta~(..£2_

1968

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

.1
.6
1.0
1. 7
2. l!.
1.4
.9
.9

.3

.a

1.4
1.8
4.0
1.3
1.1
1.0

0°-5°N

.5
1.7
2.3
3.2
3.8

A

1968

5°-10° N
A

B

2.1 2.2

B

3.2 2.5

10°-15° N 15°-20°N
B

2.s 2.9

A

Mean

B

2.8 3.3

2.2

1969

3.L.

2.8

1.8
2.0

-------------------------------------------------

years. Table l(c) is derived from table l(a) by
averaging the zonal values over the monsoon season - June to Septembe r. The followinc points are
observed in these tables.
( i)

(ii)

(iii)

5.

The cloudiness is more
ted with time over the
sea. The influence of
is experienced more in

unfonnly distribuBay than the Arabian
the monsoon activity
the Arabian : sea.

There is an epoch of the occurrence of the
maximum cloudiness in the Arabian sea, in
which al 1 the zonnl belts are sinrul taneously active. Such an epoch is less
pronounced in the Bay. Peak cloudiness
occurred in the month of July in Arabian
sea in the year 1968, while the same
occurred a month later in 1969. This was
earlier shown in the x-t diagram.
In spite of the variation in cloudiness
in the Arabian sea and the Bay of Bengal
area,the seasonal av e rages in zonal belts
are comparable. Also the fluctuation in
the cloudiness activity between 1968 and
1969 is not reflected in the mean cloudiness for the year. This tells us the
important point that the monsoon activity
while posr,essing f luctuations within the
season, is normal when averaged ove r the
season.

6

4

6
4

6
4

6

4

6

4

TIME VARIATION OF MEAN CLOUDINESS

For further examination, we have plotted
the mean cloudiness in the Arabian sea and Bay of
Bengal are a for the two years 1968 and 1969 in
fig. 2. The period covered is between 15 May to
12 September in either year. The figure clearly
shows that the general cloudiness in the 15° -20°N
zonnl belt has a sir;nif ice.nt association with the

15
MAY

(C:1

14
JUL

1968

12
15
SEP MAY

1969

14
JUL.

(d)

12
SEPT

onset and the ~vi the'.rawal of the monsoon regime in
that area. Peak cloudiness is reached in the
second week of August and falls down by the middle
of September. The seasonal trend of rising to a
peak value is also seen in other belts in the
Arabian sea but this occurs in different epochs.
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For example, in the year 1968 there is a continuous rising trend in the mean curve from the
20th of June in the equatorie.l area - (0°-5°N and
5° -10°N), while this occurred 5 days later in the
other two belts. In 1969, similar trend was not
noticed in the equatorial belts till the beginning
of August, even though the general monsoon regime
had established in the northern belts as early as
the third week of June.

The plot of the mean cloudiness in the
two areas again establishes the less pronounced
seasonal activity in the Bay of Bengal than the
Arabian sea. But it is definite that the northern
belts in the Bay area get sufficient cloudiness
and are probably as s ociated with short period
cycles. A visual look over the diagrams shows
that such a period may be around ten days. On the
other hand the northern belts in the Arabian sea
and also the equatorial belt (1968) do show dominant seasonal activity. Superposed on the seasonal
activity are short period fluctuations . The
equatorial area in the Bay of Bengal does not
feel the monsoon.

The picture is di f ferent in the Bay of
Bengal. The general equatorial clouding gets
established by the third week of May whereas the
northern belts show it a week later. An interesting feature is that in the belt 0-5°N, the
Arabian sen and the Bay of Bengal simultaneously
show a risin8 trend around the beginning of August
in 1969 and the activity continues for about a
month. But the response to such a behaviour is
not shown in the northern belts.
0

65°-65°E

0

To focus our attention on the short
period fluctuations in the monsoon cloudiness,
we have next analysed the cloud data through

0

70°-75°

65-70

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE CLOUD DATA

6.

0

0

8 o<:s5°
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0
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spectral technique. The spectra are obtained by
the Fourier-transform of the autocovariance function and the maximum lag used for resolution is
30 days. The Tukey window has been used for the
smoothing purpose. With 244 days data, the equivalent degrees of freedom for the spectral estimates then come out to be 20. Since the data
are not filtered for this analysis the spectral
estimates in all the blocks show a long period
trend, which is however, significantly absent in
the low latitude belt in the year 1968.

4 days and 6 days. A 30 day periodicity ap~ars
in some blocks also. The spectral plots are given
in fig.3. (previous page). The frequency blocks
referred to above have been shown in this figure.
Fig.t:.• gives the spectral results of the
analysis made on the mean cloudiness in the Arabian sea (shown as A) and the Bay of Bengal (shown
as B) for the two years in different zonal belts.
The Bay of Bengal area shows a significant maximum
around a 15 day period in the belts 5-10°N, 10-15°N
and 15-20°N for the year 1969. There is a maximum
of some magnitude available in the Arabian sea at
least in the 15-20°N and 5-10°N during the same
year. The higher belts in the Arabian sea and the
Bay of Bengal are practically featureless in 1968.
As is evident fror:i table II, the 0-5°N in the Bay
of Bengal shows a monthly cycle of cloudiness on

The significant spectral peaks obtained
in this analysis have been tabulated in Table II.
This table shows that the preferred periodicities
in the area under our consideration can be divided
into three groups (i) between 10 days and 15 days
(ii} between 6 days and 10 days and (iii) between

Table II
Results of spectral Analysis of the Unfiltered data
Arabian Sea Area
Longitude
block

60°-65° E

65° - 70°E

70°-75°E

15°-20°N
10°-15°N
5°-10°N
0°-5° N

6d
6d,3.2d
12d

8.5d

7.5d

4d

4d

12d,f.d
12d

12d
12d

15° -20°r.r
10° -15°N
5°-10°N
(f.50 N

lOd

6d
7.5d
12d

12d
8.5d
15d

Bay of Bengal Area
75°-80°E

80°-85°E

85°-90°E

90°-95°£

*
*
6. Sd, 4 • .5d

8.5d
30d

lOd

6d

7.5d

30d

30d,8.5d
30d

lOd
12d
30d,7.5d

Zonal belts

95° - lOOE

1968

*

8.Sd
15d

1969

6d

15d,8.5d
15d
15d
8.5d

*

~

15d

-----

0

15~cfN

0

0

lOd
15d,6.E.d
8. 5d' 6d

0

15·20N
2

2

0

6.w
4.3d

6d

B

A

0

15d, 7 • .5d
12d

10-15

5-10

~-5~~.Lli...U..LJCICL.Ll l. L L Lµ. . ~
1510 6

2

4 days--

FIG.4(b)

FIG 4(a)

Year 1969

Year 1968
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*

B.5d

7.Sd
lOd

the mean picture. There is no such feature in the
corresponding plot in 1969. The zonal belt 0-5°N
in the Arabian sea shows a preferred maximum
around 12 days which is also not seen in 1969.

of a week or more establishes a point that the
active monsoon clusters have a life period of more
than a week. This sort of periodicity is also
shown in the equatorial blocks, On the other hand,
the short period fluctuations are mostly observed
in the following blocks - around 60° - 70°E and
90°-95°E in 15°-20°N, between 60°-75°E in 10°-15°N
and sometime at 75°-S0°E in 5°-10°N ( i.e. 1968)
or at 85°-90°E in 0°-5°N (e.g. 1969). If we cannect these t·wo types of fluctuations, one leads to

A significant period which appears in a
number of blocks in fig.3 is that of 12 days. This
period is somewhat around the characteristic spells
of monsoon activity. The fact that most of the
blocks are associated with preferred peri odicities
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the short period range s. The maximum in the
southeast Arabian Sea (5°-10°N, 70°-7S 0 E) is
significantly higher in the 10-15 days period
rang e compared to the other period range s.

be lieve t hat the se blocks do not respond to the
genera l mon soon clouding. A plot of the mean
c loudine ss in ind i vidua l blocks establishes this
point. I n t he nex t section, we shall see that
these blocks contribute minimum variance in all
the frequency ranges. The fact that these are a s
show preferred contribution to the short period
fluctuation only means that the short period
cloud activi ty is also available in the north
Indian oce an but i s masked by the general monsoon
cloudiness . ',~ herever the cloudiness is minimum,
the short pe r iod fluctuations are more clear.
7.

(c)
There is an eastward shift in the maximum
for the shorter periods (4-6 days and 2-4 days)
towards the Bur~a coast.
The maximum in the north Bay of Bengal
is clearly associated with the ascendine motion in
the quasi-st2tionary monsoon trough in the lower
and middle troposphere. But it is difficult to
associate any cl ear mechanism to explain the maximum in the south east Arabian sea. We feel that
this activity might be connected with the pulsatory behaviour in the equatorial south Indian
ocean, and the resulting horizontal shear in the
monsoon we sterlies. The shifting of the maximum
spectral density for the shorter periods towards
the Burma coast may mean that the ~-1estward moving
systems from the Pacific account for this cloudiness. The fact that the maximum and minimum in
short period rang e s do not show much contrast
means that the variance contributed to the short
period fluctuations is more evenly distributed.
A cross spectral study over the data in these
blocks to be reported subsequently will g ive the
phase in f ormation in different frequency ranr-es.

SPATIAL DI STRIBUTION OF

SPECTRAL DENSITY
In order to surrunarise the spectral
informa tion nnd to obtain a qualitative picture
of the transients in the Indian area, we have
averaged the spectral estimates obtained in the
previ ous section into four fre quency groups,
namely frequency groups (i) 10-15 days, (ii) 6-10
days, (iii) 4-6 days and (iv) 2-4 days. Fig. S
gives the plots of isolines of such averages for
the two years 1968 and 1969. The f ol lowine
points are worth-noting from this figure(pre.vi.ov.s F'dll).
(a)
All the frequency bands show a maximum in
the north Bay of Bengal 05°-20° N, 85°-90°1::) and
two secondary ma:xima in the equatorial belt centered ne a.r a bout 5°N, 70°.75°E and 5° N, 90°-95°E.
The e quatorial maxima are separat ed by a well
marked minimum cente red around 83° E. Another
marked minimum li e s ove r the centrul Arabian sea
between 60° - 7 5° Z and 7° - 13° N.

8.

Since the monsoon clouding responds to
a periodicity between 10-15 days, we have next
filtered the data in this period range to see the
propagation of the signal in various zonal belts.
As a repres entation, we have given in fi g .E, the
time progression of 14 days tuned filtered data
in the longitude blocks 70°- 75°F. (Arabian sea)

(b) The averD.ged spectral density for the maximum in the north Bay of Bengal is higher in the
10- lS davs .q.nd 6-10 davs oerio<l range compared to
0

0

70-75 E

FILTERED DATA

Fr G.>. 6.

1968
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0

0

90 -9 5 E

and 90°-95°2 (Bay of Bengal) for the two years
1968 and 1969. It is signific~nt to note that
the ma.~imum amplitude in different zonal belts
occurs practically simultaneously. This is best
shown in 70°-75°E for 1968. At ti~there is a
phase lag of about four days between the signal
in the equatorial belt and that at 15°-20°N. The
maximum signal in the equatorial area may connect
itself to a Kelvin-like wave.
However the
sya~etry ~cross the equator has to be examined.
Another interesting point is that the si gnal
builds up in the high latitude belts in 90°-95°£
by the beginning of September, which may be
associated uith the cyclonic disturbances forming
in that area during the period. One needs to
know the signal strength in the equatorial south
Indian ocean before further discussions are done
on the subject.
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1ROPOSPHERIC WAVE DISTURBANCES OVER INDIA DURING
THE SUMMER MONSO'lN SEASON
I. Subbaramayya and D.v. Bhaskar Rao
Department of Meteorology ,and Oceanography
Andhra University
Wal tair, India
Murakami and Ho (1972) found
spectral peaks i~ the Satellite cloud
amounts in the Pacific at 16.7-25 days,
7.1-10 days and 3.3-5 days. Tanaka and
Ryuguji (1971 and 1973), in their
spectrum analysis of cloud amounts in
the northern tropics of eastern Pacific
found two significant peaks, one at 10
days and the other at 4-5 days period.
The long period cloud system was shown
to be propagating from middle latitudes
to the equatorial zone while the other
system was observed to be self-induced
within the equatorial zone.

1. INTRODUCTION:

Wave disturbances in the tropical
easterUes were first studied by Riehl
{1945). Equatorial waves in the Pacific
were proposed by Palmer (1952). Both
the types of waves have a period of about
4 days and a wave length of 2,000 km
though they are sl.ightly different in
nature. The amplitude of these perturbations is in general small and the
synoptic stations in tropics are sparse.
Hence the detection itself is difficult
and much did not progress in that
direction for a long time.

Conover (1973) in his analysis of
weather and the equatorial waves over
southeast Asia during the summer monsoon
season found westward propagating
systems with a 5.5 day period and 3,000
km wavelength in the monsoon westerlies,
which are not often perceived in vigorous monsoon circulation but revealed
only by -c areful analysis. He however
doubted if these waves can be traced
farther west towards India where the
monsoon westerlies are thicker and
stronger. No attempt has been made sofar
by any worker to study the spectral
distribution of the wind variance in the
Indian region. The authors have undertaken this problem and the results have
been presented in this paper.

In recent years, by the method of
Power spectrum ana1_ysis, intensive
studies of wave disturbances in tropics
have be~n made. Yanai et al. {1968)
found a power peak in the 'I-spectrum
near the 4-day period both in the Line
Islands and Marshall Islands areas in the
lower troposphere which were identified
with Palmer's and Riehl's waves respectively. In the upper troposphere power
concentration was noticed at relatively
longer periods ( 5 to 6 days) and i t was
attributed to the eddies detected by
Riehl (1948). Nitta (1970) found large
power concentrations in the U-spectra
in periods longer than 10 days. Later
Yanai and Murakami (1970) found power
peaks at 20 days, 6-7 days and 3-~ days
in the U-spectra i1 Marshall Islands area
in the upper troposphere while in the
lower troposphere peaks at 20 days and
4-5 days only were noticed. In the VspP.ctra, a significant 12-day period was
observed in the upper troposphere in
addition to the 5 day periodicity noticed
by earlier workers. All the major
spectral peaks showed large power density
in the upper troposphere.
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Power spectrum analysis of rainfall
time series in Marshall Is lands was made
by Murakami (1971). He found prominent
periodicities at 10-15 days, 4-6 days and
3 days. The short period disturbances
were shown to have an eastward propagation with a wavelength of about 1,000 km.
This was later confirmed by Murakami (1972)
himself and showed that thev are associated with the divercence part of the wind.
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2. DATA AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS:

The first three levels were selected to
represent the lower troposphere, the
following four levels for the middle
troposphere and the last three for the
upper troposphere. Periods longer than
15 days have been eliminated by using
a high-pass filter with Gaussian distribution of weights (Standard deviation =
5 days) from the original time series of
zonal and meridional wind components.
Power spectra were obtained for the two
components for each level. Spectral
distributions at a few selected stations
are shown in Figs. 2 to 7. The method
of analysis was same as that described
by Maruyama (1968).

Eight stations were selected over
the Indian area which are shown in Fig.l.
Trivandrum and Madras are the stations
in Sout"h Peninsular India where the
monsoon westerlies prevail up to heights
of 5 to 6 kms and easter 1 ies above.
Calcutta and Lucknow are the stations
that are situated in the displaced
equatorial trouqh or locally known as
the monsoon trough. Visakhapatnam and
Nagpur are the stations that are situated
in between the above two categories of
stations. New Delhi and Jodhpur are
situated in the northwest, near the
monsoon low, where the winds are light,
variable and dry throughout the troposphtre excepting a shallow moist layer
near the surface.

3. RESULTS:
The U-spectra at Trivandrum (Fig.2)
have shown peaks at 8 days and 3-4 days
in the upper troposphere and only at
10-12 days in the lower and middle
tropospheres. This appeared consistently
in both the years. The V-spectrum at
Trivandrum (Fig.3) showed two peaks, one
at 7-8 days and the other at 3-4 days in
the upper troposphere. The former was

Twice daily upper wind data at ten
different levels (950, 900, 850, 600,
550, 500, 450, 200, 175, 150 mbs) for
the above stations were taken from the
records of the India Meteorological
Department for the monsoon periods (JuneSeptember) of the years 1969 and 1970.
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more pronounced in 1969 and the latter
in 1970. The 7-days period peak appeared in the lower and middle tropospheres
also. But no evidence of the existence
of 3-4 days periodicity is found in the
lower troposphere while a peak at 10-12
days period is apparent. The same
features have been exhibited by the
spectra at Madras.

at 6 days in 1970. In the lower and
middle tropospheres,in the year 1969
there were two distinct peaks at 8 days
and 5 days. The same situation exists
in 1970. At Lucknow, a peak near 3.5
days period appeared in the place of 4
and 5 days periods observed at Calcutta.
At New Delhi (Fig.6) and Jodhpur a
pronounced peak at 10-12 days period
appeared throughout the troposphere in
in both the years and no other signif icant peak appeared in the U-spectrum.
In the V-spectrum (Fig.7) power is
concentrated in periods longer than 12
days in the upper troposphere and a
pronounced peak appeared at 6 days in
1969 and at 5 days in 1970. The longer
period extended into the middle troposphere at New Delhi but not at Jodhpur,
where 8-10 days period is quite prominent
both in the lower and middle tropospheres.
At New Delhi 8-10 days periodicity
appeared only in the lower troposphere.
A 4-5 day periodicity appeared at both
the stations in both the years in the
middle troposphere.

At Calcutta, in the U-spectrum
(Fi9.4) a prominent peak at 10-12 days
period appeared throughout the troposphere in 1970 but was confined only to
the upper troposphere in 1969. However
a secondary peak in the same period
range appeared in the lower troposphere.
A distinct peak at 5-days period appeared
throughout the troposphere in 1969 and a
similar peak at 4 days appeared in 1970.
The power of the 5 days period is more in
the upper troposphere while that of the
4 days period is more in the lower troposphere. The V-spectrum (Fig.5) showed
concentration of power in periods longer
than 12 days in the upper troposphere and
a secondary peak at 4.5 days in 1969 and

The 12 days periodicity is quite
prominent at Visakhapatnam and Nagpur
in both the U- and V-spectra at all
levels. A less prominent but significant peak at 4-5 days period appeared in
the U-spectrum of Visakhapatnam at all
levels while in the V-spectrum it is
found only in the middle and upper
tropospheres. Corresponding spectral
peaks could not be observed at Nagpur.

u

Summarising the above abservations

it may be stated that prominent 10-12 days

or probably longer periods occur in both
the wind components throughout the
troposphere in North and Central India
and only in the lower and middle tropospheres in the South. The power in tne
U-component is far greater than that in
the V-component. The power associated
with these periods in North India is far
more in the upper troposphere thah in the
lower and middle tropospheres. A 7 day
periodicity is quite prominent in the Vspectrum in South Peninsular India where
the westerly monsO')n current has the
maximum thickness and strength. Similarly
an 8 day periodicity is present in the
monsoon trough area over northeast India.
Signif icatn spectral peaks appeared in
the 3-5 days range in the monsoon trough
area in the lower and middle tropospheres
and in the upper troposphere over South
India. The associated power is particularly quite high at the head of the Bay.
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A preliminary inquiry into the
synoptic n8ture of the 3-5 days period
systems showed that they are the low
pressure systems that come from the east
which occassionally develop into deep
depressions causing considerable weather
in those areas. The nature of similar
periodicities that occur in the upper
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troposphere over South India are not yet
known.

Nitta, Tsuyoshi., 1970 : Statistical
study of tropospheric wave disturbances
in the tropical Pacific region. J.
Meteor. Soc. Japan, 48, 47-60.
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A STUDY OF THE ONSET, DURATION AND CESSATION
OF THE RAINS IN EAST AFRICA

A.L. Alusa and M.T. Mushi
E.A. Meteorological Department
Box 30259, NAIROBI, KENYA.

1.

way as the first. The averages were then
smoothed by the use of three pentade running
means. The smoothed pentade means were then
plotted. We defined a wet pentade as one
that had a mean rainfall total over 1/73 of
the annual mean, there being 73 pentades in
a year. Hence, onset of the rains was determined by examining graphs thus plotted and
noting the period where the graph was consistently above the line marking 1/73rd of annual rainfall for a particular station. This
method had one advantage over the first method, namely: one could easily detect the
stations with what is often referred to as
the grass rains.

INTRODUCTION

An attempt at forecasting the deviation from the long term seasonal mean of
rainfall within a specific season in Kenya by
eane of correlation was made by· Sansom ( 1955). His results, however, gave reliable
forecasts for the Nairobi area only and showed marked variability in accuracy from place
to place. Johnson (1962) has provided a
field representation of daily rainfall which
is useful in synoptic research. It has been
recognized for sometime (Thompson 1957) that
the use of the Inter Tropical Convergence
Zone in forecasting rainfall onset leaves a
lot to be desired. In particular, the use
of the I.T.C.z. and associated synoptic
patterns in forecasting the onset of the
rains does not give the long range forecast
essential for agricultural planning.

Rainfall data for over sixty five
stations throughout East Africa for the
period 1950 - 1968 were extracted. Figure 2
showe the distribution of stations for which
rainfall data was extracted and analysed.

Ilesanmi {1972) has imperically formulated the onset, advance and retreat of
the rains in Nigeria. In East Africa, such
studies have not been undertaken largely
because the rain generating mechanisms are
a lot more complex. It is felt, however,
that normal dates of onset in specific regions in East Africa would be a useful ready
guide to farmers. This study was undertaken
to provide such information.
2.

3.

RESULTS

Table 2 and 3 summarize the results
of this work and give (1) mean pentade of
onset and cessation of the rains and their
duration for all the stations used in the
study, (2) the average accumulated percent of
the mean annual rainfall at the pentades of
onset and cessation of the rains. Table 2
can be used albeit guardedly, in long range
agricultural planning, while table 3 could be
useful in predicting the onset and cessation
of the rains in any particular year.

METHODOLOGY

In studies of onset of the rains, a
constant problem is one of creteria for
deciding on the onset dates. We have a
adopted two methods in determining onset
dates and compared the onset dates arrived
at by the two methods for determining the
final date of onset. In most cases the two
dates agreed, but, in some cases due to the
fact that averages were for very short
periods, spurious statistical noise was
introduced. In such cases, use was made of
the mean monthly rainfall in de.:i.ding on the
more representative date of onset. These
cases, however, were very few.

3.1. Onset of the Rains
3.1.1. Stations with Single Rainy Season.
Not all stations in East Africa
experience two rainy seasons. A careful
examination of table 2 in conjunction with
figure 2 reveals that stations with single
rainy seasons are concentrated in Tanzania
mainland. Exceptions to this are Arusha
in the North Eastern tip of Tanzania, Tanzania, Coast and Bukoba and Musoma in the lake
Area.

The first method employed was one
discussed by Ilesanmi (1972). Mean five
day rainfall totals were calculated for the
period 1950 - 1968. The percent of the mean
annual rainfall that occurs at each 5 day
interval for every station were derived and
accumulation of the computed percentages
were then determined and plotted. The time
of onset is the first point of maximum
positive curvature on the cummulative percentage curve {see figure 1).

The single rainy season phenomenon is
by no means limited to Tanzania. Our results
show that the northern part of Uganda and
some stations in Kenya (Kitale and Narok) also
have single rainy seasons. However, unlike
stations in Tanzania, these stations do
exhibit a "dip" in rainfall amount wi thout
going below the line marking 1/73rd of the
mean annual rainfall.
The onset of the rains in stations
in Tanzania ranges from the 58th pentade in

The second method involved the averaging of five day rainfall totals in the same
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Table
Pentade

Month

1

D.:;.te

24.

PentRde

Month

29 is excluded)

Date

JANUARY

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
JAN-FEB 31-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
FEB-MAR 25-1
2-6
7-11
12-16
17-21
22-26
27-31
APRIL
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

48.

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
MAY-JUNE 31-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
JUN-JULY 30-4
5-9
10-14
JUi.Y
15-19
20-24
25-29
JULY-AUG 30-3
4-8
9-13
14-18
19-23
24-28
MAY

l'entade

Month

Date

AUG-SEPT

29-2
3-7
13-17
8-12
18-22
23-27
28-2
3-7
8-12
13-17
18-22
23-27
28-1
2-6
7-11
12-16
17-21
22-26
27-1
2-6
7-11
12-16
17-21
22-26

No.

No.

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
190
20.
21.
22.
23.

(Feb~uary

Pentade Calender

0

49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
630
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

SEP-OCT

OCT-NOV

NOV-DEC

27-31

with either Geographical or national boundaries.

Ngara in North Western region to 68th pentade
in Mahenge in the south with the 64th as the
average pentade of onset. Those station's
in Uganda and Kenya with single rainy seasons
have pentades of onset similar to the onset
pentades of the long rains in the relevant
regions.

The long rains in Uganda start on the
8th pentade in Kabale• This region's onset
pentade is more in line with Bukoba and Musoma areas along the lake in Tanzania that have
onset pentades of 8th and 11th respectively
than the rest o! Uganda. In Central Uganda
and a small portion of northern Uganda, the
rains start on the average, during the 14th
pentade while the northern tip first experiences the long rains during the 19th pentade.

3.1.2. Onset of the Long Rains
In the discussion of the onset of the
long rains, we shall exclude the regions in
Tanzania which experience single rainy season.
Ilesanmi (1972) in his work was able
to show an organized movement of rain belts
throughout Nigeria. Such movement of rain
belts are not evident in East Africa except
perhaps along the coast where onset pentades
increase from 12th pentade at Kilindoni and
Dar-ea-Salaam, 15th at Tanga, 18th at Mombasa
and Malindi, and 20th at Lamu.

As pointed out earlier, the 64th
pentade is the mean pentade of onset in
Tanzania for station experiencing single
rainy seasons. At the coast, however, the
rains seem to advance northwaerds in a manner
discussed earlier. An exception to this
northward progression is Mtwara which appears
to be influenced by rain mechanisms in mainland Tanzania than coastal phenomena.

In this discussion, it is perhaps
judicious to discuss mean pentades of onset
by states largely for convernience because,
as will become evident soon, pentades of
onset of the rains are in no way coterminous

3.1.2.3. Ken:ra.
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TABLE 2a. Mean pentade of onset and cessRtion of the

rains and their duration in Kenya.
is given in number of pentadeso
Station
Name
Mand era
Moya le
Lodwar
M?.rsabi t
Wajir
Kitale
Maralal
Marigat
Kisumu
Nanyuki
Nakuru
Garissa
Kericho
Embu
Kisii
Narok
Nairobi
Kitui
Maga di
Galo le
Makindu
Lamu
Taveta
Voi
Malindi
Mombasa

Pentade of Onset
Long
Short

16
16
15
16
16
17
16
18
13
16
19
15
15
16
13
62
16
15
14
15
13
20

12
12
18
18

57
56
63
57

58

39
63
63
55
58
44
57
47

Pentade of Cessation
Long
Short

27

29
27

26
28
52
27
48
30
29
68
27
30
29
31

68
69

72
70
69
48
70
69
68
69
66
68
68

29
59
59
63
60
59
51
60
59
53
57

Duration

31

25
23

26

39
29
26

40
32

The main onset pentade in the bulk
of stations in Kenya is the 15th pentade.
This, however, does not include the coast
where ae mentioned before there is a northward progression of onset pentadeso Also,
in Narok, the rains appear to start during
the 62nd pentade, which is about the time
the rains in Tanzania start. Besides, it
has only one season, again a characteristic
of the bulk of Tanzania stations.

70
72
73
71
1

56
70
1
60
68

Duration
Long
Short

11
13
12
10
12
35
11
30
17
1s
49
12
15
13
18
40
15
10
15
8
13
19
17
14
22
14

12
13
9
14
12
9

7
7
13
11
22

11
21
11
12
9

10
15
6
10
15
7
10

30 stations using 6 year averages (1963-69)
showed that there were some stations with
marked "grass" rains, i.e. short heavy rains
that precede the onset of the long rains
proper. When the period was extended to over
15 years, however, it was difficult to see the
grass rains in the graphs. In view of the
significance of these rains, for agricultural
planning a graph for one station experiencing
marked grass rains for the 6 year preliminary
study is given in figure 3. This phenomenon
is very marked in most parts of Kenya except
along the coast, but is limited to the lake
area in Uganda, Arusha region and the northern
part of the coast in Tanzania. The significant point to note hereis that the grass
rains are limited to the period of onset of
the long rains. The short rains in almost
all the cases are never preceded by "grass"
rains.

301 9 2.4. Accumulated Percent at time of
Onset of the Long Rains
It is clear from Table 2 that there
is such a variation in pentades of onset of
the rains that one has to be careful in
generalizing the onset pentades for specific
regions. Besides, the deviation from year to
year from the mean pentade of onset is so
great that these can, at beet, only be used
as guidelines.
To make the study more useful in
predicting onset times for every year, we
have computed the mean accumulated percent
at time of onset of the rains for each
station. These are given in table 3. It is,
therefore possible to estimate the time of
onset of the rains in any particular year by
monitoring the accumulated percent of the
long time mean for the material year and
using table 3 as a guide in determining
whether or not the rains have started.

3.1.3. Onset of the Short Rains
With some exceptions short rains are
confined to latitudes 3os~~~The pentades of
onset, like those for the long rains, vary
from pl~ace to place and show no oruerly
progression, except again, at the coast 9 In
the case of the coast, the short rains start
from Lamu on the 51st pentade and progress
rapidly as for south as Kilindoni where they
start on the 62nd pentade.
3.1.3.1. Pentades of Onset

3.1.2.5. The "Grass 0 Rains

There is, again, no marked progression

A preliminary study of less than
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of onset pentades elsewhere, but in Uganda
there appears to be a progression to the east,
with central west Uganda experiencing short
rains onset during the 46th pentade (on the
average) and the south east and lake area
during the 57th pentade.
In the case of Kenya, and the few
stations in Tanzania the mean pentade of
onset of the short rains is the 58th. It is
important to point out, however, that there
are marked deviations from the mean. A
station like Maralal, for instance, experiences the short rains during the 39th pentade.
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There is greater variability from
place to place of the mean, accumulated
percent at time of onset of the short rains
than during onset of the long rains. It is,
therefore, best to limit ourselves to what is
given in table 3 which, in conjunction with
figure 2 gives one a good idea of the variation in space of onsetpentades.
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There were some stations that exhibited three rainfall peaks during a sing l e year.
Nakuru, in particular, had three marked and
distinct rainfall peaks and it wae difficult
to talk of long and short rains in this case.
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Table 2c 0

Mean pentade of onset and cessation of the rains
and their duration in Tanzania
(Duration is given
in number of pentades).
0

Station
Name
Bukoba
Mu soma
Ngara
Loliondu
Mwanza
Kibondu
Mwadui
Arusha
Mbulu
Kigoma
Tabora
Singida
Ta.nga

};panda
Dodoma
Kitunda
Morogoro
Dar - es - Salaam
Cha la
Iringa
Kilindoni
Mbeya
Ma henge
Songea
Nachingwea
Mt war a

Pentade of Onset
long
short

Pentade of CesRation
long
short

Duration
Long short

8

59

29

72

21

13

11
58
62
59
61
66
11
63
61
63
65
15
62
66

61

29
28
28
26
27
28
29
27
26
2Lf
24
31
25
23

71

18
43
37
40
39

10

61

58

64

63
12
65
67
12
66
68
66
64
66

1

67

21

28
29
24
24
28
24

60
62
26

22
24
26
136

5

31

35

28
37
38
34
32
16
30
30
30
38
17
32
30
16
31

29
33
33

13

10

12
14

Table 3ao

Station
Name
Mand era
Moy ale
Lodwar
Marsabit
Wajir
Kitale
Maralal
Marigat
Kisumu
Nanyuki
Nakuru
Garissa
Kericho
Embu
Kisii
Narok
Nairobi
Kitui
Maga di
Galole
Makindu
La mu
Taveta
Voi
Malindi
Mombasa

Average accumulated percent of the mean annual
rainfall at time of onset of the rains in Kenya.

Accumulated
long

Accumulated % at cessation
long
short

% at

onset
short

18
7
13
12
9
9
10
17
13
9
14
7
13
14
10
80
16
10
17
13
13

7
13
13

5

12

76
67
83
62
60

73

108

56

96

58
49
54

100
98
99

76
49
90

37
73
53
40
95
39
48
53
51
63
61
53
62
34
43
73
61
45
73

87

67
47

65
65
67

77
41
74
72
50
84
70

56
84
77

The graph showing the March of rainfall in
Nakuru is included in figure 3. Possible
explanations for aome of these phenomena
would constitute a separate research effort
and there are plans for such studies later.

54

68
100
98
94
96
96
97
101
100

93
90
102
102
90
91
102
95
94

The short rains appear to be a little more
ordered in that they cease, on the average,
during the 69th pentade except at the coast
where the rains retreat from 52nd pentade at
Lamu in the North to the 5th pentade of the
following year at Kilindoni.

3.2. Duration and Cessation of the Rains

In case of the single rainy season
stations in Tanzania the rains seize after
679(, of the accumulated percent of annual
rainfall has fallen. The short rains seize
after 97% of mean annual rainfall has been
recorded. The cessation of the rains
exhibit no uniformity and table 3 is much
more meaningful than any mean percent of
annual rainfall at time of cessation.

For particular crops, the amount of rain falling within an area is not as crucial
as the length in which, even if little rain falls. Specific agricultural activities are best planned if one knows, approximately, when the rains are likely to cease.
The duration of the rains and times of cessation have been determined. They are presented in table 2, and do not need much comment.
There is, one observation related to duration oi the rains which appears significant.
Although some stations have only one rainy
season, as opposed to two in others, the
total length of the rains appears to average
out to the same, i.e. Single rainy seasons
last as long as long and short rains combined.
This is pointed out for its potential singnificance in agricultural planning. In
general, it is difficult to generalize as to
the duration of the rains in East Africa.
Table 2 is meant to serve as a guide for
specific localities.

4.

DISCUSSION

We have ref erred consistently to figure
3 in examining the results
of this study. In the course of this examination a number phenomena which call for
explanations have been noted. In this section we attempt to suggest possible explanation for the observed phenomena.

2 and table 2 and

4.1.

Onset and Cessation of the Rains

4.1.1. Single Rainy Season

Pentades of cessation of the rains vary
very much like the onset pentades in that
there is no particular discernible order of
retreat of the rains. This is particularly
true of the cessation of the long rains.

It has been pointed out that most of
central and Southern Tanzania has only one
rainy season. Exceptions are the coast north
of Mtwara, Eastern parts, and some parts of
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the Lake area. Further, most of the stations
experiencing one rainy season get rains for
the first time during the 64th pentade (on
the average).
Figure 4 shows the mean pressure and
flow patterns during the month of January
and depicts the existence of a large convergence zone at its southmost extremity (
(Nieuwolt. 1972 and Thompson 1965). It is
a converg~nce zone of the south easterly,
north easterly, south westerly and north
westerly streams. We suggest that this could
explain the onset of the rains in Tanzania
during the 64th pentade and their areal
extent. Nieuwolt (1972) has pointed that the
duration of rainfall was controlled by the
movement of the I . T.c.z. An examination of
the rainfall patterns in Tanzania would
suggest that, on the average, the I.T.c.z.
plays a major role in the onset, duration
and cessation of the rains in those stations
experiencing single rainy seasons.
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4.1.2.

As noted earlier, onset pentades do not
progress in any ordered fashion. To be able
to explain this, one needs to underatan&! the
rain generating mechanisims in this regionso
A possible explanation for the variability of onset pentades for the long rains
probably lies in the fact that there are
usually a combination of rain generating
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Table 3c.

Average acoumulated percent of the mean annual rainfall
~t tirne of onset of the rains in Tanzania •

.Station
t(ame

Bukoba
Mu soma

11.ccur:mla ted % at onset
long
short

:r+•.;ririui

9
14
68
86
69
68
80

Arusha

13

Mbulu

73

N·'.: 'lra

LolionC.o
Mvran..,.a

Kibcmdo

Ki c; oma
r~8bora

Sin.s;ida

Tang"l
Mpanda
Dodoma
Ki tund;:i
Moro tj oro
Dar-es-:3n laa:.1
Gh::i.la
Irinc;a
Kilir: c1 nni

80

60

81

~1

72

52
57

66

86

74
64
61

71
73
22

79

56

65
G2

p,i::;

68
63

79

;3

76

Mn.henge

9".

:.3ont;ee

P.2

Nachinr:;wea

~- ::.

V. twa.ca

05

97

72
72

'7()

?'.beya

96

75

7~

82

2

63
66

7<::
13

100
100

54

72

74

Accumulated % at cessationo
long
chort

85

71

68
76
71-+

75
72
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10

echanisms operating in differing degrees
from place to place.
Convective activities
are generally associated with the movement of
the sun, but are in most cases most pronounced in regions around large water masses.
Widespread rain in East ' Africa, however, comes
after the establishment of the South Easterlies. To the extent that these rain generating mechanisms operate to varying degrees
from station to station, it would appear
that onset pentades reflect the combined
effects.

rainfall in Nigeria. Jour. Trop. Geog.,
Vol. 34, pp 15-33
Johnson, D.H., 1962: Rain in East Africa,
Quar. Jour. Roy. Met. Soc., Vol. 88,,
No. 375, pp 1-19
Nieuwolt, s. 19?2: Rainfall variability in
Zambia Jour. Trop. Geog., Vol 34, pp

44-57
Sansom, H.w., 1955: Prediction of the seasonal rains of Kenya by means of correlation. Weather, Vol 10, No. 3, pp

81-86

The two season phenomenon is limited
to latitude 3°s, with a few exceptions.
Clearly, this is the results of the movement
of the sun across the equator. The rains at
the coast, however, are caused by a dorminant
mechanism, namely, the south easterlies and
associated disturbances and possible frictiorial convergence. That there is an ordered progression of onset pentadea along the
coast probably suggests that, unlike inland
areas which have a number of mechanisms operating from place to place, the coast is
under a dorminant mechanism. In particular
the progression northwards of the long rains
and southwards of the short rains onset
pentades suggest that the rains are associated with the migration of the I.T.c.z.

5.

Thompson, B.w., 1965: The climate of A!rica.
Oxford Univ. Press London. 132 PP•
Thompson, B.w., 1957: Some reflections on
equatorial and tropical forecasting.
East African Meteorological Department,
Technical Memorandum No. ?.

CONCLUSION

The results discussed here suggest
what is generally known about the onset of
the rains in East Africa: that is, it is
difficult to predict. However, it has been
possible to delineate regions with close
pentades of onset. We have to point out,
however, that any mean pentade of onset must
be studied closely in relation with tables 2
and 3 as there were marked deviations from
the mean of onset pentades in particular
localities.
It has been noted that onset and
cessation pentades appear to progress in an
ordered fashion ~ ,along the coast but not
inland. Explanations of these phenomena
have been suggested but it is clear that a
need exists for a more careful study of these
aspects of the onset of the rainsQ

6.
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Mean Pressure and flow Pattern
during the month of January at
850 MB level.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH LEADING TO LONG-RANGE
PRECIPITATION FORECASTING FOR THE TROPICS

Jerome Namias
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
La Jolla, California

1.

INTRODUCTION

Bjerknes (1969), Kreuger and Gray (1969),
and others. Even in the sub-Saharan
countries of Africa where relative steadiness of rainfall occurs (Griffiths, 1972)
there are substantial year-to-year variations.
Landsberg (1973) has recently
analysed the precipitation records for
Dakar, which show annual amounts varying
between 120 mm and 960 mm.

In a general way the history of tropical
meteorology has proceeded from classical
studies of the climate of the tropics,
expressed mainly in terms of long period
averages, to detailed investigations of
synoptic and meso-scale features. Among
other things, comprehensive field studies
and analyses of such phenomena as easterly
waves, hurricanes, tropical cumulus convective clouds and small-scale fluxes of
heat, momentum and water vapor have proceeded vigorously in the past decades.
The fact that these studies are far from
complete is indicated by the ambitious
GATE program scheduled for 1974. While
these latter investigations are necessary
for full physical understanding of some
important phenomena, they nevertheless
fall short of providing satisfactory answers to the occurrence or prediction of
insidious phenomena like tropical drought
which may span periods of months, seasons
and even years.
The recent five-year subSaharan drought in the "Sahel" and the
exceptionally heavy rains from Peru and
equador westward during 1972 associated
with the El Nino are cases in point.

Researchers usually associate rainfall
variations such as these with the position
of the ITCZ. Over the Pacific, equatorial sea-surf ace temperatures have been
linked to the rainfall and to the ITCZ
(Bjerknes, 1969). However, the position
and intensity of the ITCZ, together with
variations in sea-surface temperatures
could very well be manipulated by variations in the position and strength of
subtropical anticyclones of both hemispheres, and thus by features of the atmospheric general circulation including the
temperate latitude westerlies.
I have
presented some evidence for this in the
case of North and South America (Namias,
1963, 1972).

The purpose of this paper is to suggest
macro-scale studies designed to throw
light on these short period c limatic
fluct~ations.
Hopefully these might lead
to some success in predicting the life
history of droughts or floods.
For some
time such studies must be of a synopticstatistical nature guided by physical
considerations. Ultimately it is hoped
that dynamical forecasting methods will
supplement, if not replace, these empirical methods.
2.
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RAINFALL IN THE TROPICS

Fig. 1 Latitudinal profile of rainfall
over the Americas expressed as percentages of normal precipitation. Solid
curve, January 1958, when zonal westerlies were depressed equatorward; broken
curve, January 1950, when zonal westerlies were displaced poleward. Arrows
with letters indicate probable shifts in
ascending and descending branches of
meridional cells (Namias, 1963).

It is now known that the precipitation
climate of the tropics, contrary to earlier notions, is far from steady. Thus,
just as in the temperate latitudes, there
are sizable variations in rainfall between
corresponding seasons of different years
a fact which has been stressed by
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Fig. 1, extracted from the earlier of
these papers, shows how zonal anomalies in
precipitation of the Americas can be out
of phase in two opposing circulation regimes ..... one with poleward displaced
westerlies (January, 1950), the other
with equatorial displaced westerlies
(January, 1958). A similar relationship
between the westerlies and precipitation
in the subtropics has been shown by
Winstanley
(1973).

sion, also plays a role in rainfall in
equatorial areas.

The concept I advanced for this relationship is that on occasions when there
are substantial latitudinal displacements
of the Northern Hemisphere westerlies and
subtropical highs in the Northern Hemisphere over time periods of a month to a
season, a series of standing waves are
generated in a meridional direction.
These waves encompass the tropics as well
as the Southern Hemisphere and might be
transmitted in part by the Hadley cell,
whose position and intensity are tuned
to the troughs and ridges of amplified
quasi-stationary planetary waves.
The
ascending branch of the Hadley cell
would then be variable not only in latitude but also in intensity, depending in
part upon its sources of moisture and
thus its latent heat supply. The horizontal extent of this cell would obviously influence the subtropical cells of
descending air on its flank; these in turn
could spread influences poleward.

One of the most striking climatic variations of recent years has been the diminution of rainfall in many sub-Saharan
countries. Usually the rains come between
June and October, with a strong maximum
in August (Griffiths, 1972).

Further understanding of the above described phenomena will expedite long range
forecasting for the tropics. We shall
later make more specific suggestions for
studies along these lines.
3. SOME ASPECTS OF INTERANNUAL RAINFALL
VARIATIONS IN THE SUB-SAHARAN COUNTRIES

soof
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In the case of the droughts in the
eastern bulge of Brazil (Secas), such a
relationship was found wherein high latitude blocking, which is associated with
a weak Atlantic subtropical anticyclone,
resulted in weak northeast trades and an
anomalous position and intensity of the
ITCZ (Namias, 1972).
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These intrusions of upper level troughs
into lower latitudes and their apparent
effect on regional tropical rainfall
imply that large-scale anomalies in
rainfall occur in the tropics.
The zonal
space scales of these should be of the
order of the long waves in the westerlies
so that extensive areas of relative dryness coexist with areas of wetness.
Perhaps this is the reason why Caviedes
(1973) found that El Nino years (when
Peru gets substantial convective rainfall)
occur at the same time as the Secas
(droughts) of eastern Brazil.
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Fig. 2 June to October precipitation
at Dakar, Senegal; Niamey, Niger; and
Fort Lamy, Chad.

But other forms of tropical "teleconnections" exist. For example, Bjerknes (1970)
has brought to light variations in the
east-west Walker cell of the trooical
Pacific, wherein air usually ris~s in the
west and subsides in the east. Bjerknes
has shown that the boundary between ascending and descending motion shifts
westward or eastward, depending upon sea
surface temperatures along the equator.
Another teleconnection, Walker's southern
oscillation, one of the largest-scale
atmospheric phenomena (Troup, 1965)
approximately half a hemisphere in dimen-

In Fig. 2 are plotted the annual precipitation amounts observed in the June to
October months of each year from 1949 to
1972 (Monthly Climatic Data) for Dakar,
Senegal; Niamey, Niger; and Fort Lamy,
Chad. Locations of these stations are
shown in Fig. 5.
Each graph shows the
diminished rainfall of the last five years,
both with respect to the 24-year mean and
with respect to earlier years.
In 1972
the precipitation at Dakar was 21% of the
24-year mean and at Naimey 57%. At Fort
Lamy, the easternmost station, the dry
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period seems to have started earlier, and
there is little evidence of further decline in the 1968-72 period.

to or greater than two standard deviations.

Rainfall variations such as those in
Fig. 2 are often associated with the
"advance of the Sahara" or with "failure
of the ITCZ to move northward during the
rainy season." Both of these statements,
while containing a germ of the truth, do
not touch upon the central physical problem.
Indeed, satisfactory answers of a
physical nature are a long way off.
Meanwhile, historical data of the past
24-years can offer many helpful hints and
perhaps provide a framework for operational long range predictions. These data
consist of files of sea level pressure
and mid-tropospheric height maps as well
as other surface meteorological elements.

Fig. 4 Standardized 700 rnb height
deviations from normal associated
with the June to October periods
of 1968-72.
It is clear from the anomalous geostrophic
flow (arrows in Fig. 3) that the midtropospheric air currents in the western
sub-Saharan lands during the years 196~-72
resulted in frequent outbreaks of dry
Saharan air aloft, thereby inhibiting moist
convection by dry air entrainment and reducing precipitation. These anomalous
flows also suggest that the ITCZ was
inhibited in its normal northward advance.

In an attempt to show how these data
might be employed, I have tried to relate
rainfall variations in the sub-Saharan
areas to macro-scale features of the
general circulation thousands of miles
distant.
Specifically, since the Secas
of Brazil seem to be associated with
high latitude blocking over the North
Atlantic (Namias, 1972), I felt that
European blocking might be related to the
sub-Saharan droughts.
This concept led to
the construction of 700 mb charts for the
June through October periods of the 24years of record.
The average 700 mb
chart for the 5-year period 1968-72
together with its deviations from the
24-year mean is shown in Fig. 3.

In addition to examining the 700 mb
heights and deviations from normal for the
5-year dry period 1968-72, one can test for
relationships over the 24-year period by
correlating the precipitation amounts at
sub-Saharan stations with 700 mb heights
elsewhere.
This has been done for Europe,
North Africa and the eastern North Atlantic
using as key stations Dakar, Niamey, and
Fort Lamy.
The results are shown in Fig. 5
where it is seen that dry conditions at
Dakar and Niamey go with high 700 mb
heights (increased blocking) over northern
latitudes of Europe and the North Atlantic.
Low heights over southern latitudes of the
North Atlantic, east Africa, and the
Mediterranean also bring dry conditions.
Of course, the reverse is true for wet
years.
This seems to validate our earlier
described findings.
However, farther east
at Fort Lamy the correlation patterns are
quite different and imply that the rainfall regime of central east Africa is not
sensitive to the same height patterns as
Dakar and Niamey.
Perhaps this result was
suggest~d by comparison of the rainfall
graphs shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 700 mb height contours
(solid, labelled in tens of feet)
and isopleths of anomaly (broken
with centers labelled in tens of
feet) for the June to October
periods of 1968-72. Arrows indicate anomalous geostrophic
component of flow.

The above information points to a way
of initiating long-range forecasting research for parts of Africa.
The first
procedure is to specify the features of
the general circulation which are associated with excess or deficient rainfall for
selected stations or groups of stations.
The two main requirements here are a
reasonably long period record of rainfall
and a file of reasonably good upper air
data over remote areas such as Europe, the
Mediterranean and the Atlantic.
Local
upper air observations need not be extensive or highly accurate, since teleconnections to distant circulations are more
important.
Such specification statistics

The large positive anomaly centered over
Scotland indicates that blocking plays a
role in sub-Saharan drought.
But other
strong anomaly centers of opposite sign
appear south of the Azores and in east
central Africa.
These features appear
to be placed compatibly with the blocking
positive anomaly---in other words, the
three anomaly complex is a teleconnection
in the general circulation. While the
24-year record is not a desirably long
sample, it appears that each of these
three anomaly centers is significant since
the standardized values (Fig. 4) are equal
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HURR ICANE PREDICTION SKILL :

PROGRESS AND PROSPECTS

R. H. Simpson, Director
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1.

INTRODUCTION

(1947) during t he 1940 1 s . It was h is concept
that the hurricane a s a warm vo rtex shrank i n
size with increas i ng elevat i on a nd could be considered a point vortex at s ome level i n the
upper t roposphere wh i ch he designated 11 the topof-the-storm11.
It was his hypothesis that the
streamlines of air emerging over the top of the
storm would foreshadow the instantaneous mot i on
of the hurri~ane and that the trajectory of this
air, considering the changes in streamlines with
time, would reflect the track the hurricane
would follow. The procedure, therefore, was to
construct stream] ine analyses at successively
higher levels unti 1 the vortex appeared to disappear, to adjust the stream! ines heuristically
for changes expected for the following 24 hours,
and construct the hurricane t r ack in accordance
wi t h t he s e c h an g e s . Th i s i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n
figure 2. While Norton enjoyed considerable
success in applying his method, the construction
of the stream! ines, especially with few upper
tropospheric observations available, often made
it difficult for two analysts to come up with
the same solution when working independently.

Du r i ng t he l a st t wo decades much
ha s be en l ea r ned about the three-dimensional
str uc t ure, circul a t ion , a nd energy transforma t ions i n t he mat ur e hurri cane (LaSeu r , 1970,
Ri ehl and Ma lkus, 196 1 , Rosenthal , 1973).
However , r esearch on the problem of tropical
cycl ogenesis has failed to specify a su f ficient
set of conditions for development of a ra i n
dist u r ban ce into a trop i cal storm or hurricane ,
and the prediction of movement has not advanced
i n propor t ion to the research effort applied.
While observations from the meteorological
satel 1 ite have made it possible to refocus the
r esearch efforts and rephrase the poignant
questions concerning these problems, the overall impact of research progress on prediction
skills has been more to reduce the likelihood
of large errors while failing to significantly
r educe the expected error. This may be interpreted as evidence that the real impact has
been on the diagnostic rather than prognostic
skills. Figure 1 shows that while the reduction
in mean error in predicting movement has been
less than 15%, the standard deviation error has
d iminished significantly for 12- and 24-hour
forecasts, although it has changed little for
longer periods.
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Impressive progress has been made
in some specialized aspects of hurricane prediction, especially of storm surge water prof i 1e s ( J e l e s n i ans k i l 9 71 ) and i n the au tom at i on
of chart analyses and of many procedures used
in prediction (Simpson 1973). However, the
weakest 1 ink in the chain of decisions upon
which nurricane warnings depend is the landfall prediction as the hurricane approaches
a populated coastline. This is unfortunate
because even perfect predictions of vortex
growth and of storm surge can be completely
vitiated by a poor forecast of landfall.
Because of the critical importance of landfall
prediction to hurricane warnings, the discussions below will focus mainly on the problems
of forecasting hurricane movement.
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EVOLUTION OF TRACK PREDICTION
CONCEPTS AND PROCEDURES

One of the earliest analytical concepts of hurricane 11 steering 11 to gain wide
recognition was that developed by Grady Norton
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prevail in the large scale environment at the
time of the forecast. One method uses a combination of the latter two approaches. No one
method is uniquely superior for a majority of
forecasts and the reason that four different
guidance solutions are employed in all forecasts
is that each has identifiable strengths and
weaknesses which vary from one storm setting to
another. The forecaster can objectively identify the method whose expected skills on any
one occasion will be highest and lean more
heavily upon its results.
It is remarkable, but discouraging
to the forecaster, that under many conditions
nearly 90% of the variance of storm movement
can be explained by a simple combination of
climatology and persistence without any consideration of the observed dynamics at the
time of the forecast. Figure 3 pertains to the
first of the four methods known as CLIPER--a
combination of climatology and persistence-developed by Neumann (7). This shows that a
high percentage of the variance in the westward
motion can be explained with this method; however, it is less reliable in predicting the
northward component. Nevertheless, under some
conditions which are identifiable, the most
probable track generated with this method is
the best forecast available .

F,[gUJte. 2.
An e_x.a.mpfe_ o-6 an.alrj-6-Ll o-6
c,{)ic.ulilio n. a:t :the. '~:to p-o -6-:the.-.6:toJr.m"
acc.oncling :to :the. .6:te.~ng conc.e.p:t o-6
Nouon.
In the late 1940's and early 1950's
the first efforts to apply a dynamical concept
for displacement of the vortex was evolved by
Riehl (1935) who superimposed a rectangular
grid system over the hurricane vortex and computed the mean pressure gradient in the environment tending to displace the center westward,
and that tending to displace it northward.
R~gression curves were developed for a 24-hour
displacement in terms of the 500 mb analyses.
While some skilled analysts obtained very
useful results using this method, the displa<iement was highly sensitive to the subjective
(hand drawn) analyses of 500 mb circulations.
However, this method was the forerunner of a
succession of procedures based upon statistical
screening methods in which the prediction is
based upon the current analysis of various
levels from the surface to 500 mb (Veigas,
1958, Miller and Moore, 1964).

The second method known as HURRAN
(an acronym for HURRICANE ANALOG) contains
additional information based upon a sophisticated
compositing of all hurricane movements of record
which resemble the present hurricane in position,
instantaneous direction of movement, and time of
occurrence. The output again is a most probable
track 72-hours in advance with a family of 50%
probability ellipses for successive 24-hour
positions. HURRAN, developed by Hope and Neumann
(8) gives sufficiently stable results that it has
become the primary basis for posting the prel iminary alert known as the WATCH as a hurricane
approaches the coast. The WATCH, a notice to
residents located along a broad stretch of coast1 ine that they should prepare individually for

Increasing availability of digital
computers in the early 1960 1 s made it possible
for the first time to employ more sophisticated
statistical and analog procedures as well as
the introduction of a barotropic prediction
model essentially free of statistical constraints, all of which were based upon objective numerical analyses of circulation which
eliminated the uncertainties of hand analyses.
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actions that might be needed quickly if the hurricane were to become a direct threat locally.
The WATCH is posted at a coastline as soon as
the 48-hour probability ellipse associated with
the HURRAN track moves inland. The sector of
coast subject to the WATCH is that intercepted
by the two tangents joining the respective
extremities of the 24- and 48-hour probability
ellipses. One handicap in applying HURRAN is
that on some occasions especially in hurricanes
of an unusual type, there are not sufficient
analog cases to generate a probable track which
has significance. Figure 4 shows the variation
in skill to be expected from the HURRAN method
in terms of the hurricane's instantaneous
direction and speed of motion. For a 36-hour
forecast, maximum skill occurs when a storm is
moving westward at a speed of about 12 knots.
A much larger expected error is encountered for
northward moving storms.

mean wind for the deep layer from the surface to
100 mbs, analyzes the wind circulation in terms
of stream functions, and predicts the displacement of the particular stream function minimum
value and vorticity maximum value which identifies the hurricane center. This method is
essentially unconstrained by statistical or
analog data, but accounts for the interaction
between the vortex and the environment only
through insertion of a semi-synthetic vortex.
Excel lent results have been obtained with this
model, particularly for prediction periods
longer than 36 hours.
On some occasions forecasters are confronted with the kind of dilemma represented in
figure 5. This family of tracks generated from
4 different prediction methods during Hurricane
Inga in 1969 yielded confusing results. In such
cases, careful applicati on of diagnostic machine
programs must be made to identify the method upon
wh i eh greatest re 1 i ance can be made. Such a program has recently been developed and figure 6
shows an example of the computed expected skills
for each of the guidance methods except SANBAR.
This is a quick guide to the method most 1 ikely
to betel 1 ing the truth. On some occasions, interestingly enough, one method may be expected
to show greatest skill in predicting westward
movement while another will be a better predictor of northward movement. This diagnostic
program is based upon a careful rescreening of
the dependent data used in developing each predict ion method. While this cannot be applied to
SANBAR, the frailties of this method tend to be
associated either with faulty initial analysis,
or with boundary conditions for which the circulation existing at the time of the prediction
are unsatisfactory.

The third method known as NHC-72
employs a statistical screening procedure for
relating the circulation features within several thousand miles of the hurricane's center
to the probable displacement of the hurricane
center for successive 12-hour periods up to
72 hours, then combines this with the analog
information obtained from HURRAN to constrain
the direction and speed of motion for each
period. The output again is in the form of a
most probable track with 50% probability
ellipses. This method supplies a far more
skillful simulation of the northward component
of motion than does either HURRAN or CLIPER
but tends to be weakest at very low latitudes
and in the westernmost parts of the Caribbean
Sea and the Gulf of Mexico.
The fourth method, known as SANBAR
(an acronym for "Sanders Barotropic 11 method)
was developed at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology by Frederick Sanders and his colleagues (9). This method makes a dynamical
prediction of changes in the deep layer barotropic atmosphere which encompasses and steers
the hurricane vortex. This method computes the
360

010
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Another machine program for analyzing
the skills of the various guidance methods is one
which uses a Bayesian analysis of the performance
of each procedure for successive forecasts in
the life cycle of a tropical cyclone. This method
called LANDFALL (Simpson and Jarvinen 1973)
analyzes the errors in predicting "landfall" at
a virtual coastline after periods of 18- and
30-hours respectively for each of the guidance
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method tracks, the bias to left or right of
track and the EVIDENCE in support of each.

=

~~;~:;:~2i 6N e~Q~ ~~~5~~
8

After assessing the probable utility
of the guidance from each of the track predict ion methods and selecting the one likely to
be closest to the truth, the forecaster turns
to the prognostic charts of hemispheric circulations produced by the National Meteorological Center in Suitland, and examines the implied influence of these larger circulation
features on the steering of the hurricane with
particular reference to the differences between
these implications and the track computed by
the favored guidance method. At this point the
skill and experience of the forecaster is brought
to bear in the heuristic dynamical reasoning
about the impact of larger scale circulations on
longer term movement. Adjustments (usually
small) are made in the favored guidance track,
and a final official track is derived which
forms the basis for warnings and preparedness
measures.
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A final machine plot-out of the
final track together with the family of probability ellipses from the NHC-72 prediction
method is constructed with a print-out of the
latitude and longitude of hourly positions.
The frailties of the final prediction is in
part reflected by the displacement of the
adjusted track from the c~ntroids of the probability ellipses. Figure 7 is an example of a
final machine constructed track of the hurricane.
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for fallibility of operational prediction models
is that they do not take into account the interact ion between the hurricane circular wind
system and that of the impinging environment.
On other occasions there is evidence that the
apparently anomalous movement of hurricanes may
be related to changes in the energetics of the
vortex as the center approaches or crosses a
land area, or a significant change in sea surface
temperatures.

PROBABLE SOURCES OF ERROR

Figure 8 shows the unique track of
Hurricane Brenda as it crossed the Yucatan
Peninsula and moved to its final landfall in the
Gulf of Campeche, together with the machine computed tracks for three statistically based procedures, and for the barotropic prediction from
SANBAR. As might be expected HURRAN and CLIPER
were poor performers. NHC-72 was the best of
the statistical screening methods but better yet
was the barotropic prediction by SANBAR.

If the impact of research and of
computer technology on prediction skill has
been as small as that indicated in figure l,
it is important that some careful reasoning
be applied to the probable sources of error.
Some meteorologists believe the main reason
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After a critical re-examination of
the input data and careful rev is ion of the synthetic data inserted to complete the analyses,
the SANBAR predicted track which should have
worked well under the circumstances of this
hurricane still fails to simulate acceptably the
southward movement over the Gulf of Campeche.
In this case the question may logically be asked
whether the movement and trajectory over the
Yucatan Peninsula created asymmetries, both as
regards friction and in the flux of heat from
the surface to the air, which influenced the
movement of the hurricane center. This very
difficult question can be answered, if at all,
only by judicious diagnostic use of a more
sophisticated simulation model.
In this case
we are attempting to use a primitive equation
model developed by Miller (1972), which employs
computations at seven levels and includes latent
heat and surface friction. ' These computations
are incomplete at this writing. However; since
ocean temperatures were quite uniform at the
time of the forecast, the preliminary conclusion
suggested by information now available is that
variations in flux of heat (sensible and latent)
between storm sectors which were over water and
those over land may have had a significant influence on the storm movement which probably
overpowered the external steering influences
of the environment .

5.

computer technology, and automation on the prediction of hurricane movement has fallen short
of what might have been expected. The reasons
for this are not obvious but probably center
around two problems; first, the inadequacies of
operational 3-dimensional analyses of the hurricane vortex and its environment; and second, the
lack of adequate physics in the operational
prediction models. With the advent of larger
and faster computers the latter problem can now
be dealt with in a straightforward manner;
however, the former poses more difficult
problems and may take a considerable period of
cut-and-try testing before suitable approximations of microphysical and other properties can
be inserted into operational models capable of
predicting the more difficult and dangerous
movements, and the rapid growth of the violent
hurricane vortex.

7.

The author has drawn liberally upon
the hurricane specialists at the National Hurricane Center, Miami, for discussions of the text
and for support in making various computations.
In particular Dr. B. I. Miller carried out the
special computations on the movement of BRENDA.
Robert Carrodus prepared the illustrations, and
Ruth Goodin edited and typed the manuscript. To
all of these the author is grateful and expresses
his appreciation.

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

The prospects for significantly reducing track prediction and landfall errors
appears to rest upon the effective application
of a dynamical prediction mod el with more complete physics, one which does not extract or
parameterize the circulations of the more
violent vortex, but includes it explicitly
together with the convective scale motions which
play a dominant role both in the release of
latent heat which fuels the storm, and in the
vertical transport of momentum which is essential to the efflux of mass from the vortex in
the outflow layer.
The problem in applying such a model
is not so much the mathematics to incorporate
the essential physics, but rather the initialization process. Without question, a far more
detailed description of initial conditions will
be needed than is presently available from aircraft reconnaissance. The input from present
or prospective satellite probe systems offers no
reasonable hope of providing such data. A pre1 iminary appraisal indicates that collection of
data wi 11 be needed at much lower levels than
the present 700 mbs at which hurricane reconnaissance aircraft operate. However, it may be
possible to complete the initialization with an
input of data from a single optimized reconnaissance level. P.. further comp! ication is the fact
that there is no objective analysis scheme presently available which can resolve faithfully the
striations and gradients of temperature, wind,
and pressures that characterize the inner vortex
of the hurricane.

6.
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l.

dropped in Hurricane Ginger to examine not only
the surface temperature but changes in the temperature-depth structure before and after the
passage of the storm.

INTRODUCTION

The eyes of the tropical meteorologist
became focused on the critical parameter of seasurface temperatures through Palmen's article
(1948) dealing with the formation and structure
of tropical cyclones.
Palmen postulated that
hurricanes could not form in areas where the seasurface temperatures were not at least L6 or L7
degrees Centigrade. Although exceptions to this
criterion may be found, they have, indeed, proved
to be exceptions.

Over the years the meteorologist has
developed a vague distrust of sea-surface temperatures which became available in normal synoptic reports. The data were gathered in such a
variety of ways that they were recognized as frequently unreliable.
Nevertheless, efforts to improve the quality of data have shown results, and
in recent years the reports have become somewhat
more trustworthy.
The prospects for further improvement are currently at hand. Satellite observations are now becoming available that should
end once and for all the question of reliable seasurface temperatures in areas not subject to persistent cloudiness. They also have the tremendous
advantages of not being tied to the shipping lanes
and all the observations are taken by the same
instrument.
However, until these data become
routinely available we still have to rely on seasurface temperatures reported by ships.

Since that time, the effects of seasurface temperature on the formation, structure,
and movement of hurricanes have been examined by
various investigators. Fisher (1958) tried to
relate hurricane paths to areas of warmest water.
Perlroth (1962) attempted to relate the central
pressure of a hurricane to the sea-surf ace temperature field, and in 1967 and 1969 extended his
concern to depth of the mixed layer and the relative ease with which colder water from below
could be brought to the surface. Leipper (1965
and 1967) called attention to the effects of Hurricane Hilda on the sea-surface temperature and
temperature-structure with depth. He found a
very well-marked, persistent cold wake in the
Gulf of Mexico after the passage of Hurricane
Hilda.

It is now rather commonly accepted
that sea-surface temperatures are influential in
the formation and in the intensity of hurricanes.
However, there are notable exceptions to this conviction, for example, Ramage (1973).
It is also
becoming evident that the question is quite complicated.
It seems most likely that the preexisting sea-surface temperatures are influential
in affecting the intensity of the hurricane. But,
the depth of the mixed layer, the intensity of the
storm itself and the speed at which it moves are
all relevant factors in how much surface water
cooling is achieved by a particular hurricane in
its own high-energy core. The most cumbersome
factor at the present time would appear to be the
determination of under what portion of the storm
sea-surface temperatures had cooled and how much.
Until such determinations can be made and

Stimulated by Leipper's findings,
O'Brien and Reid (1967), and O'Brien (1967)
treated the problem of the hurricane ocean interaction theoretically and came to the conclusion
that under favorable circumstances upwelling of
sufficient magnitude could be induced near the
high-energy center of the storm so that water
below the thermocline could be brought to the
surface if the mixed layer were not too deep.
The advent of airborne expendable bathythermographs added a new dimension to this research.
Black (1973) used data from bathythermographs
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calculations carried out on the decrease in sensible and latent heat exchange between the ocean
and the hurricane, we will have to rely on a
statistical approach.
For such a brute-force
attack a mass of uniform data is required. We
believe that such a data set is now rapidly accumulating.

2.

characteristics visible in the satellite photographs). These "T" numbers were characteristic
of the cloud morphology at the time of the satellite photograph when the features were systematically blended according to the system. The
"T" number is not used directly -for intensity
estimates since the wind speeds may differ in
developing and weakening storms which show similar cloud characteristics.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this paper is to relate the principal cloud features and intensity
of hurricanes and their changes to underlying
sea-surface temperature conditions when the hurricanes are weakening and moving over cooler
water.
Satellite photographs of typhoons and hurricanes classified by the Dvorak (1973) technique
were used to define the storm's cloud morphology
and its intensity. Mean monthly sea-surface
temperatures over the Pacific as recorded by the
National Marine Fisheries Service determined the
temperature field.
hese means obviously included
any cooling effects brought about by the storm
itself since concurrent monthly data were used.
This may, in some small part at least, tend to
impair any prognostic implications of the findings. Aside from any forecast value, there are
two other reasons which we think make such a
study useful.
In the course of evaluating hurricane modification experiments conducted by
Project STORMFURY, it has proven extremely difficult to separate the natural variability and
oceanic influences on hurricane intensity from
those which may have been produced by the seeding
experiments. A consideration of the sea-surface
temperatures over which the storm is moving
should lead to a more intelligent appraisal of
the seeding effects.
The final reason is that
the comparison of results from this study with
hurricane computer models should prove of interest to the theoreticians.

The ultimate result of the classification system is a "Cl" or current intensity
number. This is related directly to the cyclone's
maximum wind speed and its minimum sea level pressure. The "CI"number is held higher than the
"T" number when the appearance of the cloud
system has weakened by one-half a "T" number or
more in the past 24 hours. The weakening of the
windf ield occurs sometime later than the degeneration of the cloud system (Dvorak, 1973).
It
is determined using the "T" number and certain
defined criteria. It is the "CI" number which is
of most concern to the forecaster, STORMFURY evaluator and to the modeler because it relates directly to the storm's circulation.
One might presuppose that the cloud
structure over a hurricane can, indeed, be related to the sea-surface temperatures. An interesting point will be to see if there is a significant deterioration in the relationship of
"T" number to sea-surface temperature as compared
to the "Cl'' number related to sea-surface temperature.

11

T"
the
and
the
3.2

3.

DATA

3.1

"T" and "Cl" Numbers

Thus, one data set consisted of the
and "Cl" numbers with the date and time of
satellite observation along with the latitude
longitude of the Western Pacific typhoon or
Eastern Pacific hurricane.
Mean Sea Surface Temperatures

These storm positions were then plotted on the appropriate mean monthly sea-surface
temperature maps which beca,me available through
the National Marine Fisheries Service. The seasurface temperatures referred to hereafter in
this report will be the mean temperature over an
area 4 degrees of latitude in radius from the
center of the storm at the time of the satellite
photograph.
These temperatures were subjectively
evaluated to the nearest 0.5°F by the analyst,
but checks between analysts indicated that, in
almost all cases, estimates agreed to better than
0.5°F. Also noted were the maximum and minimum
temperatures within the 4 degree radius. A final
parameter was the speed of the storm which was
determined from the positions used in the tracking.

Early satellite photographs proved
uniquely adept at identifying hurricanes. Shortly after this discovery, systematic attempts were
made to relate hurricane intensity to the cloud
morphology as revealed in satellite photographs.
Fritz, Timchalk, and Hubert (1966) met with partial success in their attempts to characterize
hurricane intensity through these identifiable
features.
More recently Dvorak (1973) has developed a more extensive and comprehensive system
which has been quite successful in defining
levels of hurricane intensity simply through the
study and classification of significant features
in the hurricane cloud system as portrayed on
the satellite photograph. While this system has
been used by others, we think that in a study of
this sort it is important that the classification
be done by one highly qualified individual - in
this case the author of the system. Consequently,
for the purposes of this paper, hurricanes in the
Eastern Pacific (1968-73) and typhoons in the
Western Pacific (1970 through part of 1973) have
been classified by a single person using an established set of criteria.

Sea-surface temperatures were available
from the Western Pacific only from June of 1970
on.
In the Eastern Pacific, records went back to
1968.
4.

RESULTS

Figures l and 2 show the total data
arrays for which sea-surface temperatures and "T' 1
numbers from satellite photographs were available
for the Eastern and Western Pacific, respectively.
The decimal numbers prefixed by a sign indicate
the change in the undP.rlying sea-surface

The results of this classification
were an array of "T" numbers (descriptions of
tropical disturbances in terms of cloud
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sea surface.

temperature in degrees and tenths from that determined 24 hours previous. When sea-surface
temperature changes were unavailable, none were
noted and if it occurred at a point with temperature changes, the total number of points is indicated by a superscript.
EASTERN

These comments also apply to the "Cl"
number plots vs. sea-surface temperatures, which
are shown in figures 3 and 4 for the Eastern and
Western Pacific, respectively. The current intensity numbers are derived from the "T" numbers,

PACIFIC (1968-1973)
EASTERN PACIFIC (1968-1973)
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Figure l. Total array of Eastern Pacific
hurricanes classified according to "T 1'
number through study of cloud morphology
plotted against mean sea-surface temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) over an area
of 4 degrees of latitude, centered on the
storm.
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(Cl) numbers for Eastern Pacific hurricanes
plotted against the mean sea-surface temperatures; see legend figure l.
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Figure 4. Total array of "CI" numbers for
Western Pacific typhoons plotted against
mean sea-surface temperatures ; see legend
figure 2.

While figures l and 2 tend to show a
definite relationship between sea-surface temperature and this measure of hurricane cloud
morphology, there is an unwelcome scatter of "T"
numbers for almost any given sea-surface temperature.
This is particularly true when the seasurface temperatures were warm; i.e. above 82°F.
The linearity of the implied relationship was
also impaired by those points where the seasurface temperatures dropped drastically over a
~4-hour period.
When the underlying sea-surface
temperatures changed more than 4 degrees, there
was a strong indication that the "T" numbers did
not characteristically reflect this change. The
inference seems to be that these changes in cloud
structure are by no means instantaneous and that
it takes some time for the cloud morphology to
truly reflect the temperature of the underlying

but take into consideration the change in "T"
number from the preceding day and certain other
criteria which are outlined in the Dvorak method
(1973). Since we are studying storms which are
decreasing in intensity, the "CI" numbers are
generally . greater than the "T" numbers due to the
lag noted by Dvorak when he developed the technique.
But they may, on occasion, equal the "T"
numbers under the proper criteria.
As a minor excursion, the ''Cl" numbers
for the Eastern and Western Pacific were also
plotted versus latitude. As expected, there was
a tendency for the numbers to decrease as latitude increased, presumably because sea-surface
temperatures decrease with increasing latitude.
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Of more than passing i nte r est, however, is the
point that in the Eastern Pacific (fig. 5) they

WESTERN PACIFIC
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experienced 24 hours previously. This
means that we were now confining our
attention to storms which have passed
their peak intensity and have started
to move over cooler waters.
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Figure 5. The "CI" numbers for the total
array of Eastern Pacific hurricanes
plotted against degrees of north latitude.
Superscripts indicate the number of coincident cases at a given point.

3.

decreased at and are confined to lower latitudes
than in the We stern Pacific (fig. 6).
A study of
the mean sea-surface temperature maps indicated
that over the range of temperatures that were
meaningful for this study, the temperature decreases o~cur at lower latitudes in the Eastern
Pacific than in the Western Pa cific.
Consequently, we conclude that the differences between the
diagrams have a sound physical basis.

We further restricted the cases to those
which did .!l!2.i experience mean sea-surface drops greater than 4°F over the
past 24 hours. The reason for this restriction was that when such points
were plotted on the diagrams, it becomes
obvious that the majority of them showed
lesser decreases in intensity with time
than the trend of the bulk of the data
suggested, presumably, because of the
failure of the cloud morphology and
current intensity indices to come into
anything like an equilibrium with the
underlying water surface.

While these restrictions severely
limited the number of cases which were available,
the results did appear to be more meaningful.
Under these restrictions there were now only 66
observations available in the Eastern Pacific and
21 in the Western Pacific. Multiple screening
regression runs were made against "T" and "CI"
numbers for both the Eastern and Western Pacific
and for the combined data field. The independent
variables included the latitude, longitude, mean
sea-surface temperature within 4 degrees of the
storm, the maximum temperature difference across
the 4° radius centered on the storm and, the speed
of the storm.

We next stratified the data according
to the following criteria:

2.

18

Fig. 6.
Same as figure 5 for the total
array of Western Pacific typhoons.
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All data points at temperatures above
82°F were to be eliminated. This was
done for the following reason:
it is
believed that as long as the sea-surface
temperature was warmer than 82°F, significant changes in the intensity of the
storm and in its cloud morphology were
going to be more closely related and
controlled by meteorological events than
by the effects of relatively minor seasurface temperature changes.
It should
be pointed out that mean sea-surface
temperatures (over the 4° radius) in excess of 84°F were not encountered.

In every screening run the correlation
coefficient was highest with the mean sea-surface
temperature under the storm. These varied from
.61 far the "CI" index in the Western Pacific to
.BO for the "T" value in the Eastern Pacific.
In
no case did the second variable selected by the
screening regression program reduc~ the standard
error of estimate by a significant amount.

No point was to be considered which did
not represent a case where the hurricane
or typhoon had moved over waters at
least one degree colder than it had
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It may be of interest to note that in 4 of the 6
screening runs the speed of the storm was selected as the second most important variable.
This may be attributable to the fact that the
faster the storm moves, the less opportunity it
has to create cold upwelling and effective mixing
underneath it, and to the consideration that the
faster the storm moves the more likely it may run
over waters that are 3 to 4°F colder than it experienced the previous day and possibly has not
come into "representative" equilibrium with its
new surroundings.
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Figure 7. "T" numbers for Eastern Pacific
storms meeting restricted criteria plotted against mean sea-surface temperatures
(in °F). The superscripts indicate the
number of cases at a given point. The
linear regression equation is included.
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CC is the correlation coefficient; SE, the
standard error of estimate; Intercept, the
intercept on the ordinate, and RC the regression coefficient.
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Table l shows the results of these runs.
The correlation coefficients were higher
in the Eastern than the Western Pacific
for both the "Cl" and "T" indices. The
"T" numbers tended to correlate more highly
than the "CI" numbers but not by any great
amount. More interesting and possibly more
important was the fact that the standard
errors of estimate were somewhat smaller
for the "CI" than the "T" numbers.
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Figure 8. "T" numbers for Western Pacific
typhoons, as in figure 7.

Figures 7 and 8 show the "T" values
for the Eastern and Western Pacific for weakening
storms which met the preceding criteria. The
regression equation and regression line are also
shown. These arrays have been combined and a
screening run on the combined array was made.
Figure 9 indicates the relationship of the "T"
values to the underlying sea-surface temperatures
for both the Eastern and Western Pacific storms.
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The Current Intensity vs. sea surface temperature indices for the Eastern and
Western Pacific are shown in figures 10 and 11
to much the same effect. Results from the combined arrays of "Cl" numbers are presented in
figure 12. The implication which may be drawn
from this figure is, that when in the course of
24 hours' travel, a storm moves to a location
where the underlying sea-surface temperature
averages some 3 degrees less than it experienced
at the previous 24-hour point, the current intensity index decreases by one number. The equivalent strength of the maximum winds, in knots, is
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Figure 9. "T" numbers for combined Eastern
and Western Pacific storms; see legend
figure 7.
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MODEL

RUNS

As an exceedingly rough check on these
results, we decided to run Rosenthal's (1971)
asymmetric model in a simulated experiment. His
model took about 11 days (model time) to reach
an equilibrium point. Central pressures were
about 967 millibars. The sea-surface temperature
used in the experiment was 303°K or about 30°C.
For our simulation we chose to change the seasurface temperature to 302°K from the 12th day
onward; that is, after the storm had reached its
equilibrium stage with the original sea-surface
temperature.
It should be pointed out that the
manner in which the sea surface change was
achieved was a rather gross simulation of what
occurs in nature. The hurricane itself moves
gradually over cooler water in the course of a
24-hour period, However, in the model simulation,
the sea-surface temperature is changed suddenly
everywhere and this may have certain undesirable
reprecussions on the equilibrium state which has
been achieved. The admittedly crude results are
presented in figure 13 which shows the storm
weakening rather rapidly the first day after the
temperature change was introduced and weakening
more slowly on following days.
The solid line
has been drawn subjectively to ignore what appeared to be minor oscillations which are superimposed on the more gradual weakening trend of
the following days. The exact physical nature of
these oscillations has not been investigated.
They are, presumably, due to adjustment processes
which are going on in the model following the
sudden temperature change. A detailed investigation of these changes which would take considerable time was not deemed worthy of further
pursuit.
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Figure 12.
"CI" numbers for the combined
arrays plotted against mean sea-surface
temperatures; see legend figure 10.
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Figure 10.
"CI" numbers for the Eastern
Pacific storms which met the restricted
criteria plotted against the mean seasurface temperature (in °F); see legend
figure 7. To the right of the "CI" axis
are the maximum wind speeds in knots
equivalent to the "CI" numbers.
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Figure 11. "CI" numbers for the Western
Pacific storms which met the restrictive
criteria vs. mean sea-surface temperatures;
see legend figure 10.

indicated on the right hand side of the ordinate.
These have been determined by Dvorak (1973) and
relate the observed strength of the maximum winds
to the various separate, identifiable "CI"
numbers which Dvorak was able to identify with
his data sample.
The ultimate test of the "CI" index,
of course, is how well it relates to observed
maximum winds in hurricanes and typhoons. We
have heard indirectly that the method has been
used with surprising satisfaction by the Joint
Typhoon Warning Center in Guam.
In a more objective vein, the Satellite Field Service Station
in Miami reports that estimates of wind speed using the Dvorak technique have had an average
error of about 5 knots and that errors seldom
exceeded 10 knots for the l973 season.

With these reservations in mind, we
note that in the first day following the reduction
of the sea-surface temperature by 1°C the pressures in the model hurricane rose from 967 to
976.5 millibars.
In Dv orak's equivalency table
for Atlantic hurricanes this corresponds to a
change in "CI" number from 5.25 to about 4.75, or
a decrease of about 0.5 in the "Cl" number.
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A regression coefficient of .3 for the combined
Eas~ern and Western Pacific typhoons and hurricanes would suggest that a 1°C change in seasurface temperatures, which is equivalent to
l.B°F (in the 24-hour period), would result in a
current intensity index change between .5 and .6.
This was probably a better coincidence of values
than one could reasonably expect from either the
limitations of the model or the relatively small
sample of data on which the regression coefficient
has been based.
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It seems reasonable to conclude
that colder sea-surface temperatures do, indeed,
induce changes in the hurricane cloud morphology
as well as in the current intensity indices which
are largely based on that morphology.
Since
cumulus activity is acknowledged to be the
"Building block" of the hurricane, this appears
to be a reasonable finding.
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It must be pointed out that the
hurricanes and typhoons used in establishing the
data sets were subjected to the vagaries of the
usual meteorological influences.
Presumably,
some were deepening and some were filling due to
other causes and we do not mean to imply that the
sea-surf ace temperatures are the sole controlling
factor in all cases.
In consequence, we are not
studying typhoons and hurricanes which have been
subjected only to a change in sea-surface temperature. The scatter of the points about the
regression line must be in part at least due to
these most important but undefined influences.

13
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18

DAYS
Figure 13.
Symmetric hurxicane model run
with sea-surface tcL., £ dture changed
from 303°K to 302°K on the 12th day
after it had reached the equilibrium
value indicated by the dashed line. The
solid line, subjectively drawn to the
data points indicates the readjustment of
the model to the change and show rapid
filling for the first day after the change.
(The ordinate is pressure deviation from
1015 mb.)

~.
Current reports indicate that the
"Cl" number is an extremely useful index of the
maximum winds in hurricanes and of the minimum
sea level pressure.
The relative uniformity of
the data set, i.e., the manner in which "T" and
"Cl" values were produced does much to enhance
their value.

9.
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DYNAMICAL ABNORMALITIES ASSOCIATED WITII DROUGHT IN THE
ASIATIC SUMMER MONSOON
R.N. KESHAVAMURTY AND S.T. AWADE
Indian Institute af Tropical Meteorology, Poona-5, India.
1.

INTRODUCTION
(Ol)

The importance of the south Asian summer
monsoon rainfall for the economy of the countries
under its sway is well-known. There are periods
of lull or cessation of rainfall over most parts
of India during the southwest monsoon season-called breaks in the monsoon. When these breaks
are prolonged, it leads to drought. In recent
years 1965 and 1972 were years of severe drought.
The synoptic features associated with break& in t~
monsoon and the global abnormalities associated
with poor rainfall over India have been studied
by a number of meteorologists (Ramamurthy ·1969),
In this paper it is proposed to study some of the
abnormal features of the circulation in 1972 and
1965 on the local as well as the global scale.
2.

THE MONSOON TROUGH

One of the main synoptic features associated with breaks in the monsoon or drought is
the northward shift of the monsoon trough to the
foothills of the Himalayas. The low level monsoon westerlies whose maximum normally lies over
peninsular India shifts to north India. Keshavarnurty et al (1972) studied the time series of
vorticity over Central India in relation to rainfall and found that during breaks in the monsoon,
the vorticity in the lower and middle tropospheres
is very small or even anticyclonic. This is also
associated with above normal pressures at the surface. The anticyclonic vorticity in the friction
layer will be associated with downward motion and
desiccation. Mean T-; grams during periods of
drought show less moisture content (except in the
lowest levels) than during active monsoon regimes.
The lack of vertical Ekman pumping of moisture
will inhibit growth of disturbances. Monsoon disturbances derive energy from the monsoon trough
for their growth. During periods of drought, when
the monsoon trough has shifted to the north, disturbances will not be able to develop.

(c)
"~~-~~~- ~-~-~~JUl'f~JI
,&

Fig. I

Fig. l(a, b, c) show the mean 700 mb
charts for July 1972, and August 1965 which were
months of drought and July 1961 which was a month
of good rainfall activity. · The seasonal monsoon
trough which is well-marked in July 1961 is absent
in the drought months, when we see only a NE-SW
oriented trough reminiscent of pre-monsoon or
winter months.
3.

--~7oornb

MEAN HEIGHTS AND WINDS

the southern tip of India did not show much difference. Thus the north-south temperature contrast
during drought is less than during normal monsoon.
A similar feature is seen during 1972. In order
to study the large-scale abnormalities in the
thermal field we have used the excellent German
charts*. The departure from 10 year mean of the
(300-1000) mb thickness field shows large .pockets
of abnormally low temperature over southern USSR
and adjoining regions persisting right from the
winter of 1971-72. There was a slight warming of
the region in April. But in May 1972 (Fig. 2a)
again in the whole of the region from 30°E to
90°E and north of 20°E temperatures were highly

THERMAL FIEID

Keshavamurty et al (1972) showed from
mean T-~ grams that during August 1965 (which was
a month of drought) temperatures were lower at
New Delhi and Nagpur in the middle and upper
troposphere as compared to August 1967 which was
a normal monsoon month. Trivandrum which is at

*Beilage Zur BerlinerWetterkarte,Institute of
Meteorology, Free University of Berlin.
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below normal. There was a slight tendency for
this region of low temperatures to shift to the
NE in June. But in July 1972 (Fig. 2b) again,
there is a large intense cold pocket over Iran
and neighbourhood, ahead of a well-marked warm
area (blocking) over Europe. These features
weakened somewhat in August but the temperatures
were still below normal north of India.

the performance of the monsoon later. This was
one of the worst droughts in recent times.
The cold pocket over Iran and neighbourhood shifted the Tibetan anticyclone in the
upper troposphere somewhat to the east. The resulting patterns at 300 mb showed a marked trough
to the northwest of India in July 1972,whereas
such a feature was not seen in 1967, though a
blocking high was present near Europe in both the
years.
Ramaswamy (1965) showed that the movement of more westerly troughs to the north of
India at lower latitudes (than normal) is conducive to weak or break monsoon conditions.

VERTICAL CIRCULATIONS

4.

We have used quasigeostrophic c:J to
delineate the vertical circulations during mean
monsoon, on a day of weak monsoon and on a day of
active or strong monsoon. Fig.3(a) shows the (A)
for mean July, averaged between 50°E and 100°E. We
see the meridional circulation with ascent over
north India and descent to the south. This meridional circulation maintains the monsoon zonal
wind system. In a restricted sense we can refer
to this meridional circulation in this limited
longitudinal belt as the monsoon Hadley eel 1.
Fig. 3(b) shows the (.) averaged between 50°E and 100°E on a day of weak monsoon i.e.
19 July 1963, which shows uniform descent throughout. We also found that the conversion from zonal
available potential energy into zonal kinetic
energy- was Hmuch- below normal on this--day and was
above normal on a day of strong monsoon.

(a)

~·
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[i1] 10 ..,b Sec-:' 1,..on July

Fl,.'3 (a)
JULY 1972

(b)

Fig. 2

Departure of (300-1000) mb thickness
from normal .
!!CO

The monsoon zonal wind system is largely maintai~ed by the Coriolis turning of the
meridional cjrcula.tion (Koteswaram 1958, Keshavamurty 1968, Murakami et al 1967, Asnani et al
1973). The north-south thermal gradient resulting from land-sea contrast, heating of the Tibetan plateau and the latent heat release in the
monsoon trough drives the meridional circulation.

600

,::L" .(1),
700

0

The abnormally low temperatures to the
north of India in 19?2 dell!)'~_~he onset of the
monsoon from May to June and seriously affected
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1
10- 4 mb Sec-: 19 July 1963_

FIG . 3 (b)
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There is also a c i rculation in the X-p
plane (Das 1962, Keshavamurty and Awade 1970,
Pisharoty 1972) wi t h ascent over northeast IndiaBangladesh and descent ove r northwest IndiaPakistan. This Walker circulation, which is
induced by the Himalayas, is a small limb of the
Walker circulation on the scale of wave number 2,
delineated by Krishnamurti (1971), which plays
a dominant role in maintaining the global monsoon circulation on this scale . Keshavamurty
et al (1972) concluded from rainfall anamoly
charts that the east-west Walker circulation is
more pronounced during drought.

ahead of normal in May and behind in June an.d
July. Wave number 3 was marked in May and June
and wave numbers 6,7,8,9 and 10 were also above
normal in June and July. Their phases in July
were nearly normal.

A model of the monsoon meridional
circulation was postulated by Koteswaram (1958)
and one for break monsoon was proposed by Raghavan (1973). Fig.4 show our model of the northsouth and east-west circulations during normal
monsoon and drought.
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MID-LATITUDE CIRCULATION IN WAVEN UMBER REX; IME

The mid-latitude (30°-50°N) thermal and
circulation features showed some abnormalities
during 1972. We have done hannonic analysis of
the height field (taken from German charts) at
latitudes 30°N, 40°N and 50°N and at levels 300 mb
and 700 mb and for the years 1972 and 1967 and
also for the 10 year normal. Table 1 shows the
percentage departure from normal of the amplitudes
of wave numbers 1 to 10 during 1972 (a drought
year) and 1967 (a normal monsoon year) and also
the difference of their phases from nonna.l. In
1972 at 40°N wave numbers 1 and 4 were weaker
than normal in May, June and July and wave number
2 was weaker in June and July. Wave numbers
3,5,6 and 7 were very much above normal in May,
June and July and wave numbers 8,9 and 10 were
very much above nonual in June and July. In May
and July 1972 which were abnormal months,wave
number 1 was behind the normal by 100° longitude.
\/ave numbers 5,6,7 and 9 were also behind. In
1967 also, wave numbers 1 and 2 were weaker than
normal in May, June and July. Wave number 1 was

U<fl

1972, 50°N, 300mb

I

. ...

1967, !!10°N, 300mb

FIC. . 6.

Fig~-5 and 6 show the polar diagrams of
wave numbers 1 and 2 for mean (10 year), 1972 and
1967 showing the seasmnal movement of these wave
at 30°N and 50°N. In the mean, at 30°N wave numbers 1,2 and 3 retrograde from March to July,
whereas at 50°N they progress. This leads to a
'large change in their tilt from the narth-south
which is ~_!mportant for momentum transpo~_t and
energy transf~r with the zonal current. Wave
number 1 shows large NW-SE tilt in March and April
which reduces te near zero in June and becomes
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with other wave numbers . • In 1972, wave number 1
continued to have westward tilt upto J~ (except
in June). In 1967 May and July showed eaatward
tilts.

Table - 1
(1972 - NORMAL) at 40°N

-----,------------,--------------,--------------,
May
:
June
:
July

Wave :
No•

: AR : b.
: in 1.. :

f :
:

: .6 cp

6. R

in

:

'X. :

:

,6,. R

: D.

cf

We have also done harmonic analysis of
the thermal field (( 300- 700) mb thickness). In
May 1972 wave numbers 2,3,4,5 and 6 had larger
amplitude than in May 1967. In July 1972 wave
numbers 1,4 and 6 were less marked than in 1967,
whereas wave numbers 5,7,8 and 9 were more marked
in 1972 than in 1967.
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(c)
Smaller wave numbers 5,6,7,8 and 9 were
very pronounced during May-July il>f 1972. Wave
number 1 showed large phase shift and abnormalities in horizontal and vertical tilt.
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9

-27
13
4

8

24

-11

-15

6

418
100

-7
1

12

7.

-5
-8
3

739
347

drought over India and neighbourwas associated with abnormally low
to the north of India which resulted
north-south temperature contrast
less vigorous monsoon.

(b)
The north-south meridional circulation
weakens and shifts to the north during drought.
The east-west Walker circulation becomes more
intense during drought.

(1967 - NORMAL) at 40°N
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A NUMERICAL MODEL OF TROPICAL CYCLONE MOVEMENT THROUGH
LARGE SCALE VORTICITY BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS

by Francis H. Nicholson
Dames & Moore
Bethesda, Maryland
1.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of vortices with their
environment and with other vorttces has long been
the concern of hurricane forecasters. As early
as 1921 Fujiwhara pointed out the tendency of two
tropical cyclones to rotate one about the other
in a cyclonic fashion but he did not seek either
an explanation or a further application of this
phenomenon, later to be called the "Fujiwhara
effect." Riehl (1954) noted the interaction of
subtropical highs with tropical storms but devel·
oped the concept no further. Thus far the only
extant non climatological model in use by the
National Hurricane Center is that developed by
Sanders (1968) which is a filtered barotropic
model.
2.

storm due to its assumed solid body rotation .about
the center of the anticyclone. The simplifying
assumption that rt=rA leads to the solution for
the translational speed, the speed of the vortex
floating in the net circulation to which it makes
a contribution.
I

l.Ce- •(AA -t w-, tJ., / (z r,_ - "

lt't)

(3)

where UA is the windspeed at the perimeter of the
idealized anticyclone, r , and rt is the radial
distance from the centerAof the anticyclone to the
cyclone and r is the radius of the cyclone and
Uc is the wina speed at the perimeter of the cyclone.
For It500 miles, r = 100 miles, u = 50 mph and u
= -20 mph, Ut is sglved as -14.89cmph. Thus theA
cyclone pictured in figure 1 moves slightly slower
than 3/4ths of the speed of the ambient current.

VORTEX INTERACTION

In this series of experiments we simulate
the interaction of vortices by application of:,a
three dimensional mass weighted Stokes' Vorticity
Theoremr.

rt ~JJ/91CrJ!! ·J~Jp>

(1)

r

where
is the circulation, p J is the mass
weighted Jacobian in pressure coordinates and
A is the area covered by the region of interest.
From Stokes I theorem,
is equal to the sum of
all of the circulations within the volume encompassed by the region A and the pressure surfaces
p and p • Thus the total circulation of an
interac~ing group or gyre is given by the sum
of the individual circulations or

rt

r:t : .ac£"1 r.

Figure 1.
action.

(2)

A

where r. is the individual circulation of a specific vortex.
2.1

2.2

Equation 2 for the two bodied interaction
of an anticyclone and tropical cyclone I!IflY be set
up in the following manner assuming that each
vortex is cylindrical and of the same vertical
extent.
-# I
• L
ft J
l
I

Dual Hurricanes-Fujiwhara Effect

Let us assume identical hurricanes 600
miles apart. The total area is given by an ellipse
with the semimajor axis as 100 miles, the radius of
the hurricane, and the semimajor axis as 300 miles,
half the distance between the storms. The reason
for the ellipse is for computational convenience.
This is not too arbitrary a shape for the group
since_£cr a distance over 100 miles from the center
of the hurricane the circulation may be approximated
by a constant~ independent of distance. Equation 2
may be written
I

Two Bodied Problem- Anticyclone &
Tropical Cyclone

~~2it'tLtt ~ tlfJA'\fir~q,+ir~

Plan view of cyclone-anticylone inter-

l(t/rt

ft' =2:rr ( 4" :_ 'b')"1. fA. t

where the movement of the tropical cyclone is
given by the circulation speed, Ut, and the
circulation budget is the sum for the circulations
of the anticyclone, term #1, the circulation of the
tropical cyclone, #2, and the vorticity of the

a

'ii~ Uc

(4)

For a=lOO,b=300,Uc=50 mph, Ut is solved as ll.18mph.
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Figure 2. Plan view for two interacting hurricanes exhibiting the Fujiwhara effect.
2.3

Figure 3c. Plan view of hurricane passing between
two anticyclones of differing circulation strength.

Hurricane and Large Cyclone

For a large extra-tropical cyclone
with the same physical dimensions as the anticyclone, but a wind speed of + 20 mph at the periphery, the solution to eq(3) is +25.l mph the
hurricane adding 5.1 mph to its translational
velocities instead of subtracting it to give
-14.9 mph.
2.4

2.5

Since the vortici~y is mass weighted
through a volume the total system may tilt with
height. Under these circumstances the hurricane
would float in a vertically integrated circulation
field, and its path would not correspond neatly
to paths considering only surface distributions of
the vorticity fields.

Dual Anticyclones and a Hurricane

If a hurricane is part of a group in
which there are two contiguous anticyclones of
equal strength, the hurricane can be expected
to follow the trochoidal path of the circulation
given in figure 3a. If the whole group is
migrating from west to east the path may involve
looping 9 as is illustrated in figure 3b.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

This Model of cyclone movement attempts to
investigate tropical cyclone movement in terms of
larger scale vorticity considerations of which the
tropical C¥Clone is an integral and contributing
part. Obviously far more work must be done in
this field, but hopefully this will prove to be an
interesting and profitable first step.

v/\

H

System tilt with height
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Figures 3a,b. Upper stationary group illustrating trochoidal path, lower group translating
illustrating looping.
If the westernmost anticyclone is significantly weaker than the eastern one such that
when considered alone with the hurricane, the net
circulation of the two were ~ositive, then the
hurricane could be expected to pass between the
two ofthe anticyclones as illustrated in figure
3c. This could occur if the circulation of the
lesser anticyclone were not as strong as the
circulation of the hurricane. Thus, the magnitudes of the circulations of the vortices would
increase going from west to east.
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"MECHANISM FOR GROWTH OF TROPICAL DISTURBANCES"

G.C. ASNANI AND R.N. KESHAVAMUR'IY
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona-5, India.

Other symbols have their usual meaning.

INTRODUCTION

1.

For moist adiabatic process, eq.(1) takes the
following forms.

It is known that extra-tropical disturbances can grow by baroclinic instability (Charney 1947, etc) through dry adiabatic process. For
the prevailing wind shears in the tropics, the
zonal currents are baroclinically stable if dry
adiabatic process alone operates. If we bring in
moisture and condensation, then the negative
static stability which is present in the lower
troposphere of the tropics is theoretically
favourable only for meso-scale cumulus convection
and not for synoptic scale disturbances (Lilly
1960; Kuo 1961). To explain the observed growth
of synoptic scale disturbances in the tropics,
some authors (Nitta and Yanai 1969; Lipps 1970)
have invoked barotropic instability. Recently,
several authors (Charney and Eliassen 1964;
Ooyama 1964, 1969; Kuo 1965; Yamasaki 1969;
Murakami 1972) have successfully simulated the
growth of synoptic scale disturbances in the
tropics by a combination of dry and moist adiabatic processes through a variety of schemes of
parameterising sub-grid cloud convection.

(3a)

or oo{

-o-t

or

For dry adiabatic process, eq.(l) can be
written as

cle _ 0

or

Oo\
ot

+ '¥. V'o(

-

5

I

W

wo(

9

(1'5 -{)

'dee

ap

=o

(3c)

is saturation

In the first instance, we wish to
tackle equations (2b) and (3b). Now (2b) is valid
over region Cl-A) and (3b) is valid over A. The
resulting equation for the grid point becomes

(2a)

=0

-

Over a region at any time, there is a
large variation in the size and intensity of
cumulus clouds. One can assume a statistical
distribution for this ensemble of clouds and
study the influence in great detail. In the present paper, our model of cumulus convection is
less sophisticated. We assume that of the total
region represented by a grid point in the above
sense, A has cumulus cloud and Cl-A) is free
from cloud. We assume one set of uniform conditions to prevail throughout cloudy region A
and another set of uniform conditions to prevail
throughout the cloudless region (1-A).
Values
in cloudless region are denoted by sub-script 1
and those in cloudy region by sub-script 2.

(1)

"CU -

vT

In NWP scheme, grid point values may
be imagined to represent conditions not only at
the grid point but an average of conditions over
a region of half grid distance on different sides
of the grid point. In this sense, equations of
NWP models applied at grid points should really
be considered as space-averaged equations for
the same region. Any physical or dynamical process occurring in this region and making a significant contribution to the values ef different
terms occurring in the equations of the lllOdel
must be taken care of. Cumulus convection is one
such phenomenon.

Under adiabatic conditions, we have

olt

\:f.

(3b)

2.2

REDUCTION OF LARGE SCALE STATIC

Jee = o

+

o<

STABILI'l'Y

2.1

ot

=0

where 5,_ -:= - Se
adiabatic lapse rate.

We are attempting to see if there is
any common basic factor behind these successful
simulations, to isolate it and to include it
explicitly in future simulations. It appears
to us that in these successful simulations,
through a combination of dry and moist adiabatic
processes, the effective value of synoptic scale
static stability is getting considerably reduced
and the basic flows become baroclinically unstable. Yanai (1964) considered the effect of
moisture on large-scale static stability. Gambo
(1970) and Shukla (1969) showed that it is
possible to obtain growth of tropical disturbances af small values of Richardson Number or
static stability.
2.

oT

52 (.J

t 'Yi . Qo( -

(2b)

~f(l-A)c~·\+

(2c)

Ac:y2.}

+(I-A) \Y\·Oo< 1 +Avi.q'\..

-{{I-A) 5, c.u, + 11, ~ ~2.
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j

0

(4)

If i3;:;;.o , then 5 ?5 ; i.e. in a
1
region of large scale downward motion, presence

We assume that there are no significant contributions from variations in specific volume and
horizontal velocity; or o<.,:::: q :::. ;;;; . \\I _ \\/-= ~·
.:a..
\ ,) v, - \Y.l'

ot

of cloads increases the value of effective
static stability

~. 'V~ - S w = 0

:. 'd;{' t-

2.3.1

c5)

CJ< 0

If

Here "bar" denotes averaging over the whole
region represented by the grid point. It is
assumed that
is known from other equations
of the model. Our object is to find s such

-

-,-,

S :::. S t

S

_!:

S < S/ ;

, then

clouds decreases the value of S . This is true
for tropics as well as extra-tropics.
C6)

Now let us consider the case of large
scale upward motion, CJ ..::::. o
We shall then

2.3.2.

GJ

It is easy to varify the following relationships.

i)

(/(,J,_

<1

It can be easily verified
that this corresponds to
G..J .:::::.. 0
• This may be considered to be a case of mild
convection in which in spite
of the downdraf t associated
with cumulus convection, the
net motion outside the cloud
is upward.

(8)

51 -

= RT (yo\--{ )
P'l..3

s

K L

j: Y,

dCff5

(9)

ii)

(10)

0 ('

iii)

iv)

The value of S given by (11) is quite
different from that of S given by (8). In (8),
5~ is weighted by A but in (11), 5£ is weighted
by ~ • The latter represents the ratio of

AW'2-

can be numerically greater than 1. It can ~ave
positive or negative sign. Depending upon the
value of

A~ , the weighting factor for
6J

51

in (11) may i.lso be positive or negative, whereas
in (8), the weighting factors for 5 and S':z..
1

v)

are always positive and less than or equal to 1.
When there is Ro condensation in the neighbourhood
of a grid point, then S ::::

S

and

This separates the two classes of convection relative to
general upward motion.

==

In the tropics, SL is known to be generally
negative in the lower t roposphere. If

f~tor for positive S, will be negative and
for negative 5'.2. it will be positive, giving
substantially large negative value for
effective static stability 5 (eq.11). Such
a situation of large scale negative static
stability will inhibit the growth of synoptic scale eddies and promote growth of mesoscale convective cells (Lilly 1960; Kuo
1961). In other words, strong convective
activity may accelerate the growth of mesoscale cells at the cost of synoptic scale
systems.

mass flux inside the cloud region to the
vertical mass flux over the entire region. GJ
is made up of updrafts and downdrafts whereas
Hence

It corresponds to G.J 1 ?0.
This may be called moderate
or strong convection.

~ ;:> 1 in this region, then the weighting

verti~al

consists of only updrafts.

ACJi

1

GJ

(11)

CJi.

ACV~ ;>
23

SW ::: S (':; •

For development of synoptic scale eddies in
the tropics, it appears essential to have
cumulus convection but this should be of
mild type O

If, however, there is condensation in the region,
then it can be very misleading to take s CV in
place of Scv •

A~,< j.

<

S,

values of

w

For

realistic

some

(Asnani and Rao 1963) and

over the Indian region, we have
the values of 5

2.3
A few additional and interesting results
follow easily from (11) when we use the following
relationships;

s, ) s, -52. ) cv.-c.o

1

w

(A)

= A(i-tl) cs,-5,_ )(c.J,-Wi.)···
-o<.[.l ae _~ ~)
S'z =
e or Ge or

§

A~2-

see the implications of
(7)

s'CJ'

i.e. in a

region of large scale upward motion, presence of

w

that 5 6J -= S W or

.$

when ACiJL

and 0.9 (Table 1 below).

~~

cal~ulat2<1

= 0.6,

O. 7, 0.8

(.:;)

Table-1
Values of

:;:::> 0

s

Cfrom

eq. 11) for different

~ when ~ = 0.037
mb- 2 •
-0.005 m2 • sec- 2

values of

52
AGJ.a.

s
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I {;j

o.6
0.0120

0.7

o.s

0.0019

0.0037

and
0.9
-0.0005

It can be seen that zonal currents with this and
even slightly weaker shears become baroclinically
unstable and yield growth of s~optic scale waves
if S < 0.004 m2. sec-2 • mb- • As shown in
Table 1, this value of S is reached even when

Without such computations, it would be difficult
to apprec_iate that even mild convection of this
type is able to reduce the value of effective
static stability to 1/lOth of its value for dry

o.s

adiabatic process and even make it negative.

BAROCLINIC INSTABILI'IY OF TROPICAL
CURRENTS

3.

4.

ZONAL

A GJL

CALCULATION OF

This term has emerged as an important
parameter in the above discussion. We now express it in terms of large scale parameters of
the atmosphere. We consider the moisture equation.

We have prepared instability diagrams
(Fig .1 (a, b, c)) for tropical region centred around
latitude 15°N for S = 0.006, 0.004 and 0.002
2
m sec- 2 mb- 2 respectively based on 2-layer
linearised quasi-geostrophic model; vertical shear
of zonal wind is taken as 20 m.sec-1 per 500 mb.

Jcy

....

E - p

:;tf

(12)

where E is evaporation and P precipitation.
Treating this equation in the same way as eq.(5),
we easily get

Oq'

t

ot

100

T~

90

(f)

80

-

_v + V·

110

-t

E

-

(),. :::

-v2-

•

Doubling

Time

in

and

-

'dCfl.s

or

::=

-Aw.i. --0.Cf)L.

of

ill

+w{:f-A(=~L-~?1

Of;,

are of the same sign and. ·~~+J

-

~ ·
~p

A<<

A (<1~.z_- l1<1i,)<< El
op
of'

or .

on R.H.S.

1

;J

At present,

it also appears reasonable to neglect

20

(13)

C1

or
aF
ot"der of magnitude as
hence

-

f. _ [ otcv +- w. v 1J -r'¥/r:rp

I

o1Ji.

o1J~J- E- - p-

w op

~

o<V ;::

Fig . I (o)

"r

p : : - Aw

1Js

• • -AUl.t- ?;!?1

L (1000 k m ) - - doys ; S ~ 0 ·006 m 2 Sec2 mb- 2

I

- 'll'
If/_ -=-;AG.J,_ I ocit, + A
GJ
w
__
.l
UJ

Now

I

\7 '1J t- vy. 91J

and

of (14).

10
~~~--!----,~--+--!---,f,--___.,,_7_~.-~.~-+10-_l,--__jtz

L
Doubling Time

in

(IOOOkml-

days; S • 0 ·0 0 4
fig

m 2 Sec2 mll"z

I (bi

llO>r-------,=---~------~~-----,

Except E, all other terms on R.H.S. of (15) are
derivable from large scale parameters of the
atmosphere. Eq 1 s (5), (11) and (15) completely
take care of sub-grid cumulus convectiGn in terms

120

~:
90

1
·~

10

of large scale quantities. It can also be shown
that thermodynamic equation in form ( 1) can also
be re-written as

10

"' •o

e so

140
::>

so

;} 20

10

J.e ==
Jf

12

L (IOOOkm)--Doubling Time

in

doys; s ~ o·002
fig

m2

_i_ L
11>T

{£ - (9· w ~ + Of'0 wftJlhe;;"~h1>06>
;6p

to take care of cumulus convection.

Sec- 2 m6 2

I (c)
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5.

Charney, J.G., 1947, Jour.Met., Vol.4 , pp 135-162.

CONCLUSIONS

Charney, J.G. and Eliassen,
Vol.1, pp 38-54.

(i)
An insight is gained as to how cumulus
convection reduces the value of large-scale static stability and thus renders tropical zonal
currents dynamically unstable.· Such currents are
otherwise dynamically stable, if we consider a
dry atmosphere. In the presence of large-scale
upward motion as near ITCZ and in the presence
of moderate convection, the static stability can
be reduced to as small a value as 10 4 of its
original value. It turns out that for this reduction of static stability at any level what is
important is not the area occupied by active
convection but the flux of mass across ' the level
inside and outside the clouds i.e. the intensity
of subgrid scale convection.

1949 , Tellus,

Charney, J.G. and Eliassen, A., 1964, Jour.Atm.
§.£!., Vol.21, pp 68-75.

Gambo, K., 1970, Jour.Met.Soc., Japan, Vol.L;S,
No.2, pp 173-184.
Kuo, H.L., 1961,

~'

Vol.15, pp 441-459.

Kuo, H.L, 1965, Jour.Atm.Sci., Vol . 22, pp 40-63.
Lilly, D.K., 1960, Mon.Wea.Rev., Vol.88, pp 1-17.
Lipps, F.B., 1970, Mon.Wea.Rev., Vol.98, No. 2,
pp 122-131.

(ii)
Vigorous widespread convection may not
be favourable for growth of large-scale disturbances and may give rise to only meso-scale
phenomena.

Murakami, T., 1972, Jour.Atm.Sci., Vol.29, No.3,
pp 463-487.
Nitta, T., and Yanai, M., 1969, Jour.Met.Soc . ,
Japan, Ser. 2, Vol.47, No.2, pp 3-40 .

(iii)
Parameterisation of cumulus convection
is effected through static stability or through
cumulus heating which are both expressed in
terms of large-scale parameters of the atmosphere.
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MODIFIBD ONSET-DURATION TABLES
Charles R. Sikora., Capt, USAF
Detachment 5, lst Weather Wing
Clark AB, Philippines
1.

A.t the be~inning er each terminal
forecast valid time (F), all feur schemes require
a ceiling greater than or equal to J,000 feet, but
less than 10,000 feet - this range ie defined as a
Category 2 ceiling in the USAF Air Weather Service
verification program. A Category 1 is defined as
a ceiling greater than or equal to 10,000 feet. In
Table 1 schemes A, B, and C are unvarying whereas
scheme D consists of three to five observations of
Category 2 which are not necessarily consecutiTe.

INTRODUCTION

A broken te overcast sky condition
between J,000 feet and 10,000 feet is the primary
f erecast problem at Clark AB in the Philippines
during the months of November through April. The
NE monsoon reaches its peak over the northern
Philippines during December and January while the
remaining four months are considered transition
periods between the monsoonal seasons. During
this six-menth period, the ~radient-level wind
flow is primarily from an ENE direction
(Atkinson, 1970) and although some ceilings can
be attributed to shear lines, easterly waves,
lcnr-level convergence zones, convective activity,
and tropical storms, it is often quite difficult
to establish the primary origin of the increased
sky cover. Therefore, since low and middle cloud
ceilings are frequent occurrences and diurnal
weather patterns are rarely significant, pure
persistence appears to be a good first guess for
the initial six-hour terminal forecasto

T.llla l.

•eh-•

Definition or the !our
te be uUlised .., ad1itional ferecaot &ida !er
t.M •b•l"t-J'aft&• terE.nal forecast.
P-5

Sob-

F-4

,_,

P-2

P-1

Sell•• D could aleo be one of tllo felhwing:

These schemes then are the ones used
to arrive at the CC tables depicted in Table 2.
Conditional Clillatolog:r figures have enly been
compute« r~r those schemes which have eecurred at
least five time~ during the data period. In Table
2 the CC figures for each scheme are contrasted
with conventional CC tables based on 22 years of
data and with new CC tables based on 6 years of
data.

The tenninal forecast verification
program of the USAF Air Weather Service requires
that the three-heur and the six-hour forecasts be
verified against persistence. By modifying the
concept of Onset-Duration (Restivo, 1966) and
util;rzing the technique of Persistence-Trend
Tables developed in 1961 (Restivo, 1971), tables
have been generated te serve as an additional aid
in the preparation or these short-range terminal
forecasts.
·

TABLt 2.

Conditional Cliaatologr tables derhecl f...,. the schemes outlined in Table l.
~...r

J-Hour ro"cut. (l"f-3)

2.

C

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW TABLES
llO\'

Onset-Duration (OD) tables differ
from the more conventional Conditional Cl:iaatolegy(CC) tables in two ways. The time at which a
particular ceiling or visibility first occurs is
the primary stratifier for Onset-Duration tables
which consider the successive hours or occurrence
- a true persistence, whereas the Conditional
Climatology tables de not dif'f erentiate between
recurrence and true persistence. · (Restivo, 1966)

lltC
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11.&1

The modified OD tables in this study
only consider the hourly observations tor tae sixhour period up through the beginning of the forecast
valid time. These six-hour periods have been
stratified according to four schemes (or patterns)
of observations which have occurred most
frequently over a data period of six years. These
tables will be ueed as a tereeast aid for the
three-hour and the six-hour f oreca.st four times
daily.
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3.

DISCUSSION OF DATA RESULTS

For the required forecasts during the
November to April period, there was an initial
total of 192 schemes available, of which 126 met
the five or ~ore occurrence criteria. Of this
latter total 66 were clearly more indic~tive of
whether or not to forecast a Category 2 ceiling.
In addition 22 of the 6-year CC tables were 3.Il
improvement over the conventional 22-year CC
tables. In general the new probability values
for each scheme were arbitrarily considered to be
an improvement if they were at least 50 with an
increase of at least 9 over the conventional
tables or conversely if they represented a
decrease of at least 9 from those conventional
table values which were at least 50. A short
discussion of three cases will serve to illustrate
how this stratification has isolated some
individual schemes as potentially valuable
forecast aids.

4.

CONCLUSION

The stratification of data in thie
study has produced many noticeable improvements
over the conventional CC tables through ieolation
of significant schemes of observations. The new
tables are most useful when a Category 2 ceiling
has been persisting or recurring for at least three
hours. The validity of the tables will have to be
tested by daily application over a period of years.

5.
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3.1
In November scheme C is a marked
improvement at all hours for the three-hour

forecast; the new probability values range from
75 to 92. In addition the 6-yea.r figures are
significantly better than those of the 22-year
table. There were 57 occurrences of scheme C and
42 occurrences of scheme D. Such a relatively
large number of occurrences serves to reinforce
the validity of the new tables.
3.2

Restivo, J.S., 1971: A Resume of Short-Range
Forecasting Techniques. USAF ETAC Technical
Note 71-10.
...,..........,...,_, 1967: Onset-Duration Tablee of Specified
Ceiling and Visibility Categories. 4th Weather
Wing Technical Pa.per 67-1.

Case II

In December at 2300Z schemes A, C, and
D and the 6-year figures all indicate a high
probability of Category 2 for the six-hour
forecast. This case is particularly interesting
since the 22-year probability value of 50 is
actually inconclusive whereas the new tables
provide a decidedly positive indication of a
Category 2 forecast. There were at least five
occurrences of each scheme during the data period.

3.3

Case III

For the three-hour forecast at 0500Z
in January, schemes A. and B both indicate a low
probability of Category 2, while schemes C and D
both indicate a high probability. Note that there
is no apparent difference between the 6-yea.r and
the 22-year tables. In this case schemes A and B
have been isolated as good indicatore of when not
to forecast a Category 2. There were at leastl l
occurrences of each scheme.
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A REPORT ON THE MARINERS WORLDWIDE CLIMATIC GUIDE TO TROPICAL STORMS AT SEA
Harold L. Crutcher and Robert G. Quayle
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Environmental Data Service
National Climatic Center
Asheville, North Carolina, U.S.A. 28801

Customarily, the average height of the
highest one-third of all waves in view is
recorded as the significant wave height. The
average wave height will be about two-thirds of
the significant wave height. As there are waves
of many heights present at any time, the extreme
wave height often is estimated as 1.8 times the
significant wave height (Thom, 1971). While
winds are extremely high in the case of hurricanes (or typhoons) the fetch is not great;
therefore, probabilities of high waves are not
expected to exceed those found in temperate
zones. As detailed extreme wave height statistics are not available for tropical cyclones,
some extratropical occurrences are presented--as
an upper limit--in Figure l from Thom (1971).
These data are from Ocean Station "India" at
59°N, l9°W.

INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Navy is updating its series of
Marine Atlases of the World. Both meteorological
and oceanographic data will be presented. The
new atlases will be issued in volumes by ocean
basin and will include tropical cyclone data.
A special atlas on tropical cyclones has
been prepared using data from the above series.
The title is 11 Mariners Worldwide Climatic Guide
to Tropical Storms at Sea. 11 In the first part,
this guide provides general information on the
regions where tropical storms occur, when they
occur, how often they occur, and the general
paths they follow. In the second part, more
detailed information is presented in five degree
latitude-longitude quadrangles by use of tropical
cyclone rose graphs. From these the mariner
can tell in what direction and at what speeds
the storms have traveled in twelve hour periods.
11

11

.005

I

In the absence of timely forecasts, or in
the hands of those responsible for forecasts,
the guide offers a review of the historical
behavior of tropical cyclones.
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The hurricane stage of a tropical cyclone
i s known by different names in various parts of
the world. These are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
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North America, Gulf of Mexico
hurricane
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Eastern Pacific
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hurricane
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Tropical cyclones (hurricanes) have not
been recorded in the South Atlantic region.
l.

~

Ocean Weather Station "India"
59° N, 19° W

.01

Fig. l

Annual Extreme Wave Height
(Feet, H X 1.8) (after Thom, 1971)
1

3

WIND AND WAVES

Mariners consider wind and waves to be
important weather elements. Wind is the prime
mover, driving the seas which produce the swells.
Various decision points (wind speed thresholds)
based on experience serve to classify storms.
There is no 11 quantum 11 jump in wind speed from a
tropical storm to a hurricane. Stage designation
criteria merely permit simple standardized information exchange and decision making. In the
case here, the decision points for tropical storms
are 34 and 63 knots while the threshold is 64
knots or greater for the hurricane stage. The
latter is the traditional Beaufort Force 12 and
was first chosen as the wind force at which a
ship could not carry any sail; the masts would
be carried away.

2.

DATA

The regions, periods, and types of data
used are as follows:

Region
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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N. Atlantic
E. N. Pacific
W. N. Pacific
S. W. PacificAustral ian
S. Indian
N. Indian

Tropical
Cyclones

Tropical Storm,
Hurricane and
Combined Tropical
Storm--Hurricane
Stages

1871-1971
1949-1971
1884-1971
1897-1970

1899-1971
1965-1971
1953-1971
1956-1970

1854-1969
1877-1970

1939-1969
1877-1970

The 11 tropical cyclone 11 group contains data
that were not as well documented as the "tropical
storm" and "hurricane" groups. The data for the
above regions and periods were obtained from many
sources and are available in magnetic tape or
punched card form from the National Climatic
Center, Asheville, N. C.
3.

30°
40°
so·
60°
70°
80°
goo
1oo·
40•,--.,---,---.--..-......---.--..----.----.---.-..---....---400

30°

PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION

The Indian Ocean area selected and shown
here typifies the information generally presented in the first part of the guide. All
data are in terms of twelve-hourly storm movements. Twelve-hourly movements were chosen for
summary purposes because they are long enough to
be of forecasting significance but short enough
to provide good detail in tracking.

10°

10°

Figure 2 gives a broad ~urvey of average
annual tropical cyclone frequencies. Figure 3
shows the pref erred storm tracks deduced from
the data. Figure 4 shows the average speed of
storm movement for tropical cyclones. Figure 5
presents information for a smaller region and for
a shorter time span. The region is the Southwest
Indian Ocean for the period February 16-29. The
average number of tropical storms and hurricanes
is 1.7 per year. The average number of hurricanes is 0.5 per year or 1 every 2 years.
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Fig. 3 Preferred storm tracks for tropical
cyclones are represented by black
arrows. The width of the arrow
indicates the approximate relative
frequency of storms; the wider the
arrow the higher the frequency. Data
for the entire year have been summarized for this figure.
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NORTH INDIAN OCEAN
Main Seasons: MAY - JULY and
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER
with significant occurrences
April and August.
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20°

20°

••.•• ·0.1.
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SOUTH. fNDIAN OCEAN
Main Season: DECEMBER - MARCH 40°
with significant occurrences in
April, October and November.
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Fig. 2 The average number of tropical cyclones
per 5° square per year has been analyzed
for this figure. The main season for
intense tropical storm activity is also
shown for each major basin.
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Fig. 4 Average speed of storm movements (knots).
In this figure scalar mean speeds of all
tropical cyclones have been computed for
the entire year.
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4.

STATISTICAL TESTS

Twelve-hourly movement vectors were
subjected to several tests to establish the
validity of some of our assumptions. The tests
performed on each set of vectors were:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Fisher's F ratio for marginal variances
Fisher's Z transform for correlation
coefficients
Student's t test for marginal means
Hotelling's T2 test for the joint
distribution

A group of 35 test areas in the North
Atlantic, each a 5° latitude-longitude square,
was used as the primary data source. Results from
other parts of the world will be consolidated into
a single paper at a later date .
The tests performed and their results are
summarized as follows :
i.

Area Tests

Movements within 2~ squares were tested
against each other within 5° squares. The results
indicate that it is generally acceptable to
combine data within a 5° square for summary
purposes. Tests were run on a monthly basis,
using tropical storms, hurricanes, and both stages
combined in separate tests.
0

Fig. 5 Open arrows show the preferred storm
tracks. Arrow width is proportional to
the storm frequency within the ocean
basin and time period of the chart.
Isolines show the average storm speed
(scalar) in knots. The plotted value is
the average number of tropical cyclones
per time period per 5° square.

ii. Stage Tests
Tropical Storm movements were compared
to Hurricane movements on a monthly basis by 2~
and 5° square. Though tests showed that no
serious errors would result from the combination
of both stages, the results were not as good as
those for the area tests above. Similar results
were observed by Hodge (1967) when studying
typhoons.
0

The principal mode of summarization in the
"Mariners Worldwide Climatic Guide to Tropical
Storms at Sea 11 is the rose graph which is presented monthly for 5° latitude-longitude quadrangles. Six major basins and four stage groups
(as shown in Section 2 above) form the base map
designations for the 312 charts.

iii.

Month to Month Tests

Here, Hurricanes, Tropical Storms, and
both stages combined were tested within 5°
squares by comparing adjacent months. Generally
speaking, combination of more than one month of
data gives poor results, with differences being
most pronounced for intense storms during the
height of the season. Combination of several
months of data for off-season periods does not
appear to introduce serious difficulties, but
should usually be avoided as one approaches the
fringes of the storm season. Summaries more
frequent than monthly sometimes appear desirable.

Figure 6 represents a tropical cyclone rose
model and illustrates how to read such a rose.
The model is the same for all ocean basins. The
numbers shown in the legend are for illustration
only and do not necessarily apply to any particular location. Figure 7 illustrates a part
of one of the actual hurricane graphs.
12-hourly mo v ements of tropical cyclone centers {wind speed estimated ?:34 knots )
Mean speed , Printed figure at the end of each bar represent s
the mean speed of movement {in knots ) toward the indicated
...- -

---

(Centers moving toward the N had a mean speed of 5 knots )

- - -

,I ' - I
\
(fr e qu e ncy!
60 %

'

'

-

- (Mean vector movement of all centers

50

•O JO

20

'

0

toward 75°at 7 knots)
.

050
026

(

was

- - Statistics for this rose are based on 2. 77 twelve hou.r

movements .

27 7

(

(35% of all tropical eye/ones moved toward the NE. )

Vector mean direction and speed , Dot indicate s mean vector
movement. Each circle equa l s 10 knots

20
80 %( 40 %( %

(

This paper presents information concerning
the "Mariners Worldwide Climatic Guide to
Tropical Storms at Sea. 11

Direction frequency : Bors represent percentage frequency of
' , centers that moved toward each direction . Each circle
~ \ \ represent s 20%

•

100%

SUMMARY

direction .

-

50 individual storms were observed

in

the 5° X 5° orea

during the period of record .

' - - Probability of having at least one tropical cyclone 1n thi s

(vector mean speed knots!

area in any given year for this month is 26%.

Fig. 6 The tropical cyclone rose model.
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Fig. 7 January hurricane rose graphs for the western part of the South Indian Ocean.
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ON THE MODIFICATION OF TROPICAL CUMULUS CLOUDS

Joanne Simpson, William L. Woodley and Staff*
NOAA-Experimental Meteorology Laboratory
Coral Gables, Florida, U.S.A.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Cumulus-type clouds produce more than

So far, the EML modification work has
consisted of dynamic seeding of supercooled tropical cumuli. Dynamic seeding is based on the
hypothesis that massive seeding with artificial
ice nuclei (usually silver iodide released from
airborne pyrotechnics) can, under pre-specifiable
conditions, cause enhanced cloud growth and lifetimes, leading to increased precipitation in some
situations.

3/4 of the rainfall in tropical and subtropical
areas. They are also the engines for most of
the severe weather these regfons experlence. Consequently, scientifically sound and safe modification of these clouds, if it can be achieved,
holds vast potential benefits for many nations
and millions of people.
For the past decade, the mission of
NOAA's Experimental Meteorology Laboratory (EML)
has focussed on the attempt to determine whether
and under what conditions these clouds may be
modified. The major obstacle facing sound advances
in any weather modification effort is high natural
variability coupled with the large expense and
long effort required to obtain data. These difficulties are particularly severe when convectivetype rainfall is the object of modification. In
Florida, we have found, for example, that the rain
volume both from individual large cumuli and that
for six hours over a 4800 sq mile target varies by
two orders of magnitude within occasions which
have been screened as suitable for seeding. It is
a sobering contrast that the largest seeding
effects proposed or found by humans are on the
order of doubling, or at most tripling, the rainfall - and these large effects generally pertain
to single clouds, small cloud groups, or systems
restricted in space and time.

2.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION AT EML

The EML numerical simulation group is
developing one-, two-, and three-dimensional cumulus models, many of which are time-dependent.
Many involve precipitation and ice crystal growth
and several treat the interaction of two or more
cloud elements in an effort to describe the evolution of cumulus populations. For guiding and
evaluating the seeding experiments, however, only
the simplest of our models has so far been directly incorporated. This is a one-dimensional model
of a buoyant, entraining and precipitating cumulus
tower, which is hypothesized to have an internal
vertical circulation. The details of this model,
its observational tests and its real-time application in seeding experiments have been extensive l y
published (Simpson and Wiggert, 1969; 1971). For
adequate use in a field experiment, only about
1 1/2 minutes on a CDC 6600 computer is required *
per operational case.

Consequently, we are convinced that
randomized field experiments, detailed study of
natural cloud populations and numerical simulation
of modified versus unmodified cloud conditions are
prerequisites for operational cumulus modification
programs. At EML we have combined this threepronged effort into an experiment design and evaluation technique which jointly applies model prediction with both Bayesian and classical statistics. An outlined summary of this approach is the
subject of this paper; we believe that the development presented can, with modifications and/or
extensions, perhaps be useful in weather modification programs in other areas, particularly those
in the tropics and subtropics. Detailed reports
on each phase of the work are or will be available
in EML publications (see particularly Simpson,
Woodley, Olsen and Eden, 1973 and references
therein). The pyrotechnic flares and delivery
system are described in Simpson, Woodley, Friedman ,
Slusher, Scheffee and Steele (1970) .

The model integrates the vertical
motion equation for the rate of rise of the cloud
tower, which is entraining, forming and possibly
shedding precipitation. Requ i red input are a
vertical sounding of temperature and humidity as
a function of height or pressure, cloud base conditions and the horizontal dimension of the tower.
"Seeding subroutines" can be introduced which
freeze supercooled water following various hypotheses regarding how seeding works. The physical
mechanism by which dynamic seeding can cause a
cumulus to grow taller is buoyancy invigoration,
leading us to the impo r tant concept of seedabil i t y
S, which is measured in km. Seedability is defined
as the model-predicted top height difference between a seeded tower and the same tower if not
seeded.
For the past decade, EML has been conducting statistically controlled cumulus seeding
experiments based upon the foregoing concepts. We

*Major cont r ibutors to this paper are W. Cotton,
J. Eden, R. Holle, A. Olsen, R. Pielke, R. Sax,
J. Wisniewski and V. Wiggert, all of EML.

*A much smaller computer (with only 60K octal) may
be used.
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Figure 1. Comparison of Florida sea breeze model
predictions with radar observations.
began in 1963 by treating single, isolated clouds
and, since 1970, have been working on a randomized
multiple cumulus seeding experiment In a 4800 sq
mile target area. The latter involves the mesoscale of meteorological phenomena and complex
interactions between clouds with each other and
with the heated boundary layer . . To understand
these better, a fully three-dimensional timedependent, eight layer model of the airflow over
south Florida has been developed at EML (Pielke,
1973). Although water vapor is still a passive
variable (no condensation, as yet), figure 1
illustrates that the model-predicted updraft locations and intensities are beautlfully related to
the actual cloud patterns revealed by radar. Unfortunately, one day (about ten hours) of model
time requires about 2 1/2 hours CPU time on the
6600 computer.

3.

BACKGROUND OF THE FLORIDA AREA
CUMU LUS EXPERIMENT (FACE)

The randomized single cumulus experiment with 26 seeded and 26 control clouds, showed
conclusively that 1) dynamic seeding can cause
supercooled cumuli to grow one or several km taller
than unseeded, as quantitatively predicted by the
model (fig. 2); 2) under definable conditions,
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Figure 3.

dynamic seeding can increase single cumulus rainfall by a factor of about three, or an average
seeded versus unseeded difference of about 270
acre-ft (332 x 10 3 m3 ) per cloud with a significance of better than five percent.
Detailed studies of methods of measuring convective rainfall were conducted (Herndon ,
Woodley, Miller, Samet and Senn, 1973) . It was
found that a combination of calibrated 10-cm radar
with raingage networks or clusters was optimal.
For a test area of 220 sq miles, we found that to
measure convective rainfall with gages al o ne correctly to within a facto r of two , 85% of the time,
one gage for every ten s q miles would be necessary.
For the 4800 sq mile target now used by EM L for
multiple seeding (fig. 3), o ur calculations show
that one gage per 20 sq miles or 240 gages would
be necessary, distributed th roughout inaccessible
swamps and Everglades! Hence we used a calibra t ed,
digitized WSR-57 10-cm radar together with gag e
clusters and a s urface netwo r k as shown in fi gur e 3.
An investigation of natural r ain i n
Florida showed (Woodley, San cho and Norwood, 1971)
that while an isolated Florida cumulonimb us c loud
produces from about 100 to 2000 acre - ft* of rain ,
a merged system of two or more s uch clou ds may
rain as much as 50,000 a c re-ft, or two percent of
the capacity of Lake Okeechobee, t he ma i n wa ter
storage facility of the area. Hence in 1970 , EML
progressed from single cumulus to multp le cumulus
experiments to determine whether dy namic seeding
could promote me rgers and perha ps in crea s e convective rainfall over a sizable area .
4.

Table 1.
Figure 2.

Target area of FACE experiment

DESIGN, EXECUTION AND ANALYSIS
OF FACE 1970 - 1972
The experiment design is ou tlined in
Note the "Daily Suitability Criterion,"

*1 acre-ft= 1 .23 x 10 9 gm o r 325 , 000 gallons

See dabil ity versus seeding effect.
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Cotton and Eden, 1973) so that only the briefest
summary is recapitulated here.

S-Ne, a not completely successful objective attempt to screen out days which are either too dry
o r too wet for effect ive dynamic seeding. S is
the maximum seedabil ity in km for a reasonable
diameter range of cumulus towers, while Ne is the
number of hours between 10 a.m. and noon local
time that echoes appear in the target (maximum
value three). In the summers of 1970 and 1971,
11 randomized GO days were obtained, seven seed
and four control.

Table 2
FACE 1970-1971-1972 RAINFALL
(for six hours after first seeding time)

I. 9 Control Cases*
Sample Mean
Std. Deviation

In addition, nn a few days suitable
for the experimen t, but without access to a
seeder aircraft, a light aircraft was used to designate suitable lcouds . These non-random cases
were ea 11 ed "radar controls . 11 Six were obtained
in the three summers of 1970, 1971 and 1972. So
far, we have found it necessary to make actual
flights on all days used in the analyses to ensure
that adequate numbers of seedable clouds would
have been available i n the target. Eventually,
radars sophisticated enough both to determine top
height s and to estimate supercooled water contents could eliminate the aircraft requirement on
some non-seeding days.

. 7746
.6434

I I .7 Seed Cases
Sample Mean
Std. Deviation

3.528
3.026
4.80

2.61
3. 16

4.04

*omitting one case which failed to mee t the suitability criterion
With the floating target, the seedcontrol difference was significant at the ten
percent level with the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test.
With the total target, the seed-control difference
was not significant by any statistical test. However, since the total target seed-control difference shown in Table 2 is l .27 x 10 4 acre-ft per
seeded day or more than four billion gallons of
water, it is of utmost practical and scientific
importance to carry on an assessment of its possi ble reality.

Since many fully developed cloud mergers advect into the target, it was clear from the
outset that the seeding effect on total target
rainfall would most probably be much smaller than
that on single cumuli and therefore harder to determine to a satisfactory significance level.
Consequently, an intermediate goal, namely the
"floating target" rainfall, was also studied . The
"floating target" is defined as the rainfall from
all clouds penetrated on a seeding run and all
those merging with them, so long as they remain
within the total target.

Consequently, as one of several approaches, we used Bayesian statistics to obtain a
probability distribution for a seeding factor F,
where F is defined as the multiplicative factor
by which, on the average, dynamic seeding increases
rainfall in the subject target.
Bayes equation is formulated for this
problem as follows:

The detailed data and many types of
analyses for FACE 1970 - 1972 have been extensively published elsewhere (see particularly Simpson,
Woodley, Olsen and Eden, 1973 and Simpson,, Woodley,

p(F!D)

= p(F)

Table 1

p(D!F)

( l)

""PTDJ

where the left-hand side is the probabilfty density of the seedin~ factor F, given the seeded data.
On the right, p{F) is the prior probability on F,
to be assigned, p(DIF) is the probability density

DESIGN OF FLORIDA MULTIPLE CLOUD SEEDING EXPERIMENT
FIXED TARGET AREA -

Total Target
(x 10 4 acre-ft)

Floating Target
(x 10 4 acre-ft)
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Figure 4. Prior and posterior probability distribution for single cloud seeding factor F, with
gamma distribution approach.
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Figure 5. Prior and posterior probability dtstribution for floating target seeding factor F, with
gamma distribution approach.

.4

of the seeded data, given an explicit value of F,
and the denominator is the probability of the data,
a normalizing factor only.

.2
2

In all Bayesian approaches, it is
necessary to specify the natural distribution of
the variable in question. The Bayesian analyses
published by EML up to now have been based on the
assumption that both seeded and control rainfall
populations are well fitted by gamma functions and
that the shape parameter of the gamma function is
invariant under dynamic seeding. These assumptions were well verified with the single cloud data
(Simpson, 1972). The area data were consistent
with the assumptions, but the small sample size
precluded proof. However, in all cases the posterior probability distribution of F was shown to
be quite insensitive to a wide range of prior
probability assignments.

3

4

5

6

7

f?Figure 7. Probability density of samp l e seeding'
factor estimate ~ when F = l. 5; a = l (shape
parameter of gamma distribution). Sample sizes
n = 10, 20 and 50 pairs of cases.
(Simpson, Woodley, Miller and Cotton , 1971).
With the FACE floating target (fig. 5),
results are encouraging, but subtraction of three
standard deviations would. reduce F below one.
With the total target (fig. 6), a sizable area of
the probability density curve lies below F < l.

Therefore, results can be well summarized in figures 4-6, for single clouds, floating
target and total target, respectively. Note that
with the single clouds, even three standard deviations subtracted from the expected value do not
reduce F below one ( values below one for F imply
that seeding would decrease the average rainfall),
confirming results from classical statistics

Consequently, we undertook numerical
and theoretical analyses of the number of cases
needed to resolve F, based on the gamma distribution. Requirements become more stringent as F
grows smaller. The res ult for F = 1.5 is shown in
figure 7.
We see that even with 50 pairs of cases
(a five to ten year effort in most places), we
could still get an estimate of F, namely F,
which is less than one, an unacceptable outcome.

0.7
f97'0- 1972
TARGET-RAW DATA
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f.90
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Clearly, an effort must be made to
sharpen the experiment, either by redesign, new
knowledge and/or improved simulation .

5,

Successive conferences with prominent
statisticians brought out two possible means of
sharpening the experiment, namely a randomized
crossover design and/or the use of covariates or
predictors of how much rain would have fallen on
seeded days, had they not been seeded. A forthcoming report (Simpson, Woodley, Olsen, Eden and
Donaldson, 1973) investigates both approaches.
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REASSESSMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL
METHODOLOGY
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Figure 6. Prior and posterior probability distribution for total target seeding factor F~ with
gamma distribution approach.

Briefly, the randomized crossover design for experiments on tropical cum1.' 1i appears
at present to have prohibitive obstacles, namely
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departures of the seeded data from the control
regre5sion was also significant at 0.5%. With
the FACE 1970-1972 series, the departures of
seeded data from the control regression are not
significant.

low correlation in rainfall between adjacent areas
and the strong possibility of contamination, both
direct and dynamic. Our Florida observations
suggest that convective rainfall may often be suppressed by neighboring cumulonimbus complexes,
apparently related to compensatory subsidence
and/or anvil overhangs wiping out surface convection. But on other occasions, neighboring
convection may be enhanced, by mechanisms not
even poorly understood.

Instead of using the control data to
establish a regression between the predictors and
the transformed rainfall and then applying the
regression equation to predict the unmodified
rainfall on seed days, it is possible to perform
an analy~is of covariance utilizing both seed and
control cases to deterniine the appropriate regress ions. The analysis presented in Table 3 is
the usual covariance analysis for two treatments
in a one-way classification, with the exception
that more than one covariate is used. For this
reason, the analysis is presented in ternis of
the residuals after fitting various regressions.
In Table 3 the covariates are initial wetness and
model-predicted precipitation.

On the other hand, preliminary work
with predictors appears extremely promising,
enough so that early results for the total target
phase of the experiment will be presented here.
The idea is to find an equation to predict the
unseeded rainfall in the target and then to compare seeded data with the prediction. Usually a
1 inear regression for the unmodified situation is
obtained by statistical screening. That is, regression procedures are undertaken whereby if the
data sample is large (30-100 observations) a number of independent variables may be tried and as
many as 6-12 us ed in the final regression equation; a larger number of predictors can be used in
proportion to the magnitude of the correlations.
With the small EML data sample, only one or two
predictors are currently justified.

Under the usual assumptions of the
analysis of variance, i.e. the same slope for
both seed and control regressions, the test for
the difference between adjusted means is not significant even at the ten percent level. This
effectively tests for an additive seeding effect,
since it is designed to test for additive shifts
in the adjusted mean. In view of the postulated
multiplicative seeding effect, a test was made
jointly for a difference in means and difference
in slope between control and seeded regressions.
Again, the result was not significant at even the
ten percent level.

We have been guided in thi~ effort by
the work on the EML single cloud data by G. F.
Cotton (see appendix of Woodley, Simpson, Miller,
MacKay, Williamson and Cotton, 1970) by Glenn
Brier~'t and by the exciting work entitled "Model
Output Statistics" (MOS) by Klein and colleauges
(cf. Klein, Lewis and Enger, 1959).

Table 3
FACE 1970-1972
Analysis of Variance Tests of
Significance of Difference between Regressions
of Control and Seed Days with Initial Wetness
and Model-Predicted Precipitation as Covariants

For the FACE total target (1970-1972)
the most successful predictor equation so far is

R~~ 4 = ,796

+ .766W + .324M

(2)

where R~~ 4 is the fourth root of the unseeded rainfall. Fourth root transformations are used to
reduce extremes in the data and to minimize
heteroscedasticity. W is the initial wetness,
defined as the (fourth root) rainfall in the target for the hour preceding the first seeding. M
is an average precipitation production predicted
for unseeded towers by the one-dimensional model
described earlier, run on the regular morning
(1200 GMT or 0800 Local Time) Miami radiosonde,

Residual after Fit

S.S.

d.f.

Common Regressions
Separate Means,
Common Slopes
Difference between
Adjusted Means

.86515

14

.86408

!1

Common Regressions
Separate Regressions
Difference between
Regressions

It should be emphasized that this regression is derived from and only applicable to
those days screened as suitable for seeding and
actually so documented by aircraft flights. All
unseeded summer days would of course provide a
larger data sample, but quite possibly a different, and thus not useful, regression. Since a
digitized radar became available to EML in 1973,
tests of this sort will be possible in the future.

F1; 13;. 90

6.

=

3 • 14

M. S.

.06647
.00107

.00107

F Val.

.016

.86515
.81852

14
11

.0744

.04663

3

.0155

.209

F3; 11; .90

2.56

BAYESIAN ANALYSIS, INCORPORATING
PREDICTORS

Failing in significant seed-control
differences from conventional covariate analyses,
we may again use Bayes equation (1) to obtain a
probability distribution for F, now incorporating
the regression equation (2),i .e. more physical
knowledge or measurables. Since (2) treats
R1 / 4 , we actually solve (1) for F' ~ F1 / 4 (see
5impson, Eden, Olsen and Pezier, 1973, for analysis of the transformation).

Use of the regression equation (2) with
the 1970-1972 FACE control case data reduces the
variance by 0.35, but the F statistic is significant only at 25%. A similar regression for the
single cloud control data (with the sole covariate of the initial wetness) gave a comparable reduction in variance. The latte~ F·statistic was
significant at 0.5% owing presumably to the much
larger data sample. With the single clouds, the

The Bayesian analysis makes no assumptions about either the seeded or control rainfall

*extensive personal communications
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7

The 1973 project was more ambitious
in the scope and extent of measurements than in
previous years. It was the cooperative effort
of seven NOAA laboratories, two university deoartments, and a group at the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory. The field program commenced on 11
June and terminated on 12 Septembe r .

TRANSFORMED
SEEDING FACTOR F'
WITH PREDICTORS
<F'ID> = f.0138
<FID> = f.0840
U (F'ID) = .06653
PRIOR F'

6
.:- 5
~

a..4

During that 94-day span, the weather
was unusually rainy and disturbed, disqualifying
a majority of the days for seeding. We had hoped
for a maximum of 20 random GO cases, but only
achieved our minimum goal of 12, with seven seed
and five controls. Also, seven non-random
"radar control" days were obtained. In the analysis, primary emphasis will be placed on the evaluation of the radar and raingage data in an effort
to determine quantitative precipitation volumes
for seeded and control days. The principal improvement in 1973 was the capacity to digitize
the 10-cm radar power return and store the signal
on magnetic tape. Photographs of the contoured
PPI scope were also taken once every two minutes
for evaluation by the earlier method of Woodley
(1970) and comparison with the digitized results.

3
2

.8

.9

t.O

t.1
F'-

t.2

t.3

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF FACE 1973

7.

1970 - 1971 - 1972
EML AREA EXPERIMENT
TOTAL TARGET

f.4

Figure 8. Prior and posterior probability density distribution of F' (fourth root transform)
with predictor approach.
distributions, nor need they even obey the same
function. We retain the assumption of the multiplicative seeding factor. The crucial assumption
used here is that departures from the regressions
have a gaussian distribution with a standard deviation equal to the r.m.s. departure of the control cases from their optimal regression (currently equation 2), an assumption which is both logical and testable. It is based upon the hypothesis
that the deviations from (2) are mainly due to
such factors as synoptic trends, variations in
surface heating owing to anvil overhangs* and
other causes, cloud microphysical variations and
measurement errors. The net sum of these effects
should be a random variable which, by the Central
Limit Theorem, is closely gaussian.

An ambitious program to investigate
the dynamics and microphysics of cumuli was undertaken in conjunction with the seeding experiment.
The seeder aircraft (a Lockheed C-130 Hercules)
was equipped to measure the evolution of the
hydrometeor spectrum and its relationship to cloud
updraft structure. A cloud base aircraft (Douglas
DC-6B) was instrumented for heat and moisture flux
measurements. The DC-6 was also equipped to collect bulk water and filter samples for subsequent
analysis of silver, other pollutants, and ice
nuclei.

The probability of each seeded observation for each value of F' is readily computed
from a gaussian density distribution with a mean
of F' times the R1 ' 4 computed from (2) and standard deviation as described above. Then p(D!F')
is the product for all seeded cases. For illustration here, we take a uniform prior on F', for
F in the range roughly 0.5 to 10 as before. Results for the posterior probabilities of F' and
F are shown in figures 8 and 9.

An unexpectedly successful aspect of
FACE 1973 was the collection of 150 rainwater
samples on the ground. Forty-five of these
samples were from seeded clouds and 105 from unseeded clouds. A sensitive atomic absorption
analysis for silver content is employed which
detects concentrations down to 10- 13 • Preliminary
results suggest that typical background (unseeded)
counts in Florida are about 10- 12 , less than in

1.8 .--.-.--.-.---r--r---r--r---r--.----.-----,

A dilemma is presented by the contrast
of figure 9 with figure 6. While the spread of
the density curve in figure 9 is reduced, so is
the expected value. Can we say anything except
that our best estimate of the area effect of
dynamic seeding ranges between an eight percent and
a 90 percent increase, with little, if any,
significance? If forced at this time to choose
between the two results, we should be inclined
to pick the smaller and more conservative estimate
as more reliable, in that the small sample frailties of the regression method are probably somewhat less than those of the gamma distribution
method, wherein the scale parameters of the distributions were determined from the existing
sample averages.

1970 - 1971 - 1972
EML AREA EXPERIMENT
TOTAL TARGET

1.6
t.4

SEEDING FACTOR F
WITH PREDICTORS

f.2

<FID>
C7 CFID)

~ t.O

=
=

f.0840
0.2865
PRIOR F

a..0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2
0

........

2

______________ _
4

6
F-

*Variations in their direction and extent appear
to be mainly related to wind shear and upper level
humidity.

8

to

t2

Figure 9. Prior and posterior probability density
distribution of F with predictor approach.
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ability to the potential rain increase by dynamic
seeding. For the single cloud experiment in south
Florida, a simple empirical regression was useful,
illustrated in figure 10. Although this diagram
has too few data points to be taken seriously,
note that with seedabilities less than about one
km, the r~Jnfal 1 change due to dynamic seeding is
negative.

the western United States. Typical contents in
seeded rainfall are 10- 11 , comparable to, but
slightly smaller than, those found by Warburton
(1973) in a hail suppression project in Alberta
with rough l y s imilar seeding rates. One maximum
value almost 10- 10 was found, which is still more
than two orde r s of mag n itude smaller than that
considered unsafe by the U. S. Public Health
Authorities.

_
For multiple cumulus seeding over a
large area, to develop a relationship between
seedability and rain augmentation potential by
dynamic seeding is clearly a task many orders of
magnitude more difficult. It will quite likely
require at the very least several additional covariates and thence much more data and many years
of effort, both in the field and on better computer simulation.

More extensive and intensive surface
measurements were also made in 1973 than in previous years. In figure 3, the stippled . region,
comprising about five percent of the total target
area, contained a micrometeorological network consisting of more than 200 non-recording raingages
(one per sq mile) and 22 recording anemometers
with thermographs. Also evident in figure 3 are
the five sets of dense raingage clusters with an
average of eight recording gages in each.

Nevertheless, even now, the existing
framework can probably help preclude useless efforts at applying dynamic seeding. The EML Florida experience suggests that the seeding factor
for single clouds is considerably bigger than
that for a large area. A single cloud experiment
is relatively inexpensive and straightforward, so
that a diagram like figure 10 would not be difficult to obtain for a specific area. If results of
this step are unfavorable, there is ltttle use in
carrying the method further. If this step shows
sizable rainfall increases as a function of the
seedabilities found in the single cloud experiment, than a proper seedabil ity climatology, as
outlined above is warranted. If this step shows
that adequate populations of highly seedable
clouds are available as many as 5-15 days per
month for several months, then the major sustained
effort of a randomized area experiment, development of regressions, mesoscale models, etc. may
be justified.

On a larger scale, a ground network of
ten recording mechanical weather stations (pressure, temperature, wind and rainfall information)
was established for testing the mesoscale sea
breeze numerical model described in Section 2.
Finally, the hatched region in figure 3 represents
that portion o f the total target viewed by dual
doppler radars l ocated about 18 miles apart on
the norther n boundary. For about two weeks,
these radars collected data on the motion fields
within the convective systems.

8.

OUTLOOK, APPLICATIONS AND EXPORTABILITY

Evaluation of the FACE 1973 data and
reporting results of the analyses will require at
least two years . Then it should be possible to
make a better assessment of the practical applications and the exportability of this modification
approach to other areas where cumulus clouds are
common.

From a broader viewpoint, the philo-

Eve n at present, however, it is possible to sketch an outline of the steps required,
involving both field measurements and computer simulation.

RAINFALL CHANGE (.6R)
AS FUNCTION OF SEEDABILITY (5)

.......~......

10....-~.----.....---.....---.~--.~--,.....--..,.~

9

The first cut at compilation of a seeding climatology for a region is not difficult. If
regular radiosondes are available, the EML oned i mensional model may be run routinely with a
hierarchy of radii. From this one can at least
learn if sizable seedabilities are common for a
reasonable cloud size range. To find the tower
radius distribution, however, is another matter.
Theories predicting it are still rudimentary and
largely un t ested, while empirical specification
requires either sophisticated and/or laborious
photogrammetry .

8
7
6

Cl.R

acre-ft.

I

0

S

(km)

•

2

At EML, a method of short-cutting this
step has been useful, namely employing measured
cloud top he i gh t s, via the model, to work back to
the towe r radius. Two costly prerequisites are
needed for this step, namely a validation of the
model predicted height - radius rela t ion for the
area in ques ti on, and a dedicated (preferably
10-cm) radar with both PPI and RHI capability.
With these too ls, a reasonable seedability climatology as a f unc t ion of space, time of day and
month or season s hou l d be obtainable.

•-286+211

•

-·---------------
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Figure 10. Empirical relation between observed
single cloud seed-control rainfall difference
versus model-predicted seedab i lity.

The major step is then to relate seed-
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sophy and proc edures of the EML approach may turn
out to be usefully applied in weather modifica- ·
tion problems totally unrelated to dynam i c cumulus seeding . The key feature of the approach is
that it i s multi-pronged. Models are used triplefold, that is for selection of suitable cases
(Table 1), for regressions (equation 2) and for
direct analysis of results (fig. 2). Thus the
models are everywhere tightly meshed with field
experiments. The latter are both designed and
analyzed by a close interweaving of Bayesian and
classical statistics with the physical hypotheses
and models. The experiments are semi-randomized,
in that enough rand6m cases are sought to eliminate and/or identify and correct for bias, while
most easily and cheaply obtained non-random cases
help specify natural populations, covAriate regressions and, last but by no means least, the
dynamics, physics and mechanistic 1 inks by
which the natural and the modified systems operate.
Acknowledgments: We express our deep thanks to
Robert Powell and Constance Arnhols of EML who
prepared the diagrams and manuscript.
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FEASIBILITY OF PRECIPITATION AUGMENTATION BY CARBON DUST SEEDING

W. M. Gray, W. M. Frank and R. E. Lopez
Colorado State University and the University of Puerto Rico,USA

1.

INTRODUCTION

evaporation. Because this evaporation energy transport from the ocean is not directly dependent on
solar radiation, but goes on during both the day
and night, the oceanic boundary layer does not experience a daily heating cycle as is common over
land.

This paper is written with the purpose
of opening up a dialogue on a new area of potential weather modif ication--namely mesa-scale weather modification from solar energy interception
by small carbon particles. It would appear that
present day weather modification may need a broader scientific outlook. Nearly all the efforts
over the last quarter century have been aimed at
producing changes on the cloud scale through exploitation of the saturated vapor pressure difference between ice and water. This is not to be
criticized, but it is time we also consider the
feasibility of weather modification on other timespace scales and with other physical hypotheses.
1.1

If a significant portion of the incoming
solar energy over the oceans could be absorbed in
the atmospheric boundary layer during the daylight
hours, an artificial stimulation of cumulus convection would occur. This might be accomplished by
aerosol interception of solar radiation as shown
on the right side of Fig. 1. Figure 2 compares
the extra boundary layer short wave solar heating
rate which is possible in 10 hours due to 15 percent extra absorption of incident solar radiation
with the usual 10 hour net long and short wave
radiation of the tropical troposphere as determined
by Cox and Suomi (1969).

Need

Growing global population pressures and
predicted future food shortages dictate that man
fully explore his potential for beneficial weather
modification from both an economic and a humanitarian point of view. All physical ideas on all
scales of motion should be considered.
1.2

2.2

Physical Idea

Most of the sun's energy penetrates
through the earth's atmosphere to the surface. A
large atmospheric heat source would result if some
of the incoming solar energy could, instead, be
absorbed directly within the atmosphere.
1.3

Questions

Can man intercept an appreciable amount
of the incoming solar energy in selective areas
and convert this energy to significant wind-pressure
and precipitation change? Is the tropical and subtropical troposphere often in a potentially unstable state such that an addition of artificial
energy would trigger beneficial changes? If this
is so what are the likely economic effects?
2.

CARBON BLACK DUST AS AN ARTIFICIAL HEAT
SOURCE

2.1

Artificial Interception of Solar Radiation

About 80 percent of the incoming solar
radiation (1 0 ) in the cloud free areas of the tropics reaches the earth's surface. As pictorially
shown on the left portion of Fig. 1 the larger part
of the incoming solar energy is absorbed by the
oceans. Most of this enegy subsequently goes intn
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Carbon Black Dust as an Artificial Atmospheric Heat Source.

The characteristic of carbon dust which
makes it so attractive as an atmospheric heat source
is the extra-ordinarily large amount of solar radiation which can be absorbed per unit mass of
carbon. In a companion paper to this report, Frank
(1973) has extensively discussed the characteristics
of carbon black dust as an atmospheric absorber of
solar radiation from the method of estimating aerosol solar absorption developed by Korb and Moller
(1962). The reader is referred to Frank's paper
for a thorough discussion of this subject. For
the purpose of discussing the use of carbon black
dust as an artificial energy source for mesa-scale
modification the following information summarizes
the pertinent facts on carbon black dust:
1)

Carbon black dust consists of fine spherical particles composed of 95-99% pure
carbon, the remainder being made up of
volatile materials. It is formed by the
controlled incomplete combustion.of fossil
fuels according to a variety of processes.
If put out in sizes less than a few microns
it has negligible fall velocity. Most
carbon blacks can be produced in quantity
for about $.06 to $.10 per Kg.

2)

The density of carbon black particles is
2gm/cm3. The high radiation absorptivity
and low heat capacity (about .125cal/g°C)
of carbon black make it an ideal agent
for interception of solar radiation and
transfer of this heat to the surrounding
molecules by conduction. Turbulent

I (
0 .

INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION AT TOP OF
)
TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE -800 Col/cm2 per day

- 20% of I.. absorbed
or scattered
reflected bock
to space

a

- 20% of lo absorbed
or scattered
reflected bock
to space

a

extra -15% of Io (120 calories/day)
absorbed by 10% carbon block coverage
OCEAN SURFACE

-65% of Io

-80% of Io

absorbed by Ocean

absorbed by Ocean

Figure 1.

Contrast of clear air tropical condition with normal solar absorption by atmosphere-ocean (on
left) with extra solar absorption with 10% aerosol coverage in boundary layer (on the right).
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Figure 2.

Comparison of lOhr heating-cooling rates due to long and short-wave radiation in clear regions
with the extra boundary layer induced heating (shaded area) which is possible in 10 hours from
15 percent artificial solar absorption.

surrounding air. About 6% of the heat
transfer from the carbon to the air is
accomplished by long-wave radiation.

mixing carries the heat further. Being
hydrophobic, carbon dust does not readily
absorb water vapor. If put out in small
sizes it will not act as a condensation
nucleus.
3)

4)

Particles of 0.1 micron radius maximize
the solar absorption per unit mass but
(as discussed by Frank, op.cit.) the size
is not critical. Solar absorption to
weight is not greatly altered by variations in size from .01µ to 0.20µ radius.
Individual particles of 0.1µ radius weigh
but lo-14gm. It takes 3 x 1013 particles
or about 0.3gm of carbon to solidly
2
cover a horizontal cross-section of 1 m
Carbon black dust particles heat the surrounding air primarily (~94%) by direct
solar energy absorption and rapid molecular conduction of this heat to the
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5)

The maximum efficiency of solar radiation
to weight and cost requires that the percentage area coverage of carbon black be
in the range of 0-30%. Higher carbon
area coverage rates cause redundancy in
solar absorption and lower energy to
weight and cost ratios.

6)

Absorption rates for area coverage percentages of 0-20% are little affected by
zenith angle changes up to 65-70°. This
allows for 9 to 10 hours of nearly constant absorption rates during daylight
hours.

7)

One kilogram (Kg) of carbon black dust
can absorb more than 40 billion calories

of solar radiation in a single 10 hour
period. On the other hand, coal, currently the cheapest of conventional combustable fuels, provides on complete combustion about 7 million cal per Kg or
about 1/6000 as much heat per unit mass
as the carbon. The relative cost of energy available from carbon black dust
and coal are shown in Table 1. The cost
of complete combustion coal heat is about
280 times greater than the cost of carbon
heat per 10 hr period. Among energy
sources normally used by man only nuclear
energy compares with carbon black as a
source of accumulation of energy per unit
mass, and no known substance compares as
a source of heat per unit cost. A 20
Kiloton nuclear explosion produces about
the same amount of thermal energy as can
be obtained from l,OOOKg of carbon dust
in 10 hours of solar heating. In addition,
the carbon dust is not consumed during
the heat absorption process and might be
used again on following days. Silver
iodide seeding in super-cooled clouds
can also liberate tremendous amounts of
energy per unit mass but the energy from
this source does not locally accumulate
unless the mass compensation for the
stimulated convection occurs near and on
a time scale of the seeding. This is
rare. As the seeded cloud dies out the
suspended frozen particles melt and reevaporate.
8)

3.

Table 2 lists the short wave absorption
by carbon dust in the tropical boundary
layer (surface to 950 mb) which would result from various carbon dust equivalent
area coverages. The concentration ~f
0.1µ radius carbon particles per km is
also shown. For carbon dust area coverages of 10 and 20 percent, only~ 25
and ~ 50 Kg respectively of carbon dust
are needed to cover an area of one km2.
At purchasing rates of but 10 cents/Kg
this amounts to but $3 and $6 per one
km2 coverage. Ten percent area coverage
of carbon dust provides heat to increase
the mean temperature of the air within
the boundary layer (surface to 950 mb) at
a rate of about 1°C/hr for a 10 hour
period. Table 2 also gives the boundary
layer heating rates that can be accomplished for various areas and percentage
carbon particles coverages with 1 million
Kg of carbon. These enormous area coverages and heating rates open the possibility of mesa-synoptic-scale weather
modification.

convection will act in a 'feed-back' mechanism
sense to develop or intensify a meso-scale weather
system or cloud cluster. This weather system
is likely to exist after the termination of the
extra solar heating.
It must be emphasized that we are discussing a mesa-scale heat source and the resulting
mesa-scale pressure-wind patterns which are induced.
We are not discussing the direct stimulation of
individual cumulus elements. The individual cumulus elements will result as a consequence of the
extra meso-scale low level mass and water vapor
convergence. Most previous weather modification
schemes have delt only with the alteration of already existing cumulus.
3.1

Extra Evaporation

The solar absorption by carbon dust is
but one influence. If accomplished over water
bodies, this extra heating should also stimulate
an increase of evaporation. The increased surface
warming will stimulate an extra downward mixing of
upper level dryer air to the ocean surface. This
dryer air will increase the water vapor difference
between the ocean and the air and lead to increased evaporation rates. Evaporation rates may perhaps be double or triple their normal amounts.
The evaporation influence can also continue for
many hours after the heating has taken place as
discussed in a paper by Deardorff (1973) who simulated extra oceanic boundary layer heating rates
in a numerical model. The energy for this increased
evaporation, however, will come largely from the
ocean and not the air. Thus, it may be possible
for the carbon dust solar heating to extract extra
energy from the ocean that would not naturally occur.
It is estimated that this extra evaporation energy
gain will be between one to three times the energy
gain from the extra artificial radiation. The
potential buoyancy of the low levels will later
be enhanced by the extra water vapor content.

4.

METHOD OF DISPERSION

It appears that it will be possible to
manufacture the small ~ 0.1 micron (µ) size carbon
particles directly from liquid petroleum products
(i.e. hydrocarbons) on aircraft or from ship or
land surface sites. Our research shows that it
is possible to obtain about 50% mass yield of carbon or lKg of small carbon for 2Kg of liquid hydrocarbons. The carbon particles can be generated in the desired size range and dispersed without
storing. This prevents handling and clumping
problems. Feasibility studies are in progress to
determine the best methods of manufacture. It is
highly desirable that the carbon particles be manufactured at individual dispersion sites. Liquid
petroleum can be much more easily handled than the
solid carbon dust.

( PHYSICAL HYPOTHESIS OF HEAT SOURCE UTILIZATION

It is envisaged that this meso-scale
artificial heat source will be utilized to produce or intensify a meso-scale upward vertical
motion field which will stimulate extra cumulus
convection. This meso-scale heat source should
produce or intensify the lower level mass and
water vapor convergence fields. An enhancement
of cumulus convection should follow. If tropospheric vertical wind shears are not too large,
it is likely that this extra induced cumulus

5.

SITUATIONS OF POTENTIAL MODIFICATION

The most likely location for dispersal
of the carbon dust is over the oceans where the
planetary bot.mdary layer does not experience a
diurnal temperature cycle. The carbon dust allows
the oceanic boundary layer to have a heat input
equivalent to the land areas. An oceanic diurnal
cumulus convection cycle should result.
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Table 1
RELATIVE WEIGHTS AND COSTS OF COAL AND CARBON BLACK DUST ENERGY
Cost (dollar/Kg)

Fuel
Coal

$.005

7 x 10

Carbon Black

$ . 10

4 x 10

Ratio
(Carbon Black)
Coal

Heat per Unit Cost (calf dollars)

Heat (cal/Kg)
6

cal/Kg

10

1.4 x 10

cal/Kg per
4.0 x 10
10 hrs.

11

calf dollar
calf dollar per 10 hrs.
280
1

6000
1

20
1

'V -

9

'V - -

Table 2
TYPICAL TROPICAL BOUNDARY LAYER HEATING RATES FROM 1 MILLION Kg OF CARBON DUST
Area
2
72,000 km
40,000 km2
2
20,000 km
2
15,000 km
2
10,000 km
2
6,800 km
2
5,100 km

Net Heat Absorbed
(cal/cm2 10 hrs)

Carbon Dust Mass
Kg/km2

5%

11

60

4

9%

22

110

8

18%

45

200

13

26%

65

270

18

35%

90

325

22

53%

120

410

27

70%

180

470

31

The carbon artificial heating source
might also be utilized over land areas whose surf aces are moist. Here much of the surface absorbed radiation goes to evaporation rather than
to sensible temperature warming of the air above.
Extra boundary layer warming would result in this
situation from an extra solar absorption source
within the atmosphere. A faster and larger sensible heat input to the boundary layer would likely
stimulate extra cumulus convection.

would not otherwise have occurred.
Precipitation enhancement from weather
system genesis or intensification upwind from
coastlines with on-shore flow is believed to be a
very likely possibility. There are many coastal
and adjacent inland regions in the tropics and
sub-tropics which need additional precipitation
and which have on-shore flow. If tropospheric
vertical wind shears are not too large, it is
very likely that mesa-scale weather system genesis
or enhancement is possible.

Another potential situation for beneficial heating over land would be to create an elevated heat source such as is typically present
around elevated mountain regions. In this situation carbon dust might be dispensed at lowermiddle tropospheric levels. This should be similar to a mountain heat source. A region of convective activity might then be generated over
selective Plains re'gions from an artificially generated elevated heat source. Orville (1968) has
extensively discussed the influence of elevated
heat sources on stimulation of extra cumulus convection.

6.

Temperature Change
(°C/10 hrs)

% Area
Coverage

The influence of this heating has been
tested in an updated version of Harrison and
Elsberry's (1972) numerical model which utilizes
a telescoping grid (25-100 km). This model indicates meso-scale heating should develop an upward
vertical motion pattern of 100-300 mb/day in the
heated area. Artificially induced vertical motion
of this magnitude should lead to significant extra
low level mass and water vapor convergence. If
water vapor contents are sufficiently high, an
appreciable amount of extra precipitation· shoti L'
result. A companion paper by Elsberry, Harrison
and Gray (1974) further discusses the influence
of a mesa-scale heat source of this magnitude on
meso-scale wind and pressure alterations. Figure
3 attempts to portray how this heat source might
generate or enhance a mesa-scale weather system.

LIKELY FAVORABLE SEEDING LOCATIONS

It is hypothesized that the most favorable places for beneficial carbon dust seeding
would be over ocean regions, 200-600 km upwind
from tropical and sub-tropical coastal areas.
This would be accomplished as a means of forming
or enhancing over ocean mesa-scale weather systems 12 hrs to 2 days upwind from coastal regions
in need of precipitation. The developed or enhanced weather system would move inland and bring
new or additional precipitation with it which

There are likely to be many other atmospheric situations in which man could benefit
from application of a mesa-scale heat source of
the magnitude here discussed. For instance the
first author (Gray, 1973) has extensively discussed
the potential of hurricane modification from carbon
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SEA
Figure 3.

Plan view portrayal of how carbon dust seeding 1/2 to 2 days upward from tropical and subtropical coastlines might act to generate or enhance a weak meso-scale weather system.

dust induced outer radii boundary layer heating
of 1/2 to 1°C/hr.

7.

carbon heating fQ!rcing function of 10°C/10 hr per
50 mb is applied at places and times when the
atmosphere is close to a natural instability. If
the augmented rainfall is especially in demand
and the degree of instability of the atmosphere
very large, then it may be possible that a much
higher benefit ratio could be obtained. It is
questionable whether individual cumulus cloud modification from silver iodide or warm cloud seeding will ever prove to have as profitable a cost
benefit ratio.

ECONOMIC ASPECTS

It is estimated that carbon dust can be
generated for about $0.10 per Kg. A 10 percent
cross-section coverage by 0.1µ radius particles
requires ~ 25Kg of carbon per km2 (or ~ 200 lbs
per n.mi. 2 ). A (200km)2 or (100 n.mi.) 2 square
area requires ~ 1 million Kg of 0.1µ carbon particles. This will allow about 15 percent solar
absorption and will cost about $100,000 of petroleum products. If the cost of dispersal of the
carbon from surface sources (ship and land sites)
is 1-2 times the cost of the petroleum product
and the cost from aircraft is 3-4 times the petroleum, then an estimate of a 1 million Kg carbon particle experiment would be:

8.

The carbon particle dust proposed for
weather modification is almost pure organic carbon. It is manufactured primarily as a necessary
ingredient of paints (for color pigments) and as
a rubber reinforcing agent for auto tires. Carbon black is inert and non-toxic. For the proposed concentrations needed for weather modification it is believed to be of no significant health
hazard (Frank and Gray, 1973).

from surface sites ~ $0.3 million
for aircraft sources ~ $0.5 million
Please see the papers by Gray (1973) and by Frank
(1973) for more discussion of the economics of
carbon dispersion, etc. It is envisaged at this
time that the surf ace releases would be primarily
used for tropical and sub-tropical meso-scale
precipitation augmentation and the aircraft operations for hurricane destruction alleviation.
7.1

POLLUTION AND HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS

It is envisaged that each modification
experiment would employ approximately 1-2 million
kilograms of carbon dust. This is a miniscule
fraction of the pollution coming from industrial
contaminants. The total depletion of fossil fuels
by the industrial nations of the world amounts to
about 104 billion Kg/yr. This is between 10 6 to
107 times the fossil fuel to be used in carbon
particle production for any modification experiment. This program would not lead to significant
future depletion of fossil fuels.

Precipitation Augmentation

If a surface area release of 1 million
Kg of carbon would lead to 1 cm increase of precipitation over an area comparable to that of the
carbon release, then, assuming a water value to
~ $10/acre foot, a precipitation value of ~ $4
million would result. This gives a cost benefit
ratio of about 10-15 to one.

8.1

Particle Concentration

Ten percent area coverage of carbon
black particles of 0.1µ size through an atmospheric
boundary layer of 500 m thickness requires carbon
black particle concentrations of ~ 5000/cm3 . This
amounts ~o area densities of 1/40 gm/m2 or about
25 Kg/km , certainly not an excessive mass of carbon per unit area. This particle concentration
gives aerosol mass densities of but 50 micro gm/m 3

The typical trade wind cloud cluster
gives daily rai~fall amounts of about ~2cm/day
over a (500 km) area. This is about 10 times
more than the assumed extra artificial rainfall
used in this calculation. This is not felt to be
an excessive extra precipitation amount if the
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or 50 x 10- 6 gm per m3 .

have previously discussed the use of carbon dust
in this way. The application of this approach has
been limited by the large amounts of heat required
to evaporate meaningful amounts of moisture (i.e.
600 cal/gm) and by the small amounts of carbon
used.

The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
has set air contaminants standards by mean geometric average of weight of particles per cubic
meter. Minimum levels representing the onset of
undesirable pol~ution have been established as 70
microgram per m or 70 x 10-6 gm per m3 . The proposed experiments of this paper will entail carbon concentrations less than the U. S. standards.
Most U. S. and European cities and large towns
far exceeded this level. Urban pollution aerosols
are typically larger and have radiation absorption
characteristics much below that of the carbon
dust aerosols.

Sev~ral experiments using carbon black to
form cumulus clouds in clear air also have been
performed.

The Naval Research Laboratory (1958)
seeded 8 cumulus clouds with 1-3 Kg of carbon black
in July, 1958. All of the clouds dissipated to
some extent, but observation and instrumentation
capabilities were insufficient to establish a
definite causal relationship. In addition, clear
air at the approximate level of existing cumulus
cloud bases was seeded on 5 runs during the same
series of tests. Small clouds were observed to
form in all cases. Once again it was impossible
to establish definite causal relationships. The
overall feeling of the test group was that the
carbon black did seem to help dissipate existing
clouds and form small ones in clear air but the
natural variability of cumulus clouds and the inadequacy of monitoring techniques prohibited any
conclusive results.

Most of the carbon dust particles should
be removed from the troposphere within a week.
Typical residence time of tropospheric aerosols
in the middle latitudes is only about 10 days
(Martell, 1970 AEC Report).
8.2

Health Hazard

The primary hazard to health from particulate air pollution comes from the intake and
deposition of foreign aerosols within the lower
respiratory tract, particularly upon the alveoli
sacs of the lower lungs where oxygen and carbon
dioxide are exchanged between respired air and the
blood. In the carbon dust particle concentrations
envisaged for modification only a miniscule number of particles will ever reach and be deposited
on the human alveolar.

Laboratory tests by the Naval Research
Laboratory in 1958 showed that carbon black did
increase dissipation rates of artificially created
fogs in cloud chambers which were subjected to
heat lamps. However, neither the dissipation
mechanism nor the radiative properties of carbon
black were quantitatively well established.

Most of the carbon dust particles will
tend to agglomerate to large sizes and be deposited by rainout or washout onto the ocean surface.
Being more dense than water (p ~ 2gm/cm2 ) these
particles will tend to sink. Studies have shown
that micron-size dust particles deposited on the
ocean surface sink to the bottom at a rate significantly greater than the Stokes law free fall
velocity, possibly due to the particles being ingested by living organisms and excreted as larger
fecal pellets. See the report by Frank and Gray
(1973). Carbon is a highly inert substance that
will not readily combine with other chemicals.
It should have negligible influence on ocean fish
or plant life.
8.3

The Geophysics Research Directorate
made 18 runs seeding small clouds and clear air in
October, 1958-April, 1959. Carbon amounts from
1-3 Kg per mission were used. Observed results
were less successful than those observed earlier
by the Naval Research Laboratory. A few clouds
dissipated, but others did not. Clear air seeding produced no obvious results although a few
small clouds occasionally formed in the test areas.
The test personnel concluded that no definite
effects of carbon black on clouds could be substantiated through the test results.
In general, these early experiments with
carbon black suffered from four m~jor shortcomings:

Conclusion

The carbon dust seeding concentrations
proposed for this type of meso-scale modification
should have negligible effect on depletion of fossil fuels. This modification proposal will cause
no significant adverse pollution and/or health
side effects either at the seeding location or
over the populated land areas where some of the
particles may be advected. The oceans should not
be adversely effected in the future by the small
mass to area depositions of carbon dust upon them.
Chemically, carbon is a high
inert substance and
will not disturb the ocean ecology.
10.

1)

The existing knowledge of the radiative
properties of carbon black was entirely
inadequate to provide realistic estimates
of the energy processes occurring in the
atmosphere.

2)

The amounts of carbon used were much too
small. Small scale diffusion effects
could easily dissipate any heat absorbed
and overpower the effects of the heat
accumulation.

3)

Severe logistical and clumping problems
associated with the handling and dispersal of the carbon particles were encountered.

4)

Adequate observation and instrumentation
capabilities to enable conclusive analysis
of field test results were not available.

PREVIOUS RADIATION ALTERATION MODIFICATION PROGRAMS

To date, research on this subject of
solar weather modification has been centered on
fog and natural cloud dissipation and on developing and enhancing individual cumulus. Downie (1960),
Fenn and Oser (1962), Van Straten et al. (1958),
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of the silver iodide scheme is thus limited by
both the amount of super-cooled water available
and ~y the cumulus enhancement potential of the
release of the heat of fusion. Disregarding cost,
the potential for energy gain from carbon dust
seeding is limited only by the amount of incoming
solar energy.

We do not envisage using the previously employed
methods of purchasing the carbon from factories
and dispensing it from delivery vehicles. We agree
with the previous researchers that this would ential too many logistical and clumping problems.
We plan to manufacture the carbon dust from direct
burning of liquid petroleum products on the delivery vehicle. The carbon particle dispersal
will be accomplished directly from the burners.
This will greatly reduce logistical requirements
and assure that the right sized particles will
dispense without clumping and other difficulties.

It may prove beneficial to employ the
'carbon dust' and the 'silver iodide' techniques.
The carbon dust technique could be used to generate cumulus and the 'silver iodide' technique at
a later time to enhance the cumulus.

The authors propose to overcome most of
the previous experimental shortcomings by expanding the field tests to utilize many thousands of
pounds of carbon dust, by manufacturing the carbon particles directly on the delivery vehicle,
and by more careful study and monitoring of the
heating and meteorological effects.
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1.

potential instability in low-level air over
tropical oceans, and produce a precipitation
enhancement in a weak mesoscale disturbance without destructive wind effects.

INTRODUCTION

In a companion paper in this voltune,
Gray, Frank and Lopez (1974) discuss the feasibility of precipitation augmentation by carbon
dust seeding. The basic goal of this seeding is
to introduce an artificial heat source within
the troposphere by absorption of a significant
portion of the incoming solar energy. Carbon
dust particles heat the surrounding air primarily by solar energy absorption and rapid molecular conduction of this heat to the surrounding
air. The objective of this paper is to study
the atmospheric response to the introduction of
this heat source by means of a three-dimensional,
nested-grid, primitive-equation model. Such a
model is necessary to resolve the mesoscale
region of heat input over which Gray, Frank and
Lopez (1974) suggest it is necessary and possible
to introduce the carbon dust. A fine-mesh model
covering the entire region over which the heating effect might extend would be extremely costly to run. By contrast the nested grid allows
fine resolution in the heating region and less
resolution in the surrounding environment at a
saving of both computer memory and time.

2.

DESCRIPrION OF THE MODEL

The nested-grid model used in this research is an extension of a two-dimensional model
developed by Harrison and Elsberry (1972). Harrison (1972, 1974) has also recently described
the three-dimensional version. The key feature
of the model is the interface boundary condition
which allows a stable integration of the meshed
grid system. By simultaneously integrating the
equations, and moving the fine-mesh region to
keep it centered over the disturbance, Harrison
and Elsberry were able to obtain two-dimensional
solutions with an accuracy comparable to a system
which used a fine mesh everywhere.
2.1

The Prediction Model
The equations written in flux form are

One of the basic premises in this
study is that the heating rates, as calculated
by Frank (1973), may be applied within the
various layers of the model throughout a daytime heating cycle. That is, the concentration
of carbon dust particles is not predicted, and
the complex interaction between the carbon dust
and convective cloud is also not treated.
Rather the purpose is to simulate potential
development of mesoscale systems if the heating
rate could be maintained. Various horizontal
and vertical distributions of heating were
tested to determine the nature of the flow modifications. In the last section of this paper a
simple representation of heat release due to
conditional instability of the second kind (CISK)
is used to investigate the possible coupling of
the artificial heating and convective heat release. The ultimate objective would be to exploit such a coupling to control the release of
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of carbon dust or the percent area coverage)
during the daytime heating cycle, and then set
equal to zero during the night-time cycle. In
the first series of experiments the heat addition rate within the inner cylinder was 6 K/day
if all the heat was concentrated within a singl~
300-mb thick layer, and one-half this rate in the
outer cylinder. The experiments may generally be
characterized by the fraction of heat added in
each layer, so that a .6 x .3 x .1 indicates 60%
of the maximum heating rate was applied in the
1000-700 mb layer, 30% in the 700-400 mb and
10% in the 400-100 mb layer.
'

from the continuity equation at the levels 400,
700 and 1000 mb with a boundary condition m=O at
100 mb. The lower boundary condition is

d~lOOO
dt

=0

The difference equations were written in an energy conserving form similar to that described by
Arakawa (1966). Centered time and space differences were used after an initial forward time
step, except that the momentum diffusion terms
used in the inner grids were calculated at the
previous time level.
2.2

In the second series of experiments
the horizontal distribution of heating was uniform within a diameter of seven gridpoints
(150 km). Based on extensive calculations by
Frank (1973), a 17% coverage over this 240,000
km2 area, which would require approximately 106
kg of carbon dust, is sufficient to produce 197
cal during a 10 hr 40 min heating cycle. If this
heat addition is retained within a 300 mb layer
~he air would be warmed about 2.75 K, or a heat:
ing rate of 6.15 K/day. As in the first experiment, the heating is started and terminated
impulsively. However, the heating cycle is
10 hr 40 min, as opposed to 12 hr in the first
experiments.

The Nested Grid

A gri d with multiple scale reductions
is schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The
fine mesh grid (FMG) scale is about 25 km.; the
medium-mesh grid (MMG) scale is about 50 km and
the coarse mesh grid (CMG) is about 100 km for
the experiments described here. Various symbols
are indicated which are used to specify .the
location of either the MMG or the FMG. For example, IWEM, indicates I, ~est side, External
interface and ~edium grid. With reduction in
grid scale, the time step must also be reduced
so that ~t = 1, 2, and 4 minutes for the FMG,
MMG and CMG respectively. The marching process
begins with the CMG and then the MMG solution is
c~mputed using spatial and temporal interpolation on the boundaries. Likewise two centered
time steps must be taken in the FMG for each
MMG time step, using the interpolated MMG time
tendencies on the interface between the FMG and
MMG. Further details of the marching process
can be found in Harrison and Elsberry (1972) and
Harrison (1972, 1974).
2.3

3.

RESULTS

3.1

Preliminary Tests of Horizontal and
Vertical Heating Functions

The objective of the first series of
experiments was to test the concept of modifying
mesoscale circulations under optinrum conditions
of carbon dust dispersal and heat addition within various layers. In particular, would significant response be produced in the wind field on
the scale of the heat addition? To what extent
would the coltmlil be warmed with various horizontal
and vertical heating patterns? What surface pressure changes would occur? Are larger scale
responses produced by the inflow or outflow from
the heated regions? Are the induced vertical
motions sufficiently large to trigger convectivescale heat release over tropical oceans?

Specification of the Heating
Distributions

As indicated above, the purpose of
these preliminary experiments was to determine
the nature of the atmospheric response to various
horizontal and vertical distributions of artificial heat sources. Initial experiments incorporated heating within concentric cylinders with
diameters of 1 deg latitude and 3 deg latitude.
In these cases the maxinrum heating was within
the inner region, and was reduced by a factor of
two in the outer cylinder. Although the logistics of dispersing the carbon du_s t over such a
la:ge are~ was a primary reason for choosing
this heating pattern, the outer region of reduced
heating rates might also be expected to reduce
numerical problems associated with a sharp transition between heating and no-heating regions.
It should be noted that the heating region was
not actually circular since a rectangular coordinate system was used. With the 27 km grid spacing, the maxinnnn number of gridpoints along a
diagonal within the inner and outer regions was
five and thirteen, respectively. Thus the heating pattern did not completely cover the region
of the fine-mesh grid (17 x 17).

As portrayed in Figure 3 of Gray,
Frank and Lopez (1974), one of the original intents was to enhance precipitation in coastal
regions by forming mesoscale rain areas perhaps
12- to 24-hr upwind. Although the fine-mesh grid may be moved with the disturbance, in the
first experiments the large scale flow was set
equal to zero, so the inner grids were stationary.
Because one might expect more cyclonic development if the initial mean flow were cyclonic
additional runs were made with cyclonic or ~ti
cyclonic shear across the heating regions. It
should be emphasized that the initial conditions
in the model were barotropic with static stability of a typical tropical sounding. The general
procedure for initializing the model was to specify the (non-divergent) horizontal wind field
at each level, and solve the divergence equation
for the geopotential field. For the coarse mesh
grid the geopotential values on the boundaries
were cyclic in the east-west direction and constant on the northern and southern walls. For
the inner grids the boundary values of geopotential were specified from the coincident points of

Various vertical distributions of
heating were used, although the total heating in
the collllllil was kept constant. _ The heating rate
in each of the three layers in the vertical
(each 300 mb in thickness) was determined for a
specified total heat addition (from the amount
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the next larger grid.

large area might be expected to produce considerable convection and enhanced precipitation.
Although the additional effect of latent heat
release was not included in this experiment, it
is reasonable to assume that even larger effects
might have been predicted. A deep circulation
was predicted within the inner region, with much
of outflow occurring in the middle layer, Increased vertical resolution, incorporation of
moisture effects and a heat source based on the
predicted carbon dust concentration in each
layer will be required to establish the actual
depth over which the heat source will affect
the circulation. Effects of the heating were
evidently extended over a large horizontal area.
Harrison and Elsberry (1972) have demonstrated
that the meshing technique used in the model
does not restrict mass flow across the interface. Much of the low-level inflow to the
heated region crossed the FMG-MMG interface,
and some inflow crossed the MMG-CMG interface.
A ring of descent surrounding the heated region
was clearly evident at 700 mb in the remaining
FMG area and in the MMG area. Some of the compensating desc~t occurred in the CMG, but the
area-average (w) was quite small.

The results from the preliminary experiments at the end of the 12-hour heating cycle are summarized in Table 1. In the runs with
no initial flow and positive shear (corresponding to ~ rv 2.3 x lo-5sec-l) two vertical heating
distributions were used, while only the .2x.6x.2
distribution was listed for the anticyclonic
shear case. Perhaps the .6x.3x.l distribution
was the most realistic, if the carbon dust was
initially placed in the lowest layer and vertical convection dispersed the dust in the vertical through the day. However, it should again
be emphasized that the heating distribution was
fixed during the daytime heating cycle. In the
.2x.6x.2 cases the change in temperature and in
the height of the 1000 mb surf ace were relatively minor. More lower layer warming occurred in
the .6x.3x.l cases, with the maximum warming
occurring when the initial flow was cyclonic.
Because middle-layer cooling accompanied the
low-level.warming, the thickness of the column
was not greatly increased and the lowering of
the 1000 mb height was not large. In each case
the 850 to 550 mb layer was destabilized by the
heating, and the upper level stability was increased. Although the 850 to 250 mb stability
was only slightly reduced, the presence of the
artificial heat source would tend to produce a
favorable environment for deep, moist ~onvection.

The low-level vorticities produced
in the .6x.3x.l runs should significantly enhance the boundary layer convergence of moisture over that of the .2x.6x.2 runs. These
results led to other experiments (s1.ll1Ullarized
in Table 2) in which all the heating was concentrated within a single 300-mb layer. Singlelayer seeding would reduce the logistics involved if aircraft were used for dispersal of
the carbon. The effects of concentrating all
the heating in the 1000-700 mb layer were
rather drama.tic with a vorticity production
over 12 hours equal to the value of f. Correspondingly larger heating, divergence and z
1000
drops were also noted in this experiment.
The run with 100% of the heat source in the 700400 mb layer was similar to the .2x.6x.2 run
discussed earlier. With all the heat addition
between 400 and 100 mb, the vorticity production
was opposite that with all low-level heating.
These various runs suggest the ability to artificially heat deep layers and large areas of the
atmosphere might be used in different ways to
modify the environment.

The warming predicted was, of course,
smaller than would have been expected if all of
the carbon dust heating were retained in each
layer. Upward vertical motion was induced by
the heat source and the adiabatic expansion of
the colunm tended to offset the heat addition.
Point values of the divergence at the center of
the heating area are also shown in Table 1. In
the .6x.3x.l cases these divergence values were
quite large, and led to significant generation
of low-level cyclonic relative vorticity (f,
the Coriylis parameter,was assumed equal to 5 x
lo-5sec- ). Largest vorticity increases were
observed on the scale of the inner cylinder of
heating, with smaller vorticity increases over
the entire heating region. As expected, the
runs with initial cyclonic shear resulted in
more vorticity production, while in the anticyclonic shear runs the cyclonic vorticity increase
was not sufficient to offset the anticyclonic
shear by the end of 12 hours. We conclude that
large-scale cyclonic shear enhances the development of small-scale vorticity, but the effect of
the heating was not greatly different than in
the no-flow case. A run (not shoyn) in which a
vertical wind shear of 5.5 m sec- over 600 rob
was imposed also produced relatively small
changes. This amount of shear does not significantly disperse the heat added within the
colunm. Consequently the majority of the remaining runs were started from no-flow conditions.

3.2

Experiments with Uniform Heating

Because the model does not presently
include a moisture equation, the interaction between the artificial heating and the convective
heating can only be crudely parameterized. More
complete experiments must await a "second order"
treatment in which the concentration of carbon
dust, and thus the additional heat source, is a
predicted quantity. A key element in such a
model will be the dispersive effect of convective
clouds. Since the coupling between the largescale flow and convective clouds must be parameterized, the convective mass flux (number of
clouds) will depend on which of several available parameterization schemes is usedo However,
the carbon dust is by no means a passive trace
substance carried with the air parcels. The.complex interaction between the carbon dust and the
convective cloud may invalidate the basis of the
moisture parameterization scheme. These

The average horizontal (C ) and vertical (m) circulation predicted at n 12 hours
in the no-flow .6x.3x.l experiment is illustrated in Figure 2. Within the inner square that
contained,JlUlch of the region of max~ heating,
the meanm was nearly 2 x lo-3 mb sec- at the
end of 12 hours. If water vapor contents were
sufficiently high, such forced lifting over a
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questions will require careful study using
models on various scales. In lieu of such a detailed treatment, the latent heat release due to
conditional instability of the second kind (CISK)
was simply based on the Ekman frictionally forced
we derived by Charney and Eliassen (1949),
Convective heat release

24 hr. One of the important features of the CISK
runs was the production of divergence and anticyclonic vorticity at 250 mb above the low-level
cyclonic center. This was clearly a result of a
deep convective heat release as the organization
of the system increased. It should be noted that
in these early stages of development the low-level
pressure drop was still small. With the CISK
heating included, the warming in the lower and
upper layers is not as large due to forced lifting. In addition the middle layer is not as cold
since the CISK heating, being proportional to
(Ts-T), offsets some of the cooling.

Lqswellt
where
\ C (T -T)dp

.)

w

p

s

e

4.
In the first expression q is the saturation
specific humidity at clou~ base assuming the
relative humidity at 1000 mb was 85 percent, the
term in the denominator is proportional to the
amount of heat required to warm the environment
to a moist adiabat represented by T , and lit was
taken to be the time step. In th~ ~econd expression the eddy viscosity A = 10 m sec-1, the
surface inflow angle was ~ssumed to be 22.5 degrees, and the relative vorticity was calculated
from the predicted winds at 850 mb rather than
the surface geostrophic vorticity.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this research clearly
nrust be interpreted with caution due to the
number of simplifying assumptions. First, it has
been assumed that the logistics of dispersing the
carbon dust (see Gray, Frank and Lopez 1974) over
deep layers and large areas can be accomplished.
Second, since the artificial heating has been
assumed to remain within the 300 mb layers during
the entire day-time cycle, the amount of heating
may be an overestimate. Third, the representation
of the coupling with the convective heat release
through a simple CISK representation is admittedly
crude. Nevertheless the magnitude of the numbers
in Table 3, and the results of other integrations
(Deardorff 1973; see discussion in Gray 1973 of
the hurricane modification experiments using the
Rosenthal model), suggest that properly placed
artificial heating produces significant modifications of the circulation. These experiments nrust
be viewed as conceptual, but they are sufficiently
encouraging to justify further research to test
the various links, including those mentioned above.
A short-term benefit of such experiments would be
an improved understanding of parameterization of
mesoscale processes in the tropical atmosphere.
On the longer term, an enormous economic benefit
would result if this potential for mesoscale
weather modification through precipitation enhancement can be realized.

The results of the experiments with
and without the CISK heating are summarized in
Table 3. As described previously, the artificial
heating was uniform in the horizontal, in contrast to the preliminary experiments in which
two concentric regions of heating were used.
Values (12-hour) for the various parameters in
the No CISK cases with a vertical heating distribution of l.OxOxO and .6x.3x.l may be compared
with the first colunms of Table 2 and Table 1,
respectively. As before, the maximum vorticity
production occurred if all the artificial heating
was concentrated within the 1000-700 mb layer.
The 1000-mb height change at the center was not
as large as in the preliminary experiments in
which the heating was in two concentric regions
and over a longer time period. Nevertheless, the
vorticity values were comparable, or a little
larger in the runs with the uniform heating distribution. In each case the vorticity values
decayed with time in the "night-time" period between 10 hr 40 min and 24 hr. However, the
effects of the prior day-time heating cycle
persisted through the period even without the
CISK heating.

5.

Because the experiments described in
Table 3 start from no-flow conditions, there was
no initial CISK heating. The intent of the experiment was to determine if the artificial heating was sufficient to generate sufficient vorticity over a day-time cycle to trigger deep
convective heat release through the CISK mechanism.
If such a coupling occurred, one might expect the
CISK heating to continue the intensification of
the meso-scale circulation through the night-time,
or at least reduce the decay during this period.
Comparison of the results with and without CISK
in Table 3 suggests that the expected coupling
did occur. The most favorable coupling occurred
when the artificial heating was placed in the
lowest layer (l.GxOxO). Lower layer vorticity
values were about 10 percent greater at the end
of 12 hr and were about 40 percent greater at
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Table 3
Sunn:nary after 12 and 24 hours for experiments with uniform heating of 197
cal cm-2 over a circular area of 2.4(lo4)km2 starting from no flow initial
conditions. Heating is terminated after 10 hr 40 min. Legend as in
Table 1.
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THE PHYSICS OF TROPICAL RAIN

Roland List
Department of Physics, University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada

1.

INTRODUCTION

concentrated in the measurement of aerosol particles with Wilson-type expansion chambers. The
use of very small and slow expansion rates as
they occur in nature (Wieland, 1956) in order to
count the particles which may become meteorologically active (CCN) is still not widespread and
not done in a routine fashion. Therefore, it is
also not surprising that only activity number
spectra of CCN are occasionally measured without
considerations of sizes and the development of an
appropriate technology. The consequence of this
situation is that the modelling of the evolution
of CCN spectra to cloud droplets is still in a
stage unchanged since Howell (1949) and Neiburger
and Chien (1960), and no immediate hope is justified to obtain more accurate simulations of
realistic cloud droplet spectra as related to
initial CCN studies.

In this paper 'tropical rain' is
understood to be identical with 'warm rain',
i.e , precipitation from clouds which do not
contain water in its solid form. Therefore
special attention will be given to the Langmuir
chain process. The Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen
process, which also leads to precipitation in
the tropics, is not considered here. Nevertheless, many aspects are obviously identical, the
warm rain representing essentially a subset of
the rain with the ice phase involved .
The purpose of the paper is to describe the requirements for a theory on warm
rain formation and t o discuss the present state
of our knowledge and the gaps which have to be
filled. The treatment will cover both microphysical and dynamic aspects.
2.

PARTICLE KINETICS

2.1

General Description

2.3

The basic physical data on single
liquid particles, such as free fall velocity,
shape, and heat and mass transfer are well-known
(see summary by Mason, 1971). This seems to
apply also for collision efficiencies between
droplets of different sizes (Mason, 1971).

Particle kinetics for warm rain is a
description of the evolution of a particle
spectrum starting from cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) through nucleation to the growth of
germs to droplets by condensation, and followed
by coalescence of droplets, the growth to precipitation elements (i.e. raindrops) and their
breakup. This spectrum evolution can, in
general, be characterized by a particle density
function with smooth changes occurring due to
condensation and/or evaporation and, in terms of
numbers, non-conservative events like nucleation, coalescence and breakup.

Nevertheless great caution is necessary
in applying the available collision data because
they are mostly based on numerical calculations
or on experiments with inadequate resolution.
The two body problem in fluid mechanics describing two drops on collision course can be solved
adequately up to separation distances of the
order of the mean free path. Below that distance
assumptions have to be made which have not been
experimentally confirmed. Further, essentially
everybody always assumed that coalescence follows
collision. That this is not so in principle was
shown by Jayaratne and Mason (1964). Whelpdale
and List (1971) who worked at realistic relative
speeds (and not at relative speeds equivalent to
the free fall speed of the smaller particles)
demonstrated that the coalescence efficiency can
indeed be considerably less than one. Experiments i n the UCLA wind tunnel provided conditions
for investigations of more relevant size classes
with large droplet sizes of 45 to 114 µ and diameter ratios of 0.18 and 0.25. The coalescence
efficiencies were found to be even lower than
expected, namely about 10% for axis ratios of
0.25 (Levin et al., 1973). This makes a reevaluation of growth by coalescence imperative.

Particle kinetics is dominated
entirely by the boundary conditions and their
change with time, since it is the environment
which governs the growth of the aerosol into
droplets and drops. However, if we try to model
nature we should understand its physical laws
and only after this is achieved will we be able
to predict what happens to the particles considered in an evolving cloud. The different
stages and processes will,therefore, be considered one after the other, together with the
feasibility of modelling bulk behavior.
2.2

Growth of Cloud Droplets and Raindrops

Cloud Condensation Nuclei
Many efforts have been and still are

Gyr (1965) showed that turbulence has
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an effect on the collision efficiency because,
due to inertia effects, droplets do not follow
the air parcel in which they are imbedded and
can therefore be on collision course with other
equal size droplets. Woods et al. (1972) confirmed this effect. That electrical charges
also play a role has been shown, amongst others
by Davies (1964), Semonin and Plumlee (1966),
and Hocking and Jonas (1970).

10°

There is an important aspect of
collection which requires complete overhaul,
namely the definition of what constitutes a
collision and how the different efficiencies for
collision, coalescence and collection are to be
reconsidered.It seems reasonable that the prime
requirement, also implied in the meaning of the
word collision, is physical contact. Only if
particles touch can they exchange mass or charge
(charge transfer can only occur between nontouching droplets if their charges are much
higher than they would occur in nature). Droplets which bounce are, as far as it was seen in
experiments, shielded from each other by an air
cushion. The theory underlying numerical simulation is not yet experimentally confirmed. But
it may be argued that the coalescence efficiency
cannot be zero. The reconsideration of the collection processes has to go much further because
the different efficiencies are difficult to
define when the effects of charge, shear and
turbulence are to be included. The concept of
swept-out volumes may have to be given up in
favour of an efficiency based on number concentrations and factors describing the deviation
of the local state of the gaseous fluid from
potential flow.
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Figure 1. Mass distributions as function of
droplet radius; initial distribution (curve
A), case with collection alone (curve B),
case with collection and condensation
(curve C)(courtesy of Mr. H.G. Leighton).

The computational techniques and the
statistical understanding of the summation over
many collision processes are well advanced by
the work of Berry (1967), Gillespie (1972) and
Bleck (1970), so that the stochastic process of
droplet growth as originally developed by
Telford (1955) is well under control. In their
paper Kovetz and Olund (1969) made a case for
the combined consideration of condensation and
the collection process. While their results
seemed rather affected by faulty numerical procedures (excessive particle diffusion into
higher size classes), new evidence has been
accumulated by Leighton and Rogers (1973) that
condensation can indeed help to develop the tail
in the particle distribution and speed up the
formation of larger droplets and, hence, precipitation. This is conditional, however, on
very high condensation rates as can be found in
updrafts of echo-free vaults in large thunderstorms (Figure 1). Their calculations are based
on an initial droplet spectrum centered around a
size of 24 µ and with a tail up to diameters of
64 µ; the initial drop concentration of 78 drops
cm-3 represents a liquid water content of 0.74
g m- 3 • The initial parcel is situated 325 m
above cloud base which is at 900 mb and 18 C.
The updraft is 5 m sec- 1 for 270 sec. Curve A
of Figure 1 represents the initial mass distribution, curve B the distribution after 270 sec
of rising without condensation. Curve C gives
the mass distribution when condensation takes
place. Thereby the liquid water content increases to 3.4 g m-3. The authors point out that

100 drops m-3 appear at 270 sec with diameters
greater than 238 µ and a corresponding radar
reflectivity factor of 3.8 dbz. Growth by condensation alone would produce a narrower spectrum
with a higher maximum at higher radius than curve
B, but not with radii as large as in curve C. It
is indeed the combination of condensation and
collection which produces large droplets quickly.

2.4

The Breakup of Raindrops

The basic concept underlying the standard assumptions on the formation of warm rain is
the Langmuir chain process (Langmuir, 1948),
whereby it is assumed that few large drops break
up, form large fragments which in turn grow
rapidly and form more large drops, etc., etc. It
is obvious, and experiments by Ausman and Brook
(1967) and others confirmed that electrical forces
are not adequate to disrupt large drops. The possibility of breakup due to aerodynamic instability
is still attractive to many scientists who ignore
some basic facts and like to ref er to pioneering
but nevertheless crude experiments by Lenard
(1904). It is possible (unpublished by R. List)
to float drops with equivalent spherical diameters
of up to 10 mm in vertical .wind tunnels (with
turbulence intensities of~ 5%), i.e. far beyond
what is recorded as maximum raindrop diameter
(5-6 mm) in the standard literature. As a consequence we have to adopt the collision-breakup
mechanism as the major reason for the observed
drop size limitation. This process was postulated
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and investigated in a preliminary fashion by
Magarvey and Geldart (1962). The major experimental problem is the achievement of sufficiently
large numbers of collision-breakups at terminal
speeds. List et al. (1970) argued that collisions between drops at a relative speed equal to
the difference of the free fall velocities ~VT
was adequate. Spengler (1971) was unable to
control this factor adequately and used differential velocities ranging from 0.29 to 11.5 ~VT,
with the large drop normally moving at terminal
speed relative to the air. Brazier-Smith et al.
(1973) assumed that considerations of a centered
mass frame was adequate. This latter assumption
is not sufficient because interaction forces
with the air need also be considered, and the
momentum vectors have to be parallel with each
other and parallel with the gravity induced
hydrostatic forces within the colliding drops.
Experiments by McTaggart-Cowan (1973) demonstrated that the only proper type of simulation
is a straight duplication of natural conditions,
with both drops essentially falling vertically
and at their terminal speeds. His results are
quite different from the selected three previously mentioned sets of experiments.
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McTaggart-Cowan (1973) found essentially three types of collision-breakups: necks,
sheets and disks (plus an occasional bag type).
Figure 2 shows the overall fragment probabilities
of the five drop pairs studied. Necks are formed
in glancing collisions with the drop centers not
on collision course. For relatively centered
collisions disks are formed which become unstable
and break up into a large number of fragments.
Sheets are torn out of the larger drop by the
smaller ones when the small drop center moves
toward the peripheral area of the large drop.
It may be added that the disk formation is the
first configuration which becomes stable if the
collision kinetic energy is not large enough,
i.e. if the two drops are rather small (~ 3 mm).
Bag breakups seem to require direct center hits
and occur rather rarely (in contradiction to
Spengler, 1971).

5.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
FRAGMENT DIAMETER [mm]

0

Figure 2. Smooth representation of experimental data on fragment probabilities versus
fragment diameter for 5 sets of drop pair
sizes producing breakup after collision
(McTaggart-Cowan, 1973).

McTaggart-Cowan (1973) provided sufficient statistical data on the occurrences of the
different breakup types and the fragment number
probabilities. If the trends of Figure 2 are
generalized then it is possible to model the
evolution of raindrop size spectra. In particular it can be shown how a Marshall-Palmer
distribution changes as a function of time.
Figure 3 deals with such a situation for a rainfall rate of 100 mm hr- 1 . The model assumes
periodic boundary conditions and neglects coalescence. The message is quite clear: Breakup by
collision is indeed a size limiting process; the
degree of depletion of larger drops and as a
function of time is dependent on the rainfall
rate. There is no question, McTaggart-Cowan's
experiments have to be expanded, and the physics
of the breakup process has to be studied. This
is not an easy task considering the fact that
25,000 documented attempts were made to achieve
coverage of 712 collisions. Answers have to be
found also about the effect of atmospheric
pressure on the fragment numbers and size distributions.
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Figure 3. Evolution of a Marshall-Palmer
raindrop size distribution (t = O) into
other spectra showing a cutoff for larger
diameters; rainfall rate 100 mm hr- 1
(courtesy of Mr. J.R. Gillespie).
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3.

THE BEHAVIOR OF PARTICLE ENSEMBLES

selection of the turbulence parameter c (in the
definition of v), since some authors (Lilly,
1967; Deardorff, 1971) see a value of c = 0.21
justified, whereas Girard's (1973) modelling
gives more reasonable results with c = 0.4.Girard (1973) showed that similar flow patterns
can be obtained by constant eddy viscosities, if
they are a factor two to three larger than the
variable eddy viscositi2s averaged over the
domain considered in the flow. This can be
understood because the efi2ct is biggest where
large shear occurs, i.e. whe re large variable
eddy viscosities occur which ~re not too different from the constant value case. The high
constant eddy viscosity in regi•.'ns of small shear
has only a negligible effect on ~ he flow pattern.
So there is a possibility to paran. ~ terize the
variable eddy viscosity, but only w'Len specific
studies are made about the adequate .1agnitude of
the constant value for the size, gr~d scale and
boundary conditions of the computation "l region.

In the modelling of particle properties of air volume elements as reported in
Section 2 it was assumed that the particle
ensemble had no effect on the air (which in turn
would lead to other feedbacks). Such an
approach is certainly justifiable for preliminary studies. To obtain more reliable conclusions, however, a more elaborate approach is
required.
For this purpose ~ long term program
was instigated at the University of Toronto with
Lozowski (1969) looking into the effect on
pressure distribution and total drag of a fixed
array of freely falling particles. This study
was then expanded to the more realistic situation where the particles were allowed to move
freely (Clark, 1971; Clark and List, 1971).
Admittedly the initial conditions are crude but
a few important conclusions can be drawn. The
particles behave differently in bulk because the
momentum transferred to the air is non-negligible
and - if no thermodynamic processes are involved
- leads to a downdraft. If we deal with a particle zone, the particles falling behind others
benefit from the momentum transfer of the
'leaders' and close up to them. The highest
downdraf ts are found behind a falling particle
zone. It is not just at the rear because the
particles fall out of the air they have just
accelerated. The ensemble speeds calculated by
Clark and List (1971) are 3 to 5 m sec- 1 higher
than the free fall speed. But the particle zone
does not fall just in a straight downward
direction. The high shear at the edge of the
particle zone and the vortex motion lead to a
spreading of the particles. Clark (1971) went a
step further and also investigated the behavior
of particle zones for the case of non-homage- ·
nously sized particles. The smaller particles,
because they were falling in the wake of larger
ones, were not separated as much as expected due
to the larger downdraf ts they experienced. The
onset times for precipitation turned out to be
much shorter than for the case of particle zones
not affecting the air motion. Also the rainfall
rates did not differ from the 'neutral' case,
but the duration was much shorter because of the
zone spreading. The results as such did not
give any indications of h ow the behavior of
particle ensembles could be parameterized for
general applications in cloud modelling. This
was confirmed by Girard (1973) who obtained
similar results. If the underlying Lagrangian/
Eulerian procedures are followed in more complete cloud models, then the complications in
computing are considerable.

A substantial step forward in the
understanding of the kinematics of clouds and precipitation was made by Kessler and is summarized
in his monograph (1969). While the previously
discussed behavior of particle zones considered
just one aspect, Kessler's work is much broader
in scope. This author purposely does not deal
with dynamics but discusses in particular the
kinematics of precipitation within two-dimensional
models. There are two major original contributions: (i) the first formulation of the equation
for the conservation of water substances; (ii)
the introduction of the concept of conversion
functions, i.e. the parameterization of the transformation of cloud water into precipitation water.
The conservation of the water substances represents a basic physical law, which seems quite
obvious now, but was not recognized a decade ago.
The conversion functions are a brilliant concept
of parameterization which was extremely useful
when introduced and will become of particular
importance again as soon as we better understand
the kinetic equation and its implication to cloud
dynamics. Clark (1973) in particular was able to
demonstrate that a bulk physical model without
microphysics does not differ from a model including microphysics for a non-precipitation case.

4.

THE MODELLING OF CLOUDS

The modelling of clouds started essentially with a paper by Stommel (1947). Since
then many concepts have been used with more or
less success, concepts like bubbles, plumes,
thermals, and jets. All concepts are applied to
natural situations on the basis of similarity
theory; the description is basically one-dimensional with all the variables only functions of
height (Scorer, 1970). More complex one-dimensional models, culminating in contributions by
Weinstein (1970), Simpson (1972) and others have
one serious drawback: the underlying physics is
incomplete and not acceptable. This is inherent
in the equation of motion (in one dimension) which
contains the weight of the liquid water but can
not consider counteractive dynamic pressure terms
of the same order of magnitude. This means that
whenever one-dimensional models are used in
criteria to predict cloud growth by seeding and

Girard (1973) carried out his numerical experiments by using the fashionable
approach to variable eddy viscosity as initiated
by Smagorinsky (1958), and expanded by others.
Three comments may be justified. Stewart (1972)
pointed out that two second order tensors, a
stress tensor and a rate of strain tensor of
generally non-parallel principal axes, cannot be
related by a scalar quantity, but by a fourth
order tensor (with, admittedly, many symmetry
qualities). Therefore new development in this
area may occur. A second problem arises in the
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give good agreement with observations,then they
can be considered as good empirical models;
agreement does not change the inadequacy of the
underlying physics.

the initial
temperature
values does
as does the

Two-dimensional modelling gets around
many insufficiencies of the simpler approach.
The concept of entrainment, a crutch of the onedimensional model, becomes superfluous because
the solution of the basic equations take proper
care of the flow field. Ogura and Phillips
(1962) have contributed much to the basic understanding of the modelling of convection including
deep convection. As specific examples one may
mention Orville and Sloan (1970) and Arnason
et al. (1968). These latter groups have used
vorticity equations; it was not until List and
Lozowski (1970) that more attention was given to
the primitive equations with the direct solution
of the Poisson equation to indicate the importance of the pressure field.

While these aspects are of considerable
interest in the improvement of our anticipation
of what may happen in nature or how certain
observations may be explained, two-dimensional
modelling is inadequate. One can try and make a
case for 2-D slab symmetry for clouds formed over
or near mountain ridges or frontal situations.
However, nobody has yet proven by aircraft
measurement that the divergence or convergence of
the airflow is basically two-dimensional and that
cellular cloud structures represent nothing but
small disturbances of a 2-D situation. For the
case of a cylindrical representation the big
drawback is that precipitation is only allowed
either in a circular or a ring-like area. Shear
which brings reality to the situation is
neglected. There is another argument against
two-dimensional modelling: 2-D turbulence exists
only in the computer but not in nature. 2-D
vortices cannot be stretched, so the energy is
not cascading from larger eddies to smaller ones
as in 3-D, but does the reverse. Therefore,
three-dimensional modelling is indeed required to
describe and predict the natural formation of
clouds and precipitation.

Das (1964) discussed the problem of
downdrafts induced by precipitation. While his
basic equations do not need improvement, his
one-dimensional model may not be the last word in
the matter. This is demonstrated by Girard's
(1973) work on falling precipitation zones which
includes proper dynamics and thermodynamic processes. Some of his points are illustrated in
Figure 4. · Girard assumes an initial particle
zone, 3 km wide and 3 km deep, centered around
the 5.5 km height level. The average water
content is 7.5 gm m- 3 and in form of homogenously
sized raindrops falling at sea level with a speed
of 5.17 m sec- 1 . The initial humidity in the
zone and a section of 1 km directly above it is
100%; otherwise it is 70%. The cloud is assumed
to have slab symmetry. Figures 4a-d show the
position of the zone (within dotted line) after
500 sec of free fall with evaporation or condensation (but not breakup and collection); Figures
4a and b give the isolines of equal horizontal
(V) and vertical (W) momentum respectively (if
the air density were assumed equal to 10 3 gm m- 3
the parameter values would represent m sec- 1 );
Figure 4c gives the deviation of the potential
temperature, and Figure 4d indicates the relative humidity.

stability and an alteration of the
lapse rate of 1.5 C km- 1 to other
change the picture (Girard, 1973),
initial humidity distribution.

Our knowledge of three-dimensional
processes as related to convective clouds is
based on experiments on 3-D formation and arrangements of thermals as carried out by Deardorff
(see for example Deardorff and Willis, 1967).
These experiments represent a first step in
direction of the modelling of isolated Cu. Also,
the description of particle spectra by gamma
distributions (Simpson, 1972)may facilitate the
solution of the kinetic equation. Another concept may help in the achievement of a simplistic
description of the evolution of particle spectra,
namely the treatment of particle mass as the
fourth independent variable in addition to the
space coordinates (Girard and List, 1974); all
four are functions of time. Such an approach is
particularly suited for dealing with warm rain.

Attention is drawn to the fact that a
downdraft is accompanying the falling precipitation, but that an updraft is forming somewhat
behind the precipitation zone and in its direct
wake. This formation and its reenforcement is
indicated by the positive potential temperature
field (Figure 4c) which is caused by the influx
of dry air from the side and the dragging down of
environment air. After 750 sec when most of the
precipitation has already reached the ground the
updraft is stronger and has a maximum of > 7 m
sec- 1 • Further, the horizontal motion (with
corresponding high pressure gradients) on the
ground represents a gust front. The distribution
of relative humidities (Figure 4d) shows that
saturation is not achieved within the falling
zone, and that new regions of high humidity are
created. Indeed slight changes in the initial
conditions will allow formation of cloud in the
immediate wake as well as cloud propagation by
cloud formation on the side of the initial cloud.
All these developments depend in particular on

5.

OUTLOOK

It has to be realized that a coordinated effort is necessary to advance our physical
understanding of clouds and precipitation by
expanded measurements in and around clouds and in
the laboratory, and to improve our capability of
proper physical and mathematical modelling. Only
with adequate interactions between the different
areas of research will we be able to develop
three-dimensional cloud models in an efficient
manner. This goal, however, may be achieved only
after 1990; particularly in view of the limited
funding.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Tab le l

Dynamic models of cumulus growth and precipitation have been shown to successfully predict conditions, for coastal and marine-dominated
environments, under which silver iodide seeding
would be likely to increase rainfall (Simpson,
1971; Simpson et.al., 1969, 1972). Unlike 11 microphysical11 models (Berry, 1967; Twomey, 1964)
which emphasize particle growth, and "theoretical"
models (Arnason et.al., 1968; Ogura, 1963; Malkus
et.al., 1959) which do not successfully achieve
practical results by solving complex sets of
hydrodynamic equations, Simpson's model incorporates the salient features of each into a
"dynamic" growth scheme which takes account of
the continually changing thermodynamic relationships between cloud and environment.

Radius
(Meters)

A. Unseeded
Water to
-40C ( M)

B. Art i fi ci al
Seeding, -4C
to -8C, (M)

750.0
1250.0
1750.0
2500.0

5060.0
6360 .0
7360.0
8760.0

5410.0

Seedabi 1i ty
( 8-A km)

The model uses atmospheric profiles of
temperature and moisture content to predi et the
heights to which clouds of varying dimensions and
base level will grow (Table 1). This is achieved
by contrasting the buoyant-induced effects of
condensation with the restraining effects of
entrainment of outside air and drag caused by
cloud shape and parti a 1 retention of newly formed
precipitation products. As the cloud ascends,
latent heat of fusion is normally released slowly
between 0°C and -20°C. When massive seeding
occurs between the -4°C and -8°C isotherms, this
latent heat is quickly released, dramatically
increasing cloud temperature excesses and thus
buoyancy.

C. Natural
Glaciation,
-15C to -40C,

7060.0

10760 .0
11810 .0

D. Precipitation
Production (g/kg)

(M)

.350
.700
3. 400
3.050

0.0
0.0
7360.0
8810.0

0.00000
0.00000
6.04459
7. 39053

Table 1. Calculated cloud heights, natural,
column A; seeded, column B, with resultant
seedabilities (column C) and water production (column D) for an assumed cloud base
of 610.0 meters and a range of cloud radii.
In a series of carefully planned statistically-randomized seeding experiments (Simpson
et.al., 1965, 1967, 1972) Simpson was able to
demonstrate the important result that different
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growth regimes could follow seeding depending
upon the initial conditions of the atmosphere
(Figure 1) .

SEEDABIL/TY (PREDICTED)
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Figure 2. Seedability versus seeding effect
for the 14 seeded (circles) and nine control
(squares) clouds studied in 1965. Note that
seeded clouds lie mainly along straight line
with slope one (seeding effect is close to
seedability) while control clouds lie mainly
along straight horizontal line (showing
1itt le or no seeding effect regardless of
magnitude of seedabi 1i ty). Units of each
axis in km. (After Simpson and Arnett, 1972)

Figure 1. Soundings illustrating the characteristic environments for the four main
growth regimes of single cumuli following
dynamic seeding. (Courtesy J . McCarthy.)
a. Unstable. All cumuli grow whether
seeded or not. b. Inversion in mid-levels.
Unseeded cloud tops there; increased buoyancy enables seeded tower to grow past
inversion and reach unstable region above.
T dashed, enough moisture for explosive
gPowth. Tn dash-dotted, dry mid-layer, cut
off tower regimen probable. c. Dry, inversion conditions characteristic of tropical
droughts. Either seeded clouds fai 1 to grow
following seeding or tower does not reach the
-4°C level. (After Simpson and Arnett, 1972)

To assess the potential seedability and
water yield for a given region the analysis of
climatological data by Simpson's model must be
correlated with observations of the frequency of
cloud types for that region. Thus, this present
investigation could have two results. A positive
result would be the prediction of a substantial
number of days that would have a significant
water yield and observation of cloud distribution
would provide quantitative estimates of water
yield. A negative result would indicate poor
atmospheric conditions for cloud growth and
suggest that no further observations would be
warranted if dynamic seeding was the only available method.

By incorporating the results of these experiments
into empirical relationships used in the model a
high degree of sophistication and a statistical
correlation of 0.97 between actual and modelpredicted results were achieved. (Simpson, 1970).
Figure 2 shows the relationship between Seedabi lity, defined as the predicted seeded maximum
top height minus the predicted unseeded maximum
top height, and Seeding Effect defined as the
corresponding observed differences.

I I.

DATA

Data from the Southeastern Coastal Belt
of Africa for the months of September, October,
Noverrber. and December was uti 1i zed for the 5 year
period beginning in 1965 and ending in 1969. This
consisted primarily of temperature and humidity
profiles from Durban, South Africa. The data
came packed onto high vo 1 ume magnetic tape and was
extracted by a CDC-6400 computer.
Because of the costliness of running the
model, cloud bases of 915, 610 and 396 meters and
cloud radii of 750, 1250, 1750 and 2500 meters
were the only cases used. This was considered a
representative range for clouds in the area. To
run the model for all 610 days would still have
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been prohibitive and some a priori selection of
days that were likely to yield positive results
had to be made.

unique, one sample (1965) was chosen and seedabi lity computed for all 5 days . This re-exami nation produced 5 additional seedable days increasing the percentage of seedable days from
nearly 15% to nearly 24% of the days. This
suggests that the results presented in this
paper should be regarded as minimum or worstcase figures.

Asp li den ( 1971) showed thc:it it was pass ib le to classify the atmosphere into several modes
by potential equivalent temperature profiles, each
mode being representative of a particular cloud
growth .and precipitation pattern. It was decided
to use this approach and a preliminary comparison
between ee and seedabi lity was made for every day
in the 4 month period of 1965. These days were
divided into five categories determined by the
maximum predicted seedability found by Simpson's
model for that particular day. Average e curves
were then computed and plotted (Figure 3)efor all
days in a given seeding category during this
period.

Tab le 2

1965

•

- 0
- II'

o-.•

10
JOO

310

320

- c

14.8%

1966

10/122

8. 2%

12/122

9 .8%

1968

13/122

10 . 7%

1969

7 /122

5.7%

5 Year
Period

60/610

9.8%

No. of Days in
Range (5 Yr. Period)

-•
330

:uo

•• (9k)

Figure 3. Average vertical distribution of the
equivalent rnoi s t potenti a 1 temperature e ,
for each of five classes of seedabi lity e
based upon approximately 50 soundings for
the months of Septerrber, October, November
and Decerrber 1965 for Durban, South Afri ea.

3-5 km

14/610

2.3%

2-5 km

22/610

3.6 %

1-5 km

41/610

6.7%

60/610

= 9.8%

up to 5 km

Table 2. Total number of seedable days and
the ran 9e in see dab i 1ity for a 4 month
period (September, October, Noventier,
.Decerrber) accurrmulated over 5 years for
Durban, South Africa.

Examination of Figure 3 indicates that
the position of the mid-tropospher_i _c minimum
generally increases in height on the more seedable days where potential yield is largest. From
inspection of the individual daily e curves it
was also observed that there was no ecloud growth
for days on which inversion below this minimum
occurred. Th us, e curves for a 11 other days in
0
the 5 year period were generated and days for
model runs were chosen using the above criteria .
III.

18/122

1967

Range of
Seedabi 1i ty

•-5 luft. 1ee4cd1ility - •

3-..

2-3
1-2

No . Seedable Days

Year

Nearly all of the predicted seedabil ities
occurred for cumuli with low cloud base and l arge
radius - 1750 meter radius at 610 meters c loud
Jase being a representative sample . Th is c loud
base (610 m) and radius (1750 m) can be us ed to
estimate potential water yield i f these clou ds
were seeded according to the techniques upon whi eh
this paper is based. To make s uch an esti mate the
relationship :

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

~R

For each year, between 40-50 days were
selected to be run in the model. Table 2 shows
that 60 days or approximately 10% of the total
were seedable and that 47 or about 7% had seedabi lities of greater than l km. Since the selection procedure based upon ee profiles is not

( acre ft . ) = -286 + 211 S (km)

can be used (Simpson, 1970), where ~ R is de fined
as the measured differe nce in r ai nfall (in ac . e
ft.) between seede d and unsee de d ( control) c l ouds
and S is the comp ute d seedabi l ity in ki lome t ers .
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It is recognized, however, that the above relationship is based upon a very small sample of
data. With this reservation in mind computation
for the above base and radius yi e 1ds £\R = 431
acre ft.

Ogura, Y., 1963: The evolution of a moist convective element in a shallow, conditionally
unstable ·atmosphere: A numerical calculation.
J. Atmos. Sciences, 20, 407-424.
Simpson, J.S., R.H. Simpson, D.A. Andrews and
M.A. Eaton, 1965: Experimental cumulus dynamics. Rev. Geophys., 3, 387-430.

Table 2 shows, however, that such seedabi li ties occur on the average only 2.3% of the
time for the 5 year period sampled. Clouds of
other radii and different base heights would in
general yield less water.
IV.

_ _ _ , G.W. Brier and R.H. Simpson, 1967:
Stormfully cumulus seeding experiment 1965:
Statistical analysis and main results. J.
Atmos. Sciences, 24, 508-521.
-

CONCLUSIONS

_ _ _ and V. Wiggert, 1969: Models of precipitating cumulus towers. Mon. Wea. Rev.,
97' 471-489.

At the present time it would appear that
dynamic seeding is the most effective way to
modify tropical convective clouds extending well
above the freezing leve 1. The data examined in
this paper for a location bearing some meteorological resemblance to the peninsula of Florida
suggest, however, that actual water yield from
single clouds wou 1d be margi na 1. If, however,
cloud merger could be initiated, Simpson and
Arnett (1972) have suggested that the estimate of
an increase of approximately 400 acre ft. per
single cloud over the natural yield could be increased to 4000 acre ft. for the cloud group.

_ _ _ , 1970: Cumulus cloud modification:
Progress and prospects. Cen. Wea. Prag.,
143-155.
_ _ _ _ , 1971: On cumulus entrainment and onedimensi ona l models. J. Atmos. Sciences, 28,
449-455.
_ _ _ and D. Arnett, 1972: Cumulus clouds and
their modification. N.O.A.A. Tech. Memorandum, ERL, OD-14.

We conclude that preliminary but accurate
cloud census which provides statical distributions
of cloud heights and diameters is essential if
meaningful decisions about cloud seeding are to
be made. Further, we conclude in common with
Simpson and Arnett (1972) that the ability to
initiate cloud merges in a controlled fashion
necessary before any significant economic impact
could be expected from cloud seeding in areas of
essentially convective rains. Finally, given
that cloud merger can be initiated at will, under
the right conditions, it is likely that such
measures wi 11 have to go hand-in-hand with other
water conservation practices including the presence or creation of 1arge storage dams.
V.

Twomey, S., 1964: Statistical effects in the
evolution of a distribution of cloud droplets
by coalescence. J. Atmos. Sciences, 21,
553-557.
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MODIFICATION OF SUBTROPICAL WINTER CUMULUS
CLOUDS - CLOUD SEEDING AND CLOUD PHYSICS IN ISRAEL

A. Gagin and J. Neumann
Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences
The Hebrew University
Jerusalem, Israel
1.

INTRODUCTION

posium) and those of our Group rely on different
physical principles. The former endeavors to enhance rainfall through the release of large
amounts of 'latent' heat designed to lead to a .
rapid growth of cumulus clouds, the latent heat
deriving from the administration of massive doses
of silver iodide particles to individual cumulus
clouds or to systems of cumulus clouds. The Israeli experiment, on the other hand, aims primarily
at changing the microphysical properties of cumulus clouds, or, more specifically, at modifying
their large-hydrometeor properties. Hence, the
seeding is directed at affecting clouds of a
relatively large area lying downwind from a line
of seeding by aircraft.

The first Israeli randomized cloudseeding experiment took place in the years
1961-67. It was a cross-over experiment involving two areas, one of which on any given day
served as an experiment area while the other
one acted, on the same day, as a control. The
roles of the two were inter-changed according
to a random scheme. The statistical results
were examined by several investigators (Gabriel,
1970; Wurtele, 1971; and, most recently, Mielke,
1973). All these investigators found that there
was an increase of rain on days of seeding, the
appar.ent increase being about 15% or so and the
statistical significance of that result was
deemed significant to very highly significant,
depending on the method applied. The seeding
project was accompanied by a program in cloud
physics and by some relevant statistical research. As the years progressed, the research
activities, especially those in cloud physics,
intensified. A presentation of the statistical
results will be found in a report by Gabriel
(1970)~ While a review of the results in cloud
physics and their meaning for the seeding project as well as a renewed examination of the
statistical results are to be found in a paper
by Gagin and Neumann (1973).

2.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT II

Exp. II was designed (and begun) in
1969 with the participation of K.R. Gabriel, Dept.
of Statistics, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
With the 24-hr day as our fundamental 'time unit',
and assuming, on the basis of Exp.I, a possible
increase under seeding of 10 to 20%, we estimated
then that in order to reach a significance level
of 5% or better, on a 'power-of test' of 75%, we
shall need five to six years (- rainfall seasons"'
winter seasons) of experimentation. At the time of
writing this paper (Sep. 1973), we have completed
but four years of Exp.II and, thus, the results
are preliminary.

While the principal objective of
Experiment I (Exp.I) was to explore the possibilities of rain enhancement in areas which
were not selected for some specific reason,
Exp. II was launched in 1969 with the specific
purpose of studying the possibilities of rainfall augmentation over the catchment area of
Lake Tiberias {Lake, or Sea, of Galilee). This
lake is the source of water for Israel's
National Water Carrier which transports water
from the comparatively rainy (rainy in winter)
north to the more arid, or arid, south. The
importance of the objective is seen in that
the Lake supplies - through the Carrier about 1/4 of Israel's water consumption.
Without its waters the cultivation of the more
southern areas of the country would be impossible.

In Exp.II we,again,have two experiment
areas, though the areas are larger than those of
Exp.I. In the southern experiment area of Exp.II,
the rainfall is much more variable than in the
northern one, and, consequently, work will have to
go on for a longer period in order to be able to
identify effects, if any. Therefore, at the present time we will report results for the northern
area alone, which includes the major part of the
catchment area of Lake Tiberias. As was pointed
out in Sec.l, the principal aim of Exp.II is to
enhance, if possible, rainfall over the catchment.
One other feature of the present experiment in
which it differs from Exp.I is in that we now have
a control area (CA) for the northern experiment
area (NEA). The CA lies to the west and southwest
of the NEA. The correlation coefficient between
the daily rainfalls of the two is 0.88, so that
the two are very highly correlated, a fact which
adds greatly to the usefulness of the CA.

We note that the cloud seeding experiments conducted by the NOAA Experimental
Meterorology Laboratory in Florida (see paper
by Joanne Simpson et al., 1973; at this syin209

Seeding in the NEA is done on randomly allocated days by aircraft flying at cloudbase level to the west of the area (on most rain
days, winds have a westerly component) and by
ground generators placed in locations where the
orography should help the particles reach the
clouds. The effect of seeding is estimated
through the ratio (DR=Double Ratio)*

The statistical results of the first
four years of Exp. II are listed in Table 1. For
comparison, we have added the figures describing
the situation at the end of the third year.
Table 1: Preliminary results of the
second Israeli Randomized cloudseeding Experiment
[DR= Double Ratio, e.g. (1) above]

Es CN Es CN
DR = - - = - (1)
EN Cs Cs EN
where E stands, for short, for the average daily
rainfall for the experiment area, C for the parallel average for the control area and the subscripts S and N denote days allocated, respectively, to seeding and to no-seeding. As in Exp.
I, (a) a day allocated to seeding, but not actually seeded (no clouds, or, cloud tops warmer
than -5°C), counts as seeded; (b) the Buffer
Area (BA), which is not seeded, serves as an
objective indicator of 'natural conditions:
Days when no measurable amounts of rain occur in
the BA, are excluded from the experiment.

A. 1969/70-1972/73
(four years)

~EA)

(DR-l)xlOO
Statistical
significance
level
B.1969/70-1971/73
(three years)
(DR-l)xlOO
Statistical
significance
level

1

If (a) the experiment comprises a
large number of experiment time units, and (b)
the CA is not affected by seeding the EA (=
Experiment Area), the expectation is that Cs
should closely equal CN, so that DR ~ Es/EN
and then the excess of Es over EN, whether positive or negative, should provide an indication
of the effect of seeding**. The variability of
rainfall is, however, so great, that in practice,
Cs is not always closely equal to CN even for a
period extending over several years, despite the
random allocation of days to seeding. Nevertheless, the high correlation between the EA and
the CA will tend to reduce the misleading
effects of natural fluctuations in rainfall.
For when there is a large natural fluctuation
in rainfall on any day in the EA, there will be,
on most occasions, a more or less similar fluctuation in the CA on the same day (the correlation coefficient is positive and large), that
is a large 'natural contribution to, say, Es
will be compensated, to an extent, by a large
contribution in C5, in view of the fact Cs
appears in the denominator of (1).

11%

15%

9%

8%

10%

14%

12%

13%

It is seen in Table that while the
figures for the apparent increase for days of
seeding remained approximately the same (actually,
an increase of 1% took place), the significance
figures have improved substantially. If the past
trend in the rise of significance levels continues,
we can expect that by the end of fifth season, the
level will be close to 5%.
3.

STATISTICAL - PHYSICAL STUDIES

In recent years we have endeavored to
introduce some relevant physical factors into the
evaluation process. It is to be expected that
this procedure will enhance the significance of
results and infuse into us more confidenc~ in
the meaning and physical significance of the statistical results.
1

1

1

Our cloud physics studies over the
years have led us to the expectation that supercooled cumuli having a cloud-top temperature between about -15° and -20°C should be most responsive to seeding by potential ice nuclei. Icecrystal growth is particularly rapid at about -15°C
when the crystals, if any, are in the stellar,
dendritic, form (the dendrites have the hi~hest
collection efficiency of all crystal forms). On
the other hand, such stellar crystals can easily
grow into graupels and grow fast through riming.
We find that with the use of the above stated
seeding t.echnique there is little point in seeding
clouds having tops colder than about -20°C: our
atmosphere has high concentrations of potential
ice nuclei which become active at temperatures
below -20°C.

The statistical significance of (l)
is estimated from randomized computer experiments
in which rainfall data of the past are permuted
a large number of times. Because we apply random shuffling of the data, we believe that the
use of 1 historical 1 data in this manner is not
subject to the highly justified criticism
against the use of historical data, e.g., in
regression equations (Neyman and Scott, 1967) .
1

North Experi- Catchment Area
ment Area
of Lake Tibe(NEA)
rias {par) of

1

* It will be noted that the DR is not identical
with the Root Double Ratio which can be used in
the case of a cross-over experiment such as our
Exp. I.
** Ratio estimates are subject to bias (Flueck,
1973). Estimators of the type of (1) tend to
overestimate the effects. Our computer experiments indicate, however, that as the sample
size (number of experiment time units) is increased, the bias becomes small, something like
1 to 2%. That is, in Table 1, the 15% indicated
increase might in fact be only 13% or, perhaps
14%.

Setting out from the above physical
considerations, E. Shimbursky of our Department
has developed a new statistical-physical technique for the estimation of the temperature
range most amenable to seeding. On this technique,
additionally to rainfall data, use is made of
radar observations of cloud-echo top heights.
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The height data are turned into temperatures by
reference to radiosonde measurements of the Israel Meteorological Service.

We note the comparatively high value
of the statistic for the -15 to -20°C interval
and its relatively high statistical significance.
Thus, this statistical test bears out our physical reasoning and points to the effectiveness
of seeding of continental type cumulus clouds
with tops in the -15° to -20°C range.

In the first three years of Exp.II
we have just over 180 days allocated to seeding
for which radar observations are available, as
obtained by the 3-cm weather radar of the
Meteorological Service. For each such day there
is a more or less large number of cloud-top
readings, and for each day the distribution of
cloud-top temperature frequencies is plotted.
The days are then classified in three groups,
according to the location of the mode and the
number of observations in the low-temperature
'tail of the distribution. The temperature
intervals adopted are:> -l5°C, -15 to -20°C,
and < -20°C. We have fe 1t that it is not sati sfactory to classify the days according to the
location of the mode alone. On many occasions
the distribution is rather flat and even though
the mode may reside in, say, the -15 to -20°C
interval, the number of cases in the range
<-20°C may be large so that cold clouds predominate in such a situation. As pointed out
above, we expect little effect of seeding in the
case of 'cold' clouds. In each of the three
classes, we have about the same number of cases.

4.

MECHANISM OF RAIN FORMATION

In order to study the physics of our
cumulus clouds, we have measured, in-cloud and
at cloud base, a number of factors such as cloudcondensation nuclei, droplet distributions,
large cloud particles, ice-nuclei and ice-crystal concentrations, temperatures, (environmen~
tal) humidity, liquid-water content and radar
echoes. The cloud measurements were (and are)
accompanied by laboratory experimental investigations and by studies of a theoretical nature.
The central problems of these investigations
have been: How do our winter cumulus clouds form
their precipitation? Is the seeding of these
clouds by silver iodide justified? If it is, is
it done in rational manner? Is not the collisioncoalescence process in our clouds more powerful
than the ice-crystal mechanism? The truth is
that seeding was begun (in 1961) years before
we were able to obtainorto develop the instrumentation or measuring methods.

1

For each of three classes, the
differences in rainfall between a subarea* of
the NEA and the CA are listed in order of magnitude, according to a procedure worked out by
Wilcoxon (1947) and frequently referred to as
the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney or the two-sample
rank test (Brownlee, 1967, pp.251-253). If the
seeding had no effect, we would expect the
differences to be distributed normally with a
zero mean. The test, as adapted by Shimbursky,
examines the deviations of the distribution of
the observed differences from normal for each
of the three classes. We find for the first
three years the following results:

Perhaps one of our more important
findings was that Israel's winter cumulus clouds
are of a 'continental' character. The droplet
concentration is very high, something like 5001200 cm- 3 while the width of the (size) spectrum
is narrow. Droplets of diameters larger than
about 40µm are scarce~ Apparently, at cbud-top
2

10

-------------------.

Table 2: Two-sam le rank test
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitne a lied to dail rainfall differences between a subarea of the NEA
and the CA. 1969/70 - 1971/72, based on 180
experiment days for which cloud-top data are
available
[Test statistic=standardized
rank sum variate, eq(5.7) in
Browlee, 1967,p.253]
Cloud top
temperatures
> - l 5°C

Value of
test statistic
0.6

-15° to -20°c

1.9

Statistical
significance
not s i gnificant
2.9%

< - 25°C

1. l

13.6%

1c3

10'

DROPLET CONCLNTRATION (cm 3 )

Figure 1. Concentration of droplets with
diameters greater than 35 µm.
temperatures >-l2.5°C large drops (diameter
> 250µrii)do not develop. In colder clouds, with
tops in the range -12.5 to -23°C, the concentration of such drops is less than 0.10 liter- 1 •
In contrast, in maritime, or maritime-like clouds,
Koenig (1963) and Mossop (1968,1970) find large
drops in concentrations of a few hundred liter- 1 •

* This subarea was chosen in view of the large
apparent increase under seeding exhibited by
it.
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Gagin (1971) has shown, on the
basis of calculations for a 1 continuous 1 cloud
model and using an equation due to Bartlett (1970)
that in the case of our observed cloud-droplet
spectra, the time elapsing before the first collision takes place between the largest drop and
a drop half its size (Bartlett shows that collision rate is highest for this case), is almost always longer than the lifetime of clouds.
The Bartlett formulation assumes a uniform distribution of droplets in the cloud. Recently,
however, a stochastic formulation was considered (by N. Chodes of our Dept.) of c1oud processes, the droplet positions taken to be random.
Taking again our observed spectra, we find that
the collision rate is then higher. Nevertheless,
even this modification is unable to produce precipitation e1ements (diameter ~ 100µ,m)withi n
cloud lifetime. In another numerical experiment
we have added a tail to the spectra observed
at cloud base and at a level 2 km above base,
the 'tail being that observed in droplet spectra for near cloud-top altitudes. Again, the
existing collision-coalescence theories do not
predict the formation of large drops from these
artificially widened spectra. The earlier mentioned observation that large drops occur in
very low concentration is, in a way, in a qualitative agreement with the above computational
results.
1

typical cloud base-level spectrum. Again, the
sizes are far too small to explain the formation
of precipitation elements. Thus, neither latterday collision-coalescence theories nor condensation processes can account for the forrration
of rain in our winter cumulus clouds.
An examination of results of
our measurements in clouds shows a marked corespondence between ice-nuclei concentrations
in our atmosphere and ice-crystal concentration
in clouds in the temperature range -5 to -25°C
(Gagin, 1971); our cumulus clouds do not develop the process referred to as ice-crystal
multiplication. Since the concentration of ice
nuclei has a pronounced, well-known, dependence
on temperature, it is obvious that clouds warmer
than about -14°C will, in general, be deficient
of ice-crystal concentrations deemed sufficient
for an efficient production of rain through the
ice-crystal process. In fact, in clouds warmer
than -10°C, we could not detect ice crystals
(lower limit of detectability is about 0.01
liter- 1 ). It can be seen in Fig. 3, on the other

1

1

I

30

If we approach the problem of
droplet growth via condensation processes, we
find (Gagin and Neumann, 1973) that the droplets of our spectra can grow, within reasonable
time, to sizes which are larger than the sizes
predicted by current collision-coalescence
theories. Fig. 2 depicts the results for a

~
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Figure 3. Concentration of graupels as a
function of cloud-top temperature. Graupels have
been observed mostly at temperatures of -15°C
and below.

~~.__,.~-+-___,...._.._

hand, that graupel particles (~ 1 mm) can be
found only in clouds colder than -15°C and this
suggests that, in general, the comparatively
rapid growth rates of ice crystals at about -15°C,
where the crystals are mostly of the dendritic
type, are essential for the formation of graupels. From Jayaweera s (1971) calculations of
ice-crystal growth rates as a function of time
and temperature, one is led to the conclusion
that, in the absence of a sufficiently large concentration of ice crystals at a temperature of
about -15°C early in the life cycle of clouds,
the growth from the vapor about -15°C is likely
to be achieved only by crystals that formed
earlier, namely about -12°C. But since our clouds

___....----tJ,--_______ _

1

RADIUS (11-ml

Figure 2. The observed cloud-base level
spectra undergo virtually no change in 1000 sec
as a result of collision-coalescence processes.
The condensation is somewhat more effective for
droplet growth but neither process is capable
of producing 'large• drops within reasonable
time.
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show a dearth of ice nuclei at that temperature, the artificial addition of ice nuclei
active at these heights and temperatures
(a ..cbmain which is often associated with a
liquid-water content higher than at lower altit~des), ~a~ lead to an increase of precipitation efficiency through the promotion of graupel formation and growth: First through the
deposition of vapor and, subsequently, through
~he po~erf~l accretion process of riming.
Sp~erical , or near-spherical graupels have
a high collection efficiency (see, e.g., Mason,
1971, p.580, for 'collision' efficiencies of
large drops).
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SOME DIFFUSION CALCULATIONS AND
LOCATION OF MAXIMUM APPARENT
INCREASES UNDER SEEDING
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In recent months, M. Aroyo of our
Dept. has carried out calculations of the
diff~sion of small particles dispensed from
an aircraft (Cessna 337) flying back and forth
along a line forming an angle of 70° with the
mean wind. These conditions simulate the cond~tions under which the burners of the seeding
aircraft release silver-iodide particles. The
plane flies a few kilometers offshore parallel
with Israel's Mediterranean coast, which typically, subtends an angle of about Z0° with the
mean wind at cloud base altitudes (700 to
1000 m) on cloudy, rain~ days. The plane flies
a~ a sp~ed.of 50 m secand releases 550 g
silver iodide hr- 1 ; the mean wind was taken
10 m sec- 1 • The starting poi nt for the diffusion calculations is eq. (3.154) in
"Me~eorology and Atomic Energy, 1968 [Slade
(editor), 1968, seep. 115], which represents
a Gaussian model. The seeding plane is a
moving instantaneous point source. In the numerical calculations we have assumed that we are
dealing with a succession of 2.5 km long
segments of instantaneous line sources.

'2.0

o.o
- 12.5
_ __.__ _. J . . __
00
12.5
25-0
~

DISTANCE

__J__ _ _...i..__

37.5

50-0

_J

62·5

DOWNWIND (Km)

Figure 4. Percentage (calculated) of time
that ~he concentration of silver-iodide particles is > 10 liter- 1 • These diffusion calculations assume that the particles are released
fr?m the.burners of a single seeding plane
which flies back and forth along a line ca.55 km
long, parallel with Israel's Mrditerranean
coast, at a speed of 50 m sec- at cloud-base
height (700 to 1000 m). The direction of the
seeding line relative to the direction of the
mean wind at cloud-base level has been so chosen that the mean wind at these heights is
parallel with abscissa and is directed from
left to fight, its speed being taken as 10 m
sec- 1 • Rate of release of silver-iodide is
550 g hr- 1 • Note maximum coverage at distances
from about 20 to 40 km.
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of 15% for the entirety of the experiment area).
A conjecture raised by Fig. 4 is that the above
maximum of apparent enhancement might be due to
the maximum time coverage indicated for distances
of 25 to 45 km by the diffusion computations.

The principal purpose of the above
calculations was to see if ~he rate of release
is adequate to affect an area extending about
50 km downwind. We have assumed that a concentration of >10 liter- 1 is an 'adequate' concentration:-Fig. 4 shows the results for the
percentage of time that the concentration is
~ 10 liter-~ taken that the plane flies back
and forth constantly along a line 55 km long.
A potentially serious shortcoming of the calculations is that we do not know how to take
account of the deformation and changing
patterns of deformation of the flow field in
an atmosphere in which clouds and cloud circulations grow and decay.

Some experimental work has been done
by our Group to measure ice-crystals concentrations
at tops of clouds, using our instrumented research
aircraft (Aerocommander 680 FL) flying in the
area downwind from the seeding line. The number
of hours of such measurements is small to-date.
The results exhibit appreciable fluctuations in
concentrations. Some clouds showed no detectable
concentrations; others, at about the same distance, demonstrated 30 crystals liter-1. clouds
possessing a maximum concentration, of the order
of 100 liter- 1 , were located at a distance of
20-25 km downwind, in fair agreement with the
location of the maximuffi time coverage in Fig. 4.

Nonetheless, the calculations,
and, in particular, Fig. 4 seem to bear a
possibly significant relationship to our
experience with apparent rainfall increases
under seeding. It has been observed both in
Exp. I and in the current experiment that there
is a maximum of apparent increase some 20 to
45 km downwind of the seeding line (see discussion of 'interior areas' in Gabriel, 1970,
pp. 16-17 and Tables 3 through 5; the 'interior
areas' indicate an apparent increase over 20%
against the overall average apparent increase

The results of the diffusion calculations raise the desirability of introducing some
changes in the seeding pattern in order to ensure
a better time 'coverage' of the experiment area.
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6.

OUTLOOK TO TROPICAL AREAS

Jayaweera, K.O.L.F., 1971: Calculations of ice
crystal growth. J. Atmos. Sci., 28,
728-736.
~
Koenig, L.R., 1963: The glaciating behavior of
small cumulonimbus clouds. J. Atmos.
Sci., 20, 29-47.
Mason, B.J., 1971: The Physics of Clouds (2nd
edition). Oxford, Clarendon Press,
671 pp.
Mielke, (.W., Jr., 1973 (or 1974): Squared rank
test appropriate to weather modification cross-over design. To be published
in Technometrics.
Mossop, S., 1968: Comparison between concentration of ice crystals in cloud with the
concentration of ice nuclei. J. Recherches Atmos., l, 119-124.
- - - , 1970: Concentration of ice crystals in
clouds, Bull. Am. Meteor. Soc.,.§}_,
474-478.
Neyman, J. and E.L. Scott, 1967: Planning an
experiment with cloud seeding. Proc.
Fifth Berkle* Symp. Math. Stat,--,:;rQb,
Vol. 5: Weat er Modification. Univ.
Calif. Press, 327-350.
Simpson, Joanne et al., 1974: On the modification
of tropical cumulus clouds. To be published in Proc. Int. Tropical Meteor.
Meeting, 31 Jan.-6 Feb. 1974, Nairobi,
Kenya. Boston, Mass., Am. Meteor. Soc.
Slade, D.H. (~ditor), 1968: Meteorolo~y and
Atomic Energy 1968. O.s.A.E .. , 11024190, 445 pp.
Wilcoxon, F., 1947: Individual comparisons by
ranking methods. Biometrics Bull., l,
80-83.
Wurtele, Z.S., 1971: Analysis of the Israeli
cloud seeding experiment by means of
concomitant meteorological variables.
J. Appl. Meteor., !.Q_, 1185-1192.

Many of our problems, whether physical-meteorological, statistical or organizational~ are common with those of countries in the
tropics. The one problem where major differences
are likely is the problem of mechanism of precipitation formation. Foreign experts can help
research and operations, but an exploration of
the physics cl local clouds and a convincing
verification wnether cloud-seeding is effective
or not, are activities requiring in all probability . years of work and, hence, they require
the building up of understanding and capabilities by people, scientists, engineers, technicians, living i.!2 situ.
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NEW ASPECTS OF HYDROMETEOR ACCRETION AND
SELF-COLLECTION FOR CLOUD MODELS

Edwin X Berry
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C. 20550

2

The common method of parameterization
Autoconversion

a.

= (""~tocoftver.s-io41)
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Cloud models used for weather modification experiments frequently use a parameterized form of warm
cloud microphysics which includes an averaged
accretion rate for the collection of cloud droplets by hydrometeors. Recent theoretical studies
of the growth of hydrometeor drops by stochastic
collection shows that there are really two modes
of growth: accretion and hydrometeor selfcollection. Only the first mode has been included in the referenced parameterized models
and the second mode has been omitted. Furthermore,
the parameterization of accretion has been made
in terms of a drop distribution (MarshallPalmer) which is principally the result of selfcollection. This produces an accretion model
which overestimates the spreading of the spectrum
due to accretion. Also, the theoretical studies
show that the spectrum median volume diameter,
Do, used in the accretion parameterization does
not grow as if it were an individual drop, but
grows much slower than individual drops after
Do
400.;c"" due to the drops smaller than Do
accreting by proportion more of the available
cloud water. Thus, both the growth rate and
the spreading are overestimated by the paramet;:erization.
This paper will show a more accurate way to model
hydrometeor growth through an improved accretion
parameterization and a self-collection mode.
While the inclusion of self-collection will increase the calculated growth rate this effect
will not compensate for the accretion errors discussed above. The reason is that the accretion
rate is proportional to t~e cloud water content while the self-collection rate is proportional to the hydrometeor water content. Since selfcollection does not typically occur among ice
hydrometeors, this new model whould show the
effects of previously unconsidered feedback loops
in cloud microphysics.
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Self-collection
Self collection is omitted, but is
forced by setting Do initially arbitrarily large according to MarshallPalmer distribution,
Do

=(?i.' 7/f2./ tti'') MI/if

This does not allow Do to begin at the
value provided by autoconversion, nor
does it allow Do to grow independently
of the increase in M.
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Radar reflectivity
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We define the following quantities
number of hydrometeors
mass of dydrometeors
"spectral" radar reflectivity of hydrometeors
median volume diameter
Z/M
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where Xfa' Xaa are the mean masses of
the distribution produced by autoconversion, and
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Suggested, new method of parameterization
a.

An outline and comparison will be made of the
common method of parameterization of cloud
microphysics with a new, suggested method. It
will be seen that the new method adds a degree
of freedom that was not present in the older
method. This freedom comes at the cost of
slightly increased complexity which should prove
to be no serious barrier to operational models.
This new parameterization will require some careful development as it is incorporated into cloud
models.
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which can be approximated by
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From this we determine
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We then make use of the fact that
where
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to find
which can be approximated oy
bs~ = be (Xg, Xf)
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Radar reflectivity
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We use the stochastic equation directly to
get
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Derivation
a.

Autoconversion
A new autoconversion formula has been
determined from systematic trials of
stochastic collection. It is an average
autoconversion based on the time, T,
taken for r g to reach so..,...,,... , and the
mass, ma, wfiich is converted at time T.
Since its complete explanation is beyond
the scope of this paper it will be given
here only for completeness:
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Comparison of the methods
a. Autoconversion

We expand the stochastic collection
equation for X
~ to get
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The old method adds M in a manner that increases Do. The new method adds f.11 to the
small drops and calculates a decrease in Xf
and Xg.
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b.

Accretion
be! replaces K2J::.rl/3 in the new method
but this difference is negligible since
both quantities are calculated from the
same accretion equation. The change
of Do calculated in the old method is
slightly smaller (by virtue of the
coefficient of 1/4) than the increase
in Rf and Rg in the new method, i.e.~

i

~t = -};!, ~:1.

This accounts for the addition of more
mass below Do than above. The same
occurance is accounted for in the new
method by the use of the new parameters
xf and xg, since

The old method sets Do much too high to
begin with.
c.

Self-collection
This is carried explicitly in the new
formulation, and implicitly in the old
formulation through the use of the
Marshall - Palmer distribution which
keeps Do proportional to Ml/4, This is
the key difference between the two
methods as the separation of Do and M
has been found to be important in the
outcome of growth by collection of
hydrometeors.

d.

Radar relectivity
These are really the same formula since
the older form may be broken up to give
:3 i. r)M
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The new method gains by simply separating
these two contributions for individual
calculation.
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THE LOW LEVEL WINDFIELD AND ASSOCIATED PERTURBATIONS
OVER TROPICAL AFRICA DURING NORTHERN SUMMER

C. I . Asp l i den
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia

I.

INTRODUCTION

that during an average month a station typically
made 50-80 SOLDldings, and several averaged over 90.

The GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
(GATE) will be conducted in summer of 1974. One
of the principal scientific objectives of GATE is
to obtain an adequate set of measurements in the
tropics of the synoptic-scale fields. The GATE
area of synoptic sea le interest extends from
equatorial Central and South America eastward
across the Atlantic and equatorial Africa to the
Indian Ocean. As the African region constitutes
a considerable part of the total GATE area, the
African meteorological services will play a very
important role with respect to the final outcome
and success of the GATE.
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One of the main reasons for this is that
recent meteorological research (Aspliden, 1961;
Erickson, 1963; Carlson, 1969 a and b, 1971;
Burpee, 1972; D'Honneur et.al., 1973) has indicated that low level disturbances frequently
originate over the African continent or beyond.
For example, almost half of the disturbances
which are observed over the tropical North
Atlantic have emerged from the African conti ;1ent
(Frank, 1970).
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This paper i 11 us trates a series of such
perturbations crossing the African continent and
the general features of the low level windfield
in which they propagate.
II.

.()

Figure l. Pilot balloon station network during
1954-1955.

DATA

Vectorial mean monthly winds were computed
for all stations at the three levels. From these
mean data, monthly streamline maps were constructed
for the whole research year. Mean u- and v- components were used in a grid of 2.5 x 2.5 degrees
to obtain the mean monthly divergence and relative
vorticity fields. Although several computation
methods were experimented with, the results presented here are based on data from four adjacent
gri dpoi nts .

The excellent data set, covering the
entire African continent, Middle East and adjacent waters for the period l May 1954 - 31 May
1955, compiled and utilized here in Nairobi by
the WMO Techni ea l Mission for Desert Locust
Control during 1955-1961, has during the last
two years been on loan to the Florida State University for further evaluation. The WMO data
are available in the following form: daily wind
maps for 2000 ft. above ground level, 10000 and
18-20000 ft. above sea level; daily 1200 z surface and daily rainfall maps for the whole region
as well as all rawinsonde ascents. All upper air
data and the surface data between 20°N and 20°S
were processed and transferred to magnetic tapes.

Clouds, hydrorreters etc., reported in the
surface observations were also compiled on monthly
charts.
III.

On the average there were almost 400
pilot balloon stations reporting daily in the
region during this period, Figure l. Most
stations made two soundings or more a day, so

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WINDFI ELD

The maps for the months of July and
September 1954 have been selected to represent the
average conditions to be expected during the GATE
period.
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Figures 2a and 2b show the mean monthly
streamline patterns for 2000 and 10000 ft. during
July 1954. The most s tri king features are the
vortices in the ITCZ especially at 10000 ft. They
are positioned very uniformly from west to east
at an interval of about 2000 km. The equatorward
slope of the ITCZ and the vortices between the
two levels is about 1/500 in the west gradually
increasing to about 1/100 over Eastern Africa.
This weak southward slope of the ITCZ over most
of the continent has indirectly a marked influence
on the wi ndspeed field be 1ow the ITCZ. It a11 ows
large scale vertical exchange of momentum between
the overriding easterlies and the underlying
westerlies. This weakens the gradient considerably in the westerly flow south of the ITCZ.
Therefore, apart from the thermodynamic aspects
of such an exchange, that of the momentum is also
partly responsible for the fact that the precipitation belt is found some hundreds of kms
south of the ITCZ s surface position. The speedfield at 2000 ft. clearly demonstrates this fact.
At 10000 ft. both the gradient and the speed is
strongest to the north of ITCZ.
1

Figure 2b. Monthly mean streamline map for
10000 ft. above sea level, July 1954.
Isotachs (---) are in m s-1.
As expected the ITCZ is by and large
associated with convergence in the mean both at
2000 and 10000 ft. (Figure 2c and 2d). The maximum convergence is found to the south at 2000 ft.
and to the north of ITCZ at 10000 ft. in agreement
with the above. Similarly, a pronounced belt of
positive relative vorticity is orientated along
the ITCZ at both levels, Figure 2e and 2f.

Figure 2a. Monthly mean streamline map for
2000 ft. above ground level, July 1954.
Isotachs (---) are in m s-1.

Figure 2c. Monthly mean divergence map for
2000 ft. above ground level, July 1954.
Units: 10-6 s-1. Negative areas shaded.
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Figure 2d. Monthly mean di verge nee map for
10000 ft. above sea level, July 1954. Units:
10 -6 s - l . Neg at i ve a re as shaded .

Figure 2f. Monthly mean relative vorticity map
for 10000 ft. above sea level, July 1954.
Units: l0-6 s- 1. Positive areas shaded.
The major difference between the July
2000 ft. and that of September, Figure 3a , is
that on the latter double vortices appear in the
streamline field over West Africa . The same
pattern occurs also in June. The reason for thi s
is that the well marked trough over Eastern
Mediterranean - Egypt, extends WSW down into West
Afri ea. It is very we 11 defined at 10000 ft.,
Figure 3b, where it appears as an asymptote in
the streamline field. During the months of July
and August it is not possible to distinguish this
feature from the ITCZ in the mean. Although it
is difficult to track 11 West African disturbance
lines 11 that frequently develop in the northern
sector of low level waves in this region, there
are occasions that strongly suggest that this
trough-asympotote feature is associated with the
generation and propagation of these lines.

Figure 2e. Monthly mean relative vorticity
map for 2000 ft. above ground level, July
1954. Units: lQ-6 s-1. Positive areas
shaded.

Figure 3a. Monthly mean streamline map for 2000
ft. above ground level, September 1954.
Isotachs (---) are in m s-1.
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Figure 3d. Monthly mean divergence map for
10000 ft. above sea level, September 1954.
Units: l0-6 s-1. Negative areas shaded.

Figure 3b. Monthly mean streamline map for
10000 ft. above sea level, September 1954.
Isotachs (---) are in m s-1
The divergence and relative vorticity
fjelds for 2000 and 10000 ft. are illustrated in
Figures 3c, 3d, 3e and 3f.

Figure 3e. Monthly mean relative vorticity map
for 2000 ft. above ground level, Septerrt>er
1954. Units: 10-6 s-1. Pas i ti ve areas
shaded.
Figure 3c. Monthly mean divergence map for
2000 ft. above ~round level , Septerrt>er 1954.
Units: 10-6 s- . Negative areas shaded.
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Figure 3f. Monthly mean re 1ati ve vorticity
map for 10000 ft. above sea level, September
1954. Units: 10-6 s-1. Positive areas
shaded.

Figure 4. Streamline maps for 19, 21 and 23
September 1954. Waves are numbered w to
1
w4 . Is otachs (---) are in knots.
The waves are numbered W to W . A11
these waves except W formed east of t~e continent.
They were first identified at the SE tip of the
Arabian peninsula and then tracked along the coast
of the peninsula. In Figure 5 they are shown in
a time cross-section when passing Aden.

The vortices in the ITCZ, especially on
the 10000 ft. maps show a remarkable continuity
from month to month. Based on events observed
on daily charts, it is hypothesized that these
11
semi permanent 11 vortices are to a large extent
associated with the formation of the series of
travelling perturbations that frequent this zone
during the northern summer. Typically, after
several days of deranged flow pattern, when no
waves can be located with any certainty, waves
may simultaneously appear in the preferred areas
of the 11 semi permanent 11 vortices. These waves
move· westwards with speeds of 6-7 degrees/day
and maintain a wavelength close to 2000 km.
Their westward travel, however, may be
interfered with in trough zones extending into
the tropics from higher latitudes. Such zones
exist west of the West African coast, over central Africa and over the Arabian Sea. At these
longitudes, approximately 40-45 degrees apart,
the travel ling wave may temporarily stop or even
dissipate.
IV.

A SERIES OF LOW LEVEL WAVES
Figure 5. Time cross-section at 0200 GMT for
13-26 September 1954, at Aden. Winds are
p 1otted in tens of degrees and knots,
temperature in °C and mixing ratio in tenths
of g/kg and isotachs are in knots. Waveaxis and tropopauses are indicated by heavy
1i nes.

A well documented series of waves which
formed over and East of Africa during September
1954, is shown at 10000 ft. on the 19, 21 and 23
September in Figure 4.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

_ _ _ , 1969 : b. Some remarks on African
distrubances and their progress over the
tropical Atlantic. Mon. Wea. Rev., 99,
309-310.

The results can be sunmarized by the
following points:
1. Cyclonic vortices appear in the ITCZ
in the monthly mean wind flo.v with a remarkable
continuity and at an interval of about 2000 km.

-----~'

1971: A detailed analysis of some
African disturbances. NOAA Tech. Memo.,
ERL NHRL-90, 58 pp.

This indicates:
a)

that they are an integral part of
the general low level ci rcul ati on;
that by and large the topography is
not the major cause for their
existence;
that the nomenclature thermal lows
is not applicable, although local
heating may enhance these features.

b)
c)

11

D'Honneur, G., L. Finaud, R. Garnier, L. Gaucher
and D. Rossignol, 1973: An analysis of two
weather disturbances developing into tropical
depressions. ASECNA report, Dakar, 83 pp.
Erickson, C.O., 1963: An incipient hurricane
near the West African coast. Mon. Wea. Rev.,
9 l' 61-68.

11

Frank, N.L., 1970: Atlantic tropical systems of
1969. Mon . Wea. Rev., 98, 307-314.

2. No single region can be designated
as the source region of the westward propagating
perturbations in the lo.v levels. On the contrary any semi permanent vortex area may serve
as a formation region of such disturbances.
11

11

3. Although single westward moving
waves are observed, they occur most commonly in
series and their wavelength is about 2000 km.
They form and may also vanish simultaneously.
The trigger mechanism for such a wave generation
is most likely induced by and associated with
the overlying easterly jet and its embedded waves.
VI.
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THE MEAN STRUCTURE AND ITS SYNOPTIC-SCALE VARIATION
OF THE AFRICAN TROPOSPHERE
G. A. Dean and N. E. LaSeur
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida
1.

INTRODUCTION

Among the earlier systems identified as
a major general circulation feature is the
"equatorial trough - intertropical convergence"
complex, characterized by a relative minimum in
pressure, wind speed and temperature and a maximum of cloudiness and precipitation. Usually
studied and illustrated by time-averaged data,
its classical structure with minimum contamination by regional forcing effects associated with
topographic and orographic features is best represented by conditions in the central Pacific
Ocean (Palmer, 1952, 1955). Even there it has
been established that significant contributions
to the mean structure result from the statistical
sum of traveling synoptic-scale disturbances and
the associated convection. We believe it is
unfortunate and inappropriate that this nomenclature is frequently extended to low-latitude continental regions where the atmosphere is
significantly modified by such regional forcing,
resulting in structure which departs drastically
from the classical. Over southeast Asia and
much of the Indian Ocean nomenclature and structural concepts associated with a "monsoon" system
is generally used instead. Sadler (1967) has
extended "monsoon" nomenclature to other regions,
including oceanic areas. However, over Africa
(and some other regions) neither the classical
"equatorial trough-inter-tropical convergence"
nor the classical "monsoon" terminology or
structure are appropriate or generally accepted.
It is our purpose here to discuss and review
certain aspects of the mean structure of the
troposphere over Africa, together with some of
the significant synoptic-scale variations. We
will avoid almost entirely the use of classical
terminology, in some instances pointing out the
confusion which can arise if one attempts to
employ such. New terminology is not suggested
since further results of the extensive studies
now underway plus the future results from the
GATE may well render them equally obsolete.
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Figure 1. Profiles of mean monthly temperature
for the standard pressure surfaces at 32-33°F,
August 1970.
is the usual equatorial axis of coldest temperature.
This axis does not have continuity downward to the
surface below 500 mb in this longitude because the
lower tropospheric temperatures continue to decrease poleward in the southern hemisphere winter.
Similarly, the axis of warmest temperature near
10°S is also only present above 500 mb. The
unique feature of the temperature profile cross
section is the existence of another set of relatively cold and warm temperature axes centered
near l0°N and superimposed upon the much larger
overall temperature profile that extends from the
axis of warmest to the axis of coldest temperatures. This smaller-scale temperature perturbation, although not large in magnitude nor in
latitudinal extent, has important associations
with the large-scale wind and weather patterns
discussed below.

For the standard pressure levels of the
troposphere, temperature profiles were constructed for August 1970 along longitude 32-33°E. The
maximum and minimum magnitudes and their latitudes were checked against horizontal analyses
(Dean, 1972) for consistency. The results are
shown in Fig. l.

The zonal wind component of the mean
resultant wind is shown in Fig. 2, at 32-33°E
for August 1970. As before, all maximum and
minimum wind speeds in the cross section have
been checked against the horizontal wind analyses
that are published in Dean (1972) to insure vertical continuity of the axes of strongest and
weakest wind speeds. They also agree with those
in Flohn (1969).

In the tropics over East Africa, the
axis of warmest temperature slopes poleward from
21°N at 850 mb to 28°N at BOO mb and then it remains more nearly vertical near 26°N upwards to
150 mb. Near the equator at 500 mb and upwards

In the upper troposphere at 34°N and at
14°s are the equatorward edges of the subtropical
jet stream westerlies, The zero isopleths in the
upper troposphere represent the axes of the subtropical anticyclone belts in either hemisphere.

2.

CROSS-SECTIONS AT 32-33°E.
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figure shows two zero isopleths that divide the
troposphere into four quadrants that have confluence near 15°N in the lower troposphere and
diffluence near 15°N in the upper troposphere.
Furthermore, the lower troposphere has meridional
convergence between the maximum northerly and
southerly cells while above 500 mb there is meridional divergence between the southerly and
northerly cells. There is another confluent zone
between northerly and southerly wind components
near the equator between 500 and 300 mb.

l\.-.\----U--\-'--\--l--l-~____:~~---+.--l.-~---'~~l------J~---\------\----l-l~---1150
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Let us now look at a cross section of the
mean monthly weather distribution along 32-33°E
for August 1958. This section summarizes certain
weather and cloud information that can be found
in much greater detail in Dean (1973). The total
cloud cover N, Fig. 4, shows two maxima, one from
9-14°N of > 6 oktas, and another > 5 oktas from
4°N to o0 • There is a minimum of cloudiness north
of 20°N and south of 6°s. This north-south distribution of total cloudiness is repeated when
the total cloud pattern is separated into the
frequency of low, middle, and high clouds. It is

10•

Figure 2. Cross section of mean monthly zonal
wind component (ms-1) at 32-33°E, August 1970.
Between the subtropical anticyclone belts are
three easterly wind maxima, all centered near 150
mb, two in the northern hemisphere and one in the
southern hemisphere. The two northern hemisphere
easterly wind speed maxima have continuity eastward and are part of the Asian tropical easterly
jet stream.
Below 500 mb, there is shown the easterly trade wind speed maximum near 14°8 between 850
and 700 mb. There is another easterly wind speed
maximum just below 500 mb at 15°N. Over Africa
it is referred to as the "African low-level easterly jet stream" (Burpee, 1972). There is a weak
wind speed maximum in the low-level equatorial
westerlies at 15°N, with weaker westerlies to the
north over Egypt and to the south over the lower
Sudan and Uganda.
Fig. 3 shows a cross section of the mean
meridional wind component for August 1970. This

Figure 4. Cross section of mean monthly zonal
wind component (ms-1) at 32-33°E, August 1970,
together with mean monthly weather distribution
August 1958.

L_....L..l~~~~-+--~~~~-+-~--::::.-~t+-~~~---t~-11~0

primarily the north-south variation in the convective cloud frequency, verified by the frequency
of thunderstorm reports, that accounts for the
north-south variation in climatological rainfall
amount which also shows two maxima near 10°N and
near 3°N. Collectively Figs. 1-4 demonstrate the
difficulties and resulting confusion of applying
classical "equatorial-trough" concepts at this
longitude. The temperature profile, Fig. 1, shows
two cold troughs within the troposphere, only one
of which extends to the surface at 11°N, the
zonal wind component shows no feature consistent
with these concepts, the meridional wind component shows a surface confluence zone near 20°N,
well separated from either of two maxima in clouds
and weather near l0°N and near 3°N. Flohn (1960)
has also criticized use of "monsoon" terminology
in this region.

mb
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Figure 3. Cross section of mean monthly meridional wind component (ms- 1 ) at 32-33°E, August
1970.

Information on typical synoptic variations of the mean monthly wind patterns is available from daily streamline analyses at 850, 700
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required by the lower tropospheric temperature
gradient. Furthermore, not every 850-mb cyclone
formation reached into the 700-mb surface on the
day of origin, since it often took 24 hours or so
for that cyclone to develop upwards into the 700
mb surface.

and 500 mb during August 1958 analyzed at Florida
State University (unpublished). Some of these
features are discussed and illustrated below.
On these daily charts the August wind
pattern along 32°E between 10°N and the equator
is difficult to interpret at 850 mb because much
of the land surface is above that level and many
of the 850 mb winds are reported from valleys
that lie just below the 850 mb surface. At 700
mb the winds are more representative and they indicate that the Uganda region often lies near a
neutral point in the wind field and that a trough
extends east or northeastward toward Somalia.
The same thing was true at 500 mb although the
neutral point and trough were displaced southward
as required by the temperature gradient (see Fig.
1) . Thus the Uganda region lies nea.r a mean neutral point and a trough that extends northeastward,
but this trough failed to contain any synoptic
cyclones in August 1958. Air entering the Uganda
region from most any direction undergoes orographic uplifting and thunderstorms break out in si tu
in the weak vertical wind shear below 500 mb.
The vertical transport of low-level momentum into
the upper troposphere by cumulonimbus in part accounts for the speed minimum aloft between the
equatorial easterly jet stream and the slightly
weaker South Indian Ocean easterly jet stream.
In contrast, between 10°N and 20°N over the
Sudan, synoptic-scale variations were dominated
by cyclonic circulations which formed or were
first detected in this region. These cyclones
travelled westward along paths summarized in
Figure 5. It can be seen in this figure that at

The average maximum of convective activity near 10°N results from intermittent outbreaks
associated with these synoptic cyclones. Again,
we suggest that upward transport of low momentum
air by the convective clouds accounts in part for
the relative minimum of east wind in the upper
troposphere near 10°N. Also, we suggest that the
secondary maximum and minimum of temperature on
either side of 10°N may be related to this convection.
3.

CROSS-SECTIONS AT

o0

,•

It was shown in Figure 5 that synoptic
cyclones travel westward across Africa. The
daily synoptic analyses typically show these
systems first intensify, reach an approximate
steady state between 15°E and 10°W, then weaken
as they continue westward to the coast and into
the Atlantic. Minimum orographic effects are
found near o0 longitude which has been chosen for
comparison with conditions previoUSl!y presented
above. Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the mean temperature profile, the mean zonal wind component,
the mean meridional wind component, and the mean
weather distribution. Lack of data precludes
extending the cross sections south of the equator
over the Atlantic Ocean, except for the weather
and cloudiness.
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Figure 6. Profiles of mean monthly temperature
for the standard pres.sure surfaces at 0° longitude, August 1970.

Composite synoptic cyclone tracks at
850 mb, and 700 mb, August 1958.

850 mb across tropical North Africa the cyclone
tracks form a swath that is nearly 5° of latitude
in width. All cyclone positions begin in the
Sudan 13-18°N near Khartoum; there were 14 in
number. Now let us look at the 700-mb cyclone
paths, also shown in Fig. 5, These paths are
similar to the 850 mb ones but they represent a
displacement of a few degrees of latitude to the
south of those at 850 mb, more in the Sudan than
in the west. This mean slope represents the
southward slope of the synoptic cyclones as

The August 1970 temperature profile section (Fig. 6) shows a nearly vertical axis of
warmest temperature near 30°N up to 700 mb, where
it terminates. The warmest temperatures at 500
mb occur near 18°N. The axis of warmest temperature then slopes poleward with height from 500 mb.
Near io 0 N is a nearly vertical axis of relatively
colder temperature from 750 to 150 mb but this
axis does not extend down to the 850 mb surface,
since temperature values appear to decrease
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The north-south wind component (Fig. 8)
is quite different from the cross section upstream
at 32-33°N. The northerlies now extend throughout
the troposphere from 10°N-20°N except for the surface layer where the westerlies have a southerly
component. The maximum mean northerly wind component .z 3 m s-1 is near 12°N and near the 600 mb
level. The cross section passes through another
area of northerlies near the Gulf of Guinea coastline which are associated with the eastern side
of a mean anticyclone.

southward (see Fig. 41 in Dean, 1972). To the
south of the relatively colder temperatures is an
axis of relatively warmer temperature from 5 to
7°N and it too does not extend down to the 850 mb
surface. These are analogous to similar features
in Fig. 1. The coldest temperature axis appears
near the equator but its location and magnitude
are less reliable.
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Figure 7. Cross section of mean monthly zonal
wind component (m s-1) at 0° longitude, August
1970.
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The north-south variation in the mean
monthly weather distribution along the 0° longitude has been superimposed upon the zonal wind
component cross section (Fig. 9) to facilitate
comparison. The total cloud cover shows one
maximum> 6 oktas near 12°N, but while the total
cloud cover decreases northward as expected, it
does not decrease much to the southward. The
breakdown of the total cloud cover into low,
middle, and high cloud frequency shows that the
total cloud cover remains high to the south of
12°N because of the presence of low clouds only;
the middle and high frequency is greatest at 12°N
and decreases to the north and south. The high
frequency of low cloud is of the stratocumulus
types almost exclusively. Convective clouds
(C1-3 and 9) are at a maximum at 13°N and that
latitude is also the place of maximum frequency
of thunderstorm reports, as well as the climatological rainfall amount. The persistence of the
stratocumulus clouds in the south has been shown
in Dean (1973) to be associated with a subsidence
inversion which is in turn associated with the
anticyclonic circulations that lie above the
surface layer westerlies in these longitudes.
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Figure 9. Cross section of mean monthly zonal
wind component Cm s-1) at 0° longitude, August
1970, together with mean monthly weather distribution, August 1958.

The zonal wind component at 0° lqngitude
is shown in Fig. 7. The subtropical jet stream
westerlies appear near 200 mb north of 26°N.
Equatorial westerlies appear between the equator
and 25°N near the surface. Three easterly wind
speed maxima are present - the lower level one
near 17°N and near 500 mb is the same "African
low-level easterly jet stream" shown in Fig. 2,
while the other easterly speed maxima near 200 mb
are the same as those shown on the cross section
at 32-33°E. The westerlies at 8°N extend higher
in the troposphere than on the cross section at
32-33°E.
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A comparison of Figures 2 and 7 shows
the significant changes in mean zonal flow from
32°E to o0 to be an increase in the depth of
equatorial westerlies from 5°N to 10°N and significant strengthening and enlargement of the
mid-tropospheric easterly wind maximum near 17°N.
These changes are primarily a statistical result
of the intensification of the cyclones.

10•

Figure 8. Cross section of mean monthly meridional wind component Cm s-1) at 0° longitude,
August 1970.
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The mean westerlies at the higher levels
are a statistical sum of intermittent westerlies
associated with cyclones in the belt 10°N-15°N
and anticyclones ceritered near 5°N. Thus, though
they appear above and continuous with the surface
westerlies, they are a result of entirely different processes. Note that as the westerlies
disappear, the cyclonic and anticyclonic axes
approach one another and finally disappear in a
speed minimum. Another effect of the synoptic
cyclone, this time on its poleward side, is the
space now enclosed by the mean 10 m s-1 isopleth
as compared to its very small size upstream
(Fig. 2).

a quite different temperature distribution in
the lower troposphere. Abrupt changes in stru~
ture can occur in the lower troposphere after
the systems leave the coast. Any consideration
of continuity of oceanic to continental structure
must include. these effects.
If space and time permitted this paper
should have included illustrations of the horizontal distribution of the quantities presented
in the two sets of meridional cross sections, as
well as several examples of daily synoptic analyses. Some of the complexities encountered in
the latter may be deduced from an inspection of
the cyclone tracks in Figure 5. Other problems
arise in coping with the effects of the large
diurnal variations, meso-scale systems associated with convection and longitudinal variation
of the large-scale flow in which the synoptic
system is embedded. We feel strongly that studies of conditions over tropical Africa must
include daily, preferably twice-daily, synoptic
analyses in order that mean patterns or the
results of time-series analyses and results of
other methods may be properly interpreted. It
is hoped that data from the GATE may provide
the best possibility yet for undertaking these
studies,

Significant differences in weather also
occur between 32°E and o0 (see Figs. 4 and 9).
Rainfall a.mount more than doubles and thunderstorm frequency increases by six-fold just north
of 10°N. These increases are also primarily
related to the intensification of the westward
moving synoptic cyclones. Daily synoptic analyses also reveal that the convective weather
frequently extends to the northern sectors of
the cyclones at o0 in contrast to 32°E where the
weather is typically confined to the southern
sectors.
4.

CONCLUSIONS
5.

We believe the foregoing discussion and
illustrations show the difficulties of interpreting tropospheric structure over tropical Africa
in terms of either classical "equatorial-trough,
intertropical-convergence" or "monsoon" concepts
and terminology. East Africa lies on the western extremity of the Indian Monsoon regime; here
synoptic variability about the mean consists
primarily of day-to-day variations in the position and intensity of large-scale mean features.
However, beginning about 30°E to 35°E and extending westward the more regional forcing associated with the shape and orography of Africa
itself becomes dominant. The large north to
south temperature gradient in the lower half of
the troposphere during the Northern Hemisphere
summer is quite unique. To an extent the mean
pressure, wind and weather patterns are directly
related to this temperature regime, however,
this large-scale regime is also an environment
in which synoptic systems form and evolve through
a typical life cycle. The statistical result of
these systems in turn contibute significantly to
average conditions. In particular, unless they
are considered it is likely that explanations of
mean zonal flow and weather distribution will be
incomplete and misleading. We suggest that even
the statistical effects of momentum transport
plus radiation and sensible-latent heat conversions associated with convection must be considered in explaining certain features of the mean
wind and temperature fields. It is also true
that the effects of the strong meridional
temperature gradient in producing a large slope
of the axis of synoptic systems must be considered in studies of their structure.
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l.

INTRODUCTION

hectare predicted by Tanaka and Vergara (1967).

Rice is the basic food for more
than half the population of the ~orld and is
cuJtivated in regions between 49 N latitude and
35 S latitude. It is adoptable to a greater rang
of climatic conditions than any other cereal crop.
Though rice is primarily a tropical and sub-tropical crop, evidence indicates that the best grain
yields are obtained in t~mperate areas, such as
the Po Valley, Italy (45 45'N), northern Honshu,
Japan (38°N), or New South Wales, Australia.

Kumura and Takeda (1962) and
others from Japan and Stansel (1967) from U.S.
reported more response to applied nitrogen under
high light conditions than under low light conditions.
In view of these reports experiments have been conducted to study the influence of
solar radiation intensity and sunshine hours at
different nitrogen levels on the productivity of
rice and wheat. In this paper results of intensity
experiments on rice are presented. The results of
sunshine hour experiments on rice and a study of
sunshine over India made keeping in view the needs
of a short duration rice crop of 100-130 days was
accepted for publication (Rao and Deb, 1973) and
not discussed in detail in this paper.

Chang (1968) is of the opinion
that in addition to the disadvantage of high night
time temperature which accelerate respiration,
tropical regions, especially the wet tropics,
usually have lower radiation than temperate zones
during the normal growing season. A rough calculation by Best (1962) indicates that during the
seven months of the summer growing season, the
average radiation in temperate regions is approximately 1.5 times that of the tropics. He has
observed a similar variation in crop yields in thv
experimental stations of the two regions.

2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1

Experimental Set-up

The experiments were conducted at
the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New
Delhi (28°N) in the monsoon (June-October) and
summer (April-July) seasons during 1970-71 under
field and potted conditions. Pad.ma, a dwarf, high
yielding, photo-insensitive rice variety of
115-125 days duration was employed in the investigation.

Davidson and Philip (1958) are of
the opinion that long hours of bright sunshine,
moderately high temperatures and ample water
supply provide optimum conditions for vegetative
plant growth. The normal rice growing season in
tropical rice growing regions of South East Asil
has the advantage of the latter two factors but
radiation might be a limiting factor due to
monsoon cloudiness.

In all experiments (except 1971 fieof light and nitrogen were
studied at four levels each(Light Intensity: 40%
of normal, 70% of normal, normal (100%) and 115%
of normal. Nitrogen Levels: 0, 60, 120 and 180 Kg
of nitrogen in the form of Ammonium Sulphate having nearly 20% nitrogen).

ld experiment) effect

With the introduction of high
yielding dwarf and semi-dwarf, photo insensitive
and short duration rice varieties it became possible to grow rice round the year in tropics whereever irrigation water is available. As these varieties are of short duration, climatic conditions
during their short active growth period plays an
important role and influence grain yield. Evidence
is accumulating that solar radiation plays an
unusually important role in rice growing. The
comprehensive work of Daigo (Nagai, 1958) showed
Japanese yields to be highest in years with abovenormal temperatures in summer and with belownormal rainfall. The years of high rainfall were
presumably times of more cloudy weather. The
reports (IRRI,1966, 1967) from International Rice
Research Institute, Manilla indicates grain yields
of 6 and 10 m,' tons /ha for the wet and dry season
crops respectively. The continuous cropping experiments at IRR! gave the highest 3-crop total
grain yield of 19.6 metric tons per hectare and
4-crop total of 22.4 metric tons per hectare
(De Datta and Zarate, 1970). These high annual
production figures however are still far from
possible annual production of 30 metric tons per

In the monsoon 1971 field experiment an additional factor namely spacing at three
levels (10 cm x 16 cm, 15 cm x 15 cm and 20 cm x
20 cm) has been introduced along with four levels
of nitrogen as said earlier and only three levels
(40% of normal, normal and 115% of normal) of
light intensity.
The design of the 1970 monsoon
field experiment was a factorial one and for other
experiments it was a split plot with nitrogen
levels as sub plots and light as main plots. In
case of field experiments the replications were
two and in the case of pot experiments the replications were five.
2.2

Levels of Light Intensity

In order to obtain the level of
40% of normal light intensity the plots/ pots were
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shaded with a muslin cloth stretched on all sides
and top of a rectangular bamboo frame of height
two metres rrom the ground. On the sides the lower
half metre was left uncovered to facilitate free
aeration. The next level of 70% of normal intensity
was obtained by shading plots/ pots with a wire
gauge -of 16 mesh and 30 gauge supported by bamboo
fr ames as in the first case. The plots/ pots exposed to normal light served as control. The fourth
light level was obtained by using plyw~od sheets
of 6'x 3' size painted with white enamel paint as
reflectors. The sheets were held at suitable angles
and positions to give a good reflection of the
incident light on the crop.
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sensitive barrier layer type photocell used in a
Lumitron--c;olorimeter along with a sensitive micro
ammeter for measurement of current. The readiRgs
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In order to find the light intensity
inside the shades, measurements were made at a
number of places above the crop canopy and the
average was obtained.
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The temperature of the soil, water
and air was measured under the shades to estimate
changes caused by shading. The extent of changes
were observed to be not more than : 2°c.
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In all experiments data on grain
yield and other ancillary characters were collected.
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Grain yield:A scrutiny of the results (Tables 1 and 2) indicates that the direct
effect of light intensity as -- well as its interaction with the level of nitrogen to be highly
significant. The grain yield values of the two
field experiments have been presented in Figs.I.a
and 1.b. If we confine our attention to the highest nitrogen level curves, we find a very strong
response to high fertilization at high light
intensities. The nature of the curves further
indicate that the variety could respond well to a
still higher nitrogen fertilization, provided
intensity of radiation could be further increased.
The steepness of the curves of monsoon 1970 compared to 1971 monsoon may be attributed to the more
sunny weather of the farmer season which received
about 100 sunshine hours more than the latter.
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Fig. 1 Influence of sunlight intensity on grain
yield of rice at different nitrogen levels. Field
Experiments- (a) Monsoon 1970 (b) Monsoon 1971
gen levels further indicates that the light saturation point depends on the fertility level. A
point of apparent discrepancy in the uppermost
curve of Fig. 2(a) is that it shows a lower yield
at 180 Kg/ha of N than at other nitrogen levels at
the lowest light intensity which is not seen in
other experiments. Stansel et al (1965) also observed this type of effect at 120 lbs/ac of N and 40%
light intensity . Navasero and Tanaka (1966) pointed
out that under low light conditions plants growing
at high nitrogen levels would suffer more because
of the low carbohydrate content and high respiration rates. The curves are steeper in the region 100115% light intensity than in the lower light regions,
showing a stronger response to nitrogen at an
average high light level than an average low light
level.

A more or less similar feature is
obsen· ed in the grain yield curves of the pot
experiments (Fig. 2). However, a drooping down
of t he curv es at the highest light intensity is
observed in pot experiments. In case of pot experiments mutual shading was less and moreover, in
the case of summer experiment, light intensity
was very high, of the order of 9000 foot candles.
These two factors might have contributed to reach
saturation point. The same is not observed on the
monsoon curves of 1971 experiment at high nitrogen
levels. The less drooping of curves at high nitro-

Another general feature observed in
most of the experiments is the reduction of yield
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Table 1.

EFFECT OF SUNLIGHT INTENSITY ON YIELD AND OTHER ANCILLARY CHARACTERS OF RICE UNDER DIFFERENT NITROGEN LEVELS.
MONSOON 1970 AND 1971

FIELD EXPERIMENTS -

(In the case of Monsoon 1971, data of 3-spacings were pooled)
NITROGEN
LEVEL
kg/ha

GRAIN Y~ELD
gm/m

PER CENT
SUNLIGHT

0

60

120

180

PERCENT
SUNLIGHT

NUMBER OF
PANICLES/m2

PERCENTAGE
PRODUCTIVE
TILLERS
1970

1970

1971

1970

1971

1970

1971

40
70
100
115

249
265
361
278

162
213
229

222
250
326
243

151

173
180
206
187

203

40
70
100
115

379
427
455
563

231

341
402
410
486

225

40
70
100
115

474
476
616
696

305

403
395
514
570

334

40
70
100
115

489
514
701
837

356

-

S.E. (INT)
C.D. (INT)
Table la:

STRAW YIELD
gm/m2

1971
86.7

219
237

85.3
81. 8
82.0
85.2

266
278
296
331

338
340
369

86.9
86.0
99.1
124.5

84.2

441

94.8
94.8
106.0
126.8

88.7

315
363

319
323
352
425

356
406
486

347
347
389
301

520

482
571

410
465
590
715

17.18
53.49

-

15.20
47.32

-

15.05
46.84

292
317

406
441

-

183
175

259
281

-

-

-

513
5 17

92.1
92.1
104.7
103.2

536
591

-

93.8
96.8

90.8
96.5

93.5
100.8
84.0

94.0
95.2

SPIKE LETS
PER EAR

1970

1971

1970

1971

111.0
116.3
127.5
113.6

73.0

17. 77
17.71
19.12
18.10

19.42

139.2
151. 9
151.5
140.8

68.5

16.60
17.07
18.55
19.32

20.03

126.5
127.0
142.0
140.0

69.8

17.00
17.82
17.62
19.02

19.41

133.5
133.5
139.3
145.9

75.2

16.17
16. 72
18.55
19.18

20.07

-

0.18
0.59

2.07
6.44

-

-

Pooled data of 4-nitrogen levels-Field Experiments Monsoon, 1970 and 1971
GRAIN YIELD
gm/m2

STRAW YIELD
gm/m2

NUMBER OF
PANICLES/m2

PERCENTAGE
PRODUCTIVE
TILLERS

SPIKE LETS
PER PANICLE

1000 - GRAIN
WEIGHT (gm)

1000-GRAIN
WEIGHT(gm)

1970

1971

1970

1971

1970

1971

1970

1971

1970

1971

1970

1971

40

397

262

345

266

276

375

89.8

85.9

127.5

71.6

16.88

19.73

70
100
115.

420
533
593

-

378
460
503

-

93.0
97.3

132.2
140.1
135.1

...,

402
429

88.6
97. 9
109.9

-

291
326

242
310
333

-

348
389

81.1
92.3

17.33
18.46
18.95

19.75
19.49

-

79.5
80.8

83.0
94.0

79.0
94.8
-

83.0
99.7
1.44
4.48

-

19.22
19.32

20.00
19.12

19.90
19.91

19.89
19.64

..-4
Cl";)

<N

plot / per pot and spikelets per ear, to be high
during seasons of high solar radiation intensity
and sun~hine Ii.ours. But the third factor, namely
1000· ·g Tain weight, was low in the summer experiment .
This can be due to high summer temperatures
causi~g more respiration during grain filling
stage. The high temperature s may also shorten the
period of grain filling.
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Percent Productive tillers: The
percentage of productive tillers in field experiments is observed to be dependent on light intensity but in case of pot experiments no definite
trend is observed. This might be due to the fact
that mutual shading is not of much consequence in
the pot experiments. Under community conditions
mutual shading causes reduction in the available
light to the plant. This becomes much more
important under high fertility conditions due to
more vegetative growth. Further in our field
experiments light treatments were started nearly
40 days after transplantation by which time emergence of tillers was almost complete. But in pot
experiments light treatments were started within a
week after transplantation and so the emergence
of tillers was partly suspended. This partial
suspension of tillers resulted in less mutual
shading and more percentage of productive tillers.
In the case of monsoon 1970 field experiment the
percentage of productive tillers at zero nitrogen
level is seen to be practically not dependent on
light intensity, whereas at other nitrogen levels,
it increased with increase of light intensity. In
these experiments nitrogen was applied in three
split doses. After the application of second
dose of nitrogen some tillers emerged and mi sed
the percentage beyond 100 at high light intensities#
Such late emergence of tillers did not take place
at zero nitrogen level at any light intensity.
Thus it appears that tiller emergence and percentage productive tiller~ are a function of both light
intensity and nitrogen level. Such an observation has been made by Tanaka and Kawano (1966) • .
This is further confirmed in experiments on wheat
(Rao, 1972) .
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Fig. 2 Influence of sunlight intensity on grain
yield of rice at different nitrogen levels. Pot
Experiments-Ca) Sununer 1971 and (b) Monsoon 1971

3.2

due to light enrichment at zero nitrogen level
(Figures l(a) and 2) and it appears that low
fertility conditions are harmful under high light
conditions and the light saturation point reaches
at a lower level of radiation as reported by Tanaka
and Matsushima (1971, 111).

Light intensity-spacing-nitrogen
level interaction effects

The variation of grain yield with
intensity of light under different spacings is
depicted in Figure 3 . The curves in Fig. 5 show
that closer spacings are more advantageous than
wider spacings, particularly under low light and
low fertility conditions. The light enrichment
(115% light level) was more beneficial under close
spacings and high nitrogen levels.

Panicle number, Spikelets per ear
and 1000- grain weight: The panicle number per
square metre / per pot (Tables 1 and 2) increased
with light intensity at all nitrogen levels, the
effect being more prominent at high nitrogen levels.
The spikelet number per ear also varied in a similar way. These two factors increased with increase
of nitrogen fertilization. In all experiments the
effect of solar radiation is observed to be
positive on 1000- grain weight. But in most experiments application of nitrogen decreased 1000grain weight, which might be due to dilution effect
caused by increase in the number of panicles per
unit area and spikelets per ear due to high fertility.

The nitrogen response at all levels
of light is observed to be high in the closest
spacing (10 cm x lOcm). It appears that the leaf
area index raised by either addition of nitrogen
or adoption of close spacings or both will be
beneficial under high light conditions. A fairly
high yield under close sracing and at 40% sunlight
intensity and moderate nitrogen dose shows that
in areas of low solar radiation yields can be
improved by adopting close spacing and moderate
application of nitrogen. Similar observations
were made by ten Have (1970). Vergara et al
(1966) are also of the opinion that close spacing
is a more effective way of attaining a high h~I
than increasing the nitrogen level fo r the wet
season growing of early varieties.

h~en a comparison is made between
seasons, it is seen that two of the above three
grain yield determining factors viz, panicles per
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Table 2.

EFFECT OF SUNLIGHT INTENSITY ON YIELD AND OTHER ANCILLARY CHARACTERS OF THE RICE VARIETY PADMA UNDER DIFFERENT NITROGEN LEVELS.
POT EXPERIMENTS, SUMMER AND MONSOON, 1971

NITROGEN
LEVEL

PERCENT
SUNLIGHT

Kg/ha

GRAIN WEIGHT
gm/POT

--

STRAW WEIGHT
gm/POT

ROOT WEIGHT
gm/POT

SPIKE LETS
PER EAR

1000-GRAIN
WEIGHT (gm)
SUMMER

MONSOON

MONSOON

SUMMER

MONSOON

SUMMER

MONSOON

4.40
5.10
6.20
9.40

33.80
47.00
49.50
51.80

12.00
11.80
12.80
12.00

95.14
95.9.8
95.12
93.76

98.10
87.24
98.64
96.02

84.60
85.80
94.60
95.80

48.20
53.20
50.80
56.60

17.61
17.55
18.94
19.57

18.29
18.80
19.52
18.99

14.98
22.86
23.82
25.36

8.80
10.80
13.40
20.10

43.60
49.80
70.60
67.20

25.60
29.20
29.40
29.20

91.12
93.18
91. 90
95.22

89.76
83.64
85.20
80.34

94.20
94.80
99.40
106.00

76.40
67.80
75.80
87.40

16.89
17.49
18.14
19.55

18.88
18.99
20.03
19.67

16.90
17.60
23.50
24.20

19.00
21.42
25.84
22.96

11.10
11.80
18.10
21. 20

46.40
58.20
71.20
70.00

31.60
31. 20
42.00
45.20

89.02
94.74
91.00
96.06

81.62
81.10
84.96
89.40

92.00
91.40
113. 00
118. 40

84.00
78.80
96.80
111.60

17.81
17.98
18. 77
19.00

18.83
19.85
20.0Q
20.15

22.10
48.98
52.44
60.06

23.80
24 20
33.10
3l:. 70

16.88
17.78
26.36
23.14

14.30
15.10
20.50
30.00

40.60
66.20
77 .20
86.40

38.80
41.80
49.20
52.40

79.86
92.94
93.36
96.58

88.56
81. 92
77.76
83.08

94.40
96.80
120.20
126.40

94.40
100.60
117. 00
118. 00

17.54
18.26
19.19
19.32

18.14
19.45
20.07
19.54

3.70
N.S.

0.84
2.34

2.26
N.S.

1.39
3.86

4.47
N.S.

1. 81
5.03

1.47
4.08

3.83
N.S.

2.73
7.58

3.61
10.01

0 . 25
N.S.

0.23
N.S.

MONSOON

SUMMER

MONSOON

SUMMER

40
70
100
115

25.76
42.84
50.64
42.44

7.50
7.10
8.40
6.70

20.86
31. 02
38.30
39.56

5.00
4.70
5.20
5.50

12.60
17.66
22.70
19.76

60

40
70
100
115

38.74
49.22
66.84
63.44

18.40
20.60
23.30
22.20

27.98
35.28
44.90
51.92

11.60
13.00
14.60
15.50

120

40
70
100
115

40.80
54.02
71.40
70.84

29.20
29.40
37.40
38.70

28. 72
37.14
51.00
57.48

180

40
70
100
115

25.96
57.14
79.54
80.80

36.90
39.40
50.60
52.30

4.53
12.58

1. 27
3.53

s:E: (iNT)
C.D. (INT)

PERCENT PRODUCTIVE TILLERS

SUMMER

SlfMMER

0

PANICLES PER
POT

MONSOON

M
M
N

Table 2a.
PERCENT
SUNLIGHT
40
70
t-:1
C.-)

~

POOLED DATA OF 4-NITROGEN LEVELS OF POT EXPERIMENTS OF SUMMER AND MONSOON, 1971

GRAIN WEIGHT
gm/POT
SUMMER MONSOON
32.80 23.11
50.20 24.09

STRAW WEIGHT
gm/POT
SUMMER
24.90

MONSOON
14.32

ROOT WEIGHT
gm/POT
SUMMER MONSOON
15.80
9.64

38.10

14.88

19.90

PANICLES PER
POT
SUMMER MONSOON
41.00
27.00

PERCENT PRO DUCTIVE TILLERS
SUMMER
88.78

MONSOON
89.78

SPIKE LETS
PER EAR
SUMMER MONSOON
91.30 75.75

94.21

83.47

92.20

76.65

17.81

92.84

86.64

106.83

85.10

18.76

19.89

93.40

19.36

19.59

0.76

0.20

0.20

0.63

0.63

29.92

46.60

19 . 09

25.10

14.57

67.00

33.35

115

29.98

52.20

18.98

22.20

19.19

68.30

35.21

95.40

87.21

111. 65

S:E.

2.18

0.95

3.07

0.38

1.13

0.58

1.19

1.03

1. 74

2.12

9.49

1.18

3.50

19.15

28.50

67 . 00

2.93

MONSOON
18.58

55.20

64.30

6.74

SUMMER
17.46

10. 77

100

C.D.

1000-GRAIN WEIGHT
(gm)

1. 79

2. 99 .
9.23

3.69

3.18

N.S.

6.55

2.35

4.

vation.

CONCLUSION

The results of pot experiments
as well as field experiments show increase
in grain yield of the rice variety Padma, with
increase of solar radiation up to and above the
normal light intensity during monsoon season.
This indicates that the variety can respond iv-ell
to light under proper fertility level and vice
versa. This has been proved hy the. higher grain
yields. obtained i.n the summer exl?eriment. I.n s.pi,te
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The number of panicles per unit
area showed a high dependence on light leve l as
well as nitrogen level. Many reports from Japan
and IRRI indicate that light is not a limiting
factor in the early stages of growth. Our results
indicated that light plays an important role during til lering .s tage also. The panicle number
further depends on the vercent,age of vroducti ve
tillers. In case of field experiments in which.
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Fig. 3 Influence of sunlight intensity on grain yield of rice at different nitr0gen levels and spacings.
Field Experiment 1971

of higher temperatures during summer, dry matter
production was observed to be very high. Light
enrichment in the summer experiments could not
further increase grain yield. This may be
attributed to two facts. One is that it is a pot
experiment in which mutual shading is of less
consequence and the second fact is that the normal
sunlight intensities of summer are sufficiently
high (9000 foot candles) to reach light saturation
point.

light treatments were started in the late part of
tillering stage, the percentage of productive
tillers was observed to be the highest in plots
enriched with light and least in plots of highest
nitrogen dose and low light level. The mutual
shading caused by high fertility associated with
low light conditions might have adversely affected
the productive tiller number.

The response to high light
intensity was more prominent at high nitrogen
doses. The higher gradient of curves between
100-115% light intensities at high nitrogen levels
during monsoon seasons and higher drooping of the
same curves at lower nitrogen levels in ~he summer
experiment indicate that high light and high
nitrogen forms a unique combination for a good
yield. High light and low nitrogen as well as
high nitrogen and low light formed poor combination.
Light saturation point for the rice variety
studied.seem to depend on nitrogen fertilization,
receding towards the higher intensity side with
increased nitrogen dose.
The results of the spacing experiments indicate that a fairly good yield can be
obtained in areas of low sunlight provided close
spacing is adopted under moderate fertility conqitions. The application of low nitrogen avoids the
risk of bacteria1deseases and reduce cost of culti-

The next yield determining
factor, namely the number of spikelets per ear
decreased considerably under low light conditions.
The light enrichment as well as nitrogen application increased this factor.
The third yield determining
factor namely 1000-grain weight increased with
increase of light intensity in all experiments,
while increase of nitrogen dose reduced it. The
increase of this factor with light intensities
is quite expected since the production of carbohydrates required for grain filling depends on
l~ht.
The decrease of this factor with increase
of fertility level is due to the dilution effect
caused by increased panicle number and spikelet
number per ear due to high fertilization.
The reduction in grain yield
with reduction of light energy is thus caused by
the integrated adverse effect of low light condi~
tions on these three factors.
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The results indicate that in
areas where the sky remains cloudy during most
part of the rice growing season (monsoon) in India
and South East Asia. y ields can be improved by
adopting close spacing and light manuring. The
high nitrogen responsive character of the new rice
varieties can be profitably utilized by rising
the crop during sunny seasons in the tropics
wherever water is available to meet the water
needs of the plant
5.
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THE MACRO AND MICRO CLIMATIC EFFECTS UPON HERBAGE PRODUCTION
IN NORTHERN UGANDA, AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE UPON BEEF PRODUCTION.
David I. Field
UNDP/FAO Beef Development Project
Gulu, Uganda*
1.

INTRODUCTION

In Uganda grasslands constitute 62% of the
land area and without doubt they form the most
valuable resource for the livestock industry. In
northern Uganda, especially Acholi Districts, the
density of human population is relatively low and
in fact 7Cf'/o of the land area is completely unused.
It was not surprising therefore, that beef ranching should be embarked upon in such an area.
Although the rainfall varies throughout
the area it is generally in the region of 1000
1500 mm. per year (Atlas of Uganda 1962), and the
resultant growth of grass is tremendous. The
altitude is approximately 1000 m. above sea level
and the ;topography may be described as almost
flat. The vegetation of the area, described by
Langdale-Brown (1960) is predominantly savanna
woodland; the trees being mainly Combretum and
Butyrospermum species, whilst the grasses are
mainly Hyparrhenia species with an under storey
of Brachiaria species.
The over-riding ecological factor affecting the yield of herbage in northern Uganda is
that of climate. Within the various aspects of
climate the significant factor is the water
bal~nce and it is primarily this aspect which is
to be discussed here. The investigation, aimed
at determining the potential carrying capacity of
the pastures, involved the harvesting of herbage
samples at three locations: Madi Opei in the east,
Acholi Ranch centrally and Lolim in the west (see
Figure 1). The yields were measured at regular
intervals during the year to determine seasonality
effects and also at the end of the year to compare
total production.

Figure 1.

Map of Uganda showing
location of sites

2.

MACRO CLIMATIC EFFECTS

2.1

General Climatic Data

Northern Uganda is climatically similar to
much of East Africa, with a hot dry season alternating with a cooler wet season. Useful summaries
of the climate are given by Griffiths (1962) and
Jameson and McCallum (1970). The meteorological
data for northern Uganda during the period of the
present investigations has been summarized in
Table 1. It can be seen that more than 9Cf'/o of
the rainfall occurs during April to October but
there are marked variations between years and this
point will be referred to later. The evaporation
from an open water surface is notably higher than
the rainfall but unlike the rainfall it varies far
less on an annual or even monthly basis. Radiation
is typical of East Africa at the rate of 450-500
cals/cm2/day. The air and soil temperatures are
only included for interest but do not appear to
limit the potential plant growth . As far as
plant growth is concerned it is the water balance
which over-rides all other factors in limiting
production.

It has been frequently noticed that the
growth of grass beneath the woodland trees appeared markedly more vigorous than in the open areas.
The effects of the micro climate under trees was
also investigated but proved somewhat controversial. This paper is thus an indication of how
meteorolgical data may be applied to practical
farming and is thus concerned with major differences which are likely to be relevant to the
beef industry.

* Present address: Land Utilization Division ,
Ministry of Agriculture, Gaborone, BOTSWANA.
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Table 1.
METEOROLOGICAL

RAINFALL

EVAPORATION

RADIATION

SUNSHINE

From an
Open water
Surf ace
Eo
mm

Cals/sq.
cm/day

Mean
hours
per day

1972

1971

1972

1971

1972

1971 1972 1971

23

220

202

474

488

8.9

Monthly
Total mm
MONTH

1971

January

Trace

DAT A

TEMPERATURE

Daily mean Daily mean
oc
OC
Max
Min

ACHOLI RANCH

1971/72

SOIL TEMP.

RELATIVE

Daily mean
@ 10 ems
0900 hours

0900 hrs 1500 hrs

3

WIND SPEED

HUMIDITY

3

1971 1972 1971 1972

0900-1500
Day
kms/hr

1972 1971

1972

1971

1972

7 . 6 32.7

32.9 18,l

18.8

n/a

24.9

55

66

32

32

10.2

1971 1972

1500-0900
Night
kms/hr
1971

1972

8.6

5.4

4.7

February

1

16

209

175

517

436

9.6

6.0 34.0

32.0 18.6

19.3

n/a

26.1

56

65

29

35

8.4

8.3

5.1

4.5

March

9

127

252

184

503

477

8.0

7.7 34.6

31.9 19.4

19,3

n/a

24.8

57

74

35

41

11.7

8.8

5.8

4.6

April

221

180

164

167

425

483

6.1

7.2 29.6

30.8 18.1

19.5

n/a

24.8

84

80

63

51

8.6

7.5

5.1

4.3

87

171

129

160

451

480

7.0

8.0 28.3

29.4 18.1

19.4

n/a

23.6

81

83

65

54

6.7

7.3

4.5

4.4

June

159

90

159

119

413

422

6.0

6.5 27.5

28.3 18.1

19.8

23.1

23.4

84

86

64

59

6.1

5.5

3.9

3.2

July

166

156

133

141

422

439

6.2

6.9 27.3

28.5 17.5

19.1

22.4

23.3

85

86

64

59

5.9

5.7

3.5

3.6

August

148

245

138

157

433

456

6.0

7.1 27.4

28.2 17.2

18.1

22.5

23.1

88

88

65

61

5.7

6.0

3.5

3.4

September

205

137

153

150

494

491

7.4

7.9 28.4

29.4 17.8

18.6

23.1

23.6

87

84

59

58

5.8

6.6

3.9

3.7

October

136

16],

150

140

506

471

6.8

7.2 29.2

29.6 17.9

18.8

23.2

23.9

82

85

54

56

6.4

7.0

3.6

3.4

November

59

150

159

132

488

445

7.7

7.1 30.3

29.1 17.9

19.5

23.6

23.4

72

81

46

57

9.5

6.8

4.0

2,9

December

12

11

201

158

494

462

8.5

8.5 31.0

31.4 16.7

17.8

23.4

23.9

56

65

30

39

9.8

8.9

5.2

3.6

1468

2067

1885

~
~

co

May

Annual

Total

1204

I972

19 71

Rainfall

mm

Op e i

400
Herbage

DM

200

kg/ha

Rainfall

mm

Ranch
Herbage

~
~~3'.
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.
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Figure 2.
2.2

Effect of rainfall upon herbage production.

Rainfall effect on herbage production

The harvesting of plots was carried out using a
mower with a reciprocating blade. The fresh
material was weighed in the field and a sample
taken in a plastic bag for air dry matter
determination back at Acholi Ranch. The annual
results for the 4 weekly interval clipping at
each location are shown in Table 2, and the
individual cuts: are shown in Figure 2, in
comparison with the rainfall records.

Three sites were located: at Lolim (31°
45 1 East, 2°35' North), Acholi Ranch (32°34' East
2°59 1 North) and Madi Opei (33°5 1 East 3°35 1
North). The Lolim location was in an area of open
grassland; the area on the ranch under savanna
woodland and the area at Madi Opei similar to the
ranch.
In all cases the dominant grass cover was
Hyparrhenia filipendula with Hyperthelia dissoluta
Setaria trinervia and Brachiaria brizantha as the
main supporters. The soil at all three sites had
an organic matter content of about 2-53, low in
phosphorous and potash; and contained more than
80% sand, Various treatments were in fact studied
at each site such as interval of cutting, nitrogen
fertilizer application and burning.

Three points arise from this investigation:
firstly there appears to be an almost linear
relationship between the annual rainfall and dry
matter herbage yield; secondly the response of
herbage growth during the early wet season is
much greater than in the latter part of the rains
and thirdly the double peak to the rainy season
is most obvious at the &choli Ranch location.

Plota varied in size at the different
sites but were approximately 10 square metres.
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Table 2.

The results are shown in Figure 3 together with
the rainfall for the same period. Statistical
analysis showed no significant difference in soil
moisture status at different levels or between
types of cover but it would appear from the
graph that soil under open grass or stylo dries
out faster at the start of the dry season and
also wets faster at the start of the wet season,
than does the soil under grass and tree cover.

Annual herbage yields and rainfall
at three locations.
Acholi Ranch

Madi Opei

Lolim

Herbage yield (kg/ha)
1971
1972

1200

1600
1540

810

1940
2980

3.3

Effect of trees upon evaporation

Rainfall (mm.)
1971
1972
3.

1190
1450

1090
770

The actual evapotransptration loss of
moisture has been ~tudied by various workers and
a useful set of estimates was prepared for Uganda
by Rijks et. al. (1969). The micro ecosystem
around trees appears to be most complex and to
further study the situation the evaporation under
a tree was compared with that in the open. The
results in Figure 4. show the evaporation under
the tree to be 210 mm. less over the year than
in the open. The part played by interception
must not be overlooked as far as moisture
available to the grass is concerned. The
evapotranspiration from grass has been shown to
be considerably higher than for trees per u:r;iit
of fresh material, Henrici (1940). However the
evapotranspiration per unit ground area is much
greater with trees. As has been stated the
water balance in the vicinity of trees is
extremely complex.

1250
1540

MICRO CLIMATIC EFFECTS

3.1
Important factors influencing the water
balance are the local variability in rainfall,
due to storms (just over 453 of the annual
rainfall at Acholi Ranch fell at the rate of lmm.
per minute), the effects of ground cover and
evapotranspiration. Penman (1963) reports on
work from East Africa where the run-off constitutes between 20-60 percent of the rainfall
depending upon the type of cover. The following
investigations concerned with micro-climate were::
all conducted at Acholi Ranch.
3.2

Effect of cover upon soil moisture

Three types of cover were examined:
natural grass alone, under storey grass with
overstorey trees, and an oversown legume
Stylosanthes gracilis. The method of soil
moisture measurement was as described and used
by Pereira et. al. (1958) for the determination
of soil moisture tension. The gypsum blocks
were lowered down a hole of the correct diameter
(at three depths: 10 ems, 25 ems and 40 ems) and
the soil carefully replaced above each one.
Considerable difficulty was encountered at many
sites in attempting to go deeper due to the
presence of ironstone nodules (murram).

In

the open

Under

the

tree

RAINFALL

mm
200

100

JFMAMJJASOND

Months
EVAPORATION

200~

Monthly

"'"''"

JOO

mm

.

SOIL
Open
Open

Depth

c:~~

Shaded
Soi I
moisture

MOISTURE

(LOG- OHMS RESISTANCE)

25~~

4

at 40 cm

40~~
J

A

S

0

N

D

J

F

M A M J

J FM AM J JA SON D

MONTHS

Figure 3.

J FM A M J JA S 0 ND
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Effect of trees upon evaporation.

3.4

Herbage production under trees

Assumptions made are:

There are of course numerous factors
affecting the growth of grass under trees
such as competition for moisture, past treatment (cattle trampling), humidity and evaporation. It has been mentioned earlier the
controversial nature of the resuults from
clipping trials under trees. In the following
Table 3. it can be seen that the dry matter
yields of herbage from plots cut at 4 weekly
intervals under trees were less than half those
from adjacent plots in the open.

i) a continuous grazing system is
practised.
ii) herbage dry matter is equally available
throughout the year.
iii) The daily dry matter intake per livestock
unit (LSU i.e. 450 kgs. mature animal)
is 9 kgs.
iv) grazing livestock only utilize on average
5Cl'/o of the herbage produced.

Table 3.
Annual/Air dry matter yields of
herbage
Year

Under Trees
kg/ha

In the Open
kg/ha

Rainfall
mm.

4

Madi

Opei

c
::I

1971

1960

3900

1200

.:.::

1972

3160

7380

1470

.....

u
0

3

"'
(1)
~

....l

(1)

«I
(,)
C1)

::c
200
Ury matter

No comparison of quality was made and
because of the micro climate under trees it
may well be that the proportion of leaf to
stem is greater and there is less of a tendancy
for plants to produce mature flowering stems.
Although the dry matter yield in the open was
greater, the actual liveweight gain of cattle
may be less, due to the quality of the herbage
and their own need for shade for comfort.

4.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FINDINGS IN
RELATION TO BEEF PRODUCTION

4.1

Potential Carrying Capacity

2

"....

From Figure 2 it was pointed out that
the response of herbage production in the
early rains is much greater than in the latter
part of the season - August I September I
October. Since the soil moisture status rises
more rapidly in the open at the start of the
rains, this could possibly throw some light on
the higher production of herbage in the open.

Figure 5.

4.2

herbage

400

600

800

p_ro.ductwn · - J(g/ha/Awee.ks.

Herbage production and
carrying capacity.

Annual variations

The variations across northern Uganda
were discussed in paragraph 2.2 but there are of
course considerable annual variations resulting
from total rainfall and its distribution throughout the year. The over-riding factor with regard
to rainfall distribution would appear to be the
length of the dry season. The variation in the
dry season October - March (182 days) -. is indicated
in Table 4.

The only conclusive method of determining the potential of an area is to measure the
actual meat production possible from the area.
Repeated clipping,at 4 weekly intervals, of
herbage not only has a long term effect upon
yields but also fails to represent the effect
of grazing animals. An eight week interval of
cutting appears to be far more realistic.
Figure 5. relates the forage production levels
from eight weekly interval clippings to the
possible carrying capacity - in each location
mentioned in paragraph 2.2.

Table 4.
Dry season duration

No. of days with
less than 1 mm.
rain out of 182
days.
No. months with
less than 25 mm.
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1969/70

1970/71

145

156

138

2

4

3

1971/72

The effect of the dry season upon
liveweight changes in cattle is shown in Figure
6 for two consecutive years. With the rapid
flush of herbage growth in the early rains a
number of workers have laid st~ess upon the
compensatory growth of livestock, and thus
minimising the significance of the dry season
losses. It can be seen however that the cattle
lost 13% of their body weight (30 kgs.) in
1970/71 but only 8% (20 kgs.) in 1971/72.
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THE VALUE OF METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS

From the evidence produced here it can
be seen that the selection of sites for beef
ranches should be carefully examined and the
potential carrying capacity of the various areas
calculated. In order to achieve the best
results and to apply a reasonable level of
security to the investment of capital, as far as
potential herbage production is concerned, an
accurate forecast of the likely performance of
different areas is essential. This can only be
done by making full use of long term detailed
meteorological data. The reliability of herbage
production depends above all else ·upon the
climatic factors affecting the environment of
the area.
It should thus be a matter of priority
to establish a detailed agro-meteorological
service to provide planners and farmers with
reliable data for rainfall probability and
potential water balance for different areas. The
microclimatic environment developed as a result
of trees needs further investigation and
evaluation to determine whether the shade effect
is as ·worthwhile as has been thought in the past.
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FORECASTING MAIZE YIELD IN ZAMBIA USING MULTIPLE
REGRESSION WITH WEATHER FACTORS AS PREDICTORS

J. C. Das
Meteorological Department, Zambia

1.

INTRODUCTION

*

It is quite well-known that precipita~
tion, temperature, evapotranspiration, sunshine,
cloudiness and other meteorological parameters
significantly influence the growth and yield of
crops. But we know very little about the quantitative relationship between these factors and
crop yields. In this paper a mathematical model
is evolved by the technique of regression analysis to forecast the yield of maize produced in
the different regions of Zambia well before the
crop is harvested.
2.

DATA

2.1

Crop Data

6,
7.
8,

2,2

2,2,3
In the study the following meteorological elements have been utilised: (i) daily rainfall, (ii) daily maximum temperature in °F, (iii)
daily minimum temperature in °F, (iv) daily mean
temperature in °F, (v) daily range of temperature
in °F, (vi) daily available period of sunshine,
and (vii) number of crop rainy days.

2.1.3
The mean yield, the standard deviation
and the coefficient of variation of the yield of
maize in the country are presented in Table 1.

4.
5.
y

=

1

Number of years of data used
20
Average yield in lbs/acre
2014
Standard deviation (lbs/acre)
982.0
Coefficient of variation
49%
Regression equation or Forecasting model
-1919.30+491.28x, -107.90x2+87.39x3+ 92.66X4
(4.22)*
(4.39)* (7.24)* (3.62)*
+ 224.88x5
(8.37)*.

Weather Data

2,2,2
A crop rainy day has been defined as
a day in which 5 nnn (0,20 inch) or more rain has
occurred within 24 hours, 'When a total rainfall
of 3.8 mm (,15 inch) or more but less than 5 nnn
has occurred in one day, provided it is separated
from a previous crop rainy day by not more than
two dry days, it is also considered as a crop rainy day,

2.1.2
The yield data for the period 1947-48
to 1966-67 have been used in the study. The
yield data of later years have been used to test
the efficiency of the forecasting model developed.

1.
2.
3.

Standard error of estimate
88.8 lbs/acre
Adjusted Coefficient of multiple
correlation
0.995
Percentage tota1 vaciation in yield
accounted for by the regression
99.0%

2,2,1
Our knowledge of soil moisture, evatranspiration and other sophisticated data related to factors which control the growth of the
plant and its yield is quite inadequate for the
country; these factors have not been used in this
study, We have utilised the ~imple meteorological
parameters e,g, precipitation, temperatures, crop
rainy days, sunshine and cloudiness which are readily available for the past several years for a
g0od network of stations inside the country. These
data in respect of the f ollowi~g stations have
been used: Livingstone, Choma, Kafue Folder, Mt
Makulu (Lusaka), Kabwe, Ndola, Kafironda, Mkushi
and Chipata,

2.1.1
For a study of crop-weather relationships, the yield figures of maize produced in
Zambia for a large number of years are required
but these data are available only from the crop
years 1947-48 to 1969-70. The data for the years
1970-71 to 1971-72 became available only after
the completion of the present study. Again for
the years up to 1960 separate statistics are not
available for the different sectors of the country. Also it is not known what percentage of the
area cultivated has irrigation facilities. Because of these limitations, the total production
and the total acreage of all land under maize cultivation in the country have been taken together
to calculate the yield of maize per acre which
has been taken as the dependent variable in the
study.

Table

't' test value for each of partial regression
Coef:eid.ent,

3.

ANALYSIS

3,1

Technological Trend

In using the yield figures of past
years for correlation studies it is necessary to
ascertain whether there is any secular trend in
the series. Improved agronomic practices, use
of improved types of farm implements, control of
diseases and pests by timely apraying, use of hybrid seeds and chemical fertilizers and other improvements in technology have resulted in gradually

(estimated yield)
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improving yield. In figure 1 the maize yield
figures have been plotted against time. It is
quite apparent from the figure that a definite
trend exists from 1956 onwards. The linear correlation between yield and time is 0.78. This indicates a significant technological trend in the
yield. This technological trend is taken into
account by introducing a suitable time scale linear variable in the regression analysis.

REPORTED
MAIZE

and

Y!aQS

ESTIMATED
~

Rcportod

Yiold

Estimatcid Yield

CORRELATION
PROQUCTQN

3.3
Examination has also been made to determine whether the relationship between yield and
the chosen weather factors is linear or curvilinear since it is generally believed that in cropweather relationships, linear relationships are
exceptions rather than the rule. To find out whether a linear or curvilinear relationship holds
good, the chosen weather parameter ts first plotted against the yield, If the graph shows that a
parabola is a better fit than a straight line,
then the square of the selected parameter is introduced as a separate parameter.

3.2
To determine the critical periods in
which meteorological factors have a significant
effect on yield, the linear correlations between
yield and the individual meteorological elements
mentioned in 2.2.3 have been worked out by computer for all periods of 5 days, 6 days, 8 days
••.••.•••.••. to 90 days of the crop season.
These correlations have been calculated for the
period November 1 to February 28th. The correlations obtained for seven-day periods are shown
graphically in Fig. 2. The significant periods
are then located by studying these correlation
coefficients. The meteorological elements for
the significant periods thus located have all
been used for preliminary regression analysis.

3.4
The factors thus located have all been
used in developing the regression equation. Evidently the contribution of some of the factors in
the multiple regression is insignificant. So to
ascertain the combinations in which the parameters used are all significant, at least at the 5%
level of significance, a computer programme has
been used which calculate all multiple correlations of all combinations, dropping gradually one
or more variables till only those combinations in
which all the parameters used are significant at
least at the 5% level. From these combinations
the one by which the yield of years not included
in the study are best explained, is finally chosen.
This is:(i)
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rainfall during the period 8 November to
22 November, (Xl);

(ii)

square of Xl, (X2);

(iii)

number of crop rainy days during the period
17 December to 15 January, (X3);

(iv)

average daily range of temperature in °F
during the period 24 January, to 12 February, (X4);

(v)

linear technological trend, (X5),

meters used have also been investir-ated by computing the Von Neumann ratio (Hart 1942) . It is
apparent fram the test values given in Table 3
that the parameters used are free from trend at
the 5% level, Yields have shown definite trends.

The other two combinations which were
considered but ultimately not chosen have been
listed in Table 2.
Table

4.4
In Table 3, the Analysis of Variance
partitioning the total sum of squares and the corresponding 'F' value are presented. It will be
seen from the 'F' value that the multiple correlation obtained is highly significant even at
.01% level

2

Combinations not chosen ultimately.
Variables for Combinations 1.
1.

Rainfall during 8 November to 22 November.

2.

Square of rainfall during 8 November to 22
November.

3.

Average daily Max temp during 22 November
to 28 November.

4.

Number of crop rainy days during 17 December
to 15 January.

5.

Technological trend.

6.

Net multiple correlation obtained:

Table

3

Results of Thiel Nagar test, Neumann ratio,
and Analysis of Variance,
1.
2.

Number of years of data used
Statistic 'd'

=

---ezr-

0.965

3.

Neumann ratio for variables:

1.

Rainfall during 8 November to 22 November.

2.

Square of rainfall during 8 November to 22
November.

3.

Number of crop rainy days during 17 December
to 15 January.

Regression

5

1917961,6,00

4.

Average daiiy mean temp during 2 January to
21 January.

Deviations

14

110333.31

5.

Technological trend.

Total

19

19289949,31

6.

Net multiple correlation obtained:

Xl
X2
X3
X4

4,

Analysis ef variance:
D'.F

0.957

MS

SS

F (Calculated)

3835923,00
7880.95

F(Table)(Ol% level)

486.73

5.

2.58
1.85
2.06
2.10
2.44
1.98
1.38

Significant value at 5% level

3.5
The net multiple correlation is 0.997.
As the number of observations is small compared
with the number of variables, the multiple correlation coefficient has been adjusted to get the
unbiased estimate of the multiple corelation
most probably existing (Ezekiel 1941). This
comes out as 0.995 accounting for 99% of the total variation in yield. The corre,spqn_ciing adjusted standard error of estimate is 88.8 !1bs/acre.
In Table 1 is the final regression equation to
forecast the yield of maize per acre along with
adjusted net multiple correlation, standard error
of estimate, and the percentage total variation
in yield accounted for by the regression is presented.

7.92

OBSERVATIONS

5.1
The study reveals that some precipitation is essential during the period 8 November to
22 NoV'ember fo~ better maize yield. This is the
p~eparation and sowing period for maize.
But heavy rain during this period may wash away the seeds
and thereby decrease the plant population. So it
is found that any rain exceeding 2.28 inches or
58 nnn during thiis period may reduce the maize yield.
Assuming the other parameters remain constant,
yield 'y' is given by y = K+.491.1~-107 .90X~ wflere
x is the rainfall in inches auring the period 8
November to 22 November.

STATISTICAL TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Therefore differentiating with respect
to x and equating to zero

4.1
The significance of each parameter used
in the study has been tested by applying 't' Test.
The 't' Test values are given below each regression coefficient in Table 1. They are significant at least at the 5% level of significance;
some of them are significant at the 1% level of
significance.

215 .8.X

=

4Ql.2R

or x = 2.28 inches which is the value of rainfall
dnring the period 8 November to 22 November, which
is most beneficial for crop yield. The increase
in yield due to one inch of rainfall during thds
period is about 386 lbs per acre but the increase
is about 554 lbs per acre only for two inchesr 6f
rainfall,

4.2
The existence or otherwise of serial
correlation has also been determined by performing the Thiel-Nagar test (THIEL 1961). The test
values are given in Table 3. It is apparent that
no serial correlation exists among the variables.
4.3

(t;Z) 2

Thiel Naga-r test:
Significant value at 5% level:

Variables for Combination 2

4.

20
E

5.2
The crop passes through its growth stage during December and January and some rain is
necessary during this period. It is found that
the yield increases with the number of crop rainy

The existence of any trend in the para-
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days during the period 17 December to 15 January,
For each crop rainy day during this period, yield
increases at the rate of 84 lbs per acTe,

Almost all the extreme yi e lds have been predicted .
The reported and the estimated yi elds have been
given in Table 6,

5.3
The crop generally starts maturing from
late January. It is observed that the yield increases with the daily average range of tempera~
ture during the period 24 January to 12 February.
For each degree F rise in average range of temperature, yield increases by 94 lbs per acre. A
higher-than-average range of temperature is generally associated with clear days followed by clear nights. This situation is conducive to grain
formation.

6.2
The reported yields for the years 1967
-68 to 1971-72 have not heP-n included in the study, Yields of these years have been estimated
by the regression equation developed as a test
of the equation. They are presented in Table 7
with the ~epotted yield, It will be noticed that
the agreement is very encouraging,
Table
Year

5.4
After first removing the trend from the
yield the regression equation has been recalculated. It is given in Table 4. Tt will be noticed
that the equation does not change materially from
the one presented in Table 1 though the net multiple correlation is a little less,
5.5
In Table 5 the percentage variation in
yield accounted for by each variable is presented,
Table

4

Regression equation developed after removing
trend from the yield.
1.

Number of years of data used:

2.

Average yield in lbs/acre:

3.

Standard deviation in lbs/acre:

4.

Coefficient of variation:

5.

Regression Equation.

Y

1322

1351

2

1000

967

3

1950

1096

1138

4

1951

950

909

4

1952

884

943

7

1953

1148

1235

8

1954

1318

1341

2

1955

1220

1108

9

1811

4

2020

1828

10

1142

1Q58

1120

1110

1

306,3

1959

2050

2068

1

27

1960

2062

2129

3

1961

2706

2666

1

1962

2954

2989

1

1963

2430

2473

2

1964

3166

3060

3

1965

3844

3916

2

1966

3162

3239

3

1%7

4078

3994

2

Standard error of estimates:

8.

Percentage total variation in yield
accounted for by regression equation: 92.5%

85.9 lbs
0.96

Table

5

%
26,8

X3

50.7

X4

8.6

7

Reported and estimated yield of years not included in the study.

Percentage variation of yield accounted for by
each independent vaciable.

Year

Reported
yield

Estimated
yield

Percentage
Variation

1968

3946

3965

0

~

12.9

* parabolic fitting.
6.

1948
,,949

1742

Adjusted Coefficient of Multiple
Correlation:

Xl & X2

Percentage
Vaciation

1957

7.

X5

Estimated
yield

1956

6.

Vaciables

Rep(o)rted
yield

20

-1956.05+488.53xl-107.06x2+86,59x3+95,9.5x4
(4.36)* (4.53)* (7.70)* (4.54)*
* 't' test values.

Table

6

AGREEMENT

6.1
In Figure 1 the agreement between the
reported yield and the yield estimated by the
regression equation is shown. In view of the
large coefficient of variation the agreement is
very satisfactory, viz to within 5% in 75% of
years and within 10% for the remaining years.

7.

1969

3922

4035

3

1970

2338

2483

6

1971

4268

4417

3

1972

MPO

4479

2

1973

3201

3081

4

ISSUE OF INTERIM FORECAST OF MAIZE YIELD

The forecast 'ormula developed can be
used for the issue of interim forecasts during the
crop growing season itself by using the average
value for the variable whose actual value i s not
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available at the time of the issue of forecast.
The final forecast can be issued in the third
week of February.

8.

LIMITATIONS OF THE EQUATION DEVELOPED

With the accumulation of more data this
equation may need revision after some years.
Some of the factors used may have to be replaced
by new ones. This is inherent in this type of
analysis.
9.
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THE APPLICATION OF CLIMATOLOGY TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN AFRICA

yohn F. Griffiths
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas

1.

(a) frequent cooperation and discussions be:tween meteorologists and other specialists,

INTRODUCTION

It is well appreciated that climate and weather play an important role in many of the economic problems that must be considered in Africa.
What is, perhaps, not as well known is that whilst
we are not able to answer all the questions, nevertheless, a wealth of data exists that, used efficiently and correctly, could take us a long way
towards the answers.

(b) communication of the findings, simply and
rapidly.
Again, in the WMO report (1967), we read
'The most efficient use of agrometeorological
knowledge can only be made if nonmetenrologists,
both scientists and farmers, are informed of its
existence and potential value. This implies the
necessity for a system of publicity and education
•...•... The aim of agroclimatology is to interpret
the climate in the most reliable way for the purposes of land use, from the initial planning
stages to the operational_ decisions during .a given
season on a given :fi.arm. The research in the. sUb~
ject is designed to establish the links between
climate and agriculture. Thereafter the object
is to express the climate in terms of significance
to any specific problem, so that past statistics
are available to agricultural administrators,
planners and operators in a convenient and reliable
form.'

However, there is a 1.logieal manner in which
these problems must be tackled. First, the most
important topics must be identified; second, reliable measurements and sound analysis must be
made; third, the results must be presented in a
convenient form so that planners, administrators
and users can understand the implications of the
findings. This three part approach of problems,
pitfalls and prognostications is the pattern that
has been followed in this paper.
2,

PROBLEMS

During the past few years many countries,
via The United Nations Development Program, have
begun schemes to improve agricultural research
and, in nearly all of these cases, a place has
been found for the training of an agrometeorologist. This fact is hardly surprising when we
find in a WMO publication (1968), with reference
to developing countries,

If we consider the three disciplines that most
need meteorological assistance, agriculture, hydrology and engineering, then in tropical regions
some of the most pressing problems concern the
following elements(a) agriculture - soil moisture, soil temperature, radiation patterns, rainfall distribution
and variability (temporal),
(b) hydrology - soil moisture, rainfall intensity (short periods), rainfall variability (spatial),
(c) engineering - soil moisture, rainfall
patterns, air flow.

'The economic role of meteorology is first
of all to contribute to development by making it
possible to obtain the best return from the natural resources, among which we will mention in
the first place, as the most fundamental and the
most inexhaustible, the resources provided by
climates for agriculture. The problem of the
agricultural development of new countries is at
the outset a problem of agrometeorology based on
good knowledge of the climatological and hydrometeorological conditions (water available for
irrigation) . '

In an area with such diverse climates as Africa, it is impossible to consider that all problems
can be approached using the same techniques.
The 30 million km 2 of the continent can be classified broadly, for practi cal purposes, according
to Fig. 1 and Table 1.
As noted above, the major climatological
problems cent er around two aspects, soil moisture
and rainfall , in other words, the water balanceprecipitation and evaporation. In the 'Equatorial Wet' zones the basic question becomes 'what
is the probabability of _a c;lry spell?', the 'l.dry
spell" being variously defined according to the
problem. In the 'Tropical Wet-dry' zones the question is 'what is the length of the dry spell and
what are its variations in intensity and time?',
while in the 'Semi-arid' and desert zones it is
'what is the length of the wet spell, arid what are
its variations?'

In another WMO report (1967) it is stated,
'All agricultural planning must take in to account the climatic risks; all agricultural investments, whether in men or money, must be planned with the possible future weather in mind.'
A rather frustrating aspect of past climatological studies is that, generally, the analysis
and presentation of data have been such that the
results were not used by those for whom they were
intended. This state of affairs gives us a clue
to two major requirements of studies in applied
climatology,
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The Highland regions present a special
feature in that the temperature (generally sufficient for any vegetative growth) can present a
limiting factor in addition to the moisture stress.
18°

W

0° E

18°

36°

3.

PITFALLS

Any applied climatological study is fraught
with complications. Sometimes these 'pitfalls'
are not fully appreciated, mainly because their
existence is not often stressed in the literature.
Two particular sources of error that are often not
given the attention they deserve are the instruments used and the statistical analysis applied.

54°

3.1
18°

Nearly all meteorological observations are
made by means of instruments read or interpreted
by observers - the only important exceptions are
cloud observations and estimates of wind speed
and direction. Therefore, the numbers used in
analysis are only reliable if the instruments and
observers are reliable and if, in addition,
instrument exposures are correct. The necessity
of regular inspection of stations is clear while
all observations should be cross-checked to avoid
obvious errors. The latter precaution can forestall long periods of measurements made with a
faulty instrument. Now that computers are in
general use for the processing and printing of
data these could be used to make most of the
cross-checks. As stated in the WMO report (1967),

J80

w

18°

Figure 1.
Fig. 1.

0° E

'It is essential that the correct observations be taken and that a high standard of
accuracy be maintained. It is also important for
past data to be stored in such a way as to be
readily available for investigational purposes
and for agroclimatological practice.'

54°

18°

A possible climatic zonation of Africa.

Basic zonation.

This paper is not the place to review
instruments and their limitations but a few
observations concerning aspects fundamental to
the practical field are germane.

TABLE l

Zone

Region

I

Mediterranean
northern desert
Horn of Africa
semi-arid
tropical wet-dry
equatorial wet
East African Highlands
Ethiopian highlands
south Savanna Plateau
E. Cent. Lowlands
Malagasy
southern Africa

II

IIa
III
IV

v
VI
VI a
VII
VIII
IX
x

Percentage area

3.1.1

2.6
33.0
5.3
7.2
19.4
7.1
1.0
2.3
7.2
3.5
2.2
9.2

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Rainfall

The fundamental drawback of rainfall
measurements is the size of the sample. With a
5" diameter gauge 200 million would be needed to
cover one square mile, so a grid with one gauge
every 10 miles would give a sample of 1:2xlol0.
It is obvious that, using sound statistical
approaches, length of record must be substituted
for the paucity of coverage.

The basic problem here is that very few
meaningful measurements of these elements have
been made on the site; especially is this .true in
Africa. Hence, all the empirical and theoretical
methods, such as the Thornthwaite and Perunan
approaches, used as a last resort, have no hope
of being checked against the tJ:'l.uth at present.

Some of the boundaries used are:
(a)
(b)

INSTRUMENTS

I/II 125 mm annual isohyet,
II/III a rainfall/temperature relationship,
Ila/IV, VI, Vla, VIII a rainfall/
temperature relationship,
III/IV less than 6 wet months/more
than 6 wet months,
IV/V less than 9 wet months/more than
9 wet months,
VI, VIa above 1000 m.

3.1.3

Radiation

Short wave radiation cannot be measured
extremely accurately on a regular and continuous
basis. Accepting that a + 5% error is very reasonable, it can be shown that about 10 years of
record will give that accuracy for monthly means.
If a 10% accuracy is needed then 3 years of records
will suffice. Annual means are remarkably con-
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doing this, although the Fisher 'z' transformation
does give an approximate method. Two samples with
'r's of zero can be combined to yield almost perfect correlation while alternatively, two samples
with perfect correlation can, together, give a
value of 'r' close to zero.

stant (Griffit..~s, 1961). Waggoner (1968) notes
that radiation must be measured with a + 10%
accuracy or evapotransporation estimates will be
in grave error.
Long wave net radiation measurements are
even more difficult to make with accuracy than
short wave observations and should only be undertaken either at central observatories, with trained personnel on hand, or for short-period field
experiments.
3.2

3.2.3

Often too much reliance is place on the mean
value
The calculation of x has sacrificed a
lot of information by reducing the sample to one
statistic.
It is often infered that a consideration of the standard deviation, a, will rectify
this shortcoming but this is only true if the
distribution of the original numbers is approximately Gaussian.

x.

STATISTICS

Numbers are inherent in climatology and in
order to manipulate and condense the vast amount
of information into a usable form recourse must
be made to statistical analysis. However, many
of the basic techniques have some very stringent
limitations, limitations that have often been
overlooked when the technique is applied to
another discipline.

A particular error that can arise is in scalar analysis when isopleths of the mean values of
an element are needed.
It is a good idea to plot
not x but x ~ a/N~ (N being the sample size) so
that some attention can be paid to sampling variations (Brooks and Carruthers, 1953).

A major problem that we face in climatology
is that the numbers in our sample are not
necessarily independent - and much of statistics
is postulated on that assumption. Therefore, if
we are to analyse a climatological series we must
either be sure that the observations are made with
sufficient separation in time to ensure independence or, in some way, we must correct for the
interdependence, or persistence, factor.
3.2.1

4.

FITTING DISTRIBUTIONS

There is a rather unfortunate tendency to
make the assumption that because two distributions look alike they are statistically the same.
A specific example of this is the studies of rainfall totals in short time periods where use is made
of the incomplete gamma-functions. Few authors
take the trouble to test the observed and theoretical distributions for goodness of fit. Another
bad error occurs when a certain statistic (C) is
derived and the significance of its magnitude is
then judged subjectively, with no knowledge of the
distribution of C to confirm or refute the decision.
3.2.2

Mean Values

CORRELATION

Searching for relationships among variables
appears to be a regular pastime for climatolo~
gists. Unfortunately, i t is not often appreciated
that the values (xi, yi) being investigated have
errors of estimation that are inherent within
them. A paper worthy of study is that by Morgan
(1960) which deals with data in which both xi
and Yi have errors.

PROGNOSTICATIONS

Before suggesting a policy for future studies
it is necessary to survey some of the techniques
already used in applied climatology within the
tropics. Two outstanding surveys dealing with the
broad view are those conducted by the late Jacques
Cocheme (1967, 1969). These set a pattern for
studies that should be extended.
One shortcoming
of the surveys is that thunderstorms and hail
incidence have been ignored, two very important
elements in agroclimatology. Both these studies,
plus that by Perrin de Brichambout and Wallen,
(1963) , use the Penman approach to evapotranspiration calculations in obtaining the water
balance graphs.
There are numerous investigations dealing with
the 'best fit' statistical distributions of annual,
seasonal and monthly rainfall totals in the tropics
(Glover, 1954, Griffiths, 1960, Griffiths, 1965)
although very few concentrate on periods of less
than one month, mainly because of the aforementioned problem of identifying the suitable distribution.
Spells of 'dry' or 'wet' days have been
studied in some tropical areas (Griffiths, 1972)
but they should be extended to regions in Africa.
A very interesting study by Alvarez and Henry,
(1970) Using stations in Central and South
America, considered the question of rain gauge
' spacing and the reported rainfall.
In the relatively flat areas they found that monthly totals
could have a 5 to 10% error when there were 50 to
500 square miles per gauge, compared with mountainous areas where the comparative error was 20 to 50%.

Another common error occurs in non-linear
regression. For instance, it may_ be thought. that
a non-linear relationship, such as y = ax ,
exists, a type of equation that may apply in wind
pressure studies. Many books suggest that one
takes logarithms and works with the transformed
data. However, the parameters thus found will
not correspond to the parameters of best fit for
the original equation because minimizing the logarithms of the numbers is NOT equivalent to minimizing the numbers themselves. The solution has
to be obtained by iterative processes.

If the problems of applied climatology are to
be tackled seriously then there must be a coordinated approach, hopefully, guided by some international body, such as the W.M.O. or the F.A.O.
With the diverse climatological regions in Africa
it would appear that two Applied Climatological
Centres should operate, perhaps, in Nairobi and
Ndjamena (Fort Lamy) or Dakar. These Centres
would operate in three main ways,
(1)
collecting and collating (and checking)
data - a type of clearing-house operation,
(2) undertaking research in both numerical

Care must be taken also when combining correlation cofficients. There is no simple way of
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analysis and field studies,
(3)
organizing a type of extension work to
communicate and publish the results obtained in

of the Agrac.limai:ic;>:J:.ogy bf the Highlands of Eastern Africa, 329p.

(2).

Glover, J., P. Robinson and J.P. Henderson, 1954:
Provisional Maps of the Reliability of Rainfall in East Africa, Quart. J. Royal Meteor.
Soc., 80, 602-609.

The data, stored on magnetic tapes, would be
filed in a standard manner for ease of analysis.
Some of the most fundamental studies I should
propose are listed below.
4.1

Griffiths, J.F., 1960: Bioclimatology and the Meteorological Services, Proceedings of Symposium
on Tropical Meteorology in Africa, Munitalp
Foundation, Nairobi.

FIELD

(!) Comparison among actual, theoretical,
and potential evapotranspiration under varying
ground cover conditions in different climatic
zones.
(2)
Soil moisture studies - using gravimetric ,tensiometric, and neutron probe techniques.
(3)
Radiation studies, especially net and
photosynthetic band amounts.
4.2
4.2.1

Griffiths, J.F .• , 1961: Solar Radiation, Its Measurement and Temporal Distribution, Inter-African Conference on Hydrology, C.C.T.A., 197-204.
Griffiths, J.F., and W.K. Henry, Jan. 1965: Research on Tropical Rainfall Patterns and Associated Mesoscale Systems, U.S. Army Electronics
Lab.
Report No. 1, DA-36-039-SC-89202.

STATISTICAL

Griffiths, J.F., and W.K. Henry, Jan. 1972: Research on Tropical Rainfall Patterns and Associated Mesoscale Systems, U.S. Army Electronics
Lab. Report No. 1, DAAB 07-71-C-0123.

RAINFALL

--------

(1) Analysis of 20 to 30 years of data on a
5 day (pentad) or weekly basis to obtain basic
parameters.
(2) Wet and dry spells (Markov chain)
analysis.
(3)
Variations in the start and finish of
the main rains.
(4)
Study of long term variations in the
duration and intensity of the rainy season.
(5)
Study of rainfall-altitude patterns.
(Trapnell & Griffiths, 1960).

Griffiths, J.F., 1972: Climates of Africa,
Elsevier Pub!. Co., 604p.
Holdridge, L.R., 1967: Life Zone Ecology, Tropical Science Center, San Jose, Costa Rica, 207p.
Jackson, S.P., 1961: Climatological Atlas of
Africa, Univ. of Witwatersrand, 73 maps.
Morgan, W.A., 1960: Determination of the straight
line of best fit to observational data of two
related variables when both sets of values are
subject to error, Quart. J. Royal Meteor. Soc.,
86, 107-113.

(1)
Year to year variations in the water
budget using various methods.
(2)
Applicability of the Life Zone concept
(Holdridge, 1967) to the area.
4.3

Perrin de Brichambaut, G., and C.C. Wallen, 1963:
World Meteorological Organization, Technical
~ote No. 56, A Study of Agroclimatology in
Semi-Arid and Arid Zones of the Near East.

GENERAL

Preparation of a series of Applied Climatology pamphlets or leaflets. These, together with
some of the dat~ given in Jackson (1961), Thompson (1965) and Griffiths (1972) could lead to
a publication similar in scope to that of Thran
and Broekhuizen (1965).

Thran, P. and s. Broekhuizen, 1965: Agro-Climatic Atlas of Europe, Elsevier Pub!. Co.,
36p and maps.
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VA R I A B I L I T Y
I N T E R D I U R NA L
R A I N F A L L
I N
T A N Z A N I A

s.

Nieuwolt,

Department of Geography,
University of Dar es Salaam,
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Most ,studies of rainfall variability concentrate on the long-term
aspect, that is the variation in monthly
and annual totals from year to year. In
tropical climates, however, the shortterm rainfall variability, which studies
the distribution within a month, is also
of great significance, both for water
resource development and agriculture.
In the tropics, most precipitation comes in short, intensive downpours.
The intervening dry spells are therefore relatively long compared with
those in the humid climates of the midlati tudes. During these dry spells
transpiration rates are high, because
of strong insolation and high surf ace
temperatures. As a consequence the
moisture stored in the topsoil is
quickly exhausted and the vegetation
has to draw its water from deeper
layers of the soil. Well established
plants and trees will have no problems
in doing this, but newly planted crops
with shallow root systems can suffer
r1"Y'r111rrht-

r1.::im.::irri:>

P"ITPYl

n111"iYlcr

mnYlt"h~

with

To illustrate short-term variability, daily rainfall records must be
used. A simple diagram for a typical
station in central Tanzania shows that
most rainfall comes during short rainy
s~ells of quite different intensity (Fig.
1). The two illustrated seasons differ
widely in total amounts of rainfall
received, but this basic characteristic
is shown by both.

DAILY RAINFALL AT

.

12641

DODOMA 1966/67 AND

1191

1641

1967/68 SEASONS
12351
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· I. I

I

DRY SPELLS LONGER THAN 4 DAYS
!Each with less than 0 - 25 mm of rainfall)

Another way to illustrate this
feature is to compute the proportion of
the monthly total rainfall which is
received during the t hree wettest days
(Fig. 2). The percentages at four
Tanzanian stations generally decrease
with higher totals, but they are quite
high even during wet months, indicating
strong concentration of rainfall during
only a few days per month.
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Fig. 2 - Concentration of monthly
rainfall.
(Percentage received during 3 wettest
days)

Fig.3 - Dry spells at four Tanzanian
stations.
(Figures on top indicate monthly and
annual means for the period 1958/68)

A third way to indicate shortterm rainfall variability is to record
dry spells, consisting of a number of
consecutive days, each with less than a
specified minimum amount of rainfall.
Records over ten years at four different
stations in Tanzania show a considerable
variation from year to year. Dry spells
occur quite frequently even during the
wettest months (Fig. 3).

be achieved by using t he i Y1 terdiurnal
rainfall variability, wh ic ~ i s t he sum
total of differences in rainfall between
successive days, disregarding the sign.
Normally the interdiurnal variability
increases with total amounts of rainfall
received and its monthly distribution
patterns in Zambia and Tanzania are very
similar to those of mean rainfall
(Nieuwolt, 1972).

These three methods are useful
conditions at only a few stations
are considered. But they are unsuitable
when the spa t ial distribution of this
rainf all char ac t ~ri s t ic must be r epresented. And :+: i s t his aspect which is of
prime i rrT. (.. :,·tance to agricultural and
re gi oJ-1al planners and economists, and
a l s c -co wat er resource engineers. These
!:ave, in the past, disregarded shortterm rainfall variability because no
suitable data were available.
~ hen

It is therefore more ins t ructive
to use a relative indicator. This is the
Interdiurnal Variability Index (I.V.I. ),
computed as:
1
I V I _ interdiurnal variabilityX 10 no
V/o e
2 x total rainfall
The actor 2 is used in this formula
beca se all daily rainfall records are
counted twice: once in comparison with
the previous day, and again when counting
tfle difference with the following day.
Using this formula, an r.v.r. of 100
indicates that all rain8.ays were separatnd by dry spells, so that no wet spell
lasted more than one day. This is, of
course, the maximum possible val ue of
0

To show the spatial distribution, r~presentation on maps is necessary.
For this purpose the short-term rainfall
vc;u-iabil~ty should be indicated by a
single figure for each station, so that
isopleths can be constructed. This can
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The I.v.r.was computed at 80
stations in Tanzania for the period 1926/
1956. At all stations it showed very
high values during the dry southeast
monsoon season, which lasts from June to
September. In this period values near to
100 were recorded over most of Tanzania.
The only areas with slightly lower values
are in the northeast of the country,
where this season brings some rainfall,
but even here most of it consists of isolated showers (Fig.4). A small area at
the northern tip of Lake Nyasa, where
local orographic convergence of the
southeast monsoon produces some precipitation in this period, is also characterized by a lower r.v.r ••
40

36

J ULY
200
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1
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65

Fig. 4 - Interdiurnal Variafuility Index
in Tanzania during July.
During the rest of the year the
distribution of the I.V.I. in Tanzania
shows interesting changes. In September
the high values of the dry season still
persist over most of the country, but
they are slowly replaced by lower index
figures during the next."' two months( Fig. s).

200
Km

The reduction in r.v.r. values
values progresses from the northeast and
southwest to the central parts .of the
country. This is in contrast to the
general changes in the areal distribution of the mean rainfall during this
period. It would be an oversimplification to describe these changes as resulting from a belt of maximum rainfall
transversing Tanzania from north to south,
but there certainly is a general advance
in this direction, marking the end of
the dry season. This progress is related
to the general movement of the Inter
Tropical Convergence, which moves over
Tanzania during October and November.

I
Fig. 5
254

~~

65
55

Interdiurnal Variability Index
in Tanzania: September - November

36

40

DECEMBER

The different direction of the
changes in the I.V.I. distribution
pattern is probably related to the
frequent occurrence of isolated showers
over the relatively flat central plains,
while the more mountainous areas of
southwest and northeastern Tanzania
generally receive more frequent and
more continuous rainfall. This tendency
to higher·I.V.I. values in the central
areas of Tanzania only occurs during the
dry season. It disappears from about
November to April, the main rainy period.
From December to February the
northeast monsoon prevails over Tanzania •
. Hiohest amounts o.F°. rainfall are received
in" the southern and western parts of the
country, where air masses converge. The
I.V.I. distribution reflects this pattern quite closely (Fi g. 6). Changes
from month to month are relatively
minor during this period. January
shows the lowest values, corresponding
to the highest amounts of rainfall, in
the southern parts of Tanzania. The
higher values of the I.V.I. during
February are not related to the shorter
duration of this month, because this
factor is discounted in the computation
of the index. Rather, the rainy season
shows an interruption during February
in many parts of southern Tanzania
because the Inter Tropical Convergence
moves to its extreme southerly position.
From March to May is the intermediate season between the monsoons. In
this period the general circulation is
rather sluggish. The synoptic situation
is frequently dominated by the convergence of air masses, which brings general instability and large amounts of
rain over most parts of Tanzania. This
is reflected by the changes in the
distribution of the I.V.I. during these
months (Fig. 7).
Low values prevail during March,
when the rains resume after the short
interruption of February. These low
values are over most of Tanzania, as
the zone of heavy rainfall widens considerably during this month. In April,
the main rainy month in most parts of
the country, the patchy rainfall distribution is very well reflected in the
I.V.I. values (Johnson, 1962). In May
the high values of the dry season appear
again, at first in the south, where the
southeast monsoon is usually well established during this month. Values of the
I.v.r. are higher in the northern part
of the country, where this month often
brings much rain.

1

85

75

65

Fig. 6 - Interdiurnal Variability Index
in Tanzania: December - February
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I£ r.v.r. values at neighbouring stations are compared, the
main difference is often caused by
elevation. Highland stations
generally have lower values than the
neighbouring lowlands, mainly because
they have more frequent rainfall
(Nieuwolt, 1973). This decrease
of the index with height car_ be
observed in all mountainous areas of
Tanzania, and it is not nmch inf1uenced
by the effects of aspect (Fi g. 8).
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Fig. 8 - Relation between I. V.I. 2~d
elevation at 13 stati o ns
in the TaYiga region i E
N.W. Tanzania.
S~ n clusion

Short-term rai ~P al l variability,
which reflects the c o ~ t i ~~ ity of rainfall
fro 'Tl day to day, is ayi_ i :~pJrtant
charac teristic in t ro ~ ~ c ? l climates,
where r ai~ fall intensitie s are h~gh.
It is noc: represented by ti1e c cm'TDnly
used rai :-,fa11 figures, s iJ_c h as
monthly ancl. annual a v er ag e s or y .::::arto-year var i ability.

Fig. 7 - Interdiurnal Variability Index
in Tanzania: March - May
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Short-term variability has a
strong influence on soil erosion.
It can bring temporary water shortages
even during wet months and it can cause
the destruction of young crops by floods
in months with a normal rainfall total.
All these dangers are most serious after
a prolonged dry period. Short-term
variability is therefore best studied
in a tropical climate with a regular
dry season. Such climates are experienced in most parts of Tanzania

The same effects are exhibited when a number of stations
in the same region, but at different
elevations, are compared. The I.v.r.
generally .diminishes with increasing
elevation, indicating a higher
rainfall frequency (and possibly
a lower intensity) at greater
altitudes.
These results indicate
more favourable conditions in the
Tanzanian highlands, compared to
the low areas, in respect of this
rainfall characteristic.

Traditional methods can be
used to represent this rainfall
characteristic and its seasonal
variations at one, or a few stations.
But when its areal distribution is
considered, it should be expressed
preferably in a single number fcir
each station. The Inter-diurnal
Variability Index (I.v.r.) is a
suitable indicator for this purpose.
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THE EAST AFRICAN RAINFALL PROJECT
M. E. Jones
University of London King's College
Strand, London, England

Large storms are ranked and partial re currence curves extrapolated. Storm profiles
and mass curves provide initial tools for
analysis, to characterise the data. Depth-area
relationships are derived from fifteen minute
isohyetal maps, and cumulatiV'-.) maximum
periods are distinguished. Hence, depth-areafrequency curves are derived. Areal reduction
factors are deduced, to relate point and areal
rainfall for given return frequencies.

The East African Rainfall Project was
established in 1964 by L. H. Watkins (Road
Research Laboratory), Professor F. K. Ware
(Department of Geography, King's College,
London) and B. W. Thompson (East African
Meteorological Department). The major
objective of the Project is to obtain relationships
between mean rate of rainfall, duration and
frequency of occurrence for short-duration,
intense tropical storms. With the variation of
rate of rainfall with time, design storm profiles,
for different frequencies of occurrence, can be
deduced for the Road Research Laboratory
Hydrograph for Sewer Design in East Africa.
Additionally, from the area and extent of storm
rainfall, area-depth-duration frequency curves
can be extrapolated to other cases where
estimates of rainfall over smaller areas are
required.

In general, the characteristics of tropical
storms are examined and classified from a
study of the origin, movement and development,
and decay of the storms. Finally, within each
network, local variations in storm rainfall are
examined, to assess the inherent locational
influences on urban rainfall in the Tropics . .

The data for the project are derived from
autographic records of Dines Tropical rain
gauges, modified by a chart-drive of 6 inches
per hour. Three networks of gauges are
established in East Africa. In Kampala, Uganda,
25 gauges are sited at a density of 1 gauge per
1. 34 sq km; in Nairobi, Kenya, there are 20
gauges more widely spread at 1 gauge per 4 sq
km; and in Dares Salaam, Tanzania, there are
25 ga~ges set out at 1 gauge per 2. 5 sq km.
Two observers from the East African
Meteorological Department maintain the rain
gauges, and change the charts at each network.
King's College, London staff supervise these
observers through the wetter six months of the
year.
Rainfall charts are sent from East Africa
to King's College, London, and rainfall amounts
per minute are transferred by D-Mac digiters to
punched paper tape. The paper tapes are edited
and lists of minute -rainfall per gauge are stored
on magnetic tape via the London University
Computer. Initial data listings from the line pointer provide minute-rainfalls, storm rainfall amounts and durations, maximum shortperiod falls and synchronous point-rainfalls
through every storm.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF GLOBAL TOTAL RADIATIGN BY WIG-WAG INTEGRATORS

K . Han-Shun-Cheong
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association Experiment Station
Honolulu, Hawaii*

1. INTRODUCTION
falling on the exposed bulb causes an increase
in the saturated vapor pressure and forces the
liquid to move against gravity to the upper bulb
which swings to the lower position when it becomes
heavier. This action is perpetual as long as there
is sufficient incident energy.

In this period of energy cns1s awareness,
the r adiation from the sun, more than ever
before, stands out as the ultimate source
of energy supply for the maintenance of
animal and plant life on earth. A knowledge
of the solar radiation amount and distribution
at the earth's surface is of fundamental importance
to numerous fields of pu r e and applied science.
Of immediate interest to agrometeorologists are the
effects of sol ar radiation, rainfall, wind,
temperature, and humidity on the growth
of plants. Although agriculture is often considered
as the exploitation of photosynthesis, radiation
measurement is scanty, mainly because of
the lack of suitable and low-cost instruments.
Becaus e sugarcane is among the most
efficient c rops in the use of solar radiation
for photosynthesis, the Experiment Station
of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association
(HSPA) has given prime consideration to solar
radiation in various phases of sugarcane culture.
In the past 35 years, the research center of
the Hawaiian sugar industry has conducted
research to test and to develop solar radiation
monitoring instruments for plantation use (Brodie
1964).

Fig. 1 . Front view of Wig - Wag

The Wig-Wag integrator was described in
detail by Brodie (1965) . It operates on the
basis of expansion of the gaseous phase of a volatile
liquid as a result of conversion of radiant energy
to sensible heat. The Wig-Wag consists of three
basic components:
(1) a pulse-glass and its
mounting, (2) a mechanical counter, and (3)
a cast aluminium housing with a hemispherical
dome (Fig. l , 2) .

BULB

I

CALIBRATING WEIGHT
SUPPORT SHAFT
LOWER BEAR I NG

The pulse- glass is made of two spherical
glass bulbs of 1. 5-inch outside diameter.
The bulbs are painted flat black and are connected
by an 8-inch glass tube bent 90 degrees at
each end. The pulse-glass is partially filled
with anhydrous methyl alcohol after which air
is evacuated. It is mounted at its mid-point
on a shaft inclined 20 degrees from the vertical;
in this position, the bulb exposed to the sun is
lower than the shaded one. Radiant energy

Fig. 2. Front view of pulse-glass,
counter and the mounting

*Published with the approval of the Director as
Paper No. 328 in the Journal Series of the Experiment
Station, Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association
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for the period from sunrise to sunset and assuming
they are symmetrical with respect to solar noon.

2. FIELD MEASUREMENT
Beckman Corporation manufactured 150 WigWag instruments for the Hawaiian sugar industry
in 1967. The production model is a slightly
modified version of that described by Brodie
(1965) . Since then, these instruments have
been used to monitor the incoming solar radiation
of the sugarcane-growing areas of Hawaii. There
are now 100 active radiation stations throughout
the 240 , OOO acres of cane lands of the four major
islands. This dense network (probably the densest
in the world) is a result of two major factors: (1)
the recognition by the Hawaiian sugar industry
that the evaluation of incident solar energy is
of great importance; and (2) the suitability of
the Wig-Wag, which has many desirable features -it has acceptable accuracy, and is inexpensive,
portable, sturdy, easy to operate and maintain,
and independent of electrical power supply.

Spherical surface: For a sphere of radius, r, the
energy received per unit time per unit spherical
surface is given by
I

s

_ nr 2 I
- 4nr 2

(5)

- I

(6)

-4

that is, a unit spherical area receives one-fourth the
energy falling on a unit plane surface normal to the
sun in unit time.
The total energy E received by a sphere of unit
surface area is
E

s

=J;H1H2 4IdH

(7)

All radiation stations are operated and maintainI
ed by the 19 member plantations of the HSPA,
(8)
=4 (H 2-Hi)
with the exception of six which are under the
control of the Experiment Station. An Eppley
- IH
(9)
for H2=H 1
SO-junction pyranometer is also installed at each of
-2
the HSPA stations; this network covers all the
Ratio of Horizontal to Spherical Direct Radiations:
sugar-producing islands of Hawaii. The daily
Hence the ratio Rh/s of the daily solar radiation reradiation received by this instrument is used to
convert the daily Wig-Wag oscillation counts,
ceived by unit horizontal surface to that received by
which are proportional to the incident circumglobal
unit spherical surface for a non-attenuating atmosphere
total radiation received by a spherical surface,
is given by
to the global total radiation received by a horizontal
surface. Although both values change with atmospheric
conditions as well as with latitude and sun's
(10)
declination, it is, nevertheless, possible to establish
a relationship between them.
2 I (H sin t/; sin 5 + cos r/J cos cS sin H)
(11)
3. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
IH
2
Direct Radiation
= 4 (sin t/; sin cS + cos r/J cos cS sin H)
(12)
H
For simplicity's sake, let us consider a nonattenuating atmosphere.
2 sin H cos (r/J-cS) + 4 sin r/J sin o (1-sin H) (13)

H
Horizontal surface: The intensity of solar radiation
Ih at a horizontal surface is given by

where

sin

e

Ih

= I sin

e

= sin </> sin cS + cos </> cos cS cos H
= solar constant
= sun's altitude
= sun's declination
=latitude
= hour angle of the sun

I

e
cS
</>

H

Table I shows the values of the various factors
of Eq (13) for 0 to 50 degrees latitude and the range
of the sun's declination. The following can be noted;

(1)

(1) The values of the ratio Rh/s and of its com-

ponents 2 sin H cos (t/;-cS)and 4 sin

H

(2)

= 2 I ITH 2-Hi) sin r/J sin cS
+ cos t/; cos cS (sin H2-sin H1 fl

(3)

= 2 I (H sin

(4)

r/J

rl>

sin

o

(1-sin H)

H

are greater in summer than in winter for all latitudes,
except at the equator, where they are equal fo r corresponding declinations. The difference between
their respective summer and winter values increases
with latitude.

Total energy received between H 1 and H2 is
= ( H2 IhdH
JH1

H

(2) The greater difference in the values of R

sin cS + cos

r/J

cos cS sin H)

h/s
at higher latitude are due mainly to greater difference
of cos (r/J-cS) and 4 sin r/J sin cS (1-sin H) .
H
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(3) In the first term of Eq (13), the factor cos (i;zl-5) changes in value more rapidly than 2 sin H with season.
H
(4) Within 30 degrees latitude, the term 2 sin H cos (i;zl-5) accounts for over 75 %of the value Rh/s.
H

Table 1

rD

5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

23•5
20.0
lOeO

sin 5

cos ((15-5)

2

sin H
H

sin H
2-H-cos (\ll-5)

4sin\llsin5

(1-s~ H)

Rh/s

Rs/h

cos (\ll-5) Rs/h

-10.0
-20.0
-2315

0.39
0.34
0117
o.oo
-0.11
-0.34
-0.39

0•91
0193
0198
1100
0198
0.93
Oe91

1·27
1127
le27
le27
le27
le27
le27

1·16
1.19
le25
le27
le25
lel9
lel6

OeOO
0100
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo

1•16
lel9
le25
le27
le25
lel9
lel6

Oe85
0183
0179
Oe78
0179
o.83
Oe85

0•78
o.78
0178
0178
Oe78
o.78
Oe78

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

23·5
20.0
lO.o
o.o
-10.0
-20.0
-23.5

0.39
o.34
0117
o.oo
-0.11
-0.34
-0.39

Oe97
Oe98
l.oo
Oe98
0193
0•86
Oe83

le23
1.23
le25
le27
le29
le33
le33

lel9
1.21
le25
le25
1.21
lel5
1.11

0.10
0.09
0.04
o.oo
-0.04

le30
1130
1129
1125
le 17
le07
1102

0176
0176
0177

0174
0175

o.es
Oe92
Oe97

0178
0180
0180
Oe81

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

23.5
20.0
10·0
O•O
-10.0
-20.0
-23.5

0.39
0.34
0.11
0•00
-0.11
-0.34
-0.39

Oe99
leOO
Oe98
0•93
Oe86
Oe76

0.12

lel4
lel6
le20
l • 2-7
le33
le37
1.39

lel4
lel6
lel9
lel9
1115
1.05
1.01

le37
le36
le28
1•19
1.07
Oe90
0184

o. 72
0173
0177
Oe83
0.92
le09
1.17

0.12
0173
Oe76
Oe78
0180
0184
Oe85

30
30
30
30
30
30
30

23.5
20.0
lo.o

o.oo

-10.0
-20.0
-23,5

-0.11
-0.'.34
-0.39

Oe99
Oe98
0191
0186
o.76
Oe64
Oe59

1109
lel2
1120
le27
1.33
1141
1143

le09
lelO
1.13
1.10
1.02
0.91

0168

o.o

Oe39
Oe34
0.11

0178
0190
1.10
le40
1158

0168
0170
0173
0178
0184
Oe90
0•94

40
40
40
40
40
40
40

23.5
20.0
10.0
0·0
-10·0
-20.0
-23.5

Oe39
0.34
0,17

-0.11
-0.34
-0.39

Oe95
0.93
0186
0176
0164
0.50
0.44

1105
1107
1.18
le29
1·31
le43
1.45

leOl
i.01
1.02
0199
Oe84
o. 71
0.64

1149
le4l
1120
0199
0169
0147
o.37

0166
0.10
0182
1100
1144
2112
2169

0164
0166
0171
0171
0192
1106
1120

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

23·5
20.0
lOeO

Oe39
0,34
0.11

-10.0
-20.0
-23.5

-0.11
-0.34
-0.39

Oe89
0186
Oe76
Oe64
0.50
Oe34

Oe96
le03
1.16
1.29
1.39
le53
1.58

Oe86
0189
Oe89
Oe83
0169
0.52
0.45

1149
1140
lell
0183
0153
0127
0.19

0166
0171
0189
1120
1185
3.58
5.05

0159
0.61
0168
0177
0192
1122
le43

o.o

o.o

o.oo

o.oo

o.2a

a.as
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-0.01
-0.09
0.23
Oe 19
Oe09
o.oo

-0.01
-0114
-0.16
Oe35
Oe30
0.13

o.oo
-0.11
-0.19
-0.22
0148
0.40
o.1e

o.oo

-0.15
-0.24

-0.21
Oe63
0.50
0.22

o.oo

-0.16
-0.24
-0.25

1145
1.40
1127
1110
0190
0171
0163

0.19

o.n

0.11

clear sky condition, and the homogeneous hemispherical source of an overcast condition. Although the
theoretical treatment is for two ideal conditions , it
p rovides the necessary information as to the method
t hat could be used for the conversion of circumglobal
to global radiation. It also provides an insight on the
behavior of the ratio of these two v alues in the real
atmosphere.

Diffuse Radiation
We now consider another hypothetical ca se with
diffu se radiat ion from a homogeneous hemi spherical
source .
Horizontal su r face: The energy received by an element da of the radiating hemisphere is given by
dDh

==

(14)

I sin ljJ da
2

= I sin ljJ (2nR cos ljJ dlj!)

4. WIG-WAG COUNTS CONVERSION TO GLOBAL
RADIATION

(15)

Since Wig-Wag oscillation counts are proportional
to the energy received by a spherical surface, the
same conversion method of circumglobal to global
radiation may be used to relate Wig-Wag counts to
horizontal global radiation. However, it is more
practical to use the reciprocal of Rh/s, that is the

7t

Dh = InRfo

2

( 2 sin 1J! cos IJ!) dlJ!

(16)

(17)

= InR 2
where \jl , da and R is defined in Fig. 3.

ratio Rs/h representing the ratio of spherical to hor izontal radiation. Thus, from the above consideration, the value of Rs/h for direct radiation is greater
than that of RD s/h for diffuse radiation. That is,
the ratio of spherical to horizontal radiation is greatest in the case of clear sky, decreasing with cloudiness to zero value with no radiation.

Fig. 3.

One way to convert Wig-Wag counts to radiation
units is to obtain a calibration curve of the ratio
of daily Wig-Wag counts to the corresponding radiation received by a reference Eppley pyranometer
installed next to the Wig-Wag. In the theoretical
calculation for direct solar radiation, the second
term of Eq (13) has little influence on the ratio Rh/s

Homogeneous hemispherical
radiating source

Spherical surface: In this case, the radiation received by a spherical surface is given by
dD

_Ida

s

-4

(18)

I

(19)

= 4 (2nR 2 cos \jJ d \jl)

J.z

for locations within 30 degree latitudes, as shown
in Table 1. Neglecting this term,cos (qS-o) Rs/h is
approximately equal t o
H.- H. Comparing the values
2 sin
of Rs/h and cos ((21-o) Rs/h in the last two columns
of Table 1, it can be noted that Rs/h has a greater

7t

D

s

= InR 2
2

(cos \jl) d \jl

range of values. Figures 4 and 5 show these values
plotted against latitude for various declinations and
illustrate the greater variation of Rs/h with season.

(20)

0

_ I nR 2

2.8

(21)

-2

I
6=-23.5°/
/

2.4

Ratio of horizontal to spherical diffuse radiation:
Therefore, the ratio RDh/s of diffused radiation

er:

2.0

/
/

,///

,,,,,.,///.

(22)

1.2

.8

,I

.:...:..~.:. .....·

······~
--:.:::;:~;:~::~~:::·.::·=---·----·· ,>'
.,,,..,,,..,,.,..,,,,,.
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0
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This ratio is greater than that of the direct radiation
and independent of the incoming diffused radiation
intensity.

l

/
/

,,./
·"

///

2

RDh/s =I nR2 = 2
2

I
/.

/

1.6

I nR

/

/

I

~

received by a horizontal surface to that received by a spherical surface is

•

6 = -10.0° /
/

I

20°

30°

40°

5 = +23.S

50°

60°

LATITUDE

Fig. 4. Theoretical values of Rs/h at various

As a first approximation, the non-attenuating
atmosphere may be considered representative of a

declinations for 0 to 60 degrees latitude
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dispersion of data.

Furthermore, the range of Rs/h changes much more
rapidly with latitude. Since a smaller seasonal change
of the cosine weighted function cos (©-o) Rs/h value
also means a smaller day-to-day variation, the use
of this parameter will yield a better correlation in
the regression analyses with daily radiation values.

~

8
0

~

1

120
&= -23.s/

~-;.:-:::./·
~~·-·

100

~

.80

a:

cc
~

--

----·-----=::::::::----

--:___-

.60

& = o•

Fig. 7. Relationship between the ratio of
cosine-adjusted counts per calorie and
cosine-adjusted counts for all months

&= +10.0•

·--.

---·

· - - . &=+23. s•

.40

5. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
Besides the absorbed radiant heat, the ambient
temperature of the Wig-Wag sensor may be expected
to affect the rate of oscillation. The rate of transfer
of alcohol from the lower to the upper bulb depends
on the excess saturation vapor pressure (SVP) between them. The relationship between SVP and temperature is shown in Fig. 8. The steeper slope of the
curve at higher temperature means that less energy
is required to produce the excess pressure that will
cause the sensor to oscillate. In other words, the rate
of oscillation would be less at the lower temperature
range for a given source strength.

.20

10°

20°

30°

40°

50 °

60°

LATITUDE

Fig. 5. Theoretical values of cos (©-o) Rs/h
at various declinations for 0 to 60 degrees latitude
Daily Wig-Wag counts and pyranometer integrated values for a 4-year period were used for calibration . Regression analyses were performed between
counts and cos(~ - o) Rs/h (to be referred to

800

as CRs/h) and also between counts and Rs/h. Significantly better correlations were obtained in the
first case, in agreement with theory ( Fig. 6, 7) .

600

iii

=-E

400

E
IL

>
II)

200

-4

50

104

140

F

TEMPERATURE

DAil Y COUNTS

Fig. 6. Relationship between the ratio of counts
per calories and counts for all months

Fig. 8. The SVP of methyl alcohol at
different temperatures

However, even then, there was considerable
variation in the values of CRs/h for the same

The non-linearity of the SVP curve seems to be
a major obstacle toward the calibration of the Wig-Wag
instrument for the measurement of global total radiation. Theoretical consideration of the conversion
method of circumglobal to global total radiation has
shown that the use of a spherical sensor is not sufficiently accurate beyond 30 degrees latitude. This
applies equally to the Wig-Wag, which is therefore
limited to the tropics for the measurement of global
radiation. Under this circumstance, only the section

range of daily oscillations. The main reason for
this variation is the 15 %change in the value of CRs/h
from summer to winter, as shown in Table 1. To
reduce this scattering, one regression equation
is derived for each season during which CRs/h
does not change appreciably. It is possible that
temperature may also have contributed to this
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of the SVP curve between 50 and 100° F -- the
usual daytime temperature range of tropical areas- needs to be considered. Within this temperature
interval the curve can be closely approximated by
a straight line; when used in the tropics, the WigWag will have the same oscillation rate for equal
incident radiation.

equation for the higher intensity. The following
equations, where X represents the cosine-adjusted
counts, were derived:
December, January and February
(a)CR I

s h

=

0.2975 + 0.5534xl0- 2 X

- 0. 643lxl0- 5 X2 + 0. 2622xl0- 8 X3

To test the accuracy of the linear approximation
of the curve in the interval concerned, a Wig-Wag
was installed next to an Eppley pyranometer at the
Mauna Loa Slope Observatory located on the island of
Hawaii at 11, 140-foot elevation. During the 2 months
the Wig-Wag was in operation, the daytime air temperature range was between 45 and 60° F. Because
of the high elevation, only noon hour data on clear
days were compared with the corresponding data
obtained close to sea level, where the air temperature
was in the 70-85° F range. The value of the ratio
CR
at Mauna Loa was about 10 % higher. This
s/h
result is somewhat contrary to the expectation that
CR
would be lower for lower temperature because
s/h
of the smaller slope, or equal if the linear approximation is accurate enough. The slightly higher value
may be explained by the additional radiation incident
on the lower hemispherical surface of the Wig-Wag
sensor as a result of scattering and reflection by
the atmosphere below the station level. Since it
is unlikely that the additional radiation can exceed
10 %of the total, it is reasonable to assume that the
linear approximation of the SVP curve for the 501000 F range is valid and sufficiently accurate.

X<600

(23)

X>600

(24)

- 0.576lxl0- 5 X + 0.2007xl0- 8 X3

X<700

(25)

= 1. 8527 + 0. 3860xl0- 4 X

X>700

(26)

X<600

(27)

X>600

(28)

3

(b)CRs/h = 1.5969 + 0.4403xl0- X
March, April and May
(a)CRs/h

(b)CRs/h

= 0. 3021+0.5340x10- 2 x

June, July and August
(a)CRs/h = 0.1727 + 0.4874x10- 2 X
- 0.4906xl0- 5 X2 + 0.163lxl0- 8 X3
(b)CR I = 1.6820 + 0.8786xl0- 4 X
s h
September, October and November
(a)CRs/h

= 0.2062 + 0.6073xl0- 2 X
- 0.7139xl0- 5 X2 + 0.2732xl0- 8 X3

(b) CRs/h = 1. 8074 + 0. 8418xl0- 4 X

This set of results differs from that obtained by
Brodie (1964) , who observed a 3 .1 %increase in oscillation per degree increase in temperature. However,
there are important differences between his test
and the present one. The most important difference
is the use of incandescent lamps in the former and
of solar radiation in the latter as the sources of energy,
since the response of the instrument may be quite
different on account of the difference in the spectral
distribution and the energy level. Even in the case
of lamps used with integrating sphere for calibration
of Eppley pyranometers, biases were observed (Hill
1973).
6. CONVERSION EQUATIONS
On the basis of the above discussions, regressions
between the ratio CRs/h and cosine-adjusted counts
were performed for each season of the year without
any correction for temperature. Linear as well as
polynomial curve fitting and correlation were tested.
The third order equations gave the most satisfactory
results for the entire range of radiation measured,
although the linear regression was better for the
upper half of the radiation range, which has a substantially greater number of observations.

X<600

(29)

X>600

(30)

Table 2 shows the distribution of error of the
estimates using these equations. The average
error, when compared with the data for the past
4 years, is 1. 6%. Over 60% of the estimates is in
error by 5% or less, and about 90% by 10% or less.
These figures compare favorably with the improved
Gunn-Bellani, which was found to be the best of five
solarimeters tested by Smith ( 1972) .
Table II
% data within error range
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
ALL

Mean
Error
1. 2
-1.6
4.0
-0.1
-3.9
0.2
-0.5
0.5
-3. 4
0.9
3.3
1. 0
1.6

0-10%
90
86
80
95
87
92
87
98
94
83
81
91
89

10-20%
6
13
18
5
12
8
13
2
6
17
16
8
10

above 20%
3
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
1

7. CALIBRATION WITHOUT REFERENCE PYRANOMETER
The regression curves in Fig. 9 and 10 show a
decrease in the values of CR s/h with increasing

In the final form, the method adopted for the
conversion of Wig-Wag counts to global total radiation
uses two equations for each season. A third order
equation is used for the lower intensity and a linear

sun's declination for the same radiation range. This
relationship is in good agreement with theoretical
calculations, results of which are shown in Fig. 5.
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It can be seen that the value of CRs/h decreases

semi-empirical regression equation, the value
of CRs/h (20) may be obtained. A correction factor

from the winter to the summer solstice for all
latitudes except at the equator. With increasing
latitude, the range of the CRs/h increases grad-

is then applied to this value to obtain the required
value of CRs/h (1) as follows:

ually from zero at the equator to about 28% of its
zero declination value at 30 degrees latitude.
CRs/h (L)

=

TCRs/h (L)
TCRs/h (20) x CRs/h (20)

(31)

The resulting CRs/h (L) can now be used to
convert the cosine-adjusted counts to global total
radiation. This method, in effect, applies a correction factor -- the difference between CRs/h (L)
and CRs/h (20) -- which decreases as the value
of CRs/h (20) decreases. That is, the difference
is less with reduced direct radiation, in agreement
with theory as well as with experimental results.
However, it is difficult to know the exact accuracy
of the corrective procedure on account of the assumptions made in calculating TCRs/h. Nevertheless,

Fig. 9. Calibration chart with
data for December-February

it is believed that this method will yield useful
results. One way to verify the value of TCRs/h (L)/
TCRs/h (20) is to install a Wig-Wag next to an Eppley
pyranometer at two locations situated 10 degrees
apart and compare the ratios CR s/h for the same
~

cosine-adjusted counts. Relatively short periods
of comparative records will be required and the
same pair of instruments may be used at different
latitudes.

1

zv;
0

8. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 10. Calibration chart with
data for June-August

The Wig-Wag integrator is a practical and relatively inexpensive instrument that can be used
in tl1e tropical region to measure global total radiation.
Daily, weekly, or monthly values are obtained according to the frequency of the readings.

The theoretical consideration of the clear sky
case has shown that the ratio CRs/h changes with
latitude and sun's declination. Therefore, Wig- Wags
located at 5 degrees latitude or more apart require
separate calibration. Simultaneous readings ·o f
horizontal radiation by a reference pyranometer
for regression analysis will be required for a few
years. This method, although most straightforward,
poses a constraint on the practical aspect of the
Wig-Wag instrument. An alternate method, based
on a combination of theoretical considerations and
the semi-empirical equations obtained from this
study, is proposed.

The conversion of the oscillation counts to global
radiation can be obtained by solving the derived
equations or by the use of four calibration curves. A
method for the conversion of counts to horizontal radiation without the requirement of simultaneous readings
for regression analysis is proposed for other latitudes
in the tropics.
The approaches presented in this study are applicable to the measurement of global total radiation by
instruments with spherical sensors.

Consider a reading obtained from the Wig-Wag
on a clear day at L degree latitude. The sun's
declination for that day being known, it is possible
to calculate the theoretical values of CRs/h at L
and 20 degrees, the latter being the latitude of
Hawaii for which equations are available for the
conversion of counts to horizontal radiation. To
avoid possible confusion, the theoretical ratios
will henceforth be denoted by TCRs/h (L) , where
the figure in the brackets represents the latitude
to which it applies. Using the appropriate
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THE TROPICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM AT
THE ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICTION RESEARCH FACILITY
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Environmental Prediction Research Facility
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940

INTRODUCTION

I will begin by first describing
some of the philosophy behind the tropical research program at the Environmental
Prediction Research Facility and then I
will discuss some of our recent research,
present and future research plans.
The Environmental Prediction
Research Facility was formed in the
summer of 1971, following the disestablishment of the Navy Weather Research
Facility, and its function is to conduct
applied environmental research for the
u. s. Navy. The tropical research
program is a small part of the overall
program at EPRF.

l

The emphasis, in the Tropical
Research Branch, has been in tropical
cyclones and in particular western
Pacific tropical cyclones. Now, why the
emphasis here? Well, to a ship's
Commanding Officer there is probably
nothing more dangerous than an encounter
with a tropical cyclone whether he finds
himself in the open sea or in port, and
since a good share of the U. S. Navy
operates or traverses the western Pacific
area, the concern is ever present,
especially in the typhoon season. To
emphasize the problem let's look at
Figure 1.

T

f@
Figure l
for example, from approximately 170 n mi
in 1960 to about 100 n mi in 1970.
Similar improvements can be seen for the
48- and 72-hour errors. This trend has
also been seen in the Atlantic area.
The
improvements can be attributed to a number
of reasons, including satellites, reconnaissance, the development of improved
objective forecast techniques, as well as
improved techniques for forecasting
problem areas.

This is the 12Z synoptic map for
22 August 1960, which shows 5 named
tropical cyclones present at one time,
and was dramatic enough to make the
cover of the 1960 Annual Typhoon Report.
This is not the typical everyday situation in WESTPAC (if it were there would
be a lot less Navy out there), but it
does emphasize the fact that there are a
lot of storms there; in fact 30-40
tropical cyclones each year, which is
about 40% of the total global number of
tropical cyclones.

To attack the forecast problem, we
not only look at the general movement and
intensity problem, but also examine the
tropical cyclone forecast areas which
contribute to large errors. The reduction
of these large errors would, of course,
bring down the average errors.

When you examine tropical cyclones
in an applied manner, the name of the
game is forecast errors. To give you
some idea of the errors or the numbers
that we are talking about, the official
Joint Typhoon Warning Center, Guam,
forecast errors for the last decade or so
have improved for the 24-hour forecast,

Some of the tropical cyclone forecast
problem areas can be seen in Table 1.
"Recurvers" are a forecast problem and
since 40% of western North Pacific tropical cyclones recurve, this difficulty is
ever present. Not only do you have to
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Shallow tropical cyclones, with
vertical extent only up to 10-15,000 ft,
can be interpreted by inference from
satellite data to be only of tropical
storm intensity but can have winds of
typhoon strength.

forecast the point at which the storm
will recurve, but also the movement and
intensity after the point of recurvature,
which can be exceedingly difficult since
recurvers on the average reach speeds
2-3 times that at the point of recurvature within 48 hours.
For example, the
forecast errors for the verifying
positions of recurved storms are 30%
larger than the average annual 24-hour
errors.

Tropical Upper Tropospheric Trough
(TUTT) tropical cyclones are different
animals than the typical warm core
developing system and are unpredictable
in terms of their development and
movement.

Table 1
Tropical Cyclone Forecast Problem Areas
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

If the forecaster had a handle on
all of these problem areas he could
significantly reduce the average movement and intensity forecast errors.

Recurvers
Loopers - Stallers
Fujiwhara Tropical Cyclones
Tropical Cyclones Crossing the
Philippines and Taiwan
Rapid Intensification
Low-Latitude Weakening
Small Tropical Cyclones
Large Tropical Cyclones
Shallow Tropical Cyclones
TUTT Tropical Cyclones

2.

RECENT TROPICAL RESEARCH

Now let's delve into some of our
recent past, and then look at present and
future research. Table 2 presents a list
of EPRF tropical publications from 1968
to the present. I'll discuss briefly the
last five items, since they were published within the last 6-9 months, and
just mention that many of the previous
18 items relate to some of the problem
areas just mentioned, as well as the
overall movement and intensity forecast
problems.

How do yo'1 predict a "looper" or
even for that matter when a storm is
going to stall suddenly? These storms
are difficult to forecast. In the
looping period, forecast errors increase
15% for the 24-hour and 25% for the
48-hour forecasts.

Table 2
Tropical Publications - 1968 To Present

Problem 3 is Fujiwhara or interacting tropical cyclones. Since there
are so many storms in WESTPAC, a good
number of storms occur simultaneously.
It is when these storms approach each
other and interact that they cause
problems to the forecaster.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Since the forecaster has to forecast
for storms entering the South China Sea
while they are still to the east of the
Philippines, he should be aware of the
effect of the Philippines on the movement and intensity of tropical cyclones.
Similarly, what is the effect of Taiwan
on crossing storms?

7.
8.
9.
10 .
11.
12.
13.

How does the forecaster predict
when storms are going to increase in
maximum winds by 50 knots or more in
24 hours or when a storm will weaken in
intensity at low latitudes over the open
ocean?

14.
15.
16.
1 7.
18.

Number 7. Midget typhoons are
dangerous since they are more difficult
to pick up in the normal synoptic scale
of events and, unsuspected, they can hit
hard and fast. Further, they tend to be
underestimated in intensity using cloud
vs maximum wind relationships.
Large
tropical cyclones tend to affect areas
earlier than expected in terms of not
only wind but also sea conditions.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Review of "Global View of the Origir, of Tropical
Disturbances and Storms"
Review of "Structure of a Steady-State Cold Low;" and
"The Tropical Upper-Tropospheric Trough as a Secondary
Source of Typhoons and a Primary Source of Tradewind
Disturbances"
"Interaction of Binary Tropical Cyclones of the Western
North Pacific"
"A Technique for Predicting South China Sea Tropical
Cyclones"
"Tropical Cyclone Evasion Planning"
"A Computer Technique for Using Typhoon Analoys as a
Forecast Aid"
"Geographic and Monthly Variations of Very Large and
Very Small Typhoons of the Western North Pacific Ocean"
"Climatology of Tropical Cyclones and Disturbances of
the Western Pacific with a Suggested Theory for Their
Genesis /Maintenance"
"The Effects on a Tropical Cyclone ~f ::ooler Surface
Waters Due to Upwe lling and Mixing Produced by a Prior
Tropical Cyclone"
"Space-Time Inventory of Western North Pacific Tropical
Storm and Typhoon Frequencies"
"Tropical Cyclones of the Southwest Indian Ocean;
Tracks and Synoptic Considerations"
"Intensity of Recurving Typhoons"
"Int.ensity Changes of Tropical Storms and Typhoons
of the Western North Pacific Ocean"
"Storm-Surge Forecasting"
"Geographic and Monthly Variation of Rapid Intensification and Low-Latitude Weakening of Tropical Cyclones
in the Western North Pacific Ocean"
"Changes in the Characteristics of Typhoons Crossing
the Philippines"
"Speed of Tropical Storms and Typhoons after Recurvature
in the Western 'North Pacific Ccean "
"The Mean Winds of the Upper Troposphere Over the
Central and Eastern Pacific Ocean "
"The 1972 Typhoon Analog Program (TYFOON-72)"
"Tropical Cyc lones of the North Indian Ocean"
"The Low-Level Structure of Weak Tropical Waves"
"The Typhoons of October 1970 in the South China Sea"
"State of the Sea Around Tropical r.yclones in the
Western North Pacific Ocean"

Item 19 describes the latest version
of the Typhoon Analog Program, which has
been in operational use in the western
Pacific for three years. The modified
program, TYFOON-72, resulted in the
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reduction of both computer run time and
data storage requirements of the CDC 3100
at Guam.

find yourself in port and a storm suddenly appears 1000 miles away and then
becomes 800 and then 600 miles away, you
have to make a decision whether to leave
or to remain in that port. This decision
depends on a number of factors including
the environmental aspects, the harbor
and the ship itself. Because of the
great number of tropical cyclones traversing the western Pacific each year,
such decisions, whether right or wrong,
are made frequently.
The plan at present
is to evaluate 17 western Pacific ports
as havens, as well as provide typhoon
evasion information for each harbor.

"Tropical Cyclones of the North
Indian Ocean" describes these storms in
detail and relates the observed tropical
cyclone climatology with the mean seasurface temperature, cloudiness and
atmospheric circulation.
Item 21 describes a new tropical
wave model based on derived ATS wind
data, with analyses indicating that an
area of maximum relative vorticity exists
on the west side of the inverted V cloud
pattern.

Another area we are examining with
the contractual support of Jim Sadler is
the upper trough and cold-core lows of
the western Pacific to determine their
relationship to the development, movement
and dissipation of tropical cyclones.

"The Typhoons of October 1970 in the
South China Sea," discusses three storms
which followed each other in rapid succession and relates their intensity and
movement variations to the meteorological/
oceanographic environment.

Jim Sadler has also provided us with
the satellite oriented study of Bay of
Bengal tropical cyclones, which was
mentioned previously, and this will also
be included as part of a meteorological
handbook of the Bay of Bengal region
which we plan to publish in the near
future.
The Handbook has been written
with the objective of providing the
operational forecaster with a single
reference text for the Bay of Bengal.

Item 23 examines the sea-state
characteristics associated with tropical
cyclones. Equations derived by linear
regression techniques are presented for
describing the state of the sea about
tropical cyclones based on meteorological
parameters associated with the storm.
3.

PRESENT TROPICAL RESEARCH
In the same manner in which there is
an analog forecast technique for movement
forecasting of tropical cyclones, we are
also examining the application of the
analog aspect to tropical cyclone intensity forecasting.

Table 3 shows some of our present
tropical research topics. We are continuing our research effort on the
Typhoon Analog Program. The program,
originally developed at NWRF, has been
extremely successful and useful to the
Joint Typhoon Warning Center. The goal
of the present research will be to not
only improve the forecasts out to 3 days,
but by inserting synoptic analog information extend realistic forecasts out 4-7
days.

We are presently examining South
China Sea tropical cyclones with a
publication to be forthcoming that would
describe these storms in detail.
We try to work closely with the
Naval Postgraduate School because theses
topics can also be applied research
topics which could be useful to the field
forecaster.
Such topics as tropical
cyclone intensity forecasting, eastern
Pacific tropical cyclones, ocean/tropical
cyclone interaction, typhoon haven port
studies and forecast evaluation studies
are all active theses topics at the Naval
Postgraduate School.

Table 3
Present Tropical Research

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Typhoon Analog Program - 4-to-7-Day
Forecasts
Typhoon Haven Research
Tropical Upper Tropospheric Trough
Bay of Bengal Meteorological
Handbook
Intensity Analog Forecasting
South China Sea Tropical Cyclones
Naval Postgraduate School Research
Tropical Cyclone Intensification
Potential
Sea State About Tropical Cyclones
Tropical Cyclone Movement Forecasting by Satellite Data
Tropical Cyclone Structure from
Gee-Stationary Satellite Da~a
Tropical Cyclones Crossing Taiwan
Tropical Cumulus Modeling

We are presently developing an
operational product which will be in the
form of a tropical cyclone intensification
and development potential. It is based
on many of the parameters discussed by
Bill Gray, but in a modified form. We
will be operationally testing and developing this product during the coming year.
The next research item is the sea
state about tropical cyclones. We are
attacking this problem in two ways. The
first is an empirical approach by examining sea state analyses produced by
operational centers. The second approach

Typhoon haven research is an interesting area of study and one that is of
concern to all ship Captains. When you
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12-, 18- and 24-hour average speeds of
tropical cyclones will be examined to
determine where and when, and possibly
why, storms speed up and slow down. At
times, these speed variations are cyclic
and are predictable. As an example of
the difficulty, a small acceleration
becomes quite· a problem for the forecaster because he might revise the
forecast positions up to 72 hours to
accommodate the acceleration, only to see
the storm slow down again in the next
12 hours.

examines a numerical wind-wave model
initially developed by the French and
further developed by the Oceanographic
Department at EPRF.
The resolution of
the model accommodates the small scale
of a tropical cyclone and will produce
an objective combined sea-height analysis
following the insertion of a simplified
wind distribution about the storm.
The Satellite Applications Department at EPRF is presently developing a
scheme by which to forecast movement
variations of tropical cyclones incorporating the changes in the cloud patterns
from' high resolution DAPP satellite data
(1/3 n mi visual, 2 n mi IR).

Another area of interest would be
the development of synoptic and satellite
forecast rules for characteristic types
of tropical cyclones such as: midget
typhoons, very large typhoons, rapid
intensifiers, low-latitude weakeners,
looper, stallers and shallow typhoons.

In addition, in the same manner by
which tropical waves were examined by use
of ATS data, the structure of tropical
cyclones at various stages of development,
are presently being examined.

We would like to do more research
on the relationship between the thermal
structure of the ocean and the intensity
and movement of tropical cyclones, as
well as the effect of tropical cyclones
on the ocean environment.

In the same way we examined the
changes in the characteristics of tropical cyclones crossing the Philippines,
we are presently examining the effects
of Taiwan on crossing typhoons.
An
island land mass such as Taiwan with a
mountain range of over 6000 ft extending
more than 100 n mi north-south, is a
significant barrier to an oncoming storm,
with resulting intensity and movement
variations that are significant.

We also would like to play a role
in the development of a fine-mesh
tropical window model.
The principal
objective would be to develop a prediction model for tropical cyclone movement
and intensification using a nested grid
approach.
The nested grid system simulating the tropical cyclone would be
merged with a suitable large-scale
tropical model. A tropical window model
that could represent small scale features
such as tropical cyclones would not only
be of operational value but would also
aid in the development of forecast rules
for intensification, recurvature, etc.

The Cloud Physics Department of
EPRF is presently examining the feasibility of modifying warm tropical cumulus
clouds by direct application of heat
energy by means of numerical simulation.
4.

FUTURE TROPICAL RESEARCH

The areas we will examine in the
future can be seen in Table 4.
In the
same manner in which we have put out
digests of tropical cyclones in the
western Pacific, the Southwest Indian
Ocean, and the Bay of Bengal region, we
will publish a digest of eastern Pacific
tropical cyclones and also Southwest
Pacific tropical cyclones.

Separate or even parallel tropical
cyclone studies on many of the topics
previously mentioned could examine forecast rules using another tool, that of
radar photography.
The present EPRF
edited library of radarscope photographs
is an untapped source of research data
for tropical cyclones.

Table 4
Future Tropical Research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The Satellite Applications Department
of EPRF, will be examining the movement
and intensity characteristics of tropical
cyclones with the aid of meteorological
fields deduced from gee-stationary
satellite systems.

EASTPAC Tropical Cyclones
Southwest Pacific Tropical Cyclones
Speed Variations of Tropical
Cyclones
Synoptically Examine Characteristic
Types of Tropical Cyclones
Thermal Structure of the Ocean vs
Tropical Cyclones
Fine Mesh Tropical Window Model
Radar vs Tropical Cyclones
Tropical Cyclone Movement and
Intensity Forecasting by Satellite
Data
Convective Effects on the Tropical
Atmosphere.

The Cloud Physics Department of EPRF
will be conducting studies with the
purpose of examining the effects of
organized tropical convective systems on
the thermal/moisture structure of the
atmosphere.
In conclusion, I should mention that
our Tropical Program is quite flexible,
and if an area of study is brought to our
attention which we feel is important in
the tropical applied research area, we
can adjust our program to fit that need.

Concerning the next topic, the 6-,
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2.

mTROroc TI01'

Prnper menegeamt or coantry's watem
involvee a realistic assessment of the exact
reserves of water availeble in the different
phases or the hydmlogice.l cycle end the preaent
am futttre demands in diff'erent secto:n or oonsuaption. '!'he different phaa• or hy'dmlogio
cycle to be eonsidered are precipitation, surface
now, infiltration, storage, evaf()ration, napotrenspiration etc. and the area or e"tlld7 is to
be reetrieted to a river b•in. or the various
phas• of B;rdrologf.c Cycle, India Meteo:mlngical
Department is responsible tor recording end
aeintaining data on precipi tatian, evapotrmapiration and the other ~drcaeteo:rologicel paraaeters connected with these.

India, b•icell~, ia en agricultural
cmntry where 80 per <'tent or the sown area is
depmdent on rainfall for oulti vatinn. Althousti
copioWJ rainfall ocoum in the crunt:x.y du.ring
the two monsoons - aouthwest and northeest, but
ita apetial end ti•e distributim 1.8 quite
uneven. Where• certain parts of' the country
recieive rainfall in abundance and suffer f'roa
devastating floo ds, simltaneruaq ether parts
hardly receive aiy rainfall and suffer from
droughts. 'Ibis inadequa.c7 and uncertainty or
the rainfall calls tor proper hemeeeing er the
water potmtial of tbe countr.r tor its maxima
utiliaation. Since 1947 several ailtip.irpose
river-ve.114'1 proj ects have been undertaken in
order te aeet the requ.iremta of the rapidl;r
growing irrigated mltivation, ind\lstrielisation
end ur~isation. A aajor break through in tbe
growth ot ~dromet eorology in India thue c ..e
after 1947. ]).tring the last 4 Fin-Year Plam,
the ~drolegioal network in the country bee bem
lll@mmted by abmt 100 per cmt. There are, at
preeent onr 5000 raingeu.ge •tationa in India
wboae data are being pibliahecl, which givee a
network: density ot one raingaige tor about
600 Bfl• km. for ordinar;r raingaige and the ab
is to have one rainge11ge fer ev9%7 250 sq. lea.
of area. 10 per cent ot the erlsting raingaige
statiom are eq11ipped w1 tb 1t1t011etic recording

2. 1

Precipitation

Except for the hisher rensea or Hiaala.r•
where sisniticant a.>unt or snow.fall ooou.rs
dLtrlng winter aontbs, the aitire oountr.r receives
i ta preoipi tation, in the form or rain which is
the aain aoul.'Ce or water. The aean EmlU&l rainfall over the oountr.r is about 105 ea., the
major portion of which ocoum ckl.ring southw•t
aonsoon aeason except in Taail lfadu which
receives the aajor portion ot 1 ts rein fall during
northeeet monsnon BHeon. Although the rainfall
in India is quite abundant, bu.t there is a wide
dispari t,. in i ta distribution over different
parts ot the country. While Rejestben suffers
from low reinfall of abl'J\lt 50 Oii. in a 7ear,
Aseaa and W.tem Obllllt receive erc•lliTe rainfall or abo.it 200 - 400 on. There is Cherrapmji
in Northe•t India. whieh reoeiv• rainfall over
1000 cm. in a year, on the other bend extreme
West Rajasthan reeeive less than 15 cm. J\.lrther,
the year to year nrietion in the total amount of
rainfall is quite large onr ·~ parts or the
oaint~.
In order to estimate this variation,
Coefficient ot Variation (per cent) of rainfall,
ill different parts or the CCWltry is evaluated.
'l'hia aho• that the anmaJ. coefficient of nriation i• a"Mu.t 15 - 20 per cent in lorthe•t India
and the Weetem Coeat and over 40 per omt in
Rajasthen, Cbjarat and Seu.reehtra Region with
ertr•e West Raj•than having 60 - 80 per cent.
Th•e aap1 are prepared for each aonth, ae•~

raingea.gee which will als<' be aJ.@llen.ted with the

strengthening or raingau.ge network to i ta
optim•. Por inaccessible Hiaale7an region,
troa where major river syatea of India, originate, radio-reporting raingaigee have bee
deYeloped and t•ted for operational JJUrpoa•
for recording rainfall. The use of radar f'or
the eatiaatfon or preeipi tation bes also bem
planned. lor this pirpoae, • dense network or
self-recording ratngauges hm been deaisied in
orc!er to correlate the iso-ecbo pettems observed
an the radar with the oorr•ponding rein.fall
recorded by the selt-reaording rain1&1P8. A
beg.l.nning h• al8o been aade to utiliae the
Satellite pictu.ree for •tiaating the anow oover
over the Biaal•m renges which in 'blm givea a
qualitative •ti•ate ot the eno•elt ccetribu.ticm to the river tlo• origl.nating rroa th•
upper reach• or the Biaalq•.
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Based on radio-mnnde data or 19 stations,
aean 110nthq valu.ea of precipitable water are
comi:uted and mGnthly' aaps prepared !or the
00\llltr,r {Mokashi, 1971). Result s m• that
preoipi table water in the atlloaJhere over the
001111try is aaxim11 cbring monsoon 110Dtba or Jul7,
and AuEJlat and loweat du.ring winter montbl of
Janu.817 and Feb1\lary. !\lrther, the northern
parts of the count~ have aore e eMcmal variation
then southern parts. Lestly, the values or
precipitable water tor the monsoon llOlltbl h aore
or lee• unitorm at all stations which tails to
bring out the dinmity in the masnitude or rainfall over the n.riolJ8 parts or India. 'l'hereto:re,
in order to avoid this 1111oaa17, the ratio or the
mean llOllth~ rainfall to the aonthly meen precipitable water has bee adopted as an indicator
or the Uabili 1\y or rainfall at a place. Isopleths of this ratio called Rainran Liability
Inda: drawn for all the llOll tbs , clear:cy bring
out the dU'fermoe in rainfall liability between
dif'!ertnt parts or the coun tr;r.

and lll!lual on all India basis and give areas of
rainfall dependability and non-depaidabilit7.
Owing to this uneven di•tribution of rainfall,
botb in time and space, the byd:romete<':rologioal
surve,r becomee pre-requiei te to assess the water
potential beainwise. If stream flow data are
available for a fairly long period, the lJTdrometeorologioal survey is neoesaai:y on~ to obeok
on the design value to be adopted tor 1117
eydraulic stNotu:re. But, as in most of the
developing ccwitriea, stream flow data are aeagre,
stu~ ot "Rainstorm" beoames essential for
extending stream flow data for dete:mining the
deai8l criteria. Fortunate~, India
reliable rainfall data for ebout 3000 •tationa
for fair~ long period ranging from 50 - 80 7eem.
As a matter of tact, the recording or rainfall in
various parts of India waa oommenoed aoaetimea
towards the •iddle or the 19th century, bu.t the
entire sys tm of rainfall registration
centralised under Jfeteorologl.cal Services in 1875.

pcie••••

w•

2.2

Evaporation - Evapotrenspiration

2.4

Soil lloiature

In India, ev&J!Or&tion is recl'rded at

Part of precipitable water which percolat• into the soil is retained in the soil
oolum depmding upon i ta atNatural and textural
properties. It is thi• soil aois tl2re which is
vital for the growth of' the plant.a. Soil moisture varies oontimlmaly with time and apeee
N<llliring s19teaatic ae•ureaent under field
Of"ndi tiona. There are numerous aetbods tor the
dete:rmination of aoil 110iature, btit in India,
•oil aoia tl.lre aeeaur•at •re aade b7 Graviaetrio aethod, which continues to be an .lbaolute
lfethod. Tensiometers are also popa.lar with a
rew ageneiea in India. There are 34 .lgroaeteoro logic•l and Cmp Weather stations in India
where aeasur•ant of soil aoutiire b7 Graviaetric
aetbod upto a aaxi.11111 depth of 60 cm. in bare
oba enator,y plot or the cmpped tield are aade
weekq or fortnightly.

100 atatims distributed ell over the country
or U.s. Open Pan Evapl'rimeter (•A• tn>e,
a•h covered). :Based on the data tor the lut
15 - 20 years monthly, aeasmal end annual
evapnre.tion ma~ tor the country have been prepared (Rao, 1971). High ratea of ev8J)Oration
prevail over Rajasthan, Sairasbtra and Rb.tch,
Interior Maber•htra IDd adjoining p~ ot
Interior ~ore and R"IY'el•eeae with emmal
naporation exceeding 250 011. O.er certain
plae• in thee e a tates, the annual evaporation
exeeeds even 350 011. As•am and adjoining
Bimelayan Bengal have the low•t rate or mmual
evaporation of 150 cm. or less. Evapotranapiretion is also recorded under field oondi tions
using lya imeter in Poone and the ccuntrr is
shortly going to have 26 addition al lysiaeter
•tetiona. Monthly, •••onal •d annual potential evepotranspiratim over India have al& o
been ocmpi ted b•ed on Pemaen 's fo1"11Ula and • •
tor the ooun tr,y prepared. R•ul t show that the
annual potential evapotrampiration rangea
betwem 140 to 180 ea. over aoet parts of the
cmnt17. It ia hish•t over extr•e lfeBt
Raj Ethan wi tb mean annual potential evapotranapiratim exceeding 200 ea. md low•t in AH••
where it is about 120 ea. (Rao, 1971).

by mean.a

2.3

3.

RAIIS 'l'O BM

sromES

J'or ~ b;ydraulio pmject connected with
irrigation, hydro-power gm eration, nood oontml
and drainage etc., 1 t ia neoeaaar.r to obtain the
areal and tiae distribution of rainfall essociated with tbe atom and to evaluate the average
depth or pr.oipitatien yielded b7 it over a
specified area during the •tom period. Generalq,
the specified area f'or suoh project ia the
natural drainage baein, which is often called a
river catchllmt. However, for the purpose of
detend.ning the great•t precipi tatien ~nt !nr
various size arees and mration over the region,
the area ia considered tr> be the area enclosed
b7 the peripheral ieoh;ret or the rainetom • a
Unit. Thi• procedure beoomea nec•••r:r it the
rainato:m is considered for tranepoe ition over
en area or interMt rmm a neighbouring area
provided the region is aeteorologiealq homogeneou•. Such rainatom atudi• are required
beainwiae or aub-baainwise !or the P11"JI08• of
evaluating d•ign •tom values - Standard Project
Stom or Maxima Probable Ston ror a speeitied
"Retum Period. d9J)tnding UJ>Oll the net.ire 0 r the
river valle;r J>~jeet.

Precipitable Water

Precipitable water in va'P"lr tom in the
atmosphere is defined ea the depth or water that
...ild r•ult ahrqld all water npanr in a vertioel colum or the atmosphere over e::: ~-unit area
be erndensed. :ror obtaining the precipitable
water, the atmosphere is divided into lllJ'H•
each or 100 ab tbiclmeH with aixing ratioe
r 1 , r 2 , r 3 •••••• , then the total precipitable
water in the column or the at.aaphere i• givm
1

by W • To-<r + r 2 + r
3 ••••••• ) where r i•
1
the aean 111.:rlng ratio expressed in gram ot wate:r
vapour per kilograa of di,- air.
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JJaraeda oatement or area 94, 700 sq . kll. is
8.3 oa., 14.6 cm., 18.8 cm.. and 22.9 cm. respective~.
These vallles are t.he higbeat recorded
so tar for the st.orm period.

:Beain/Sub-basinwiae studi• for the evaluation ot design. atorm vaht• both b7 "PbJsical
lletbod" am "Statistical lletbod" ere being
carried out in India. The111e etudin are baaed
on 60 - 70 7ean rainfall data available on
pinched ca:rda. In atatiatioal approach, the wellknom Gaabel •s extreme value teomique ill gceral~ followed whereas in Ph1sicel Method, the
proeedure adopted is the "I.8o~etal Anaqsis"
with •erllliaation or t.he heaviest reinatoms by
llois tu re Charge Method. In hilly areea where
network is inadequate, the •etbod of Isopercantal
teolmiq11e h• also been adopted with encouraging
results (Changrenq, 1970). Fnr llaximisatinn
1'actor, based on dew point oonsideretions the
height of the precipitable water in the atmoepb91.'9
which e~tribllt• substantially to the rainstorm
yield is taken to be frem surface (1000 mb.) to
llid-tropoaphere (500 •b.) level {Sbeno7, 1970).

3.1

?or evaluating the Karl.mm Probable
Preoipi tetion, the heaviest rainstorm ot July,
1944 for the Ba:rmada besin baa bee maximised
for the "Moistare Charge" wUh a rlew to nbtain
the physical upper lbd. t to the aa81li 1ude of
storm rainfall. For this pirpoae, the aerl111a
dew point temperat11r• in respect or repreamtative stations in :laraada basin and storm dew
point tmperata.NS prevelent du.ring the atom
period are coll eoted and then converted to the
corresponding aaounts ot precipitable water in
the air ooluDID. extending f'rom the surface
( 1000 mb.) to mid-troposphere (500 mb.) end the
"Maximisation Paotor" th1s obtained. '!'he
practice of taking the precipitable water in the
a~phere upto 200 ab. pr•su.re level is not
general~ adopted since hardq any sie'Jlifioant
oontribtltion t.o precipitation that actllall.y
realis ea on the surface, oo•ee from the etmoa phem
above 500
pressure level in tmpical
oountrim like India. In ceae of July, 1944
rainetom, the •eans of maxirmm and preveiling
dew point teperatu.NB in respect of representative stations in lfamada basin reduced ta
au rtaee level or 1000 mb. ere 2a.1°c end 23.3°C
reepeotiveq and the hei8ht of the corresponding
preoipi table water O<)lUllllS ere 9.0 om. aid
6 .2 cm. The Vaxillia ation ?act.or, thl.a oomee
nut tl) be 1.45.
The average me.ximm depth ot
precipitation values yielded by July, 1944 rainstorm for various duHtions, when nltiplied 'bJ'
the llarlmiaation Factor of 1.45 give the
Probable llartmm Storm Precipita,t ion value of
d•i&El pirpas • •

These rainstora s'b.1.dies for the purpose

ot evaluating the Design Stol'll valnea have
alread1' been carried cut tor most of the •ajor
riTer basins in India, like !rahmap1tra (Pant,
1970), 1'81.'llada (!bbi, 1970), Tapi (Abbi, 1970),
MabErJ.adi (Rao, 1972), Go•ti (1tbi, 1973) :Bhiaa
(!bbi, 1971), Saba:t"mati (Abbi, 1971), Teesta
(Abbi, 1970), Ca.ive~ (Banerji, 1961) and
Demoder {Ghose, 1966). Por the pu.~e of
ilhtstrating the raimtom yield& •sooiated
with tropical s,atem in India, two typical
rainstoi.w (i) 13-16 July, 1944 whicil ocairred
in lermada basin, end (ii) 3-5 Oet.ober, 1955
which occurred over Pw!jab have bem presented
here. It •&y be mmtioned here that the selection of rains torm:J ere •ade in a judicioua manner
taking into account the rain.fall regime, the size
of the catchment area and the synoptic si tuetiom.

}.1.1

•tt.

,_5 October, 1955.
rainat.orm
,_5 October, 1955,
which occurred oTer the Punjab and adjoining

RainBtol.9 of 13-16 July. 1944

3.1.2
The rainstorm ot 13-16 July, 1944 which
ocou.rred in lfaraeda basin was in aasociation
with a Bq of ~engel depre:taion. !he depreaaion
crossed Orissa Coeet on 10th and wee centred
near Saabalpur on 12tb July. Continuing ita
w•tnorthw•tward direction of mov•mt, it lq
near Pendra nn nth, near U•aria on 14th, near
Sagar cm 15th and between Chne and Sager on
16th July. It then wealcenec! over Rajmtban.
In em1'Be or 11:11 aov•mt, tbe depr•sion toucbe!
ott the northe• tem portion of the lfameda
oatchllmt between 13th to 15th .ruJy, end thereb7 cmaed heavy to ver:r heavy rain.tall in the
catchment area wbioh w• 171ng in the scuthtem quadrant or the depr•sion omtre,
during the period 13tb to 16th July, 1944. The
daiq rainfall data of all the available rainPl189 etatiODB in the catohllent were collected
end the aTerage depth ot precipi tat:l.on in the
catchment obtained b7 IaoJ:v"etal Method • given
below s

The

JlJLY,
14th
1 th

:ft

.l!!!!_

4.2

6.3

a.3

4.1

( oa}

(c•)

(ea)

(o•)

of

w•

Bimachal Pred•h and Bar,yana
the seve19t
so tar on record in that reS[on. Wumber or
rain gauge stations w1 thl.n the peripheral of the
raiutom received the hi@beet 24-hour rainfall
so far on record. It occurred in aasociatitm
w1 th e cyolmi c a tom which formed in Bq ot
Bengal end crossed the Oriasa Coeet on }Oth
Sept•ber. It weakened into a deep depreesinn
enc! lay over East Madhya Predesh on 1s t October.
lloTi».g in w•tnortbwestwardll, it w• centred
near Jhalner on }rd. 'l'he depression rae.ined
pract1call1" a tationar:r till 4tb October and
1bm mowd t.owerde north under the infiumee of
a deep w•terl.y wave which • • moving e•twardB
acrosa Ja.nm & JC•bmir. It finall1' bl")ka up
age.inst the bills o t Hi•echal. Pradeeh on 6th
October. tJn.der the infiumoe or tb• e system,
wideepread Tei::r heavy rain oocurred in Punjab
end adjoining areas or Bi•aohal Pradeeh and
B&r7••· Several raingmge stations recei"t'ed
OTer 25 om. to 50 ea. or rain during the 48 boum
period cdiag on 5th 110ming. bldhiena received
35 oa. or rainfall in 24 hours end mg at
0300 houm G.11.T. on Oh October. nte to thia
wid•pread h••VT to vei::r beav,y rainfall, S&Yeral
riven in PIUljllb, B•17111a md Bi••obal Pred•h

w•

ill!!

Rainstorm ot

Aa oan be • een, the 1-dl\1, 2-d87, '-dq
and 4;.day aaxilma depth ot preoipi tation in
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in Godavari bmin. Years whm monsoan depreHions/ato:rm ere scarce, are oharaoteriaed by
droughts. l!Urther, Brahmaputra rive1'B system end
river syst• of lforth :Bengel receive spelle of
heavy rainfall during the period when the axis of
the monsoon tmugh shifts northwards along toot
or Himaleyea. R1 ver originating tmm Nepal,
UtterPradeah and Himachal Prade•h Himelayan
regions also receive heav.y rainfall in their
upper catchment areea during this period.

were in flnods of severe nature. Thou.a end• of
village were bedly affected end blndred of lnaan
lives lost.

••eas

ID order to
the water yield of this
rainstorm, the dally rainfall data of' all raingauge stations in the region were collected tor
the storm duretian md plotted on the asps. The
storm was then analysed by Isoh;yetel Method with
atom ea unit for i ta one-day, two-day and threedey average merlmm depth of preoipi tation for
verious aise ere•. The depth-area-duration
cu.rvea of rainfall ere then plotted, and the
precipitation depth for various standard e.reaa
for different dllrationa are obtained as under 1
.Area
~Sg.Km.}

5,000
10,000
20,000
30,000
50,000
75,000
100,000
150,000

27.0

23.7
19.a
16.5
14.0
9.3

Aa oan be seen

57.7
53.5
47.3
43.0
37.0
31.0
26.7
21.5

60.7
56.7
52.0

4e.4
42.4
36.2
31.5
25.4

4.1

Short ])lr&tion Rainfall Studies

Studies have also bem carried out to evaluate Pl'Ob&ble JfaxiDlllll Preeipi tatinn using
Bemhfield's teclmique (Dhar, 1971) end estimation ot areal rainfall from point ra:infall data.

rran

above, the 1-day, 2-day
am 3-day preoipi tation deptlB yielded by October
1955 rainstom ere the highest so tar on record
far this region. In fact a rainstorm of this
intenai ty has ooou.rred only moe during last
80 ye81'B.

3.2

OTHER BYDIDimrIDROLO GICAL STO'DIFS

Fnr catchments of' saall areas , the rainfall
that is important is short-du.ration rainfall
oeeu.rring over tractions or an hour to a few
boura, depending upon the size or the catcbamt
and the time or oancen tration, in order to evaluate deaif01 velaee for bridges, culverts and
drain age aye teBB • lnr this purpos e ! , i, 1 , 3 ,
6, 12 and 24 hourly tabulatinn of rainfall tor
over 100 obsarvator.r stations equipped wt. th
recording raingaiges, with long--tem record, were
subjected to Q.uabel '• extr•e value technique tor
the computation ot rainfall value of re'bl.rn period
2, 5, 10, 25 -.id 50 rears and asp for the entire
country prepared ( P a.rtbaa are.thy, 1961 end
Barihara Ayye.r, 1971).

Average Maxima D9J)th of
Preci;ei tetion ( oa}
~-day
~
~

37.0
32.5

4.

4.2

Water :Balance Studim

In water balance computations, paraaete:m
like precipitation, potmtial evaporation end
water holding capacity of soil have been takm
into account to wo:dc out the climatic we.ter
balaice Df about 300 o'beervator.r stetlona in India
end aaps to depict annual water surplus and annual
water def'iei t are plotted. Over the west coeat
of the south peninsular India, the water surplus
exceeds 200 cm, where• armual water deficit
exceeds 160 cm. in West Rejaathan.

SpoptioSituations •sociated with
Raina tol'lllB

Kajori ty of the rains tornB in India oeour
in asaociation with the fomation md movemmt
or depress ions or oyelonio s to:rm originating in
the
of Bengel aid oceasional:l1' in the Arabian
Sea. Other B1'8tens responsible tor oeuaing rainstorms are ( i) the tometion and aovemmt r>f low
pressure S1'fl tems , end (ii) 8 hifting Of tbe arls
or the seasonal monannn trough northwards •lang
the foot or the Biaeleym. Tht!!Be synoptic
sys teas gmerall;r develop and Oall!I e reins torms
during the eouthwest monsnon monttts ot June t<'I
September, but the occurren<'• of rainstorm during
pre end post aonsoca months ot Kay, October and
1'ovember is also quite O<llllllon, partiou.lerl:r for
the costel arees of Oriasa, Andhra Pradesh and
Tamil Nada. when the B8J' stor1111 are more severe
and cause lot of denetation. Studiee have been
carried out to maeas the water potential aasociatecl w1 th thee• :Say • torm over the land areea
(Barihara Ayye.r). Cliaatologl.cal •indies have
also revealed that the monsoon depressions/ator•
forming in the :Say ot lhngal and moving inland in
a northw• ter13' direction, caua e nood pMcluOing
raimto:ras in Ganga end llahenedi river •7&1t•s.
ThOll e having WM tnorthwea ter:l1' direction or
aovemmt in lend are reeponaible for the ocoa.rrence or raineto1'9 over •armada and Tapti river
1119 ta• • On tew oecaa ions, thea e •18 tem hne a
tendeno,r to move w•twarda end cause rainetorma

:B•

However, for pmper asseasmen t or water
r• ro.rc• in the countr.r, a rew e:rperim mtal end
repr•entative rher beains/sub-lnsin• heve been
selected where in addition to meteorologicel
psramete1'B end otber eydrologl.ea1 peramete:m ere
ta.ken into account.

4.3

Glaciologl.eal S1ndie11

The ano•elt contribution to river-no•
originating tmm hie;h Bim•ls;r• during pre-aonsocm
aontbe or )(arch to May ia quite sieniticen t. In
order to sseas the contribu.tion di.le to ano•elt,
preliain&rJ' studiea w1 th the help of Satellite
and aerial pbotograJ)bT and obsenations f'mm
several stationa located in hisb aou.ntains and
glaciem heve elreadT bem made for the river
Sutlej (Srinivasan, 1972 and Gllpta, 1971).
Salient featllrea of' thme studies are the aarlllUll
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snow ecru.1111letion in Himalayas oecu:m dllring the
winter mnnthl or Jenua:ry and Pebraexy and the
11e:d111m anowmel t oc-cu.re in Mey end June. li\lrther,
the snow line is at 2 - ~ km. above aean sea
level in winter, rising upto 5 kll. above mean
a ea level in Au8lst and September.

based on metenmlogical peremetem have also
been aade (Banerji, 1966). In addition studiee
on compiter have been undertaken to predict
flood diachargee with rainfall and Antecedent
Precipitation Index (A.P.I.) as inJllltB.

Quantitative Precipitation Foreoesting
For tropical 001.1nt17 like India, a
qu.antitative ass•sment of precipitation 24 to
48 houm ebeed is a dif:ficul t teak. Some att•i:D
have, however, been mede by various workers in
India. to foreoeat precipitation in a saaiquantitetive wey in project areas -.ith auce••·
Methods followed by earlier workem were either
atatisticel, in~lving correlation or verioua
metenrologJ.cal peremete:m or application or
analo91e methods. Pree en ta tu.di• are mai.nly
coapriaed of synoptic typing aethod and dynamical
aetbod. In fomer aethod, the aeteorologtcal
system eeusing rainstorms are identif'ied end
eategoriaed whereea in tbe later metbod, en
estimation or vertical velocities are aede using
various aethods in order to find out the precipitation rat•. This approach has a liai tation
owing to the sparseness of aerologicel netwon:.
To overcome this difficulty, work is in pmgress
for an objective asseasmant or are• or convergence and divergmee by reoru:i"Se to dyn•ioal
trajecto~ technique (Banerji, 1969 and Rao, 1970).

5.
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India, which is trave:med by a large
number of river systems, experiences seeannel
floods. As mentioned earlier, the rivere of
north and central India, are prone to frequmt
finods during the sruthweat monsoon se•on,
partiou.lar17 in the aontbB of Ju17, Augwst and
September. The Brebaapitra river system oen
have :floods even in 1 ate Jlay or June. l!'loodl
in the river Godevar1. are less rrequmt and
genera117 ocou r during the later part or the
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trequmc,- or ooou.rrence of fioods in nortbemt
and cmtral India is mob less than during the
aonsoon amths, Uoae that ooeu.r are generalq
very deT88 tating du.a to the severity or the
weather syate11B responsible for them and the
antecedent aoil moisture conditions aJ.-st
reaching sa~retion. On en average there hm
been a reourrin g d•age or about Rlpeea 100 orore
per year. In order to 111.nild.• e such eno1'llOUll
loss• every year, 7 Flood Foreo•ting Cmtrea
on rive:ra prone to frequmt tlnods have bem
set up where the hydrologist and the aeteomlogla t .,rk in close collaboration. '!'he
meteorologist proTI.dea foreo•t for aareal
rainfall 24 to 48 holll'B in ednnce over the
oatebaent area and erreott "f9 rain ran 0(!11 tribu. ting directly to the surface now and the
1l7dmlopt OOllpu tea the nood levela for waming
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and to ooapute peak discharge <bring hi#jb flood
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1.

INTRODUCTION

mated using widely recorded meteorological elements from a suitable formula. For this purpose,
the fornrula suggested by Reddy (1973) has been
used with slight modifications.

India being an Agricultural country, the
frequent occurrence of droughts, is a major problem to the planners. For taking necessary measures, it is essential and important to know the
spa ial distribution, intensity and the probable
occurrence of drought. For these assessments
there must be a good index of drought. For a more
realistic drought Index, precipitation (P), potential evopotranspiration (PE) and water-holding
capacity of the soil (w) are to be taken in to
account. Palmer (1965) has developed a technique
basing on these three factors. But, this method
has some drawbacks like, (i) use of an imaginary
precipitation climatically appropriate for existing conditions, instead of normal precipitation
which is actually available, (ii) and its value
depends on the anticipated moisture situation etc.
On the other hand by introducing the third factor
(w) in to the formulation of drought Index,
furious errors are to be encountered, as this
factor depends upon too many variable factors
(which are associated with assumptions) like type
of soil, type of terrain etc. and accounting of
these factors is too complicated.

The drought Index values are computed
for 14 stations in India, well distributed in
latitude and longitude for two years. These
values are also compared with the values obtained
using Thornthwaite's moisture Index as suggested
by Reddy (1973) in an earlier paper.
SYMBOLS-EXPLANATION
PE

Potential evnpotranspiration in mm/day,

E

Pan

p

Precipitation in mm/day,

evaporation in rrnn/day,

2

Total solar radiation in cal/cm /day,
0.19, (reflection coefficient of vegitative cover, o.25 - open water, 0.06),
Rate of change of saturation vapour
pressure with temperature in mb. /
degree centigrade,

In view of the above points, in the
present study the authors tried to give a realistic and simple relation for drought Index basing
on P and PE by taking normal condition as the
reference line to avoid errors by choosing some
arbitrary estimated value. For the estimation of
drought Index, a simple moisture Index is also
suggested. But, the generally used index for this
is of Thornthwaite (1948) moisture Index and
Thomthwaite and Mather 0955) moisture Index.
The latter one is improvement over the earlier
one. The basic assumption of these methods are
that of the rainfall, which is in excess of
evapotranspiration, goes to recharge the soil and
when the soil reaches field capacity and surplus
goes in the form of run-off. But this assumption
does not hold good always. Therefore, a moisture
Index suggested must be free from this assumption.
This point has been taken into account in the
present formulation by the authors.

r

0.66 (Psychrometric constant in mb/ 0 c

h

Relative humidity in percentage,

e

a

Saturation Vapour Pressure in mb.,
Actual Mean Vapour Pressure in mb.,
Moisture Index in percentage,

di

Drought Index

2.

METHOD AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Potential evapotranspiration (PE) :

The equation suggested for the estimation
of PE by Reddy (1973) is given as follows

Among these parameters (i.e. P and PE),
the recordings of P are available over an extensive area but PE are available at a few stations
only. Therefore, this parameter has to be esti-

PE

E

+ U

mm

I day

(1)

where E is the Pan evaporation in mm/day, which
can be obtained from the recordings or can be
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estimated using the formula of Reddy and Rao
(1973); and U is the PE correction given as:
C?(.' Rt

Limits fo r the classification of I

s.

U = - 59 ( 1 + r

75:

No.

Index range
( %)

Climatic type

Symbol

(2 )

but, this equation involved too many factors
which are to be estimated indirectly. Therefore,
the above equation is simplified to the following
form
25-80 oi

u

v-ed

) k

Illr.llday

•• ( 3)

h
where
0.95 for Nov., Dec., Jan.,

k

1.00 for June, July, Oct.,

1.05 for Mar., Apr., May,
1.10 for Feb., Aug., Sept.

and

Therefore, the final equation for the estimation
of PE is given as follows
PE

E

+ (

25-80~

h

, vre-d
~rl

) k

A

50 to 75

Humid

Bl

3

25 to 50

Humid

B2

4

10 to 25

Moist sub-humid

cl

5

-10 to 10

Transition subhumid

c2

6

-10 to -25

Dry sub-humid

c3

7

-25 to -50

Semi-arid

Dl

8

-50 to -75

Semi-arid

D2

9

~ -75

Arid

E

s.
No.

Index range
( %)

Climatic type

Symbol

-------------------------------------------------

If the precipitation is treated as
income and potential evopotranspiration as out go
(or water need) over a place, then the moisture
Index (I) can be written in a simple form as
p - PE x 100 in percentage
PE

2

Perhumid

75

Limits for the classification of di

Drought Index :

I

~

• • (4)

Table 1 gives the compe.rision between
the results obtained from Eq. (2) and ( 3). For
this purpose 19 stations data for the normal
(1931-66) and two years (i.e. 1964 and 1966) are
considered.
2.2

1

(5)

And the drought Index (di) can be written in a
simple model of the standard nature as :
( 6)

1

~

80

Extreme wet

w4

2

50 to

80

Very wet

w3

3

25 to

50

Moderate wet

w2

4

10 to

25

Slight wet

wl

5

-10 to

10

Normal condition

Wd

6

-10 to -25

Mild drought

dl

7

-25 to -50

Moderate drought

d2

8

-50 to -80

Severe drought

d3

9

~ -80

Extreme drought

d4

--------------------------------------------------

where the subscripts y and N stand for the
period under consideration and the respective
normal for that period.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1
It is seen from table 1, that there is
no significant difference between the values
estimated from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). Therefore,
Eq.3, can be used quite accurately in place of
Eq.2., which will in turn reduce the complexity
of Eq.2. And also, as vapour pressure and relative humidity are available at a number of stations, it is easy to use Eq.3 over Eq. 2.

To understand the climatic implications
of equations 5 and . 6, the following classification for I and di are suggested.
using Eq.5 and 6 respectively the moisture Index
and drought Index values are computed for 14
stations in India, using the data of two years
i.e. 1964 - successful monsoon year and 1966 weak monsoon year and the normal (1931-66) data.
These are given in table 3.

3.2
From table 2, it is seen that there is
a significant difference between the moisture
Index values obtained from Eq.5 and Thornthwaite
method, but no considerable change in the drought
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Table - 2
----Comparation of drought Indices obtained using the formula ( 6)
and those of Reddy 0973).

lst Method

Thornthwaite Moisture Index Method;

2nd Method

Eq. ( 5) ;

3rd Method

Reddy ( 1973) Method;

4th Method

Eq. ( 6);

(1)

for 1964;

(2)

for 1966;

------------------------------------------- -- ----~-- --- --------------------------------------------------

Station

lst Method

---IN % Sym.

Sym.

4th Method

3rd Method

2nd Method

IN %

di(l)

Sym.

di(2)

Sym.

di( 1)

Sym.

di(2)

Sym.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tri vend rum

62.9

B'
3

63.8

Bl

-4. 7

Wd

-17.6

dl

-23.3

dl

-36.4

d2

Coimbatore

-44.3

D'

-73.9

D2

6.3

Wd

7.8

Wd

7.:.

Hd

2.8

Wd

3.8

c•2

-13.1

c3

-s.c

Wd

14.9

dl

-11.E.

dl

-20.3

dl

-12.1

c•1

-34.8

Dl

-6.4

Wd

33.l;.

w2

-13.5

dl

36.7

w2

Bellan

-46.1

o•

-77.0

E

6.5

Wd

12.4 wl

8.2

Wd

14.9

w1

Sholapur

-36.2

D'

-63.5

D2

11.3

w1

9.6

Wd

8.L:

Wd

7.2

Wd

Hyderabad

-29.6

c•
1

-54.9

D2

-6.7

Wd

-16.7

dl

-9.9

Wd

-22.6

dl

Poona

-31.5

C'
1

-57.4

D2

o.s

Wd

-14.5

dl

-o.s

Wd

-13.6

dl

Bombay

86.7

B'
4

62 .4

Bl

-7 .1.;.

Wd

-65.7

d3

-9.6

Wd

-70.9

d3

Nagpur

-25.3

c•1

-52. 7

D2

-0.l

Wd

-4.8

Wd

-5.9

Wd

-6.8

Wd

Calcutta

50.8

B'2

36.L:

B2

-1.6

Wd

-32.8

d2

1.9 Wd

-39.1

d2

Jodhpur

-52.3

D'

-87.1

E

0.2

Wd

0.7

Wd

0.1

Wd

0.7

Hd

New Delhi

-44.1

D'

-73.7

D2

23.lc

w1

-0~7

Wd

23.0

w1

-1.6

Wd

Amritsar

-43.9

D'

-73.2

D2

7.5

Wd

4.4 Wd

7.5

Wd

6.0

Wd

Bangalore
Madras
1

Note

Symbols with prime (D'
without prime (D

etc.) a.re according Thornthwai te and symbols

etc.) are the ones suggested in the present study.
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Index Values estimated from these two moisture
Indices. The difference in moisture Indices are
due to the fact that Thornthwaite has used uneven
weights to surplus and deficit terms and also the
assumption he made in the formul&tion (as mentioned earlier), which are seen as the positive I
values slightly higher and negative I values considerably lower than those obtained from Eq. 5.

4.
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Table - 1.
Comparision of estimated values of U using Eq.2 and 3.
mm/day)

(urHTS :

Symbol

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

HAY

JUNE

JULY.

AUG.

SEP.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

1966

cl

- • l;.8

-.64

-.71

- .e2

-.93

-.78

-.75

-.78

-.77

- • 72

-.53

- .l;6

c2

- .49

-.64

- • 72

-.85

- .96

-.78

- • 71

-.76

- • 7t.,

- • 67

-.58

- • so

D

+.en

.oo

.01

.03

.03

.oo

-.04

-.02

- .03

-.05

+.05

.04

1964

cl

- .so

-.59

- • 72

- .80

-.90

-.73

-.74

- • 72

-.73

-.68

-.55

-.49

c2

- .46

- .62

-.73

-.84

-.87

-.78

- • 70

-.75

- • 72

-.f-4

- • .55

-.47

D

- .o4

.03

.01

.04

- .C•3

.05

- .04

.03

-.01

- .o4

-.01

-.02

NORl'f..AL

Jl

- .so

-.E.8

-.75

-.90

-1.00

-.76

-.73

-.74

-.79

- .67

- • .56

- .l.;7

c2

- .49

-.E.8

- • 77

-.90

-.97

- .80

-.73

-.78

-.77

-.69

- • .59

- .l:.S

D

-.01

.oo

.02

.oo

- .03

.04

.oo

.o4

-.02

.02

.03

.01

('

Note

Estimated ·values of U

using Eq. (2) (Mean of 19 stc-,tions),

Estimated values of U

using Eq. ( 3) (Mean of 19 stations),

Deviation

(Cl -

c2 ) •
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A STUDY OF ABRUPT CHANGES IN RAINFALL OF SOME RSGIONS
IN INDIA

B. PARTHASARATHY AND O.N. DHAR
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona - 5,
1.

INTRODUCTION

Variations in the annual rainfall of
India have been studied by Jagannathan and
Parthasarathy (1973) for some selected stations.
Recently, Parthasarathy and Dhar Cl973) have
studied secular variations of regional rainfall
for 31 meteorological sub-divisions of the
country in which the data of nearly 3,000 raingauge stations are used which are uniformly
distributed over these sub-divisions. They observed that there are large contiguous areas in
the country extending northwards along the western parts of the Indian peninsula between 12°to
25°N which have a positive trend in the annual
rainfall. It was also observed by them that
quasi-biennial oscillation is a common feature
in all the 31 meteorological sub-divisions of the
country. Pant (1959) studied trends in the
annual rainfall for three stations along the
east coast of India by residual mass technique
and observed that there are increasing and decreasing rainfall periods which have affected east
coast during the last 100 years or so. In the
present study the average annual rainfall of
nine contiguous meteorological sub-divisions for
the period 1901 to 1960 were analysed for finding out any abrupt changes, if any, by the
residual mass-curve technique.
2.

India.
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Kraus (1955) and Reynolds (1956) have
pointed out that abrupt changes in rainfall do
not show up well in time series graph of annual
rainfall totals. On the other hand, the cumulative residuals (i.e., residual mass curves) have
the valu.able property that any change in time
series is often immediately reflected by the
mass curves. They are calculated by first
determining the average of the whole period
under consideration. This value is then subtracted from each a.a-mual rainfall total in tum
and the running total of the residual so obtained is then plotted. Percental deviations are
used in plotting instead of simple deficits or
excesses so as to make records of widely differing regions comparable on the same scale. Therefore, the cumulative residuals must begin and end
in zero. The graphs are shown in Fig. l. Leaving
short period fluctuations out of consideration,
the main features are shown by the thick profiles in the graphs. The profiles in the graphs
will be rising during the period of years with
average rainfall greater than the mean and
Vice-Versa.
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Residual mass-curves of nine contigu.ous
meteorological sub-divisions of India.
Ordinates indicate cumulative pereental
deviations from the normal.
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3.

SIGNIFICANT REGIM3S

annual rainfall of 31 meteorological subdivisions of India have shown that there are
12 sub-divisions (vide Table-1) whose annual
rainfall series are not randomly distributed.
Out of these 12 sub-divisions, in the present
study only nine contiguous sub-divisions have
been considered which are shown in Fig. 2.

It may be stated that cumulative
deviation curve has a defect called •random
walk' phenomena when applied to the random data
series. Parthasarathy and Dhar (1973) in their
earlier study by Mann-Kendall rank method on
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5 Gangatic WHt 81n90I
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Figure-2.

AREA

10. West Uttar Prade1h
11

~~~~:~:..l~~u~~~h~)

12 Puniab

17. Wast Madhya Prad11h
18

East Madhya Prade1h

19

~=~taR::.;:~~~~~l~)ong Dornan

20

~i~)oshtra and

Kutch(including

12" E

:~ ~:::~~:dhra Prodesh
. Rayalaseema
27
28

Tamil Na du illclud.,9(Pond1oherry)

~~ ~=~~ 1:.;:~ysare

13 Himachol Pradllh
21 Konkanlincludong Goo)
14. Jommu and Kashmir 22 Madhya Maharashlra

32

South Interior My1ore
Karala

15

33

Arabian Saa Islands

16

Wnt Raja1than
East Ra)a1thon

SHOWING

23 Marathwada
24

31.

Vidorbha

INCREASING

AREA SHOWING

DECREASING

TREND

TREND

Meteorological sub-divisions into which India has been
divided.

The dotted nine contiguous sub-divisions from

Lat. 12°N to 25°N have been considered in this study.
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Table - 1

A change in the gradient of the residual mass-curves indicates a change in trend
function. From the curves of the residual 1118.BScurves (vide Fig. 1) it can be observed that
broadly two periods have a.f fected this part of
the country. They are approximately from 1901
to 1930 and the other from 1930 to 1960 apart
from other minor periods. Minor periods of
about 10 years' duration can also be seen in
profiles of Marathwada, Telangana, coastal Mysore
and North Interior Mysore.

Results of non-randomness of the
time series
Sub.
Div.
No.

Name of the
sub-division

MannKendall
rank
statistic value

Level of
significance

North Assam

+ 0.231

99 7.

12.

Punjab

+ 0.186

95 '7.

13.

Hima.chal Pradesb

+ 0.321

99 'Z

17.

West Madhya Pradesb + 0.262

99 '%

21.

Konkan

+ 0.340

99 1.

22.

Madhya Maharashtra

+ 0.215

99 %

23.

Marathwada

+ 0.145

90 %

To have a clear understanding of
major rainfall periods, the year-wise rainfall
data of these nine sub-divisions have also been
analysied. The departure of annual rainfall
from the normal if negative, has been shown as
unshaded area in Fig.3 and if the departure is
positive, the same has been shown as shaded area..
Figure-3 shows strikingly more wet years between
1930 to 1960 when compared to earlier period from
1901 to 1930. Thus Figure-3 supports the earlier
contention that two main rainfall periods have
dominated this part of the country during the
last 60 years from 1901 to 1960.

24.

Vidarbha

+ 0.200

95 '7.

4.

26.

Telangana

+ 0.222

99

29.

Coastal Mysore

+ 0.228

99 1o

30.

North Interior
My sore

+ 0.196

95 '%

31.

South Interior
My sore

+ o.40s

99 4

2.

x

CONCLUSl~S

Analysis of annual rainfall data, for
the 60-year period from 1901 to 1960 of nine
contiguous meteorological sub-divisions of India
extending northwards along western parts of India
between 12°N to 25°N by residual mass-curve
technique 1 has shown that there are two distinct
rainfall periods which have affected this part of
the country. These periods are 1901 to 1930 and

West Madhya Pradesh
Vidarbha
Marathwada
Madhya Maharashtro
Konkan
Coastal Mysore

Telen9ana

---- -------

South. Interior Mysore

----------~.l.-------.~-

1900

IO

20

Years-

Fig. 3.

Year-wise departures from the normal for nine contigaous
sub-divisions.

Shaded area denote the positive

unshaded area Regative departure from normal.
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wh~ le

1930 to 1960. Apart from these distinct rainfall
periods, smaller rainfall periods of about 10year duration have also been noticed. Analysis
of individual year data of all these nine contiguous sub-divisions has also confirms the above
results.

5.

Pant, P.S., 1959, "Trends in the annual rainfall
of three East Coast Stations'' Proceedings of
the symposium on 'Meteorological and Hydrological aspects of floods and droughts in India"
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1958. Published by India Meteorological
Department, New Delhi.
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NUMERICA..L COHPUrA.TION OF AMOillJT OF PRECil'ITA'r:ION FOR HONSoon
D.}~

Shya:nvir Si>:lgh and
L1dian I nst itute of Tropi•: !al

1.

.Paul

Meteorolog~l,

Poona-5.

used. The heat ralease term is neglected at
present and shall be included in fut ure studies.
Using equati on (1) vertical velocity ( w ) was
determined at only two levels at first 800 mb and
600 mb where input da ta was observed geopotential
field. The surface vertical velocity was su.rn of
orographic velocity given by equation (6) and
frictional velocity given by equation ( l). Pseudo
adiabatic lapse rat e needed in equation (4) .for
computati on of precipitation was read from tables
(Smithsonian meteorological tables, 1963) and
converted in units of ° C/mb. The moisture field
was represented by difference of dry bulb and deu
point tempera tures and rain was gradually assumed
to start when this difference of temp (dew point
depres s ion) is les s than 3 .5°C and full pseudo adiabatic rain when t h is parW':l.eter was zero. This
is repre sented by equation (5) .
This seems to

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative ferecnsts of precipitation have been made by different workers using
statistical as well as numerical methods. It
is the latter method with whici1 this pape~ will be
conc erned . The understanding and forecasting of
the quantity of precipitati on is not only important for the users but also for inclusion of
latent heat terms in different forecast models.
Arrival of hic;h speed c omputers has stimulated
nume rical computation 1f pre ~ ipitation and
models have been devel oped based on vorticity
equat i on as well as primitive equati ons to forecast quantity of precipitation.
The ra t e of precipita t i on fr om a thin
layer of satuTc:,ted air ascending pseudo-adiabatically as de rived by Fulk s (1935) was taken as
basic tool by different authors (Tr.ompson and
Collins, 1953; Kuhn, 1953; Collins and Kuhn,
1954; De.vies, 1967, 1970, 1972; Datta , 1973) to
compute quantity of rainfall for both diagnostic
and prognostic type of studies. The fundamental
elements needed for computation of r a infall being
vertical velocity and the moisture content of
air. The vertical velocity has been computed by
some authors through theI'P.lodynamic equations
(staff members in Tokyo University, 1955; Davis,
1967) and by using quasi ge ost rophic w equation
(Smagorinsky and Collins, 1955; MiyQlcoda,1956;
Datta, 1973). The different forms of moisture
conservation equations have been used to forecast moisture parameter.

2.

DEPR&HTQ~'rs

rviw + :P-~,._ ~

¥

[1 "11-J"(~ .<f>) -~ :r(t\.; )J

l 'J

wt = l ~acc.,1Aa)l'l31) ~ ~C'oua\"al)]
~ ~

\fr "'~1
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-

~)

Subscript d refers to ground
R is rate of rainfall
Ap is thickness of layer in units of pressure
f is density of air
e is saturation vapour pressure
and other symbols have usual meaning.
be quite reasonable beca use it is observed that
even in rainy areas the dew point depres s ion has
very often s ome value between 2°c to- 4 °c.

BRIEF DFSCRIPT IOU OF PRESENT STUDY

2.1
Bacic assumptions : All the condensation from pseudo-adiabatically rising air is
realised as precipitati on, there being no
storage in cloud and no evaporation from falling
rain. This latter assumption is quite valid
because in the monsoon area there is plenty of
moisture at a ll levels particularly when some
low pressure area is intensifying within monsoon
trough. This moisture is supplied by Bay of
Bengal and Arabian Sea, which also supply enough
condensation nuclei. Supersaturat ion is neglected and only rain state of precipitation considered, the snow state being neglected. R9.diation
cooling and small-scale convective development
are neglected at p:'esent but the latter one will
be considered in due course through proper parameterisation as it is realised that they provide
good amount of rainfall in tropics and are
source of energy for development of large-scale
systems. To begin with, the vertical velocity
wa s computed by using simplified quasi-geostrophic equation (equation 1) where on right only
Laplacian of thermal advection and vertical
gradient of abs olute vorticity advection were

The comnutational domain was bounded
between (5°N, 30°N~ 60°E, 90°E) and grid points
were spaced at 2° interval for a situation on 3rd
August 1968 (03 Z) shown in Figure 1. The low
pressure area on eastern region intensifiec'l latter
into a depression and moved westward. For the

same situation the vertical velocity distribution
at surface (Figure 2), 800 mb level (Figure 3)
and 600 mb level (Figure 4) are also shown. The
observed and computed rainfall in ems agree very
well (Figure 5) except the hatched area.
The results from 16 level modified
quasi geostrophic model and 10 level quasi geostrophic prognostic dry model were still awaited
by the time of writing.

3.

PURPOSE AND FUTURE PLAN OF STUDIES

Authors are aware of limitations of
using quasi-geostrophic model in tropics but did
not attempt for Primitive Equation model because
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primitive equation model is being developed by
another group at this Institute. Knowing all
the limitations of present model this attempt
was made to understand precipitation mechanism~
choice of moisture parameter, threshold dew
point depression, validity of pseudo-adiabatic
assumption and such other factors which are
independent of model providing wind, humidity
etc.

~ithsonian

Smagorinsky, J. 1955
& Collins, G.O.

Very shortly we shall be completing
10 level quasi geostrophic baroclinic wet model
using balanced geopotentials heights as input.
The effects of radiational cooling and cumulus
parameterisation will be considered to account
for the small scale precipitation occur due to
small scale instability developments through
primitive equation model. But from the present
model the authors will study large number of
cases and try to understand the distribution of
this small scale precipitation in relation to
large scale synoptic scale precipitation and thus
to formulate certain empirical relation peculiar
to orograph~ nearness of sea etc.

On the numerical prediction

of precipitation, Mon.Wea.
Vol.83, pp.53-68.

~.,

Staff members
in Tokyo
University

Thompson, J.C.
Oollins, G.o.
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1.

to utilise the HersJ:-,field technique for obtaining erlre.:-r10 one-day point rainfall lor the 0 plain
areas of north India between Lat.20 N to 32 N and
L0ng.63°E to 89°J;. In this :>tm:y only those
stations were considered whose daily r a.b faU
data are continuousl7 available :'..'or the last 40
to 70 years from 1391. Total numb er o~ such
long-period rainfall stations in this region is
of the order of 1000 of which stations h'lving
60 ye~rs data and more c '.'.>ns titute ne ::i rly 35;$ of
the sa::iple.

In recent years the estimate of extreme
rainfall has come to be ~mown as probable maxbum
precipitation (PMP). This is also define:l a.:::; the
greatest depth of rainfall that is physically
possible over a given area, or a basin du.ring a
3;_ven duration. In other words, it is that magnitude of stor=n rainfall for a given du.ration
which should not be exceeded over a problera basin
over a suf:icient long period of years. An
understanding of this extreme rainfall over a
basin is a prerequisite for the desivi of
hydraulic structures wl1ich is no circumstances
should give way or fail.

The Herahfield tec:Lnique of obtain:L11g
P.1P esti.r:mtes of point rainfall have been described in detail by Dhar and Xamte (1969, 1971).
Briefly spe:iking, the method is based upon the
assumption that infom..ation regarding the extreme
rainfall at a station is contained in the long
rainfall records of that station.

Pl·CP estimates over a plain re;ion are
usually obtained by analysing a large number of
recorded rainstor:ns over and near the problem
basin, transposin~ the outstandin ~ rainstorms
patterns over the problem bas b. from the hano~eneous areas around the basin fo a critical
manner so as to obtain maximum rain depths for
different durations. The rain depths thus
obtained are then maxi.'llized for moisture charge,
wind etc. and finally the envelope rain depths
are picked out for various durations as the
"design storm." depths. US Weather Bureau (1956,
1960) have analysed a large number of recorded
rainstorms in USA for the preparation of
generalized PMP charts.
2.

Hershfield used ChQ'!..r 1s (1951) general
foxmula for frequency analysis which is given
below for obtaining point PMP

(1)
where X and r::r- respectively are the !'!lean and
standard deviation of the annual series of maximum one-day rainfall and K~is the frequency
factor which can be worked out by the following
equation s -

APPRAISAL OF PMP BY H E?SHFDLD MITTHQD

Hershfield (1961) computed estimates of
Pl..P point rainfall for USA using statistical
methods. Preliminary appraisal of this method in
USA (Myers, 1967) and canada (Bruce arrl Clark,
1966) has shown that the esti.'llates obtained by
this method are fairly comparable with the
results obtained by the conventional storm
analysis method. WMO Guide to Hydrometeorological Practices (1970) and Wt·!O Technical Note on
Estimation of Maximum Floods (1969) have
recommended this method for preparing estimates
of extreme rainfall (i.e. PMP) for small basins
whose daily rainfall data at individual stations
are available for a long period of time but data
for storm. maximization are lacking. Wiesner
(1970) feels that this method has the advantage
of taking into accotmt the actual rainfall data
and expressing it in terms of easily usable
parameters.
5.

Km

=( x. -

OcN-')

x(N-t) ) /

(l)

'Where X 1 is the largest value of the annual
series and
:> 6CN-•)respective1y are the mean

>«N-t)

and standard deviation of the annual series vith
the largest value i.e. )( 1 omitted from the series.
Hershfield calculated K""' values for
about 2650 stations from different parts of the
world and obtai ~ed the enveloping value of K""'
as 15. Thus the Hershfield equations for obtaining point PMP for rainfall of one-day duration is~

(3)
'Where X and er are respectively the mean and the
standard deviation of the annual series of rainfall for a station for one-day duration taking
into consideration all t he values in the annual
series.

AREA A!l'.D NETWORV USED FOR TEE APPLIIJATION OF HEP'..3HFI~LD TE~.dNIQUE

An attempt has been made in this paper
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5.

APPLICATION :J:<' IE:?Sl-'. 'FBLD
TJ NORTH INDIA

Table 1
l!Jlvelop:ing k'n\ values for different meteorologica 1 divisions in north India.

TE~INViUE

Many researc.'1 workers ~'1ilson (1965),
!·!az ,icndar a nd Ran3arajan (1366), Loc}:.wood (1969)
have questioned the universal transposibility of
K"M= 15 to differe:it parts of the world. It
has been seen that by using K'l"r\= 15, ver-1 high
values of J'!·.;p have been obtained. To obtain
realistic values of PHP based uoon indi!!eneous
rainfall data, envelope Kmvalu~s for e;ch
:aeteorological division in the north Indian
plains (vide ?ig.1) were worked out separately
on the basi;:; of lone:; term rainfall data o~
sta tfons in each meteorological division.

6if

s~

1if

,.s-

1~

... \ .

e~

aif

9~

Meteorological
division

Ptmjab & IIaryana,
Uttar Pradesh (UP),
Bi.1.ar,
West Bengal,
Rlljasthan,
Gujarat,
1-!adhya Prade sh (HP) ,
Orissa and
North Ma.harashtra.

9~

" -- ·- ·,

No.of longperiod stations used

3!>"

31
259
102
60

91
74
154
85

96

B)weloping
K""'values

14.5
12.0
11.0
11.0

u.o

9.0

9.0
10.0
10.0

Total~

'

\

o•

scale base maps of the north Indian plains to
smooth out the inherently large errors associated with standard deviations. The c"\) values of
nearby stations were compared with one another
and wherever necessary standard deviation was
adjusted suitably and corresponding ~ values
recalculated. At the boundaries of the different
meteorological divisions, the isopleths of PM!'
were suitably adjusted and aligned on the basis
of the nor.nal annual rainfall pattern of the
region.

MAP OF NORTH INDIA SHOWING METEOROLOGICAL
DIVISIONS,_

a HARYANA,

I

PUNJAB PLAINS

6

MADHYA PRADESH,

2

UTTAR PRADESH PLAINS,

7

RAJASTHAN,

3

BI HAR,

8

GUJARAT,

4

WEST BENGAL PLAINS,

9

NORTH MAHARASHTRA.

5

ORISSA,

The generalised one-day point PHP chart
for the plain areas of north India is shoi,m at
Fig.2. A careful study of this chart show·s that
the highest values of PMP are obtained in the
northern area. of the Ptmjab plains. Similar high
values are obtained in the sub-montane tracks of
north west UP, north Biha.r and northern portions
or West Bengal, In these areas one-day 1'~
values are or the order of 55 inches and more.
Coastal regions of Gujarat and Orissa show values
or PMP greater than 30 inches. Low values of
FMP are found in the western part of ~jasthan,

FIG. I.

Table-1 shows the envelope KW\ value obtained
for different ~eteorological divisions in north
Indian plains and the number of long-period
rainfall stations used for this purpose. As
each meteorological division has its own distinct rainfall regime, it is felt that using one
single highest value of K~ for the whole north
Indian region may not give representative and
realistic estimates of PMP. As such, PMP estimates for stations in each meteorological division were calculated on the basis of the envelope K'WI value for that division and the point
PMP estimates thus obtained in different meteorological divisions were used to prepare a
generalized chart for the plain areas of north
India.

6.

GE:1ERALISED CHARI' OF ONFi-DAY Pt·P FOR
THE PLAIN AREAS OF NORTH lliDIA

Before preparing generalised PMP
charts of north India, coefficient of variation
values were obtained for all the 1000
rainfall stations and were plotted on large

( c" )

FIG. 2.
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north Maharashtra bordering west MP and eastern
part of M.P. bordering Orissa. The ooe.day PMP
values othen.rise vary from 25 to 30 inches in
most of the north Indian plains as is evident
from Fig.2.
7.

point PMP values less than 20 inches have
also been obtained and these areas are mostly
in western Rtija.sthan, north Maharashtra and
eastern MP.

CONCLUSIOOS

Bruoe, J.P. and Olark, R.II., 1966, Introduction
to Hydrooieteorology, Pergaman Prass, New York.

About 1000 long-period rainfall stations
whose dail,y data are continuously available for
40 to 70 years have been used for the preps.ration
of a generalised chart of point PMP of one-day
duration. The technique used in the preparation
of one-day PMP chart has been on the lines of
Hershfield's statistical technique which has
been fotmd to give comparable values of PMP as
obtained by conventional methods. In preparing
this chart envelope K""' values were obtained for
each meteorological division in north India
(outside Assam and Kashmir regions) on the
assumption that each meteorological division
has a distinct rainfall regime of it.s own. en
the basis of meteorological divisianwise enveloping KW\ values, generalised PMP chart for
the plain areas of entire north India was
prepared. The chart covers an araa in north
India between Lat.20°N to 32°Nand Lone. 68° E
to 89°E. I.aa.ving aside isolated areas, it has
been observed fro.~ this chart that over northeni
India maximum values of one-day point · PMP lie
between 20 to 30 inches. The high values of
PMP greater than 30 inches in one-day are found
along the coastal areas of Orissa and Gujarat and
along the entire sub-.montane areas of north
India from Ptmjab in the west to north Bengal
in the east. There are some areas where one-day
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A STUDY OF MAXIMUM PROBABLE DESIGN STORM FOR SOME SELECTED RIVER
BASINS IN ~ORTH INDIA

O.N.DHAR, P.F.AKHECHA AND MISS&. DEODHAR

Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona-5, India.

1.

INTRODUCTION

2.

PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATIOO (PMP)

AND DESIGN CRITERIA USED IN THIS
In this study probable maximum precipitation has been estimated for the following two
river basins where water resources projects are
be ing planned or executed :
(a)

Baitarni upto Akhyapada

(b)

Mahi upto Kadana.

COUNTRY
2.1

Probable

~imum

precipitation

Probable maximum precipitation (hereafter referred to as PMP) is an estimate of the
physical upper limit to the amount of rainfall
that can occur over a basin in a given duration
(Bernard, 1944). A similar definition of PMP
has also been given in the 0 Glossary of Meteorology" published by the American Met. Society
(1959). According to Gilman (1964) such estimates represent the best judgement of the meteorologist of the realistic upper limit of precipitation that can occur over a given basin•
Normally PMP estimates are used in such hydraulic
structures which in the event of failure could
cause large loss of life and tremendous damage
to property.

aixl

Approximate locations of these two basins are
shown in Fig.l. It will be observed from this
figure that the Baitarni basin is located near
the eastern coast of India while the Mahi basin
is located in the western part of India, northeast of the Gulf of Cambay. During the monsoon
months both these basins come under the influence
of depressions/cyclonic storms which originate
either from the Bay of Bengal or the Arabian sea
and do receive intense falls of rain during their
passage through north India.

2.2

Design criteria recoD111ended for
Indian basins :

80°

8 5°

90°

95°

In this country certain design criteria have beea laid down by the Central Water
and Power Commission (CWPC), which is the premier
central organisation of water and power engineers,
for the design of spillways of major and minor
hydraulic structures (CWPC, 1972). According to
this criteria, probable maximum flood (PMF) bas
been recommended for major and medium hydraulic
structures with storage capacity 1D0re than
50,000 acre-feet. The method of estimation of
PMF receDDended is the one in which the unit
hydrograph procedures and probable maximum
precipitation (PMP) have been used.

1

r-- ·-.. .,
' ·-, \

(BANGL~
1DESt(11
\

/

I

BENGAL

3.
LEGEND
I

BAITARNI UPTO AKHYAPADA

2

MAHI UPTO KAOANA

MUN MONTHLY AND ANNUAL RAINFALL

Using the isobyetal method, weighted mean
rainfall based on the data fer tbe period 19011950 CIMD, 1962) for each of the two river basias
for different 110ntbs and the year as a whole were
worked out. Table-1 gives the mean monthly and
annual rainfall of the two basins. It is 1een
from this table that the mean 8.llnual rainfall of
the Baitarni basin is about 61 inches and monsoon
(June-Sept.) rainfall is about 77 % of the annual.
In the case of Mahi basin, the mean annual rainfall is about 33 i nches and the monsoon rainfall

APPROXIMATE LOCATIONS OF TWO SELECTED RIVER
BASINS IN NORTH INDIA

FIG . I .
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Table - 1
Mean monthly and annual rainfall (in inches)
~

Name
of the
basin

Months/
Area in
Sq.miles

t
J

~

Jan

Feb Mar

Apr May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov Dec

Annual

Monsoon
(June Sept.)

----------~----------~----------------------------------- - ---------------------------t~-------~---------·

Baitami
up to
Akhyapada

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4,200

-------Percent

0.8

1.4

1.0

1.8

3.7 8.4

16.8

13.1

8.i

4.3

1.2

0.2

61.4

47. 0

---------------------------------------------------------------·~-------~---------·

of
2.3 1.6 2.9 6.0 13.7 27.4 21.3 14.2 7.C 2.0 0.3
77 %
: annual
----------,----------~---------------------------------------------------------------~-------~---------·
Mahi
?!~~~--- _?:~--~;; ?==--~----~=~--~==---=~=~---!:~--~=?--~:? ~!~--~==- ~~==----~=:~----·up to
: Percent
IKadana
o.6 0.3 o.3 o 0.9 12.7 35.0 29.6 17.2 2.1 0.9 0.3
: of
95 1.
' annual

!

__

__

!

The two r4insto;rms mentioned above were associated with two different tropical disturbances
which had their origin in the Bay of Bengal and
after crossing the east coast moved in a northwesterly direction.

is about 95 % of the annual. July is the principal rainy month for both the basins in which 27 %
and 35 Z of the annual rainfall are received
respectively.
4.

ESTIMATION OF PROBABLE MAXIMUM
4.2

P REC IPI TATION

4.1

The severe most rainstorms which
eccurred in the homogeneous areas of two basins
were then transposed over the respective basins
in a most critical manner so as to yield maximum
rain depths over these basins keeping the angle
of rotation of the axis of rainstorm patterns
within 20 degrees (Paulhus and Gilman, 1953).
The transposed rainstorm patterns are shown over
the respective basins in Figs. 2(a) ancl 2(b).
The transposed basin rain depths for the diff erent durations of the rainstorms were then worked
out and the same are shown in Table-2. Ratios of
transposed rain depths to corresponding DAD
depths are als~ shown in Table-2 by way of compariston.

Selection of rainstorms

Certain guide lines have been laid
down by US Weather Bureau to obtain PMP in their
various Hydrometeorological Reports 8.lld Technical Papers which ba~e been summarised by various
research workers notable among them being Gilman
(1964), Myers (1967a) and Wiesner (1970). These
procedures have been followed in this study to
obtain PMP for the two basins viz., Baitarni and
Mahi, upto their respective dam sites.
All the major recorded rainstorms that
were experienced in the homogeneous areas in and
around these two basins were carefully picked out
from a careful scrutiny of 60 to 70 years' daily
rainfall data of stations in and around these two
basins. Each of the major rainstorms thus selected were analysed by depth-area-duration (DAD)
meth9d (IMD, 1972) in order to find out the
severe most rainstorm that had occurred in the
homogeneous areas in and around these two basins.
Due to paucity of self-recording raingauges in
and around these basins, the DAD analysis of
rainstorms was carried out more or less on the
same lines as given in the publication "Storm
Rainfall of Eastern United States11 (1936). The
DAD analysis of the major rainstorms in the
homogeneous areas of the two basins has shown
that the following rainstorms were the severe
most in the respective homogeneous regions of
the two basins
Severe most rainstorm
Basin
(a) Bai tarni upto
Akhyapada

July 28th to 30th, 1927

(b) Mahi upto
Kadana

July 26th to 28th, 1927

Transposition of severe most rainstorms:-

Table - 2
Transposed basin rain depths (in inches)
of the severe most rainstorms
Mahi upto
Kadana

Name of the
basin

Bai tami up to
Akhyapada

!Duration

------------------------------------1-day 2-day 3-day 1-day 2-day 3-day
------------------------------------·

Transposed
basin rain
depths
(in inches)

12.7

18.2

19.8

10.2

16.6

24.4

------------ -------------------------------------

Ratio of
transposed
rain depths to DAD
!depths
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0.91

0.93

0.96

0.94 0.90

0.92

-

___:__,~-----'---'----- -- - __
87°

-'-"-'---:1=__::= : _ __

___j

88°

TOTAL ISOHYETAL PATTERN OF 28-30 JULY, 1927 RAINSTORM
TRANSPOSED OVER BAITARNI BASIN .

TOTAL JSOHYETAL PATTERN OF 26-28JULY,1~27 RAINSTORM TRANSPOSED OVER MAHI BASIN

FIG.2(a)
4.3

FIG. 2 ( b)

s.

Maximization of transposed rain depths :

RETURN PERIOD OF PMP RAIN DEPTHS

In order to find out the return periods of the PMP rain depths, frequency analysis
of annual •aximum rain depths for 1, 2 and 3-day
durations were carried out on the basis of depthdura tion (DD) analysis of the heaviest rainspells
over these two basins during the last 60 to 70
years, using the Gumbel's (1941) extreme value
distribution as adopted by Chow (1953, 1964).
Theoretical straight lines were fitted to the
data for each duration and frequency relationships
thus obtained for each duration for each of the
basins are given in Table-4.

In order to obtain PMP rain depths for
the above two basins, the transposed rain depths
were maximized for maltimum moisture charge. In
doing this, the teclmique given by Paulhus and
Gilman (1953) was followed. The highest 24-hour
persisting dew point temperatures for the respective months in which the rainstorms occurred were
obtained from a survey of daily 24-hour persisting dew-point data of the last 20 years or so of
the meteorological stations in and near the problem basins to which the rainstorms were transposed. Similarly, the highest 24-hour persisting
storm dew point temperatures were obtained for
the meteorological stations in the upwind path
of the rain bearing winds to the storm area. The
average storm maximization factors obtained for
the Baitarni and Mahi basins were found to be
1.36 and 1.37 respectively.

Table - 4
Frequency relationships for different
durations for the two river basins.
I

J

1
Dura- :
Relationships
Remarks
tion :--------------,---------------~-----------in
: Baitarni upto 1
Mahi upto
:
days : Akhyapada
1
Kadana
:

Using the average storm maximization factors, the transposed rain depths were maximized
in order to obtain PMP rain depths for these two
basins. The PMP rain depths thus obtained are
shown in Table-3.

-- --- --------------- --------- ------ ·'- where
----------~
is
y

Table - 3
PMP rain depths (in inches) and their
return periods

ame of the

Bai tarni up to
Akhyapada

uration

1-day 2-day 3-day

Mahi upto
Kadana

1-day

y=2.52+1.92~

2-day

y=3.83+2.814Kr y=4.43+2.11KT

3-day

y=4.41+3.20KT y=5.S3+2.53KT

y=2.77+1.34KT

1-day 2-day 3-day
-(1.1 + 1. 795 log

10

17.3
eturn
periods of
MP rai•
depths
(years)

24.7

26.9

2700 22200 14700

14.0

22.7

the ma:x imum rainfall in
inches for
different
durations
and return
periods
(T) and*

log 10 _T_ )
T-1

33.~

The very high return periods for PMP
rain depths encountered in the ease of Mahi basin
are due to the fact that July 26th to 28th, 1927
rainstora which was transposed over the Mahi
basin was not only the biggest rainstorm that
occurred over the homogeneous area around the

2000 118300 2430700
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Mahi basin but was also the severe most rainstorm
that occurred over the entire north Indian plains
during last 60 to 70 years since 1891. A comparison of maximum rain depths obtained in major
rainstorms in USA (Myers, 1967b) has shown that
July, 1927 rainstorm gave higher rain depths for
3-day duration over the corresponding areas.

6.

7.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

PMP has been worked out for the two
river basins in north India, viz., Baitarni and
Mahi using the rainstorm data of the last 60 to
70 years from 1891. Two different rainstorms in
the month of July, 1927 were found to be the
severe most rainstorms in the homogeneous areas
of these two basins. These rainstorms were
transposed over the respective basins and maximised for moisture charge. The return period
for the 3-day PMP rain depths in the case of
Baitarni basin was found to be of the order of
15,000 years while in the case of Mahi basin,
the return period obtained for the same duration
was found to be of the order of 2,li00,000 years.
The high return periods for the PMP rain depths
in the case of Mahi basin are due to transposition of a severe most rainstonn which has yielded
rain depths which have not so far been exceeded
over the entire north Indian plains for a duration of 3 days during the last 60 to 70 years.
Tae 3-day rain depths of this rainstorm were
compared with the corresponding rain depths of
the severe most 3-day rainstorm of USA, which
occurred in July, 1916 in the Florida region and
it was found that rain depths of this storm
exceeded those of Florida rainstorm for all
standard areas upto 50,000 sq. miles.
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HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL STUDY OF THE BIGGEST RAINSTORMS OVER NORTH
INDIAN PLAINS

O.N.DHAR, P.RAKHECHA, B.N. MANDAL

AND

R.B. SANG4M

Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona-5,
1.

should be undertaken for the country as a whole
(Ministry of Railways, 1959).
As a result of
these recommendations, attempts have been made
in recent years to analyse in a systematic manner
past recorded rainstonns that have occurred over
the country from 1891 onwards, the year from
which the daily data are available in published
fonn.

INTRODUCTION

Parthasarathy (1959) after analysing a
number of recorded rainstorms over different parts
of India found that the following 5 rainstorms
were the biggest so far as their depth-areaduration (DAD) statistics are concerned :(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

India.

September, 1955 rainstorm over Mahanadi basin,
June, 1898 rainstorm over Damodar basin,
August, 1953 rainstorm over Godavari basin,
October, 1955 rainstorm over Punjab . ~d
September, 1924 rainstorm over West Uttar
Pradesh.

60°

1d'

65°

90°

9'5'

(,~

3!

\
(

\ ...._

30

In the present study the authors have
analysed all the major recorded rainstorms which
occurred over the north Indian plains during the
last 60 to 70 years for one to 3-day durations
with a view to determine one biggest rainstorm
for each of the meteorological divisions of north
India. The storms have been analysed by deptharea-duration (DAD) method and the results of
this analysis have been given in the succeeding
sections of this paper.
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MAP OF NORTH !NOIA SHOWING METEOROLOGICAL DIVISIONS:

2.

1

UTILI1Y OF SUCH STUDIES

There have been instances in the past
in this country when dams have given way due to
provision of inadequate spillways. The failure
of a dam brings in its wake tremendous destruction of life and property by the unexpected
release of huge volume of water all atonce. This
happened in August, 1958 when Ka.dam dam collapsed.
The sudden flooding of Poona city in July, 1961
and Monghyr town (Bihar) in October, 1961 were
due to bursting bf Panshet and Khadakvasla dams
near Poona city and the protective bund of the
Kharagpur hill lake respectively. Therefore,
for the safety of dams, determination of spillway
capacity to withstand ma:ximum probable flood (MPF)
or a design flood of a given return period is very
essential. This can be achieved on the basis of
detailed study of past recorded rainstorms in and
around the problem basin. On the basis of discussions on Satakopan' s (1951) paper on "Rainfall
analysis for multipurpose water and power projects
in India'', Central Board of Irrigation and Power
(CBIP) passed a comprehensive resolution in 1954
on the analysis of rainfall data. This resolution
strongly reco11111ended the analysis of past major
recorded rainstet'lls over different regions of the
country for the optimum dewlopaeDt of country• s
water resources. The Committee of Engineers,
appointed by the Ministry of Railways to investigate and review the methods of estimating maximum
flood discharge from small basins, also recommended that detailed analysis of severe most rainstorms

3

PUNJAB (INCLUDING .HARYANAl, 5
UTTAR PRADESH PLAINS,
6
BIHAR,
7

4

ORISSA,

------

MADHYA PRAjESH,
RAJASTHAN AND
GUJARAT.

- - - -- - - - - - -

FIG. I.
3.

ANALYSIS OF SEVERE RAINSTORMS IN
NORTH INDIAN SUB-DIVISIONS

Fig.1 shows the different meteorologically homogeneous divisions in north Indian
plains some of which have been considered for
this study. For each of these divisions a few
severe most rainstorms which occurred during the
last 60 to 80 years, were first picked out by
careful eXaminatiou of daily rainfall data of all
the raingauge stations in and around these divisions. Examination of daily rainfall data of the
past 60 to 80 years have shown that in all, there
were near about 40 severe most rainstorms which
affected the different meteorological divisions
('Yi.de Fig.1) in north Indian plains. Depth-areaduration (DAD) analysis of each of these severe
most rainstorms was carried out using the technique given in some of the publications like Miami
Conservancy's "Storm Rainfall of Eastern US"
(1936), US Weather Bureau (1946) and WMO (1969)
manuals on DAD analysis. For each of the meteoro-
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logical divisions, envelope rain depths obtained
from the analysis of severe rainstorms in the
respective divisions for the selected areas are
given in Table 1.

From Table-1 maximum observed rain
depths obtained over the standard areas over the
plain areas of north India (outside Gangetic
West Bengal) have also been compiled and the
same are given in Table-2.

Table - 1
Envelope rain depths (in inches) obtained during severe most rainstorms over
different meteorological divisions over north India
Area in Square miles
Met. division
100

500

1000

5,000

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

5.4 a

5.0 a

1-day duration
18.1 a

17.6 a

17.0 a

13.2 a

10.2 a

7.7 a

Uttar Pradesh

31.9 b

30.1 b

28.0 b

18.6 b

14.6 b

10.4 b

7.9 b

6.4 b

5.6 b

Bihar

17.8 c

16.3 c

15.0 d

10. 7 d

s.2 d,e 6.5 f

5.5 f

4.2 e

3.6 e

Orissa

22.0 g

20.2 g

18.8 g

13.1 g

10.0 g

7.9 g

7.0 h

6.1 h

5.3 b

Madhya Pradesh

18.4 i

16.8 i

15.3 i

11.8 j

9.2 j

1.0 k

6.4 1

4.8 k

4.2 k

Rajas than

17.5

14.8 m

13.6 n

10.5

D

8.3 n

7.1

6.4

5.8

5.3

18.6 p

16.8 p

12.4 p

10.8 p

9.2 p

8.0 p

7.1 p

6 • .3 p

Punjab including
Haryana

Gujarat

Ill

20.6 p

0

0

0

0

2-day duration
Punjab including
Haryana

26.4 a

24.7 a

23.6 a

19.2. a

16.0 a

12.6 a

10.9 a

10.0 a

9.5 a

Uttar Pradesh

40.5 b

38.4 b

36.7 b

28.9 b

23.1 b

16.7 b

12.s b

10.4 b

8.S b

Bihar

26.0 q

23.3 e

22.2 e

16.8 f

13.0 e

9.6 d

a.o r

5.8 d

Orissa

28.2 g

26.8 g

25.6 g

18.5 g

14.6 g

12.9 h

11.7 h

6.5 d
10.6 h

9.5 h

Madhya Pradesh

25.0 k

24.0 k

22.9 k

19.5 k

16.8 k

13.5 k

11.7 k

10.0 k

a.E k

Rajas than

32. 7 m

27.6 m

24.0

15.2. m

12.2 m

8.7 o

7.8

Gujarat

36.0 p

30.0 p

27.0 p

21.0 p

1s.3 p

15~8

p

14.o p

12.4 p

11.0 p

m

9.6 o

0

7.2

0

3-day duration
Punjab including
Haryana
Uttar Pradesh

27.1 a

26.2 a

24.6 a

20.0 a

17.7 a

15.0 a

12.7 a

12.4 a

12 .3 a

40.5 b

38.4 b

36.7 b

28.9 b

23.1 b

16.7 b

14.6 s

13.2 s

12.0 s

Bihar

29.0 q

26.6 e

25.0 e

18.5 f

15.0d,f13.0 r

11.9 r

11.0 r

10.Lt r

Orissa

32.8 t

28.2 t

26.l, g

20.0 g

16.S g

15.2 h

14.0 h

13.1 h

12.2 h

Madhya Pradesh

33.7 k

32.8 k

31.9 k

27.1 k

22.9 k

17.5 k

14.8 k

13.4 k

12.3 k

Rajasbhan

32.8 m

27.7 a

24.1.

15.9

13.8

12.2

11.3

10.5

Gujarat

48.o

43.6 p

40.6 p

31.2 p

p

0

26.4 P

0

21.s p

0

0

9.9

0

19.o p

16.8 p

15.3 p

1-day

2-day

3-day

10.4 b

16.7 b

21.5 p

Table-2 Contd.

Table - 2
Maximum observed rain depths (in inches) obtained over the plain areas of north India.
Pu ration/
li\rea Sq. miles

0

Duration/
Area Sq. miles

1-day

2-day

3-day

100

31.9 b

40.5 b

48.0 p

20,000

500

30.1 b

38.4 b

43.6 p

30,000

a.o

p

14.0 p

19.0 p

7.1 p

12.4 p

16.8 p

6.3 p

11.0 p

15.3 p

1,000

28.0 b

36.7 b

40.6 p

Lt0,000

5,000

18.6 b

28.9 b

31.2 p

50,000

10,000

14.6 b

23.l b

26.4 p
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Key to severe rainstorms referred to in
Tables 1 and 2
Stonn

Storm

Date

~a)

3-5

(b)

(c)
(d)

Oct.,

1926

(1)

11-13 July,

1942

(m)

2916-1 July,

1937

(k)

17-18

Sept., 1880

2-4

Sept., 1925

17-19

June,

1898

(n)

28-30 June,

1945

(e) 31/7-2

Aug.,

1917

(o)

26-28 July,

1913

(f)

1-3

Oct.,

1961

(p)

26-28 July,

1927

( g)

28-30

July,

1927

(q)

27-29 Aug.,

1940

(h)

27-29

June,

1925

(r)

10-12 Sept.,

1920

( i)

1-3

Aug.,

1913

( s)

28-30 Sept.,

1924

(j)

1-3

July,

1930

( t)

13-15 June,

1936

RAINSTORM EFFICIENCY

US Weather Bureau (Hiller, 1969) has
in recent years developed an indirect method of
measuring storm efficiency in a rainstorm over a
plain area. This approach has been used in some
of their recently published Hydromet Reports
(1961, 1963, 1966) and Tech. Papers (1963).
Wiesnar (1970) has used this method to work out
the efficiencies of severe rainstorms in USA.
According to the above literature, efficiency (E)
of rainstorm over a plain region has been defined
as the ratio of the observed rainf al 1 (P) in a
rainstorm over a given area to the precipitable
water (M) present in the moist air over the storm
area during a given duration. In other words,
the efficiency (E) of a rainstonn is given by the
following equation :

Date
19-21 Sept.,

1955

4.

E

A comparison of maximum observed rain
depths given in Table-2 with similar rain depths
obtained in the severe most rainstonas of US.l
(Myers, 1967) shows that so far as 3-day duration
is concerned, the maximum rain depths yielded by
the north Gujarat rainstorm of 26th to 28th July,
1927 for all the standard areas from 100 sq. miles
to .50,000 sq. miles are higher than those obtained
in USA. Fig-2 gives the 3-day total rainstorm
isohyetal map of this storm. So far as 2-day
duration i~ concerned, it is also seen that the
rain depths obtained are higher for all the
standard areas when compared to similar rain depths
obtained in severe rainstorms of USA during the
same duration. The maximum rain depths during
2-day duration were obtained in the 17th to 18th
September, 1880 rainstorm over west Uttar Pradesh.
So far as one-day duration is concerned, the rain
depths obtained over north Indian plains are
slightly less than those obtained in USA for
corresponding areas. The severe most one-day
rainstorm over·north Indian plains upto 25,000
sq. reiles was that of 18th September, 1880 and
beyond that and upto 50,000 sq. miles, the severe
most one-day rainstorm has been the north Gujarat
rainstorm of 28th July, 1927.

= PIM

(1)

The ratio of PIM is thus an index of
the efficiency of the storm processes which convert water vapour available to a given storm in
a given duration into precipitation over that
area.
Efficiency factors (i.e., PIM ratios)
were worked out for all the severe most rainstorms
that affected the plain areas of north India during the last 60 to 80 years on the day of maximum
rainfall. The efficiency factors were worked out
for an area of 5000 sq. miles. The ten most
efficient rainstorms over north Indian plains
together with their storm efficiency factors are
given in the order of their maximum efficiencies:
1.

Uttar Pradesh
rainstorm

of Sept., 1880, E = 24 %

2.

Punjab rainstorm

of Oct.,

3.

Gujarat rainstorm

1955, E

of July,

4

E

21 1.

1927, E

= 19 'Z.

of July, 1927,

4. Orissa rainstorm

= 22

s.

Gujarat rainstorm

of Sept., 1950, E

= 18

%

6.

Madhya Pradesh
rainstorm

of Sept., 1926, E

17

Z

7.

Gujarat rainstorm

of Aug.,

1942, E

= 17 1.

8.

Uttar Pradesh
rainstorm

of Sept,, 1924, E

16 1.

9.

Orissa rainstorm

of June,

1925, E

16 1.

of July,

1930, E

10. Madhya Pradesh

= 16

1.

rainstorm
(Note : E = Rainstorm efficiency factor in
percent)

s.

In this study about 40 severe most
recorded rainstorms have been analysed in some of
the different meteorologically homogenous divisions
of north Indian plains. For each homogeneous
meteorological division envelepe rain depths obtained over selected areas for a given duration
have been worked out and the same are given in
Table-1. These rain depths can be used for spillway design purposes for river basins in these homogeneous divisions. Efficiency of each of these
rainstorms was also worked out by calculating PIM
ratios fer an area of 5,000 sq. miles on the dayJ..
most efficient rainstorm over north Indian plains

TOTAL ISOHYETAL MAP OF GUJARAT RAINSTORM OF 26-28 JULY, 1927

FIG.2.

L

of maximum rainfall.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been seen that the
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has been the rainstorm of September, 1880 over
west Uttar Pradesh which had its centre near
Nagina in the district of Bijnor in West Uttar
Pradesh.

Parthasarathy, K., 1959, Proc. Symp. Met. Hydrol.
aspects Floods and Droughts in India, India
Met. Dept. publication.
Satakopan, v., 1951, Indian J.Met. and Geoppys.,
Vol.2, No.1 • .
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CONTFLTBUTION O? Tl.QPISAL Dl31'~'R.1'\TT'j-:i;S (D~Pn..~s. rr;.ns/STO!t<.3) TO 'I'i~Z ·Hnn PCY:' '::'·Tl'IAL
OF TEZ GODA'!.\ 'tI StGTI'J

D.F .Dhar,

B. 1 ~.~iiatt.e. c! ~ arya

and G.':'.Ghose

Indian Institute of Tropical !l;eteorology, Poona-5, India.
in Table-1. On the basis of rainfall data. of
these stations, "!lean Annual rainfall of the entire
Godavari hasin an d its 7 sub-basins have been
worked out and the se.me is given i.rl 'l'able-1. It
is seen from this ta.h 10 thD.t the mean annual rainfs.11 of the '} odavari basin is of the order of 113
ems of ·..f.lich 32% of tLe Jlean ann-:.t:"l.1 rafofall is
obtained durinc the four :n.onsoon months of JlIDe
to September. During; the period October to December, this basln recei 7es nearly 11% of the :nean
annual rain fa 11 of wh j_ch the contribution during
Oct0b~r !llonth is about 7%.
July is the rabiest
.:nonth of ttc year and receives rte"l.rl:r 23~~ of the
mean arunw.l rainfall. It is follo~red closely by
Aucust in which 23% of the annual rai.'1f'aU is
received. It is also seen fro~ Table-1 that subbasin Indravati rec ..dves maximum rainfall of
order of 15J ems annually. Next to it, the subba sin of Wainganga receives about 133 cins annually. The remafoing sub-basins receive rainfall
varying from about 35 c~s to about 113 ems
annually.

1.
I.11 tJ:-.is study 13.n atte:::!pt ha::; been :nade
to as;:;ess the average annual contribution of
r:3.infall associated with tropical disturbances
(i.e. depressions/cyclonic storms) to the water
resource:;; of the Godavari basin usini: the denress,ion/cycJ.onic storm data of fae 10-year perl::xl
from 1956-1965.

2.
'.}odavari river rises in the 33.hyadri
range of the ";/estern '.}hats and after drci.ining
the northern half of the h1ian oeninsula it
finally er;i.erges into the Bay of Bengal '!:>etween
I<asulipatna"ll and Yaldnada stations on the east
coast. The total area drained by this river
and its tributaries is
the order of 1,21,000
sq.miles (Y:hosla, 1949). The important tributaries of Godavari are (a) Penganga (b) T,.fainganga (c) Indravati and (d) ~.anjira. ~01.osla
(1849) divided the entire Godavari basin into 7
:naj or sub-basins which are shown in ~ig. 1.

or

4.

SEA

0

GOOAVARI

BASIN .

, .. - .... : SUB- BASIN OF

"-- - · '

GOOAVARI.

2
2S/ S~~:L~~:s~:TORMS
10•

FIG-I : SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEPRESSIONS /STORMS
GODAVARI BASIN ( 1891·· 1970. J

5.

ImT 0:;" TROPifJAL
OBR. '.JODAVARI 3A.Srr

DI3rtJJ.~At!~3S

Spatial distribution of depressions/
cyclonic storms over the entire Godavari basin
and neiGhbourhood has been shown in Fig.1. Isopleths of these disttlr'.'.)ances have been draim on
the basis of number of disturbances which traversed each degree square of lat.-long,during the
last 90-year period from 1991-1970. rt is evident
from ~ig.1 that any part of Godavari basin can
come 1.IDder the influence of these disturbances.
The number of tropical disturbances that .have
actualzy moved through each of 7 sub-basins during
the 80-year period are shown in Table-1. It is
evident from ?ig.1 that sub-basins to the north
and east experience greater nu.~ber of these
disturbances than the basins to the south and west.
This is mainly due to the fact that majority of
these disturbances origi.rlate in the Bay of Bengal
and after crossing the east coast move northwestwards. Of the 7 sub-basins of the Godavari, the
basin No.5 (i.a. ':lainganga) and 6 (i.e. Indravati)
have experienced maximum n~~ber of these disturbances during the last .90 years. On an average,
these two basins experience one disturbance per
year. Basin No.2 (i.e. Manjira) has experienced
the minimum number of these disturbances. From
Table-1 it is seen that this basin on an avera cte
experiences one disturbance in nine years or s~.

ARABIAN

1rf

DISI'~DUI'

OVER

RAINGAUG:-E NEI':{OR.I<'.: AND MSAN ANWUAL
RAINFALL

There are about 297 raingauge stations
in the a'1tire Godavari basin. Rainfall data of
about 170 stations are available for the nast
70 to 80 years. The number of raingauge ~tat ions in each sub-basins of Godavari is given
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Table-1
Eean annual rainfall for diffr:?rent sub-basins of Godavari basin
Basin
no.

Ehosla 's
(1949)
basin
numbers
for the
sub-basins
of the
'}odavari

of ~Tu:nber of
raingauges tropical diswithin eac.'1 turbances which
sub-basin
moved throueh
various sub-basins during
1891-1970

Number

Name of the .sub-basins of the Godavari

-M;;;----1
annual
rainfall
(ems)

1.

511

River Godavari upto its confluence with
river Manjira (excluding river !1anjira)

42

24

85.8

.,
.....

512

River

33

9

1'.J0.3

3.

513

River Godavari f ro::i its confluence with
river Manjira up to its confluence with
river Wainganea (excluding the 'Jainganga)

45

25

93.3

4.

514

River Penganga

28

41

98.0

s.

515

River Waingan.:;a (excludLng Penganga)

51

79

138.0

6.

516

River Indravati

11

63

153.5

7.

517

River Godavari from its confluence with
river Wainganga to its mouth.

87

44

113.6

~~anj ira

(a)

Total number of raingauges in U1e Godavari basin = 297

(b)

Mean annual rainfall for the entire Godavari basin = 113.2 ems.

·

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5.

t)O~:rT~IBurroN O? TROPICAL DISTUR3A~\rcES
'i'O THE ~·/ATER P01'~TIAL OF THE GODAVARI
BASIN

(d) Indian Journal of lt.-eteorolog:r and
Geophysics (India Met .Dept.,
1956-1965).

rt has been observed by Pisharoty and
Asnani (1957) that on any morning heavy rainfall
"1.Ssociated with monsoon depressions extends to
about 500 miles ahead and to about 500 miles
behind the pressure centres of these disturbances. Similar results were obtained by L9.ll
(1953) and Abbi et al (1970) in their respective
studies on distribution of rainfall associated
with depressions/cyclonic storms. On this basis
it has been assumed in this study that rainfall
is confined to a circular area around the
pressure centres of, depressions/cyclonic stor.ns
whose radius is approximately 500 miles or so.

I.P.rge scale base maps of Godavari
basin showing its sub-basins and location of
raingauge stations were prepared. On these maps
were plotted the tracks of depressions/cyclonic
storms which moved through or near the subbasins of Godavari within a radius of 500 miles
from the pressure centres. A transparent circu.lar disc whose radius is 500 miles was then used
to demarcate the sub-basins which were supposed
to have been affected by the pas38.ge of these
disturbances. If on a particular day only a
portion of a sub-basin was found to fall within
the 300-m.iles radius of the pressure centre, in
that case the entire sub-basin, on that day, was
considered to have be~n affected by the disturbance. This process was continued for all the
depressions/cyclonic storms which happened to
pass through or in the neighbourhood of the
Godavari basin during the 10-year period from
1956-1965. The total number of such disturbances
affecting the different sub-basins of the Godavari
is given in Table-2.

Depressions/cyclonic storms which
oassed through or near the different sub-basins
Godavari were first picked out by referring
to the fallowing literature on depressions/
cyclonic storms over Indian area t -

of

(a) Tracks of storms and depressions
in the B$y of Bengal and Arabian
sea (India Met.Dept., 1964, 1972),
(b) Indian Weather Reviews, Annual
Summary - Part c, (India Met.Dept.
1956-1960),
(c) Indian Daily Weather Reports
(India Met .Dept., 1956-1965) and

Knowing the raingauge network in each
sub-basin, rainfall data for all those days Cll
which different sub-basins got affected by
tropical disturbances were extracted from the
printed rainfall tables and average basin rainfall
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Table-2
Average annual rainfall due to tropical disturbances for different sub-basins of Godavari
basin

,____,_..._....________,. ________________. . ___. _____

...

_....,,. .........._

Basin
No.

~-------··--

. . '""9-·------- --------·-

·

Average
annual
tropical tropi- i-~~~~~~~~~.~~--~~~~~~-~--~~~~---i rainfall rainfall
1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 196~ due to
ca. l
disturdue to
bances
distur- 1-~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~~~~·~--1 tropical tropical
om
da
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm cm. cm distur- disturbancewhich
affect'3d days
bances
bances
t11e dif- during
based on as %of
re rent
the
10-year
mean
10..year
subdat~.
annual
basins
period.
rainfall.
during
the
period
f rcm
Total

Total

No.of

No.-:>f

Average
annual

Average annual sub-basin rainfall due to tropical disturbances during different years of the 10-yea.r period

1956-

~~~!.---

-------- --------------------------------------------------------·--

________

---------

2.·i

8.3

2.1 1.2 6.7

5.8

4.4

1.7

8.1

9.3

2.7 27.4

6.4

6.4

0.3 17.7

7.4 1.9 21.7

8.2

8.3

5.1 B.7

6.5 4.7 15.4

10.s

10.7

15.1 14.1

21.8 20.7 15.2 21.1 19.2 23.5 11.2 15.4

17.6

12.7

52.3 15.7

26.8 45.2 19.3

28.3 44.7 26.0

28.5

18.0

25.4

26.7 24.7

2a.1 21.2 21.7 15.S

11.a

1.

50

51

5,2

5.1

7.3

2.

29

34

2.7

5.5

4.5 2.0

5.

M

46

7.4 10.0

7.1

0.4

4.

58

55

5.1 15.6 15.7 17.5

2.s

5.

42

7'5

6.

59

U4

7.

51

98

------- --------

...,

8.6

8.·1

5.7

0.3

6.S

5.7 20.9
1.2

------·------ ·----..,·--·-

·--------------------~------------------------ ...

(a) Average annual rah.fall due to tr')pical disturbances based on 10-year data

= 15.:S

15.0

__ .__ ,_____ -

c.T!la.

(b) Average annual rainfall due to tropical disturbances as percent of the mean annual rainfall

wo.s worked out for each day. Frcm this statistics total rain depths for each year of the
10-year period for each sub-basin was then
worked out and this data are shown in Table-2.
On the basis of this data for each sub-ba.sfo,
the average annual weighted rainfall due to
tropical disturbances was calculated. It is
seen from Table-2 that for the entire Godavari
basin, average annual rainfall associated with
tropical disturbances is of the order of 11.7%
of the mean annual rainfall over the entire
basin. So far as individual sub-basin:J a.re
concerned it is seen that the average annual
rainfall frcm tropical disturbances varies frcm
4% to 18% of their respective mean annual rainfall values.

6.

= 11. 7%.

CONCLUSION

This study has sh~ that on the
assU:."1Dtion that rainfall aromid the nressure
centres of depres!3i::ms/cyclonic sto~s is confined approximately to a circular area ~n1ose
radius is about 300 miles, the average annual
rainfall received over entire Godavari basin is
of the order of 12% of the ~ean annual rainfall
over this basin. This a..T!lount of rabfall over
an area. of 1,21,000 sq. miles was found to be
equivalent to about 34 million acre-feet of
water per year.

Abbi, S.D., Changrani, T.G. and Manton, D.~.,
1970, Proc.Sym.p.Flood Forecasting, Control
and Flood ~qmage Protection, CBIP Publication

The average annual contribution of
trooical disturbances to the water resources of
the.Godavari basin has also been worked out frc:xn
the data given in Table-2. It has been found to
be of the order of 34 millicn a.ere-feet of water
per year.
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WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IN
EAST AFRICA: A REVIEW
A.L. Alusa
E.A. Meteorological Department
Box 30259, NAIROBI, KENYA.

1.

INTRODUCTION
groundnut scheme (see figure 1 for location
of areas refferred to in the text). In this
experiment, only silver iodide was used,
but two methods of delivering the seeding
agents into clouds were employed. First
conventional ground generators were used.
Second, small charges of gunpowder impregnated with silver iodide were fitted with a
time fuse and carried up into the clouds
by hydrologen-filled balloons, the length of
the time fuse being adjusted so that the
gunpowder exploded at a pre-arranged height
(details of the "baloon bomb" technique
developed in East Africa are discussed by
Davies.!!·~·
(1951a). These initial experiments were not very conclusive, but they
provided valuable experience for subsequent
improved seeding techniques.

Only a small part of East Africa has
rainfall in excess of 1000mm per annum, and
even in areas where rainfall is generally
adequate, it is so variable, largely due to
the convective nature of the rainfall, that
it presents serious problems to the farmer.
Droughts and floods are, therefore, an everpresent the threat in most parts of East
Africa. The East African Meteorological
Department in collaboration with interested
parties ha, in past, experimented with artificial stimulation of rainfall in drought
threatened areas.
In those areas where rainfall is
generally adequate, hail is a serious problem. In particular, in the tea growing
area around Kericho, Kenya, the loss of crop
due to hail is heavy. The East African
Meteorological Department in collaboration
with the tea growers undertook a hail suppression programme, using anti-hail rockets.
Later a commercial hail suppression firm was
constructed to seed hailstorms using silver
iodide.

2.1.2.

On the basis of initial experiments
discussed above, a second series of experiments was carried out in 1952 (Jan-April 1952).
This time the "baloon bomb" technique was
used exclusively but two seeding agents,
silver iodide and sodium chloride (finely
ground and dessicated sea salt) were used.
A strict series of three day cycles was carried out.

In this review an attempt is made to
critically review these activities with a
view to acquainting the scientific community
of the results and possible cloud physics
implications. It has to be emphasiz~d, however, that owing to budgetary limitations,
most of the weather modification activities,
especially the rain stimulation experiments,
were, per force, limited to initial explanatory work.

2.
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RAINMAKING EXPERIMENTS
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All rain stimulation experiments were
undertaken with a view to improving agricultural production and/or increasing water
resources within a catchment area. They were
not pure academic experimental exercises.
This is an important aspect of these experiments because it imposed certain limits to
the experimenters as regards planning and
experimental options. Indeed, this explains,
as will be obvious later, the difficulty in
getting a meaningful statistical evaluation
of the effectiveness of the experiments.
2.1.
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The first rain stimulation experiment
was undertaken by the East African Meteorological Department in collaboration with the
Overseas Food Corporation on the Kongwa
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On the f irst day of each cycle silver iodide
was used, on t he second day see salt, and on
the third day t here was no seeding. Figures
2 and 3 show isopleths of excess rainfall on
days of seeding with (a) silver iodide and
(b) se~ salt over control days, respectively.
There is some evidence from these figures to
suggest that there was an increase in rainfall in Kongwa as a result of seeding.
Observations by the experimenters suggest
that on some occassion salt seeding appeared
to dissipate clouds, although their general
conclusion was that salt seeding was probably more effective in East Africa than silver
iodide seeding.
2.2. 1953-54:

Amboseli and Dodoma

2.2.1.

Amboseli 1953

The experiments in Amboseli were
conducted in collaboration with the Kenya
Veterinary Department, the game department
and the national parks of Kenya between mid
October and December 1953. Unfortunately
due to presence of game, no rainguage network was installed. The results of seeding
were therefore judged visually. There
appeared to be some unctnimity that slight
showers followed the seeding of suitable
cumulus clouds.

..

"'

2.2.2 . Dodoma
Between January and March 1954 1 the
Meteorological Department carried out rain
stimulation experiments over the catchment
areas of two reserviors at Dodoma where a
serious water shortage existed. In this case
there already existed a network of 10 rainguages within a radius of six miles. Isohyets
of rainfall were therefore constructed and
are discussed in detail by Davies A!, ,!!
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(1955).
2.3.

~

';

~

Mityana Tea Estate 1954

In coorperation with the Uganda
Company, a series of experiments was carried
out between September and December or 1954
using the baloon bomb technique. There was a
reasonabl& rainguage network so that it was
possible to construct isohyetal maps, Figure
5. shows isopleths of excess rainfall on days
or seeding over the controll days. There is
an obvious apparent increase in rainfall, but
the main question here is to what extent the
increase in rainfall can be attributed to
seeding, and not chance. A need for a longer
period for the experiment immediately becemes
obvious.

..

Tabora 1957

"'

The rain stimulation experiments in
Tabora were undertaken in conjunction with the
Works Department in Tanganyika. A network
of 30 rainguages was laid down over the catchment area and the experiment was conducted
on a randomised ba sis in order to give a
measure or the i nc r ease in rainfall.
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Unlike the other experiment discussed
earlier, the seeding agent (sodium chloride)
was delivered to cloud base by means of
modified two inch naval flare rockets. The
rocket head, carried a charge of nearly oneand-a half pounds of dessicated salt. The
rocket was fired electrically and a fuse
mechanism in the rocket head dispersed the
seeding agent with explosive force after a
specific time of flight.
It is important to point out that
throughout the two months period of the experiment, there were only seven seed days and
six no seed days. It is, therefore, difficult to draw too many conclusions from the
experiments. However, Brazell and Taylor
(1965) conclude that most of the seeded
clouds would not have rained naturally - at
least over the catchment area. It is clear,
however, that the data is far from adequate
to support a conclusion one way or another.
HAIL SUPPRESSION ACTIVITIES
The incidence in Kericho, Kenya, of
well over 100 days of hail per annum ranks
as one of the highest in the world, This is
all the more significant for Kenya economy
because Kericho area is the centre of the tea
growing region, and damage to tea due to hail
can sometimes be well over 700 1 000 Kg of made
tea per year.
The need for an attempt to suppress
hail has been felt by the tea growers in this
region for sometime. Reports of hail suppression experiments have been by Sansom (1965,
1968). In this review we made no attempt to
reiterate the details; instead we shall
concentrate en a critical examination of the
data from the experiments using both antihail rockets and silver iodide.

•oZ---------~

i

Ji

3-1.

Use of Explosive Rockets

In 1963, the African Highlands Produce
Company initiated a hail suppression experiment using Italian anti-hail rockets. In the
original experiments the operations were confined to one estate (Kitumbe), but was later
expanded to 4 other estates. The rockets
have an explosive head containing 800 gms of
TN~ or cheddite and are designed to burst at
1500m or 2000m above ground level. The
experiment was carried out between July 1963September 1967.

..."'
...J

i

Sansom (1968) has compared the average loss per hectare during and before the
experiment. Table 1 shows his results.
0
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(1965, 1968) and Henderson (1968, 1970) that
the various suppression experiments have been
successful in the light of what we so far
know about the growth mechanisms in clouds
and possibilities of their modificationo
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In any weather modification exercise,
it is usually difficult to determine to what
extent any noted changes in normal patterns
can be attributed to chance. In the rain
stimulation experiments in East Africa this
doubt is rather prominent, although there
were strong indications of increased rainfall
in some cases. Those involved in rain stimulation experiments have made some rather
definite conclusions, while in review of hail
suppression experiments there are facts and
figures presented to support the general
conclusion that the experiments were successful. In recent times the scientific community,
has not been in agreement as to the effects
of attempts at modifying the weather. In
this section we attempt to critically examine
the conclusions in light of recent development.
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Froa the above table, one can immedia~
tely deduce a possible suggestion that the
anti-hail rockets appear to have had an
effect on hailstorms. The question that has
yet to be adequately answered is what mechanism resulting from the explosion of rockets
ia responsible for the apparent reduction
in hail? A number of possible mechanisms
have been offered and will be reviewed in a
later section.
3.2.

Rain Stimulation Experiments

The isohyets of excess rainfall on seed
days over control days in Kongwa and Mityana
seemed to suggest that the clouds had been
affected by the seeding (see figures 2,3, and
5). The more intriguing conclusion from the
cloud physics point of view, was the suggestion that salt seeding was a more effective
seeding agent in East Africa than silver
iodide. To test this, isohyets of excess
·rainfall on days of hygroscopic seeding over
days of silver iodide seeding have been drawn
and are shown in figure 4. This figure alone
can hardly support this conclusion. It should
be pointed out, however, as was b1 the
experimenters (Davies.!!,!,! 1965), that there
were some days when seeding was to be carried
out but could not due to the fact that it was
already raining. Although not actually seeded
they were included in the seeded category,
there were 10 such days on days of silver
iodide seeding as apposed to 3 on days of salt
seeding. It is therefore possible that this
is reflected in figure 4, but one is immediately tempted to question the grounds on which
the conclusion was based.

~

~

m
~

DISCUSSION

Silver Iodide Seeding

In October of 1967, the Atmospheric's
Incorporated was contracted to undertake the
seeding of hailstorms using silver iodide
Initially both aircraft and ground generators
were used, but later most of the seeding was
by aircraft. The thrust has been on an attempt to seed as aany of the storms as
possible with a view to reducing hail damage
in both Kericho and Nandi Hilla.

Presumably, the conclusion that salt
seeding was more effective than silver iodide
seeding was based on Langmuir's (1948) chain
reaction hypothesis. It has, however, not
yet been experimentally or observationally
established that a chain reaction has actually
been antifioially initiated in a real cloud.
Biewas and Dannis (1971) were, to the best
of the author's knowledge, the first to claia
having artificially intiated the chain reaction by salt seeding. This was challenged by
Blanchard (1972) and Haven (1972). In a
rejoinder to the comments by Blanchard and
Haven, Biswae and Dennis (1972) give some
quantitative estimates to defend their conclusions but are a lot more guarded and conservative in their conclusions.

Henderson (1968, 1970) has suggested
that there has been substantial reduction in
hail damage. His method of analysis, however, bas been baaed on a categorization of
storms into seeded and unseeded. This type
of analysis raises a number of important
questions, among them is one related to the
possibility of seeded and unseeded storms
interacting and possibly increasing overall
hail within a specific area. In the next
section we examine the claims of both Sansom
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Calculations similar to those done by Biswas
and Dennis in the case of salt seeding in
East Africa, would go a long way to confirm
or negate these conclusions.
4.2.

5.

CONCLUSION

The past weather modification activities in East Africa appear to have posed
many interesting questions and therefore
provided a useful base for future work on
this subject. In particular, the rain
stimulation experiments call for more carefully planned experiments to test the
effectiveness of salt seeding vis-a-vis
silver iodide. Although the experiments on
the suppression of hail by explosive rockets
indicate a decrease in hail damage, a need
still exists for a theoretical explanation
regarding what it is about exploding rockets
that cuases a reduction in hail. Silver
Iodide seeding has been used in a. number of
countries and reports of its effectiveness
have been published (see for example.
Sulakvelidze 1965). For Kericho experiments,
however, a statistical evaluation of the
effectiveness of seedang must await the
results of the randomized experiment now in
progress.

Hail Suppression Experiments

4.2.1. Explosive rocket s
The major question that remains to be
answered regarding the suppression of hail
using explosive rockets is; how does it
happen if at all ? Sansom (1968) refers to
three possible aechanisms, namely: (1)
adiabatic expansion (2) shock induced freezing and (3) cavitation. As regards (1)
it is hard to asses the extent of its effects, and is certainly difficult to attribute the observed marked reduction in hail
damage to this mechanism alone. The shock
induced freezing mechnism although persuasive, is, like the first hardly enough to
account for observed reduction in hail damage.
Vittori (1960) has discussed in some
detail the possible effects of pressure
waves on hailstones which has led to the
suggestion that cavitation could be a possible mechanism in the reduction of hail
damage to crops. This is all the more
persuasive for the Kericho case in that the
rockets were always fired after hail was
already falling. However, for cavitation
to occur, small quantities of water are
necessary. Gitlin et al (1968) have measured liquid water co'irl'ent of hail stones in
Kericho and find 5~ without any liqsid
water and the remaining 48% with only 4.~
of liquid water on the average.
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CLOUD SEEDING EFFECTIVENESS FOR AUGMENTING PRECIPITATION FROM CONTINENTAL CONVECTIVE CLOUDS

L. O. Grant, G. W. Brier, and P. W. Mielke, Jr.
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado

INTRODUCTION

1.

During the summer months, initial
cumulus formation usually begins between 8 and
9 a.m. along the eastern slopes of the Sawatch
Range to the west and the east slope of the
continental divide further east. Successive
cumuli become larger as the day progresses
and initial shower activity usually starts by
noon. Shower activity becomes more general
during the early afternoon and individual
showers and shower lines move eastward across
the various ridges and on to the plains further
east. On many days this marks the end of shower
activity in the mountains. However, on other
days, cumuli re-develop on the west facing
mountain slopes. On a portion of these latter
days the shower pattern also re-develops. The
forcing functions of heating and lifting produced by the high mountain slopes are undoubtedly essential ingredients of initial cumuli
formation. Clouds, however, are distinctly
cumuliform in contrast to more stratified orographic type clouds. Airflow over the mountain
ranges is weak and at mountain top levels, is
from a westerly direction west of the mountains
in Western Colorado and from the east over the
plains of Eastern Colorado. Orographic lifting
of the air mass is corrnnonly of the order of a
few cm/sec. in contrast to the vertical motion
of at least a few m/sec. in actively building
cumuli. Once formed, the cumuli are believed
to exhibit characteristics very similar to those
of other continental cumuli. In addition to its
effect on initial cloud formation, the mountainous terrain does affect the manner in which
particulates, such as seeding materials, move
and the mass transfer of air into the clouds at
cloud base. Cloud bases typically are at
around 13,000- t9 15,000 msl, which is a few
hundred to a few thousand feet above the
mountain peaks. Radar tops during the experiment
were observed in the range from 16,000 to 40,000
msl. Single radar echo diameters ranged from
less than one mile to several miles in diameter.
On a number of days cloud clusters and lines
frequently were 10 to 20 miles wide and more than
50 miles long.

Results of preliminary analyses of
four summers (1966-1969) of randomized seeding
of orographically induced summertime convective
clouds near Climax, Colorado, were reported at
the Third American Meteorological Society
National Conference on Weather Modification
(Grant et al, 1972). The main conclusions
were:
1.

Precipitation on seeded days was
similar but somewhat less than on
non-seeded days. The difference was
not statistically significant.

2.

When the data were stratified according to meteorological parameters,
there was evidence that precipitation
may have been increased or decreased
under differing meteorological
conditions. These results were consistent with numerical cumulus cloud
experiments which indicate potential
for precipitation increase from seeding small individual clouds but no
change or decreases from seeding for
large clouds.

3.

Seeding materials as detected by ice
nuclei counters did arrive in the
seeded area from generator sites 6 to
17 miles upwind.

4.

The mean radar echo area was greater
and the difference had a low likelihood of natural occurrence on the
seeded days, and during the later
afternoon - early evening period.

This paper reports on the continuing
analysis of .this summer seeding program and incorporates data from two additional years of
seeding (1970 and 1972).

2.

AREA AND CLOUD TYPES

The experimental area is located in
a rugged section of the central Colorado Rockies
near Climax, Colorado. The central part of the
targeted area is near Climax and at an elevation
of around 12,000 ft msl.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA SAMPLE

The basic aspects of the design of
the Climax experiments have been previously
reported (Grant and Mielke, 1967, Grant et al,
1972). The following is a summary of the-basic
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experimental units (116 seeded and
125 non-seeded) were obtained during
the four summer seasons, 1966 through
1969 (Climax III). An additional 129
experimental units (63 seeded and 66
non-seeded) were obtained during the
sunnners of 1970 and 1972 (Climax IV).
These additional events are being
analyzed both as an independent sample and in combination with the 19661969 sample.

aspects of the experiment.
1.

The experimental unit was the 24-hour
per i od from 9 a . m. to 9 a.m. on the
following day. Nearly all sunnnertime
precipitation occurs in this area
during the period from late morning
until early evening.

2.

Randomization was employed in defining
the seeded and non-seeded experimental
events. The randomization was restricted to blocks of units (20-40)
having the same number of seeded and
non-seeded cases.

3.

A forecast of any natural precipitation (~.01") in the designated area
formed the basis for declaring an
'experimental day'. The randomization was made after this declaration.

4.

All experimental cases collected
during the months of July and August
are included in the study of the
effect of seeding Qn summer cumulus
cloud systems. During June and September most precipitation events are
associated with sunnner cumulus clouds
but some synoptic scale storms also
occur during these months. Objective
criteria have been established to
determine which of the June and September events should be used in the
analysis of the effects of seeding
on sunnner convective cloud systems.
Since substantial cold air advection
nearly always occurs in association
with general storms, criteria for
inclusion of any event in the summer
cumulus study have been based on temperature criteria. All June and September experimental cases with 500 mb.
temperatures ~ -12° have been accepted for inclusion in the summer data
sample. All July and August cases
also satisfy this criteria.

5.

The seeding was carried out, using
four generators located as follows:
~4 miles SW Leadville; (2) 1-3/4
miles S of Tennessee Pass; (3)
Redcliff, and; (4) Minturn. Appropriate generators were used to seed
the primary target area on any specific day based on observed airflow.
A CSU modified Skyfire, needle-type
generator burning an AgI NaI acetone
solution, was employed for seeding at
the rate of about 15 gm of AgI per
hour. These generators have been
extensively calibrated and previously
reported (Grant and Mielke, 1967).
The threshold activities temperature
with these units using the AgI NaI
solution during laboratory tests, is
in the range -6° to -8°C. High
nucleation effectiveness is reached
when temperatures are lowered to -10°C
to -12°C. The period of generator
operation was from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.
each day.

6.

Two hundred and forty one (241)
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7.

The precipitation network used during
the winter studies at Climax was
maintained over Fremont and Hoosier
passes. Fremont Pass crosses N-S
directly through the primary 'targeted' area for the experiment. Hoosier
Pass is located some ten miles further
east and is also oriented generally
north - south. This precipitation
network provides observations of
daily precipitation at 45 sites with
the gages located at approximately
one mile intervals over these two
mountain passes. Forest Service type
8" rain gages (with wind-shields)
are utilized for making the pre~ipita
tion measurement at 35 sites. Observations at the other sites, well
distributed through the network, are
made with weighing type recording
precipitation gages. For most
analyses purposes, gages have been
grouped in a manner similar to that
used for the winter analyses (Mielke,
et al., 1971). Only the 10 recording
gages were available during the 1972
field programs. Consequently,
analyses intended to make comparisons
between the Climax III and Climax IV
samples utilize only the data from
the 10 recording gages. These gages
have been grouped for: (1) Fremont
Pass, FPR (5 gages); (2) Fremont Pass
Summit, FPSR (3 gages), and; (3)
Hoosier Pass, HR (5 gages).

8.

Observations of ice nuclei were made
routinely and obtained for most days
at the High Altitude Observatory
(HAO), using a Bigg-Warner Expansion
Ice Nuclei Counter. HAO is located
near the center of the seeded area
near Climax, Colorado, at an altitude
of 11,300 ft msl. On most days two
series of three or more observations
were made. One of the series on most
days included observations of nuclei
activated at temperatures in 2°
intervals from -14°C to -26°C. Single
temperature observations were made at
-20°C. On as many days as time permitted, a second Rapid Expansion Ice
Nuclei Counter and an NCAR accoustical
counter were in operation at Climax
Laboratory at the summit of Chalk
Mountain. The Climax Laboratory is
about 2 miles SE of HAO.

9.

Two 3 cm radars, one with a PPI presentation and the other vertical pointing, were operated on most experimental
days. Analyses of these observations

are not yet completed.

4.

within meteorologically defined partitions.

RESULTS
1.

2.

3.

The mean precipitation on the seeded
days for the Fremont Pass Summit
recording gages (FPSR) during the
Climax IV experiment, 1970 and 1972,
was similar but somewhat less than
the precipitation on the non-seeded
days. This is in agreement with the
similar comparison for the Climax III
Experiment, 1966-1969. The respective
S/NS ratios for the Climax IV and
Climax III Experiment are 0.79 and
0.79. The respective one-sided Pvalues to test the hypothesis that
seeding did not cause lower precipitation amounts on the seeded days are
.323 and .258. The precipitation
comparisons for the Climax IV Experiment were also similar to the Climax
III Experiment for FPR grouping and
for the HR grouping and for the groupin of the data from the more dense
precipitation netwo r k.

Concentrations of ice nuclei observed
near the center of the seeded area at
the High Altitude Observatory (11,300
ft msl), were significantly higher on
seeded days during the 1970 experimental season as had been observed during
the 1966-1969 period. For unexplained
reasons, the seeding materials were
infrequently observed at this site
during the 1972 season. This raises
questions regarding the operations
during the 1972 season. These are not,
at least for the present, resolved.
Table I shows the much greater number
of cases with high concentrations of
ice nuclei on seeded days during 1970.
TABLE I

Ice Nuclei/liter effective at -20°C

The only meteorological partitioning
giving similar results in both experiments was the partitioning with warm
temperatures as represented by 500 rob
temperatures ~ -6 °C. The respective
S/NS ratios for the Climax IV (14
seeded, 8 non-seeded), and Climax III
(32 seeded, 34 non-seeded) experiment are 0.70 and 0.51. When the
data for the two samples are combined
(46 seeded, 42 non-seeded), the S/NS
ratio is 0.57 and the P-value is .11.
The comparison of the respective
partitions for the Climax III and
Climax IV Experiments is seriously
restricted due to small sample sizes,
particularly for Climax IV. This
problem is accentuated by the difference in the characteristics of the
meteorological events during the
respective experiments. The percentage of the total events with upper
level flow from the northwest, for
example, dropped to 8% for Climax IV
as compared to 15% for Climax III.
This combined with the smaller total
sample size for Climax IV precludes
any meaningful comparison of northwester ly upper level airflow. Further
differences are apparent by considering the precipitation on the nonseeded events for the respective
experiments. The precipitation on
the non-seeded days for 500 rob
airflow from a westerly direction
(250-310°) for Climax IV was only
0.047"/day for 31 cases while the
average precipitation on comparable
days for Climax III was 0.113 for
69 cases. This clearly represents a
substantial difference in the pre~
cipitating characteristics of the
untreated experimental clouds with
the westerly airflow and further
restricts the making of useful comparisons between the two experiments

>100

>50

>10

3-10

>3

Seeded Days

2

2

6

13

13

Non-seeded
Days

0

0

1

3

37

2
The p-value associated with a 2 x 2 x test of !
the observed concentra4ion partition (>10/1 and
<3/1) is less than 10- • Clearly the seeding
materials during 1970 moved from the generator
sites at elevations from 9-10,000 ft msl, and
distances from at least 6 and up to 17 miles, to
the HAO site at 11,300 ft msl. This is in agreement with ice nuclei observations during Climax
III. With the transport of the seeding material
to the mountain top area, it can easily be
carried into the convective clouds, generally
1,000 to 3,000 ft above the mountain slopes.
Such transport can frequently be observed in the
motion of visible smoke and no-lift balloons.

s.

CONCLUSIONS

The failure to obtain a significant
difference in precipitation between the seeded
and non-seeded events for either Climax III or
Climax IV, or a combination of the two, constitute, in itself, a basic result from these experiments. This shows that effects, if any, from
seeding were not of a magnitude to produce an
area-wide increase in precipitation that was
large enough to distinguish even after six
experimental seasons involving 370 experimental
units. This result could, of course, occur
even though the seeding had caused a true change
in precipitation although the chance of this
having happened is low. This possibility can be
considered further by combining the results from
the Climax Experiments with those from other
randomized experiments for seeding summertime
convective clouds to increase precipitation over
an area. The randomized seeding experiments in
Arizona (Batten and Kossander, 1967), Missouri
(Flueck, 1971), and North Dakota (Miller and
Riggio, 1972), appear to have had these common
objectives. The Arizona research constitute
two independent experiments, 4 years. 1957-1960
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affect is still not clearly defined.
It thus
seems unlikely that further experimental
projects to increase precipitation over an area
using the techniques employed in these experiments (both areal and ground seeding ) can
provide definitive results. It seems clear
that further experimental efforts must concenttate on improved experimental design that provide for, first, the delineation of seeding
opportunity and, second, for the evaluation of
the potential for altering precipitation over
an area.
Substantially better descriptions
of the cumulus processes in relation to the
entire cloud systems are a prerequisite to the
development of sound weather modification
technology for managing this type of cloud to
obtain additional precipitation. Priority
needs (Grant, 1973) for investigating the
,potential for augmenting precipitation over an
area from continental convective clouds include:

(69 pairsl and 3 veat;"s, 1961, 1962, 1964 07
pairs.)
The Missouri experiment, Project Whitetop, extended over a five year period, 19601964 (198 experimental units, 102 seeded, 96 nonseeded). The North Dakota experiment extended
over threeyyears, 1969-1971 (3,579 rainfall
events, 2,684 seeded, 895 non-seeded). The
Climax III experiment extended over four years,
1966-1969 (241 experimental days, 116 seeded
and 125 non-seeded). Climax IV was an independent replication of Climax III and extended
over two years, (129 experimental days, 63
seeded and 66 non-seeded). Table II shows the
one-sided P-values and test statistics for testing the hypothesis that seeding did not cause
lower precipitation amounts on the seeded days
during each of these experiments.
TABLE II
Probability values and test statistics for six
randomized experiments for seeding summertime
convective clouds.

P-Value
Arizona I
Arizona II
White top

.30

1.

Coordinated, well-instrumented
observational field studies.

2.

Determination, from improved numerical models, of the seeding
potential for convective clouds
with varying meteorological characteristics.

3.

Exploration of the potential
from seeding to promote cloud and
cloud system development.

4.

The development of experimental
procedures that can make possible
the evaluation of the consistency
of seeding effects on (a) cloud
changes, (b) precipitation changes
from individual clouds, and (c)
precipitation changes over an area.

Normalized Test
Statistic

-.52*

.16

-.99*

.412**
(.046)**

-.18
(-1.68)

North Dakota

.326

-.45

Climax III

.258

-.652

Climax IV

.323

-.465

*Shows that test statistic was determined from
a table since only the P-value was available
in referenced literature.
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